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i^ ^5"t Lovely

demand

her attention
but not a second for her tender gums
Icsshes

How

often such neglect leads
to real dental tragedies . .

gums the benefit
Ipana and Massage.

give your
of

1ET her labor over her lashes until she
* is late for the show... let her spend
time and money on her favorite brands
of cosmetics and cold cream. But will
someone please tell her about her dull,
dingy smile— a smile that distorts a face
even as beautiful as hers?

a smile both good-looking

and lovely to

knows the
meaning of that tinge of "pink" on her
tooth brush — knows it and does somelook

at.

But not

thing about

until she

it!

Never Ignore "Pink Tooth Brush"
"Pink tooth brush"

is

a distress signal.

When
ally,

you see it—see your dentist. Usuhowever, it only means gums that

For Ipana with massage
help benefit your

is

designed to

as well as clean

Rub a little extra Ipana on
your gums every time you brush your
teeth. Those la2y gums quicken as new
your teeth.

circulation

wakens in the

gum

walls themselves gain

new

firmness.

Play

safe.

The
new health,

tissues.

Even before you

see that

tinge of "pink," schedule yourself for

have grown tender because of our mod-

this

ern soft foods— gums that need

one sensible and

more

gums

modern

dental health routine as

Yet she could have— can have— teeth

work— and, as your dentist will so often
advise, gums that need the stimulating

effective way to help
the health of your teeth and gums. Your
smile will be brighter, more attractive

that sparkle with brilliant whiteness...

help of Ipana Tooth Paste and massage.

and appealing— and

IPANA

a good tooth paste,
like a
is

safer!

good dentist,

never a luxury.
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How Bob
Jean loves

mad

loves

— and how

it!... It's

farce in the

a merry

M-G-M

"Libeled Lady" manner —
which means high-powered
romance mixed in with the

He masquerades as her butler, so her
high- toned society friends won't suspect she's flat broke ..

Bob is assigned by the sheriff to guard
jean's personal property ...that's when
the fun begins
!

laughs !... Here's the merriest of Springtime pictures!

Who

Bob's the boy to clear up complicaso he becomes Jean's personal
property, Item No. 1

should Jean's honor-guest be but
Bob's fortune-hunting brother, who
thinks Jean is an heiress!

J

E

tions

—

ROBERT

AN

HARLOW -TAYLOR
with
jiA

Directed by
:.

4

Reg

Metro.-gpldwyn-Mayer Pitluce

W.

no

i

S

I

d

Owen

Produced by John W. Considine,

*

.

VAN DYKE

The Hit-Director q{ "After the Thin
"San Francisco" and others
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From Liza

to romp. You'd think,
wouldn't you, that anyone so ethereally
beautiful as the delicate Camille would be
quite content to spend the rest of her
cinema days on a chaise longue pondering
Life and Robert Taylor and Things. But
no, Greta wants to cut loose. And you can
be pretty sure that when a lump-in-thelaryrix dramatic star cuts loose she goes the
whole hog in acting up. (Didja hear Grace

Moore tear into "Minnie the Moocher?"
Minnie hasn't been that hot in years.)
So good old Metro, ever mindful of the
happiness of its little Dream Children, gave
Mr. Moss Hart (who is the best when it
comes to mad, mad comedies; his "You
Can't Take It With You" is now playing
at the Booth Theatre if you live in New
York— lucky you), a huge hunk of dough

whip up

to

a

little

something

which

in

Greta could sing and dance and cavort
without much rhyme and no reason. Mr.
Hart accepted the assignment and the
dough one day but several days later gave
back the assignment and the dough on account of he remembered a previous engagement with a play. And Greta was that disappointed.
Can't you just hear her saying to somebody—she must talk to somebody— "I tank
I roll on the floor." Which all goes to prove
that Greta's
floor

Charlotte Herbert
Eliot Keen

Letter

BOSS:
DEARGarbo
wants

right
if

no

fool.

now

you want

it's

to

A

good

roll

on the

a movie star, and
definitely the thing to do

has helped

be

many

terrifically

popular with

the fans. Look at Carole Lombard and
Irene Dunne and Myrna Loy and Jean
Harlow and Loretta Young. They've always
been good actresses but the fans didn't go
nuts over them until they let down their
back hair and removed their dignity.
Miriam Hopkins, I hear, is the latest to
give up the oh-the-tragedy-of-it-all type of
acting and is now going utterly screwy in

SILVER SCBEEN.

her new picture, "Woman Chases Man."
In fact she rolled on the floor so thoroughly
the other day they had to send her home
to bandage her bruises.
Garbo held up production on "Madame
Walewska" (which might become "The
Polish Countess" any minute now) until
several of Metro's better writers could insert a bit of humor in the script. But no
matter how you look at it, even cockeyed,
rather dreary being Napoleon's girl
it's
friend. And Greta wants to romp. Wanted:
A "My Man Godfrey," a "Theodora Goes
Wild," a "Libeled Lady," a "Thin Man"

tising

for

But There

Why Not

Is
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Let

Only One Great Lover
o'

the May?
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Inspire
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48-49
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In

The

I

Of The S ound

rivacy

Stages

Oreat Minds Are Producing
Visit

The Working

S.

R.

The

Pictures.

Companies "With

Mook

'"THEY'RE

off!" as we say at
| Santa Anita. The new pictures
that are just starting, I mean. But
when I look over the production schedules, it's one of the dullest months I've ever
encountered. Practically no big pictures
shooting. So we might as well start the
month right and begin at

M-G-M

THERE'S
darn

1

-

We

plenty doing out here

all

right,

it.

have "The Old Soak" starring Wal-

Beery. This was a sensationally successful stage play some years ago and it is
made to order for Beery. He's a shiftless,

lace

lovable, good-for-nothing.
J. Walter Rubin is directing this picture
and whenever Mr. Rubin is in charge there
is
fun on the set. In addition, he has
Walter Stroh for an assistant and Walter
is one of the very

few

agreeable

as

sistant

directors in
the business. He's a
gent.
"Glad to see you,"
Mr. Rubin greets

me. "You just
missed a pretty decent

shot.

'bad,

too,

too

It's

One

because
this next one won't

picture that

awaited

is

— Ginger

eagerly

my

Rogers
and Fred Astaire in "Shall
We Dance?" (Left) In
"Cafe Metropole," Loretta
Young and Charles Win-

job would be a lot

ninger develop battle tac-

anything to
write home about."
be

If

were

all

directors

as affable

easier.

tics.

Anyhow, the
next

shot

in

is

a

combination saloon

"Oh, yes," Bob assures her. "I like all
animals— especially cats. He's a beauty.
I
bet he's a good companion to you,

and poolroom.
Beery and three of
his cronies
(Granville Bates, Bert
Roach and Oscar
O'Shea) are fooling
around a quarter
slot machine. Suddenly Beery hits the jackpot and quarters
pour out all over the place. "Hoh mackerel!" he ejaculates. "That thing must have
poured out twenty dollars!"
Well, that's

what
erty

I

would

man

all

there

like to

fixes

that

The

next picture

is

marvelous

is

how

But

the prop-

so Beery hits
find that out I

"Night. Must Fall."
it's

This one stars
a stark drama.

a bellboy at a country

hotel

near

London. He has no assets but his dreams
of power and a way with women. He is the
gigolo of one of the guests and is also
carrying on with one of the maids— Dora.
6

who

"Oh, I'm sure," Bob agrees. "Would
you mind if I asked what your ailments are?" noting she is in a wheel
His benefactress' jealousy of Dora and her
refusal to give him more money cause him
to murder her. He cuts up the body and
hides

it

near the cottage of Mrs. Bramson

(Dame Mae Whitty).
His relations with Dora are discovered
by Dame Whitty, who plans to compel Bob
to marry the girl. They're in her sitting

room now.
"Now, young man," she begins

title?

Robert Montgomery and

Bob

is

machine

the jackpot. If I could
could make a fortune.

Isn't that a

to the scene.

is

know

he?"
He's the only one in the house
is," she snaps.
isn't

sternly,

"
"what about Dora? I
"Excuse me, mum," Bob interrupts,
anxious to change the subject, "but is that

your cat?"
"Yes," she answers, puzzled.
"May I pick him up?" Bob goes on. "I
didn't see him before."
"Do you like cats?" she inquires.

chair.
"I
I

have the most terrible palpitations.

"

"Palpitations!"

he echoes. "Whew.

The

way you get about. It's a pretty bad thing
to have you know. Did you know that nine
women out of ten in your position would
be lying down and giving way. I've known
people with palpitations. Somebody very
close to me." He pauses and then goes on
dead now."
"Oh!" she exclaims, startled.

soberly. "They're

"My mother, as a matter of fact," he
whispers. "I can just remember her." He
pauses again and looks at Dame Mae. "As
" hesitatinsr.
a matter of fact
"Yes?"
[Continued on page

18]

BUSINESS
teaching
each is a
.

.

.

.

.

.

the stage .
other professions
field sizzling with
.

.

.

fierce competition in

quarter

is

.

.

which no

asked and none given.

Who has the better chance of
getting ahead
a girl whose
breath is sweet and fresh or one
whose breath is a continual of-

—

fense to others?
*
*

*

Be Ever On Guard
Common sense gives you the answer.
Today only the

dull

and stupid

fail

to

recognize the threat of halitosis (bad
breath) and the harm it can do. The fastidious, the intelligent appraise it for
what it is a constant menace that may
be present one day and absent the next.
They are continually on guard against it.

—

There has always been one safe product
especially fitted to correct halitosis pleasantly and promptly. Its name is Listerine,
and it is the pleasantest tasting, most delightful mouth wash you can use.

When you
Listerine here

rinse your mouth with
what happens.

is

Four

Benefits

Fermentation of tiny food particles
(the major cause of breath odors) is in-

(1)

stantly halted.
(2)

is swept from
on mouth, gum, and tooth

Decaying matter

large areas
surfaces.

(3) Millions of bacteria capable of causing odors are destroyed outright.

(4)
tire

The breath itself— indeed, the enmouth — is freshened and sweetened.

Imitations Fail

Many

imitations of it have failed either
because they could not do what Listerine
does; because they did not meet standard
requirements for an antiseptic; or because
they were too strong, too harsh, or too
bitter to be tolerated.

Of the imitations that remain, a very
large number lack Listerine's speedy action
and

efficiency.

Don't Offend Others
When you want such freshening and

deodorizing effect without danger, use Lister-

Use it every morning and every night,
and between times before business and
social engagements, so that you do not
ine.

offend. LambertPharmacalCo., St. Louis,Mo.
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"

you

re

Telling

Me?
• One look at my coated tongue told me
why I was headachy, desk -weary, out of
sorts. I

was

laxatives

I

yo u r

Express

But the
had always taken were so reconstipated, bilious.

Opinions

pulsive. Right there and then I decided to
stop being a martyr to bad-tasting "doses.
I got a box of FEEN-A-MINT, the popular chewing gum laxative my friends
praised as modern, really different

— Im=

prove Trie .Movies

— Write A

Letter.

comes automatically a member
S. Club. (Don't Re-

of the D. R.

peat Scandal Club)."

Where

we

shall

send

our

dues?

MRS.

H.

E.

ATKINS

of

Frewsburg, N. Y„ writes: "Most
of Hollywood's stars, male and
female, are synthetically or authentically

• FEEN-A-MINT worked

like a

charm.

Next day I felt like a million. Headache
gone. Stomach sweet as clover. Back came
the old appetite and pep.

I

felt better, slept better.

And

looked better,

believe me,
FEEN-A-MINT is a pleasure to take. It
really tastes good and it certainly acts
smoothly! No wonder it's popular.

beautiful.

While

to

rarely comes a picture
THERE
these days with a moral; a pic-

In

"Wee

Willie

Winkie," Victor

rely

more on

act-

ing ability and consequently turn out better
performances.
"A shining example

the spirits and
McLaglen and Shirmakes one feel that things could be
is
Victor McLaglen.
ley Temple join up
worse. 'Green Light' is such a picAfter all the 'sez you,
with the kilties.
ture,"
writes
Brendon O'Connell,
sez me' business they
Durfey St., Norwich, Conn. "Errol
gave him the 'Lost
Flynn as the young doctor teaches a great
Patrol' and 'The Informer.' His superb
lesson in moral courage, one that we should
performances caused mere beauty to become
profit by."
insignificant.
Read Dana Burnet's article in this issue.
"I believe Isabel Jewell, Helen Hayes,
Bette Davis, Ronald Colman, Victor Mc"IN EVERY picture I have seen that Laglen and Leslie Howard will be remembered long after the beautiful ones are
takes place in the East or the North, in
which there is a train or locomotive scene, faded and forgotten."
the trains are in most cases Southern PaYou have Ronald Colman among the
cific types," writes Anion G. Carter, Jr., of
goats. '7'ain't right.
Culver, Ind. "Any person with any brain
at all knows that
the Southern Pacific
IS a book that I feel would
doesn't go east of St. Louis. I am sure that
make a wonderful moving picture— it is a
all people who know anything about railnovel by E. P. Roe entitled 'Barriers
roads notice the same thing."
Burned Away,' a story based on the ChiP'raps producers do not know where
cago fire. This is rather an old novel, but
Southern Pacific engines go.
the story has plenty of life to it and would
dramatize well," writes H. O. McCreight of
Plymouth, 111.
"TO
people who delight in start"I do not know whether this is the
ing rumors concerning our excellent actors
and actresses of Hollywood, I would like proper place to communicate such suggestions. I trust that you will call the matter
to ask— why in the name of common deto the attention of some one who will incency do you do it? Even if a wife or a
husband feels they have to tell their best vestigate this great story."
And the three running horses on the
friend about a little argument, don't repeat
it. Ten chances
fire engines— Zowie!
to one, it will blow over
and everything will be lovely, but let everybody talk about it and the gossip gets
ture

that

lifts

"THERE

9

According to scienone of the chief

tists,

differences in FEEN-Athe 3 minutes of chewing. This
is what helps make it so thorough and dependable. FEEN-A-MINT acts gently in
lower bowel— not in the stomach. No griping. No upset digestion. Not habit-forming.
Economical. Try FEEN-A-MINT, the delicious mint-flavored laxative used and
praised by more than 16 million, young and

MINT

old.

is

Write for free sample. Dept. T-10

FEEN-A-MINT, Newark,

N.J.

YOU

.

doubled and doubled and then for some
people it's just too bad," writes Severin
Nelson, Grand Rapids. Mich.
"So what a grand and glorious thing it
would be if everyone who starts false
rumors, and everyone who repeats them,

would make

Slightly Higher in

8

Canada

I

don't contend that one must be
plain-looking or downright ugly
to be a fine actor, it does seem
that the less beautiful ones have

this resolution in their hearts.

"Henceforth, I will not say nor repeat
anything I believe will injure the reputation or the well-being of any person.
"Having made this resolution, one be-

Silver Screen

CHANCE OF

TITLES
& Astaire)

"Stepping Toes" (Rogers
has been changed to
"Shall

"Hot Oil"

We

Dance?"

(James Cagney) has been
changed to
"Dynamite"
"Danger, Men Working" (Lew Ayres)
has been changed to
"The Crime Nobody Saw"

PARTY

you've seen Bing make love to Shirley the way
you ain't
boy .
they do on the beach at Waikiki, oh .
seen nothing. And Bob Burns is no slouch as a Hawaiian
actually sing
lover himself. Why he has me so excited

'Girls, until

.

.

.

.

I

Hawaiian. And, speaking of singing . . wait'll you hear
Bing and Shirley croon those new Rainger and Robin dit.'Sweet Is the Word For You'. .'Blue Hawaii'. .'In
ties
A Little Hula Heaven'. .'Okleohao' and 'Sweet Leilani'.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Yeah,

man

.

.

.'Waikiki

Wedding'

is

some

party.

.

.

and how!'

ii

WAIKIKI WEDDING"with
SHIRLEY ROSS

•

bing crosby

George Barbier

•

A

•

Paramount

Silver Screen

bob burns

•

Picture directed

martha raye
by Frank

Turtle

,

DO'

FV O0

HOT

> > >

Thousands

of smart women
owe their lovely,
A WAlS""

slender figures to

PERFOLASTIC

!

Because we receive enthusiastic
letters in every mail
because we find
most Perfolastic
.

.

wearers reduce
more than 3 inches
10 days
we

in

.

.

believe we are now
justified in making
this

amazing

offer!

Test it for yourself
without risk!

"My

hips

43 inches.
are only

measured

Now they

}4% inches!"

Miss

La

Billie Brian,
Grange, Kv.

"I immediately

became

3

inches

smaller in the hips

when

first fitted."

Charles Boyer and Leo Carrillo argue the
matter out in "History Is Made At Night."

Miss Ouida Browpe,
B'iardiff Manor, N. Y.

"Lost 9 inches from my
hips and never felt better

my

in

life!"

Miss Rose Grasmick
ScottsbluJ}, Neb.
"I never owned a girdle
I
liked so much and
I

red uced 26 pounds."
Miss Esther Marshall
Vallejo, Calif.

"My

hips have

been reduced 9

PLAYGROUND— Fair. A

ESPIONAGE— Fine. A

spy film produced in

the modern manner, meaning that in spite of its
authentic chills and thrills, the characters -refuse to
take the melodramatic plot too seriously, which
after all, isn't a bad idea. (Edmund Lowe, Madge

York, H. Y.

Evans, Paul Lukas).

GENERAL SPANKY—

_ You need not diet
or take dangerous
drugs or tiring exercises. You will appear
inches smaller at once,
and will be so comfortable you can

scarcely realize that the

gentle pressure and
massage-like action of
your Perfolastic Girdle

Fair. Children will enjoy this full-length comedy featuring "Our Gang"
of short reel fame. The locale is a Southern plantation during the Civil War and our old friend
Spanky rounds up his gang in order to help the
Cause. It's all very simply told too simply indeed
for adult consumption. (Phillips Holmes, Irving
Pichel).

—

—

GREAT O'MALLEY, THE—

Fair. This is a
tear-jerker for fair. But the kids will eat it up.
Pat O'Brien is cast as a hard-boiled cop whose
better nature is asserted when he allows Sybil
Jason, a crippled slum child, to creep into his heart.

and Brassiere are Her father, Humphrey Bogart, who had formerly
actually reducing hips,
thighs, waist and been hounded by Pat, profits by Pat going softy.
diaphragm just those
spots where the ugly

HISTORY

. .

accumulates.
Girdle or Brassiere

fat

first

maybewornseparately.

SEND

(or 10

DAY

FREE TRIAL OFFER
and sample of Material

One

material and the soft,
silky lining! Read the

astonishing experiences of prominent
women! Know the

PERFOLASTIC, INC.

Dept. 735,
41 EAST 42nd ST.,.New York N. Y.
Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and
Brassiere, also sample of perforated material and
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

Name
Address
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mounted

films

which you

LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY.

Good. This

is

an exquisitely

produced society film with the
characters so highly polished that you feel sure
they couldn't make any errors yet make errors
they apparently do, so much so that Joan Crawford
and Bill Powell, a neat pair of crooks, take them

—

like

Grant took Richmond. (Frank Morgan, Bob

Montgomery).

details of the 10 -day
FREE trial offer!

TEST PERFOLASTIC AT OUR EXPENSE

MADE AT NIGHT.— Splendid.

recognize as a "class" production from the start.
Magnetic Charles Boyer plays a headwaiter who
masquerades as a burglar, but the climax of the
story is a shipwreck similar to the Titanic disaster.
(Jean Arthur, Colin Clive, Leo Carrillo).

I

See for yourself the
delightful quality of the

IS

of those smartly

LOVE

IS

NEWS— Excellent. A

really

charm-

ing yarn, breezily told, with crisp, bright dialogue,
starring Loretta Young, Tyrone Power and Don
Ameche. The plot concerns a newspaper reporter
who is_ "scooped" by the heiress whom he bulldozed into telling him the secrets of her smashed

engagement.
_

MAN OF THE PEOPLE— Fair.

An

exciting
des-

perate cases tried so carelessly in night courts.
Racketeering is the theme, and the hero a disbarred lawyer who temporarily goes "gangster."
John Litel is splendidly cast i'n the leading role,
with Ann Dvorak playing opposite.

NANCY STEELE IS MISSING— Good.

Victot

who,

at the

McLaglen

is

excellent as the pacifist

outbreak of the World War, kidnaps the baby
daughter of a munitions manufacturer and farms
her out. The fact that he is later imprisoned for
life causes much suspense and melodrama. (Peter
Lorre, June Lang, Walter Connolly).

THAT

MAY

I
LIVE— Good. Even though this
is a carbon copy of several earlier "wrongly accused convict" yarns, the last of which was "You
Live Only Once," it commands your undivided
sympathy and attention nevertheless, and you're
delighted to find the hero (Robert Kent) aiid the
heroine (Rochelle Hudson) in a happy fadeout.
.

WEDDING OF PALO, THE—

Interesting. If
film called "Eskimo," you will
find this just as absorbing. Produced by the explorer, the late Knud Rasmussen, it is a novel
study of the manners and customs of the Eskimos,
with a delicate, natural love story interwoven.

you enjoyed the

WHEN YOU'RE
Grace

Moore musical

IN

LOVE— Excellent. A

a treat. And
the story connected
has plenty of dash and romance, without
any cloying moments at all. Grace sings divinely
and Cary Grant expertly handles a marvellous
especially

with

is

this

true

is

always

when

it

comedy

role.

WHEN'S YOUR BIRTHDAY—Amusing.

All

devotees of astrology will be intrigued by this
film concerning a very earnest young man (Joe E.
Brown) who consults his horoscope daily before
carrying out his plans. Others come to rely upon
his charts of their horoscopes, also, with hilarious
results.

(Marian Marsh, Fred Keating).

WHIRLPOOL, THE— Fine. A

French picture,

with super-imposed English titles, which you may
catch in the "arty" film theatre of your town*.
The plot was adapted from T. E. Lawrence's novel,
"Lady_ Chatterly's Lover." and the English titles
make it very simple to follow.

WOMAN

ALONE,

THE— Interesting.

An

English spy picture minus a war background and
starring our own Sylvia Sidney. This has manv
eerie moments and plenty of suspense, but we
can't hold back the fact that the film has its dull

moments, too. However, an excellent cast makes
up for this discrepancy. (Oscar Homolka, Desmond
John Loder).

Tester,

For the

first

time_ Joseph Calleia doesn't play a villain and
acquits himself quite nobly on the other side of
the fence. Cast as an Italian immigrant who
studies law, he finds himself the victim of corrupt
politics
which it takes some effort to oust.
(Florence Rice, Catharine Doucet).

Silver

Good.

melodrama revolving around the sometimes

hefty

melodrama about two buddies in the submarine
service (Richard Dix and Chester Morris) who
come to blows over a Mexican dancer (Dolores
del Rio) whom Dix marries. There's plenty of

Notary Public

Miss Jean Healy,

New

Reginald Owen).

DEVIL'S

MIDNIGHT COURT —

A

sparkling comedy, as well as a stirring climax.

inches without
slightest diet."

DANGEROUS NUMBER—

Fair.
rather light
.
little comedy, nicely produced however, about a
rich but conventional young business man who
finds himself marrying a glorified showgirl who
isn't his type at all. (Ann Sothern, Robert Young,

Screen

WOMEN OF GLAMOUR—

Fair. It's too bad
to have to tell you that in spite of the presence of
two such likeable players as Virginia Bruce and
Melvin Douglas, this film just doesn't go to town.
It concerns an artist who eventually falls in love
with his dim-wit model, in spite of class-difference,

-fl
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the night

—

MIGHT IflTJfOUT mii

—-Land in hand-— heart to lieart

together... Facing

'venture

—

danger

together... Pursued

and passions-— lost amid
Directed hy

— sharing ad-

JACQUES FEYDER

•

hy

hatreds

perils too great

By James

Hilton,

Looking

into eacli other

—

to find

each other. .All through the night—-arm
.

in

arm

— escaping

together.

.

.Tomorrow

held their destiny... Tonight held their love

famous Author of "Lost Horizon"

Silver

s lieart

Screen

«

Released thru United Artists
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SHRIMPS AND PEAS

Swinging high!

tbsp. Gold Medal
cup grated cheese
Salt— Pepper

3
i/2

GLAZ

MORN AY

can of shrimp

1/2

flour

3 tbsp. butter

cups milk

ii/2

cup cooked peas
Dash of Cayenne

i

rty colors

Remove

black vein from shrimps. Blend
and seasonings into melted butter.

flour

Cook

thickened,

until

stirring constantly.
until melted. Add
shrimps and peas; heat in top double
boiler. Pour into croustades, made by cutting unsliced br.ead into about 2 inch slices,
scooping out center portion to form a box
about i/2 inch thick, brushing generously
with butter and browning in oven. Chicken
a la King, creamed oysters and celery, turkey hash, creamed eggs and olives may be
substituted for shrimps and peas.

Add

and

cheese

stir

TOMATO CUSTARD
canned

114 cups

tomatoes
tsp. butter

1

tsp.

minced onion

1

tsp.

sugar

1/2

e gg
Salt

1

1/2

cup soft bread
crumbs
Pepper

Heat tomatoes, onion, butter, salt, sugar,
and pepper together. Add bread crumbs
and mix well. Add to beaten egg. Pour
into buttered Pyrex baking dish, set in pan
of hot water, bake about 40 minutes in
moderate oven— 375 F.

BANANA TAPIOCA PUDDING
Combine about

2 scant tablespoons Minute Tapioca with 1 egg yolk, 14 cup sugar,
pinch of salt and 1 cup of milk in top of
double boiler. Stir enough to break egg.
Place over rapidly boiling water, bring to
scalding point (5 to 7 min.) and cook
5

minutes, stirring frequently. Remove and
fold a small amount into stiffly beaten egg
white; add this to remaining tapioca mixture and blend. Add vanilla and sliced
bananas and chill— mixture thickens as it
cools. Serve plain

or With whipped cream.

HOT BOUILLON
Dissolve

package Royal Salad Gelatin
cups boiling water and serve. Simple
and easy to make, and so good. Here is a
grand substitute, which may be used for
in

i/2

1I/2

either luncheon or dinner.

CELERY CHOWDER
2 tsp.

ion

medium

y4

tsp. salt

Cherry Red and Russet, Suntan, Bisque

1

blended for

new

tsp.

hand. Glazo's attentions are always

•

...when hearts beat higher than a

.

.

.

cold water
hard-boiled eggs, chopped fine
2 cups chopped celery
i/2 of a medium sized onion,

misty,

glamorous enough to dazzle even a head

fashion-approved "clear" colors.

waiter ... of course, you'll be wearing

Glazo nail polish in one of the ex-

new

smoky

shades, or with

Good company on any
...smooth as satin

one of the

party

on the

is

Glazo

nail. ..with

"Misty" colors.

conscientious objections to peeling,

For your most Witching Hours,

fading, or thickening in the bottle.

citing

Glazo

offers this

enchanting array

of polishes, styled for young so-

chopped fine
Tiny bit of pepper

that's

cover charge... when you're looking

And,

at

20^— or 25^

for the

GLAZO

sweet milk, scalded
of Paprika
Melt butter in saucepan, add onions,
celery and diced potato. Stir a minute over
heat. Cover with boiling water and cook
vegetables until tender (about 15 min.).
Season with salt and pepper. Mix flour with
cold water. Stir into mixture. When thickened add scalded milk. Taste and add any
needed seasonings. At serving time pour
into bowls and add finely chopped egg and
paprika.
qt.

1

Dash

new

large size— so kind to the budget!

VEAL STEAK CREOLE
1

veal cutlet, i/ inch
g
thick

1

pepper

l

Salt,

Milk
2 tbsp.

Cut

Silver Screen

Bread crumbs

1

butter

cutlet in

son with

14

flour

2

flat-

why sought-after girls,
girls who know the secrets of good
grooming, sparkle up with Glazo's
tering

sized potato, diced

tsp.

1

and Misty Rose— here are shades to complement every costume, to glorify every

1AIHEN it's Swingtime and dance time

butter

1

nail beauty.

phisticates,

salt

onion, minced
#2 can tomatoes
green pepper,

chopped
two pieces for serving, seaand pepper, dip into milk

and then into seasoned bread crumbs. Let
dry for 30 minutes. Melt butter in skillet,
cook onion 2 or "3 minutes. Brown steaks
slowly on both sides. Add tomatoes and
green pejaper, cook slowly for 45 minutes.

BROILED CHICKEN, BARBECUE
Get a young chicken and have
for broiling. Place
broiling; rack, skin

it

split

chicken on
down, and cook

halves
side

of

under moderate flame until well browned

and almost tender. Baste frequently with
following mixture:
1/2

14
1

dry mustard
cup melted butter

tsp.

\/
z tbs.

vinegar

.

1

tsp.

Worchester-

shire Sauce
i/ tsp. salt
2

Serve on a large platter or chop plate
with mounds of hot well-seasoned vegetables as peas, carrots, lima beans and corn.
All of these may come out of a can.

MAGIC LEMON PIE
Blend together 1 can Eagle Brand
Sweetened Condensed Milk, i/2 cup lemon
juice, grated rind of one lemon or 14 teaspoon lemon extract, yolks 2 eggs. Pour
into baked pie shell. Cover with meringue
made by beating egg whites until stiff and
adding 2 level tablespoons sugar for each
white. Bake in moderate oven (350 F.) 10
minutes, or until brown.
FRIED CELERY HEARTS OR

ASPARAGUS TIPS
Wash

hearts and separate into
quarters. Cook in chicken broth or water
10 minutes. Dip celery in a batter made by
celery

blending 3 tablespoons flour, 1 slightly
beaten egg and a cup of milk, then in
bread crumbs, and fry in deep fat (370 F.)
3 to 6 minutes until golden brown. Drain
on absorbent paper and sprinkle with salt.
For the asparagus use Del Monte Mammoth and dip them in an egg, lightly
beaten, then in fine bread crumbs, again in
egg and bread crumbs and fry. You'll love

Tired of hot smokes, mate? Throat
throat shipshape

— switch

to

all

fogged up? Keep your

KGDL5. Their touch of mild

—

menthol adds refreshing flavor like mint in chewing gum, it
makes 'em cool as ocean spray. Yet you enjoy all the fullbodied Turkish-Domestic blend. Try 'em. And stow away the
coupons for handsome, useful premiums. Carton buyers find
extra coupons. (Offer good in U.S.A. only.) Brown
William-

&

son Tobacco Corp., P. 0.

Box 599,

Louisville,

Kentucky.

these.

Winners of the
Adjective Contest
FIRST PRIZE
Mrs. Alys Wiesenauer,
Great Neck, N. Y.

—$10.00
1 5

Radnor Road,

SECOND PRIZE—#5.00
Stephen Ensner, 92 3

So. 6th St., Evansville,

Ind.

THIRD PRIZES— (25)

$1. each

Mrs. Mildred Swan, 1460 Balmoral Are., Chicago,
111.

Mrs. Robert Fox, 2 Park Lane, Mount Vernon, N. Y.
Mrs. B. Coivan, 69 Kearny Ave., Kearny, N. J.
Frances Neese, Box 523, Keystone, W. Va.
Bette Hitchman, 709 Washington St., Oregon City,
Ore.

Miss P. Brodman, 320 N. Easton Road. Glenside, Pa.

Mabel

S. Purnell, Federal St., Snow Hill, Md.
J. A. McDonald, 41 Aylwin Rd., Portsmouth
Cradock, Va.
Beatrice H. Ladd, 29 Henry St., Bellows Falls, Vt.
Dee-Jay Snyder, 84} Eddy Road, Cleveland, Ohio.
Mrs. G. M. Putnam, 287 Potters Rd., Buffalo, N. Y.
Phyllis Tolkins, Worley, Idaho.
Audree Newland, 1370 N. 6th St., Columbus, Ohio.
Mrs. Irene Roussy, 203 W. 5th St., Duluth, Minn.
Esther Nevinger, 9O8V2 Erie St., Shreveport, La.
Eleanor F. High, P. O. Box 383, Lock Haven. Pa.
Mrs. John West, 368 Canal St., Newcomerstown,
Ohio.
Mrs. W. C. Ellis, 5715 Ohio Ave., East St. Louis,

Mrs.

111.

Mrs. H. C. Kennell, Oxford Road, Durham, N. C.
Sophie Soldati, 59 Winter St., Somersworth, N. H.
Harold Kay, 1112 E. Grand Ave., Decatur, 111.
Bette Warner, 218 W. 16th St., New York, N. Y.
Phyllis Williams, 117 Chapin St., Southbridge. Mass.
Anna Marie Rovine, 236 McConnell St., Uhricksville, Ohio.
Theresa Pione, 285 Elm St., Everett, Mass.

—

HighballTable
EarlyAmerican.Handrubbed walnut. 21" high. 275 coupons

FREE. Write for illustrated 28-page
B & W premium booklet, No. 13

—White, bathroom-type,

Detecto Seale

Rotary

dial.

Guaranteed. 375 coupons

RALEIGH CIGARETTES. ..NOW AT POPULAR PRICES.. .ALSO CARRY B &

Silver Screen
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COUPONS
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COIFFURES
The L&test Developments
In HairJressing.

By A/laty Lee
on the hair
THEthat hatsnews
are being designed to

style front

latest

is

—

—
—

Music in the air romance in your eyes. Tell him with your eyes for beautiful eyes may
say what lips dare not. The charm of alluring eyes can be yours
instantly, easily, with
just a few simple touches of Maybelline Mascara
to make your lashes appear naturally
long, dark and luxuriant.
No longer need you deny yourself the use of make-up for your most important beauty
feature
your eyes. You can avoid that hard, "made-up" look that ordinary mascaras
give by using either the new Maybelline Cream-form Mascara, or the popular Maybelline
Solid-form Mascara both give the soft natural appearance of long, dark, curling lashes.
At cosmetic counters everywhere.
Loveliness demands
eyebrows softly, gracefully, expressively formed. For this, use
the largest-selling, smoothest-marking Eyebrow Pencil in the world
by Maybelline.
Complete loveliness demands
the final, exquisite touch of eyelids softly shaded
with a subtle, harmonizing tint of Maybelline Eye Shadow
it means so much to the
color and sparkle of your eyes.
Generous purse sizes of all Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids at 10c stores. The preference
of more than 11,000,000 discriminating women the world over.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

fit

the

hair-do instead of the other way around,
as it's been in the past.
For instance, there are hats that fit right
into that "angel roll" of hair that goes all
the way around one's head. Every bit of
the roll is exposed. And when you take
your hat off, your hair is just as neat as it
was when you first combed it into place.
One of the newest Paris-designed hats is
a narrow boat-shaped toque that perches
over one eyebrow and shows scads of curls
or rolls at the sides and in back.
The whole idea in the new hat styles
seems to be to show as much hair as possible. Some of them are slashed away up
on one side, or made with an open crown
so the top of your head shows through.
Even the wide-brimmed hats are so shallowcrowned that they frame your hair instead
of hiding it from view.
There's absolutely no doubt now that
these radically different hair styles, substituting loose, natural-looking rolls and curls
for formal waves, are here to stay. It isn't
only hats that have been influenced by
them. Permanent waves, too, have undergone important changes.
A widespread organization of hairdressers
called the "American Hair Design Institute"
has had a lot to do with bringing about
the change in hair styles so quickly. (Quite
likely your own hairdresser is a member.)
Its Director, Mr. R. Louis, gave us the most
interesting explanation we've heard of the
change in permanent waving, so we're going
to pass it along to you. He said:
"From the time permanent waves first
came out until just recently, the idea was
to put the waves in ridges. This resulted in
a set style of hairdress operators had to
follow in their finger waves, or else they
wouldn't stay in place. The new idea is to
make the permanent wave a base, so any
hair style can be moulded from it to suit
the individual.
"American women are tired of hair set

and in another few years it will
be completely passe. They want their hair
in ridges,

and individual

to look naturally curly
stead of proving that

manent wave or have

in-

have a percome from the

they
just

beauty shop."

When you get your next permanent
wave, be sure it's the kind that will permit
arranging your hair the way you want it.
For curls and rolls, you should have the
croquignole type, where the hair is rolled
from the ends toward the scalp. If you want
to leave the crown of your head fashionably
straight and shining, get a three-quarters
permanent wave. It will give you plenty of
curl at the sides and in back, also in front
if you want
to wear an "angel roll" or

pompadour
wave

is

effect.

a little

and

The new

three-quarters

more expensive than an end-

than a

permanent.
is an all-over
croquignole. However, if your hair is long
and thick and you want a complete wave,
you'll get the best effect with a spiral wave
curl

less

full

The most popular wave
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BE a

FOR

on top and croquignole

new type

my

in the ends. There's

rings to tell the operator when your wave is
finished and the clamps

the "shadow
wave" for this kind of hair. It puts a wave
on the upper layers of hair and leaves the
underneath straight so there won't be too
much fullness at the crown. This is usually
combined with a tight croquignole wave in
the ends.
don't need to tell you that the "preheated" methods of permanent waving are
sweeping into popularity. They're so comfortable and easy to take, with none of that
heavy overhead wiring. The most exciting
news in pre-heated permanents is the new
Nestle-Undine Spiromatic process which
gives a spiral wave on the new machine.
Until this loomed on the horizon, only
croquignole waves could be given by this
comfort method. Now you can have either
croquignole or spiral or a combination of
both.
Just in case you haven't had one already,
we're going to tell you how the NestleUndine pre-heated permanent wave works.
Your hair is rolled up in clips, sachets and
pads in the usual way. But the heating is
done off your head.
Light aluminum clamps are brought to
just the right degree of heat on a small
gunmetal and chromium machine that
a

of

spiral

called

should come off. There's
no guess-work anywhere!

The entire time the
heated clamps are on your
head is only one to three
minutes, depending upon
the texture of your hair.
The wave is made while
they cool off. The result

We

a soft, manageable yet
lasting wave that it's actually been fun to have!
is

All the preparations
used on your hair— pads,
lotion for your
special
particular strength of hair,
cellulose papers for wrapping ends— are contained
in a sealed box which is
opened in your presence.
There's a tube of cream

enclosed, too, for reconditioning the hair ends in
case
they're
split
and
brittle or your previous
permanent hasn't entirely
grown out.

The new page boy hair-do that
coming,

And now for a word of advice on the
things you can do yourself to help make

works like an automaton, by electricity.
The machine is set for the exact amount of
heat your type of hair needs. A green light
flashes when the clamps are placed on the
heating rods. A red light flashes when it's
time to put them on your hair. And a bell

Binnie

to

so beBarnes.

is

Give your hair plenty of brushing after
the wave. This helps bring out its beautv
and won't affect its lasting qualities.
If you have been using a bleach, dye or
color-imparting rinse on your hair, be sure
to tell the operator.

your permanent a complete success! Have
it at a time when your general health is
good, because even slight illness is reflected
in the condition of your hair.

If

particularly

You Want Beauty
Myrna

follow

Jfyy's

Make-Up Advice
"You SHOULD know, as every screen star knows, that
beauty often depends upon make-up. But, there is only one
sure way to accent the attraction of your beauty ... and that is
to adopt the make-up of the screen stars.
It is

Color Harmony Make-Up

.

.

.

created by Max Factor, Hollywood's
make-up genius, and it consists of powder,

rouge and

harmonized

lipstick in

colors for each type of blonde,brunette,

brownette and redhead. Note how these
stars create beauty with Hollywood's

make-up

POWDER SECRET
THE
...choose your color harmony
shade in

Max Factor's

Face Pow-

der and see how naturally the color enlivens the beauty of your
skin. Note the difference in its
clinging smoothness. Inyour own
mirror see the satin-smooth effect
like the beauty you see flashed on
the screen
One dollar.
.

.

HOLLYWOOD'S

PERFECT ROUGE...
THE
you will see how beautifully

.

.

.

itimparts lovely lip make-up that is permanent
color. It is moisture-proof, too,
may be sure your lips will appear
One dollar.
attractive for hours and hours

and uniform in

.

Fifty cents.

man

for

Powder, Rouge nno

MAX FACTOR, Max
Send Purse-Size Box

Lipstick m

.

.

HRRmonv*:!
vour Coior

Make-Up Studio, Hollywood:
Powder and Rouge Sampler in my co!or
cc
harmony shade;

Factor's
of

ck Color Samplei
ng. Also send me my Color >
Instruction book, "The New A

r

close ten cents for postage

rmony Make-Up Chart and 48-page
of Society Make-Up"
FREE

Alax factor * Holli//WOO
Silver

is

so that you

powder and lipstick. As youblend
this rouge, note how soft and fine
it is, like the most delicate skin-

.

LIPSTICK. ..it

Max Factor's, of course. Super-Indelible,

your color harmony shade in Max
Factor's Rouge harmonizes with
your complexion colorings, your

texture

secret.

Scre en
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Pictures

On Tke

[Continued from page

"Oh, no— it's
"What is it?"

a daft thing."

she demands.

now. Out with it."
"It's only fancy,
wistfully, "but you

remind

6]

But

"Come

along,

suppose," he smiles

I

Fire

me

a

bit

of

it's getting late and I haven't time
find out about new loves or old loves.
Of course, in the end Lionel is re-elected,
Julie and her husband are re-united and
Cecelia Parker gets Eric Linden.

to

her."

"Of your mother?"
He nods simply and her sympathy is
stirred. "Have you got a son?" he goes on.
"I haven't got anybody at all," she
whines in
It

self-pity.

goes on like that and

first thing you
working for her. In the end
he murders her and is just about to murder her niece when he is caught.

know Bob

is

"Boy," Bob exclaims
over,

"this

is

when the scene is
the part I've been waiting

for-hoping and praying for. I'm sick of
young wastrels. This is something

these rich
I can get

WELL-DRESSED

WOMEN NOW WEAR
Leading American designers recom-

mend

the use of dress shields to protect their creations not only from
perspiration hut also from strong
under-arm cosmetics.
a recent

Fashion Show in

New

York, every dress was worn over a
carefully selected Kleinert's Bra-form.
"Bra-forms are smart uplift hras

made in net, lace, hatiste and satin
and equipped with a pair of Kleinert's
guaranteed dress shields.

They can he laundered
your other

say

if

duty) to sign a restraining order against a
company which has started work on an
aqueduct— a project
that
has
already
brought the fore-runner of a boom to
Carvel. He is in bad with the populace.
At home, his wife (Spring Byington) and
Aunt Milly (Sarah Lladen) prepare a feast
to welcome his daughter (Cecelia Parker)

home from

college. Another daughter (Julie
Haydon) arrives without her husband.
"Where's Bill?" Spring asks.

"We've set a place for him," Sarah adds.
"I should have called you, mother," Julie
replies, not meeting anyone's eyes. "He
a business appointment— some man he
to see tonight."
it

perspiration problem perfectly without the slightest bother.

walking up it.
Margaret once had the most beautiful
police dog I have ever seen. His name is
Ranger and she gave him to Dick Powell
because she was living in a small apartment and had no place for him.
"I saw Ranger the other day," I remark.
"Oh!" Margaret breathes. "Tell me

about him."
So I tell her about Ranger— how every
time anyone goes swimming in the pool

Ranger goes too. And if you dive off the
board Ranger dives off the board.
"I wish I had him back," she murmurs
wistfully. "But Dick
made me promise
when I gave him Ranger that I wouldn't
ask for him back. He promised to give me
a tan cocker— but he never did. Maybe you
could remind him."
Mr. Powell, you're reminded— here and
publicly.

"Anyhow," Margaret continues,
he married Blondell

since

"It really should," I rejoin.

gilts.'

a

thought,"

then the director
go on out to

Columbia

FIFTH AVENUE,
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"The Devil Is Driving" has Richard Dix
young lawyer and Frederick Burton

as a

as a
judge; it also has a lesson for reckless drivers.

Silver Screen

Hatter,

is

her desk quite distraught.
been out to the ranch where
'Venus Makes Trouble,' with James Dunn
sitting at
"I've just

tiny fraction of the cost of the dresses
they save.

485

Margaret laughs and
her so I leave and

TTANMAG FANYA, The Mad
1

!

illustrated above,
fine batiste, $1.25.

don't

calls

From a dollar up in good
Notion Departments everywhere —
The Bra-form

"Why

to

"

"It's

You need bras and you need shields

of

that

you send him a note and say, 'Since you
married the other girl, please return my

— Bra-forms combine them most conveniently

"I think

ought
make some difference, don't you?"

had
had

turns out it was monkey business and
wasn't a man at all— it was a new love
he had.
It

as easily as

and solve your

lingerie,

must

Next is "Skidding." Lionel Barrymore has
been revered for twenty years by Carvel
County as a just judge. Then, a few days
before election, he is forced (because of his

*BRA- FORMS

At

my

teeth into."
the scene I saw is any indication Bob is going to give a superb performance. But I have said before and I say
again there is no one on the screen who
can play those light insouciant parts as well
as Bob and it seems a shame not to continue with them.
I

The last picture on this lot is "Song of
the City," with Margaret Lindsay and
Stanley Morner. There's no dialogue in this
scene. It's simply the side of a ship where
everyone is going aboard. Margaret and
I.
Carroll Naish are standing at the foot
of the gangplank chatting and Nat Pendleton and his picture father and mother are

and

Patricia

Ellis,

is

shooting,"

she

ex-

"and all that fresh air has comunnerved me. I'm a night blooming
jasmine, you know," she adds proudly.
"I'm not interested in your private life,"
inform her emphatically, remembering
I
she once told me her mother was broadminded about everything except sex and
liquor. "What's shooting over here?"
"We have a new picture with Richard
plains,
pletely

MOST COLDS
IRE INHALED

Dix," she begins importantly.
"Quit bragging," I interrupt, "and let's
get started. I can hardly wait."
So out we go to the set of "The Devil
Is

Driving" (tentative

title)

A

where Mr. Dix

nine hundred and
for the
umpty-umpth time. "The scene is a courtroom," The Mad Hatter begins.
"That'll be nice," I murmur. "I've never
seen one on the screen before."
is

)

starring

"Ah," Fanya

You

sighs, "

.

...','

'
:

but the others were

the locale in pictures that counts but what happens there
that matters. This one is what happens as
a result of drunken driving."
"That's been done," I object. "Paramount
"
did it and called it 'And Sudden Death."
"/ know it," she rejoins, quite unperturbed. "They also made another about the
same thing and called it 'The Devil" Is
Driving.' That's why we're looking for another title for ours. But I still insist the
plots are different and that is another reason the same title won't do for both picdifferent.

see, it isn't

tures."
If anything Fanya said made sense she
wouldn't be called "The Mad Hatter." I
quit arguing with her and turn to watch

the scene.

Dix is a young lawyer who believes in
cultivating "the right people." Frank Wilson has been indicted for second degree
murder, caused by drunken driving. Dix
defends him and by perjuring himself and
getting Frank's father and a lot of friends

INHALING ZONE

to do the same thing, gets him acquitted.
But he loses the love of the only girl he
cares for— Joan Perry. In gratitude, Frank's
wealthy and influential father gets Dix
elected district attorney. Dix starts a cleanup campaign against drunken drivers.
Frank is at a night club with his fiancee,
Ann Rutherford. They have a spat and
she starts home alone. Frank "borrows" a
car from a parking lot and starts in hot

pursuit of her, narrowly avoiding several
accidents. As he catches up with Ann. he
side-swipes her car, forces it over an embankment and she is instantly killed. Her
father demands justice.

But when the case is called the one witness has been bribed and all the employees
at the night club have been taken care of
so they testify Frank had done no drinking
at the club. The only charge on which
they can get Frank, is driving without a
license.

Joan thinks Dix is trying to get Frank
oil again. But Dix asks for an adjournment
until next day. Next day he comes into
court and tells the judge about the first
case— how he and all the others perjured
themselves. You can imagine the furore all
this creates. The others have been sentenced
and Dix is standing up in front of the
judge

(Frederick Burton).
others who were involved in this
perjury are paying for their acts," Burton
declares. "You have been stripped of public
office, disbarred from further practice, and
sentenced for subornation of perjury. It is
not within the power of this court to restore you to your position at the bar. But,
as to the payment for your crime, we can
take into consideration the fact that you
sacrificed yourself to secure justice in this
case. That was a brave act of public service.
The Court suspends sentence."
There is a low murmur from the audience as Dix looks gratefully at the Judge.
"Thank you, sir," he whispers, turns and
starts out of the courtroom.
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and Lionel Stander, are making "The
League of Frightened Men." Connolly is Nero
Wolfe, one of our better known fiction detectives.
nolly

—
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teeth

with
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\SAVE$ GUMS

Joan, who has been sitting in the press
box, rises quickly and joins him at the
gate, tucking her arm in his and they
quietly pass out together— out of the court-

room, you know.
"In case you're interested," Fanya squeaks,
"that was the very last scene in the picture."

"Dammit!" I explode. "I knew I should
have waited until tomorrow to come here
and then I'd have missed it."
"No, you wouldn't," she assures me.
"They're shooting the first scene tomorrow.
Come on. We'll go over to the next stasre."
Here "The League of Frightened Men" is
working. This one boasts the presence of
Walter Connolly, Lionel Stander, Irene
Hervey, Eduardo Cianelli and Allen Brook.
"Connolly is under contract here now,"
The Hatter bubbles. "I think he's wonderful. Outside of 'Let's Get Married' he hasn't
made a picture here in over a year."
"What are you kicking about?" I demand.
"Did you

see him in 'The Good Earth?"
"I see you're in a nasty mood," she sneers,

"but you're wrong. He's a marvelous actor.

And

so

is

Stander."

quiet, you two," Al Green, the
director, roars. "You can do your gabbing
in her office. I'm trying to make a picture."

We

subside meekly and the plot begins
unfold. It's another Nero Wolfe story.
Connolly is Wolfe this time, and Stander
is his devoted leg man. They are listening
attentively to a caller— Leonard Mudie.
"Mr. Wolfe," Mudie begins, "a man was
killed yesterday. He was the second. I may
be the third— or fourth— but sooner or later
to

madman

"

"You are reasonably

safe

in this house,
interrupts. "Please tell

No man ever fell in love with tired, dull eyes
Keep your eyes enchantingly

clear,magnetic,

Use Ibath regularly... always before an important "date"! Tired, red-rimmed
eyes are soothed! Your eyes feel younger,
look more lustrous. At drug stores, 50^.
thrilling!

McKesson & Robbins

ibath
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Professor," Connolly
us your trouble."
"It started years ago," Mudie
"when I was a sophomore at

proceeds,

Harvard.
Eleven fellow students and myself hazed a
freshman by the name of Paul Chapin. It
was a typical college joke but this time it
ended in tragedy. Since that day he has
never walked without the use of two canes."
"That was a tough break," Stander puts
in sympathetically.
"For us— as well as Chapin," Mudie
agrees. "We didn't get over it for a Ions

Silver

he was thrown over— by Paul Chapin!
Everyone of us got an unsigned, typewritten
letter the day after Harrison was buried. I
know Chapin sent it!" he finishes hysteric;
lieve

ally.

He
the

fumbles in

letter,

Screen

his

pocket and produces

which he hands to Connolly.

"Ye who left me but a tortured shell, Ye
should have killed me. I have counted one.
I shall count all. Ye should have killed
me."
Walt reads the

letter and passes it on to
Stander. "It don't rhyme," Stander objects.
"And you're afraid of being the next,
Professor?" Connolly continues to question

him.

"The

"Keep

this

time. Chapin was poor so the twelve of
us kept him in college and continued to
assist him until very recently. A few months
ago Paul had his first big success and became financially independent. To celebrate,
an old classmate. Judge Harrison, gave Paul
a party at his lodge in the mountains.
Judge Harrison died during that party!"
"Judge Harrison was one of the twelve
hazers?" Nero Connolly questions.
"Yes. They said he fell over a cliff. / be-

Eugene Dreyer, the art
found dead yesterday. This
morning the remaining ten of us got our
second warning letter," he goes on in a
strained voice. "I'll give you $10,000 to
protect me!"
"Cut!" Green orders.
dealer,

"I

second,

was

say they could stop the picture
more than $10,000," I mutter. "I don't like murder pictures and I
know before the mystery is solved blood
still

and save

a lot

be flowing like Water."
"You're crazy," The Hatter informs me
for the dozenth time. "People go wild over
will

murder pictures and

this

is

strictly

an

A

product-with that cast and Al Green directing. Why, all the principals have standins and even the script girl wears silk
stockings!"
"Let's see," I demand, but the script girl
doesn't feel it necessary to prove her class
to

me.
Mr. Green

is

still

glowering at me, so

we leave. The other picture on this lot—
"Honeymoon Pilot," with Charles Quigley
and Rosalind Keith, is on location so
pursue my lonely way to

I

R-K-O
T

OVERLOOKED

something on

my

pro-

duction schedule. There are three big
pictures going here. One of them is "Outcasts of Poker Flat" starring Preston Foster
and another is "Satisfaction Guaranteed"
starring Anne Shirley. But they're both on
location so I'll tell you about them next
f

month. "Toast of New York" and "The
Woman I Love" I've already told you
about. But it suddenly occurs to me I have
never told you about "Shall We Dance? '—
the new Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers opus.
The scene is one of the most beautiful
roof gardens ever cooked up by a scenic
artist. There is a hedge running all around
the edge and at one end are a couple of
gigantic crystal candelabra.
Ginger is a revue star and Fred

mous
name

is a faballet artist who has assumed the
of Petrov for stage purposes. Edward

Everett Horton is Fred's manager and
Jerome Cowan is Ginger's. William Brisbane is her fiancee and Eric Blore is the
hotel manager. Ginger is disgusted with
things in general and with Fred in particular. She decides to leave the stage. Her
manager, hoping to shake her determina-

arranges

a farewell dinner for her
garden and privately tells Fred
to be there. So Fred is there with Mr. Horton— and they are at the table next to
Ginger's. During the evening the orchestra
leader introduces Ginger and she sings
"They All Laughed."' And that is what she's
doing now with Fred and Eddie staring at
her, expressions of mingled and varying
emotions playing across their faces.
Ginger looks lovely in a printed silk evening gown with a voluminous white fox
cape around her shoulders. But an AstaireRogers set is never one for levity— not for
me, anyhow. So, there being nothing else
to see at this studio I betake myself to
tion,

at this roof

Paramount
you believe me, deer peepul, if
* Y [ told you there is absolutely nothing
for me to tell you about here? There are
gobs of pictures shooting but I've already
reported every one of them— "Souls At Sea,"
"High, Wide and Handsome," "Waikiki
Wedding," "Years Are So Long" and "Internes Can't Take Money." The only one I

VY/OULD

haven't covered is "I Met Him in Paris,"
starring Claudette Colbert, and, unless all
signs fail, you're going to read a whole
story about that one elsewhere in this same
issue.

Voila!

We

change our course and proceed

to

Warner Brothers

"TALENT
*

are on location.

"The

Singing Marine," starring Dick
Powell, is going full blast but Dick isn't
working. No. Allen Jenkins, Lee Dixon,
Doris Weston
(a
newcomer who looks
double O G good) are sitting at a table.
Jane Darwell comes into the restaurant,
angrily shakes off the hands of the head
waiter when he attempts to relieve her of
her wraps and furiously tells him not to
call her "Madam." (That's one thing about
Warner Brothers' pictures. If a gag is funny
once it'll be funny in every one of their
pictures they can possibly get it into.) Then
she looks around the room, spots Jenkins,
trims her sails and heads for him. She
sneaks up behind him and gives him a resounding whack on the back.
"Ma Marine!" Allen ejaculates looking
around and seeing who it is. "How are ya?"
"How do I look?" Jane wants to know.
"Can I barge in?"
"Where there're marines, that's where
you belong," Allen tells her. "Folks," to
the other two, "I want you to meet the

mother

a pretty girl, Mary, and
you're smart about most things. But
you're just a bit stupid about yourself.

You love a good time
dom have one. Evening
you sit at home alone.

SCOUT,"

with Jeanne Madden, and "Public Wedding," with Jane

Wyman,

YOU'RE

Fourth Marines. This is Corporal Slim Dixon and Miss Peggy Randall."
of the

— but you
after

sel-

evening

men who

You've met several grand

seemed interested at first. They took
you out once and that was that.

WAKE

MARY!

UP,
•

•

reason for their aloneness.
In this smart modern age, it's against
the code for a girl (or a man, either) to
carry the repellent odor of underarm
perspiration on clothing and person.

a fault which never

its

own punishment

justly.

For

it is

—

fails

to carry

unpopularity. And
a fault which can be over-

—

a minute with Mum!
No bother to use Mum. Just smooth a
bit of
under each arm
and slip
into your dress without a minute lost. No

come

in just half

—

Mum

waiting for

Use

it

it

to dry; no rinsing

any time; harmless to

MUM

it

off.

clothing. If

Mum

Soothing and cooling to skin. You'll love

—

about Mum
you can shave your
underarms and use it at once. Even the
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this

Effective all

how

•

Mum

before you dress,
afterwards.
is the only
deodorant which holds the Textile Approval Seal of the American Institute of
Laundering as being harmless to fabrics.
just use

you down.

There are so many pretty Marys in the
world who never seem to sense the real

It's

you forget to use

day

long.

Mum

Its protection lasts,

never lets
no matter

strenuous your day or evening.

Does not prevent natural perspiration.
just prevents the objectionable part
of perspiration
the unpleasant odor
and not the natural perspiration itself.
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—

—

Don't let neglect cheat you of good
times which you were meant to have.
The daily
habit will keep you safe!
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USE
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fear of this cause
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the customary plush drapes and gilt and
crystal it has some very soft green velvet
curtains and everything else about it is
very quiet and in impeccable taste. You
can't get laughs out of drapes, however, so
I proceed to the next set where

"Kid Galahad"

in work, starring Bette

is

Davis and Edward G.

(say!

Did any

of you
for? I heard
you— his middle

wonder what that "G"

ever

—but

only heard,

I

name

Geronimo) Robinson. Humphrey

is

Bogart

mind

is

is

in this, too.

"Hey!" Bogart greets me when we're
troduced. "You wrote that you'd met

in-

me

a number of times and I never remember
you. I'm sorry. I'm very bad about that
and it worries me. It wasn't intentional. I
go 'round in a daze and look right square
at people without seeing them."

Then we sit down and gab for about an
hour and have a lot of laughs telling stories
about people we knew on the stage in the
old days when he was a
tadpole and I was a fish.

And

"The Singing

all
once the
at
ubiquitous Mushy Callahan bounces up.
"Hey, Dick!" he says,

Marine" (Dick
Powell) is not
in this scene,
but Lee Dixon,

"

'ja

is

Allen Jenkins

ture?
yet?

Mike?" Jane inquires of him. He nods.
"Trouble comin' up there?" He shrugs.
"Why aren't you on a transport?"
"I'm actin' as keeper to a thing called
'The Singing Marine,' " he informs her

them. "What's he like?"
"Take a look," Jenkins invites her and
yells, "Hey! Slug!"
I take it Slug is Dick but as he's on another stage rehearsing it's a cinch he isn't
coming over to the table now. He'll probably arrive tomorrow— or the next day.
Allen is in one of his grumpy moods
where he doesn't want to talk and Dixon
is all wrapped up in Miss Weston. I don't
blame him. She has on a dress of that
come-hither red color with horizontal white

disgustedly.

stripes.

to

"Howdy,"

says

Jane

briefly, seating her-

self.

"Ma Marine means more

to the guys in
Shanghai than soup does to nuts," Allen
explains as he re-seats himself. "She runs
the Anchorage there just for us gyrenes."
"You bein' transferred back to Shanghai,

"Heard him on the

radio,"

Jane

tells

But the room

and Jane Darwell carry on.

eryone

who

pic-

Have you met him

Come on over. I
want you to meet him."
We go over to young
Mr. Nestell, who evgoing to be the boy

will presently flatten

Bob

Joe Lewis. "Take

me, "and
haven't
quite

I

in

and you practically have
word out of him. He's
Wally Hally (who is under

very shy
to get a

is

blast

enough

like
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with the doctor?
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may
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Nestell

this

some months."

H ow wou Id your
rate

is

in

care of Bob," Mushy admonishes
don't forget me at the same time.
seen my name in your column

very elegant. Instead of

is

thinks

know Bob

boxing

Doris Weston,

Silver Screen

.

.

.

No

wonder

it's

tive in the
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Next time you are constipated, try
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the contrary, such a complete, gentle
cleansing will leave you with renewed
freshness— a sense of Avell-being. Ex-

Lax
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Children actually en joy taking
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good for them as

it.
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Nature forgets— remember

EX- LAX
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the same
brother. I

management)

mean

twin

be

to

he's like

him

his
in his

man-

DO YOU USE
THE RIGHT SHADE OF

ner. The make-up man has done a swell
job with him, too. He's never been knocked
out in a real fight but he gets knocked
out in this one. And they've put some red
stuff around both eyes that look like blood
to make it look like his eyes have been
cut and are bleeding.
The scene is supposed to be during the
fight.

son,

FACE POWDER?

The auditorium is jammed. Robinwho manages Wayne Morris, and his

trainer (Harry Carey) are at the corner and
as Bob knocks Wayne into that corner Robyells, "Lay off that, kid! D'ya hear
me? Box him!" But Wayne backs Bob into
that corner, blasting him. Bob's guard has
risen. A right hand catches him in the solar
plexus. As he crashes back against the

inson

Wayne

ropes,

him with

rocking

Beige

Face Powder

to

rights

the head, Eddie yells up at him, "Lay off!
Vuh tryin' to ruin everything?"
It's all very confusing. The fight is sup-

Made Her

posed to be going on and Robinson is all
in a sweat but there's no fight going on
because

Bob

Wayne

is

is sitting right beside
in his dressing room
other side of the stage.

me and
on

the

Finally the director yells "Cut!" I doubt
that even Eddie's wife and mother are on
kidding terms with him. He's much too
arty to go in for laughs. Mr. Nestell's job

This!

boxing— not quipping. Wayne is nowhere
around. Bette isn't working today and I've
already milked Humphrey dry of anecdotes
so I proceed to
is

Twentieth Century-Fox

NOW
Metropole"

we come

the

to

starring

and Tyrone Power,
Adolphe Menjou

set

"Cafe

of

Loretta

Young

Jr.

is the head waiter in
the Cafe Metropole. He has borrowed
450,000 francs from the cashier. The auditors are coming next day and the cashier
threatens Adolphe with a gun unless he
pays pronto. Menjou craftily talks him into
the loan of an additional 30,000 which he
promises to repay next day before the auditors arrive. Then he goes to a smart
gambling club and starts playing Banco.
He keeps doubling his money until he has
240,000 francs. Everyone is urging him to
stop but he risks the whole amount and
wins once more. This time it is from a

man— Tyrone. When

young

Adolphe

asks

he discovers Tyrone has no
money, although he offers a worthless check.
for a settlement

There isn't much dialogue in the
gambling parlor, except the croupier offering the bank and people making wagers.
So I drift back to where Loretta is sitting
with Tyrone. "Aren't either of you working?"

I

ask.

"I'm not," Loretta smiles. "I'm only visiting on the set, showing some house guests

from Piedmont how pictures are made."

Her

are

Mrs.

daughter, Tory.

They

all
it

guests

Fretz and her
were" so thrilled by it

Paul

and I keep thinking how wonderful
would be if all of us, who are so close

to pictures,

could just keep that enthusiasm

which we, too, knew when we first came
out here.
And Loretta is being a perfect hostess.
There are very few stars who bother showing friends through the studios. Usually
they just arrange to have some messenger
boy take them around but here is Loretta
acting as guide herself.
I turn to Tyrone. "Aren't you working
either?"

"Yeah," he grins. "I'm sitting right across
from Menjou but they're taking a close-up
of him and I wouldn't show. As soon as
they finish this I'm to be taken into the
manager's office where I offer them the
check."
We kid around for awhile
start

and then

I

home.

Made

Rachel

Her Look
Like This! PT*
It's

amazing the number of women who use

wrong shade of face powder.
It's still more amazing what it does tofhem!
As any artist or make-up expert will tell
you, the wrong shade of face powder will
the

change your appearance altogether. It will
make youlook years older than you really are.

A Common

Mistake

that women choose their
face powder shades on the wrong basis. They try
to match "type." This is a mistake because you
are not a "type," but an individual. You may be
a brunette and still have a very light skin or
any one of a number of different tones between
light and dark. The same holds true if you are
a blonde or redhead.
There is only one way to choose your shade
of face powder and that is by trying on all ten
basic shades. Maybe the shade you think least
suited to you is your most becoming and flatter-

The

ing.

great trouble

is

Thousands of women have been surprised.

The Test That

Tells!

want you to see if you are using the right
shade of face powder or whether you should be
using some other shade. So, I offer you all ten
shades of Lady Esther Face Powder to try on,

Try on each of the ten shades as if you had
never used face powder before. Maybe you'll
a great discovery for yourself. Maybe
find a shade that will completely
"youthify" your appearance.
Mail the coupon today for the ten shades of

make

you'll

Lady Esther Face Powder which will settle
once and for all whether you are using the right
shade or
(

You can

not.

paste this on a penny postcard)

Lady Esther,

FREE

(33)

Ltd., 2062 Ridge Ave., Evanston,

111.

me

by return mail a liberal supply of all
ten shades of Lady Esther Face Powder; also a pursesize tube of your Lady Esther Four- Purpose Face Cream.
Please send

I

Name-

free of charge.
City

And that, my public, will be about all
until next month. Auf wiedersehen.

{If

Silver Screen

.

—

A ddress

.

State

,

you livein Canada, write Lady Esther, Ltd.. Toronto.

2 3

Chit.)

,

!

emerging as the screen's
greatest star ... in the role
she was born to play

.

.

.

and

JAMES STEWART

Sevenm
heaved
with

JEAN HERSHOU GREGORY
•

This was heaven

— to

RATOFF

Gale Sondergaard
Edward Bromberg John Qualen
Victor Kilian
Thomas Beck

make one

•

•

J.

man

her

life...

her

•

love

.

.

.

her world!

Sig

Rumann

*

Mady

Christians

Directed by Henry King
Associate Producer Raymond Griffith
Adapted from the stage play "Seventh
Heaven" *
produced and directed by
John Golden • written by Austin Strong

Darryl
i

,
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I

test!

Silver Screen

Charge

F.
of

Zc.nuck
Pfodu<t'or

Silver Screen
Go ssi

Topics For

VY
/ HEN
"

her pals on the set of
"Personal Property" showed
Jean Harlow the pictures in the
papers of the senator kissing her,
which were taken when she attended the President's Ball in
Washington,
merely
reJean
marked, "He's certainly going to
town, isn't he?"
*

KjORMA

SHEARER,

^

looking more

beautiful than ever, has been attending many of the previews lately,
and was discovered by the fans at
"The Last Of Mrs. CKeyney." Norma
made this picture only a few years
ago and probably was interested in
seeing what the new edition was
*

also seen with her
Jane Cowl play, "The
First Lady," in Los Angeles.

like.

She

sister

at

was

the

«—»€>—»

HOLLYWOOD'S
realist

first

Art occurred

peek
this

at Sur-

week
amid

at

a
the Siegel-Antheil Galleries,
great display of interest in the screen
colony- Carole Lombard expressed
great interest in a picture titled,

"Agitated

Landscape;"

Robinson pinned
Salvador Dali

Edward

G.

his preference to a

titled,

"A Dream

Puts

Her Hand on a Man's Shoulder,"
and Lola Lane purchased a bit of
political whimsy called "Death Goes

yOU

can't tell Warner Oland that the
world's not pretty well filled with honest
people. While on his trip to the Orient
last year Oland lost a cigarette case. He
thought he probably mislaid it in Singapore. Recently a package arrived for him
at the studio, where he is making "Charlie
Chan at the Olympics," and in it was his
long lost cigarette case. It had been sent
by Roy Royston, Singapore rubber planter.
The case had slipped down between the
cushions of a chair in the lounge of the
Peninsula Hotel in Hong-Kong and only
after many months were the initials "W.O."
traced to their owner.
"I'm very grateful for the return of the
case," Oland said, "but it sort of upsets
things. I have, for a long time, managed
to lose at least one cigarette case a year,
and that always made it easy for Mrs.
Oland to select a Christmas present."

jEAN ARTHUR,

vacationing

in

New

~J

York with her husband, Frank Ross,
developed a dancing mood one night and
got all dressed up like a movie star. She
and Frank went to every night club in
town but couldn't get in because they were
all filled up. A week later she and Frank
attended a first night of a Broadway play
and after the performance the young couple
they were with -suggested that they go
night-clubbing. Jean dismally assured them
that it was Saturday and that they would
never be able to get in— hadn't she and
Frank tried last Saturday night! "But we
can get in," shrieked the friends, "we've
already

T"HEY

made

reservations in your name."

say that Sonja Henie got a little
excited about all those romantic rumors
involving
Tyrone Power and Loretta
*

on the WPA."

]ANET GAYNOR

Young, and, with a
few days off from
her heavy personal
appearance tour,
flew into Hollywood
just to see what it's

Grace Moore, opera star,
movie star and flower
transplanter, sings with
joy as she moves a night
blooming cactus down

and Margaret
Lindsay and their respective mammas are having a New York vacation
— Janet at last having finished her

—

'

first

technicolor

And

picture

"A

Star

Is

time in her
screen career Janet has decided that

Born."

for the first

front to the spotlight;
about. Eye-withusband Valentin Parreport that
she will "settle" in Hollywood and
era assisting.
Tyrone met Sonja
has bought a goodly bit of property
at the Union Air
in the Outpost, where she expects to
Terminal and that
build as soon as she returns from
they clinched and kissed and posed for picNew York. Janet has always lived in
tures and it was all very sweet. "It's won"rented" houses. But now she, too, wishes
derful to see you," Sonja said. "You," said
to belong to the landed gentry. It gets
Tyrone, who knows how to write his own
them all sooner or later. Miriam Hoplove scenes, "look better than wonderful
kins, who would have none of Hollywood
to me."
when she first came out here to make a
Sonja further remarked that it was
picture, and who dashed off to New York
"ridiculous" to think that she had hastened
as soon as her picture was completed, reto Hollywood to check on reports that
cently bought the late John Gilbert estate
Loretta and Tyrone were playing boy
and has become a home owner. Ditto Irene
meets girl.
Dunne. Sylvia Sidney seems to be our only
„
»
die-hard left. Sylvia still lives in an apartfn
ment, and still rushes off to New York the
the billboards continue to
*
minute she finishes a picture. But maybe
* read "Garbo loves Robert Taylor," it
love has something to do with that.
seems that Barbara Stanwyck is still the
object of Mr. Taylor's affections. He has
just given her a new sapphire and diamond
has lost twelve perring that will knock your eyes out. And
fectly good fountain pens in as many
Garbo, who is a stubborn girl, still insists
weeks, by reason of autograph hunters who
that those billboards should read, "Robert
have managed to collect both his signature
Taylor loves Garbo."
and his pen.
all

nesses

n

,A LTHOUGH

„_

e<

Douglas

Fairbanks Jr., have been lunching together almost daily since they returned to
Hollywood. And Marlene is telling everyone who asks her the London gossip that
Merle Oberon will marry Brian Aherne any
day now.
* *

HERBERT

T~HERE

is

S>

A/lARLENE DIETRICH and
*

HUGH

no trouble too great apparently

to take to please a star. Pat
O'Brien received a letter the other day
containing forty-four four leaf clovers collected by an Irish fan who volunteered the
information that it had taken three months
to collect them.

for a fan
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Dont Cry Over
Secrets

Of

Popularity That

Learned From Her

Jeanette

Own

By Arthur L.
(Sketches

by

Julie

Spilt

Milk

MacDonald

Experiences.

Wolf
Dean)

Why

do men hover

around when
charming

a

Why

does this girl
lose her popularity?

isn't

even

girl
trying?

TN TRIM

navy blue slacks fitting
smoothly over slender hips, a blue
flannel blouse open at the throat,
her golden red hair that hung to her
shoulders catching glints from the
MacDonald resembled
firelight, Jeanette
nothing so much as a Gainsborough or
Henry Clive beauty masquerading as a

someone's pal.

.

we had
Of
books, new and
old, and found many mutual friends among
them. Of places where the food was good.
Of football, of lectures and recitals, and
pictures

boy.

have seen Jeanette MacDonald in glittering gowns and luxurious furs at important premieres, looking every inch the
glamorous movie queen. I have seen her
in street attire, in the latest modes from
I

Parisian ateliers.
this

and made up

fc:

a

screen

sophisticated

role!

After I got over staring, like some
foreigner on his first visit to American
shores, we talked of many things. Not like
star and interviewer. But like old friends.
It is so easy to talk with Jeanette MacDonald. She speaks pleasantly, frankly, intelligently,

and what

is

more,

is

a

good

listener.

So we talked of

26

both

seen.

many

things.

Of moving

We

stage shows coming to Hollywood
even talked of philosophy!
And then she told me:
"My mother taught me a bit of philosophy when I was a child. Expressed simply,
it was 'never cry over spilt milk.' It came
to my rescue then, and has done so innumerable times. After all, when an unpleasant experience comes your way, there's
little sense in dwelling upon it. You might
be so busy making yourself unhappy over
yesterday's disappointment that something
fine in today's schedule goes unnoticed.
There are a dozen ways of expressing the
philosophy of my spilt milk axiom. There's
'Close the door on yesterday.' There's 'Live
for today, for yesterday is gone and tomorrow may never come.' There's 'Look
.

was my first glimpse of her in
slacks. This was an informal Jeanette, relaxing on a free afternoon after strenuous
weeks of working in "Maytime." Making
no effort to be the glamorous star nor a
carefully turned out lady of fashion— yet
appearing as natural as if she were garbed

But

The girl who can
laugh when she is
laughed at will be

forward,

not

backward.'

Oh,

and

.

.

many

more. All of them reminding us that today,
not
yesterda\
nor
tomorrow, is what
counts.''

Jeanette curled herself into a more comfortable position. Obviously, she was warming to her subject.
"I believe most things that happen to
us, happen for the best," she went on.
"Sometimes I've had to cling tenaciously
to that philosophy, but in the end it has

proven
"But

true.
to

go back to

my

first

disappoint-

ment—how insignificant it
how important it seemed

really was, but
at the time! I
violent crush on a boy—

once had the most
and he didn't even know

Her words,
in

her simple,

startlingly

I

existed!"

clear,

unaffected

enunciated

manner,

fell,

I

must confess, on unbelieving ears. Her next
words revealed that she must have read
frank disbelief in my expression.
"Oh, but I'm serious," she added.
With a smile that broke into a crescendo
of
musical laughter. Hollywood's most
gorgeous red-head confided to me about

Dreamed what

I'd say when he did.
then, miracle of miracles, he
invited me to a big Hallowe'en
party!
"Feeling very triumphant, I boasted
shamelessly about my conquest. Two
days later, I discovered that my invitation
had
come
because
of
Johnny's desire to make another girl
jealous!
I
thought my heart was

And

Here she interrupted herself to
laugh, "Hearts break so easily when
one is 14, don't they? But after discovering, to my surprise, that my
heart actually didn't crumple to
pieces and that I could go on living

and laughing

as

before,

realized

I

was hurt pride that caused
tears in my eyes and kept me from
facing my crowd with my chin up.
"It was then that my mother first
taught me to be philosophical about
it

disappointments.
"There was another time, in the
early days of my stage career, when
I

was grateful for that

first

of philosophy.

The

girl

who

mind
u n e x -

doesn't

an

pected shower is "aces
high."

principle
I

lost

my

job suddenly because I
disagreed impertinently
with the producer of
the show over the manner in which I should
sing a certain song.

"Do you know what
it

this

I

haunting the booking agencies.
hadn't been diplomatic. I was 0111

necessity of

Well,

I

And that was that.
cry over it? I didn't. I was wiser—
and determined not to make the same mistake again. It was some time before I found
another engagement. The play was not
good— far from it— but it led to my real
of a job.

"Why

broken."

that

job in the middle of a season, with hundreds of professional people more experienced than you sitting hour after hour
in casting offices? It's no joke, I can assure
you, to pass over lightly. I realized that
had been hasty and headstrong. A bit of
diplomacy might have kept me from the

means

to be out of a

opportunity, an audition with the renowned
Henry Savage. Delighted, I went to the
audition. Horror of horrors, I found I had
brought the wrong music! The song was
written a whole tone too high for my voice!
Since it was too late to turn back and get
the right music, I optimistically asked the
accompanist to transpose it to the proper
key. She agreed, but when the accompaniment started, it was as it had been written,
and the result was just what I had feared
—I reached for a high note, and my voice
cracked! There was 'spilt milk' for you!
Undaunted, I deliberately stalled for time.
Finally, after a cascade of 'Mi, mi, mi's,' I
announced calmly, 'It's too high for me'—
and finished the song, anyway.
"With what shreds of dignity I could
muster, my face flushed with embarrassment, I started to leave the scene of my

[Continued on page 91]

thwarted love

of her

life.

"He was

the most
popular boy in my
high school crowd,
back in Philadelphia," she reflected.

"He was

16,

good-

looking, well
dressed and lived
in the best house
in
the
neighborhood. In short, he
was the 'prize.'
"I
was
a
14,
normal
years
14
old,
is
neither child nor
adult. My nose was

which

generously
too
sprinkled with
freckles,

my

hair

and clothes both
conformed to the
unbecoming modes
of the time."

A
to

strange picture
associate

Jeanette
ald!

with

MacDon-

Unmindful

of

my

inward reflections, she went on.
"Johnny frankly
ignored me," she
mused.
"I
spent
hours hoping that
he'd
notice
me.

Jeanette MacDonald in the garden
of her California
home. (Right) A
scene from "Maytime," with Nelson Eddy.
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In

Hollywood There

No Man

L,ike

Ray Milland

Is

Is

Him!

An Ex=

Marksman And
Horseman. He H as
pert

Even Raced

In

The Fa=

mous Grand National
Steeplechase

— The
Course

In

Most
In

Ensland
Difficult

The World.

By

Wkitney Will iams

A

scene from "Wings
Over Honolulu." Ken

Taylor (Left) watches
with baleful glance as
Wendy Barrie and Ray
Milland tread a measure.

has been noted some few million times— a funny thing.
CE— asHad
Josef von Sternberg not traveled to Germany to direct
is

a picture and there become intrigued with the possibilities of
somewhat plumpish young woman named Marlene Dietrich,
who, up until then, had been no more than a hanger-on in the
UFA studios, the glamorous star might still be clamoring for

a

attention in

German

films.

Had Joan Crawford

not picked up that piece of torn newspaper
carrying a want-ad for clerks in a Kansas City department store,
she would not have met the girl whose sister introduced her to a
vaudeville agent and, in consequence, she might never have embarked upon a theatrical career which eventually led her to

Hollywood.
And, by the same token, had Ray Milland, English to the core,
not escorted Estelle Brody, the only actress he had ever known, to
London's famous Carlton for dinner, he might be an officer in
the British army, a diplomat in some foreign court
least of all
one of Hollywood's most up and promising young actors.
But Ray Milland DID "date" the bright-eyed Miss Brody, star
of the English cinema, to the tune of a fifty-dollar evening of gay
abandon— his last bit of change, by the way— and therein lay the
turning-point of our Mister Milland's existence.
Tall, slender, regular-featured, one of the screen's better-dressed
actors and radiating an engaging personality, Ray Milland stands
.

.

.

today a potential star.
Polished in appearance and soft-spoken, he is being groomed to
take the place left vacant by Gary Cooper and Gary Grant on the
Paramount lot, and Paramount, his home-studio, has high hopes
for his future.

That he is one of the most sought after leading men in Hollywood right now would seem to indicate that his future, and stardom, are assured— right around the corner, you might

28

say.

In

rapid succession during the past six or seven months, he has
appeared prominently in featured roles, in "Three Smart Girls,"
"The Big Broadcast of 1937," " The J un g e Princess," "Bulldog
Drummond Escapes," "Wings Over Honolulu" and, ere this storycan be printed, will have enacted the leading role opposite Jean
Arthur in "Easy Living."
Quite an enviable record for any player, but Milland can recall with all-too-poignant reality other days of his acting career
when month after month passed without even so much as a con]

sideration for a part.

was down to one suit, several shirts, two ties and a pair of
that looked presentable only because they were shined
daily," he admits, ruefully. "It wasn't that acting was in my
blood, or I was waiting for my grand opportunity— I would have
taken any old kind of a job, even with pick-and-shovel. The fact
was I couldn't find work. Fortunately for me, those days seem
past now."
Unconsciously, he glanced around the comfortable surroundings
in which he and his pretty wife reside. [Continued on page
88]
"I

shoes

Ed

Sullivan Says

:

he Screen Is
True To L
He

Is

An Experienced Ne wspaperman

Who

And

wKere

Here

Everyone/ Goes

Sees

He

Writes

Every=

As He

Eikes.

Takes The Producers To Task.

1WAS

sitting with Bugs Baer, famous Hearst syndicate humorist,
in the loge section of the Capitol Theatre, and on the screen
Robert Benchley was playing a very amusing drunk character:
"You get around to night clubs a lot," remarked the Bugs, "have
you ever seen a drunk who was amusing?"
mind raced down

Ed Sullivan

My

the night club aisles and memory spread before me the thousands
of drunks that a Broadway columnist meets in the course of years.
Not one of them was amusing. All of them had been annoying
pests, noisy, quarrelsome, the most disagreeable people you
wouldn't care to meet.
"In the movies, a drunk is always pictured as the life of the
party," said Baer. "Even his wife forgives him because he is a
witty guy, full of corn, con and conviviality. Now you know that
ain't so. The wife of the life of the party would drag him to a
settee and flatten him!" On the screen, however, just as Baer
pointed out, the drunken Benchley was the life of the picture and
the party. Everything he did was hilarious.
From the drunk scene, there was a fade into a night club
scene where people were dancing: "You see," said Bugs, "that's
what I mean. Have you ever been in a night club where the dance
floor was big enough to dance on? Every time I go to a night club,
I sit out every dance because
the floor is smaller than one
oL Farley's special delivery
stamps, and dancing on it is
legalized

and

assault

battery.

But, in the movies, the night
club dancing floor is as big as
the afterdeck of the Queen
Mary. Another thing, look at
those
couples
dancing
on
the screen. The director has

Bob

with a

one short
guy."

I

girl

as

a

always the
the party.

Bugs' incisive observation prodded my dull
into action. Like the mills of the gods, the
Sullivan mind works slowly but once the gears
are grinding, they grind exceedingly fine. I started
to wonder how many other things the movie directors did that were contrary to what you find
in actual, everyday life. If movie directors were

mind

dancing

had

to conthat this was true, and
that I'd often commented on it.
tall

is

life of

matched them off for height.
It couldn't happen in real life.
I'll
bet you 1000 to 1 that
you've never gone to a Broadway night club without finding at least one short guy
dancing with a tall girl, and
at least

Benchley,

drunk,

so unobservant as to believe that all drunks were
amusing, gay creatures, instead of brawling pests,
they must be just as wrong in other things. I
thought back over the moving pictures I'd seen,
and arrived at some amazing conclusions.
In the past fifteen years, first as a sportingwriter and for the past five years as a Broadwav
columnist, I guess I've known all of the Public
Enemies, the chiefs of the underworld. In fact,
I've been friends with most of them, sat with
them nightly in Broadway clubs and restaurants.
You can conclude that from this first hand observation, I'd know something about them, but
believe me when I tell you that no gangster ever
to the screen, or pictured on the screen, remotely re-

fess

b rough t
sembles the mobsters I've

James Cagney as
the amateur who
knocks out the professional prizefight-

(Left) Shirley
she did not
have to rehearse.

ers.

Ross

—

known on Broadway. I've been writing
on New York newspapers for the past seventeen years, but no
newspaper movie I've ever seen bears the slightest resemblance to
newspapers I've worked for, or newspapermen with whom I've
worked. No night club picture I've ever seen has had the slightest
actual lesemblance to the night clubs which I visit every night on

my

rounds of the

Dawn

Patrol.

covered sports for twelve years, saw every big championship
contest in baseball, football, tennis, rowing and in the ring. Yet
no moving picture plotted around anv of these sports ever has
resembled the actual things that happen [Continued on page 76]
I
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may want Robert Taylor, but what he w ants is a physique in the
Weissmuller manner and secretly he is acquiring one. Jean Harlow
is
fighting an annoying inch here and there by dieting, and
7

Loretta Young has discovered that rest is the only thing that will
help her gain.
George Raft is resolute about his waistline, Bing Crosby at last
is thinning, and Garbo has stopped being indifferent. She's gone
to a doctor in Pasadena, the one curvacious Tilly Losch went to
for a curve-producing diet, and hopes his advice will be equally
good for her. Ginger Rogers, in strange contrast to the others,
scorns all material methods.
Each magnetic player has his particular problem and his pet
system for the body beautiful. Yet a fine program for one often
sounds appalling to another celebrity, so it's evident you needn't
pursue a plan that's disagreeable. Do as the star who feels likewise does! Whether the goal of their April campaign is to hang
onto already obtained allure, or to reduce or put on pounds in
the better places, there is certainly some procedure under way.
Actresses no longer rely even upon an Adrian to whip up chic
te
costumes with disguising lines. Personality men sense .that
expensive tailors can be of no assistance shortly. It's a
igh
severe blow to the girdle manufacturers and to the swanky
cocktail bars, this determination to be proportioned
elegantly, but who cares about them now? It's spring
and the sunshine beckons. Ever since Eve's era love
has been abetted by a generous degree of physical
appeal. Besides, the stars maintain it's fun to concentrate exclusively on yourself for a change, a
:

thrill

to deliberately

be your most attractive.

(Below) Doris Nolan does
the Russian Squat. It looks
easy, but don't let Doris'
smile deceive you. This is one
of the most difficult positions
to achieve.
(Below right)
The old reliable sport horseback riding satisfies Bette
Davis' urge to maintain the
body beautiful.

—

Hurdling

(Above)

high jump bar

—
—

a

one

is

of the most exciting of
sports, for you never

know

how

just

you'll

Barbara Read,
judging by her tri-

land.

umphant

Dunbar

Dixie

lands
(Right)
created

smile,

right side up.

strange exercise
out of her own pretty
head. Try it some time;
it
does wonders for
your arms and hands,
and doesn't neglect
this

your underpinning
either.
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atmosphere of every
famous home I have
visited lately, for the more exciting members of the screen
colony
are yearning for physical perfection and are enthusiastically going
after it. They may have been getting by nicely enough before the
cameras, but now their personal vanity is aroused. Personal triumphs loom. Tomorrow's surf-and-sand dates are just a tear of
the calendar away and when you step into a
1937 bathing scantie
you're completely on your own. And while studio retouchers can
artfully fix up pictures posed for publication, the snapshots of
chums with impromptu habits demand that every angle be a
keen one.
Those who have already attained their ideal measurements are
diligently retaining them for the coming summer. Joan Crawford
is working out every single clay with her trainer.
Johnny Weissmuller never misses his swimming routine. Ten million women
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"You can improve your looks by
make-up and by experimenting
with coiffures. But you can't alter the features
of your face. Yon <-,» di,in»i- \„ui li-mc, .i,,,mii
phsh wonders on it!" Joan Crawford is very earnest
when she declares the figure is the basis of charm. When
she arrived in Hollywood herself she fell into deep despair.
She was a full twenty-five pounds too heavy! She gaped at the
exquisitely gowned film queens with envy, for she not only lacked
a wardrobe and the cash to command elaborate grooming, but
she was a hundred and forty-five pounds of solid muscle, thanks
to her dancing. In desperation Joan went on extreme diets,
a dish
flattering

of applesauce frequently being her dinner after a day of constant

With s ummer

In

Tne Offing Tne Hollywood

Stars f\re

Wasting

No

Time Keeping TKose Curves Under Control For Beacn Consumption
activity and minute rations. She lost the undesired surplus all
right, but hardly by the sane diet she's found, is wisest.
But the grand trait in Joan is her remembrance of her yesteryear's struggles. She doesn't lose patience when she hears of foolish
dieting. Having attained her goal, she intends to stay in tip-top
form. She's hired Bob Howard, a professional trainer, to reach
her Brentwood manor at 6. a.m. when she is to go to the studio.
In sweatshirt and slacks she races around the block with him.
They have a stirring set of badminton and dive into the pool in

the garden for a vigorous splashing. He winds up administering
a brisk massage and she winds up aglow with that vitality which
distinguishes her. Even when she isn't on call to act the trainer
comes to the house, only not at dawn.
Franchot Tone has his own problem; it is to put on more
muscle without adding any fat. So adjoining the dressing-rooms
beside the pool he has a miniature gymnasium where he juggles
weights in a series of regular progression exercises. He and Robert
Taylor could present a bar-bell demonstration if they wished,
for the nation's most popular Bob also is following the same
scientific development schedule.
The spare bedroom in the Taylor cottage on a quiet Beverly
street is surprisingly stacked with assorted weights and bars, and
three evenings a week Bob behaves like a college athlete training
for the Olympics. Donald Loomis, M-G-M's physical instructor,
directs the hour sessions and at each one Bob either performs one
more lift or slips a bulkier disk on the bar. He's as eager as can
be to outshine the life-guards when it's time to take Barbara
Stanwyck surf-boarding.
Carole Lombard used to be too heavy, too. She reduced to her
present enviable shape by massage, a masseuse spanking Carole's
hips from a 361/^ to a 34-inch measurement. Like Joan Crawford,
with Carole it's simply a question of remaining "as is." But Carole
can't be bothered with a trainer and a regime. Two sports do
the trick for her— tennis and riding. She's taken lessons in tennis
so she can invite women champions up and not be badly beaten.
She stables the horse Clark Gable gave her conveniently near-by and
rides in Stone Canyon, beyond Bel Air, on days she isn't working.
But two other glamor girls, Claudette Colbert and Loretta
Young, frankly aren't strenuous at all. They'd like to be, but
they haven't the excess energy. Both had handsome swimming
pools built, and Claudette has a splendid tennis court. Occasionally they use this sports equipment.
Both Claudette and Loretta are five feet three and weigh 106.
They wear clothes marvelously, but with their outdoor dates
approaching they agree that about ten pounds more apiece will

And since their work burns up so much of
their strength that they are too tired to play spiritedly, it's their
contention that rest and sleep is their one hope. Claudette lies
down for fifteen minutes after every meal, not to read, not even
to think. She attempts to drive all distractions from her mind
and just relax. Loretta vows that when she stays in bed she gains
and she's up against passing up most of her dates.
There are no more fastidious women in Hollywood than Joan
Bennett and Dolores Del Rio. They slide over no detail
which could enhance their appearance because
they are smart enough to know that if a
giil's face is her fortune her
figure is her next best

Someone told Joan that her posture wasn't so admirable.
Instead of dismissing the remark as cattiness, Joan began watching
herself and decided there was something to the criticism. She
mapped out exercises that would be beneficial and now she takes
them daily— on a blue satin mattress!
Dolores, also a fashion-setter, has purchased a woman's home
gymnasium outfit and she is using weights adjusted to her strength
for light, but daily routines. As a matter of fact, she's taken to
asking Mrs. Gary Cooper and Fay Wray over to four o'clock gettogethers in her modernistic figure room. The trio goes to town
unless Fay happens to be in the midst of lettuce week, in which
case she's none too peppy. You see, when Fay wants to lose
weight she eats lettuce and nothing else lor an entire week.
Anita Louise goes on a milk diet for a week once every three
months. But Basil Rathbone can laugh [Continued on page 81]
bet.

be more becoming.

(Below) Tennis brings
co-ordinate play
every muscle in your
body. This back-hand
motion practiced by
Anne Shirley guaraninto

tees a

well-rounded
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which does
double service when
she dishes tea and gossip
after the game.
(Left) Only the lightest of
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Dick Powell

Is

Sixth In

The Latest

List

In se

Of Box Office Winners/ But He Thinks
No One Wants To See Him Because
He Photo3raphs So //y'ouns//

of

His

WHEN

you realize that a lot of people have their faces lifted
in the desperate hope of looking younger, you are amazed
at anyone's having the face to say he wants to look older
than the law of indulgent nature will allow.
That's the fellow, the one in a marine's uniform, sitting over
there at the far side of the Green
it's really just a lunch

Room—

room— and

as this

is

the

first

time you've seen him

off

him

as a

man

By Charles Darnton

the screen

you take a good look at him.
Yes, boyish Dick Powell is engagingly, incredibly, hopelessly
youthful. But he isn't happy about it. No. With almost the first
word out of his mouth, before a forked oyster can get into it, he
confesses that his confirmed juvenility is the bane of his existence,
the cross he bears. Hardly able to believe your ears, you are made
to feel that Master Dick— beg pardon, Mr. Powell— would give anything in the woild of motion pictures for a faintly wrinkled brow,
a few well-chosen crow's-feet, or any other ravaging trifles to mark

But

comedian on the
screen. And as for
boy scouts, didn't he,
in "On the Avenue,"

momentarily play an
aged, portly millionaire from head to
waistline? You menion this just to cheer
i

I

feel that

"Suddenly

I

you

listen

with your tongue in your cheek.'

saw Berlin, who

sat right

as a sheet,

then writhe in his chair.

way

it:

I
'I

of years.

"I'm thirty-two," he protests, "but I'm still playing boy scouts."
Here, then, is Richard in search of his age. But let us pray, on
our creaking knees, he never finds it, at any rate for another
thirty-two years. Meanwhile he should be reconciled to the undeniable fact that he is the best, as well as best-liked, singing light

Age

sang

listen to the

But

I

down

in front, turn
for this

No wonder,

the

old,

words you speak,
with my^tongue in your cheek.'

"I could have torn out my own tongue. But Berlin never said
a word, though he knew that in broadcasting his song all over the
country I had ruined it. How it happened I don't know, except
that I was plain dumb."
For consolation Mr. Powell turns to his even dumber oysters.
The rest is silence till he breaks it with:
"I'm now going to do one thing that I will like, broadcast from
the Warner Brothers' studio once a week."
This is news, and good news. You recall his earlier career with

only to have him shake his head and regret:
radio work was not a success. For one thing, I didn't get
to enough people at first, being on only local programs. I feel I've
never been successful in radio, although I was supposed to be all
right in one show which was on the air for over
two years. But I wasn't happy: didn't like the
interest,

"My

but

arteries

won't harden.

him

up. Surely,

that

part

was old enough to satisfy
his morbid longing to feel
his joints stiffen.

"Y-yes, but that was a bit
on the other side." Then,

brightening: "My
didn't know me."

own

wife

You congratulate him,

home is comwife and all.
(Right) Joan Blondell (Mrs. Powell)
also co-stars with
Dick in pictures!
Dick's

plete,
at

the same time making the
mental reservation that there's probably precious little
else Joan Blondell doesn't know about him.
"I put that one over on her," he grins. "It was a lot of
fun. So was the song, 'The Girl on the Police Gazette.'
I like doing character stuff."
Perhaps you've noticed how well the facile Powell did it, not
only in the singing of the song itself but with that quaint touch
of caricature true to the 'nineties, the skilful acting of his hands,
the droll humor playing about the corners of his mouth.
"But at a radio broadcast," he is pained to relate, "I murdered
an Irving Berlin song. It's the one that goes:
'You listen to the words that I speak,
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the

feel that I listen

Thirty-two
years

white
is

way

was constructed: hated the elements assoit.
I like to rise or fall by my own
means. I was always afraid of radio, and on the first
big chain I was scared to death. Even in the show
that ran those two years or more I didn't think I
was any good, and my contention proved right, for
it

ciated with

my

leaving

the

program didn't hurt

it

a

bit."

To

hear the frankly modest- Mr. Powell
about himself you'd think him to be
the world's worst entertainer. But having
heard that, in addition to singing, he was
master of ceremonies, conducted an orchestra,
and played various musical instruments, you
feel he must, at least, be versatile. Yet the
talk

self-knocking goes on:
"Oh, I occasionally played the saxophone,
clarinet, banjo,
guitar and trumpet, but
none of 'em was any good. I was a year in
Louisville, three years in Indianapolis, and
four in Pittsburgh, but they were small

programs and all local. My
first work out of town, after
leaving Arkansas, was in a
Louisville hotel, where I played
classical music for seventy dollars a week till I found out
that another fellow was getting eighty-five for doing jazz.
That stopped me. I was all forgoing where the money was,
and getting mine. The trouble
was that I got the wrong slant
in
Little
Rock, where my
brother and I went in for good
music and had a corner on
church jobs. We'd also sing at
funerals and now and then
catch a wedding. Before that
we did a lot of home-work.''

(Upper left) Doris
Weston and Dick in
"The Singing Marine."
Dick has landed and
has the situation well
in
hand.
(Left)
He

many

Nothing if not historic,, you
whether Mr. Powell
remembers the first song he

plays

ever sans;.

The private pool is
joy and one can

inquire

ments

it's

singing.

like

that

instrunatural,
(Below)
his
see

takes a wallop

it

be

to

—

Box
a
Winner.

Office

"

'Casey Jones,' "

proud

reply.

"To

stop?"

is

"When

his

prompt and

was five I'd
chase 'em all over the house singing
it, and they'd always give me a nickel."
I

"No," he laughs, "to keep on. My
family was funny that way. 'Casey
Jones' was the household favorite, and
I suppose it might be called my cradle
song."

With time marching

on,

you

are

delighted to learn that, his cradle picture was no less than "Blessed Event."

was a singing band leader. But I had one word of
said 'Hello' to Lee Tracy."
Perhaps that was just as well, for coming to words with the
pugnacious Tracy of that day usually meant a sock in the nose.
"I wasn't frightened at tackling my first picture," Mr. Powell
assures you. "I knew I'd either do it or not, so what the hell?
Instead of staying home the night before and worrying about it
1 went to a Hollywood night club and stayed out till
three in the
morning. I still feel it's the best picture I've had on the Warner
"In

it

dialogue.

lot.

Roy

'Thanks

I

I

del Ruth made it, and he's my four-leaf clover. He made
a Million,' and now I have him to thank for 'On the

Avenue.' Maybe he knows what to do with me, which is more
than I know.
"But I've done one thing. When I started out in pictures my
voice was high— like a tenor's, you know— but since then I've
lowered it three whole tones. Now, the hardest thing for me to

do

You have to react to what you hear, and as a
from the neck up. Ruby Keeler used to react to
me, and she was good at it. But yesterday I had to react to Doris
Weston while she sang a song in 'The Singing Marine,' and 1
sank like a chain-anchor. It's hard enough for me when I'm doing
something, but ten times worse when I'm doing nothing. What's
is

listen well.

reactor I'm dead

more, I look so awful that every time I go to a preview I sa\
'Never again!' I never see myself in a scene that I don't wonder,
'Holy smoke, did I do that?'
[Continued on page 93J
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World
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HOLLYWOOD
world we

live

is

in,

Sick.

The
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Force

Is

And

A/lotion Pictures.

changing the
and changing

for the better.
it
take great pleasure in making that
statement: first, because I
believe it to be true; second, because it will infuriate those high-brows
who scorn the Hollywood
product, and who are
only happy when infuriated; and third, because
the effect of the motion
I

picture
manners,
of

upon

s

Ti

modern

customs,

mind and moral

states
atti-

tudes is a highly interesting sociological phenomenon.
To put it plainly, the
movies unquestionably are
the single greatest force

Movie-

ADE

World

for change in human society today, and in this

country — where mental
and spiritual development
is

still

free of dictatorial

bondage— that change

is,

on the whole, a constructive one.

me say at once that
striking this cheerful

Let
in

note about Hollywood and
its works, I am laboring under no delusions
as to the primary motives of its producers.
The specific content of altruism in the
typical Hollywood executive may be repre-

(Left) "Green Light"
shows the public how
science

sented by a large and exclamatory zero. Motion
pictures are not made to uplift humanity.
Darryi Zanuck, David Selznick, Jack Warner,
Adolph Zukor, Sam Briskin, Sam Goldwyn, Ben
Schulberg, Manny Cohen, Jesse Lasky and the
other important heads of Hollywood's great
studios are not, I assure you, in business either
for their health or for the purpose of shedding
sweetness and light over the contemporary

fights

Street types. (Right)
"Fugitive From a Chain
Gang." This picture
told

America of some

horrors that

scene.

They are in business to make money for themselves and their
stockholders. In this they differ in no wise from the manufacturers
of motor cars, safety pins, railroad locomotives or ladies' lingerie.
Where the Hollywood product does differ from such strictly utilitarian commodities is in its appeal to human consciousness and
34

disease.

(Above) "Toast of
New York" warns the
public of some Wall

human

The motion picture strikes dithrough nerve pathways leading
from the eye and from the ear. In every brain, as a
matter of anatomical fact, there is a certain "receiving
station," called the Thalamus, which receives those
incoming sensory impulses from the eye and ear and
transmits them to other parts of the brain, where they
produce automatic reactions of thought or emotion, or
both. The result may be laughter or tears, intense in-

-to

emotions.

rectly into the brain

terest, curiosity, serious reflection, a feeling of horror,

human comradeship or revulsion to injustice. But
any rate, it is the simple truth to say that when a
producer makes a moving picture, he is aiming—
though he doesn't know it— at that receiving station
in the brain of every one of the millions of human beings who
compose his audiences throughout the world.
In a sense, he is shooting at a moving target, for the human
brain is constantly developing, constantly adapting itself to the
incredibly complicated conditions of modern life. That is why the

still exist.

pity,

at

Hollywood product never can be
standardized. That is why the gag
that got a laugh yesterday will not
get one today. That is why the
famous screen "soul-kiss" of a few years back, which
thrilled audiences of a former generation, now receives
what is technically known as "the bird" from present-day
sophisticated audiences. And that is why the smart executives of Hollywood, for the past three years, have been
slowly but surely raising the quality and intellectual content of their pictures, because they have discovered a
nation-wide hunger, even a world hunger, for those intangible but very real ingredients that feed the spirit of

man.
It works both ways, you see. The demand for better and more
intelligent pictures exists, and the bright minds of Hollywood are
keen to satisfy that demand. But without the medium of the
motion picture, no such universal satisfaction would be possible.
So when we say that Hollywood is changing the world— or at least
our American world— for the better, we mean that the present
crop of Hollywood pictures is giving visual and audible expression
to a mass-longing for wider horizons of thought and feeling, for
knowledge of history and science, for truth in all its forms, for

(Left)

tolerance and
simple kindness
and for both the

stark tragedy
and the immemorial comedy
of

human

life

in

its

various ramifications.

Here again, let us admit that the movie millennium, in which every picture will be a work of
art, is still about 999,999 years in the future. Timid
have been the steps taken forward by even the
boldest lions of the industry, and extremely cau-

"significant," from the higher critical standpoint;
but it was significant in that it opened up new
fields of emotion for other studios to develop. And
if the question is asked: Was the general effect of
"Little Women" good or bad, the answer, in simple
honesty, would have to be that it was good.
I have said that the number of people who read
books is a small percentage of those who go to see
pictures. That is true. But what happens when a

"Larceny on
warned the

the Air"
public of

fake medi(Above) "Slave
Ship," a picture to
teach a lesson about
cines.

motion picture is made of a book, let us say a
famous novel, or of a play which may already be
one of the world's classics? Answer:— the book or
the play, no matter how well-known it was previously, suddenly finds readers by the millions
instead of by the thousands. This is true also of
historical works, of biographies and books on scientific subjects. If you don't believe it, consult your

slavery. (Right) "Sev-

enth Heaven." This
help to prevent
there being another
war.

will

been the advance. Well, why not? How
be otherwise, when a single mis-step may cost a million
dollars and an advance in the wrong direction may put- a great
company permanently in the red? Don't let's blame the Hollywood
producer for keeping one sharp eye on the box office. If he failed
to do so he would be a fool; and very shortly he would no longer
be a producer.
But Hollywood has found that a certain degree of mature entertainment, a certain appeal to what may be called the higher
emotions, produces profitable results. When R-K-O made "Little
Women," with Katharine Hepburn, there was considerable headwagging among the big-wigs of the industry. What did the picture have? It wasn't sexy, it wasn't a gag-story, it wasn't an epic,
it contained no vampire, no dashing
hero, no marines and no
gold-plated bath tub. To be sure, the book had been widely read,
but the number of people who read books is a very small percentage of the number of people who go to see pictures.
However. "Little Women" hit the bull's-eye of that target in
the American brain. It struck a note of tenderness, of wholesome
sentiment that the American people found dear to their hearts.
Immediately, by the thousands, the people of these United States,
and of the world at large, sat down and wrote letters to the studio
commending this picture. Those letters are still arriving from all
parts of the globe. I suppose the picture was not particularly
tious has

could

it

local library.

young woman— now holding an important job in one
of the big Hollywood studios, who once was connected with a
branch library in Columbus, Ohio. This library was in a resiI

know

a

dential district, its clients were largely well-to-do, well-educated,
cultured people, so that the demand for good reading was unusually brisk. But brisk as it was, when the picture "Mary of
Scotland" came to town, the clamor for historical works of that
period was so great that the library was swamped by it. So it was.
my friend told me, in the case of the picture-version of "David
Copperfield." Instantly the works of Charles Dickens— (by no
means an unknown author)— leaped into a new and startling
popularity. Paul Muni's portrait of "Pasteur," in the picture of
that name, caused a tidal wave of interest in the great scientist s
life and works to sweep over the country, over all the civilized
world. Is that a constructive result of Hollywood's New Deal in
intelligent entertainment? I think decidedly that it is.
And I'll bet my ten cents against a Roosevelt dollar that when
R-K-O releases "The Toast of New York," based on the book
"Robber Barons," the libraries of America will be deluged with
requests for literature dealing with the industrial and financial
battles that occurred in this country during the railroad-building
epoch of the late sixties and early seventies. Similarly, Cecil B.
DeMille's last picture, "The Plainsman," [Continued on page 71]
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EVANS
MADGE
including

has sat upon many things in her short lifethe ice in New York's Central Park, when she was
learning to skate, and the big shiny mahogany chair in Mr.
Mayer's Hollywood office when she was signing her "come-back"
contract— but the only sitting she regrets, and she regrets it with
positive bitterness in her voice, was the time she sat on a cake of
soap. "That was the most revolting thing I ever did," says Madge
with a blush, and hastily changes the subject to Emily Dickinson,
whose poems she adores.
Of course Baby Madge was only three years old at the time and
when the nice man in the commercial photographer's studio gave
her a bunch of violets and told her to sit on the big piece of soap
and watch the birdie, Madge did just that, all in the spirit of good
clean fun. How was she to know that for years afterwards she
would be haunted daily by pictures of herself in newspapers,
magazines, grocery stores and subways. Advertising, of all things,
soap! Being a sensitive, shy child she burned with shame. And the
neighborhood kids, realizing that they could get a rise out of

Madge, let her have it, you may be sure.
Even today, some twenty years later, you have but to say with
a silly smirk, "Have You a Little Fairy in Your Home?" and
Madge will either give you a perfect imitation of the North Pole
in the dead of winter, or else will start throwing things, depending
upon how well she knows you. Unlike Bee Lillie, she has no liking for little fairies— either on soap or in the bottom of her
garden. Mrs. Evans claims that her daughter never sat on that
cake of soap. It was some other three-year-old. But Madge is
quite pessimistic about the whole affair and says she guesses it
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was

And, after all, it really doesn't matter now.
story which you are now reading (I hope) is in the nature
of a labor of love. I don't suppose I am giving away any of the
secrets of the trade when I tell you that in Hollywood there are
Baby.

The

movie

stars and movie stars, some of
we of the writing profession can take easily, some of
we can take only with a
grain of salt, and some of
we can't even take with strawberries and whipped cream. Very rarely, along comes one we take
as a friend. (Of course she has something to say about it too.)

whom
whom
whom

For six years I have liked and admired Madge tremendously.
She is one of my best friends. And so, poor thing, she has to pay
the penalty in my stories about her. For it seems that
we writers,
for the most part, are a zanny bunch, and greatly
resemble the
Chinese who always belittle the people they admire most "She
is a wretched creature," says Wang
of his beloved O-lan, "she is
not worthy of you." Well, perhaps, we aren't quite as
severe as
Wang, but anyway that's the general idea.
However, for the good of all, we might just as well <*et this
point straight now: Although / may call Madge a wretched creature whom you would not care to know, if I so much as hear you
even suggesting that she has a fault I will grab the sword of
Damocles that has been hanging over my head for years and <?o
for you just like Melanie did for the Yankee in "Gone
With the

Wind."

Madge has had three big, burning ambitions in her life: (1) to
receive a diamond wrist watch, (2) to go to boarding school, and
(3) to become a great actress. On the first two she drew blanks,
but the third-ah!

Madge

today

is

one of the most talented and

MADGE EVANS

(Left) Madge as she is
today. (Right) Miss Evans
posing for her public in
1915.
(Below) Edmund
Lowe and Madge in "Espi-

onage."

m/jff,
W

//JL

...

beautiful of the younger actresses. Madge is going places. Madge
is— Heavens, I nearly forgot— Madge is a wretched creature.
At the age of six, when she had been a famous "child star" for
three years, Baby Madge with her golden curls wanted above
everything else in the world a diamond wrist watch. Norma Talmadge had one, and so did Gloria Swanson and Alice Joyce and
Mary Pickford, but she had none. She did considerable hinting
around Christmas time but Mrs. Evans seemed suddenly to have

gone deaf.
Finally her opportunity came. The last day of work on one of
her dramatic productions (and even the kiddies went in for heavy
drama in those days) the kindly director said to her "Madgie,
you've been a sweet little girl on this picture. I want to give you
a present. Would you like a big beautiful doll with curly hair like
yours and open and shut eyes?" "No," said Madge quite truthfully, "I don't want a doll. I want a wrist watch with diamonds
like Pauline Frederick's."
Her horrified mother nearly passed out then and there. A golddigger in the family! Like it or not, Madge got the doll, and a
spanking, and a long lecture. It was her one effort at gold-digging.
It turned out very badly indeed. She gave it up after that. Twelve
years later she bought her own wrist watch with her first two

weeks' salary from a Broadway play. It didn't have as many diamonds, or as large, as did Pauline Frederick's, but Madge was
quite content.
When Madge was eleven she retired to private life. She and
her mother returned to their adored New York and took a small
apartment on Seventy-eighth street. With her brother Tom,

Madge
bench

roller skated on Riverside Drive, studied her lessons on a
in Central Park, and chaperoned by Mrs. Evans took the

downtown subway and attended matinees on Saturday. And
about

it

was

time that another ambition took hold of Madge. She
wanted to go to boarding school. An exclusive boarding school.
And it had to be a boarding school where you wore a uniform,
preferably a middy blouse and pleated skirt.
Why she wanted to go away to boarding school and wear a
uniform with hundreds of other little girls Madge didn't know,
she wasn't then, and isn't now, what you might call the "chummy"
type, but it was the one big ambition of her early 'teens. Religiously she bought copies of Vogue and
Vanity Fair and
Harper's Bazaar and pored over their advertisements of smart
this

schools for

girls.

The Finch

School and the Semple School she discarded after
some consideration because they were in New York, but she sent
off for catalogs from Chevy Chase, National Park Seminary, Fairmont, Briarcliff, the Knox School and dozens of others. If they
didn't insist upon uniforms she wouldn't even consider them. This

phobia for uniforms was probably the reaction of being a child
stai. She had been "different" so long that now she wanted to
look like

all

other

little

girls.

Madge

eagerly watched the mails and every time the postman
brought a catalog she was in seventh heaven. Terribly excited, she
would read it through, word for word, look at all the pictures,
decide upon her room, and draw a mental picture of herself
wearing the school uniform. Would she rather be the captain of
the basketball team, or the hockey team? [Continued on page S3]
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War

Crooks

That Never Ceases!

Are Slow To Learn/ But Some,

Now

For Twenty =Five Years,, Will

In Jail

Have Time To Think

Over.

It

always looked so peaceful, somehow. You
palm trees and roses over the doors of
cottages and youngsters playing in their sand piles in December. And, over all, the beneficent California sun creating the pleasant feeling and thought that God's in his Heaven and all's right
with this particular section of the world.
Yet underneath this illusive surface a sinister influence exists.
The influence of the racketeer, the kidnapper, the petty thief. To

has
HOLLYWOOD rows

know

.

.

.

of

the casual observer, Hollywood presents the appearance of a charmingly laid out small town whose citizens are, for the better part,
fairly well-to-do. Rows upon rows of detached cottages of various
styles of architecture, each standing in the acre or fraction of an
acre of its own front and back lawns, greet the eye of the tourist in
almost any direction of Beverly Hills.
But the people who live in these houses are apparently different
from the people who live in the same type of houses in small towns
or suburban communities elsewhere. They belong to the movie
industry and this fact seems to set them apart from people who are
associated with other callings. It is natural that this should be so,
because the reams of publicity that emanates from the film capitol
yearly has caused a glitter of imperishable star-dust to fall upon
every person— man, woman or child— who has access to the fascinating movie studios.
It is no wonder, then, that the underworld, feeding as it does
upon the rich and powerful of this country, should pick this town
and its prominent inhabitants as the victims of its illegal machinations and its subsequent greed and cruelty.
Pondering on these matters, I recalled a conversation with Ann
Harding, just before she went to England. Ann had taken her
young daughter to call on everyone they knew who had young
babies. "She has a passion for babies," Ann explained. "And I
we went without
couldn't have given her a greater lark. But
a body guard!" Her eyes were wide and dark, as she told me this
startling news. "I haven't taken her anywhere without a bodyguard
for years. But no one knew we were going and of course we had
But I shan't do it again. I was too nervous."
the chauffeur.
recalled Mary Pickford's almost psychopathic dread of kidI
nappers and extortionists. Mary is more concerned about the safety
of her niece, Gwynne Pickford, than she is for herself. "We shall
have to organize vigilantes," Mary told me, earnestly. "You don't
you can't realize ... the danger we are all in. The conknow
the chronic feeling that people are
stant threatening letters
watching, spying. Whether you are locked within your own home or
mingling with the gayest crowd, you never know who is watching
or what he is plotting!"
Two men have been behind bars for
several years for sending threatening
i|
both Mary Pickford and
to
letters
mE
*4>
Douglas Fairbanks.
A few years ago there
was an attempt on the
i
f
part of producers and
press agents to suppress
1
articles and pictures
.
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iff

which might draw

at-

Pat O'Brien laughs, for
now he knows his gro(Left) Frank Mcfor the
robins and jailbirds.

ceries.

Hugh watches
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Of

Salaries

To Hollywood /Many

By Helen Louise

The

Stars

Attract

Light^Fingered Oentry.

Walk er

Ann Harding

hasn't

taken her daughter

anywhere for years
without a bod}
11

Virginia Bruce
was too smart for

Playing villains
has d eve loped

the
sters.

dumb

gang-

when

it will
manifest
... or how.
One afternoon a year
or so ago a friend of
Virginia Bruce had an

(Upper left)

Charles Bickford's

A

tough streak. The

wish they had

gangsters decided
to scram!

left

itself

pair of crooks

Richard Dix
alone.

unexpected and

insis-

tent caller. She was a
neatly dressed, respec-

table looking, middle-

tendon

mous
by

to the enorsalaries earned

movie

stars.

more photographs

No
of

Underworld vs.
LLyWOOD

aged

I

you please warn her?"

ornate

cars or large
stucco palaces, flanked by swimming pools, was the edict. If an
actor gave his wife fourteen star sapphires for Christmas, he must
not tell the Press about it. Actors were practically' forbidden to
give the lavish and much publicized parties which had always
delighted them. "The Underworld is moving in," they were told.
"Try not to Jet it know how much money you have!"
The actors were frightened for a little while and Hollywood
was very quiet. But it's no fun for an actor to have fourteen star
sapphires or a chromium-trimmed automobile or a party with
special decorations and champagne, unless he can be photographed while he is having them! So the cars began to be lined
with steel and everyone began to hire husky bodyguards, and I'll
wager that there is hardly a star in Hollywood today, male or
female, who hasn't a license to carry a revolver.
They know that the Underworld is constantly watching them.
They know that they live in constant peril. They never know

woman who

stood, twisting her
handkerchief and panting, "I know that you
know Miss Bruce and
I
must ... I simply
must get word to her
somehow. She is in
terrible danger! Won't

Before Virginia's
startled friend could gather her wits together enough to ask what
sort of danger, the respectable woman was gone. Vanished, apparently, into thin air. Now, Virginia was living in the country
where her young child might enjoy the advantages of a sunlit
garden. After this mysterious warning, the sunlit garden became
a sinister, dangerous spot. Virginia scooped up her child and
rushed to a large hotel in the center of the city where she registered, of course, under an assumed name. But not to know what
sort of danger threatened
not to know what forces were at
.

.

.

work or what anyone could want of her
these things were
more torturing to Virginia than any definite and recognized peril
cou'.d have been. The Underworld again.
Less than a year ago Eddie Cantor received kidnap threats,
menacing his idolized wife and his five daughters. Eddie wasted no
time, took no chances. He packed his wife and children off to the
.

.

East

within

a

few

hours'

time.

He

.

.

.

.
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page
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uated from bank messenger to

Conquering
Cesa

actor.

One of his biggest "breaks" on
the stage was the lead in a road
show of "Strictly Dishonorable."

A

timid

unknown, Mar-

little

garet Sullavan, was understudy.
They used to have great fun together, young Cesar and Margaret, window shopping, playing
practical jokes on their fellow

shopping in the five and
Their young hearts were
filled with ambition and great
expectations; but little did they
actors,
ten.

realize that within a few short
years their salaries would top
four figures a week!
Cesar's family didn't realize it,

That some day he would
five hundred
dollars a month
that he
would put his young brother,
Edward, just seventeen and fin-

either.

be sending them

.

.

ishing

through

high

.

school

college

year,
that he
the toast

this
.

.

.

would be

of the most glamorous ladies in Holly-

wood never would
have occurred to
them in their wildest
dreams. Cesar Romero has certainly
traveled a long road
since his Park Avenue childhood!
Time may have

Cesar Romero
o vercame The

changed

Handicaps Of
Fate
He Had To!

status,

—

his financial

but

it

hasn't

changed him other-

fool

He's still the
lovable
darn
he always was.

He

still

wise.

same

haunt

likes
to
stores,

dime

dogs,
do
He's
things.

hot

eat

goofy
still

lant,

courtly and galand the ladies

pursue him.
His deep voice and
rangy body seem to
be Hollywood's ideal
still

ONE

day Cesar Romero trudged into
the office looking like Caesar's Ghost.
He suggested that we lunch at the
Pig 'N Whistle around the corner. We did.
After the waitress had taken our order I
leaned confidentially over the table with

of a perfect villain's
set-up. He wants to

do

my

most sympathetic leer and demanded:
clean, fellow. You have something
on your mind. What's the matter? Lose
your girl, your job, your fortune?"
"My job," he moaned. "Gone. They
didn't take up my option. Here I am, three
thousand miles from home, broke; a hasbeen at twenty-five!"
That day, a beautiful bubble had burst.
Cesar had been under a picture to picture

Cesa r and his
mother. (Below)
As he appears

"Come

He made "The Thin Man" and
one other picture, both great successes. He
contract.

thought

that

the

success

of

these

films

would naturally lift him up the ladder
toward bigger and better roles. Instead,
the studio decided they couldn't use him.

He was

out.

And

since he was

still

more

or less a stranger to Hollywood, his predicament was serious. In fact, at the time it
seemed the height of tragedy.
Today, Cesar laughs at it. He can afford
to laugh, on his present salary out at Universal, where he is now under contract. In
fact we both laughed, the other evening,
reminiscing over his first few months in
Hollywood. But under the smiles was a
serious note. Cesar

still

remembers how

it

be "a has-been at twenty-five!"
At this moment he is one of the most
sought after young men in Hollywood.
Studios want him because they've decided
he's just about tops in villains. Girls adore
feels to

him because he's just the sort Mae West
would describe as "tall, dark and hand-

40

in

"Wee

Willie

Winkle."

some." Almost unbelievably tall, he has the
sort of personality that audiences all over
the country are raving about. But to me, he
has one quality that stands out above all
others— his ability to smile, and to laugh off
everything and anything. He may be a villain to the fans, but to his friends he's just
a great big, charming, laughing kid. That's
why he's so popular off the screen.
He's so jovial that people seldom realize
how many tips and downs Cesar has lived
through. But he actually has had a very
tough struggle. Back in New York, the
Romeros (originally from Cuba) were once
big shots. Cesar's dad was a prosperous
machinery exporter and the youngsters, two
boys and two girls, were raised to be the
pampered darlings of a wealthy family.
Thirteen years ago, trouble first struck the
family. Cesar's dad was forced into bankruptcy. From then on, one misfortune fol-

lowed

another, until the family found
themselves penniless, save for the earnings
of Maria, the oldest girl, who taught school,
and Cesar who, by that time, had grad-

light

comedy, on

the order of William
[Cont. on page 90]

Jean
Arthur

Her recent successes
have added glamour
to her name. If she's
in

a

picture,

it's

good.

e

Point ?;With Pride*
Jean Arthur, Believer

In

Walked

In

Dreams.

The

Tradition

And
THOSE

INfrom

She

Of Duse

Bernhardt.

"silent" years, girls

came

to the screen

beauty contests and choruses. Their eyes
had to be spaced just so, their faces had to be
round and their teeth conspicuous. But in Jean
there burned the divine fire. She gave with intensity
to small parts in pictures that were just junk. So
she left the "yes" men and charlatans and sought
out on Broadway the wise men of the ancient clan
of the stage. Of course she was successful. Now that
the screen has grown up, Jean Arthur has returned
to pictures. As usual she gives only her best and
every part she plays throbs with the pulse of the
heart of an artist.

George Bancroft and Jean in
"Mr. Deeds Goes To Town."
(Above)
With Edward G.
Robinson
in
"The
Whole
Town's Talking," Jean's return
picture.

(Below, left) In "The Plainsman," Jean Arthur as Calamity Jane brought a new
conception of a woman to

stand out among the stuffed
mannikins
the
screen.
of
(Below)
Her new picture
with Charles Boyer, "History
Is Made at Night."

Allur
DOES
glint

it

lie

in

the

welcoming
Does it

of a lady's eye?

tremble upon the lips thai
with enigmatical meaning?
Whereunto is beauty good?
But girls never know. One seeker

smile

charm

the secret of
petulant
mouth

most

While another

drawn

for

waves

is

finds a
alluring.
to silky
that the

of hair or finds
curve of soft shoulders holds him a
prisoner for all the tomorrows.

Lucky

Womer

who

Rochelle Hudson, casts a
will see her in "That
May Live." (Left) Bette Davis has surrendered
to intensity and found the secret of all emotion.
Her next picture is "Kid Galahad." (Extreme

The

spell

left)

girl

—

that's

smiles,

allure.

You

Carole Lombard in dance costume
"Swing High, Swing Low."

for

Si

THERE

IS

.^OETRy
EVERYWHERE

CAN VOU
FIND
SOME
nary

BUT

IT

sensitive people see poetry in ord

things and happenings and quote
an apt line or two of. verse now and

then. Others, more grim, live the lives that
others set to rhymes, and go upon their appointed ways unconscious of their picturesque
roles and blind to fantasy:

"A primrose by

a river's

brim

A yellow primrose was to him,
And it was nothing more."
There is a kind of poetry, however, that
sings through all men. It calls them to the
wastes of oceans and starves them on lonely
mountain slopes as they search for gold. Of

men of Gloucester, who watch
the flutter of the mainsail peak with cannyeye as they sail "close hauled" across the
such are the

restless sea.

Fortunately lor us stay-at-homes the screen
ships us to the "Banks" one evening ("Cap-

and on another evening
mountains of Tibet ("Lost

tains Courageous"),

the bleak
Horizon").

to

We see, we marvel. The picture ends and
home we go.
The short and simple annals of the poor."

"—We
in

Upon

are

the

but helpless
he plays

pieces

game

checkerboard of nights
and days."
this

Miriam
Louis

Hopkins

H ayward

Woman

I

in

and
"The

Love''

Men

of

Many
Part:
Gary

Coot;

''Plainsman"
more than
fied

a

"western"

He gave

us

i

character stud*
man of those
gerous tim

Victor

"Wee

McLaglen
Wir

Willie

ie" supports
Temple, our

When

"Captains Courageous"
went before the movie audiences, Spencer Tracy played a
real man once again. Few can
even equal him. (Above]
James Stewart in "Seventh
Heaven."

star.

Shirl

cute

Bui

here

I

L

O ne

Only

Great
,over

Robert Taylor and
Jean Harlow at their
respective

special-

Jean has qualias a dramatic

ties.

fied

comedienne, but
love

new
lor

scenes
field.
is

any

are

And

no
Tay-

girl's

in-

spiration.

Ronald Colman
Horizon" costume,
cture is never once
wonderful than Ronnie
ie scene with the High

m

ost

Cary Grant has

(Right) Warner Oland
Charlie Chan, on
screen or off.

cently

lays

made

advance

Wallace
"Slave
picture
all

great screen lover,
to mind when the
Lover" is mentioned. But since
title of "Great
"Mutiny on the Mount)," Clark's ability to portray
men of character has broadened his screen usefulness.

Robert Taylor
EVEN
nevertheless Clark Gable
it

is

show Gable

the

comes

in the title role.
the ladies of the audiencelav ish upon kissing heroes is about the only relic left
of the dumb days of screen entertainment.
will

The admiration

now

and

playing important screen characters. His next is
"The Toast of New
is

York."
Warner

"Pamell"

re-

a real

that

(Below)
Baxter and

Beery
Ship,"
to

in
a

shame

America.

Why Not
Queen g the
is

much

is

May-

convinced that large brimmed
in vogue this season. Hers
of beige colored baku, strikingly accented

Bette Davis

hats will be

by

Be

a

shirred

rosette

of velvet

—

in

hyacinth

and orange ice two delectable new
shades sponsored not by the coronation but
by the coming French Exposition. (Right)
Polly Rowles' jaunty toque relies upon its
nosegay of yellow primroses, the long stems
of which are stitched at even intervals over
blue

the black

faille

foundation.

—

A full-skirted white satin frock
splashed with red Tudor roses
bright green is the piece de
resistance of Betty Furness' wardrobe because it answers so many daytime needs.
(Below) Frances Drake sponsors this twin
(Below

left)

lusciously

stenciled

in

print

for tailored street wear. The dress,
coat revers and cuffs are of matching em-

blem print in stone-blue and white, and the
belted coat has a white background. All
accessories .are of stone-blue doeskin.

blaze of glon
THE
already made

itse

world. Every woi
ideas for her new w
All the brilliant
delight. Like the pi
happy to shed her "1
this past winter— an
clad in such gay plu
envious.
A veritable avala
coronation, and if y
vicarious way, to be
subtly designed with
Tudor rose, the unii
are so significant of

I
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Coronation Colors Combined

Will Create

A

itain's on May 12th has
:onscious capitals of the
.ondon this Spring lor

Brilliant

The

Prints

Spotlight For

You.

golden-haired

Tala Birell pays no atcelebrations of any kind and
insists that blaclc and white is the smartest
combination at any time. At right she wears
a
small
brimmed white felt with black
patent leather trim, and, below, a black
satin Flemish bonnet copied from a Rembrandt painting. The printed flower motif
on the sleeve of her back crepe dress is

tention

accepted with
has been only too

ve been
girl

Romantic

In

extraordinarily popular
orious Spring sunshine
ieven the lordly peacock
inspired by the
those present"— in a
select a summer print
uch as the thistle, the

been

to

white.

jig

Me plume,

all

of

(Below)

Margaret Lindsay

in a simple but
white-dotted
print in the
warmly vibrant shade appropriately
called "red earth." Rich contrast is offered
by means of a long, draped sash of black
and white dotted print.

trickily

which

new,

Some

prints

depend

tion of line as they

as much upon distincdo upon design. Olivia

de Havilland demonstrates this point clearly
in
the exquisitely cut and
harmoniously
blended Persian border print below. Dark
green kid accessories are used, and a
natural

colored

straw hat with green quill.
is
serenely confident in a
delicate grey and thistle colored print, with
puffed sleeves, a removable scarf, and a
sash that starts at the deep V-neck and ties
at the waist in back. Her accessories are

At

left,

Olivia

black.

tucked

I

READING from

j

left to right beginning with the upper row:
Ricardo Cortez and Gail Patrick in "Her Husband's
Secretary." "Midnight Taxi," with Fiances Drake, Allan
Dinehart, Noel Madison and Gilbert Roland. Patsy Kelly and
Alice Fave in "Wake Up and Live." Barbara Stanwyck and

Joel

McCrea

in "Internes Can't

Take Money."

Second row:
I'.
VV. Kent and Rochelle Hudson in "That I May Live."
Shirle) Ross and Bing Crosby in "Waikiki Wedding." Tyrone
Power and Loretta Young in "Cafe Metropole." Grace Bradlex and Wallace Ford in "You're in the Arm) Now." Frank
NfcHugb and Hugh Herbert in "Marry the Girl."

Bottom row:
Rita Cansino and Tex Ritter in "Trouble in Texas."
Michael Whalen, Shirley Temple and June Lang in "Wee
Willie Winkie." Fred Astairc and Ginger Rogers in "Shall

Wc

Dance?"

INis

THE

face of this striking illustration

it

hard to claim superiority for our own
girls. But then, perhaps, they'll all be our
girls in time. Claudette Colbert, born
in
Paris, France,

is

now

have their papers.
else,

too,

that

is

and many others
they have something
revealed in two or three
ours,

And

pictures and makes them stars for life,
The greatest actress on this page is either
Garbo or Bergner. The most beautiful Madeleine Carroll or Garbo, and the most talented
is Lily Pons or
Jessie Matthews. The best
loved of all the girls in pictures is Claudette
Colbert.

S
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S
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P
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THE ESSENTIAL
ELEMENT OF DRAM.

E

The Imagination Of The Audience Rushes

Ahead And

Visualises Possible Calamities.

Frances Drake in "Midnight Taxi" registers terror.

No*

pen?

It

what
a

is

appeal

(Right)

and

Olympe

"Souls

at

film,

imagina-

the

to

tion.

(Above) While abroad Marlene Dietrich made a
"Knight Without Armor." The villains have her

hap-

will

fascinating

George
Branda

Can

Sea."

at

Raft
in

Ship,"

bomb

in

mister!

the

can.

a

are

in

a

or

won't she?

a

picture

ft

time

Hurry

Or Desmond

the boy, will be
scattered that he will
hardly be able to pull
himself together.

Tester,

so

2B «*

f
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V

(Below)

and Wallace Beery, in "Slave
bad spot, and as the prospects
horror.

Alone," the audience
is

mercy. Will she

Rooney

grow worse your imagination paints

it

be mutiny or was that a
pictures?
other
coupla
(Below.) In "The Woman
knows that there

their

Mickey

5s£

*

V
day the most ordinary
EVERY
of suspense and then existence

life

has

its

moments

gets out of its rut
as exciting as a picture. "The boss

and hecomes
wants to see you."' That sentence plunges many a wage
slave into drama. Does it mean disaster or promotion?
Human nature being what it is he expects the worst.

of

Errol Flynn,

the

in

Pauper,"

"The Prince and
has

come upon

distressing times. Will the pauper, Billy Mauch, lose all? You
will

never know

ends.

Good

until the film
old suspense.
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The Lux
to Cut

Way

Down Runs

Lux stockings after every wearing
remove perspiration.
Turn stockings inside out — squeeze
warm Lux suds through them.

to

luke-

Rinse in lukewarm water. Squeeze water
out never twist or wring! Then shape
and dry but not near heat.

—

Don't

—

soaps containing harmful
cake-soap rubbing. These may
weaken elasticity then runs may start.
risk

alkali, or

—

Lux contains no harmful alkali. It saves
elasticity — cuts down on costly runs.

Saves Stocking
Elasticity*

• •

"Mr. Gable's Public" demands autographs,
and Clark, still wearing the Parnell whiskers,
tries to accommodate. The clamoring fans
are an old story to him and the old sack suit
does not worry him. The smile is genuine.

Sobby and

Caught

Billy

Mauch

enjoy life between scenes
of "The Prince and the
Pauper." Ice cream sodas

By

waiting.

The Candid

Camera

Crawford returns from the
and receives a royal welcome
from Franchot and her three dachshunds. The dogs get the first kiss.
Joan

studio

clever chemisis and
THE
photography very simple.

makers have made
Cameras now lake snap-

lens

shots in almost any light. It is a relief to see pictures that are not posed, showing the subjects just as
they are. That's why the cameras are called candid.

Deanna Durbin

being rehearsed by
Leopold Stokowski, internationally famous composer-conductor. Observe
the length of his thumb
a
born

—

musician.

Tags

It Is

To

Stars!

° f ™. e

Good L,uck For A Play er

A

Have

Or

GET This

yourself a
is

Nickname

Slogan.

nickname or a slogan!"

one of the most valuable

Jean Harlow is known affectionately to
her fond Mamma as "Baby," but "Platinum
Blonde," too, could mean no one else but
her. Those two words have been synonymous with her ever since she dawned on
the screen, and they have done much in
catapulting

her

stardom.

to

Similarly,

See Me Sometime!" is Mae
label— as well known as she, and
utterly inseparable from her even at this

pieces of advice a screen player
could be given. For,jn many cases, famous
ones of the films have been materially aided
toward fame by the association of some
word or phrase, descriptive or otherwise,
with their names.
Buck Jones, Buddy Rogers. Slim Summerville and Big-Boy Williams, for instance, have so long enjoyed these nicknames that it would actually sound funny
to hear them addressed by their real first

"Come Up and

names.

to

West's

late date.

Sometimes

or nicknames
sometimes by design.
Garbo's famed remark. "Ay tank ay go
home" was one of the accidents. It was
repeated, made people laugh, and so it
stuck like glue. At the Metrp-GoldwynMayer studios fan mail is even delivered

come by

her,

these
accident,

addressed

slogans

with

only

the

now

Oordon

R. Silver

famous quotation, instead of her name.
Another publicity man called Joan Crawford "Empress of Emotions" on a billboard
—and the nickname "Empress" continues to
cling to her to this day. "Frozen Face," of
course, always means Buster Keaton.

Jimmy Durante and "Schnozzle." as you
might guess, mean one and the same thing.
The "IT" girl, of course, will never be anyone else but Clara Bow. The term was
originated by Elinor Glvn, the novelist, applied to Clara as best fitting her, and stuck.
Their early screen roles gave nicknames
to

Bela (Dracula) Lugosi and Boris (Frank-

enstein) Karloff.

[Continued on page 86]
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The

Little

.Mining

Valley, Idaho,

Now,
ing

Skis

To Be

In

Is

And

An

Town Near Sun
The .Movies

All,

1

retcncU

Alpine Village.

By Li^a

HAT with frightfully large crowds
\ Y / ot
American people going stark mad

YY

over skiing this year, I knew it
would only be a matter of moments before
the movie industry would catch on to
Ketchum. Skiing (and you don't have to
say shee-ing, if it makes you any happier)
has become such a rage that if you can't
discuss fluently such things as stemming,
the christiania, and slaloming down nursery
slopes you might just as well live alone and
like

it.

may not know what the capital of
Idaho is, and I can't blame Junior for
that, but he knows quite definitely that the
christiania isn't the title of a Garbo picture. The christiania, if you are one of
Junior

(Left)

principals of the picture "I Met Him In Paris" in
the thrilling bob-sled scene.

Uriah Heeps who

public. So when
the American public was
going deliriously insane over skiing and
skijoring, and winter sports in general, they
said, "So?" Twentieth Century mopped up
with Sonja Henie and "One in a Million,"
which was made on a studio stage with
cornflakes and air machines and nothing
colder than the ice cubes in the Ritz
Brothers' ginger ale. And that gave Paramount a Wonderful Idea. If the fans were
going nuts over skiing, why not make a
picture right in the heart of the frozen
north, where the snow is manufactured by
God and not by the property department,
where the blizzards need no press agents,
and the pneumonia germs no encourage-

ment.

The "I Met Him in Paris" company was
hastily equipped with long drawers and
galoshes, and, leaving palm
trees
and
tropical fish behind, entrained for Ketchum,
Idaho, a dead end of a northern spur of
the Union
of

American

Pacific.

Once the

civilization,

last

frontier

with wild Indians

window ledges, the tiny
mining town of Ketchum (population

squinting over the
little

than two hundred) has suddenly become the St. Moritz of America, the mecca
of an annual mush of ski-mad maniacs.
Ketchum hasn't decided whether to be
glad about it or not. The natives continue
to mine their mines, herd their cattle, and
gather of a Saturday night in the local
less

gambling

jernts
flannel shirts to

ten gallon hats and
watch the crack-pot eastin

erners and movie folks

throw away their

dough.

A

et In

saw that

they

short ride from

Ketchum by dog team,

Ketchum

or car if you must, and you mustn't unless
you have chains, is the muchly publicized
Sun Valley Lodge, hotel de luxe in the best

The
etc.,

bottomed

seats

And

played for a nickel and
on the House. The extras,
and there are a hundred and twenty of
them in this picture, chosen for thenability to skate, drew a private train on a
side track which would be "home" for the
length of the location. They get
seventy dollars a week, and all
paid, except gambling. I think it
fun to be an extra on a location

Pacific

sixty

to

expenses

must be
picture.

sometime.
The actual working crew of a picture,
the little men with hammers and saws and
things, usually consists of about forty men.
Paramount to dale has bought one hundred and seventy-nine tickets to Ketchum
I'd like to try

those awful plush-

on the Union

Ketchum— very convenient, unfortuKetchum Kasino where

natelv,
to
the
roulette can be
there are drinks

have come piling in since it officially
opened last December (the "season" in
Sun Valley is from December until April,
when the thaw sets in), including a neat
number of New York millionaires and
Hollywood movie queens, I don't think the
Harrimans will have to have their shoes
re-soled this year.

goats, including grips, gaffers, props,

were scattered about in a tourist camp

near

sense of the word, built for a million bucks
or so by one of the railroad Harrimans who
sort of read it in the cards that America
was about to become ski-conscious. And,
judging from the crowds of people who

will

be covered with a flowered chintz
by June.
surely

When the "I Met Him in Paris" company arrived in Ketchum, after being delayed by a snowstorm in Shoshone and a
blizzard in Pocotello, they were divided
into sheep and goats.

it

does

not include the hundred and
extras brought up especially for
the skating sequence) and so if you will
subtract forty from one hundred and seventy-nine you will get the number of people it takes to make a picture, excluding
the workmen. The hundred and seventy(this

twenty

The

sheep, including the director, the
the cast, the unit man, the cameraman, the still man, the author, the script
girl, the make-up man, the wardrobe mistress, the hairdressers, etc., etc., were given
rooms at the swanky Sun Valley Lodge,
where of an evening they might dance
shoulder to shoulder with a Vanderbilt, or
step upon the pet corn of a Harriman,
star,

ninth ticket was bought for me, who. as
to press, am the only member of
the Fourth Estate to penetrate the frozen
north. I was a sheep, shoved a Vanderbilt,
and looked awfully cute in my long drawers

we go

depending upon their mood.
t
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(Above) The

three

those puffy people who don't get about, is
the most important turn in skiing. They
call me Liza the Learned. Sometimes.
Now you know what movie producers
are. Sort of ingratiating
aim to please the fickle

Claudette Colbert and

her mother.

and several layers of sweaters. It's costing
nice old Paramount, who wants to please,

(the plot couldn't be
in love with one

this picture

men

about two

now could it?) played with
Claudette in "She Married Her
girl,

Boss"— so after all it's just a reunion in Kctchum.
They are behaving quite prophasten to report, because I
you've heard wild tales
about all those fantastic things
that happen on locations. In fact
they are behaving too properly
for me .to get good "copy"— but
after all they are happily married
people, and far be it from me to
erly, I

know

start

imaginary

romantic

inter-

ludes for them just for the sake
of a naughty paragraph. Melvyn
Douglas phones nightly to his

Helen Gahagan, and

lovely wife,

with the first sniffle from Robert,
Mrs. Young was on the train

headed

for Sun Valley to see that
didn't forget to wear his
woolen undershirt. The next time
I go on a location I shall see to
it that it is one where the leading
men are not married. Not that

Bob

have anything in mind particI was just thinking.
Wesley Ruggles is a family man
too, for the nonce, though it
won't be long now, as Mrs. Wesley
I

ularly.

Ruggles, nee Arline Judge, is in
Reno rapidly becoming an exMrs. Ruggles. That, dear reader,
is
the only Hollywood "touch."

Otherwise

all

is

terribly

and respectable— which
ceases to amaze (and

normal

fact
irk)

never
those

old dodos from the East
who, it seems, fully expected to
see Claudette come sweeping into
staid

Melvyn
Colbert

Douglas, Claudette
Robert Young

and

silhouetted

geous

against

the

snow - covered

gor-

Idaho

landscape. (Below) A spot
of warm drink with Wesley
Ruggles, the director, and
Claude Binyon, the author.

nine thousand dollars a week to keep
everybody fed and sheltered— that of course
doesn't include any salaries; I should say
not. When you add the salaries to that nine
grand you can readily understand why we
might have to progress to higher mathematics, and why Paramount hopes to high
heaven that you, dear public, will remain
stark staring ski-mad for another year.
However, Paramount does get a couple
of good breaks on the expense account. It
seems that those expert skiers who jump
madly about from mountain range to
mountain range, without breaking their
necks, all expect to be Olympic champions
some day and so cannot accept any money
on account of they will lose their amateur
standing. And so they slalom dow n Proctor
Mountain while the cameras click— for
nothing.
Also,

Claudette Colbert, the star of "I

Met Him

in Paris," is just as tasty a dish
a pair of skis as she once was on Cleopatra's barge, and will not need a double.
Claudette learned to ski a year ago last
January at Yosemite, on her honeymoon.
Ice skating she learned when she was a
kid on the frozen lakes of New York's Central Park. Also, Bob Young, one of the
young men so in love with the beautiful
Claudette (Oh, only in the picture), prefers
to take his own bobsled fall, and he, too,
will save Paramount the price of a double.
"I Met Him In Paris"— and don't for

on

one minute think that Ketchum

is

movies aren't that crazy, Ketchum

is

Paris,

standing-in for a Swiss alpine village, and very
nicely too— is being directed by Wesley
Ruggles, who directed Claudette in two of
her comedy successes, "The Gilded Lily"

and "The Bride Comes Home."

Young played with Claudette
picture,

Douglas,

you probably

who

is

recall,

Robert

in the latter

and Melvyn

the other leading

man

in

dinner every night in miles of chiffon and
silver fox, holding a Peke, swearing like a
stoker, and smoking a cigarette from a
long holder.
Except for those rare occasions when she
puts on a very chic tea gown and has tea
in the lounge with Bob and Mrs. Bob and
Melvyn and Mr. Ruggles, Claudette is not
seen at all around the hotel. She has all
[Continued on page 82]
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ALAS!
The

Poor
LAYERS
They Are Not All Dependent

Upon

Their Jots.

Them Have

A

Some Of

Great Deal

Of Money.

the year of the Midas touch in
THIS
Hollywood. That Ancient King who was
is

reputed to have turned everything
he touched into gold has just re
turned to the ethereal world

from

a

to

visit

Not

the

Cinema

he will stay
there long. Perhaps he will
come again tomorrow and
shower gold onto the
shoulders of his luminary favorites. Concerning that we- do
not know. But we
City.

that

and spending

Midas is in the
habit of making
repeated visits to
the Earth.
He doesn't always come to
Hollywood;
quently not.

We

them have

read about his

folks

more pennies from Heaven just
as a means to offset the
droughts, storms and
there need

But Midas has already
spotted some of the glamorous gals and guys of
Hollywood. I suppose that's
because he likes to stand
off and watch the funny
things they do with their

money. Of course you already know what strange
things some of the intrepid

(Above) Frances
Farmer in a scene
from her next picture, "The Toast of
New York." The

leaders of the colony buy.
doesn't seem to make
It
any difference how much

golden flood for her
has begun. (Circle)

money you have— it's how

works for

that

counts. And the more weird
and bizarre your home,

60

plying shekels.
the Hollywood players have
not as yet prayed that the curse of wealth
be removed it appears that some are on the
ragged edge of it.
The largest amount received by a screen
player, as a bequest, is the fortune left
Actress Norma Shearer and her two children by the sad death of Producer Irving
Thalberg. Already it is reported that
Norma has disposed of the 35,000 shares
of Loew's stock held by the producer. These
shares represented an important interest in
the company that controls M-G-M studio
and other enterprises. It is said that Miss
Shearer sold the stock to English interests
for more than $2,000,000.
In her own right the star draws a salary
running; into four figures and is under con-

Though

floods.

much you spend

Hall, Vir-

Bruce, Rosalind Russell,
Grace Bradley and Franchot
Tone, for instance. And like
King Midas, not one of these
players has experienced an iota of
increased happiness with the multiginia

Maybe

because

a

fallen heir to great

Cummings, William

the various states,

that's

It's

fortunes between-shots.
There's Norma Shearer, Robert

in

particularly the
central ones.

wisely.

ular successes, with w-eekly pay
checks that would dazzle the
average toiler, but some few of

fre-

visiting people

it

cinch they don't intend to be
left stranded in the middle of
a pond when the rainy season
sets in. Not only have a number of unknown players blazed
forth overnight into spectac-

do know that King

Rosalind Russell
art's

sake. She has plenty
of money.

car, or your clothes the more
attention you'll attract. Not that
it's always the most desirable attraction. Last year everything was
white; this year it is blue. That's
Hollywood for you.
But here's a little secret. The
Younger Generation has got it all
over their daddies and mammies
when it conies to savin? money

your

fame have smiled bountifully upon
her, much of her good luck is due
to her tenderness, her fragility and
her genuine spirit of kindness.
Plenty of players
have been
touched this year with the hand of
fame if not of fortune. The new
film actors who have achieved stardom are worth ten times their

BY

A

weight

gold

the industry.
one's contract
will bring a million or more in
cash if he develops into a real luminary. Out of the large number of

That

in

is

to

why each

embryo stars Midas has let a magic
hand fall onto a few, and has
helped them to instant success. OutRobert Taylor, the new
whose popularity bids
fair to outshine even Valentino,
Gable and the rest. Simone Simon,
standing

matinee

tract

to

M-G-M

for

three

is

idol,

years

come. But Norma, insupportably
is, has gone away with
and time alone may
comfort her desolation and ease the
ache that lies so heavily upon her
heart. Just what her plans for the
to

lonely as she
her children

still a mystery. But no
know to what extent Norma
from the loss of the quiet, sagaman whose genius contributed so

future are is
one will ever

may

suffer

cious
largely

tures

(

Top

background — as

to the lasting brilliance of her
Perhaps Midas anticipated this great
mental agony and that may be why he
touched her with so much gold.
When romantic Jack Gilbert died a year
ago, like Producer Thalberg he left the
bulk of his estate to his widow, Virginia
Bruce, and their daughter, Susan Ann. Miss
Bruce was the actorV fourth wife; earlier

hard

wives being, Olivia Burwell, Leatrice Joy,
and Ina Claire. An ever-increasing popular
star, the beautiful Miss Bruce and her
daughter were reputed to have received
around 5150,000 from the estate. Some say
that Virginia has grown more beautiful and
successful with each picture and those who
have seen her in "The Great Ziegfeld" and
"Women of Glamour," her latest, will not
deny that statement. Though fortune and

career.

Franchot

)

Tone. This actor
has a hard cash
as

carborun-

dum. (Right) Grace
Bradley yearns for
fame and happiness

—money

the French actress,
Luise Rainer, another importation,
Frances Farmer, and

Martha Raye have
skyrocketed overnight.

Among

the

ev-

men who have

erything. (Above)

Reginald Denny

risen to stardom
quickly, in addition

went into business
and now it's doing

to

so well that the di-

Ameche and James

have

rectors

wait

isn't

his

to
pleasure.

Taylor, are:

Bob Burns, Don
S

t

ewar t

like

Joseph

Bobby
ProDarryl
now be

children.

Schenck

and

Zanuck believe that success can

won

.

Breen and Deanna
Durbin represent
the

ducers

mapped out
Denny who,

them. There's Regthan a year ago,
went into an independent business producinald

practically overnight.
Anticipating a little, plenty of players in
the film colony have brilliant financial fu-

for

less

tion of toy airplanes and has already realized a sum beyond his wildest dreams. He
and his associates now have orders for more
than $1,000,000 worth of the miniature
planes in 1937. Denny says that his business is far more lucrative than his movie
career and does not intend to let the latter
interfere with it.

Franchot Tone (of the carborundum
Tones from Buffalo) needn't worry himself
over a mere studio check for he has wealth
in his own right. But, strange as it may
seem, the Irish comes up in Franchot every
once in a while and he manages to get just
about anything and everything that he goes
after. He's not afraid to ask for a bigger
salary or better roles. Midas usually kicks
through and helps him, too. He is a living
personification of the quotation: "To him
that hath shall be given."
Arkansas will have good reason to be

[Continued on page 71]

steal

piece

a

of

Melba

toast

from

parrot."

a

You knew

away
was

it

a gag
but then,
Raye'll do anything
for a gag
or

Martha

Raye, forever
clowning, pretends embarrassment at Lionel
Stander.
(Right)
Bob

.

.

.

.

.

.

darn near anything.

Even

Burns and Martha in
Honolulu for "Waikiki
Wedding."

of a

so,

the

idea

young kid

still

her early teens
missing meals isn't
in

a particularly pleas-

ant

one,

Martha's In

Pictures.

.

all

the time

for a kid," said

moment,"
2) then

w

.

.

Here

ultra-violet
.

MARTHA

ray.

stingray,

and

RAYE!

a smallish sized girl with a
voice like a stepped-up fog horn who came
is

Hollywood and promptly turned one

to

of

the major picture studios into a bedlam of
new-style gags and raucous Raye laughter.
No longer, do you greet your friend on
the lot with a casual, "Hi'ya, Bill," or
"What do you know, Carol?" Good heavens,
no! Nowadays you're distinctly de trop un-

you back off a few feet from your intended victim, brace yourself, and then
strain both tonsils by yelling as hoarsely
less

as
possible,
"YEAAAAAAAH, MA'AM,
Y'SURE LOOKED ALL DREAMED UP,
MISTER EDDIE!" And that, according to

Raye fans, is the only possible way to
greet your friends in this day of grace.
As I seated myself, somewhat warily, in
her dressing room I wondered, "what makes
this Raye gal tick?" She's about medium
height
has medium brown hair ... is
about medium heavy
but from there
on the "mediumness" ceases. Her skin is
double lovely and so are her hands. She
has a mouth that is a small replica of the
Grand Canyon and it's filled with large
handsome, pearly white teeth. And the
voice that comes out of it, while it has
the natural huskiness of Bing Crosby's, possesses about six times the carrying power.
Her eyes are actually wistful when she isn't
muggin'
which isn't often.
She sprawled (I said sprawled) on a
couch and adjusted her turkey-red shorts.
all

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

.

you

.

.

the road

f UN-RAY,

even

knew
her father, mother
and kid brother were along to take care of
her. For theirs was a family act— Reid and
Hooper it was called— with Martha and
Buddy, the children, just thrown in for
good measure. One of those "I'll ask one
and you answer and then you ask one and
I'll answer and then we both throw a
fit and die laughing at our own gags"
you know the kind.
"But the toughest part of being on
though

is

.

.

.

especially

Martha, serious for a

that

you never have

whooped. "Yeah, man!
Then I must be!" She punctuated this announcement with a laugh or bray, I should
say, the likes of which I'd never heard

anybody your

before.

being young,
you know. You
never stay in

"Interview?"

she

own

age to play
with. You miss
all
the fun of

"Must be what?" I inquired, meekly.
"Oh, boy ... I must almost be a star.
Imagine that!
can you imagine it?
Raye, a star in pictures? Yippee!" With
admirable self-control she refrained from

a ny

doing

girls."

.

a
hoarsely.
I'll

.

nip-up.

.

"Go

on," she pleaded
"Go on and interview me
betcha I'm going to love this. Yeah,
.

.

born, Miss Raye?"
"Great Falls, Montana. Say where'd you

"Great

Falls,

I

bought

When

the

suit.

did you leave

there?"

"When I was three days old. Have you
ever eaten one of those nut-burgers?
.
man, are they keen!"
I could foresee trouble ahead if the interview kept lip in this mutual cross examination so I gave up and we just talked
.

of this
tion I

and

that,

managed

.

but during our conversato piece together a really

remarkable story. A story of seventeen long
hard years in show business (Martha made
her first stage appearance at the ripe old
age of three) of one night stands, of cold
dressing rooms and, yes, during lay-offs
sometimes, of not enough to eat. She exhibited a small scar on her finger. "Know-

how

I

s

x> r

she was

about sixteen
to
at

have a fling
doing a single

and

you say?

y

Martha decided

"Where were you

where

bo

When

.

man!"

get that suit?"
I
told her

one town long
enough to meet

got that?" she asked.

"By trying

to

did

well,

right
sing-

too,

ing with Paul
Ash's band in

Chicago where,
she vows, she

moved the first
three rows of
back two
feet by sheer
seats

lustiness of her
voice. From Chi-

cago she teamed
up with Ben-

ny

Davis,

well

known emcee,
and

played

ev-

erything that
boasted

from

a

stage

New York

X

1

She

Her

Is

Naturally
Years

In

Given Her The
She

Always

A

And

"Comic'

Have

Vaudeville

"Professional Timing."

Gets

The

Laughs.

By Matel Hunt
The two
most

fa-

mouths

Joe

E

Brown's

and

Martha
Raye's.

to San Francisco and back
again. Hollywood had al-

ways

been

shining
a
beacon, Martha said, but
somehow she'd missed
it entirely in her coast
to
coast
wanderings.
"And every time I'd
et
myself think of
iver
being in pictures why, the very
idea would sound

gag to me.
Imagine Raye in

like

a

pictures, I'd say to
myself, with that

pan

and that

voice!"

So she signed up
with Earl Carroll's

"Sketch

Book" and
later with
Lew Brown's
"Calling

All

Eventually, though, she did land
at
the Golden
Gate of
Stars."

Hollywood

to sing and stun
the patrons of the Century
Club and later at the Club
Casanova. Then followed

Bing Crosby and Bob
Burns about to launch
Martha on her career.
(Above) William Bakewell and Martha Raye
go social. (Left) She receives lots of fan mail
and is quite surprised
and very happy.

was

engagement

that

all

prices are fixed according
to the picture stars' salaries

Paramount

is,

at

Hollywood
night spots— where the
brightest of

—the Trocadero. And it
was here, while doing her
famous drunk act, that she
noticed by the "right people"—

first

that

an

Followed

a

"Rhythm on

scouts.

part
in
Bing Crosby's
the Range," which, by the

was originally intended to be one
minor importance but which turned
out to be anything but
which you
well know if you've seen the picture. Bing
is
still
going around with his fingers
crossed. Close on the heels of her first success came "The Big Broadcast of 1937"
which she did up in typical Raye style.
You'll understand what I mean if you remember her rendition of "Here Comes the
Bride," in which she trucked and strutted
down the church aisle. That's Martha all
over
nothin's sacred to her. Next came
"Hideaway Girl" with the same "Yeah,
Ma'm
ain't you the one" brand of
comedy that continues to knock the cash
way,

of

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

customers out into the

aisles.

And

that

is

idle jest, for when little Miss Raye
walks in and steals any scene she does it
with all the subtlety of a black-jack.
There, then, in a word, is the startling
rise of a new star
one that is bound
to ascend to her own niche in filmdom's

no

.

.

.

heaven and take her place beside those of
Hollywood's all-time great. Because Martha
Raye's success isn't due to mere luck or to
"breaks." It's due entirely to her own hard
work (seventeen years of it) and a completely

individual style that really

isn't

a

it's just Martha being herFor when you see her "carryin' on like

style at all
self.

.

.

.

mad,"

as she puts it, you're seeing her
re-acting on the screen exactly as she would
if the situation
happened to her in real

"Come on in and take off your shoes
and be comfortable," is her ordinary way
of welcoming her friends
and that just
about sums up the real Martha Raye.
And now that the Raye tribe no longer
life.

.

have to worry about

.

.

lay-offs,

bookings and

the like, Martha has decided to outshine La
Dietrich when it comes to clothes
"Now that I can afford it," she swears, "I'll
have no more of this bargain fighting in
.

.

.

Rosenbloom's basement."

The plans for Martha are going ahead,
for that Raye girl has passed the doubtful
period. She is now accepted by the public
and

scheduled to keep the rocky hillMaine and the verdant valleys of
California echoing with laughter at her
irrepressible antics. Her next picture will
be "Mountain Music." This, the comic tale
of a feud fought over rival radio stations,
features Martha with Bob Burns. They
were together, unforgettably, in "Waikiki
Wedding," and the winning combination
continues. John Howard plays the leading
romantic role. Music for mountains is, it
seems, a specialty and will be written by
the composer of the hit song of "Trail of
is

sides of

Lonesome Pine."

the

Martha's career being thus inaugurated,
now is rolling along toward a bright and
shining future. She is the salt of the screen.
She gives us the homely down-to-earth
comedy that drowns sham right out of pictures. Success has come to her and a real

welcome from the movie fans. Her whole
four and one-half inches is thrilled
and her china blue eyes look out upon a
kinder world than she has ever before
known.
However, you somehow know that all
those years of pinching and scraping while
on the road have taught her the true value
of a dollar and if she wants to splurge a
little right now at the first you know it's
only the little girl in her showing off a
five feet

the little girl that she missed being
while she was busy doing three and four
shows a day
and surreptitiously stealing toast from parrots. So
the next
time you're in a picture house and you
hear an outburst of laughter faintly reminiscent of a wounded water buffalo, don't
grab your hat and make for the nearest
exit ... it will only be Martha Raye. Hollywood's ravingest comedienne, "CARRYIN"
bit

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ON

.

.

LIKE MAD."
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Love Kept Waiting
When Two
VOU, maybe,
TOmunicipal
building
it

is

just

New

York's

clown at City Hall.
If von arc a tourist you crane your neck
up at its lofty facade or stand in its porch

and look
the

mammoth columns

between

green

Woolworth

City
Hall park, with
tower in the background. If

at

the

of

you

New

Yorker, maybe \ou hurry
in to beg off jury duty. But if you are a
woman and young, or even not young but
hopeful, those great pillars mark the portals
of Romance, for it is in the Municipal
building that you will find the Marriage
License Bureau.
On a mild and lovely spring afternoon
Torchy Blane, a mighty cute little blonde
with starry eyes, went dancing up the steps
to the Marriage License Bureau.
She wore a neat little blue spring suit
to which she had pinned thirty-five cents
are a male

worth of fresh

violets.

new pumps, but

She had tricky

little

hat. and she
dollars borrowed

last spring's

had in her purse two
from a fellow reporter on the Morning
Herald because she believed in the old
adage for brides, "Something old and something new; something borrowed and something blue."

When Torchy went quick-stepping into
the pleasant reception room of the license
bureau she found that Steve was not there.
She sat down to wait, watching the other
blushing couples applying for tickets to
heaven; watching the door for Steve.
Sometimes Steve was not on time. A man
can't be a police lieutenant with a brilliant
career before him and always be on time.
Torchy, who was the ace girl reporter for
the Morning Herald, knew that. She didn't
hold his tardiness against Steve. It was nice
to sit there and think about him.
He was all man, was Steve McBride!

/\re In Love They J\rz TwO.In f\ Hurry.
big flat-footed cop named Gahagan, the
usual hushed quiet had become the tense,
frightened stillness of tragedy. Milton T.
Devereaux had been shot while he sat at
his desk in his private office.
Lieut. Steve McBride, summoned hastily
before he could keep his date at the Marriage License Bureau with Torchy Blane,
was questioning witnesses. Chief among
them was Guy Allister, the junior partner.
Allister had been at lunch at The Globe,
a nearby chop house, when the tragedy
happened. He was the only person beside
Devereaux who had a key to the alley door
through which the murderer entered, and
he had a perfect alibi. He had brought the
alibi with him in the person of Sonny
Croy, a young man about town whose
father owned the Star-Telegram.
"This is one case I'm going to handle
all by myself," Steve McBride said complacently. "I'm not going to be up to my
neck in crazy newspaper reporters every
time I turn around!"

He turned around as he said it and
paused. His face began to burn. Standing
in the doorway was a reporter— the girl he
had meant to marry that afternoon, Torchy
Blane. Torchy looked cool and unrullled.
The wedding
1

e

t s

were

pinned

to

"What

vio-

s

t

i

1

her coat.
are

you

doing here?" Steve
growled in a menacing aside.

"I'm afraid
mistook

this

I

place

the Marriage
License Bureau,"
Torchy smiled with
for

the

sort

of

sweet-

Secretly Torchy thought him an Adonis
for beauty, though another girl might have
said he looked hard. Well, he had to be
hard to make a good police lieutenant. And
he had to be a fanatic about his job.
Torchy was a fanatic about her own job
and they understood each other. She knew
Steve loved her and she knew that she
loved Steve and, after all, that's what counts
when two people want to get married.
While Torchy sat at the license bureau
and dreamed of Steve, the City News ticker
in the Morning Herald office rattled off a

scathingly. "You
put murder before

Milton T. Devereaux, senior partner
Devereaux and AUister's exclusive jewelry

wasn't taking that,

flash:

murdered
Maxie Monkhouse, the city editor, turned
from the tape yelling "Torchy!''
"She ain't here. She went -out to buy a

store,

.

,

.

marriage license," an office boy explained.
Maxie's hand passed shakily over his
apoplectic face. "Treachery, that's what it
is," he whispered hoarsely. His arms waved.
His voice rose.
"I took her on this staff when she didn't

know
made

murder from

a

a

blessed

event.

1

her the smartest reporter in this cockeyed town. How does she repay me? Runs
out to marry some bourgeois boob and
spawn a kennel of brats! He grabbed the
telephone. "Get me the marriage license bureau before I lose control of myself."
'

Devereaux and AUister's was an institufamous it had no need to put even
a name plate beside its door. It was a
landmark, like the Empire State and Rockefeller City, a store at whose gray sandstone
facade out of town visitors stared as they
tion so

stare at

St.

Patrick's cathedral.

Within these doors, guarded now by a
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ness

that

can cor-

rode burnished
steel. "Listen, I
waited two hours
for you!"
"Well, this case
couldn't
broke. I

make it. Murder
and marriage don't
"
mix
"So?" said Torchy

matrimony!" She

not

even from

Steve McBride. And yet she loved him! She
loved him right now so much her heard

was bursting with it. Only this was nod
the time to give way to love. There was ajob to do, a murder to solve, a whale of a
big story to ferret out!
Torchy paused only long enough to add

1

good of Steve's soul, "I'm through
around license bureaus while
you're galloping around with your nose to
the ground chasing crime waves."
The life of a girl newspaper reporter in
Manhattan is full of strange coincidences.
For instance, at exactly the hour when she*!
expected to leave the Marriage License Bureau on the arm of Lieutenant Steve Mc-j
Bride, Torchy found herself looking for';
clues in the alley behind Devereaux and
AUister's store, and both she and Steve
had forgotten matrimony for mystery.
"If you had a line on the gun-.-" Torchy
began helpfully.
"Yeah," Steve growled. "And if we had
the killer's address and telephone number—"
Torchy was talking to herself. "Well, if
I'd just killed a man and was coming out!
of there with a gun in my hand, I might
for the

hanging

Fictionisation of "F[y=Away Baby/' Produced by Warner Brothers
and Directed by Frank McDonald. Screen Play by Don Ryan
and Kenneth Garnet. From an Idea by Dorothy KtlsaUen.

By Jack Beckdolt
in here." She indicated
have ditched it
the first hiding place at hand, the end of a
rainspout. She thrust her small hand into
it and paused, her face such a picture erf
surprise that Steve yelped at her.
Slowly Torchy withdrew her hand and it
clutched a Luger automatic pistol to which
was attached a silencer. One shot had been
fired from it recently. It was the murder
.

.

.

gun.

Half an hour later Steve drove a department car through traffic. Steve's mind was

away from the problem of dodging
taxis and watching for red lights. Torchy,
beside him in the front seat watched that
miles

abstracted face a little wistfully. Didn't
Steve even give a thought to their date at
the Marriage License Bureau?
"I spent fifty-five cents on a taxi," she

reminded him. "The violets cost thirty-five
cents. And I borrowed two bucks from
Hymie in case you forgot to pay for the
marriage license. Two dollars and ninety
cents! If I'd put my money on a horse, he
might have showed!"
Steve glanced at her as if she were a
stranger. "I've got a hunch that Luger
gun's a cold potato," he murmured. "A
check up will probably show it wasn't
even bought in this
country—"
"Oh thank you,
judge," said Torchy
with sweet sarcasm.

"Only
for

six

months
my-

talking to

self!"

THE CAST
Torchy mane

Glenda Farrell

Lt. Steve

Gahagan
Lucien Croy

Tom Kennedy
Gordon Oliver

Hughie Sprague

Sayre

lla

Col.

Marcia Ralston

Higgam

Harry Davenport

"So far this case is just a headache," Steve
went on, unheeding.
"Would it help you any to know that
Sonny Croy had a quarrel with Devereaux
yesterday?" Torchy asked casually.
Torchy had picked up that bit of gossip
around the store. Croy, she learned, had
gone to Devereaux, the old family friend,
to borrow a lot of money. Devereaux not
only refused, but lectured the young rotter.
There was a violent row.
Steve gasped and turned the car about.
Torchy had the darndest way of picking

up hot
in

tips,

then springing them on him

that smug,

tantalizing manner!
"Hey, where are you going?"
"To the Globe Chop house to check up

a couple of alibis."
It was at the Globe, just across the alley
from the store, that Guy Allister and Sonny
Croy said they sat at lunch at the time
Devereaux was killed. The headwaiter there
checked their story readily, but Torchy,
sniffing

around with her healthy young inpicked up a menu

terest in a broiled steak,

that turned out useful.
Spread out flat, the two sides of the chop
house menu showed pictures of the two
hemispheres. Torchy found the menu in
the booth where Allister and Croy sat. On
the blank space of the card somebody had
pencilled the figure $250,000 several times.
Then the unknown scribbler had indulged
in some calculations, subtracting $38,000
from $50,000. Also a pencil line had been
drawn across the maps of the hemispheres,
starting at Newark and marking out a
complete trip around the globe.
"Why, it's a round the world trip," Steve

exclaimed.
cried.

a round the world flight," Torchy
"There's a big airport in everyone of

those

cities.

"It's

Looks

like

Allister

and Croy

were going bye-bye."
They questioned the waiter. Yes, Mr.
Croy had drawn that pencil line across the
map. Also Mr. Croy had been absent from
luncheon table for at
least ten minutes just at
the time of the murder.
The department car
raced Steve and Torchy
to the cozy little love nest

where Sonny Croy lived
with a night club singer.
They were both home.
"You had a row with
Devereaux," Steve thundered. "Because he refused to loan you money
—which you neglected to

mention—"

Guy

McBride.

.

.

Barton MacLano
Hugh O'Connell

Allister

Joseph King

Maxie Monkhouse
Clifford Vance

.

.

Raymond Hatton
Emmett Vogan

"What

of it," Croy snarled.
"Plenty! Next day Devereaux

over and two hundred and

is

fifty

knocked
thousand

gems stolen from his safe. Just
before the killing you were writing this
same figure on a menu card. On top of
that, you mapped out a long trip for yourself—around the world. You've come through
with some pretty smooth alibis, Croy, and
dollars in

you're smart you'll clean the slate while
you still have a chance."
Croy stared at him, then at the menu.
The surprise in his face looked genuine.
Then he chuckled. The chuckle became a
whole hearted laugh.
"All right, you asked for it," he gasped.
"You're just a big, dumb flatfoot. You've
been making a fool of yourself ever since
you butted in here and now I'm going to
finish the job." He grabbed a newspaper
and spread it open at a page display. "I
suppose you can read easy words? Well,
if

spell

that out!"

The paper was

a copy of the last edition of the Star-Telegram, the sheet Croy's
father published. It announced' that Sonny

Croy was

to race

around the world by the

air lanes.

"I was illustrating my trip to Allister,"
Croy sneered. "Those figures you were
worrying about were calculations regarding
advertising contracts we're going to grab
as a result of

my

little

jaunt."

McBride's face was red when he
and Torchy left Croy's. "I was right the
first time," he growled. "It's a case of murder and robbery by a professional jewel
thief. I let you lead me off on a wild goose
chase and what happens? I make a monkey
out of myself!"
"Why, Skipper," Torchy cried, wideSteve

eyed.

"And no funny cracks, either," said the
"From now on I handle

aggrieved man.

this case alone."

Torchy looked meek, as any fiancee
should on such an occasion. But inside she
was making plans of her own. Another idea
had dawned on Torchy. Steve might claim
the murder was done by a professional as
much as he liked. Torchy was playing a
hunch that Croy did it. Yes, Croy did it
and the flight around the world was not to
escape, it was Croy's chance to unload two
hundred and fifty thousand dollars worth
diamonds some place where they
could not be tracked back to him!
There was just one way to prove Torchy's
theory, that was to catch Croy. She went
to the publisher of The Herald and suggested they enter her for the coming flight
around the world to beat the time of Sonny
Croy of the Star-Telegram. Her plan suc-

of stolen

ceeded.

While City Editor
Monkhouse, Managing
Editor Vance and Col.

Higgam, Publisher,
stared

in

amazement,

Torchy

told them her
hunch. "I believe Lucien Croy killed Devereaux," she stated excitedly. "If you'll let

me

follow

him

I'll

bring back the proof."

The

down the field, circled,
Steve stood watching its lights
dwindle and vanish into the night sky.
Torchy was on it— his girl! She was flying
off into the unknown. Into perils, maybe.
Murder mysteries didn't count with him
liner taxied

took the

now.

air.

The

strict

forgotten. His lips
for Torchy.

discipline of duty was
moved in a little prayer

And from the window of the plane
Torchy looked back, watching the airport
lights vanishing in the gloom. She wasn't
thinking about murder mysteries or a race
around the world. She was thinking of
65

remembering the secret compartment in
the bag. She opened it. Hidden away she
found a fortune in emeralds and rubies.
"But those are not the Devereaux diamonds!" Steve groaned. There was tense
silence as once more they readjusted their

McEride
touched Croy

Lieut.

with

an accusing finger while

Torchy watched
the expression of
bravado on the
face of the suspected man.

theories to the facts. Steve broke out suddenly, "Torchy, you had this figured backwards. Croy wasn't going to turn over any
stolen gems to Kuttori. He was going to
pick some up! It would have been a cinch
to bring these in. Customs wouldn't bother
anybody in a world race!"
"But Croy didn't have any money to deal
with Kuttori! Everybody in town knows
Croy was broke. He promised to pay all
his creditors when he got back from this
trip."

Torchy thought

saw the

The

Steve.

big roughneck!

Later, in Honolulu, Torchy made two
discoveries about Sonny Croy.
While the other round the world racers,
including Gahagan the flatfoot, were at
the
Chamber of Commerce reception,
Torchy slipped into Croy's hotel room and
did a little ransacking. She discovered that
there was a secret compartment in the
bottom of Croy's traveling bag. But there
was nothing in the tray!
Also, Torchy found, torn up in a waste
paper basket, a cablegram from London:

DEAL SET FOR DELIVERY OF
GOODS FRANKFORT
The message was

bound for America. Both
Sonny Croy was guilty of
reaux, but

looked as

felt

now

killing

that

Deve-

they could never
prove it. As for Croy, he came aboard the
Zeppelin wearing a broad grin.
The huge dirigible soared upward and
the shores of Germany began to slip behind
them. In the lounge Steve and Torchy
paused near a German frau and her husit

if

band who were reading

newspaper

their

aloud. They learned that in Frankfort, just
a few hours before, a notorious jewel thief
named Alexander Kuttori had been found
murdered in his lodgings at 101 Linden
Strasse.

signed by A. L. Torey.
Torchy 's heart leaped when she found
that. "Delivery of goods!" That meant that
Croy would meet this Torey in Frankfort
and hand over the stolen diamonds!
Torchy trotted down to the telegraph
office and informed Steve of her find adding, "Who's loony now?" And Sonny Croy,
returning
from
party,
the
discovered
Torchy's lipstick in his room. It had
dropped from her handbag while she ran-

Alexander Kuttori!
Something about that name clicked in
Torchy's mind. "A. L. Torey
Alexander
Kuttori
why, it might be the man who
sent Croy that cablegram! She mentioned
it to Steve. They went together to Croy's
stateroom and when Croy did not open at
their knock, forced the door. Sonny Croy
lay huddled on the floor, dead. The room
had been ransacked. The bag with the

sacked.

the confusion.
"Kuttori was the man
sell
to
the
Devereaux
Torchy gasped.

From

on Croy was fighting
and any means that came to hand suited
him. He doped the engine of the plane to
Hanoi in which the others were following
that

time

The

plane made a forced landing, but
good luck saved their lives. From there on
Torchy was behind, but not far behind,
and hanging on with the vindictive vengehim.

ful ness of a girl

reporter scorned.
From Alexandria to Athens, to Brindisi,
to Rome, to Frankfort the air liners sped
and now Torchy was gaining again. Croy
was only a few hours ahead of her. It was
at Frankfort she hoped to catch Sonny
Croy selling the stolen diamonds to the
mysterious A. L. Torey.
Torchy raced into the hotel at Frankfort
and ran head on into the arms of a surprise—none other than Lieutenant Steve
McBride of the New York police. For the
moment the race was forgotten. Steve, the
old roughneck! She clung to him, half
hysterical with joy.
"I came to get Sonny Croy," Steve explained rapidly. "Came over by boat. Reher Sonny's girl friend? She got sore
at him and spilled the whole thing. She
accused him of the murder in a signed confession."
Torchy and Steve, united once more,
caught Croy in his hotel room. Once more
luck was against them. Just as Steve was
escorting Croy to the Frankfort police came

mem

a cablegram from the commissioner in New
York. Croy's chorus girl had admitted that
her accusations were pure spite work and
the confession a lie. Steve was ordered

home

at once.

A

puzzled girl reporter and a glum police lieutenant boarded the Hindenburg,
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.

.

secret

.

compartment

"Then

.

.

.

lay

in

the

midst

of

Croy was going
diamonds to,"

whoever

knocked over Kuttori
the stones," Steve reasoned.
"But
Supposing Croy decided to
kill Kutorri and keep the money and the
did

it

to get
wait!

diamonds, too?"
Steve stared at

her,

digesting the idea.

"Then whoever murdered Croy was

after

the same thing.

stuff,

all

I

guess they got the

right."

"Maybe they

didn't,"

Torchy thought,

light.

it

"He was

over again and
acting as some-

body's agent on this deal."
"And Croy was just the type to double
cross the guy he was working for. That's
why he got killed, Torchy!"
As they turned out of the room to notify the commander of the murder aboard,
a steward brought Torchy a radiogram.
Torchy had asked the Frankfort police to
check on the number of the murder gun
and now her long shot brought home results. The gun had been sold in Frankfort.
The purchaser, of three years ago, was
Guy Allister of New York.
"Allister is the man who hired Croy to
buy gems," Torchy gasped. "He staged a
fake diamond robbery to account for' what
he had stolen from his partner. He had
to kill Devereaux to cover up. He killed
Croy for double crossing him."
"But Allister's in New York—" Steve began. He whirled on the steward with a
question. Yes, Mr. Allister was a passenger
on the zeppelin.
Before they could reach him, Allister
was no longer aboard the Hindenburg.
Warned by the activities of Torchy and
Steve, the murderer had strapped a parachute to his shoulders and leaped from
the ship. The sweetheart detectives were
just in time to see that parachute catch in
the steel framework of the cat walk, ripping open. Allister's helpless body shot
headlong down to destruction.

Torchy shuddered away from that terrible sight, burying her pallid face against
Steve's big shoulder. Steve's arm held her
giving her comfort and love. For them
the race was over; the mystery solved.
Still
clasped in Steve's arms, Torchy's

fast,

thoughts turned back from mystery to
matrimony. She remembered the Municipal
building in Manhattan and its towering
pillars that mark the gateway to romance.
Suddenly Torchy was very impatient to
return to her own home town and to begin
married life with Steve McBride.

Ha Sayre turned
disgustedly from

Lucien Croy.
She believed him
guilty and resolved

to

have

nothing more to
do with him.
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CALL IT A DAY
A Charming
J—FERE

Interlude in British Family
LiFE-ir. B.

one of the gayest comedies of
Adapted from a New York
stage success of last year, and brilliantly
directed by Archie Mayo, it is guaranteed
to pull you right out of the dumps.
The plot deals with a day in the life of
an English family— the first warm day of
spring— and how the sap begins to rise.
*

1

is

the year.

de Havilland, the elder daughter,
about the artist who
is painting her picture. Bonita
Granville,
the younger daughter, goes off in a poetic
flight over Rosetti (she was just recovering
from Shelley), and Peter Willes, the son,
who has been planning to run away falls
in love with Anita Louise, the girl next
Olivia

gets very definite ideas

door.

The father, Ian Hunter, who has been
happily married for twenty-two years, and
who is rather a sober sort of fellow, suddenly becomes involved with an actress with
a
reputation from here to there. The
youngish mother, played by the lovely
Frieda Inescort, is almost swept off her
feet by the dynamic wooing of Roland
Young, who has just returned from India.
But as night comes on the family return
to their respective beds, none the worse for
their fancies, and call it a day. Each part
in the picture is a gem all its own, with
everybody so good that no one can steal
a scene. Besides the family there are Alice
Brady, funnier than ever, Walter Woolf
King, Peggy Wood, Beryl Mercer, Una
O'Connor and Elsa Buchanan. The springstruck

Hiltons are well

worth your time

and money.
Olivia de Havilland, Peter Willes, Ian
and Bonita Granville in "Call It a

WHITE BONDAGE
Life in the Deep

THIS

South— Warner Brothers
second rate melodrama

is
rather
based on the conflict between the southern crop-sharers and the plantation owners.
The crop-sharers get desperate because of
false scales and crooked bookkeepers, so
they plot to take by force what belongs to
them.
Jean Muir plays the granddaughter of
one of the militant tenants and her loyalties are torn between her rebel sweetheart
and her growing love for a young reporter
from the outside who is trying to straighten
out the mess. Gordon Oliver plays the re-

1

porter,
tenant.

and

Howard

Phillips

the

young

MARKED WOMAN
,

The Dramatic Expose of Another Racket
-W. B.
DETTE DAVIS returns to the screen in

u

rather sensational, and exceedingly
expose of the "hostess" racket in
the big cities. Those of you who followed
the Lucky Luciano case know just where
Warner Brothers got its ideas for its latest
this

Bette goes to the district attorney, and
the terrorization
begins.
The dramatic
highlight of the picture is when you hear
Bette behind closed doors being beaten and
tortured by Vanning's mob. You can't be a
sissy and take strong stuff like that. And
by the way, it isn't a picture for the kiddies.

TIME OUT FOR ROMANCE
Love

a Trailer— 20th Century-Fox
ICHAEL WHALEN and Claire Trevor
\
are again teamed in this amusing
comedy, which concerns a runaway bride
who hitch-hikes her way into the heart of
a young man, who is driving a caravan of
new cars to California. Things seem a bit
confused occasionally but the dialogue is
bright and sparkling, and Michael Whalen
and Claire Trevor are quite pleasing. Also
giving good performances are Joan Davis,
Bennie Bartlett and Chick Chandler.

violent,

topical picture.

little sister is

to

found after an ill-advised

Vanning' s penthouse.

MURDER GOES TO COLLEGE
It

visit

s

Exciting Wherever

THERE'S
1

Bette plays the part of a hostess in a
high class "clip joint" which is owned by
Edward Ciannelii, who, as Johnny Vanning, brings to the screen one of the most
menacing racketeers we've had in many a
day. Other hostesses in the joint are Lola
Lane, Isabel Jewell, Mayo Menthot and
Rosalind Marquis.
They're a cagey lot, those girls, for they
realize only too well that if they know too
much their bodies will be found in the
river. And that's just where Bette's innocent

in

murder

You Find It—Par.

no

telling where you'll find
these days. It used to be down
just

when mother was a little
seems it has moved way
uptown to the mortar boards.
in the tenderloin
girl,

but

now

it

The professor of a certain college, it is
discovered, is the brain trust for the numbers racket mob, and he is murdered right
there in the ivy-colored walls of his dear old
alma mater. There are four suspects in the
building at the time, each one supplied
with a logical reason for bumping off the
poor old prof.
Lynne Overman, as a free lancing detecmoves in and eventually clears up the

tive,

mystery— having

a

lot

of

fun

for

himself

Hunter
Day."

the time. Also on the college campus are
Roscoe Karns, a reporter on a binge. Larry
Crabbe, a flashy gangster, and Marsha
Hunt, Astrid Allwyn and Harvey Stephens.
all

One of the better murder mysteries.
a bull's eye for Lynne Overman.

And

LOST HORIZON
Don't Miss This— Col.
beautiful and idealistic novel by
1
James Hilton comes to the screen as one
of the most spectacular and impressive pictures ever made. Directed by Hollywood's
Wonder Boy, Frank Capra, it stands shoul-

THE

der to shoulder with "The Good Earth" as
a marvel of production. They will tell you
that Columbia spent more than two million
dollars on it, and you can well imagine it,
for never before have you seen such breathtaking photography; the dream-like beautv
of Shangri-La, the magnificent horror of
the snowslides, and the aerial views of the
icy mountain peaks of Tibet will haunt you

many a day.
Hilton's story of man's flight from struggle and greed to contentment in a world
of fantastic beauty is probably familiar to
all of you, as it has been a best seller for
several years. It will please you die-hards
to know that Robert Riskin, who did the
adaptation for the screen, has lost none of
the beauty of this inaccessible Utopia described by Mr. Hilton in such detail, and
has changed the original story as little as
for

possible.

Ronald Colman

is

of course perfect

as

Robert Conway, the British attache, who
longs for escape from the weariness and
problems of the world. It is his most outstanding performance. Excellent, too. are
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1805 when ladies were really ladies, and
about the only fun they had was furtive
peeks from their windows. You know the
story,

how

just as she thinks she has a

man

he goes away to the Napoleonic wars for
Joan Blondell and
Fernand Gravet. It
is the Frenchman's
picture

first

in

and

America
launches

ca-

his

reer with a bang.

(Below) Roscoe
Karns and Lynne

Overman

in

"Murder Goes

to

College."

ten years and upon his return doesn't recognize her because she has become a faded

schoolma'am.
But he pays dearly for

that not only the
the officers fall for her.
And then, when she has him just about
ready to propose she learns that it is Miss
Phoebe, the schoolma'am, he loves all the

good doctor but

all

time.

Franchot Tone is excellent as the dashing Dr. Brown. And too much praise cannot be given Fay Bainter as the elder sister,
Susan, Estelle Winwood as the leader of
the snooping Willoughbys, and Cora Witherspoon as the maid who has an eager eye
for a uniform. A very satisfying picture.

THE KING AND THE CHORUS

Mitchell and Edward Everett Horton as the business man and scientist who,
alter much grumbling, find peace and happiness in Shangri-La. The part of the missionary has been changed to that of a
tubercular woman of the streets and is
splendidly played by Isabel Jewell. John
Howard, as Colman's brother, and Margo,
as the Russian Maria, are the two mal-

GIRL
A
I

tract.

MAYTIME
On-M-G-M
been waiting for it, and here it
is at last, the romantic team once more
of Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy,
singing away for dear life in a most ex-

YOU'VE

beautiful.
Jeanette is so

ingly

lovely

in

her

close-ups,
hitting high C,

even with her mouth open
that she fairly takes your breath away. And
Mr. Eddy, girls, has never been better photographed. The picture has one of the most
glorious musical scores you'll ever have the
good fortune to hear, and if there's a drop
of sentiment in your blood stream you'll
go pleasantly mad over "Sweetheart," as
sung by Jeanette and Nelson. Together they
also sing, "Carry Me Back to Ole Virginny,"
"Santa Lucia," and "Czarit/a" (an operatic
sequence based on Tschaikowsky's Fifth

Symphony).
Jeanette goes it alone with "Les Filles de
Cadiz," an aria from "Les Huguenots" and
excerpts from several favorite operas. Nelson does a comedy song called "Virginia
Ham and Eggs" which is very gay. But it
is
the old sob number "Sweetheart— Will
You Remember?" that really gets you.
The plot is told in flashback (and I
could live without flashbacks), opening in
1905 on a Continental May Day. Tom
Brown and Lynne Carver, two young
things, are having a lover's quarrel because
Lynne wants to go to America and pursue
an operatic career. Jeanette, as a nice old.
lady, advises Lynne to stay with the man
she loves, and tells her the story of her
life. She was the great prima donna, Marcia Mornay, who in 1865 sang at the court
of Louis Napoleon. She, too, met a young
American student (Nelson Eddy) in Paris
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his

the women in the preview audience, it's
going to be a mad-for-Gravet year. Monsieur Gravet has just what it takes. I am
glad to report that he has a six year con-

The Musical We've All Been Counting

thrill-

of Paris and points
Hollywood debut in this
delightful whimsy, and, judging from

makes

east,

bit of

means.

picture, for never have they sung so

Comedy— WB

Captivating

TTERNAND GRAVET,

contents.
Sam Jaffe is the High Lama and H. B.
Warner the inscrutable Chang. Jane Wyatt
is the young girl who has read Colman's
books and has selected him as the right
man to carry on the tradition of ShangriLa. All are flawlessly cast. Aside from its
philosophy, the picture is crammed with
entertainment. It's a "must see" by all

and lavish production. Both Jeanette
and Nelson are destined to rise to new
heights of fame and popularity after this

because Miss

flirting so outrageously,

Thomas

quisite

this,

Phoebe proceeds to masquerade as her
niece, and is such a gay mad young thing,

in

and

the spring

fell

madly

in love with

She had
career, and she was engaged to the

him— but

was

it

too

her

late.

man

who had made it possible, the famous
maestro, Nazaroff (John Barrymore).
The lovers part but meet again at the
New York Metropolitan seven years later—
a meeting that ends in tragedy: Barrymore,
though having Arial trouble all through
the production, gives a superb performance as the menacing Nazaroff. Also excellent are Herman Bing and Rafaela Otprobably go crazy about

tiano. You'll

it.

QUALITY STREET
A

Play— RKO

you that Katharine Hepslipping.
That "A
Rebels" was in the nature of a swan song
for our Katharine. But don't believe a
word of it. In this whimsical play of Sir
James Barrie's, which several generations
have loved with a warm sincere love, Hepburn gives as beautiful a performance as
you may ever hope to see.
She's even better than she was in "Little
1

burn

tell

Woman

is

Women" and

ex-King

"Alice Adams," and the Hepbecome sort of apacome scurrying back

A MERRY

for the

Hepburn

She

plays,

heroine,

little

of

course,

Barrie's

favorite

Miss Phoebe of London of

HOURS LEAVE

War— Grand

National

MacLean played the lead and made
name for himself as the flirtatious
young sergeant who bet his pals that he
would be asked to breakfast by the general
las

quite a

now

which speaks well

girl?

war. Just as you guessed, if you are one
of the older generation, this picture was once
made in 1919 and was one of the most
succesful of the comedy war pictures. Doug-

with renewed enthusiasm. And what competition she has in this picture— the stiffest
any star has been faced with in a long time
—but with it all "Quality Street" is her
ability.

an American

little story about love and
gay goings-on in an American cantonment during the first years of the late

—and

picture,

also loved

Harking Back to the World

fans who have
thetic of late will now

burn

who

23 14

Splendid Adaptation oe Barrie's

THEY'LL

In his first American picture Gravet plays
Alfred, an ex-King in Paris who once ruled
two million people but now rules only two,
the Duchess Anna and Count Humbert
(Mary Nash and Edward Everett Horton).
He has seen everything and done everything and is so bored with it all— so he just
takes a bottle of brandy to bed with him
at night and is well on his way to becoming a dipsomaniac. The doctor advises him
to get a girl, a girl who, for a change, will
let the ex-King do the chasing.
The Duchess and the Count decide that
Joan Blondell, one of the entertainers at
the Folies Bergeres, is just the one to rouse
Gravet out of his lethargy. Joan is American, and very arousing. All kinds of amusing situations develop that will keep you
in hysterics, especially the scene in the restaurant where the ex-King, unrecognized,
argues over the dinner check with Louis
Alberni, a postman.
This is the best part John Blondell has
been given in many a picture and she is
splendid as the American girl who is at
first indifferent, and then anything else but.
Could it be co-incidence that Fernand
Gravet at times, particularly in his naval
uniform, looks very much like a certain

was.

But time marches
it

is

on,

so

Douglas MacLean

they say,

who

and

produces

the picture and Jimmy Ellison (remember
Buffalo Bill Cody in the "Plainsman"?) who
plays the young sergeant. Terry Walker, a
newcomer to the screen, plays the general's
daughter and Paul Harvey is the irascible
general. Jimmy sings several songs, including "Good Night, My Lucky Day."

MRS
ROCKEFELLER
PILOTS

A LOW WING

MONOPLANE

Mrs. John W. Rockefeller, Jr., of New York and Allenan aviation enthusiast She favors jodhpurs, windbreaker, and close-fittinghelmet. Flies a low-wing monoplane.
Has had several thrilling experiences in the air. "I've been
hurst, is

caught in heavy fog," she says. "That's enough to shatter

anybody's nerves.

My

first thought, when I put my feet on
smoke a Camel. Smoking Camels eases
up my nervous tension— sets me right again. I can smoke
all I like
and they never tire my taste. 'I'd walk a mile

firm ground, was to

—

for a Camel'

— and fly a

thousand!"

A few of the

distinguished ivomen ivho prefer

Camel's costlier tobaccos:
Mrs. Nicholas Biddle, Philadelphia

Mrs. Alexander Black, Los Angeles

Mrs. Powell Cabot, Boston

Mrs. Thomas M. Carnegie,

Mrs.

J.

Gardner Coolidge 2nd, Boston

Mrs. Anthony

J.

Jr., IVetc

York

Drexel 3rd, Philadelphia

Mrs. Chiswell Dabney Langlmrne, Virginia

New

Mrs. Jasper Morgan,
Mrs. Louis Swift,

Jr.,

York

Chicago

Mrs. Nicholas G. Penniman III, Baltimore
Mrs. Rufus Paine Spalding III, Pasadena

Mrs. Brookfield Tan Rensselaer,

New

York

FOR DIGESTIONS SAKE
SMOKE CAMELS!
The Corinthian Room

at the

Hotel Pierre. Mrs.

Rockefeller in the foreground.

When

she enter-

Camels go with every course. Mild and
delicate, Camels accent flavors in food. They also

tains,

help digestion, increasing the flow of digestive
fluids, building up alkalinity. Camels are over-

whelmingly popular at the Pierre, as at other
famous restaurants. Mrs. Rockefeller says:

Camels are made from

—

MORE EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS - Turkish

whether here or at home— it's Camels that I serve."

and Domestic— than any

"When

I

give a dinner or after-theatre supper

finer,

other popular brand

isrht,

1937, R. J. Reynolds

Tobacco Company. Winston-Salem. N. C.
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firmer texture
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that aids mouth health and
helps fight mouth acidity.
"Chew with a purpose."

Gum
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doubly delightful that way
Peppermint, Spearmint Pepsin.
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your
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vorite flavor.
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Luster Mints, Spice or
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The Poor

Alas!

Players

[Continued from page 6i~

proud

of

comedian,

Bob Burns. The bazooka-placing
who advertises his home state in

and screen comments, has decided
put his gratitude into more concrete
form bv establishing a free camp-ground in
the Ozark Mountains. As the spot Bob has
in mind is not on a main highway, he will
build a road to make it accessible to motorists. Pretty swell of Bob, we think.
Young Robert Cummings. Paramount
hopeful, who stormed the screen via an
his radio

to

acquired English accent route a few years
is bewildered by his fabulous luck. A
few weeks ago he learned that supposedly
worthless gold mining stocks, left him by
his father, had a market value of over a
million dollars— $1,600,000 to be exact. His
fortune, which he shares with his mother,
Mrs. Ruth K. Cummings, represents an investment in gaudy stock certificates which
were bought by his father before the latter's death. The initial investment repreago,

sen ted $80,000 about twenty years ago, the
life savings of a Joplin, Missouri physician.
The turn of fortune came from the sale
of the corporate properties in Nevada,
properties which recently were proved to be
gold bearing and were sold for twenty million dollars, of which the Cummings received a twelfth.

Seems

wood

like Midas sort of picks his Hollyfavorites from the mid-western states.

There's

young

made

name

hero

Hall who
"Magnificent
Brute' and "Flying Hostess." Though Hall
was born in New York much of his life
has been spent with an uncle on a farm in
Kansas. Recently the uncle passed away
a

William

for himself in

1

TKc

Thrill

That C-omes

With

Success

leaving the farm to Hall, and all of a sudthink? Hall finds a fortune in oil right on the place! At present
the property is involved in some litigation,
but Hall expects to have that ironed out
soon. Just what he will do with his expected fortune has not as yet been determined, but he says that he will spend it
in some way that will not only make him
happy but will bring comfort to others as

den—what do you

In

Hollywood

well.

Another inheritance

that

added

brilli-

ance to a promising screen career sometime
ago was the neat sum of $200,000 which
Grace Bradley was reported to have received from her grandfather, a manufacturer. Rosalind Russell's father, a prominent judge of Waterbury, Connecticut, left
Rosalind and her mother a tidy sum, while
word came a few days ago that Lola Lane
is one beneficiary of a huge fortune left
by an uncle who amassed it in copra trade
in the Malay.
Though King Midas still rules over a
far-flung dominion it looks as if he spends
much time hovering over Hollywood. No
doubt his magic hand has had a great part
in bringing about the new Golden Age in
the Famed City. The year 1936 returned
the entire motion-picture industry to the
place it enjoyed before the depression, and
in artistic attainment far surpassed any
previous period. Nearly all of the film companies are again reaping real profits and
all are on a better financial footing than
at any time in their respective histories.
But Hollywood cannot reap the benefit
alone, for individuals here are fleeting:
they are gone before we know7 All act as
blind instruments toward a creation that
in the end becomes immortally lovely to all.
Hollywood's fortune indeed becomes our
.

Each year the Academy of Arts and Sciences awards honors
to the most deserving of Hollywood. 193 6 awards were
won by Paul Muni, Luise Rainer and Frank Capra, director.

This

heritage.

Movie-Made World
[Continued from page 35]

has aroused a universal thirst for information regarding the post-Civil-War period in
the development of the West.
Hard-boiled Hollywood has been, and
will be, directly responsible for these brainwaves of interest in the making and the

growth of America.

that a good thing,
sociologically speaking, or not? If a knowledge of the past is of any value in educating people to solve the problems of the
present and the future, then it is a veryIs

good thing indeed.

When

the late Irving Thalberg, one of

the authentic geniuses of the picture busidecided to star his lovely wife, Norma
Shearer, in a movie version of Shakespeare's
ness,

"Romeo and

I doubt whether he
would be making life
thousands of high-school and

had any idea

Juliet,"
that he

easier for
college English

teachers throughout the
U. S. A. and elsewhere. But that is what
happened. When "Romeo and Juliet" was
produced as a picture, people of all ages,
who formerly thought, that Bill Shakespeare
was a football player, rushed to their own
or to public libraries and began to absorb

the immortal poet's lyric thought and singing lines. Teachers had no difficulty in assigning "Romeo and Juliet" to their pupils
for required reading. Again, Hollywood had
opened the floodgates of one of the world's
great sources of beauty, so that common

men and women— and children— were moved
to

quench

their thirst at the Shakespearian

spring.
If a

wide acquaintance with such beauty
and wisdom tends to make for a better
world, and I think it does, then chalk up
another credit for the picture makers of
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TANGEE

Hollywood.

That

leads us to
phases of our subject,
of the changes which
ing in our national

some of the lighter
which is an estimate
Hollywood is effectlife.

Earlier

in

this

mentioned the bath-tub as an element of interest in some primitive Hollywood classics. Mr. Cecil B. DeMille in his
earlier days was the outstanding impresario
paper

I

of the great bath-tub scene. His glorification of American plumbing is a part of the
saga of Hollywood. It is one of its stock
humors Yet one of the most prominent
male stars of Movieville, Mr. Warner Baxter, insists that Mr. DeMille's dramatization of the bath-tub has created a revolution in the construction of European hotels.
In Europe a decade ago, states Mr. Baxter—
and all travelers of that period will agree
with him— it was next to impossible to get

hotel room with bath. Now it is easy.
Historians, Mr. Baxter feels, will credit this
ablutionary victory of the movies.
"I don't think," said Mr. Baxter, more
seriously, when questioned for his opinion
on the Hollywood influence, "that we have
to draw graphs to demonstrate that the motion picture is the greatest propagandizing
force the world has ever known. It is a
simple fact that American-made pictures
have introduced American standards of living all over the world. The things we take
most for granted, such as electric lights,
sanitary plumbing, heated houses, good
cheap clothes and low-priced automobiles
are brought to the notice of other people
a
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who have

in other lands

these
uries.

always considered

necessities as fabulous luxthey are beginning to demand
things for themselves, and out of

American

Now

these
that demand they will create a new world
for themselves, just as we have done. I
understand that, due to the influence of
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American movies, Japanese girls, for instance, have taken to the American way of
kissing. That may strike us as amusing. But
amusing or not, it means a profound
change in the customs of an ancient people, and American pictures, without in the
least meaning to do so, have brought about
that change."
One of Mr. Baxter's pictures— the "Road
To Glory"— in which he starred with Fred-

March and Lionel Barrymore, induced
tremendous public reaction in favor of
the picture, which was a bitter indictment

ric

a

of war. In this case,

cannot be said that

it

Hollywood created the sentiment against
war.
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The

sentiment was there.

What

forth a modernized version of "Seventh
Heaven.'' Obviously its sponsers expect that

sentimental story of love, faith and
courage will gather in the sheckles as it
did in its original version. But listen to
what Mile. Simone Simon, who is to play
the role of Diane in the picture, has to say
about it. "I have tried to put into this
character," she says, "all the hatred and
dread of war that I learned when I was
growing up during the aftermath of the
this

terrible war in my native France. I
hope this story will bring some cheer and
hope to those who despair because the
world is again torn by wars and the threat
of wars." Well, we shall see. But at least
there will be no glorification of war in
"Seventh Heaven," not as long as Mr.
Zanuck is up and about the studio. And
give Republic Pictures, an independent
company, a hand for "Larceny on the Air,"
which warns the public against certain
last

patent medicines.
Again turning to the lighter and brighter
side of the picture business, it seems to
me that the manufacturers of winter-sport 5
goods, who apparently have been having a

banner year, should make a
tion to Miss Sonja Henie,

slight genuflec-

the

charming

who is world's woman champion skater
and who zoomed to stardom in her first
girl

A

Million." I am not so
picture, "One In
naive as to suggest that Miss Henie is
responsible for making America suddenly
ice-conscious. But certainly by her appearance on the screen she has, as she herself

says:— "translated to the public the beauty
and rhythm that I feel ice-skating has for
those who love this glorious sport." To
quote her further: "The camera, by means
of close-ups, gives audiences a chance to see
and notice the technique of skating which
they never could see in such detail by
attending an actual exhibition. To me,
skating is poetry in motion, and I have
had great joy in presenting my own enthusiasm for it to thousands of movie goers
who would otherwise not feel the thrill Oi
this sport I love."

Let cynics observe that Miss Henie's art
not essential to human progress. I say
it is, and I say that the more girls who see
her pictures and take to skates (I mean
ice-skates) the fewer will be the girls leaning against bars and crowding us men out
of our natural habitat. For that matter, it
would be better if more men and boys took
to ice-skating. They'd have less time to in
is

this

particular picture did was to discover and
crystallize that sentiment, which proved to
be so strong that Twentieth Century-Fox
dropped instantly its plans to make a picture of the present Spanish Civil War, to be
called "The Siege of the Alcazar." The preliminary announcements of that proposed
picture brought a flood of protests, which
indicated, among other things, that there
was a strong feeling against Fascism in this
country. Thus, as in the case of the gangster pictures, when more war pictures are
made they will be carefully written, and
edited to emerge as anti-war propaganda.
That is all to the good, so far as America

concerned.
I write these words, Twentieth Century-Fox is making "Slave Ship," with
Warner Baxter, Wallace Beery and Mickey
Rooney, which may easily turn out to be
a document in favor of added tolerance
and understanding of our colored citizens.
Mind you, its producers are hoping that
the
it pulls 'em in at the box office. But
is

As
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there, implicit in
is all to-the good.
no detriment to
of a picture. The

that, too,
of profit is

sociological

value

more people who
(Please Print)

is

and

see

it

the

more money

it

makes, to be sure; but also, the more people who see it the greater the good it does,
if there is any seed of good in it.
Twentieth Century-Fox is about to put
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Sonja Henie, whose first
picture established her as a
successful Hollywood star.
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Over and above their beauty of line
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he loves

he hates

vent poison gas and other devices to murder
their fellow-men. Personally, I'm strong for
Miss Henie and her art.
Also I implicitly believe Miss Carole
Lombard when, in response to a question
as to the effect of the movies on women's
clothes and conduct, she said: "There is no
doubt about it. Women in general are governed very largely in their dress and makeup by what they see on the screen. Not
only that, but in their behavior and manners they reflect instinctively the actions of
actresses."
This untheir favorite film
doubtedly is true; and it explains why the
guiding geniuses of Hollywood are so excruciatingly careful not to let one of their
costly female stars do anything, say anything or wear anything in a picture that
would cause her to lose face with her
public. These precautions sometimes are
ludicrous; but they are always understand-

woman star were to wear
an unbecoming head-dress, utter an unbecoming speech or perform a disgraceful
able. If a great

action on
as a

the screen,

performer and

it

would

finish

her

cost her studio a king's

—or rather

a queen's ransom.
was talking the other day with Paul
Muni, who is not only, in my opinion,
the greatest actor in Hollywood, but also
a man of sensitive mind and comprehensive intelligence. Muni, wearing a full beard
and the uniform of an officer of the French
Flying Corps, had just come from the set
of "The Woman I Love," in which picture
he is co-starring with Miriam Hopkins.
We sat down in his dressing room on the
R-K-O lot, and I asked him for his frank
opinion on the ethical and sociological
value of Hollywood's out-put today. Here
is
what Muni said, and you can take it
from me that he spoke from conviction:—
"Let's be honest and admit, to start with,
I

that a producer's first thought, in considering the making of a picture, is for the
box office. All right. It so happens that
frequently truth is not only stranger, but

more dramatic, than

fiction.

The producer

finds a story in the headlines of his mornthat strikes him as being indetensely dramatic and interesting.

ing paper

He

cides

to

story.

He

make

a picture based on such a
believes that it will be good box-

office.

Yes, he likes bright lips...lhey look expres-

and responsive.
But how his admiration chills, if lips are
dry and rough. Parched lips are old lips
Remember, then, your lipstick has two
duties. It must bestow thrilling color. It must
protect you from Lipstick Parching.
Coty's new lipstick, the "Sub-Deb," does
just that. Because of a new softening ingredient, "Theobroma," it keeps your lips
smooth and soft, dewy as a fresh petal. Coty
"Sub-Deb" comes in 5 ardent and indelible
sive

"He assigns the story to an associate
producer, who assigns a writer— perhaps
three writers— to work on it. And these men
are not cheap literary hacks.
"Let's see what happens when the script
is
finished. It is submitted to the producer, who likes it but thinks it is a
too 'strong' in spots.

little

He

says:

'The

public won't like this' or 'this will never
get by the Hays office.' So, bit by bit the
script is softened and sweetened and consequently weakened. This compromise is
regrettable but it can't be helped. The
producer knows that a vast proportion of
his potential audience is composed of chil-

dren, as well as of people mature in age
but not in mental stature. So the picture is
revised, and revised again, until it is only
a shadow of its former robust self.
"But see what happens when the picture
is shot. In spite of all that revision and
voluntary censorship, something of the original truth comes through in the finished
film. The unconscious desire of the producers and the writers to project that truth
has survived .even their own attempts to
emasculate it. And when the picture is
released, it is the truth— the actual drama
of the living fact— that makes the picture
a success. The public, in spite of its own
fear of grim reality, has responded to that
truth with the result that the picture is
just

what

its

producers had hoped

it

would

box-office hit. And that starts a cycle
of pictures with a grain of truth in them,
which in turn produces an effect on the
public that is sociologically constructive.
"Yes, in spite of all its obvious faults and
its unavoidable commercialism, I think that
Hollywood has done its share in combating
the ills and exposing the injustices of our
times. In fact, I often think that moving
pictures exert more influence for good than
our conventional institutions of education.
Our schools and colleges are guided largely
by the life of the past. They are under no
particular compulsion to make that life
intersting. The movies, on the other hand,
above all else must be interesting, whether
the lessons they teach are drawn from the
pages of history or from today's newspaper
headlines. Without meaning to compare the
two institutions, I believe that the picture

be— a

business has more vitality and therefore
more influence on contemporary society
than all our schools and colleges put together."
What Paul Muni did not say was that
his famous picture: "I
A Fugitive From
A Chain Gang" started this whole new
trend of socially-conscious films. But that

Am

is

characteristic of

be a modest man,

Muni.

He happens

to

as well as a great actor.

There

is a saying in Hollywood that the
business is everybody's business.
That is a true saying. You, the public, get
the pictures that you demand; you get
them by personal letters to the studios, by
the records of your everyday dramas as
revealed in the newspapers, by the trends
of your needs, your ambitions, your struggles to survive and prosper. In return, the
movies attempt to depict your victories and
your defeats, both past and present, in such
a vivid and universal form that you are
able to see something of your social progress as in a great public mirror; and are
benefically guided by what you see.
May that wide mirror of the screen become clearer and more truly revealing as
the partnership between Hollywood and
the American people increases in strength,
in conscious intimacy and in intelligent

picture

understanding.

shades, 50^.

"Air

Spun" Rouge

is

another thrilling Coty

make-up discovery! Cyclones blend colors
to new, life-like subtlety and smoothness. In
shades that match "Sub-Deb" Lipstick, 50</-.

Underworld

vs.

Hollywood

[Continued from page 39]
reported the matter, sensibly, to the police

who

SUB-DEB LIPSTICK 5/7'
Precious protection!... Coty melts eight drops
of "Theobroma" into every "Suo-Deb" Lipstick.

This guards against lipstick parching.

tried to lay a trap for the threateners.

bought himself an armored car,
hired a bodyguard, went nowhere except
to the studio and home again. His prompt
recourse to the law apparently frightened

Eddie

menaces because
heard from them.
his

nothing

more was

first nor the second time
Eddie had been threatened. Once,
when he was making a personal appearance
tour, sinister gentlemen visited his dressing
room and asked him to "pay off"— or else.

It

wasn't the

that
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Eddie sent passes to his show to the local
gang leader and in return for this courtesy,
he enjoyed the doubtful privilege of having two armed guards, recruited from the
local "gang," accompany him whenever he
moved abroad in that city!
Sometimes these apparently dangerous
episodes have their amusing angles. Charles
Bickford, who is pretty tough himself, told
me that he received threatening letters
from a group which wanted him to pay
for "protection" for his various enterprises,
which included a filling station, a shop or

She thought

was Another Woman

it
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her that she
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\

no longer

because he did love her, and couldn't be
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|

j
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"He
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two and, for goodness sake, a pig farm!

10 25 LBS GAINED

WITH NEW JWAY

A

leaned out and said, 'Scram! Scram quickly
or I'll shoot!' A few minutes later I
arrived at the home of my friends and

TREATMENT

.

.

.

found them listening to< a police broadcast.
'A dangerous criminal is at large,' said the
broadcast. 'People who stopped a car on a
road near Culver City, to ask directions,
were threatened by a ferocious looking man
who brandished a gun!'
"The ferocious looking gun brandisher
was me," Charlie grinned. "I must have
been a little apprehensive, or I wouldn't
have looked so ferocious. But I don't mind
telling you that I didn't like those letters
that I had been receiving."
Then there was the grocery salesman who
ingratiated himself with a group which included Pat O'Brien, Bill Gargan, Frank

McHugh, Guy Kibbee and some

others. If

people would buy in quantities, he asserted,
he could sell to them at wholesale prices.
All he asked was an order and a small
down payment. He wrote down his orders,
received

his

initial

payments— and

hasn't

been heard of since.
Y'know, I wish sometimes that some of
the men were a little bit more like some
of the women. Mrs. Pat O'Brien (Eloise)
owns a dress shop down on Wilshire Boulevard. Mrs. Pat was visiting the shop one
day when a difficult customer was trying
on frocks. She kept sending the salesgirl
to look for more things, and suddenly the
Rich red Wood, necessary to properly nourish
and build up every part of the body, is
especially promoted by this new discovery
where iron is needed.

A

healthy digestion which gets ALL the good
out of your food requires an adequate supply
of Vitamin B. This new discovery supplies
this precious element.

Normal, regular elimination to remove poisons and thereby promote health and growth
requires adequate Vitamin B. This is the
third important purpose.

SKINNY? New Quick

Mrs. O'Brien, "Why, she's
gone! She's gone and she still has on the
dress she was trying on when I left her!"
"Oh, she has!" quoth Mrs. O'Brien. "I'll
see to that." She peered through the door,
spotted her quarry, pursued her down the
Boulevard and caught up with her just as
she was preparing to enter a car. Then and
there, Mrs. O'Brien required the highhanded young woman to step out of the
stolen frock— right on the corner of Wilshire and some street or other. When the
lady had stepped out, three more frocks
dresses which she had
were revealed
concealed under her arms.
Mrs. O'Brien doesn't know what became
of the girl. She left her standing on a
prominent corner, clad only in her stepsalesgirl cried to

.

Way Gives Thousands
Solid Pounds east?
thousands
WHEN
gained pounds

people have
of solid, normally good-looking flesh
with this new triple-acting treatment, it's a crime for
thousands of others to remain thin and unattractive.
Actually, with this quick new body-builder, you may not
only gain weight, bui also naturally clear skin, freedom
of

shinny,

friendless

from indigestion and constipation, new pep and popularity.
Scientists recently discovered that hosts of people are
rundown for the single reason that they do not
get enough Vitamin
and iron in their daily food. Without these vital elements you may lack appetite, and not
get the most body-building good out of what you eat.
Now one of the richest known sources of Vitamin B is
cultured ale yeast. The finest imported cultured ale yeast
is now concentrated 7 times, making it 7 times more powerful. Then it is combined with 8 kinds of iroi
whole
yeast and other ingredients in pleasant little tablets.
If you, too, need these elements to aid in building you
up, get these new triple-acting lionized Yeast tablets from

thin and

B

.

your druggist today. Note how quickly they increase your
appetite and help you get more benefit from the bodybuilding foods that are so essential. Then watch flat chest
develop and skinny limbs round out to natural attractiveness. Constipation and indigestion from the same cause
vanish, skin clears to normal. Soon you feel like new.

.

.

The

business of selling telephone numbers is a minor racket in Hollywood, and
the reason why stars must change their
numbers every month or so. Doctors' as-

department store
salespeople, ice men, discharged servants
any number of gentry can make a neat sum
by selling these numbers or addresses to
salespeople and the ever-present criminals.
sistants, dentists' assistants,

.

matter

Vitamin

.

.

Blackmail— pure and simple blackmailthe thing that most actors fear most.
Richard Dix once bought some handkeris

Sullivan Says:

Money-back guarantee
No

Subsequently, the girl's mother threatened
to have Dix haled into court for contributing to the delinquency of a minor, although
Dix had only seen the young woman briefly
at his door. Quick work on the part of
the studio and the police revealed that (1)
the girl was not a minor, (2) the mother
admitted plotting to extort money from
him because she believed that he could not
afford to fight such a suit in view of the
publicity involved, (3) that the only crime

had committed was

that Dick

pay

handkerchiefs

the

for

buy and
was

to

the

girl

selling.

Los Angeles
of

is

justly

proud of her record

No Major Kidnapping and no

important

really

through extortion plots,
despite the important people and the large
incomes which are more the rule than the
exception within her gates
and despite
the constant menace of the avid Underlosses

.

.

.

world.
Special

John McDonnell
me: "The reason that you

Investigator

commented

to

do not hear more of these matters
the majority of them are nipped

is

that

the
that is, these activities are halted
while they are still in the planning stage

bud

.

.

in

.

and

before they become accomplished
crimes."
David Harris, who threatened Freddie

Bartholomew and Jane Withers, walked
into police headquarters and gave himself
up, voluntarily, realizing that he had
started something which he could not

He was sentenced to twenty-five
imprisonment with no delay what-

finish.

years'

ever.

The sixteen-year-old Nebraska farm boy,
Sterling V. Powell, who sent threatening
letters
to
Shirley
Temple's parents in
August, 1936, was apprehended that same
The

month.

twenty-two-year-old

grocery

Frank Edward Stevens, of Atlanta,

clerk,

who

Georgia,

threatened Shirley in August,

1936,

was apprehended in September of the

same

year.

Snider,

J. E.

to Mrs.

who

sent an extortion note

Will Rogers on June

1936,

13,

was

arrested on June 19.
And so it goes. When one of the country's most powerful gangs moved into the
vicinity of Los Angeles in 1932 .
one of
the most high-powered gangs in the country
the police quietly moved them out
within a few months. A year or so later
.

.

.

.

.

another gang moved in and

set up headquarters in a strategic spot just outside the
city. Before you could
you had wanted to say

advised

ins!

Ed

from a young girl who said that she
was "working her way through college."

chiefs

"I threw the letters in the waste basket,"
Charlie told me. "But I got a permit to
carry a gun, and I bought the gun. One
evening when I had been working in Culver City I was invited to the home of a
friend and I attempted to take a short cut
on a little-frequented road. Suddenly a car
loomed out of the darkness and cut across
man leaned out. I drew my
my path.
gun, laid it across the top of my car door,

them

to scatter

say,
it,
.

.

"Boo!" even if
the coppers had
.
and they had

scattered.

"Los Angeles and Hollywood are topogMcDonnell went
on to say. "Criminals cannot make their
escape westward because of the Pacific
Ocean. And the limited net-work of roads
raphically fortunate," Mr.

leading to the East are closely and heavily
patrolled. Your major criminal is trapped
before he starts, so far as escape is concerned.
"Despite the money here
only stupid
criminals will attempt to collect it!"
.

— The Screen

Is

.

.

Not True To

Life!

[Continued from page 29]

how skinny you may be from lack of enough
iron, these new Ironized Yeast tablets

B and

should aid in building you up in just a few weeks as they
have helped thousands. If not delighted with the results
of the very first package, your money back instantly.

Special

FREE offer!

To start thousands building up their health right awav,
we make this FREE offer. Purchase a package of Ironized
Yeast tablets at once, cut out the seal on the box and
mail it to us with a clipping of this paragraph. We will
send you a fascinating new book on health, "New Facts
About Your Body." Remember, results with the very first
package or money refunded. At all druggists. Ironized
Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 265, Atlanta, Ga.
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in sport.

The

"Broadway

success of the racing picture,

Bill," resided in

the important

fact that Mark Hellinger built his fine and
exciting movie around the actual racetrack
story of "Black Gold," the Kentucky Derby
winner who broke his leg at New Orleans
and was buried on the racetrack. "The
Prizefighter and the Lady" was the only
fight picture that was a fairly approximate

Silver Screen

story of the ring.
If the^e things which I know emerge on
the screen untrue to life— if the screen

phoney:

if
the night club
true to night life; if newspaper movies are full of errors; if moving
pictures about sport are constantly inaccurate—you can assume that the moving
pictures make similar blunders in other

gangsters

are

stories are not
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stars to
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spar-

.

I

one

am
in

a great movie fan, and yield to no
sincere admiration for the great

my

job that the movie-makers turn in, month
after month, but it seems to me that movie
directors could do a better job of matching reel life and real life. For instance, I'm
fed up to here with William Powell's
pajamas. Not that I have anything against
the particular brand of pajamas which he
wears, you understand, or that I am opposed to Powell occupying them, but in
picture after picture, we see Powell arising
from bed in the morning and his pajamas
are as neat and unruffled as though they'd
just come back from the tailor's pressing
machine. Now, in real life, pajamas don't
react in that particular fashion. They get
wrinkled and mussed, one pajama leg
climbs up your shin and when you get out
of bed in the morning, you look as though
the Notre Dame football team had done
a job of messing you up. But not William
Powell. He must sleep with his pajamas in

Two

We

Dance?"
in "Shall
Eric Elore know that when
comedian laughs you don't, when he is mad you do.
comedians of great ability

Edward Everett Horton and
a

stories

In

hero

they
produce so blithely.
picture I saw not long ago, the
was in a night club with his girl.
that

a

ate and drank and then he discovered that he had left his wallet home.
The minute he told this to the movie
headwaiter came over and
waiter, the
started to abuse him, and then called two
strong-arm guys over to pummel him. This

They

was the movie director's idea of what would
happen, in real life. As a matter of fact,
in such a case, the headwaiter in a reputable cafe would take the patron's name
and address and tell him to send a check

the next day. There would be no embarrassment.
For the big' pictures, such as "Romeo and
Juliet," Hollywood hires a professor from
Cornell University, grounded in Shakespearean tradition, to see that the finished product is nothing to be ridiculed, and they hire
experts in period costumes to prevent an
error in the garb which the performers
wear. They are rewarded, for this painstaking effort, by the plaudits of the world.
But in pictures about Broadway and sport
and doctors and ships, the movies blunder
along.
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a plaster cast.
It seems to me that movie directors, in
presenting this cockeyed portrait of a man
awakening from a sound sleep, are deficient
in a sense of realism and that audiences
resent it. One of the greatest scenes in
"Dodswbrth" was when Walter Huston, in
his underwear, walked into the hotel living
room and asked his wife to locate his

There was a delighted roar from
the audience at this seeming trifle, but the
audience roared because this was an actual
incident, and they recognized it as something out of their own lives and daily
experiences.
Girls have told me, in Broadway night
clubs, that they resent the movie heroines
who, like William Powell, step out of bed
in nightgowns that haven't a wrinkle in
them. The girls go beyond this: they want
to know how it is that these movie heroines
get up in the morning with every cur!
place,
and with a street makeup
in
trousers.

already applied. "If I go to bed with
even a little makeup on," one chorine
pointed out, at the Paradise, "I get up
in the morning with the makeup smeared
all over my face. But not the Harlows and
the Loys and the Crawfords. They awaken
looking as though they'd stepped out of a
bandbox."
That isn't the half of it. How often have
you seen a movie heroine, about to retire
for the night in a picture, ever take off her
makeup with cold cream? Have you ever
a movie heroine, awaking in the
morning presumably, go to the bathroom
for a cold tub? Have you ever seen her
wash her teeth? Those things never happen
in reel life. The heroine gets up unwrinkied
and unruffled, with makeup already on and

seen

she

ready for the day.

is

These things are not to be confused with
the movie boners of which confrere Sidney
Skolsky writes. These are typical instance's
of the movies' refusal to present things on
the screen as they occur in everyday life.
pictures, for some curious reason,
steer clear of the homely little facts of
everyday life, and in so doing they miss
the opportunity of a lifetime to score with
the movie patrons.
How many times have you been bored
to death with the typical musical picture
plot of the understudy who replaces the
star on the opening night, and achieves a
sensational success? If it is a dancing picture, the star breaks a leg for the purpose
of the plot. If it is a picture about a singer,
the star loses his or her voice so that the
understudy can step into the role. I've been
around Broadway for a long time but this
has never happened once in real life. If
the star breaks a leg, or the singing starloses his voice, the critics and the columnists get a wire from the producer of the
show or the publicity agent, informing us
that the show has been postponed and that

Motion

our opening night tickets win be honored

Keye Luke and Warner Oland. They play father and son
in "Charlie Chan at the Olympics."
the later date.
In "The Big Broadcast," you will remember that Shirley Ross, the girl singer, disappeared before the radio broadcast. That
was the big punch of the plot, remember?
As always happens, however, she got back
to the studio just in the nick of time. So
far, so good. These things conceivably could
at

happen.

BUT, and

it's

an important

BUT

—although she had not rehearsed her songs,
she raced into the studio and without even
consulting the orchestra leader, she sang
an involved orchestration. In real life, the
band in the radio studio would not have
had the music on their racks because they
didn't know what song she intended to
sing; and more important, no band in the
country could have played a tune arranged
/
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difficultly without a thirty-minute or
sixty-minute rehearsal.
The movies can retort that this is a legitimate license which they exercise; but is

so

it?
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why
GAIL PATRICK

JC

A

be a

As a newspaperman, one of hundreds of
thousands of newspapermen, I am sick and
tired of the careless and inaccurate pictures
of newspaper offices which the movies present. In every picture, you have the star
reporter strolling into the managing editor's
office and bawling the life out of the boss.
My God— do the movies really believe that
happens? The managing editors of every
newspaper I've ever worked on were the
best newspapermen in the shop. That's

FOR YOU

OH

it

and save

their face with hundreds of thousands of people who are familiar with the mechanics of radio? There
is a right way, and a wrong way of doing
things: the movies believe apparently that
the wrong way is the right way, and they

stick to facts

be

sent you absolutely free, for five wrappers from

Screen Stars Powder Puffs.Don't wait— act nowl

Lies"'

they got the job.

No

reporter in the

would dare sass them back, because
the managing editor would know more
about the story in hand than any reporter
on his staff. But in picture after picture,
you have the reporters telling off the managing editor, working when they please,
turning up with Page l stories whenever
the mood seizes them and, in general, conoffice

ducting themselves like Dick Merriwells.
Every reporter, of course, is pictured wearing a slouch hat. Perhaps Walter Winchell,
in "Wake Up and Live," will give the
screen a real picture of newspaper life, but

doubt it. The movie tycoons, and I'll bet
too to i on it, have converted him into
their conception of a newspaperman, and
he'll commit all the silly things which he
often has roasted in print. We'll see.
In "Women of Glamour," the plot of the
story concerns itself with the struggles of
Virginia Bruce, a model who works for $2
a day, and Complains of the poverty she
must endure. At night, however, when the
gorgeous Bruce girl gets dressed for a party,
she is wearing gow ns and furs that would
knock your eye out. On $2 a day?
One of the most ridiculous things I've
ever seen in flickers cropped up in "The
Irish In Us." Jimmy Cagney, little more
than an amateur boxer, in this picture
fought ten rounds with the welterweight
champion of the world. Cagney hadn't even
trained for the fight, but jumped into the
ring at the last minute and not only fought
a great fight, but had the world's champion
on the floor several times. This is such an
asinine conception that a former sports
writer must control his laughter. The
amateur fighter in the world
greatest
wouldn't last a round with a professional
ring champion, because the gap between
the ring amateur and the ring professional
greater than the gap between a high
is
school baseball player and a big leaguer.
However, the movies blandly set this ridiculous thing down on celluloid and expect
you to credit it as a possibility.
Truth is stranger than fiction, of course,
but the movies have used this as an alibi
too many times, to cover their own slipshod methods. Let the movie-makers turn
to life and study the things that normal
people do in normal life and under pressure, and then mimic the actual record,
rather than trust to the imagination of a
I

CREEN STARS
JOAN MARSH
Paramount Star

y
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writer or a director.
The movies, for instance, would have
turned thumbs down on a script which
pictured the King of England giving up
his throne to marry a 40-year-old American
divorcee. But in real life, the King forfeited
his throne and went into exile. It just
shows what Hollywood can learn from the
pages of everyday life, because people don't
behave as the movie directors think they
behave. In real life, a Baltimore queen
turned a king into a duke, and even Houdini couldn't do that.

Fine Figure Frenzy
[Continued from page 31]

He

at that.
cocktails,

is

abstaining from

all

smoking,

and tea for this whole
month in order to become more buoyant.
Refraining from all your favorite minor
vices will give you Spring streamlines! Dorothy Peterson fasts one day a week, but in
coffee,

comparison what's that?
Jean Harlow and Joan Blondell are
under contract to rival companies, but
even though they are merely on bowing
acquaintance they are engaged in the identical tactics. It seems that nearly everything
they eat insists upon turning into fat, and
to Joan, at least, there's nothing more
heavenly than candy bars. They're her big
temptation! Both enjoy a moderate amount
of outdoor exercise, but they have to diet
to be lusciously easy on the eyes. With the
Messrs. Powells (boy-friends with similar
names is another bond) hankering to sample the waves at Malibu, these two J's are
busily persuading themselves that candy is
poison and cake a horrible suggestion.
When they must lose a trifle quickly they
cut out starches, but in a safe way.

Here is Jean Harlow's four-day diet,
which she adopts to lose six pounds in that
space of time:
Breakfast for Four Days: Black coffee,
orange juice (after the coffee).
Lunch for First Three Days: 2 broiled
lamb chops, 2 tomatoes with salt and pepper, black coffee, i/2 grapefruit.

Dinner First Night:

juice.

George Ruperkh, Chief Naturalization Clerk, administered the
oath to Marlene Dietrich when she signed the blank declaring
her intention of becoming a citizen of the United States.

Sirloin steak (broiled),

tomatoes, black coffee, orange juice (taken
after meal).
Second Dinner: 2 broiled lamb chops, 1
dish of spinach, 1 hard-boiled egg, 2 tomatoes or cucumbers, black coffee,- orange
2

International

toes, fruit jello,

Fourth Lunch:

black coffee, orange juice.
i/ fried chicken, 2 toma2

black coffee, orange juice.
2 broiled lamb chops, 2
tomatoes, black coffee, orange juice (always
taken after eating).
toes,

Fourth Dinner:

IF SHE'S

At the end of four days Jean eats as
which is cautiously. Her doctor prescribed this and if you are in good health
and wait two weeks before repeating it
there should be no ill effects.
According to Margot Grahame, it's not
what you eat, but how much. She speaks
usual,

COMI N6 OVER

~fM GOING OUT/

Tests prove that 76%o{ all people over the age of 17 have bad
breath! And tests also prove
that most bad breath comes
from improperly cleaned teeth.

Colgate Dental Cream, because
of its special penetrating foam,
the decay-

ing food deposits in hidden
crevices between teeth which
are the source of most bad
breath, dull, dingy teeth, and
much tooth decay. At the same
time, Colgate's soft, safe polishing agent cleans and brightens
-makes teeth sparkle!

COLGATE

RIBBON DENTAL CUBA

WOW—NO BAD BREATH
BEHIND HER SPARKLING SMILE!
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and

all
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with considerable authority, for she's been
required to gain and lose for certain roles
and so she votes for diet as the essential

fondness for sleeping late, can find their
Hollywood counterpart in Ann Sothern.
This Ann hates to be routed out of bed

factor in figure control. No one is more of
a food connoisseur than Grace Moore, but
she has ordered her chef to cease his fancy
concoctions because she prefers her new
slimness.
Grace,
incidentally,
the
has
double-chin threat to contend with. She
patted firmly and patted again until she
had regained the lovely chin of youth.
Alice Faye's prize legs might come entirely from her dancing, but they don't.
Alice has to show them in musicals so she
faithfully takes two pet exercises for fifteen
minutes every morning. She sits in a chair
with her legs straight out in front of her,
then crosses them alternately, keeping them
stiff and being sure they rub well together
as they cross and uncross. Afterwards she
stands erect and brings the right leg up
quickly, the knee towards the chin (and
don't meet it with your head!). She places
a rough towel under the bent knee, holding the ends of the towel in each hand, and
pulls the towel from side to side beneath
the knee. She stretches the leg out straight

and

and runs the towel— still pulling

it

from

side to side— right down the leg to the
ankle, and then up to the knee again. She
alternates until she's been equally kind to
both legs for the required time. Dixie Dunbar, however, is extremely partial to an
arm and hand exercise, originated by herself.

The new

figure

Mary

Carlisle possesses

can be credited to a snappy game of ping-

pong every day, and

Anne

Shirley

swears

to

no sweets. Whereas
(figuratively, to be

by tennis.
Barbara Read

sure),

is the most energetic of all
the stars— she goes in for hurdling. Whew!
Some exercise. And Doris Nolan does a bit
of Russian squatting— not
time,
to
kill
either. Girls in their early twenties, with a

They Met

refuses

to

be.

When

she's

sufficiently

enthused she plays a corking game of tennis; but she trusts to massages and restrained diets to keep her figure. She's the
one star who says, frankly, that she'd enjoy
a whale of a meal— but doesn't dare indulge
one! The naturally slim damsels, like
Bette Davis, don't have to do anything but
avoid nervousness and resultant loss of
weight. Bette's notion is that a horse is all
one needs; she dons informal riding clothes
and heads for a stable in the San Fernando
Valley and invariably eats as she pleases.
Clark Gable rides in the Valley when he
isn't cantering with
Carole, and that is
keeping him in condition. Dick Powell
stirred out of his winter lethargy by merely
walking a few miles a day for the first
week. Then he batted a tennis ball against
a wall and swam leisurely for another two
weeks. After which he was ready for his
current tennis and water polo tournaments.
Bing Crosby has bought a rubber suit to
in

wear under his tennis garb and he is playing a set every morning in the hope that
the special suit will melt away excessive
flesh. George Raft has taken to no methodical exercise— the very idea bores him.
Ginger Rogers has never been on a
reducing diet in her life. She has always
eaten what and as much as she wishes. She
declines to devise any exercises, never gives
her figure a conscious thought. Ginger's
platform is that you'll gain your Spring
figure by visualizing yourself in ideal form.
Just convince yourself you can't be anything but right. But who'd ever have
thought that vivacious blonde got that way
so simply? And how far is my will-power
going to get me? More brain cells or a
bar-bell in the style of Taylor and Tone?
Bov!

in

Ketchum

[Continued from page 59]
her meals served in her room, she takes her
make-up off immediately after she arrives
in the Lodge, and sits around reading until
bedtime in sports pajamas. She likes to
talk over the set gossip of the day with
Romayne, the script girl, and Jane, her
hairdresser. On mornings or afternoons
when she isn't working you can find her
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skating on the rink in front of the hotel
or skiing on one of the nursery slopes.
But if Claudette is aloof at the Lodge
at night she is anything else but on the
set the next clay. You'll usually find her
sitting on a camera box because there are
only a couple of studio chairs on the location and somebody else always seems to get
there first. Of course, the first sign an
actress has of stardom is when she is presented with a studio chair on the set with
her name printed on the back of it. That
means everybody else scram. But the chair
presented to Claudette in the snow country had "Miss Taylor" (who the dickens is
Miss Taylor?) printed on the back of it. It
isn't because she resents Miss Taylor on it
that she doesn't sit in it; she simply doesn't
have a chance.
Sharing the camera box with her you
find most anybody, but it will more
than likely be Peewee, the prop boy, or
Winifred, her colored maid, who loathes
locations with a fine and beautiful loathing. When lunch is served she sits with the
rest of the company at a long table in an
improvised shack, and after thawing out
her feet at a stove the likes of which you
haven't seen since you left the backwoods,
she eats heartily of baked beans, strips of
fat pork, and things that she wouldn't dare
will

Silver Screen

eat in her own dining room, Claudette
being the fastidious type when it comes to

food.

Most
location
(several

of the picture is being
set in
the Sawtooth

made on

a

Mountains
miles from Ketchum) where Para-

mount

has erected the replica of a little
Swiss village— church, hotel, skating rink,
and everything. But you must have sun for
these exteriors, and as Nature in Idaho
this time of year has a deplorable habit of
snowing when you least expect it to, the
"hotel" with its false front has been made
into a sound stage for interiors.
The toboggan scenes, which play an important part in the picture, are being made
on the top of Dollar Mountain, which is
so high that you are lucky to be able to
breathe when you get there. The Harri-

mans have equipped Dollar Mountain with
a ski lift which is quite the cutest thing
you have ever been on. You just grab hold
of a moving chair, and sit and relax, while
the lift takes you to the top of the mountain.
Imagine a whole movie company
being transferred by ski lift— not to mention all the equipment. So they work hard
all night, "the goats" do, and get all the
sound equipment on top of Dollar Mountain in preparation for the thrilling bobsled scene, and Miss Colbert and the Messieurs Douglas and Young, and all the rest
of the cast and crew, are given a five-thirty
call for the next morning. And what happens? It snows. Inches and inches of snow.
They came to Ketchum for the snow, real

honest to goodness snow, but
work when it snows.

it

seems they

can't

It's

all

a little

maddening and confusing

and the movie people are beginning to
show the strain. For the first two weeks
ketchum was a big lark, and snow just too
marvelous for words, especially to the native Californians in the company who had
never seen the real thing before— but now,

what with
:ome, snow

weeks gone and more to
beginning to be a bit of a

five
is

bore, and the company in toto is casting
wistful glances at the transportation manager's office.

Oh, no, they don't want to hurt Mr.
Harriman's feelings, Sun Valley really is a
jrand place, but after all you can get awfully tired of Baked Alaska when it is
kerved as a steady dish. Well, heated stage
five on the Paramount lot would be sort
bf nice again. Claudette is actually 'writing
letters, something she hasn't done in ten
ears, and signing them "Admiral Byrd."
That just kind of gives you a rough idea.

.

.

.

UNTIL SHE LEARNED

WAY TO

THIS LOVELIER

AVOID OFFENDING

.

.

.

FRAGRANT BATHS WITH
Projections:

CASHMERE BOUQUET

Madge Evans

SOAP!

[Continued from page 37]
'faybe both. And of course, loving books
s she did, she would
naturally be the
resident of the literary society and write

paper on Edna

The
;ith

St. Vincent Millay whose
she already knew by heart.
Evans' apartment was soon over-run

poem

'very

catalogs.

Madge had

sort

of

known

the time, but just the same it hurt
readfully the day her mother sadly explained to her that boarding schools were
or girls with wealthy parents. She went to
lie New York public schools and she never
'ore a uniform. The tragedy of youth,
One summer, as a sort of a present for
udying hard, Mrs. Evans took Madge to
all

t

i

ngland to meet all her relatives. (Both
and Mrs. Evans had been born in Engind.) It was an exciting trip for Madge

ieat

iSw

fr.

fid

she got a big

thrill

out of the English

Natives, as well as out of the young men
n the boat who said such flattering things
^d danced so divinely, but she was rest,ss and eager to get
back to New York,
Madge began to hate the fact that she
[ad been a child star, with a fine and
sautiful hate. Today she never mentions
She regrets it almost as much as sitting
i that cake of soap. "If I could do someling important as an adult I guess I

every

j

« aCe
it

t* sOS^:

_

U ^fra^ antly
You *«?
anAcVean "'

fmBl

.

ouldn't mind so much about being a child
ar," says Madge, "but until I do, I mind,
readfully." Ah me, it's the curse of the
did prodigies. Can't you just see Nathalia

rane lying awake in her bed at night
ishing to high heaven that she had never

"The Janitor's Boy"?
But there was one producer who did not

ritten

y to the girl at the

ans?

switchboard,

"Madge

The former

child star? Tell her I'm
?t in." Genial, kindly William A. Brady
Mice Brady's father) who had directed
aby Madge in her early pictures was all
r giving her a chance to make good on
e stage. He gave her sincere and enusiastic letters of introduction
to the
*ht people, and soon afterwards Madge
is
summoned to the office of George
iUy for an interview.

|Mr, Kelly gave her a part in his new
oadway play, "Daisy Mayme," and in her
st legitimate role Madge received praise
3rn the New York criticis who evidently
dn't give a damn whether she was once
child star or not. George Kelly soon heme a saint in the Evans household. He

d given Madge her
d Madge are the best

"start."

Saint Kelly
of friends in Holly-

)od today. Funny thing about Madge, alough she was brought up in a veritable
t-bed of insincerities, affectations, and

y^is^r-Tiy^
cetfte
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disloyalties,

loyalty

has

become

a

fetish

with her. Once you have done her a favor,
once you have proved yourself a friend
when she needs a friend, she never forgets.

And

vice versa.

BEAUTY
SHOP

was while she was playing in "Philip
Goes Forth" that an M-G-M talent scout
spied her and before she had time to decide whether she was doing the right thing
or not she was on the Santa Fe headed for
Hollywood once more, and for the lead
opposite Ramon Novarro in "Son of India."
She is going into her sixth year in Hollywood now, she is still under contract to
M-G-M, and her one ambition is still to
become a great actress— but she gets awfully
depressed about it at times. Especially those
It

times when Metro slips her a lemon
"Murder in the Moonlight." No one

INFECTIONS"
Patronize the Beauty

Shops Displaying This

like

ever

Madge when

she gets depressed. She
believe in inflicting her problems
upon other people. So when she is hurt
and unhappy she takes baths. She is a
bathtub crier of the worst sort.
During "Murder in the Moonlight" she
practically lived in the bath-tub when not
at the studio. Even her mother began to
doubt that soap was making her eyes so
red. But I am delighted to report that during, and since, "Piccadilly Jim" Madge has
been more or less content with one bath a
day. And soap doesn't seem to get in her
eyes any more.
If you ever invite Madge to dinner you
sees

Certificate

doesn't

can count on her being amazingly prompt;
she is adored by all Hollywood servants.
But don't serve her boiled meats or ice
cream. There is something about boiled
meats that is revolting to her, and ice cream
she cannot take, even in the name of
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does TWO very
to
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Drink
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and

important things
the pain
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correct the

helps
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condition. Be
with an excess acid Alka-Seltze r.
wise __ a lkalize with
60c Pkgs.
Stores... 30e and

At AH Drug

Canada
Slightly Higher in
Listen to the Alka-Seltzer

etiquette. Of course, if you want to make
her perfectly furious, though she won't
show it, not even for a second, just say
when she passes up the ice cream, "I don't
blame you for not taking it, dear, it is fattening, isn't it?"

After dinner you have a problem on
your hands with Madge. She doesn't play
bridge. And she doesn't like games though
she will play under duress. What she does
like to do is talk. She is a brilliant conversationalist on any subject you care to
dig up, but particularly on international
affairs, plays and books. (If she knows you
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awfully well she will "dish" the Hollywood
gossip.) And then you will discover to your
consternation that Madge is a sentence interrupter. She rarely waits for you to drop
a period, much less finish a story, before
she has interrupted you and taken over
the conversation. "Nothing infuriates me

so much as to have some one interrupt
me," says Madge. "But I interrupt other
people all the time. My annual New Year's
resolution is to keep quiet while other peo-

Blondesland
Browns too!
Give Your Hair
That Lighter Natural "Spun-Cold"
Look With This

New Sham poo
and Rinse
3 Shades Lighter
in
Minutes
15

Without Harsh
Bleaches or Dyes.
Here

at last is an easy
loveliness of blonde or

Shampoo and

way

to bring out the full radiant
brown hair. Try New Blondex, the
Special Golden Rinse that washes it 2 to 4

shades lighter and brings out the natural lustrous gulden
sheen, the alluring highlights that can make the hair so
New Blondex costs but a few pennies to use
is absolutely
safe. Contains no harsh bleaches or
dyes. Used regularlv, it keeps your scalp ''"id hair healthy
and lovely, gleaming with lustrous highlights. Get Blondex
today. New combination package, shampoo with FREE
RINSE, now also in a new 10c size— at all stores.
attractive.

and

^"BLONDEX Shampoo's
84

RINSE

ple are talking. It goes the
Year's resolutions."

way

of

all

New

you want to make a lasting, favorable
impression on her, just say, "Madge, you
look divine in bangs." That wretched creature has the most terrific bang complex I
have ever seen on any female. Her best

^

CORNS COME
BACK BIG GER__ UGL IE

If

friends tell her that she looks like hell in
bangs (sometimes we say Madame Dracula
instead of hell), and even horrible people
will shout at her across the. studio lot, "Oh,
Madgie, why don't you come out from underneath!" But she never gives up. She
has worn bangs in pictures sixteen times
and has yet to have someone tell her that
they were becoming.
Next to bangs she has a madness for
queer little pancake hats, kicked over one
side precariously, or pushed back so far
that they look as if they were falling off
her head. Whenever Madge goes shopping

her mother knows that she will come
in

one of these crazy

she

creations.

But

UNLESS REMOVED ROOT

WATCH

safe

corn, and it means the risk of serious infection.
That's why millions of people everywhere are
using the new Blue-Jay medicated plaster. By
removing the pressure, all pain is relieved quickly.
Then in 3 days the entire corn lifts out, Root and
All (exceptionally stubborn cases may require a
second application). 25i for a package of 6 at all
druggists.
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isn't
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OUT-Play

with this new, easy method
9 Home paring merely affects the surface of a

at least

unreasonable about her hats as she
is about her bangs. IE the dogs do a double
takum (movie talk for surprise) when she

fcALL

SCIENTIFIC

6.

SLACK

CORN PLASTERS

*A plug of dead cells root-like in form and position. II
may serve as focal point for renewed development,

left

\x
|

enters the living room, and they always do,
she decides that that gay bit of nonsense
is not for the likes of her. She looks best
in swagger things which she wears in a

saucy and what-the-hell
lure

is

tailored.

at

O. O.

mented on

Madge

this in his

lives

manner. Her

when she

al-

smartly
Mclntyre has often com-

best

its

is

column.

in Beverly Hills, in a large

'house, with her mother and brother, Tom,
pnd six dogs, Scotties and Pekes, who go

jthrough a terrific yapping every time anyone enters the house. No, not every time.
[To their dying shame, there wasn't a
|squeak out of the entire lot the night a
hold young man in a mask entered by the
garden door and held up a dinner party
Madge was giving. Mimi, who threatens me
with death and destruction every time I
pet foot in the house, did not so much as
(open his eyes while Madge and her guests
were being looted. I shall always hold that
against Mimi. Such favoritism I find ex:remely annoying.
Tom Gallery is Madge's constant escort
iround Hollywood, and when she isn't
forking they can be seen several nights a
kveek at the fights, concerts and previews.
'Madge hasn't many close friends for the
excellent reason that she doesn't want many

Una Merkel is her best friend.
friendship started six years ago when
Madge, suffering agonies with her ineriority complex, was being given a cold
knd cruel initiation by the other players
\m the Metro lot. Una was the only little
nrl who said, "Let's eat lunch together."
Madge, that wretched creature, has the
Tiost godawful pride I have ever seen. She
wishes to reach the ultimate goal of success
jn Hollywood by her own efforts. Fancy
ithat. Why she's stark mad with pride. She
pas never "cashed in" on any romance publicity and she absolutely refuses to stoop
o any of those cheap little tricks of spaceif

lose friends.

The

'

A

SPECIAL

lust

won't take powder!

It's full

of

grabbing, such as appearing every night at
the Trocadero with something tall, dark
and handsome who tangoes beautifully and
has the brains of a bird.
When her friends suggest that it might
help her in a business way to go to the
Clover Club with a producer or director
occasionally Madge merely laughs and says,
"Do you remember Dorothy in Anita Loos'
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes? Dorothy was
very anxious to get on the stage but it
seemed to be the consensus of opinion that
Dorothy couldn't act. Now Dorothy had a
very wealthy gentleman friend who told

CREAM
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They
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the smooth, underlying cells appear, moist
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a fresh, softened appearance."
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her that the reason she couldn't act was
because she hadn't lived. So Dorothy lived.
But imagine her disappointment the next
day when she discovered that she was just
as bad an actress as before." So Madge's
friends long ago gave up urging her to
"live."

Madge wants

to

earn everything herself.

"I'm

afraid it's just plain vanity," says
Madge. "If I ever do succeed as an actress
I want to be able to say, and truthfully,
Baby did it." She is playing the game the
hard way, but it can be won that way. It
only takes longer.

SMOOTH
Overnight

— Apply

after

greasy. It won't smear.
your skin is soft, fresh.

cleansing.

Not

In the morning

—

Before long hours out of
Protection
put on Pond's Vanishing Cream.
Your skin won't rough up!

doors,

Dept.7SS-VE,CHnton, Conn.

Q p|
rlctC POND'S,
©
R ug h 8-piece package containing
tube of Pond's Vanishing
PcacScCSO©
" special
Cream, generous samples of 2 other
"=

Pond's Creams and 5 different shades of Pond's Face
Powder. I enclose lOd for postage and packing.

Name.
Street _

City

—

.State7. Pond's Extract Company

Copyright. 193
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Aileen Pringle, a star of
the silent days, returns
Frank
to the screen.

Morgan

Hollywood Studios Use Endura. This is Lovely 1 oby
Wing, Currently Starred in "Sing While You're Able"

AT LAST YOU CAN PERMANENT
WAVE YOUR HAIR YOURSELF
How

simple and inexpensive

lovely, lasting

permanent with Endura! Sq
its

Endura permanent waves your hair

at

results.

home,

without machines, heat, or electricity while
you read or work or even sleep. Try it tonight.
Tomorrow, thrill to the enjoyment of a stylishly flattering, yet inexpensive

Stars

What a satisfaction
woman to have hair

[Continued from page 57]

tiful

to have a

it is

easy for you to use, so certain in

Of The

Tags

AT HOME. cA COMPLETE %%QQ
ENDURA PERMANENT

at right.

"The Royal Family," title of the stage
play supposed to deal with them, has dung
steadfastly to the Barrymores— Lionel, John
and

Now

Endura per-

manent. You, too, will agree with the 100,000
smart women who have used and approved
Endura. To permanent wave those straggly
end and side curls, use the 2 5c Endura
Ten Curl.

we

come

Sweetie-Pie, Lovey,

playful

intimates.

And Baby LeRoy

sale at Department Stores, Drug
Stores and Five and Ten-Cent Stores.

THE ENDURA CORP. Hollywood,

Calif.

And

"Sweetie-Pie."

the

name

course, refers to the bulbous Fields' nose.

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE...
Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just decays
in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach. You get
constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and
you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.

Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up". Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little
Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything
else. 25c.

YARN SAMPLES

Norma Knitting Yarns come in
A mm Pompadour,
most popular colors — including Color Afghan Yarn,
Saxony, Shetland, Tweed Coat Yarn,
V#
WM
Cashmere Sport Yarn, etc. Lowest Prices. Money-back
W guarantees. Write for Free Samples and complete prices.
all
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56 Court

St.,

The

hair.

Color Chart, at all
counters, shows you the shade
for your color type.

iiil

SO EASY TO USE
'I
1

O-

for

a

package

containing 2
5 and 10

rinses at all
cent stores.

or 3 larger
package of 5
drug and
department stores.

9Sr

^

rinses

at

i

After a shampoo simply dissolve Colorinse in warm water

and pour over your hair. Dry
hair, brush it, and the sheen
and sparkle will amaze you.
Try this

^

i

nexpensive hair beau-

treatment

._

.._ ._

t

home

your

i

:io

today.
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is

"Schnozzie Wozzie" was hung onto W. C.
Fields by Rochelle Hudson. The name, of

CO., Dept. 93,

fresh

rinses

your

a

compound

Nestle

An impish assistant director who worked
with Marlene Dietrich on "Garden of Allah" dubbed her "Pony."
Carole Lombard tagged bronzed GaryCooper

NORMA YARN

Not
It's

"Commodore."

On

600

coloring

beauty into

Muggums, Googie and

bleach.

magically

that

Oakie-Doke. Otherwise, reading from left
to right— W. C. Fields, Gary Cooper, Director Otto Lovering, Charlie Ruggles, Gracie
Allen and Jack Oakie— just a few of the
most prominent victims of the nickname
movement in Hollywood.
The fad for dizzy diminutives and pusillanimous pet names has reached alarming

nor a

dye

harmless

Schnozzie-Wozzie,

to

a

make your hair sparkle

with youth and glamour.

is

proportions in the film colony, and the
system your favorite movie stars use to
nickname one another is absolutely unhampered by rhyme or reason!
For instance, brawny, barrel - chested
Charles Bickford has become "Ducky" to

FREE!

rinse to

a

Browning, mystery director,
known as "Edgar Allan Poe."

What

know you can have

such glorious hair! Use Colo-

Ethel.

Tod

her.

it identifies

delight to

any

to

so beau-

the latest,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Matronly Alison Skipworth is "Skippy"
to everybody. Harold Lloyd, to a good
many, is "Winkle." George Burns dubbed
his teammate, Gracie Allen, "Googie," and
Mary Boland thought up "Muggums" for
Charles Ruggles. Gertrude Michael and
Herbert Marshall call each other "Gert"
and "Bart." And even Ernst Lubitsch has
a

nickname— "Lubby"— brainchild
MacDonald.

COLORINSE
You Can Regain

Perfect Speech,

if

you

STAMMER

Send today for beautifully illustrated book entitled
"DON'T STAMMER," which describes the Bogue
Unit Method for the scientific correction of stammering: and stuttering. Method successfully used at
Bogue Institute for 36 years since 1901. Endorsed

—

by physicians. Full information concerning correction of stammering sent free. No obligation. Benjamin
N. Bogue, Dept. 566, Circle Tower, Indianapolis, Ind.

of Jean-

ette

Virginia Bruce's nickname is "Briggsie"
and the reason undoubtedly is because her
true last name is Briggs and not Bruce at
ail. Bruce was merely picked at random
from a telephone book when she was first
starting her screen career.
A number of years ago Janet

Gaynor's
schoolmates nicknamed Laura Gainer (that
was her name then) "Lollie," and whether
she wanted the nickname or not it has
always stuck to her.
Then there's that w orld-famous nick;

name

of Bing!
A small school boy in Spokane, Washington, astride a broomstick horse, daily shouted
"Bing! Bing!" louder than any other kid in
the city as he played his favorite outdoor
game of cowboys and Indians. Thereby he
won his nickname of "Bing," which today
is the trademark of the radio singing screen
star, Bing Crosby. It is much more distinctive than Harry L. Crosby, which is his

Silver Screen

Personal to Fat Girls! - Now ycu can dJ
down your face and figure without strict dieting
or back-breaking exercises. Just eat sensibly and
take 4 Marmola Prescription Tablets a day until
lost enough fat
then stop.
Marmola Prescription Tablets contain the same
element prescribed by most doctors in treating
their fat patients. Millions of people are using
them with success. Don't let others think you
have no spunk and that your will-power is as
flabby as your flesh. Start with Marmola today
and win the slender lovely figure rightfully yours.

you have

—

1

eal
lis

name, he believes. He won't
middle name because he hates

tell

you

it.

(It's

'Lillis!")

Virginia Weidler is so shy and timid for
little eight-year-old maiden that they all
all her either "Little Herring" or "Minnie
\Iouse." Arourd the studios, that is— at
jiome, she's "Ginny" and always has been
ince a tiny baby.
Charles Butterworth, for some reason or
kher, seems to have contracted the nicklame of "Oleo" and does he hate it! As
matter of fact, he very much dislikes his
,\hole name. If he had it to do all over
gain,
Charles sadly admits, he would
hange the whole works for something
horter and sweeter!
Though the name he now has is of a
iroud Welsh lineage, it has made him the
|>utt of jokes and puns that are both outrageous and repetitious. The worst of them
I

(oes something like
j.orth so much, how

this:

"If So-and-So

much

is

is

Butterworth?"

iChat sort of thing makes poor Charlie see
ted. Too, his multi-syllabic surname is too
bng for theater marquee purposes. Due to

length alone, he knows that

Its

(lew picture

is

shown he

when

YOU SHOULD

his

be billed as

will

Butterworth" or "Chas. B'worth," if at
III! However, all things considered, he can
itand just about everything but that "Oleo"!
They nicknamed Freddie Bartholomew
Tiger" during the filming of "Little Lord
auntleroy" and Freddie is still trying to
nd out why.
And Freddie's friend, n -year-old Keneth Wilson, who played with him in "Capains Courageous," is known far and wide
jC.

USE THE

"Curly."

s

Warner Oland, who

is still
immortalizthe clever Charlie Chan on celluloid,
invariably called "Charlie" by work|
flows on the set because they have come
b
identify the famous actor with his
qually famous character creation.
Bob Burns, whom many claim is the only
'ctor ever likely to take the late Will
iLogers' place on the screen, actually is
j

NEW

NON-GREASY
ODOfcONO ICE

i

jjig

New.

.

"Robin Burn." So someone, of
ourse, just had to nickname him "Birdie!"
[riyhow, he is having the courts add an
fficial "S" to his name and shorten "Robi" to "Bob" officially.

DEODORANT VANISHES COMPLETELY,

lamed

Herbert

called

is

lence,

Mundin, comedian par

"Tommy"

by

his

excelfriends,

name

stuck to him after he had played
consecutive roles in which his stage

she
iWo

tame was "Tommy."
Jane Withers is known to a lot of people
5 "Pepper," and Oliver Hardy is known to
|iousands as "Babe." Likewise, Stan Laurel
widely heralded as "Babyface."
On account of her reddish hair, Mary
stor is known to practically everyone as

STOPS PERSPIRATION 9NSTANTLYI
non-greasy
and
on your
NOW
cream deodorant that does
And
no
odor
at last there

is

"Jag" be-

those are his three initials. By the
token, Otto Kruger is called "Okay"
Ind Hal Mohr, the noted, photographer

cooling

want a deodorant to do.
The new Odorono lee never messes

thing you

up your clothes because
ly

not greasy. It

is

it is

it

en-

new

it

refreshing

leaves

skin.

telltale

to be-

own fresh, clean odor
pure alcohol disappears at once.

tray you. Its
of

And Odorono

absolute-

made on an

principle. Just pat it on,
disappears like a fine vanishing cream. No fuss 'or bother.
tirely

and

James Gleason's nickname

a

is

every-

I

Rusty."

NON-GREASY CREAM

covering
rarily,

Ice, instead of just

up perspiration odor tempo-

gently stops

Your armpit

is

it

for 1 to 3 days.

really clean

— grease-

free, perspiration-free.

Jiuse

me

•usband of Evelyn Venable,

is

You

will find its light,

ture entirely different

nicknamed

melting tex-

— delightfully

And Ken Maynard carries the
ickname "Kim"— after a Kipling character
Ham"!

i

hat was one of his favorites as a boy.
Gloria Stuart is called "Lefty" because
left-handed.

ie's

l

!

—

But Shirley Temple seems to have corjered more nicknames for herself than anyle— for on the 20th Century-Fox lot she

I

1

known

^Bright

to various folks
Eyes," "Shrimp,"

as

at

"Dimples,"

"Baby

Toilet-Goods Departments.

RUTH MILLER,

and "One-Take Temple"! And that's
lough nicknames for any one wee girl!

j'eart"

The Odorono

Dept. 5S7 * 131 Hudson St.,
(In Canada, address P. 0. Box

P'DWARD

G. ROBINSON is able
express himself in the language of the deaf and dumb. And
so a group of deaf and dumb visitors were highly thrilled the other
day when the star offered to show

ODO-RO-NO

them about the Warner Brothers

GREASY

to

all

SEND IOC FOR INTRODUCTORY JAR

Doll,"

Curly Top," "Cuddles," "Peanut," "Sweet-

lot.

Odorono Ice is so easy to use, so
dainty and yet so completely effective that 80 per cent of the women
who have tried it prefer it to any other
deodorant they have ever used! Try
it. You will be delighted Buy a jar of
the new Odorono Ice tomorrow 35f£

NON-

ICE

Silver Screen

Co., Inc.

New York
'23-20,

City

Montreal)

I enclose \0£ to cover cost of postage and packing for generous introductory jar of Odorono Ice.
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Royal Horseguard
[Continued from page 28]

StotjtUuj kills romance
like a finqerinq body odor

We

sat chatting in a small sitting-room,
just oif the large living-room, and davenport

and

chairs were covered with gay-colored
chintz. Both rooms bore an air of being
well lived in, and a cheerful atmosphere
seemed to pervade the place.

"You know," he continued, flipping a
gray-clad leg over the arm o£ the davenport, "if anybody even suggested, as recently as seven years ago, that I would be
on the screen today, living here in Hollywood and getting the bang of my life out of
acting, I would have told him he was a
bit blooey. London was my home, and I
wouldn't have left it, except to travel, for
the whole state of California. And here I
am, a naturalized American— at least, I have

my

first

pier in

Keep tabs on yourself. Establish regular habits of elimination. Most doctors agree this is for your

own

well-being;
If more than one day goes by, take an
Olive Tablet just as an aid to Nature.
You'll find Olive Tablets excellent
for this purpose. Mild, gentle, the
formula of an eminent Ohio physician,
they are used in thousands of homes as
a standard proprietary.
Keep them on your bathroom shelf

and caution the whole family to use
them the night before the second day.
Three sizes, 15 ^,30^,60^. All druggists.

papers— and

my

I've never

been hap-

life.

"Going back a bit— you don't mind, do
you?— by all rights I should be in the British army today. Of course, I may not have
remained there, but that's something else
again. It was like this." He lit a cigarette
and inhaled deeply. We might have been
in his

he

London

still

is

club, for in his rapid speech
the Britisher, despite all efforts

to erase trace of

an accent.

in the Household Cavalry—that's the King's bodyguard, you know
"I

was an

officer

—had been for two
aunt left me a bit
devote

years, in fact, when an
of a fortune. Well, to
undivided attention to the

my

spending of that money, I resigned and set
myself on a tear.
"I was only about twenty-one, but during the period I had been in the Guards
I had developed a fondness for the high
living expected of that corps, so I experienced no difficulty in falling in with that
sort of life. Wherever there was excitement
and anything to do, whether in England
or on the Continent, there was I, eager and
willing to join in. To make a long story

and unbounded pleasure a short
one, at the end of ten months I had gone
through my inheritance and wound up in
London practically broke. The night I took
Estelle Brody to dinner I had exactly $52.20
to my name, and no prospects of a job.
"I had met theatrical people only casually prior to knowing Estelle. The set I
traveled with never gave them a thought.
They were entertainers, people inside theateres and movie studios. Outside, they
didn't even exist. Estelle and I had struck
up a friendship, through mutual friends,
and she was the only actress I had ever
even been out with.
" 'Why don't you try the screen, old
boy?' she inquired, when I told her my
plight. 'Oh, now,' I replied, 'I've never had
any ambitions along that line. What do I
of cheer

BOW
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REJUVIA
»

;

REJUVIA BEAUTY LABS.. DEPT. 91,395 B'WAY,
Send me 3 trial size REJUVIA Lipsticks:
enclosed Hnd 10* (Stamps or Coin) tor mailing cost

NAME
ADDRESS

Robert Ruben,
vice-president of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
"Are you by any chance a screen actor?"
he asked.
"Oh, yes," replied the world-weary Mister Milland, in as bored a tone as he could
muster, "I am."
introduced

LIPSTICK

'.

itching of eczema, blotches,
pimples, athlete's foot, rashes and other externally
caused skin eruptions, quickly yields to cooling, antiseptic, liquid D.D.D. PRESCRIPTION. Dr. Dennis'
original formula. Greaseless and stainless. Soothes the
irritation and quickly stops the most intense itching.
A 35c trial bottle, at all drug stores, proves it or
your money back. Ask for D.D.D. Prescription.

—

ORIGINAL

P O EMS
UJfMTCD SONGS
For Immediate Consideration
Send Poems to

Columbian Music Publishers
Dept. 13B

Toronto, Ca

acting, anyway?'
" 'Enough,' she told me.

money was a Godsend, and I was on salary
for a number of weeks. It was one of those
parts that any young man would have been
good in, a 'natural' that couldn't miss. As
a result, I received excellent notices, and I
figured I was all set to go on."
One day, as he was lunching in the
Savoy Grill, a gentleman accosted him and

FREE
each in a
fascinating color
so you can find your most
flattering, becoming shade.
Just send 10t in stamps to cover mailing costs. For beauty's
Lipsticks

RELIEVE ITCHING SKIN Quickly
Even the most stubborn

know about

'Come out to
the studio with me tomorrow and we'll see
what can be done.'
"The following day I met her out there,
and as luck would have it I stepped into
a good part in 'The Flying Scotsman.' At
fifteen pounds a week, if you please. The

Lie
jet us send you 3 full trial
sizes of the famous REJUVIA

^Scratching

"We may

himself

as

J.

be able to do a bit of busi-

Silver Screen

YOU

MEWSECRET OF tlim EYES
THOUSANDS!

WINS
Will he see red veins ... or
bright whites? Thousands use
to clear eyes in seconds after late hours, overindulgence. Eyes look larger, more lustrous. New scientific formula; stainless, safe; money back if it fails.
At all drug and department stores; also
10c stores.
clear,

EYE-GENE

5&

EYE -GENE

American declared. "Wh
in? And where m

ness," the

have you been
one?"
"I told
Scotsman,'

J

"

I

had been

Milland

in 'T'

"and
might find myself in Holl)
I remember I merely smiled.
was the farthest from my thougl
said

J

him

says,

I

time."

The following morning, at nine
the telephone in Milland's flat jing
"Can you come right down to the
Goldwyn office?" he was asked.
"I replied that I never got u
eleven," the actor tells, with rather
barrassed smile now in recollection
they remarked it was to my adva
get down there in a hurry, tl
slapped on some clothes and dash
to their office.

"Ruben was there, as well as
don manager of the studio. The
no time in preliminaries. 'Will
for §150 a week, with expenses
wood paid?' I was asked.

"When I walked into their ofl
had no intention of leaving Lor
minutes later, my name was on
line, and I was set to leave for H
In

many

respects,

Ray

Millant

been conducted with as much
dispatch as he won that original
tract.

Surely,

his

easv-°oing

borne fruit. But there have
when, for all his good nature,
to pass

him

!

by.

As an example ... he port
ing his eighteen months under
Metro, one of the leading ro)
stance Bennett's famous 830,000
ture, "Bought." By every right
have netted himself featurecl sj
portant productions from the
good breaks. What happened? C>
him as a "find," but Hollvwood

and he owns a private
recently completed his
\dredth hour in the air and will
years

of

•

license.

He

his transport pilot's license,
lever suspect, to look at him, that
of the world's most expert marksthat he is a crack horseman. Inis one of the few gentlemen riders

2

and who have raced over the Grand
steeplechase course at Aintree
being jostled from the saddle. His

1
i

horsemanship first won him a place
Cheshire Yeomanry, a territorial

1

and later in the ranks of
Household Cavalry. It was while
of the King's personal bodyguard

corps,

'

tish

oer

learned to shoot with such unerr-

box and to

to

1,

fence.

Christmas Milland had a date to
:he holidays with his mother in
i, where that muchly-traveled lady
to be at the time. The commander
troop, the Household Cavalry,
invited him to participate, as a
of the Guards, in the impending
:>n ceremonies of King George VI.
>f picture commitments, the young
forced to forego both engages

jld

man must

turn

down

then, indeed,

g,

must

And fame most

..

his mother,
success be

certainly

is

Milland now. It's a far cry from
>wn of Neath, Glamorgan, Wales,
;land was born, to picturesque
but Ray Milland has bridged
ke a Royal Horseguard should,
believe I mentioned, is a funny
,

f>]

and a few others, he dines
oan and Franchot's house. Then
go to the Trocadero. They dance
tern,

:

ce and dance. With such danceidens as Joan Crawford and Betty
you'd think he'd get his fill. But
ar! He keeps going till the janitors
iim out!
great love of fun does not affect
business ability. He has a level head
shoulders, and knows how to use
affairs are handled by a business
who doles out fifty dollars a week

ng money.

He

lives

modestly in a

type apartment. His bills go to
lanager and, after they are paid, all
urplus is saved or put into sound
ities, mostly
stocks and bonds of a
sh

native

|

j

type.

jting is the Alpha and the Omega of
existence. He is trained for nothing
and doesn't want to do anything else.

I

,i's

Carriage, he looks forward to; and havbabies. But, all reports to the contrary,
-e is no prospective Mrs. Romero in his
That's a break for us, girls!

almost everything but shaving.
But, despite a naturally
vy hirsute growth, he is always imrnac^ely shaven. Perhaps that's because when
fe

likes

it,

he

a

I

J

s

hates.

neglects this manly duty, he looks like a
ikey peeking through a jungle. Cesar
es
to have people consider him
a
jnkey!
'robably all this sounds over-enthusiastic,
uth is, I haven't raved half as much as
like to.

i

j
'

gjgy

You see, I like Cesar Romero,
many instances of his warm

e seen so
,irted

n't
3,

Jo.

if

sympathy. I'm convinced that they

come any better, and you would be.
you knew him only> half as well as

„

1*

Don't Cry Over
Spilt

Milk

ORIENTAL LOVE DROPS
Thrill him with that irresistible
allurinc scent
that clinss. Use Lovers Oil
to attract the man of jour
choice excite his senses
win his affection. Its

—

—

languorous aroma leaves;
a trail of subtle enchantment in its path
a genuine-pure oriental
odor
perfume oil not ordinary
„ perfume only a drop or
enoiisri'—enthusiastic
users
everywhere.
FREE with each order. Godfrey Spencers
revealins book "Secrets of Attraction" what
every woman should know. Tells how to attract
and hold any man how to develop the power
of charm— Secrets of masculine psychology disclosed. Tlainly written. Send $1.00 now or pay
Postman $1.00 plus slight postage charges for
both. You can win him
Order Now.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

THE HOUSE OF

MECCA
Ave., New York,

507 5th
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Me

You

Tell

Oh, my yes! A gleam of hope came to me.
I removed my galoshes, still damp from
the slushy streets, and went into my very
best steps. You'll say this couldn't happen,
but it did— in the middle of a routine I
slipped and did a perfect swan dive into
the footlights!

"Thank heaven

important affairs of your life as
indicated by astrology. Send for
your special Astral Reading. All
work strictly scientific, individual and guaranteed satisfactory.

of birth
plainly. No money required, but
you like send 15 cents (stamps;
no coins) to help defray costs.

PUNDIT TABORE,
465-Fl,
Upper Forjett
BOMBAY VII, BRITISH _

Address:

5

c.

"

Located on the Union

The phone
show

the

was

aEsoia.of.tw.

Pacific, at

calling.

Hollywood.

So fortune came her way— but she insists
she had not overcome the making of mistakes.

"When
in

Mis-Mated Couples
Attorney will promptly inform you.
Address Lock Box 456, Laramie.

I
was wrong. And how
admit that error. I know
now that Hollywood is no different from
the world at large. The greatest success
is achieved by those courageous enough to
be themselves.
"Then I made the mistake of worrying
over my work. I managed to have such an
inferiority complex that during every production I lived under a continual tension.

"I've
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Pain In Few

Minutes

To

relieve the torturing- pain of Neuritis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia or Lumbago in few minutes,
get NURITO, the Doctor's formula. No opiates,
no narcotics. Does the work quickly must relieve
worst pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or

—

money back

at

trustworthy

NURITO

It's

Don't suffer. Get
today on this guarantee.
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came to Hollywood," she exhad the impression one had to

to a certain pattern to win success
the movies. I thought you had to be
seen here and seen there, attend premieres,
go to the night clubs and that sort of
thing. Bored or not by all that going
about, I thought it had to be done.

City of the Rockies,
where to reside and Enjoy a Few Weeks,
while Waiting to Acquire Residence by

glad

it

brings

I

satisfying results
JUST cleanse
once a day

learned

am

to

your

skin

— with

thoroughly

at least

warm water and Resinol
wash cloth made fluffy

Soap, using a clean
with the light, foamy lather.

Enjoy its tonicgently but deeply
cleanses and stimulates the tiny pores.
No
harsh ingredients to roughen or irritate.
Rinse well and pat dry, and see how velvety
soft your skin feels.
like Resinol

fragrance as

it

To any little pimply spot, cold sore,
chapped place, or like surface irritation, apply Resinol Ointment.
Its oily base enables
the Resinol medication to quickly relieve the
soreness and hasten healing.
All druggists sell Resinol Soap and Ointment. Start this simple skin care today and
enjoy the pleasing results. Sample .^ssjs
free.
Write Resinol, Dept. 6-A,

£
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conform

The Gem

'

rang. Zelda Sears, author of
for which the audition was held,

plained, "I

LARAMIE, WYOMING

Yet

"

A heartsick girl went home that day to
report
failure.
A grim refrain racing
through her brain— "Don't cry over spilt
milk! Don't cry over spilt milk! Don't—

in

gjQjjj

PLAZA Hotel

Tke

of

dear child," she said, "you've made
great hit. Mr. Savage not only admires
your spunk, he thinks you're quite a comedienne."
So Jeanette MacDonald made her Broadway debut in Savage's "The Magic Ring."
And magic it was for the little red-head.
It was the real beginning of the climb on
which she reached fame on Broadway and

if

is

pertinacity

a

name, address and date

INDIA, Postage to India

the
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"My

FOR MANY YEARS PRIVATE
ASTROLOGICAL ADVISER TO
ROYALTY and the ELITE. Write

(Dept.
Street,

for

picked myself up and blithely remarked, 'Well, this seems to be my big

youth.

don't— cry
About your business, travel, changes, matrimony, love affairs, friends, enemies, lucky days
and many other interesting and

audition director stopped my
if I
could dance. Dance?

and asked

exit

day.'

Let

The

failure.

Md.

Resinol

Oin tm ent and Soap

SONG POEMS

Wanted At Once
Mother, Home.
Love, Patriotic.
Don't delay

Sacred. Comic or any subject.
send best poem today for our offer.

RICHARD BROS., 28 Woods

Bidg., Chicago,

III

Naturally, I couldn't give my best efforts
to a picture, worrying about every detail
of my makeup— my costume— my lines—

"But that's all past. I wasted some time
learning but I did learn.
"Fate has a way of settling things in its
own inexplicable fashion when we seem
at a loss to make our own decisions," she
explained. "Many times it's better to let
events take their own course rather than
fly in the face of fate. They usually turn
out for the best.
"I remember a girl I knew who let a
love affair ruin her whole life. For years
she had been deeply in love with a man
who, suddenly, married some one else. The
girl felt her world had collapsed. She let
herself disintegrate, physically and mentally.
She got dowdy, fat, bored with everything.

She committed spiritual suicide."
"What would you have done

in her
place?" I countered.
"I certainly wouldn't have cried about
it,
or let myself go to pieces." La MacDonald's tone left no question about her
earnestness.
"You can recover from a broken heart,
just as you can recover from any disappointment, if you let time take its course,"
she pointed out. "This girl should have

Silver Screen
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extra pains with her appearance.
Studied, made herself interesting. She'd
undoubtedly have met a better man.
"I've no patience with girls who are
'wallflowers.' It isn't necessary any more,"
she announced. "If a girl isn't pretty, she
doesn't have to cry about it. She can be

taken

ANEW

RELIEF
FOR YOUR
FEET!

It's

—a soft, cushioning, flesh color,

interesting, distinctive. Characteristics, features that might be a liability, can be made

an

made me

U/fZtylX.. the smartest girls with the
loveliest curls
use Hollywood Rapid
Dry Curlers. You can enhance your
beauty, too, in this easy way. Whatever
style of curl you like. .whether a few
.

. .

.

large ones or

make them
rATENT
2000893
2000894

for

little

close ones...

simply, quickly, right at

home, with "the Curlers used by the
Insist on Hollywood Curlers.
Stars".

u. s

3

many
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10c at 5c and 10c STORES- NOTION COUNTERS

medicated foot

different.

"All girls have something, regardless how
homely they may be, which they can cultivate to their advantage. Attractiveness is a
matter of personality primarily.
"It isn't necessary for a girl to pursue
a man. Watch the most popular girl in a
crowd. She's often a quiet, serenely poised
person, deeply interested in others. She
lets men find her— she doesn't go on the

hunt

for them.

ions and Tender Spots on feet and
toes. Cuts to any size or shape.
Costs but a trifle. At Drug, Shoe,

Department and

Guide.

624 Studio Bldg., Portland, Ore.
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You might be bathing in rose petals, ao 6oft and fragrant does Bathasweet make the water of your tub.
Gone is all harshness from the water. Bathasweet
softens it to a caress— softens it 60 that the water
cleanses your pores as they would not otherwise be
cleansed.
The best evidence of this remarkable
power to dissolve impurities and to !(eep them dissolved is that no "ring" is left around the tub when
Bathasweet is used. No wonder skin imperfections
disappear
and your body takes on a new loveliness
... Yet Bathasweet costs very little
50c and $1 at

—

f
i

drug and department

Fee a

S'f*

—

stores.

package sent free anywhere

in the

U. S. Mail this coupon with name and
address to Bathasweet Corp., Dept. S-D, 1907
Park Ave., New York.
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like ring.
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a few cents postage.
PHOTO
RING CO.. Dept. £2, 626 Vine
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and speak

wisely.

The

'listen'

(Canadian Orders tend

vivacious

gently without being boring. One who is
interested in what they're interested in.
"Not that you have to have a Ph.D.
degree to win a man," Jeanette hastily
interposed. "Heaven forbid! If there is anything a man loathes, it's a girl he thinks
is smarter than himself! But a girl should
have enough intelligence to listen properly

should be

spelled in capital letters, for so few girls
have enough patience to hear what a man
has to say. They like to do all the talking
themselves, and that's how they lose their

cash.)

WONDER PEEL PASTE
The greatest aid

$5

in

FACE
REJUVENATION
Wrinkles, Puffs, Sags,
Freckles, Onion Skin Neck,

for

Rejuvenating old Hands.
Write for personal advice

ADELE MILLAR
Dept. 76, 177 Post Street
San Francisco, Calif.
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Sparetime;
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EMPLOYMENT MGR.
Dept. F. M., Box 523, Jackson, Tenn.

LEG SUFFERERS

Why

continue to suffer? Do something to secure quick relief. Write
today for New Booklet
"THE LIEPE

—

METHOD OF HOME TREATMENT."
It tells

about Varicose Veins, Varicose
Ulcers, Open Leg Sores, Milk or Fever Leg,
Eczema. Liepe Method works while you
walk.
More than 40 years oi success.
Praised and endorsed by thousands.
FREE
LIEPE METHODS. 3334 N. Green Bay Ave.,

Bept. E-14, Milwaukee, Wis.
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man!"
Suddenly she paused.
"How did I get on to

this advice- to-thelovelorn conversation?"— again her lilting
laughter,
laughter
directed
at
herself.
"What were we talking about? Oh yes,
spilt milk.
"Will I spill any milk, make any more
mistakes in the future? Heavens, of course!
Wouldn't it be awful not to make mistakes? To be right all the time? Dull and

somehow.
"Have you ever noticed how quiet and
sad wise people are? Not young and gay.
Never reckless of consequences. I should
finished,

92

Mass.

circulars, list names,

National

$10-$20 weekly

in a corner at a party
drift her way. Without
she looked, interesting, appeal-

of herself and true to herself.
"If you try to be something that isn't
yourself, you're not fooling any one but
yourself. Men today want honesty, interest,
friendship. Most of all, I think, they want
honesty. They'll forego a highly decorative
companion for one who can talk intelli-

lovelier, more allurEasily! Quickly! Just add to
your bath a sprinkle of Bathasweet, and
make your bath a beauty treatment.

Springfield.

(522)

Mail
ent

sit

should suddenly lose her power of speech
or affect a demureness that isn't real in
order to gain popularity. What I do mean
is that a girl should make
the most of
her natural qualities, cultivate a pleasant
voice, for instance, or develop a flair for
style. But most of all, she should be herself, first and always. That's the secret of
charm, the art of appearing at ease, master

ing body.

Corporation

Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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"And no wonder. That was when she
was so self-conscious about her lack of
beauty that she was literally ridden by an
inferiority complex. Then something happened to upset Betty's entire viewpoint
and general outlook on life. She found
realizing

1909 CENT $10.00
—
WE BUT ALL
RARE and OLD
COINS — OTHERS
-

are great friends, but the plainer one has
more dates than her too, too lovely friend.
It wasn't always that way. There was a
time when the plain girl never had a date
unless it was a 'blind' one arranged by

that she could

stores.
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knew two girls in Hollywood, one
pretty and the other, well, attractive. They
"I

plaster. Instantly

relieves pain, stops shoe pressure on Corns, Callouses, Bun-

asset.

"For instance, when I was a child, I detested my red hair because the kids called
me 'carrot top.' I would have loved dark
brown or ebony black hair. But mine was
red and there was nothing I could do
about it. Now I realize, however, that
being called 'carrot top' at least singled
me out from the rest of the youngsters,

KUROTEX

Dr. Sertoli's

Silver Screen
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depilatory

The new ZiP Facial Hair Remover contains
no sulphides, no offensive odors. Instantly

eliminates every trace of hair. Face,
legs. Ask your dealer or write
adame Berthe, 562 Fifth Ave., NewYork

arms and

like to learn from the mistakes I make
so that I might be wise and satisfied. But
1 should like that to be when I
very,
very old. Then that wisdom could compensate for not being young.

FRECKLES

LOVELY EYES

am

jflifnia

"Meanwhile, I shall not cry over spilt
milk." She stretched her tiny feet toward
the fire's blaze, sank her flame-topped head
into the curve of her shoulder, looked at
me with eyes literally sparkling with mis-

DISAPPEAR
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Don't worry over un-

chief.

sightly freckles. Here's a new
way to remove them quickly
and gently while you sleep. Simp

"Well, not for long, anyway!"

apply Xadinola Freckle Cream over
face and arms at night. Then watch
freckles disappear usually in 5 to 1 0 days.
cleared, freshened, becomes satin- smooth.
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Your skin
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Clean Out Acids
Your body cleans out Acids and
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heap, drastic, irritating drugs. If functional
Sidney or Bladder disorders make you suffer
rom Getting Up Nights. Nervousness, Leg
3
ains. Backache, Circles Under Eyes. Dizziness,
Iheumatic Pains, Acidity. Burning, Smarting or
:ching, don't take chances. Get the Doctor's
:uaranteed prescription called Cystex. S10.000.00
leposited with Bank of America. Los Angeles.

guarantees Cystex must bring new vitality
n 48 hours and make you feel years younger in
ne week or money back on return of empty
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BRUSH

AWAY

GRAY HAIR

Quickly and safely you can tint those streaks of
jray to lustrous shades of blonde, brown or black.
and a small brush does it. Used and
ipproved for over twenty-four years. Guaranteed
larmless. Active coloring agent is purely vegetable.
Tannot affect waving of hair. Economical and lasting
—will not wash out. Simply retouch as new gray appears. Imparts rich, beautiful color with amazing
•peed. Easy to prove by tinting a lock of your own
lair.
is only 50c— at all drug and
oilet counters
always on a money-back guarantee.
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A

think I sound a little better than I
but being a Southerner I still drop
my d's and t's. But the worst of it is I

"I
did,

photograph so darned young that it makes
me mad. Practically all my picture work
has been done in juvenile parts, and it's a
helluva job to cross the breach from juvenile to character leading man. I get so tired
walking through pictures and trying to be
myself that I'd like to go and take a jump
in the lake."

As Mr. Powell adds an olive to his inner
you try to reason with him that
things can't be as bad as they seem.
"Of course," he reluctantly agrees, "the
glass is always greener on the other side of
bitterness,

the fence."

You assume it must be pleasant from
time to time to get away from Hollywood
and go places, as Mr. Powell did when he
went to West Point for the making of
"Hirtation Walk."
"Pleasant!" he gulps, choking on a radish.
"It was all right after I got acquainted with
a couple of boys from Arkansas, but will I
ever forget my first day there? I went up
to West Point with two strikes on me,

her eyes
is

WINX.

For

—

strikes

then

Since

"Picture

—

—

department
at all

10c

stores,-

purse sizes

liberal

stores.

Reduce!
by SAFE, QUICK, EASY

SL
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M MET METHOD

you do not reduce at least 10
pounds in 4 weeks by the Slimmet
Method, it will cost you nothing! No
If

diets, strenuous exercises or expensive
Don't resign yourself to
ugly bulges of excess fat, lose weight

have changed
remark. Radio, for

this sensible
allure!

accept

any

substitutes for
doctor's harmless

The simple presr-ripiion
contains
no thyroid, no
dinitrophenol or other harmful drug.
Overweight not only ruins your beauty
but may be actually dangerous as
insurance companies know. Get rid
of that superficial fat NOW!

.

BOTH MEN

10 Pound*

and

WOMEN AMAZED

"Reduced from 230 to 1S9 pounds
and feel fine." Mr. H. S.
"Very
effective.
Have lost
37
pounds." Mrs. S. B.
"Lost 29 pounds and have more
energy and pep." Mrs. A. G.

[REDUCE
1

many."

not

this
New York
Slimmet Method.

produce

.

way and regain your

THE ABSOLUTELY SAFE WAY

Do

companies

darkens

massage!

plays on
Broadway and elsewhere, so whv not radio
programs? It's a tremendous business
radio. Personally, I'm glad of the turn
things are taking, as now radio will be a
bigger side-line for the actor than ever before. If I had my choice I'd rather devote
the major part of my time to radio. Then
I could pick my own pictures and make
three a year instead of five, which are too

From

WINX Ma scara

Use the other WINX Eye B eautihers
WINX Eyeb row Pencil makes
scraggly eyebrows graceful and fascinating. And a touch of WINX Eye
Shadow on your eyelids intensifies the
color of your eyes. This very day
make
your eyes look lovelier with WINX!
In economical large sizes at drug and

things

you

I

TEST

IT

AT OUR EXPENSE

coupon today: Remember,
vou do not reduce at least 10
pounds in 4 weeks by the Slimmet
Method, your money will be refunded without question. Sent C.O-D.
(plus postage) or send SI. 00 cash,
Mail the

the hearty

way Mr. Powell

attacks
.

his lamb chop you
his earlier view of

judge radio, in spite of
it, to be his meat.
Sympathy moves you to ask him if he
has ever found the explanation of his
relentless youth.

"Maybe," he smiles,
so much fun making

"it's

because

I

have
time

a picture. And
straighten things out for me. My age
is okay now if I could only look it."
Now what are you going to do with a
fellow like that, and what can you pos-

may

sibly call

him but Luckv Dick?

Silver Screen

is

too!

and out."

surely

for the better,
instance.

best friend

—

dred kids. Somehow, they spotted me and
made a wild rush. There was no stopping
'em. They came like a high wind, knocking down the fence and stampeding the
horses. Was I in a tough spot? For me it

was three

girls

and her eyes' best Friend

.

your lashes makes them look twice as
long and twice as beautiful. It gives
your eyes allure in a lovely natural
way. Always ask for WINX solid,
creamy, or liquid
because WINX
Mascara is absolutely harmless, nonsmarting and tearproof.

knowing that soldiers didn't like actors,
particularly crooners. So what? I soon found
out. Both officers and cadets were stiff as
ramrods when they got anywhere near me
and just about as chattv as a spiked cannon. Feeling a sudden attack of chilblains,
I walked over to a horse show the army was
giving. Liking horses, I hoped the horses
would like me, even if no one else did. All
by my lonely, I leaned against a fence that
enclosed them. Just then a New York excursion boat turned loose about four hun-

.
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[Continued from page 33]
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something about

New

Movie

Fan's

Crossword Puzzle

By Charlotte Heroert

Eng-

native never forgets. Now
the movies have discovered some of the
screen material that is to be found in these
humble settings, and in the resulting pictures there is a great deal to admire and
respect. "Maid of Salem" brings to' life the
strange people of Colonial days, and "Captains Courageous" tells a story of Gloucester
fishermen who still carry on the traditions
of life as it has been lived for so many
years. The golden codfish that hangs over
the speaker's chair in the lawmakers' hall
of the State House on Beacon Hill, Boston,
is a mute tribute to those hardy souls who
now live again on the screens of the
country.
a

The New Englanders had from

9

IO

20

12

II

13

21

24

28

earliest

times tempers to strike and hearts of high
courage. Perhaps the shoemakers of Lynn,
Brockton and many other towns will come
into their own.
have seen the shadowy
forms of men plodding along through the
snow just as the first giey of morning began
to lighten
the eastern sky— hurrying to
their benches in the shoe factory.
New England men fought the first battles of the War of the Revolution. Some
of these men grew up to be Presidents and
great statesmen. Great colleges are there
and fine writers and artists spring from the
chill penury of the little farms scattered
over the rocky hillsides.
You will see no hooded legions breaking
our laws, neither will you see lynchings nor
chain gangs. But you will see in these pictures of New England the counterparts of
the men who lived uprightly and died
honorably, whose names today are gone
with the wind.

We

ACROSS
JF

OPPORTUNITY

"The Wedpicture made in
Knud Rasmussen

offers, see

ding of Palo." It is a
Eastern Greenland by Dr.
and is actually a true record of Eskimo life.
There are no Hollywood actors in disguise
in this film. The leading lady is Navarana,
who is quite attractive, at any rate to an
Eskimo, and she and all the rest are natives of Angmagssalik, Greenland. Doubtless, if a picture were made of our daily
lives by some intrepid Eskimo, and taken
to

Greenland

and shown

they would find
ing as we have
the North.

found

people,

this

picture

from

#

#

Horizon"

performance

in

convincing
particularly enjoyed
he listened to the ina

is

fine,

piece of work. We
those moments when
spired words of the High Lama. Colman
seemed to see a vision as he heard the
voice of the old, old man, and pledged
himself to carry on the work and to consecrate himself to the beautiful faith that
is expressed in two words "Be kind."
#

#

#

#

here in the study of my Hollywood home, writing these words, I
know that from all over the world an army
of human beings is advancing on HollyA. S

•*

sit

I

*

On

ships, on trains, on foot, in
rattletrap cars and homemade trailers, on
horseback and in swift airplanes, this army

wood.

converging today on the Film Capital;
and though each individual member of it
may differ from his fellow in appearance,
is

age or ambition, every one, without
exception, cherishes the same dream."
dress,

Thus Dana Burnet
esting

article

which appears

starts

"Ambition's
in

his very interLittle
City,"

June Silver Screen.

Editor.
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in

"Sinner Take All"

Clark Gable's

16
17
19
20
22
23
24

Prenpsition

Iatesr film

Cheat
Contraction of even

Will next be seen

One

in

of the stars in

"Fifty Roads to

Town"

"Maytime"

Humorisr

One who rules others
Depot (abbr.)
26 Radio Corporation of America (abbr.)
27 A distress signal
28 Natural metal
29 Nero's home town
31 Not well
33 One who uses
25

Masculine pronoun

36 Now in England
38 Exposed

*

DONALD COLMANS

Mackelvie

15

35

*

^ "Lost

his

to

thoroughly interest-

as

it

1

6 The one and only bazooka player
9 He plays king to Joan Blondell s chorus girl
14 Soon

40 Exists
42

Atmosphere

44 Sweet potato
46 Co-stars with Gary Cooper in "Souls at Sea"
48 The dancer in "That Girl from Paris"
51

Wang

in

"The Good Earth"

53 Six hundred and fifty (8m.)
55 Italian poet
57 Kind of cloth
58 A relative pronoun
59 Since
61 Residence (abbr.)
62 Jumbled type
63 Church seat
64 Iron block used for hammering metals
65 With Janet Gaynor in "A Star is Born"
66 A household pet
68 Within
69 Barrier to check the flow of water
71 Symbol for titanium
72 Your (Scot.)
74 A Chinese actor (initials)
75 Myself
76 Humphrey Bogart's sympathetic friend in "Black

Legion"
78

Morning (abbr.)

80 Telegraphic transfer

(abbr.)

With James Melton

Me A
Woman"

in "Sing
Love Song"
82 She is now appearing in "Marked
83 Soon to be seen in "The Prince and the Pauper"

81

DOWN
1

The swindler

2

A

3

Monetary unit of the United

in "Stolen Holiday"
small bay or creek

States

4 South African antelope
5 Manuel in "Captains Courageous"
6 To make by fermentation
7 The cowardly Dr. Endicott in "Green Light"
8 Curved or crooked

9 What most movie stars have
10 Inspires with reverential fear
11 The theatrical producer in

"Gold Diggers

of

1937"
12

The upper

air

13 In that place
18 Bedroom window in side of roof
21 With Elizabeth Bergner in "Dreaming Lips"
30 Leave out
31 That is (abbr.)
32 Measure of weight (abbr.)
34 Kind of cheese
35 The benign preacher in "Green Light"
37 Praise highly
39 Competent
41 Suzanne in "Stolen Holiday"
42 Adrift

43 Richards in

"Woman Wise"

45 The orchestra leader in "Top of the Town"
47 Interjection (Ger.
49 Wheeled vehicle
50 Army officers (abbr.)
52 Born
54 "Ever Since Eve" will be her next picture
56 The star of "Men Are Not Gods"
60 Err
62 Mrs. Charles Boyer
67 Entire
69 Female of the deer
70 Entangle
73 And so forth (abbr.)
75 Measure of distance (abbr.)
76 Free Baptist (abbr.)
77 Point of compass (abbr.)
79 Parent
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have a dream picture of yourself

adoring? Let

perfume as ardent and as
Irresistible

allure.
It is

It

Perfume

does

is

irresistible

the choice of glamorous

in Tonight,
Ip
Lip Lure

try
in

Irresistible

you, and

artists in

for

you.

women everywhere

Perfume,

the exciting

sparkling, electric,

as the real you!

a perfume made by

thrilling things to

women who are wise in the ways
who find romance in life.

1

—

You adored and he
your dream picture come alive with a

lovely, radiant, alluring?

new

of perfume

and

—

and

Irresistible

shades. You'll be

ready to conquer the world

and

the

man! To be completely

ravishing use all of the Irresistible

Beauty Aids. Certified pure
laboratory tested

and approved.

70c at leading 5 and 10c stores
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AMBITION'S

LITTLE

CITY

T

WHEN PROFESSIONAL

BEAUTIES SAY THAT ABOUT A TOOTH PASTE

YOU CAN

BET

IT IS

BERNICE GREEN, of Indianapolis, says "So

KAREN SUNDSTROM, Swedish beauty,

New York, and

21, says

"It

real

Beauty

Bath."

and

it

deWY

•

If their

beauty

these radiant

fails

women

they're out of a job

many girls

in

Paste that

I

the studios use listerine Tooth

heeded

their advice

and use

it

myself."

GRACE ROWLAND,
"
B
A Pe

gives teeth the

demand — a

flash that studios

of

.

.

^ :rJ
S ives

U

-

of
a feeUns

freshnes

.

New York commer-

of big

cial studios. They favor only products that
have proved themselves- able to foster and
heighten their precious good-looks
safely.
That is why so many of them use only Listerine

—

Tooth

Paste. Enthusiastically they call

it

"Beauty Bath" for teeth; they've seen the
tling results

it

Why

not for

not give your
ing of freshness
.

and

star-

achieves.

Why

flash,

their

mouth

.

brilliance

.

you?

wonderful feelyour teeth the radiance,
that others enjoy?
that

now using
You will be

Put aside the dentifrice you are

and try Listerine Tooth Paste.
amazed to find how quickly and
makes the mouth feel youthful— the

—

safely

—

it

teeth look

young, radiant, enticing.

authorities.

rare

so

much

Listerine
experts,

Tooth Paste was planned by beauty
working in conjunction with dental

other dentifrice contains the
satin-soft cleansers that

No

for teeth.

do

other tooth paste con-

tains the delightful fruit flavors that give

mouth

that

your
wonderful dewy freshness, that

cleanly sense of invigoration.

Risk a quarter and try
a difference

Satin-Soft Cleansers

No

combination of

it

makes

it

yourself. See

in the appearance of

what
your

teeth.

LAMBERT PHARMACAL COMPANY
St.

Silver

Louis,

More than IMPOUND
of tooth paste in the

double size tube
Regular size tube

•

40f
25
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Mo,
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THE GREATEST ADVENTURE PICTURE EVER FILMED'
Are you ready
your

life?

.

.

.

for the

Warner

most exciting evening

masterpiece of the world's best-loved writer
screen in

all its

of

Introducing Billy

Bros, bring the adventure

romantic glory!

to the

Come and thrill

to

& Bobby Mauch

—sensational twin star discovery—

a double-barrelled surprise

it!

is

that

already the talk of filmdom!

Produced on Massive Scale... 1000's
in

the Cast... 3 Years

...7

Months

in

Preparation

to Film in the World's

Greatest Motion Picture Studios.

4
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never
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Katherine Albert
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ben Maddox

30

gone Hollywood until I came to New
York to get away from it all— and found
myself spending every luncheon, not to
mention cocktail hour, at the famous "21"
where Hollywood gathers en masse. Now I

Elizabeth Wilson
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Screenland

found Sylvia Sidney, who

devotedly I believe
but still isn't at
all averse to dropping in at "21" every few
days and picking up the choicest gossip

than any other movie

star,

from Hollywood. She leaves

in

a

few weeks to appear in "Dead End" for
Sam Goldwyn, and this time there aren't
any prison bars, but, just so Sylvia will
feel at home, they might toss in a few.
Gary Cooper startled everyone there
with his marvelous tan. Gary and Sandra
are just back from a grand vacation at
Nassau. They're Hollywood-bound, Gary to
do those long awaited re-takes for "Souls
at Sea." And there, too, I found Paul Lukas
with only one day to spend before he sails
for England and a Korcla picture— one day,
so he spends it in Hollywood's favorite NewYork haunt.
After a strenuous matinee of "The
Masque of Kings" Margo and Dudley
Digges dropped by for tea and toast and a
bit of chit chat with Tyrone Power, who
in

flew
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New York more

from the

Coast'

for

a

broadcast.

Theatre "Geeld" (Miss
Bea Lillie's pronunciation) immediately to
play the lead in Goldwyn's "The Hurri-

Margo

Magazine

to

ashamed.

82

.

fingers

94

straight

Point With Pride.
Is

Hollywood you work your

the bone, and what do you get?— a measly
fortune!' " Why Frankie, you ought to be

loves

Final Fling

June

'in

,-

ART SECTION
We

Who in the Cast" reads, "Born in
Fergus Falls, Minnesota, he has up until
this time confined his talents exclusively
to the movies. He believes he will stay in
the theatre because, to use his own words,

Also at "21"

Reviews of Pictures Seen
A Movie Fan's Crossword Puzzle

The

14

Bird-like Appetites

Topics for Gossips
Pictures on the Fire
The

Corbin

know it is time to take steps, see a psychoanalyst, or just break down and admit that
I like Hollywood, movie stars, and all thost.
vulgarities
that
the
intellectuals
frown

§

10
j„

Men Enjoy Hearty Meals

had

I

5

MONTHLY FEATURES
The Opening Chorus

quite sure that

upon.
Also getting away from it all in the none
too quiet recesses of "21" I found Frankie
Albertson (will you ever forget him in
"Alice Adams") who is having a tremendous success as the V.M.I, boy who starts
all
the trouble in "Brother Rat." It's
Frankie's first Broadway show, and his

All Make-Believe

// Isn't

From Liza

Letter

leaves

the

And Stu Ei-win stood at the bar
ing a sour-faced New Yorker
about California sunshine.
Well, that's how Hollywood

cane."

and

I

get

away from

it

all.

5

tell-

WHICH
WOULD YOU
By

No.

1.

The Man

of the World

No.

(Melvyn Douglas)

Y

Les, if

you were a working

your one big

up

fling,

for, for years,

2.

The Pushover for Love

No.

(Robert Young)

girl,

out on

a vacation you'd saved

and three men

told

you

of the world

3.

He Thinks He Owns Her
(Lee Botvman)

who

up

always has to cover

his

emotions with a veneer of sophistication?

The serious-minded youngster who

thinks,

they loved you and wanted to marry you,

because he's gone around with you back

which one would you pick? The gay, casual,

home awhile, that he owns you? I don't know

fun-loving lad who's just a pushover for any

what your answer

girl

who comes along and who

is

sure she's

going to be a pushover for him? The
6

man

Silver

is

going to be. But

I

know

you're going to get a kick out of the way

we've answered the question in Paramount's

Screen

\

MAN
MARRY?

"And

to think only a couple of
weeks ago I was working in an old
department store from nine in the
morning till six at night
Come
on you two, get out the skis."
.

"I Met

Him

selves, I

.

Claudette Colbert
in

In Paris." And, between our-

want to

tell

accident in "I Met
frighten you

.

.

.

.

you the big bobsled

Him

In Paris"

may not

but, gee, was I scared

styles

it

from

In Paris

with Melvyn Douglas
Produced and directed by

A Paramount

us, the Parisian

she goes in for in this picture will

knock your eyes

Him

and Robert Young

(Listen, girls, Claudette forgot to tell you.

But you can take

1 Met

out.)

Silver

Screen

WESLEY RUGGLES
Picture
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Correct These Figure Faults
Perfolastic

Not Only Confines,

Removes

It

Ugly Bulges!

A scene from
'

A

'

n o

t

h e r

Dawn," with
Kay

Francis and

Ian

Hunter

in-

d u lg i n g in a
highly romantic
interlude.

ANOTHER DAWN— Good.
Francis drama

and

cast.

is

The

The

latest

Kay

given a superlative production

locale is a military outpost in the
desert, and the plot
as perhaps you've guessed
is a triangle with Errol
Flynn and Ian Hunter
the men in love with Kay.

\5

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD — Fair.

1*\

A. fast-moving action story with an exciting race
between a railroad company and a trucking company, starting at Chicago and ending in Los
Angeles, with two millions at stake. Cast includes
Robert McWade, John Wayne, Louise Latimer.

lO
hz

Thousands

Girdle ai
Brassiere may
worn separately

CASE OF THE STUTTERING BISHOP—

of women today owe their

Fine. One of the better mystery films, with Donald
Woods playing, and very well, too, the Perry
Mason detective-lawyer, a character already made
popular on the screen. (Ann Dvorak, Anne Nagel
Robert McWade).

slim youthful figures to the quick, safe
way to reduce . . . Perfolastic.
„ T "Hips 1 2 inches smaller," says Miss Richardson.
\ost 60 pounds and 9 inches," writes Mrs. Derr

Why don'tyou, too.test thePerfolasticReducing
Oirdle and Brassiere at our expense ?
if

3

CHARLIE CHAN AT THE OLYMPICS—

REDUCE
INCHES in 10 DAYS

will cost you nothing!
Because so. many Perfolastic wearers reduce

more than 3 inches

we

believe

we

cessors. (Katherine

41

Please send

the
in a famous orchestra and then falls
love with a fascinating Spanish concert violinist
The musical score is lovely beyond words, and the
acting excellent, but if Bergner's mannerisms annoy
you. better stay away. (Raymond Massey-Romney
first violinist

m

No

Inc.

EAST 42nd ST., New York, NY.
me FREE BOOKLET describing

illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle
Brassiere, also sample of perforated material

and

particulars of your

and
and

10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

Name
Address
City
.
.State.
Use Coupon or Send Name and Address on Penny Postcard

—

—

Brent).

ELEPHANT BOY— Good.
ling s legend, "Toomai Of
film will interest all those

Taken from Kip-

The Elephants,"
who enjoy tales

Wyman).

QUALITY STREET— Disappointing.

'

Nanook" and "Man

HIT PARADE,

of

this

Aran."

THE— Fine. A

too

—

:

cious tor words
and the quaint character drawings of the cast are slightly more ridiculous
than
charming, which they were intended to be.
(Franchot Tone- Eric Blore).

RACKETEERS IN EXILE— Good.

somewhat reminiscent

This

is

of "The Miracle Man " of
picture fame. As the so-called racketeerevangelist George Bancroft is so eloquent he
even
succeeds in reforming himself. Cast includes

Evelyn Venable and

excellent cast.

MARKED WOMAN— Fine. A

Wynne

Gibson.

SOLDIER AND THE LADY— Good

was

This

originally titled "Michael Strogoff," and as
you may have guessed, is a heavy melodrama
of
Czarist Russia. Anton Walbrook, a foreign
stalls well cast in the lead, and
the feminine allure
and intrigue are furnished respectively by Elizabeth
Allen and Margot Grahame.

SWING

LOW—

HIGH, SWING
Excellent
genuinely enjoyable remake of the dramatic hit
Burlesque," once made popular by Nancy Carroll and Hal Skelley, and now boasting
the lovely
Carole Lombard and Fred MacMurray in the leading roles. The plot is completely changed, but it's
a good plot so you won't mind. (Chas.
Butterworth- Jean Dixon.)

A

THAT MAN'S HERE AGAIN— Fair. A
comedy

mild
about a homeless girl who takes
refuge in an apartment house basement and falls
love with the elevator boy. Of course there's
the usual clinch ending. (Mary MacGuire-Tom
Brown- Hugh Herbert).
little

m
lively

musical
dryertissment, with a' plot that concerns itself
with the radio. There are some catchy songs attractively sung by Frances Langford, and a
wealth
of comedy skits that will keep you laughing from
beginning to end. Phil Regan, Pert Kelton and
several authentic radio personalities are in the

forceful melo-

drama, which deals unmercifully with a famous
New York gangster racket-, serves as Bette Davis'
return film. And we wish to give her credit for a
splendid performance as the night club hostess
who knew too much." Others in outstanding cast
are Humphrey Bogart, Isabel Jewell and Edward
'

Cianelh.

THINK

FAST, MR.

Screen

MOTO— Fine. A skilfully

woven mystery yarn boasting the extraordinary
Mr. Peter Lorre as a Japanese business man who
finds it extremely diverting and expedient to turn
detective and solve the secrets of a jewel smuggling
ring. (Virginia Field, Thomas Beck and Norman
roster).

TOO MANY WIVES—

Fair. A mild little domestic comedy concerning the romantic conquest
of a very likeable young heiress (Anne Shirley) by
a young man who has just graduated from college
with plenty of ideas. (Gene Lockhart-John Morley-

Barbara Pepper).

Silver

It's

bad that we can t rave about this latest
Katharine
Hepburn film, but it's impossible. The story, by
M. Barrie is incredibly dated—<juite too preJ

con-

cerning the amazing friendship of some animals
for human beings. It was produced in
India with
native talent by Robert Flaherty, who gave
us

.

PERFOLASTIC,

THE—

Romantic. If you
find Elizabeth Bergner entrancing
and so many
of you do
you will enjoy every moment of this
British film in which she is cast as the wife of

strenuous
exercise to wear you out ... no dangerous drugs
to take ... and no diet to reduce face and neck to
wrinkled flabbiness. The perforations and soft,
silky lining make Petfolastic delightful to wear.
See for yourself the wonderful quality of the
material ! Read the astonishing experiences of
prominent women who have reduced many inches
in a few weeks .. . safely . . . and quickly I
You risk nothing . . -why iiot mail coupon NOW!

Dept. 736,

.

silent

DREAMING LIPS— Most

WITHOUT DIET, DRUOS OR EXERCISEI
You do not have to risk your health or change

SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER

Mille).

PUBLIC WEDDING NO. 1— Fair. An amusing little comedy which will fill in nicely
on a dual
program. The plot has to do with a rather peculiar
to say the least, concession at a carnival,
and
iierton Churchill as the silvery-toned barker
does
much to create the laughs. (Dick Purcell-Jane

'

PERFOLASTIC REDUCES SAFELY ... QUICKLY

living.

De

CRIME NOBODY

massage-like action and gentle pressure are actually
reducing hips, waist, thighs and diaphragm ... the
spots wherefatfirstaccumulates. You will be thrilled with theresults...as are other Perfolastic wearers!

mode of

Warner

SAW.
Fair A murder mystery that starts out with a fairly ingenious
plot idea but peters out into just another "whodunit.
Cast includes Lew Ayres, Vivienne Osborne, Eugene Pallette.

are justified

making you the above unqualified agreement.
IMMEDIATELY APPEAR INCHES SLIMMER I
B Yon appear inches smaller at once, and yet are
so comfortable you can scarcely realize that every
minute you wear the Perfolastic garments the

your comfortable

by

Oland of the lovable Chinese detective. This time
we meet him at the German Olympics and are introduced to another son of his, but Keye Luke is
present also, for which we offer thanks. The plot
moves quickly and is as exciting as its prede-

it

in

Another swell impersonation

Fine.

you do not

...

—

THE—

MIGHTY

TREVE,
Good. A fascinating
study of a dog whose innate ability to control a
nock of sheep is astounding. The plot revolves
around an adventurous youth who owns the dog
and his dramatic experiences at a sheep farm.
Albert Payson Terhune wrote the story, and the
cast includes Noah Beery, Jr., and Barbara Read.

WOMEN WERE

MONEY WAS

HIS

Revelling, fighting, marching with the

At

mighty surge of America, they flamed
in

gaudy glory through the

est,

wickedest

city

on earth

way

battled his

cornered gold, then

madly danced with

his

love

down

the primrose path to Black Friday

empires

.

by day, and flinging away

.

The screen sensation of a

decade, played by a galaxy of

and fortunes

stars in a hell-bent

on Pleasure's darlings

by

Fisk

who

to a throne of

.

of the realm of Rule-or-Ruin

their lives

blazing romance of glamorous

Mansfield and flashing Jim

...reckless titan

these fabulous"robber barons

...building railroad

— the

Josie

wild.

last

GOD!

HES

world of

wine and women!

night!

EDWARD (HMO
CRRY

CRHI1T • JACK 0

FRAMES FARRIER

THE TOAST
OF

NEW YORK

Directed by

Rowland

V. Lee

An Edward

Small

Production

An RKO Radio

Picture

Silver

Screen
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Secrets

Of Summer
MakeUp

How To
Your

Look

Best

In

Blossom Time.

By

Mary
TO MAKE
TEETH GLEAM

Lee

For teeth that gleam with jewel-like
lustre gums too must be cared for. So
don't trust to ordinary tooth pastes. Get
the two-way protection so many dentists

Joan Fontaine is sparing with her rouge
and lavish with her

advise.
1. Clean teeth by brushing all surfaces
with Forhan's in the usual manner.
2. Massage gums briskly with
inch
of Forhan's on the brush or ringer.
Results are amazing! Gums are stimulated, soon teeth show a new brilliance.
Forhan's Tooth Paste was originated by
Dr. R. J. Forhan, eminent dental surgeon,
to do both vital jobs
clean teeth and
safeguard gums. It contains a special ingredient found in no other tooth paste.
End half-way care. Buy a tube of
Forhan's today!

lipstick.

%

Forhan's
DOES

BOTH JOBS

f CLEANS TEETH
V SAVES GUMS

CUT-RATE YARNS
I —
New low

prices! Silk Boucle
(all colors) Worsteds, Shetlands, Velveens, etc. Quality guaranteed. Sample
cards, needles and knitting bag given FREE with
order. Prompt service on mail orders write direct

—

F &
85 Essex
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CO.

Dept. SL-6

(Est. 1916)
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New York City

LOVELY

Joan Fontaine, newcomer to
Hollywood and leading lady in RKORadio's "Wings of Mercy," couldn't

have chosen a better time to flash her
natural
blonde beauty on the screen.
Peaches and cream complexions are here
again, and that's just the kind Joan has!
This Summer's most fashionable faces
won't be burnished bronze like Indians.
They'll be frankly feminine, even if it takes
parasols to keep them that way. We're saying a very definite farewell to the sun-tan
vogue that's stayed with us so many years,
although a mild cafe au lait tan won't
brand you as old-fashioned quite yet.
It's the English influence that's responsible for bringing fair complexions back in
style, now that the spotlight's on Coronation ceremonies and fashions. A new interest has sprung up in the English complexions that have long been known for
their fine texture and beautiful coloring.

Our new goal is to have our own faces as
naturally fair and rosy-toned as wise beauty
care and subtle use of cosmetics can make
them.

SiK

I

N

Mercolized Wax

And how do you get a peaches and
cream complexion, you ask us? First and
foremost, you must protect your skin from
the burning rays of the sun. And right now
is the time to set your defenses. See to it
that you have a good anti-sunburn cream
on hand so the first blistering days won't
catch you unprepared!
If your hats are broad-brimmed, they'll
help a lot to keep your face from tanning.
But if you go in for that saucy off-the-face
headgear which is such a rage, be sure the
foundation under your make-up is sunrepellent.

#

Any complexion can be made clearer, smoother,
younger with Mercolized Wax. This single cream
is a complete beauty treatment.
Mercolized Wax absorbs the discolored blemished outer skin in tiny, invisible particles. Brings
out the young, beautiful skin hidden beneath.
Just pat Mercolized Wax on your skin every
night like cold cream. It beautifies while you sleep.
Mercolized Wax brings out your hidden beauty.
Saxollte Astringent
TTSE
a refreshing, stlmuv latlng skin tonic. Smooths out wrinkles and
age
lines. Refines coarse pores, eliminates oiliness. Dissolve Saxollte in one-half pint witch hazel.

—
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Your make-up must look natural, even
your dressing table provides all the latest
aids to bring out the beauty of your eyes
and lips and skin. You mustn't confuse the
light-toned make-up we're talking about
with the pink and white brand. Oh, dear,
no! Smart complexions labelled "peaches
and cream" are more on the pastel order. And they take a clever blending of
if

many

colors

to give

them

that

Silver Screen

lusciously

feminine look that is so much desired.
No white powder, mind you. That's as
dead as the Dodo bird. Your powder should
be slightly darker than your skin to bring
out its best tones and to help conceal any
little blemishes or skin faults you might
have. Lighter-than-skin

mark and

powder makes every

line stand out, besides giving

you
an obviously powdered look that is not
becoming.
Select your powder to flatter your skin,
no matter what costume colors you're wearing. The trend is away from ochre powder,
which contains much yellow, toward the
shades with rosy tones. If your skin is
naturally sallow or lightly tanned, a powder that's rich in rose will take away the
drab look and brighten up your complexion. Especially if you don't use rouge,
you need a rose-toned powder to lend life
and color to your skin.
Most complexions are flattered by a rosetoned powder. However, there are some
that have a natural purplish tone. For
these, ochre powder does a definite improvement job, since yellow kills purple.
It tones down sunburn, too, if you've been
careless about exposing your face to the
sun.

Remember

the darker-than-skin rule for
you're letting your complexion
go mildly tan as the Summer wears on. If
that's the case, have two shades of the same
quality of face powder and blend them, so
you'll always be wearing the color that's
most flattering to your skin. Increase the
amount of darker powder in the mixture
as your tan deepens. Then, when you
bleach out in the Fall, add more of the
lighter shade.

powder

if

much

for powder! Your rouge and
should be chosen with an eye to
your costume colors as well as your com-

So

lipstick

plexion.
Beige, which is so popular now, calls for
copper tones in rouge and lipstick if you're
a brunette or medium blonde, and orange
tones if you're very light.
Navy blue and black allow more color

[Continued on page

12]
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HOW
Can you
slap

TO BECOME A MOVIE STAR

kiss a

him?

Can you

passionately

when you

Can you laugh when you

$

cry

man

when you

feel like

really

feel like crying?

laughing? # Can you take

constant criticism without losing your temper? *
learn

two pages of dialogue

want to

in an

Can you

hour? # Can you stand

publicity about everything in your private life? *

Can you

stand to be emotionally shocked by seeing the truth about

Hollywood? At

last it

has been filmed

— the

unforgettably

moving, hilarious portrayal of Hollywood behind-the-scenes.
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[Continued from page 10]
your face than the lighter and brighter
shades. Clear red tones in rouge and lipstick will do the most for brunettes wearing navy or black, and orange tones will be
the most flattering to the fair-skinned.
Rose-toned rouge and lipstick make the
most of yellow, which holds such a promin

inent place in this Summer's sun! Fashionable grey is livened up by copper-toned
rouge and lipstick for the brunette, rosy
shades for the blonde.
As for eye shadow, its first job is to
brighten and give depth to your eyes, although you who have those changeable
"chameleon" eyes can vary the shades with
your costumes. Green, brown or amethyst
eye shadow flatters dark eyes. Blue will always bring out the color and shine in blue
eyes. And a shade called "smoky pearl"
works wonders for those blue-grey eyes.

Your eyebrows should match your

JANTZEN

unless you're extremely blonde.

mascara
shadow,

may match your eyebrows
whichever

most

is

hair,

And your
or eye

becoming

to

you. Many women find black mascara does
the most for their eyes regardless of the
colors in their costumes and other eye

make-up.

And now
who

we're going to give a few tips
don't want to go in for all the
intricacies of sophisticated make-up. One
sure way to have flattering color in your
face without looking "made-up" is to use
Tajigee!
don't know how the magic
trick works, but there's a color change principle in Tangee rouge, lipstick and face
powder that actually makes them take on
their shades according to the tones of your
own skin! They seem to bring out a natural
glow in your cheeks and lips that you
never knew was there. When we're wearing
Tangee make-up ourselves, we defy anyone
to prove that this color isn't our very own!
Besides making your lips look naturallycolorful (and inviting), Tangee lipstick has
other virtues. It's grand and lubricating to
those lips that are inclined to be dry and
to suffer from windburn. It's non-transferto you

We

able, too.

ROCHELLE HUDSON
20th Century -Fox Star
in

m

"She Had to Eat"

Sun Burst Mio

[illustrated]

ivith adjustable

J

Bra cord

$4.95

Other Jantzen Creations
$4.50 to $10.95

Your Tangee lipstick and rouge are
bound to be a perfect match, and your
powder couldn't help blending with your
skin

if

it

tried!

There's a new aid to complexion beauty
that's creating a sensation. It isn't a rouge
at all, but a natural color restoring cream
that gives you rosy cheeks. All you do is
pat a little of Grace Donohue's Blush
Cream on your cheeks after you've cleansed
your face thoroughly. And there you have
fresh glowing color a Swiss mountain Miss
might envy! It stays with you, too.

% Just as a girdle molds your figure in graceful lines, so
does a Jantzen have a deft way of achieving flattering slenderness through the magic of Jantzen-Stitch. Beautifully
new Kava Knit fabrics of luxurious quick-drying

textured

wool have actual
knitted in.

figure-control qualities

permanently

A Jantzen always retains the beauty of its orig-

inal classic lines and fits smoothly, perfectly, permanently.
Jantzen Knitting Mills, Portland,Ore., Vancouver, Canada.

BETTER TITLES
That Have Been Given To

Coming

Pictures

"Everybody Sing" (Tony Martin) has
been changed to
"Sing and Be Happy"
"Escape from Love" (Michael Whalen)
has been changed to
"I Will Be Faithful"

"The Trespasser" (Bette Davis) has
been changed to

"That Certain
FIGURE-CONTROL SWIMMING SUITS
JANTZEN KNITTING MILLS, Dept. 391, Portland, Oregon.
Send me style folder in color featuring new 1937 models

MEN'S

"Miracle Mountain" (Dick Foran) has
been changed to
"Blazing Sixes"

(
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"He Wouldn't Get Married" (Leslie
Howard) has been changed to
"A Gentleman After Midnight"
.

WOMEN'S

Name
Street

Woman"

.

Silver

Screen
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Write
Letter
Set
The World Aright

PEPSODENT
ANILSEPTIC
i

Hudson

Rochelle

Haley

invite

They're in "She

and
Jack
your
opinion.

Had To

Eat."

"\\T /HY

don't you give a break to somewho deserves it, someone who
has the makings of a great star and
could be one if she got some good breaks?
I'm talking about sweet little adorable

on e

YY

75*

Rochelle Hudson," writes Shirley Haberof East 98th St., Brooklyn, N. Y. "You
never have stories of her in your magazine.
Instead you write about Taylor and Gable.
We know enough of them. Let us hear

man

more about that Hudson

And

gal."

there's her picture!

"WHY DO

motion picture directors frean otherwise excellent picture?" asks Alfred S. Myers of N. Fullerton

quently

Upper
"One case

Ave.,

scene

in

est Price

spoil

Montclair, N. J.
in point is the

'Lloyd's

of

London.'

small

boat

Hero and

heroine are bowling along at sea, dead before a smart breeze and a big following
sea, conditions requiring the skill of an
expert sailor for safe navigation. Hero, who
is at
the tiller, asks heroine fondly, 'Do
you think you can steer the boat?' Heroine
replies sweetly, 'I've never tried, but it
looks easy.' Thereupon she takes the tiller,
but during the night the smart breeze increases to a gale. Yet, with, some heaven-sent
sailor's instinct she keeps the plunging boat
on her course, until, exhausted, she calls
hero who has been sleeping, whereupon he
adds the final absurdity. Without rounding
the boat into the wind, he just magnificently pulls the sail down, a feat which
would be practically impossible with the
full pressure of a gale against the canvas.
"If a movie director doesn't know any
better than this,
doesn't he get someone with technical knowledge?"

WHY

• Now,

millions

in

Hi

more can switch

to Pepsodent, the pleasant Antiseptic that keeps

breath sweet and pure

1

to 2 hours longer

many other leading brands!
The giant bottle of Pepsodent

than

formerly sold for $1.00.
size,

Antiseptic

Now, this new

containing 14 ounces,

sells for

giant

only 75c.

3 Bottles for the Price of 1
Pepsodent keeps breath sweet
longer, because
in the

it

kills

mouth even when

1 to 2 hours
odor-causing germs

diluted with 2 parts

of water.

Thus you get the equivalent of 3 bottles
of Antiseptic for the price of l! Pepsodent

now comes in
the

new

3

generous

sizes

— 25c,

50c,

and

bargain size for 75c, the lowest price

in history.

Try, today, this remarkably quick
relieve

bad breath and help

way to

fight colds.

Congratulations to the director. You
thought it was a boat, didn't you? Another

example
"

of a studio process shot.

'THE KING and

the Chorus Girl' was
and delightfully absurd. The King,
who was the talented Frenchman, Fernand
Gravet, showed how kings reviewed troops
while asleep, and how transatlantic liners
go to Niagara Falls. It's intelligent and surwitty

prising.

Humor

We

PEPSODENT
ANTISEPTIC

3 BOTTLES
OTHER LEADING KINDS

without slapstick," writes

John Fount, Jr., of Newark, N. J.
We saw that, too, and laughed in
right places.

1 80TTLE

couldn't help

it.

all

the

LASTS 3 TIMES AS LONG .YOUR DOLLAR GOES 3 TIMES AS FAR

Silver

Screen
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THOUGHT HER
NERVES WOULD

Men Enjoy Hearty Meals
men

With

Bird-like

Ap=

petites.

•

was depressed, jumpy, irritable. Sharp
made me want to scream. I knew what
the trouble was — but dreaded taking badtasting laxatives. One day I asked my aunt for
I

noises

advice. "Child," she said, "phone for FEEN-AMINT, the delicious chewing gum laxative."

By

Ruth.

Corbiin

FEELS

WOMEN

REAL SELF

•

found

I

lieved

my

FEEN-A-MINT

a blessing. It re-

condition promptly, easily. It's the

chewing that helps make FEEN-A-MINT so
wonderfully thorough and dependable. No
disturbance of sleep, and the action occurs
gently in lower bowel, not in stomach. Try
this modern, non -habit - forming laxative,
praised by over 16 million, young and old.
Write for free sample. Dept. T-5 FEEN-AMINT, Newark, N. J.

FEEN-A-MINT
THE CHEWING-GUM LAXATIVE
THE 3 MINUTES OF CHEWING MAKE THE DIFFERENCE

f\f You Seek
a

would only plan their meals
they would soon find the most
difficult part of home-making made easy.
Men, as a whole, prefer simple food— good,
well-cooked steaks and chops or a luscious
roast, potatoes and vegetables. The way to
a man's heart is still through his stomach.
A steak, thick and juicy and of fine quality, when it has been properly broiled, is
always a great favorite with men. Your
broiler should be pre-heated thoroughly

IFfor men

LIKE HER

CLEARER

and then rubbed with

350° F. and cooking finished at
this lower temperature. Remember to turn
often, inserting fork on edge so as not to
pierce meat. It is well to remember that a
two inch steak, rare to medium, will require
from 15 to 20 minutes broiling; an inch and
a half steak, 12 minutes; and an inch or
thinner, 8 to 10 minutes.
Never salt the steak before broiling.
While it is broiling heat a platter, place a
generous amount of butter on it with half
a teaspoon of salt and the pepper and
to

paprika which your

Skin

Simple Daily Care

taste

calls

for.

When

steak is done turn it over once or twice in
this dressing, then dot with bits of butter.
Steak should always be served hot.
Most men like onions— or mushrooms—
with any kind of steak. The mushrooms are
peeled and broiled in butter or, if you
use the canned, just broiled. The latter is
a matter of about three minutes while the
fresh mushrooms require 10 to 15 minutes
to cook thoroughly.

Onions are peeled and

sliced

a

quarter

of an inch thick and separated into rings.
Cover with salted water and cook until ten-

der in an uncovered skillet. Drain and
return to fire to dry. Add a tablespoonful
or more of butter and cook to a delicate
brown. Season to taste and serve around
steak.

SWISS STEAK

/"LEANSE

the pores daily with

warm

^»

water and Resinol Soap. Its rich,
Resinol-filled lather gently removes clogging waste and surface grime, making
your skin feel really clean--live-refreshed.
Especially agreeable to sensitive skin. To
relieve the itchy soreness and aid healing
of surface pimples or like irritations, apply soothing Resinol Ointment.

Resinol products sold at all drug stores.
For free sample write to Resinol, Dept.
6-B, Baltimore,

Md.

Resiflbl

Ointment and Soap
14

Here is another universal favorite with
men. Purchase a thick slice of round steak,
at least one and a half inches thick. Pound
into this about a half cup of flour, turning
the meat often so as flour will go into both
sides well. Salt, pepper and paprika is
pounded in with the flour. Brown a sliced
onion in some Crisco. Add meat and cook
for 10 minutes, turning often. When thoroughly brown, pour a cupful of boiling
water into skillet. Cover and simmer until
tender. Serve this steak with tomato ketchup and its own gravy, to which a little Lee
and Perrins Worchestershire sauce has been
added.
The preparation of any kind of roast is
important. So many people think that to
surround with water, add salt and pepper

and
sary.

baste occasionally is all that is necesThis is the worst kind of a mistake.

Veal, pork

and lamb require more cooking

Silver

Screen

to

—

a piece of suet be-

fore the steak, neatly trimmed, is placed
upon it. The steak is seared on each side
at intense heat for three minutes to seal
the flavor and juices. The heat is then re-

duced

Left

own

their

—

devices,

most men like Stuart Erwin.
become familiar with the
can-opener or

equivalent.

its

beef. They have to be well done.
do justice to a beef roast it should
be placed on a broiling rack, seared quickly
to brown and seal juices. Then sprinkle

than

To

with

salt, pepper and paprika; lower flame
350° F. and cook until done, basting
frequently with the grease which drips into
broiler pan. A beef roast requires 15 minutes per pound for very rare, 25 minutes
for medium and 30 minutes for well done.
When done, rich brown gravy can be made
by sifting flour into the beef grease, browning and thinning with water.
For other dishes, men like asparagus
cooked in salted water and served with
either drawn butter or with a cream sauce
into which has been melted a little grated

to

American

way

cheese.
also nice.

Brocolli

cooked in

this

Or, if you prefer, serve
with Hollandaise Sauce.

it

is

HOLLANDAISE SAUCE
1

teaspoon

14

salt

cup cold water

3 egg yolks

1

teaspoon paprika

2 tbsps. lemon juice
3 tbsps. butter

Into a small sauce pan place salt, paprika,
cold water and egg yolks. Stir thoroughly
until well mixed. Add butter. Five minutes
before the sauce is to be served place pan
into boiling water and stir briskly and constantly. When butter is entirely melted
sauce will start to thicken. Lift from water.
Continue stirring. Lower again to water.
Continue this method of stirring and lowering to water until sauce is like soft custard.
Remove from stove and stir in lemon juice.
Serve immediately.
French fried potatoes are another favorite
dish with men. And baked potatoes are
also well liked.
I have never yet found a man who did
not rave about Cheese Pudding. It is as
light as a thistle and can be
for baking hours before hand.

made

ready

CHEESE PUDDING
i/2

pound

cheese

cups bread crumbs
1/2 teaspoon soda
Butter size of an egg
2

Mix milk and

1

2

pint sweet milk
eggs

Salt

Cayenne

soda, cut cheese in small
pieces and put in milk and cook until
creamy,
stirring
constantly.
Beat
eggs
lightly. Take mixture from stove and stir

in eggs. Then mix in butter, pepper, sal:
and bread crumbs. Pour into a Pyrex dish
and bake 20 or 30 minutes. Serve at once.
Jellied consommes usually make a great
hit with men. The simplest and easiest way
to have a fine flavored cold consomme is
to take, for a tomato flavor, C. & B's Con-

somme Madrilene and pour it into the ice
compartment of your frigidaire. It will be
ready for use in about an hour. You can
do the same thing with their plain consomme if you desire the beef flavor. Of
course, if you prefer to make your own
jellied consommes this recipe will turn the
trick

nicely.

JELLIED
1

1
1

CONSOMME

package Royal Aspic Gelatin
cup boiling water
cup cold water

Dissolve gelatine in boiling water. Add
cold water. Stir again. Chill until fhm.
Before serving, break up slightly with a
fork. Serve in bouillon cups with garnish
of minced parsley and sections of lemon.
Salads are a woman's dish. Few men like
them though they usually enjoy olives,
celery and radishes. However, in this season of green vegetables, a combination
salad on lettuce with French dressing is a
nice addition to any meal.
Most men like rich desserts. All kinds of
fruit pies make a hit and these can generally be bought for much less than they

can be made. But here is a five star favorite that can be made in less than half
an hour, including baking time.

OFFERS

AGAINST UNDER

1
1

cup Gold Medal Flour
teaspoon Royal Baking Powder

teaspoon salt
1/2 cup butter or Crisco (14
1 tablespoon sugar
Ice water

ARM

MOISTURE.'

1. Nonspi has been pronounced entirely safe by
highest medical authority.

2. Nonspi may be used full
strength by women whose
delicate skin forces them

results.

3. Nonspi protection
from two to five days
you can depend on it.

anti-perspirant and deodorant.
lasts

. . .

for

forms into small, sticky balls.
To this add not more than a tablespoon of
water, half at a time, as the sugar will melt
as soon as the water touches it, and lift
dough around bowl until it combines thoroughly. Cover your board with plenty of
sifted flour. Now lift your dough, which has
been slightly dried by a fine sprinkling of
flour in bowl after the addition of the
water, onto the board. Pat flat with your
hands and then, with a well sifted rolling
pin, roll out to a thickness of about i/ of
8
an inch. Cut in a circle about one inch
larger than pan. Due to. the shortness of
pastry you will have to roll it carefully
back on pin and lift onto ungreased pan,
then quickly unroll off pin onto pan.
Smooth and indent edges by placing your
left thumb against outer edge of pastry
and with the thumb and forefinger of your
right hand placing pastry against it. Continue this around edge. It is amazingly
easy. Puncture pastry in pan and push out
air. Bake in a hot oven, 450° F. about five
minutes or until light brown. While it is
baking make a—

No under-

to ruin fine

fabrics.

In 35^ and 604

Nonspi

is

on

sale at

sizes,

drug and

Prices slightly higher in

NONSPI
Pronounced "Non-spy".

..

Canada. Try

it

— today.

Means "The Safe Deodorant"

it

CHOCOLATE FILLING
1

to five days.

department stores everywhere.

SAFELY

squares Bakers Chocolate

cup water
can Eagle Brand Condensed Milk

Melt chocolate in top of double boiler.

Add Condensed

Milk, stirring over boiling
water five minutes until mixture thickens°
Add water, stir until thoroughly blended.
Pour into the baked pie shell. Chill and
cover with whipped cream or serve plain.
Keep in refrigerator until ready to serve.

.

.

.

by EXTERNAL
Lose 12 pounds

...
No

or

it

QUICKLY

METHOD
in

4 weeks

costs

nothing!

drugs,

limited diets or exercises. Excess fat ruins your
looks and endangers health. Take a doctor's advice and get rid
ot
superficial fat this safe way that does not disturb the body functions,
uiiginal y prescribed by a doctor for his wife
then friends begged for it
.
now it is available to YOU!
.

.

.

PROFIT BY THESE AMAZING EXPERIENCES!

have lost 47 pounds and think your cream wonderful." L. P., No Carolina
results
.
lost 30 pounds." Mrs. O. R. S., Penna
searched for years for some safe, quick means of reduction. Have lost
26 pounds
feel and look like a new person." S. C F. New York
i

r

Have had wonderful

.

.

and

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!

ACT TODAY!
,
,
T
It you do not lose at least 12 pounds
with the first jar of Cream, following directions your money will he refunded at once! Write today
for full half-pound jar of
Dr. Hatch's Formula Massage Cream
Send Cash

or

Money Order

$100

or

sent

C.O.D., plus

postage.
YOUTHFUL FACE AND FIGURE INSTITUTE.

853 Seventh Avenue,

New York

Dept.

SU-9

City

i^FOOT RELIEF!
New or

Tight Shoes From Pinching, Pressing, Rubbing
medicated, superior foot plaster
Callouses, Bunions, Sore Toes or Tender Spots on the
feet or toes, and you will have instant, safe, sure relief. Dr. Sertoli's
KUROTEX makes new or tight shoes easy on thefeet; prevents
blisters. Can be cut to any size or shape desired. Flesh color.

Prevents

Apply

2

application protects you

two

arm moisture

prevents contamination.
And there's no dripping or
waste with this patented
Nonspi applicator.

Sift together flour, baking powder, salt
and sugar. Add shortening. I prefer butter
because it gives better results and flavor but
any good shortening will suffice. Use your
hands for mixing shortening, rubbing the
mixture again and again through your

i/2

One

and

tle

lb.)

demands

sensitive skin

Nonspi, the non-irritating, safe

4. Nonspi's siphon-top bot-

1/2

hands until

A

to use deodorants halfstrength, with only half-

way

PASTRY

YOU THESE FOUR

ESSENTIALS OF PERFECT PROTECTION

this velvety-soft, soothing,

on Corns,

Goes further

—

is more economical.
Dr. Scholl's KUROTEX Is excellent for preventing blisters on the hands, hngers and any part of the feet.
Sold at Drug, Shoe, Dept. and 10^ Stores. Send for FREE
booklet on THE FEET to Dr. Scholl's, Dept. 23 I.Chicago. Easily cut to any size

GOLFERS

!

D' Scholls KUROTEX
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LEAH RAY

•

JOAN DAVIS

WALTER

•

•

DOUGLAS

MILES MANDER

•

Directed by Sidney
Associate Producer Kenneth

Lanfield.
Macgowan.

Based on Dorothea Brande's Book.

Darryl
in

F.

Zanuck

Charge of Production

Gaiamorous! Galorious! Howlarious!
Winchell's wincing

. . .

Bernie's burn-

ing ... as they flipcrack face to face

Nine Gordon and Revel

make you come
*
alive all over!

hits to

The studio that gave you
"Sing, Baby, Sing", "One In
A Million","On The Avenue"
now brings you the greatest of ail musicals!

* It's
*

"*

%
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Silver Screen
Topics

G ossip

For

Vacation snapshot of Jeanette
MacDonald and Gene Raymond

—matrimony

is

their

goal.

KID'S dream come true! Ginger Rogers
has installed an honest to goodness
soda fountain in the playroom of her new
home. Chocolate, raspberry, vanilla— any
flavor soda you want. Can't you just see
little Miss Rogers fixing herself up a strawberry, marshmallow, nut sundae for her
luncheon? And Ginger doesn't have to
worry about calories— her dancing takes
A.

*

*

Freddie
twins.

each other in the lobby of a night club
with a kiss that would have
brought out the Hays Office shears had it
been in pictures.
»

^OU

— —

only see it in Hollywood:
/ Napoleon reading a movie magazine. Of
course Napoleon happens to be Charles
Boyer, in the most perfect make-up any
screen Napoleon has ever had.

—<§>»—»
Marlene Dietrich goes out

dinner with another man Douglas
Fairbanks Jr. manages to get the next
booth or table to them and sits in sulky
to

Marlene leaves. Doug Jr. is so
smitten with the glamorous Marlene that
he hasn't had a date with another girl
silence until

Hollywood from London some three months ago.
—"<»«—"
HERE'S a rumor going around that Fred
* MacMurray didn't do the hot trumpet
playing in_ "Swing High, Swing Low"— it
was a couple of other fellows from the
Paramount music department.
since he returned to

|

«—"#—»
|

HIS

is

an anti-climax: The
Frasso has been in town for

what we

call

Countess di
weeks and hasn't tossed a party.
•"

UREDDIE BARTHOLOMEW

thought he
"Captains Courageous"

was so good in
he asked his Aunt Cissy to raise his
allowance from five cents to ten cents a
day. And Freddie was the first to wire the
that

Mauch twins after their sensational success
"The Prince and the Pauper." Clark
Gable can worry about Robert Taylor, who

in

in turn can

worry about Tyrone Power, but

to

young

too

worry

in

about

the ways of
the Mauch

thinks they're swell.

vorce decree before Arline skipped over to
Virginia City, Nevada, and was married to
Dan Topping, New York sportsman, and
by the same judge! Wesley Ruggles, her

ex-husband
the

Mauch

according to
can be quite a

twins,

Warner Brothers,
They look so much alike that
the studio has to keep them both under

*

»

known

and well

director,

is

consoling himself with Toby Wing, who,
we hear, is quite a consolation.

problem.

TTrieNDS and

Nancy

fans of red-haired

contract though there are very few "dual"
roles for them to play. But they can't keep
Billy on contract without Bob because Mrs.

be delighted to know that
Nancy will soon return to the screen in a

Mauch might

mantic comedy authored by none other
than the famous Dashiel Hammett, and it
sounds like Nancy has something worthy of

Bob

sell

to

another studio—

and you can well imagine what difficulties
that would bring on. Identical twins are
going to be a major Hollywood problem.

—

could

W/HENEVER
"V

He

ND

A.

recently

still

Hollywood

care of all that.

Ginger and Virginia Bruce are still the
two most popular gals in Hollywood right
now. James Stewart seems to be head man
in Ginger's life, and David Niven in Virginia's. David and Virginia parted from

is

Carroll

picture called

her talents at

17th is still the date set for the
— Jeanette MacDonald-Gene Raymond wedding, and Jeanette swears she will keep it
even if she has to be married right on the
studio set. Her trousseau for the Honolulu
honeymoon is something that will really
take your breath away. The wedding gown
is by Adrian, who is delighted that at last
one of his "creations" will make a bona

—

«<§>__„

to be

— —
Hollywood mothers who

got in your hair— but times have changed,

*

it's

Hollywood husbands now. And

it

is

generally conceded that the most annoying
of the Hollywood husbands is Frank Ross.

He who manages

Jean Arthur.

TTLEANOR POWELL

has had hundreds

of requests from children, asking for
the doll she used for "learning dance steps
by proxy," when she was in bed with a leg

(^^\NE of those it-could-only-happen-in^-^ Hollywoods: Margaret Siillavan and
her new agent-husband, Leland Hayward,
have settled down in Hollywood to await
the Hayward heir. And, much to their surprise, the house they rented is right next
door to the one occupied by the Henry
Fondas! Henry, you recall, if you brush up
on your cinemania, was Margaret's first husband. Just one big happy family.
«—<$>»—
'THEY'LL tell you up in Reno, where
1 Arline Judge recently got her divorce,
that Arline was the best thing for the

injury sustained on the
of 1937" set.

trade that Reno has ever had.
Whenever Arline was rumored in a night
club the tourists piled in. Finally it got
so that the touirsts even followed her in
droves down the street. It was a sad day
for Reno when the judge handed her her
blue-ribboned divorce decree— the night
clubs practically went into mourning. And
hardly did she have her hands on the di-

thentic hairdresses.

tourist

Business," a ro-

last.
«

TT USED

^

.

"The King

»#>"—»

TUNE

fide altar.

will

The dancer would

"Broadway Melody

like to

send the doll

one of the children, but she can't— because she borrowed it from a youngster
who is her next door neighbor in Beverly
to

Hills.

—

YY/HEN

see Maureen O'Sullivan in
her role in "The Emperor's Candlesticks," she will be wearing an entirely new
hairdress. The little Irish actress has been
reading "Empress Elizabeth," as a little

yy

personal

you

researching

six-foot model
THE
.Stewart has been

in

the

way

of

au-

airplane which James

making,

during

his

spare time for the past few months, is now
practically ready for its test flight. He is
thinking of having a group of friends over
to the house as spectators when the time
comes.
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*

*

man

my Hollywood home,

writing these
over the world an army of hubeings, unorganized but inspired by a single hope, is

sit here in the study of
words, I know that from

a S I

/\

all

On ships, on trains, on foot, in rattleand homemade trailers, on horseback and in swift
this army is converging today on the Film Capital;
and though each individual member of it may differ from his
advancing on Hollywood.
trap

cars
airplanes,

fellow in appearance, dress, age or specific ambition, every one
without exception cherishes the same dream. That dream is to

make good

in pictures. For Hollywood, in this
for talent the world over.

day and age, has

become the Mecca

When I was a young man, New York was the magnet that
drew the dreams of youth. My own 'case is typical of that day.
Having been graduated, by sheer good luck and the benevolence
of my professors, from the Cornell College of Law, I was destined
by family influence to a job in a dignified law office in my home
town, Cincinnati, Ohio. But I wanted to be a writer. So, a few
days before Commencement, I boarded a train and arrived breathless and— as I recall it— hatless in the great city of my dreams.
New York, as I saw it from the upper deck of a ferryboat crossing

from Jersey City, seemed the only place on earth large enough
and thrilling enough to be worthy of my vast talents and vaster
ambitions. When a friend got me a job on the old New York
Evening Sun as a cub reporter at .$15 a week, I was quite sure
that fame and fortune were mine. New York was the place for a
budding Shakespeare to be. Later I discovered that practically
every other person I met in New York was some sort of genius
in the bud. Writers, painters, actors, playwrights, sculptors, scenic
designers, musicians, architects and other practitioners of the
creative arts made up a large part of the metropolitan population.
New York was the town for talent in those days.
Let me add hastily, in order to avoid a transcontinental civil
war, that New York
its
still
attracts
share of geniuses.
So does every large
city in the country,
matter.
that
for

But judging from

my

own

observa-

tion, I think it fair
to say that Holly-

wood today

is
the
goal of the
great majority of
persons
who berightly
or
lieve,
wrongly, that they
have something to
offer the world in
the way of personal

final

One break and

Alice

Faye

went on to stardom. (Right)
The three Ritz Brothers,
those inspired zanies of stage
and screen.

talent.
It

was not always

Ten
when I
so.

first

18

years ago,

took my
writing job on

On

Tne Hollywood
TKeir

Hilts

They Build

Castles In S pain.

By Dana Burnet

AMBITION'S
Little
City
the Coast, Hollywood was a highly localized, curiously
isolated, provincial town. The motion picture industry,
born in a barn, had attracted to itself only those specialists who< were interested in the making of silent pictures.
Professionally, life in Hollywood had comparatively little
to do with any other form of artistic life in the outer
world. It bought stories and plays from established
writers, and occasionally it snatched an actor or actress
from the theatre to star in one of its epic pantomimes.
But on the whole, it was pretty self-sufficient and generally independent of any talent lying East of Hollywood
Boulevard. Socially, too, it was anything but cosmopoli-

Though many of its people were foreigners, it still
had a purely local, almost small-town air. Looking back
on the social life of Hollywood in 1927, I must admit
that there was a certain charm in walking into a party
and finding Greta Garbo there, usually wearing sport
clothes and conversing in imperfect English with her
friends of the silent picture days; or in watching Charlie
Chaplin go through an impromptu routine of parlor
impersonations; or in driving up to the late John Gilbert's mountain-top home and playing tennis with Jack
and his friends, who included most of the prominent
stars, directors, producers and scenarists of that time in
Hollywood. Of them all, I was the only out-lander. They
tan.

were

dyed-in-the-wool picture people.
other day— (speaking of tennis)— I saw playing on the
courts of a fashionable Hollywood club, in addition to the usual
sprinkling of movie stars, a former New York theatrical producer, a composer of international reputation, a British Earl with
movie ambitions, a Russian director, a well-known German writer,
a great French opera singer, an ex-editor of one of our most
popular American magazines, a king's grandson, an Italian
countess, a famous Broadway playwright, an Austrian architect
(now turned scenic artist), a New York banker and an Irish polo
player who combines polo with the job of assistant producer at
one of the major studios. Not to mention a Maharajah of India,
a ranking bridge player and a well-known radio band-leader.
And in the lounge of that same club was a collection of paintings
by a great Mexican painter and an exhibition of sculptures by a
distinguished American sculptress. Those sculptures and paintings were there because Hollywood today is not only a gigantic
movie metropolis, but an art center as well. "Hollywood culture"
used to be a cause for loud and raucous laughter. The laugh has
died; for a large number of the men and women who are responsible for modern culture are in Hollywood, or are on their
all

The

way
I

there.

don't

good

mean

to say that

Hollywood has become a paradise of

taste or that the presence within

its environs of titled foreignmulti-millionaire bankers and Broadway playwrights is any
guarantee of social or intellectual eminence. I am merely reporting the fact that Hollywood today is attracting a cosmopolitan
company, many of whom are already prominent, some of whom
are extremely tafented and all of whom think they have talent
and hope for prominence.
What is the magic element that draws [Continued on page 64]

ers,

The

stork, having an eye for
screen needs, brought Shirley
Temple to a home within ten
miles of the studios.

o

throb. As a rule actresses
do not go to so much
trouble unless there is a

T K r h In
Hollywood/ Bat WKicK
Hearts

Still

TKrots For

genuine romance.

But

true love runs deep and
that is why a bet on this
entry would likely not be
amiss.

WKicK?

Behind their romance
an interesting story of
how they met. Litvak was
signed in Europe to direct
the picture and Miss Hopkins was in Engis

ALL

the world loves a lover. Wherefore,
enfants, a knowledge of the
luscious real life romances of our
starry screen personalities does make them

y \

mes

thrice as fascinating, for then we have a
sense of being on intimate terms with
may as well admit the truth
Cupid.
that we are all crazy about lovers. When
we hear that some fellow is romancing with
our favorite Glamour Girl it helps immeasurably to elevate that gentleman to a
high place in our affections. No doubt
about it. Love is always the closest thing to
our hearts and it is as keen a subject of
conversation at the drug store lunch-counter as in the Trocadero.
No question, it IS love that makes the
wheels of the earth spin around. This most
important thing called Love is the vital
essence of mankind, and particularly an
important factor in the life of a sensitive
and emotional screen actor. Few male celebrities have long been able or willing to
tesist falling in love with at least one of
the exquisite Hollywood Dream Girls, so
magnificently beautiful are some of them
with their perfect bodies, arched eyebrows
and soft, dreamy eyes. Maybe falling in love
has something to do with making actors

We

and maybe

great,

that's

why

in

land appearing in another production. When
she was secured for the leading feminine
role in Litvak's film, she boarded the Normandie for America, Litvak was on the
same liner and they met after one day on
the high seas. It was not until they nearly
reached New York that they learned, to
their amazement, that Litvak was to direct
her in his first American picture.
There's Betty Grable and Jackie Coogan,
already set to be altar-haltered. Some saythat theirs is a publicity stunt, but don't
let anyone kid you. Jackie hasn't looked at
another girl since he was caught in the

notables.

When

Brian Aherne returns to Hollyanother picture don't be surprised if Merle Oberon is with him as his
bride. Aherne has just turned down a picture to leave for London where he can be
with Miss Oberon, who recently announced
that her romance with David Niven had
faded. Niven is now courting Virginia

wood

for

Bruce.

The
bang

latest fad to strike

Hollywood with

the trading of sweeties, especially
among leading feminine players, and that
accounts for much of the gossip to the
a

is

romances have gone cold.
This trading seems to exist on a large scale
and leading men, who formerly pledged
their time only to a certain feminine star,
now may be seen at the night spots with
two or three different girls every week. This
trading fad started when Alice Faye lent
Michael Whalen to Sonja Henie as an
escort. As a result of this magnanimous
gesture Alice lost Mike—not to Sonja but
later to Katherine
DeMille. Recently
Sonja reciprocated,
effect that certain

tide of romance with Betty. She declares
that the engagement is still very much on
and, in fact, she and Jackie have gone so
far as to buy a lot in Beverly Hills and
will start building their future home soon.

Hollywood

they are ever ready to enter into some kind
of a race. And so who's who in the current
romancing Handicap? What girls are affecting the careers of our matinee idols?
That's an order.

hard to tell whether Katherine Deand Michael Whalen are terribly
serious, but the two of them do seem to
have a lot of fun together and that's the
first sign of a real romance. Collegiate Tom
It's

Mille

Brown who dances

divinely with Natalie
the Cocoanut Grove gives definite evidence of being in love, indeed, and
what cute youngsters they are when you
see them together spending a day at the
beach.
I
mustn't forget Bruce Cabot's feeling
toward Heiress Gloria Baker, or the way
in which Director Eddie Sutherland looks
with admiration at Loretta Young, or the
quiet devotion of Dr. Frank Nolan to demure and winsome Mae Clark. Oh yes,

Draper

at

there's also George Raft in love with Virginia Pine.
Just in case Jockey Cupid is able to boot
both the June Lang-Vic Orsatti and Helen
Wood-Ernie Orsatti romances to victory in
the matrimonial sweepstakes it will make

Glamorous June and the
beauty

sisters.

The

betting

Tennessee
heavy in their

little
is

favor and they are certainly off in a rosecolored cloud of dust.

Another romance that is expected to
wind up at the altar has Miriam Hopkins

and Anatol Litvak, the director, as principals. Neither of them will admit that
matrimony is in the offing but when a girl
drive fifty or sixty miles through a
steady rainstorm to visit her boy friend it
is gesture enough in any town or language
that there must be love. And that is exactly
what Miss Hopkins did when her directorsweetie was filming "The Woman I Love"
on location at Point Magu, up the coast
will

near Ventura, California. Although Miriam
co-stars with Paul Muni in the picture she
was not used in any of the location sequences but nearly every day that the company was absent she drove up to see her heart

20

Martha Raye, the upand-coming feminine Joe
E. Brown, has been swept
into an emotional adventure with King English,
the radio writer.
and Jerry

like she

It

looks

Hopper

have decided to call it quits. James Stewart,
that good-natured, lanky boy, evidently believes

that

there

is

safety

in

numbers

because he divides his attention between a
half-dozen or more girls, chief of whom is
sparkling, red-headed Ginger Rogers. Ginger has become quite a rival of Carole
Lombard in matters pertaining to entertaining. Recently she and the millionaire
sportsman, Alfred Gynne Vanderbilt, rented
a Los Angeles skating rink where they
entertained
a
party
of
four-hundred

Jeanette MacDonald and Loretta
Young, always at the top.
Simone Simon, Katherine De«
Mille
a

and Merle Oberon. Each
for any bachelor.

heartful

—

lending Tyrone Power to Alice. So-o the
next day the papers had it -that there was
a riff. But such is the way of the gossips.
While this experience was disastrous in
so far as Alice's romance was concerned, she

Eleanor Powell. Although Eleanor, on rare
is squired to and from premieres
by whomever happens to be playing with
her in pictures at that time, her real interest is in Yigorin. He accompanied her

occasions,

recently on a trip to New York and now
that he has returned to his native South

America

is

nourishing his romance

manner.

in

a

Two

of his relatives, Mr.
and Mrs. E. Ferdini, are now in Los Angeles with instructions from the barrister
to give a huge party for the dancing star.
different

Their idea is to take over
the entire Cocoanut Grove
at the Los Angeles Am-

Lois January and A. Meyer, the sound man;
Madge Bellamy and Gilbert Roland; Cecilia
Parker and Eric Linden; Patricia Ellis and
Alan Christie, the dance director; Marie
Wilson and Nick Brinde, and Anita Louise
and George Brent. And we mustn't forget
Buddy Rogers and Mary Pickford. Longest
odds, but with few takers, are on Simone
Simon, the fiery little French girl, and the
suave and polished Phil Holmes. Simone's
closest friends are Charles Boyer and his
wife, Pat Paterson, who approve highly of
Phil, and they are giving him invaluable
cooperation. Simone's interest in Phil, seems
to come in spurts but one never can tell
about romance, for there are so many,
many ways of expressing it.
Then there's the case of Gene Raymond
who is all set for a June merger with

Love
Goes On
nnatclle OiUcspie»Haye!c

Brian Aherne, Michael
Whalen
and
Eddie
Sutherland, Phillips

Holmes and Gene Raymond. Are they soon
to be bridegrooms?

quickly acquired Tony Martin. Now, this
lending of boy friends business, once it
gets into the blood, appears to persist.
When Arline Judge wrote Alice from New
York that she was lonesome, the latter telegraphed Tony, also in New York, to get
in touch with Arline. This time luck
favored Alice for when Tony came back it
is
rumored he brought a huge sparkler.
And you know what that means.
Only recently Barbara Stanwyck set the
gossips a-talking when she consented to
Robert Taylor's accompanying Jean Harlow to the President's Ball at Washington,
D. C. Speaking of Jean, it seems to be
pretty definite that William Powell is her
one and only, for the time being, at least.
Of course you know that Cary Grant and
Mary Brian are still holding hands, proving
the potency of a long romance, and Michael
Bartlett and Florence Rice are rewarming
their friendship of some time ago.
Film colony swains are pikers compared
to Manuel Yigorin, wealthy Peruvian lawyer, who seems to rate Number One with

bassador for an evening, and have Eleanor
eight

invite

or

is

hundred

guests.

Is

that

love,

it?

For Dixie Dunbar there's never a dull
moment. Whether or not her romance with

member of a wealthy New York
serious or not, there's no getting
around the fact that cute little Dixie still
has possession of the huge sparkler (it's a
mere six-carater) which Levy presented her
as an engagement ring. The thing is so big
and shows up so prominently on her tiny
hand that she is afraid she might be robbed
Bob

Levy,

family,

is

she wears it. For this reason she has
placed it in a safe deposit vault. Levy is
the chap who put in all those long distance
telephone calls from a liner en route from
Europe a few weeks back. He sees to it that
Dixie is always supplied with orchids and
roses. Quite a beau, don't you think?
Check over the filmdom entries in the
present Sweetheart Derby and you'll see
if

that

romance

with

many

is waging a heavy campaign
favored to win. In addition to
the above mentioned are such eli»ibles as

Jeanette MacDonald, one of our breath-taking beauties. Jeanette is a perfect example
of the artist who seeks and gets inspiration
in love. She frankly admits that she cannot
sing her best unless she is in love, and she
expects beauty, and inspiration from her
romance. Those who have seen her in
"Maytime" will know that something has
inspired her to those great heights. Gene's
love has worked wonders with her; it has
humanized her. She is so happy herself
that she wants the world to share in her
happiness. She was engaged for a number
of years to Robert Ritchie, her business
manager, but with Bob she was always
Jeanette the artist. With Gene she is Jeanette the woman; that's why he is so good
for her. When she acts, she acts to him and
he is her inspiration.
Indeed, the 1937 Hollywood Romance
Handicap is very much under way, and it
does seem that every actor-artist must have
at least one real love. Who will be the
first ones to come to victory in the wedding
sweepstakes? It is hard to say. At this writing probably some have already motored
to a near-by Gretna Green and had the

magic knot

tied.

With others Cupid may change

his

mind

entirely.

The

average American lives through sevromantic episodes before he finds THE
girl and marries her, and why should there
be any exception in Hollywood? There is
one thing— and only one thing— we may be
sure of, and that is as long as the world
goes around and so long as Hollywood is
filled with such charmers and romancers
Love will continue to score in every inning.
eral
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Champions

vs.

The Screen
Sonja Heme,, Skater

N THIS

year of grace, 1937, Sonja Henie,
figure-skater of the world, not
only made a movie but an enormously
successful one. The question clamors for
an answer: "What has Sonja Henie got that
Dempsey, Carpentier, Tunney, Max Baer
and Babe Ruth didn't have? Why did she
click where they flopped, despite the fact
that some of them had greater publicity
T

De

champion

L UXC/

\J\\Z

IS

r

few Champs

CJl

IO

1

_

he

v^-llCK

In lictures.

behind them?"

The editor of this magazine asked the
question of me: "You wrote sports in New
York for twelve years," the editor pointed
out, "and you've known all of these sporting champions intimately. Why did they
fail
in pictures? Why has Miss Henie
clicked?"
Your reporter, thus

urged, retired to a
in Central Park to cogitate. I can
always cogitate best when I have pigeons
or Broadway cuties cooing on my knee, but
there were only pigeons in Central Park-

bench

pigeons and one or two creased and laundered horsemen jogging about the bridle
path, hanging on to the reins and their
instructors for dear life. I spent the greater
part of the afternoon grappling with The
Strange Case of Sonja Henie, and I've come
up with some conclusions that may
not be bright, but which at

and
foremost conclusion, of
least are logical. First

home

of Jonathan Dempsey,
of the world was detected in the act of crossing the threshold.
Now, the mere matter of entering a home
never before had presented a problem.
You just walked up to a house and entered
it. Dempsey, however, face to face with a
movie camera, became so self-conscious
and awkward that when he crossed the
threshold, he sort of went in sideways. He
bad more trouble getting across the door

but humble

and the champion

*

M

than

George Washington had
-

crossing the Delaware, with-

out

an outboard

^gglk

being that Sonja
feminine sports
champion ever brought to
the camera.
I have a vague memory of
the first, and probably it was
course,
is

the

first

moving picture that
Dempsey perpetrated. It

the
Jack

last,

(Above) Jack Dempsey and
former Hannah Williams. Jack had a
punch, but his films did not.
his wife, the

was in the silent days, photography was in its comparative infancy, plots were made up out of
old telephone books and, more

(Left)

than not, the telephone
books yielded wrong numbers. Or
perhaps I'm being too critical: possibly his manager. Jack Kearns, wrote
often

ingly

the plot of the picture. The good
Doctor Kearns, in those halcyon days,
was bubbling over
with confidence

actual

and he would
have knocked off
a movie plot as
readily as his

ring action,
Dempsey was a lithe,
murderous panther. The
movie cameras made him out to

knocked

be an awkward, ill at ease ruffian. When he talked, his tongue

champion

the
lean and cadaverous Fred Fuloff

wagged and

The

close-

first

of the

Demp-

sey flicker established theManassa
Mauler as a home

camera revealed
that

looked more like
a

reformatory

than

a

tumble-

down shack

in

Athlone. At any
subevent,
the
title

attested that

this

was the poor

22

mouth

eight reels of homely drama, occasionally punching down the villainous characters who popped up
in the script. There was no com-

boy, although the

something

lolled in his

with such ludicrous effect that
audiences in the old nickelodeons
snickered out loud. But the Manassa Mauler was always a good,
game guy. He labored earnestly,
if somewhat abashed, through the

ton.

up

Buster Crabbe has a
brilliant

record as a

swimmer, but he has

made only

Myrna

Max Baer

a

slight

screen success.

edy to relieve this dreadful introduction of Dempsey to the moving picture audiences of the world.

was solemn and serious busiwith the mortgage on the
old homestead and Dempsey's
nose being lifted simultaneously.
It

ness,

With

variations to

fit

individual

Loy

good "Prizefighter
and the Lady."

cases,
Dempsey's experience with the
movies has been the experience of other
sporting champions who achieved enough
publicity on Page 1 to justify the movie
makers in using them for one picture.
Dempsey suffered in the movies because
(1) the story was bad;
(2) direction and
photography were crude; (3) he had no

comedy

to relieve the dreadful dullness of
the opus; (4) he had little or no sex-appeal. Sonja Henie, in "One In a Million"
had an excellent story, magnificent photography and slick direction, the Ritz brothers,
Ned Sparks and Borrah Minnevitch for
comedy relief— and Henie had considerable
sex appeal. She had, in other words, everything that other sporting champions lacked

in their

Do

first

and

in the surpris-

picture.

not disregard either the fact that Miss
Henie bobbed up on the celluloid horizon
at the exact moment when the country was
in
its
wildest craze over winter sports.
Sporting goods stores will support this assertion because their sales of skis and skates
topped all figures this past winter. If she
had timed her arrival, Sonja couldn't have
picked a better moment for her debut. The

By

Ed

Suii ivan
An

undefeated chamHelen Wills
Moody, has taken a test
for a screen career. John
Boles gets some pointers
on tennis from her.
pion, Mrs.

movies. Baer had enough screwball in
his makeup to be blissfully unconscious
of the camera, director and everything
else. As a result, where Dempsey and
Ruth tightened up and destroyed their
natural grace, Baer moved through

seven reels with the greatest of ease and
nonchalance. He was an excellent actor,
an amazingly competent performer.
Wide World
A lot of reasons have been advanced
for the comparatively poor boxoffice returns of "Prizefighter and
the Lady." My guess is, ignoring all
others, that women not only stayed
(Above right)
away in droves because they didn't
Johnny Weisslike prizefighting but
muller is "Tarthey also
stayed away because of all fighters,
zan" to the movie
they
liked
Baer
the least. He was
world and nothtoo noisy, too much the braggart
ing more. (Left)
to
become
drawing
a
card in movie
The wonderful
houses. Myrna Loy, who played opexception to all
posite him, and played expertly,
rules is graceful,
was not at the time a box-office
pretty^ Olympic
name. It wasn't until she clicked
Champion Sonja
in "The Thin Man" that her name
Henie. Her picdeveloped marquee strength. Walter
ture clicked and
Huston, who played the role of the
her personality
prizefight manager, gave his usually
won all America.

country, intense in

its

thusiasm

en-

over

the great open

winter

was

spaces,

in

a

made w o m e n

re-

ceptive frame
of

mind.

/

m

was

a
thing of beauty,
i

,

but on the

'

screen
he was
a portly, ridicu-

I
'

lous figure in

No other sporting champion had
what she had, expert fluidity of
motion. Dempsey offered

d u

/

credibly graceful skates,
more graceful than any
ballet dance ever could
be, and set to music. That is the
answer to Miss Heme's film success.
Champion of the world, at the
most graceful sport in the world,
she scored on sheer grace and form.
The movies had never seen anything to equal her spins and loops
and figure eights. Here was a girl
more graceful than Pavlowa, more
talented on her feet than even a
Fred Astaire. She couldn't miss.

litple

grace

form in chopping down the
punching bags that Hollywood set
up before him. At best, it was a
brutal, thudding exhibition that
or

Babe Ruth, belting a homer at
the Yankee Sta-

The

Strange Case
of
Sonja
Henie!
No
other
sporting
champion ever has appeared
in a musical! It was as
if an Eleanor Powell or
Ruby Keeler had been
placed on skates, in-

the

scene in distaste.

But other things enter
into

from

turn

contrast to the
Leslie Howards

and

Astaires.

But,

where

Dempsey and Ruth appeared
awkward in comparison with
the matinee idols of movie-

dom, Miss Henie made the
movie stars appear awkard in
comparison with her spectacular skating.

mattered not that off
Sonja couldn't
act. The public didn't expect
her to act. In contrast to her
labored acting, Max Baer, by
comparison, was a Charles
It

her

skates,

Laughton or a George Arliss.
and the
"Prizefighter
In
Lady," Max Baer turned in
the finest acting any sportins? celeb has brought to the

grand interpretation, but Huston
was never a movie "draw." So the
ironic conclusion came about that
Baer, who gave the most brilliant performance of any sporting celeb, did the least
business.

By all odds, however, Baer still holds the
crown among the athletes. Compare him
with Johnny Weissmuller, and you must
admit that not only was Maxie a greater
actor but

he stripped better, too. Buster
Pendelton, Frank Shields—
none of these held a candle to the chap
who was later to be counted out on one
knee against Joe Louis.
Crabbe,

Bobby

Nat

Jones,

I

guess,

came

closest

to

Sonja Henie as a movie money maker, but
the Atlanta golf champion was confined to
two-reelers and his earning power was proportionately reduced. His series of instructional shorts scored heavily with the public.
Golf, however, because of the distances involved in the shots, does not lend itself
readily to photography. There is a break in
action, an interruption in rhythm, when
the camera has to show the impact of ball
against club in one closeup, and then must
divorce itself from the player to show the
ball landing on a green.
Miss Henie's sport, figure skating, lends
itself readily
to photography. A skating
rink has plenty of photographic glamour
to it, and the longshots cover the entire
vista. When she went into her intricate
spins, the cameras were able to move in
for dolly shots that were as accurate and
exciting as a closeup of Astaire and Rogers.
[Continued on page 63]
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Generation After Generation The

Power

Has

Been

Identified

Name

Tyrone

With Actors

Brilliantly Talented.
anywhere, pictures or radio.

Then suddenly

just doesn't make
sense. I'm no different and not a bit better
than I was then, though I've had a little
more experience. I tried so hard to get a
all

this ballyhoo,

and

it

chance to do anything at all, and they
wouldn't give me one. Then when I
stopped trying and the stage gave me another job the excitement broke loose.
"It makes me uncomfortable to think
that in a year I'll be better known than

TYRONE POWER

Setcice

(Above) The great grandfather of the present player
was a celebrated comedian
on the English stage, especially in Irish parts. He also
as a playwright,
poet and novelist. In 183 6

won fame

and 18 39 he visited America,
and in March, 1841, he emthe
steamship
barked
on
"President" which was lost
at ssa. Tyrone Power went

down with

the ship.

The father of Tyrone
Power III was an actor on the legitimate
stage and stood high
in his profession.

Brown Bros.

TYRONE POWER
'""TYRONE
I

famous

POWER
in

III,

theatrical

A

the name became
history when his

grandfather trod the boards, breezed in
of New York on a three day trip
occasioned by his appearance on a Rudy
Vallee radio program. Probably most of
you heard him, and some thousands or so
of you crashed the gates and saw him. I
know, because I had to wade through a
few dozen giggling, excited girls to get to

and out

Chip

him

myself.
I got the assignment to interview;
him I was very pleased because I knew his
father slightly, played with him in fact
during my own Thespian days, and I
wanted to see whether the boy had promise
of later measuring up to the majesty of
Tyrone the Second.
In announcing him, Rudy said that
Tyrone Power was another proof that the
public and not the publicity department
made a new star, and not since Robert
Taylor appeared on his program had there
been such a deluge of girl autograph seekers as thronged the green room of the
studio— and that after well organized efforts
on the part of the National Broadcasting
Company to keep them out.
When we emerged from the rehearsal
room, into which not even the bravest of
the fans could penetrate, a swarm of girls
fell upon Tyrone like a hive of bees. He
waved goodbye to me and ducked into a
corner to talk a moment or two with an
acquaintance. That stopped the girls for
a minute but I heard a businesslike little
voice pipe briskly "Excuse me. Excuse me."
And there was a lad who must have been
all of seven striding towards Hollywood's
newest matinee idol with pencil and paper
in unmistakable evidence.
The youngster, himself a radio per-

II

When
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OF THE

TYRONE POWER

III

Old Block
By Helen Fay Ludlam
former, knew there was no use waiting for
a celebrity to be free. They are never free,
and the only way a business man can lick
the situation is for him to state his wants
briefly and have the implements necessary
to expedite matters right at hand. He got

autograph

his

too.

No

conversation

on

amusement from
Tyrone's handsome dark eyes and a grin

either side, just a flash of

of understanding between them.
"What scares me," Tyrone had

me

Two

years

said

to

what's going to come next.
ago I couldn't get a look-in

earlier, "is

my

father was in his whole life, with all
work and experience."
"That's because you're in pictures and
reach so many more people than the stage
can," I chanted.
"I know. And don't think I'm not crazy
about it. I am. I love anything that has
to do with acting. Only it doesn't seem fair
to Dad when he was so much more deserving of all this than I am."
I
liked that speech. It showed a nice
sense of values and a complete lack of conceit. Although he has made a sensational
his fine

success he has

not yet reached his stride,

and he knows it. He will probably go down
and up again several times before he does
reach it and he fully expects an uneven
road.

"Another thing

I've got to get used to
having people recognize me no matter
where I am. That's really uncomfortable.
A taxi driver in New York throws open
the door of his cab and says, 'Where to,
Mr. Power?' and when I got off the train
for a minute in Kansas a girl said, 'Oh,
Mr. Power!' I was stunned. Why, I'll never
be able to have a night out with the boys
is

again."

My

screech

of

mirth almost broke up

and

Cyril Keightley was Cassius for this
performance, though Pedro de Cordoba
usually played it. I was a Roman damsel.
Sounds romantic, doesn't it?
We were all gathered in the wings waiting for the curtain and talking shop.
Tyrone Power, who had just come from
Hollywood, remarked what a magnificent
Marc Anthony William Farnum had been
in a gigantic production of the play given

the Hollywood Bowl the year before.
Cyril Keightley said that he didn't know
Bill was such a fine stage actor. He thought
Dustin was the star of the family on the
stage and that Bill only excelled in picin

tures.

"A

Rudy's rehearsal.
"Well, you know how it is. If you are
seen taking a drink you are reported as
'drinking' and that grows according to the
imagination of the hearers. I'll wake up
some morning to hear that I've been
carried home or something. Those things
hurt Hollywood and it isn't fair, though
I'm not going to worry about it. I like to
take a drink now and then and I always
will when I feel like it, only I'll have to
pick and choose my places now— the old
freedom is gone."
I smiled. "Just a lifetime of slavery from
now on."
"Not as bad as that," he laughed. "But

you know what I mean. It's like moving
new house that you always wanted

into a

polar bear can't swim in a bath tub,
you give him the ocean he can make
quite a splash," replied Mr. Power. "Bill
never had a chance on Broadway, as Dustin
had. Good parts— yes— but not for him, and
they didn't give him any elbow room, except in Ben Hur. That should have made
him on Broadway, but Klaw and Erlanger
took him on the road and kept him there
four years. He cleaned up a fortune for

but

if

them but

it

a part big
any of us."

was suicide for him. Give

eonugh

for

him and

he'll

Bill

top

And though we bear so much about professional jealousy that speech proves that
some actors are big enough to be above it
and that Tyrone's father was one of them.
The boy seems to have this fine quality of

(Above)
London,"

"Lloyds

Since

Tyrone

has

of

made

several pictures and has firmly
established
himself
in
the
hearts of the fans. (Left)
scene from a 1912 production
of "Julius Caesar." Tyrone

A

Power's
father
as
Marcus
Brutus kneels before Caesar
(played by Fuller Mellish).
Behind the star is our own old
friend, Burton Churchill, and
at the right is Frank Keenan.

on the

screen.

You think

he's that

maybe. Well, wait awhile.
You ain't seen nothing yet. He has
already,

not yet learned to project the full
charm of his personality over to his
audiences. Wait till he does. You'll
stay out for the count.
After his father died, Tyrone decided to
try his luck in New York, since Hollywood

Culver Se vioe

to

live

strange

in and getting
and unhomelike

settled.

at

first.

It

seems

I

know

everyone in the limelight has the same experience. Mine isn't any different, only it
is mine, new to me, and so it seems different from the others."
Well he hasn't much to worry about
from now on I guess. He is only twentythree, and for a lad of twenty-three to have
handled the role of Jonathan in Lloyds of
London as splendidly as he did is worth
any studio's lop bet. In several of those
scenes he reminded me of his famous
father.

Tyrone the Third was about three yeais
old when his father appeared in some
matinee performances of Julius Caesar in
New York. Walter Hampden played Marc
Anthony,- Tyrone Power was Brutus, one
of his great roles, Howard Kyle was Caesar

appreciation and justice also.
He would have liked a few more years
on the stage, though when the call from
Hollywood came, during his engagement
in Katharine Cornell's "Saint Joan," he accepted it gladly.
"Money," he said with a grin. "Father
never was able to save much. Salaries
weren't so large on the stage and he did
few pictures. I want mother to have no
more worries on that score. I'll work hard
and keep studying, and I'll keep up with
this

He

break I've

had— at

has his father's

least

I'll

try

to."

charm and magnetic

personality, a little taller as I remember,
and slighter in build, but with his breadth
of shoidder, grace of manner and carriage.
Given a few years he will, I am convinced,
develop into one of the finest actors and
one of the most fascinating personalities

would have none of him.
you act dumb year after
Never can pick a winner,
stumble over him, or

Poor Hollywood,
year, don't you?
even though you

unless

Broadway

points him out to you. Well maybe you
pick 'em but can't believe your luck and
want to try him out on the dog— we'll let
it

go at

that.

Anyhow Hollywood gave Tyrone the idea
that he was wasting his time out there and
he pulled out. His financial circumstances
permitted no flights of grandeur. He had
just enough for one of those chair car
rides and he figured he'd have twenty dollars left with which to lick New York—
not assurance on his part, just desperation.
[Continued on page 58]
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Hollywood
more freak
her contract. Of course,

more important
THE
movie star of 1937,
clauses in his or
as

of

your
the

you probably know, the principal idea
a long legal agreement between a studio

and a
money

star
is to

is

to

specify

just

how much

be paid and just how many
weeks of work are expected.
But— you'd be somewhat surprised (and
probably amused, too) at what other interesting reading matter some of these contracts contain. What's more, you can, by a
brief perusal of formal sounding phrases,
discover quite a lot about a star's character,
his idiosyncrasies, his hobbies, foibles, faults
and personal life!
And not all the jokers are inserted by
the studio lawyers, either. The various film

% \

M

iifik\

(Upper, left)

w

Sketches

West hard

by
Julie

Is

Mae

to get along

No siree! You
get along or git.
with?

Dean

Spencer Tracy
on joining a circus. Try and stop him.
(Left)

insists

more or less important standing have become wise to the idea that
what's fun for the studio is fun for them,
too. Or, as the old saying goes, "what's
sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander."
So what did John Boles do but whisper
in his lawyers' ears, and lo and behold! they
immediately fixed things so that he posicelebrities of

Pecuuaritie

tively wouldn't have to work on Saturday
afternoons during the football season. Other
Saturdays, yes, but not when U. S. C. is
playing Notre Dame, Stanford or some
other college.

Furthermore— and this will undoubtedly
come as bad news for the many Boles fansnot sing again on the
screen for a long, long while. Possibly,
never! Don't misunderstand; his voice is
okay, in fact, better than ever, but he has
won his long hard fight for recognition as
a dramatic actor rather than as a singer.
He fought for and obtained a clause in
his Universal contract guaranteeing that he
will not have to appear in any more musicals—at least, not in a singing role.
Queerly enough, this same concession

he

will

probably

was made

to Walter Pidgeon, which leaves
Universal in the odd position of having
two of the best masculine voices in Hollywood under contract, but unable to use

them!

Having had a good deal of experience
with much-married and much-in-love stars,

PlCTLIR]
Paramount stuck a
contract of Frank

little

paragraph

in

Chapman (husband

the

Are Tempera=
mental/ Some Are Gen=
tuses And Some Are Nuts.
Some

of

Swarthout), which says he positively cannot come on, or even approach,
a set when his wife is enacting a love

Gladys

scene!

Chapman was more than

a little bit

astonished when he read the clause, but
he signed anyway.
The W. C. Fields' contract says he can
write his own dialogue any time he feels
like it. Mae West also insists of a similar
clause in her contract and, besides, she is
at liberty to hire or fire anyone she wishes

Stars

By Orace

S impson

when her productions are under way. And
Merle Oberon had Sam Goldwyn put in a
very

special

clause

to

the effect

that

he

would always give her Gregg Toland as a
cameraman.
On the other hand, Warner Brothers,
until this last year, had a "no marriage or
we will fire you" clause in Dick Powell's
contract. At last option time, however, Jack
Warner lifted this. Watching Dick with
Joan, he figured he might just as well
Dick were to be happy!
Georgia-born and Florida-reared
James Melton also has a rather unusual
working agreement with Warner Brothers
Studio. He is allowed to sing at
least one old southern song in
each of his productions.
In his musical. "Melody for
Robert Taylor has
Two," he sings Mah Linda Lou,
been welcomed in
accompanying himself at the
pictures and now
piano. He sang Shortnin' Bread
beginning to
he's
in his last film, "Sing Me A
get ideas.
relent,

The
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if

(Left) Marsha
Hunt who, contract

or

not,

is

proud of her legs.
(Next) Ronald Col-

man and Irene
Dunne both have
odd clauses inserted
in

their

contracts.

Speaking of "The
Maid

(Right)

The

fun

of

a

glider

is

sailing in
irresistible

OF

of Salem" reminds
one of Claudette Colbert,
who has one of the most
unusual contracts. Under the
terms of it, she must appear in

Robert
Montgomery. After all,
to

seven

—

Making

contracts of Constance
Bennett and other stars.

Carole Lombard, and, furthermore, she
wants it known that she isn't a prude!
On the other hand, Constance Bennett
won't have her legs photographed— ever.
Neither will Irene Dunne or Katharine
Hepburn. There isn't anything the matter
with their legs, but, nevertheless, they have
it
down in black-and-white that their
nether extremities must remain covered.
Irene, also, is never to be called upon to
parade around in only lingerie.
Paul Muni dislikes to smile, especially
for photographs, so he has a clause which
says he shall never be called upon to smile
in front of any still camera.
John Barrymore has a paragraph saying
he shall never be photographed from one
insists on this himself.
ever seen a portrait of
Barrymore showing his right profile. Did

side. John
Few people have

certain

you know that?

Now Edward
Love Song." His explanation for the clause
is simply that he wants to do his part in
keeping the old and beautiful songs alive
as

much

as possible.

There has been a lot of talk about
Marsha Hunt's contract with Paramount,
which says that she cannot be posed so
that
eyel

her limbs are visible

Marsha laughs about

was put

to

the

public

and

says it
in just for a joke. Says, too, she'll
this

pose for pictures any time and show off
her legs to a reasonable extent, because she
is rather proud of them, they being quite
as good as those of Marlene Dietrich and

Ellis,

familiar

character

player, has brought up a new clause that
he will insist upon when next he is engaged for a picture role. It is that his
housekeeper shall be allowed to accompany
him on any and all extended location trips,
to cook his meals!
The reason? He has a "trick" stomach,

and
of

it acted
exterior

up on him through six weeks
shooting for
"The Texas

Rangers," and again during the two weeks
he was away from his studio with the
"Maid of Salem" company. Only his housekeeper, he says, is capable of suiting his
dietary whims.

Paramount productions

to

be completed within the next thirty

stars belong in the sky.
(Below, left J Their legs
are private
it's in the

months and must start a new picture
every fourth month.
In the periods between her appearance in
Paramount pictures, Claudette has the right
to star in three other features for any
other producing companies. But she must
never go roller skating, swimming alone in
lakes, or stay out in the rain!
Long ago, Fred Stone made his wife a
promise that he'd never fly in any airplane.
Not so long ago he utterly refused to go
back on this solemn promise.
Visiting Mrs. Stone and his daughters in
New York, Fred suddenly was handed an
urgent wire from an R-K-O executive telling him to take the first plane back to
Hollywood to appear in a picture.
Stone wired back he would take a train
even though it might cause a delay— and
take a train he did. He promised Mrs. Stone
not to fly after he had had a rather bad
accident some years ago, and has never violated it except to once take a short sightseeing trip in a blimp. And when he
reached Hollywood he made his bosses insert a contract clause saying he should never
be called upon to take airplane trips.
Robert Montgomery is forbidden to play
polo, because of the risks, so he's turned to
a sport considered second to none in daredeviltry— gliding. He took his first lesson
from a hardy group of fliers at Santa Ana
a few months ago, being launched from the
ground by a long rubber cable. Now, the
studio is thinking of forbidding him to
glide, so poor Bob never expects to be flying his own soaring-type glider.
Bing Crosby must never publicize the
nickname by which he is known to his immediate family— namely, "Trevis McGutney." And his weight must not go up over
seven pounds more— or else!
[Continued on page Co]
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Secret
Families

Players

Are Warned That Home

Marriage Take

Appeal

—

Away
But

And

That Romantic

It Isn't

True.

By

Maude Cheatkam
no

fear of his going Hollywood. So, arrivin
California three years ago, the
Regans leased a quiet home in Pasadena,
where the children entered school and Phil
commuted to the studios, some fifteen miles
distant.

ing

Oh

they both admit, there were
times when the "secret" complicated their
lives but they managed the situation with
amazing skill. Ever gay and debonair at
the studio, Phil faded from sight when the
day's work was over and if something came
up calling for him to make an appearance,
he was always accompanied by his pretty
girl friend, Josephine Dwyer, of Pasadena,
whom everyone admired. As for the children, Joseph, aged twelve, Phil, who is ten,
Jo Ann and Marilyn, seven and six, they

Basil

yes,

Rathbone

SECRETS

are always intriguing. And, if
coupled with romance, they become
doubly intriguing. That's the reason
why, whenever a screen favorite reveals a
"secret family," the imagination is stirred
and an additional glamour hovers over
everybody concerned.
Once the stage encouraged its actors to
keep their domestic affairs from view, but
the screen has never created such a
ban, though in the early days of motion pictures several players thought
it wise to hide their families in order
to enhance the mystery the film em-

phasized. Remember how the first
screen Adonis, Francis X. Bushman,
kept his many children a secret? And
the late Belle Bennett passed off her
son as a younger brother?
Modern Today, however, doesn't

bother

much

with

secrets.

a rule. So the surprise
now-a-days, when a

That

is,

Carol

Hughes

thought it a great joke and never so much
peeped to .their school friends as to who
their beloved daddy really was. I'll say,

as

that's a fine family loyalty!

that Phil first met his Josephine, when she
accompanied some friends to the hospital
where he was ill.
"It was love at first sight," Regan gaily

explained. "I sensed Cupid's swift steps
down the hospital corridor even before the
door opened and I caught a glimpse of
Josephine." Then he added, "Here's a record of fidelity that few couples can top;
we've never been separated a single day
since our marriage thirteen years ago!"
An exciting surprise was to discover that
George Raft has a son-a son who looks
much like his father. The lad has lived
with George's idolized mother in New York
City ever since the breakup of his early
marriage, and it wasn't that he deliberately
disclaimed the boy to the screen world, it
was just one of those peculiar Hollywood
edicts that overtakes some players.
Following the sensational success of his
second film, "Scarface," the studio decided
to feature Raft as a menace, but a
romantic
menace, mind you, with a warm, warm
heart. He was instructed not to
mention
that he was a father, it being
explained
that children were not counted an asset
to
romantic appeal. Innately sincere and
honest, this didn't please George at all,
yet
he figured, if he could make big money
and give his son all the advantages that
he, himself, had missed, it would be
worth
it.
So, the sleek-haired hero kept
about his early romance and no one guessed
his secret. Even that famous
newshound
Walter Winchell, who knew all about it'

mum

didn't

couple of years ago, George sent for
mother and the boy to come to Hollywood for the summer and he introduced
the youngster as his nephew. Perhaps
it was
his devotion to the handsome
twelveyear older, perhaps it was the striking
resemblance between them that aroused

I

as

the suspicions of the columnists.
Anywhen asked the direct question
George refused to lie and proudly

way,

is

admitted
"He's

knew her man; she had

this

was

studying

his son.
to
be

an aviator," George told

me

with happy enthusiasm. "All his life he has
been fascinated with air-

planes; why, he even
keeps a scrapbook of the
inventions and of the
record flights. Once, he
won a miniature machine
in a contest. I'm glad he
chose aviation and I'm
going to see that he has
every chance. Proud of

new

eight hundred congratulatory letters and
wires from all over the world.
Phil was happy to have the truth come
out. Unlike most stories of this kind, it
never had been his idea to throw a veil of
secrecy over his family, instead, it was the
gallant Mrs. Regan. She argued that a wife
and children would interfere with her husband's budding screen career and insisted
that he should appear as a fancy-free
bachelor. Few wives would have had this
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tell.

A

his

even greater,
popular player suddenly divulges hidden chapters in his— or
her— personal romances, and trots out a
hitherto unknown husband, wife or child.
The most sensational "secret family" disclosure was that the handsome Phil Regan
was not a romantic bachelor but had been
married for thirteen years. Furthermore,
that four husky children called the singing
Romeo daddy!
The film world buzzed with the news but
Phil's fans were so delighted that during
the following week he received more than

courage, but she

-

was fourteen years ago, in Brooklyn,

It

him? You bet
all

I

am,

he's

that

a father could
wish for in a son. Want
to know something? Just

thinking about

him makes

me

very,

feel

rich,

very

rich!"

George Raft

Phil

Regan

Hollywood took another
[Continued on page 69]

When Stars Are Pals
Tkey Help

And

One Anotker

N ever

Tell.

By Katnerine Aloert

(Left to right) Eleanor
Powell, Olivia de Havilland, Madge Evans,

Margo and Luise
Rainer. Friendship
means
h

"INHERE
about

Y

are a lot of nice

things

Hollywood — the

gorgeous

beaches, those sable coats the stars wear,
to name a few.
nicest things about the
town, it seems to me, is the fact that when
a star makes an unselfish, gracious gesture
she doesn't go around boasting about it.
It's
so easy when you've been "terribly
sweet" to someone to let the world know
it, just to drop a subtle hint
that you're

and Gary Cooper,
But one of the

of goodness and light. It can be
like this: "One thing I like about
Betty is that she's so grateful. Last summer
full

all

done

when

went on her vacation and I
her my best evening dress— poor
thing, she doesn't have much, you knowtears of thankfulness came into her eyes."
she

loaned

like this: "No, my dear, I can't possibly
go shopping with you this afternoon. You
see, Mrs. Andrews is ill and I'm getting
the dinner for her and taking care of the

Or

children."

Yet during

the

years

spent

in
Hollywood I've never heard such subtleties
(!) pass a star's lips. You hear their kind
all

I've

from those they have befriended—
you hear them at all— and they usually

gestures
if

terribly
embarrassed when they're
thanked. But it seems to me only fair that
you should learn about star loyalties. In a
town supposedly ruled by professional
jealousy and glamour competition it's kind
of grand to see the other side of the picture.

get

The first incident that comes to mind
concerns the time that Florence Eldredge
was given the role of Queen Elizabeth in
Katharine Hepburn's "Mary of Scotland."
Florence was both thrilled and terrified.
Once her name had been more important
than Freddie March's. But for the past
years she had been ye complete homebody.
Her home, her children, her husband had
taken all her time and energy. Now that
the babies were no longer infants she
longed for the thrill of the work she loved.
The day she was to report to the studio
for the first time she was up at five A.M.
When she went downstairs she found Freddie pacing the floor. He was as nervous as
she, as anxious for her to make good. Even
the kids— sensing some momentous thing
was in the air— were up.
Fred wasn't working. He stayed home
that day while Florence drove to the studio.
The
gone

kids

thought

mad— Papa

the

home,

whole world had

Mama

at

work,

something
them.

to

what
topsy-turvy

business

was

Florence was
dressed and made up
and on the set even an
hour before the electricians.
And while she sat there waiting
she saw some men bringing in Ginger Rogers' portable dressing room.
"Miss Rogers sent this for your use, Miss
Eldredge," one said. "Thought you might
like the rest between scenes."
Ah, how well Ginger knew the solace of
silence and relaxation when working on a
difficult job. But the thing that made tears
come to Florence's eyes was that she knew
Ginger would have given her dancing feet
to have played Queen Elizabeth— that Ginthis!

had a dozen tests made in costume
and had begged the producers for a chance
at the role. But they did not want the
Rogers kid to step out of character. No, she
had to be the gay dancing gal before the
ger had

camera. No serious dramatic roles for her!
So Florence got the part— and used Ginger's
dressing room.

When

Eleanor Powell was given the leading role in "Broadway Melody," the theatrical wiseacres shook their heads. Sure,
the girl could dance— was probably the
greatest
feminine exponent of tap on
Broadway, but she wasn't an actress. Could
she read lines? No. Was her diction good?
Again, no. Well— maybe the dancing would
carry her along.

And

these same wiseacres were amazed
when they saw the film and watched her
knock off as neat an imitation of Katharine
Hepburn as the celluloid has reported,
heard her speak her lines like an old-timer.
As Eleanor is the first to admit, the reason was Una Merkel. Eleanor realized her
limitations. She told Una— who had a part
in the picture— how inadequate she felt the
minute she stopped dancing. So Una began
by making "suggestions" and ended by
being Eleanor's unofficial coach.
Before every scene those two would have
their heads together— Una showing Eleanor
just how to get the most value from every
word. During that time Una's old friends

thought she
had ;one high
hat
because they
couldn't make a lunch

f

.1

JS?'j

v
date with her. Una was
giving up all her lunch hours
trying to help Eleanor. And she
didn't even tell her husband what
she was doing. And now here's the way
Eleanor repaid Una. "Broadway Melody"
made the Powell girl a star. Una— for all
her years of experience— has had to fight
-

good roles. When "Born to Dance" was
being cast Eleanor said she wouldn't appear in the film unless the executives gave
Una a big fat part. They protested, because
the girl who played this role had to do a
dancing routine. They knew Una couldn't
for

tap.

"Give her the part," Eleanor

said. "She'll

tap!"

And— what's more— she did. Eleanor
Powell taught her how!
When the romance between Jeanette
McDonald and Robert Ritchie was at iis
Bob went to Europe on business.
(He was Jeanette's manager, you remember.) There he met Luise Rainer and came
back to Hollywood screaming about her
talents. At first M-G-M wouldn't listen. But
height,

finally

Bob made himself such

a nuisance

that they decided to send for the gal and
see what had inspired such raves. Incidentally, Luise's
contract wasn't signed
until after "Escapade."
Now you would certainly think that it
would irk a beautiful woman to hear her

[Continued on page 60]
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A IX

of fascinating cliques color Hollywood life. Each
have told you of the particular crowd of celebrities
whose hobby is the current sensation. Now the most interesting group in the entire motion picture colony is that intriguing,
choice circle of stars who are In The Know. What they are
sponsoring might be called gossip. Only when they get together
the tales they pass on are vitally important. Their favorite stunt
is talking shop, hour after hour, and what they say rings with
genuine authority.
sorts

y \ month

I

They can amplify and predict the
actual inside facts of the astounding
film business in an astonishing manner. They are fully aware of what's
going on behind the scenes and of
things
to
exciting
the
come. They aren't surprised by the present crop

Alice Faye gets first crack at the
musical heroines at 20th Cen-

they even know
tomorrow's headlines and
whispers today!
an unparalleled
It
is
thrill to be able to say,
of

hits;

"Oh

Especially

why of course.
predicted!"
when you're

speaking

of

yes,

Just as

I

the

'tury-Fox.

They know that Sylvia Sidney
takes an Italian lesson nearly
every day from a professor at U.S.C., so she can star in the film
Walter Wangei will make in Rome under Mussolini's patronage.
They know that Taylor and Harlow will be teamed again this
month, but this time they will be better, for they won't be rushed
through their stuff in fourteen days. They know why Fred MacMurray, new top man at Paramount, never speaks of his marriage
to the press. They know that Robert Montgomery's fate is in the
balance and that Mary Astor will get herself into the doghouse

movies

and their glamorous folk.
These are the stars who
can do this, who know

more impetuous moments up her sleeve. They know
Tyrone Power's love scenes with Loretta Young were tame
compared to his current burning up with Sonja Henie. For the
Power-Henie romance is fast becoming as red-hot as the Taylorif

immediately what's happened to everyone of importance in Hollywood;
the Bennett sisters, Myrna
Loy, Carole Lombard, Clark
Marlene Dietrich, Claudett
Madeleine Carroll, Dol
bert,
Del Rio, Fredric March.
Eilers, Jean Harlow, Gary Coor
William Powell, and Charles
They don't, as you might
pose, meet over luncheon tables

The

bustling

Vendome

isn't

Stanwyck devotion.
But about Paul Muni, for instance. He has just one more picture to make on the five-year contract he is concluding at
Warners. Besieged with offers, he is nevertheless determined to
wipe acting from his mind for an unlimited length of time. Only
when he is thoroughly re-inspired will he work once more. His
role in "The Woman I Love" wasn't pared as punishment for his

a

group. N
they assemble at the muchly
licized Trocadero night club
coffee

to

shop for

she has any

that

this

On

be confidential. They come

together at private homes.
What are they discussing
now? If you want to crash a
splendid mansion and be in
on the stories being repeated
come
time,
this
right
at

Pan

along with me!
that Paul Muni
is determined to forget Hollywood for a long spell and

They know

Gaynor isn't
through, that two Viennese
baronesses have been quietly
under cover and will be
starred by rival companies
next month. They know that
Olivia de Havilland's severest
competition for ingenue laurels will be furnished by her
own sister, Joan Fontaine. They know why
nothing is being said about Will Rogers'
daughter, and that Allan Jones is the serious menace to Nelson Eddy; that there is
that Janet

a girl who'll race

Deanna Durbin and

The

There
siJers

Is

A. Clique

Of

Who Know

In=

The

Important Developments
L,ong

Before

The

Public.

that

Eleanor Powell is teacher's pet at M-G-M.
Frances Farmer must cultivate tact and

Are they going up

in

smoke? Janet Gaynor,

James Stewart and

Humphrey

Bogart,

Fred MacMurray, Doris

Nolan and George
Murphy are talked
about when studio
rumors are discussed.
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deafness to the prod
pleas that he stay on and
cash in for himself and them.
Paul's part was smaller than

Louis
with,

made

Hayward's to begin
and he didn't care. He
picture

this

because he felt he
owed a debt of
gratitude.

who

The man

produced

the

it

off

on

RKO-Radio

lot

was starting

i

J
/

and securing Paul
meant tremendous
initial prestige.
Anxious to quit for
complete relaxation, Paul remembered that this
same man was the
first

person to give

him

on

a break
Broadway.

What's happening to Janet

nor

is

no

Gay-

secret to

the inner circle. Tor
ten years she was

undisputed empress
at Fox, tiny but supreme. Darryl Zanuck took over the
studio and she

left.

was widely rumored that he didn't agree with the
It

former regime's
high opinion of
her.

This

isn't

so.

who have
the lowdown on
The

stars

know that Zanuck
renew Janet's contract. It was her own decision
to free lance. Janet, you see, is a born
diplomat. Perhaps the new boss mighteverything
offered to

always see things her way, so- why
politely shake hands and vow
Sally Eilers, Clark
she'd be glad to work for him whenGable, Fredric
ever he had a vehicle she liked? Instead of a scrap, Janet
to flying fast and Euriously.
March, Jean Harcannily forestalled any possible rift.
j± s j oan Bennett is on the verge of scoring
low
and
Bill
Powell
Cecil B. DeMille is up to his old magical trick. He's
a granci s am Bill Powell murmurs that Judy
always
know
when
cleverly grooming a brand-new lady star. Franciska Gaal is
Garland and George Murphy are goaling 'em at
a big break occurs.
her name and she is debuting in the lead in "The BucMetro. Judy's singing in "Broadway Melody of
caneers." A gay Austrian baroness of twenty-three, she looks
1937" will give Universal and Deanna Durbin
like a brunette Sonja' Henie. She couldn't talk English at
a run for honors in this new adolescent star
all when she arrived last December and you've heard nothing of
class. Then, George Murphy's singing and dancing in the same
her because DeMille wished it so. He found her as he gets all his
film is proving Louis B. Mayer right in declaring George deserved
players— by examining pictures they've been in. She's made a
to advance.
couple abroad.
There is no relying on imagination when sitting between Carole
While Miss Gaal's baron is with her, Luili Deste, Columbia's
Lombard and Marlene Dietrich. They discuss tomorrow's screen
Viennese baroness, is a widow. A sophisticate, in contrast to
names without a trace of langour. At 20th Century-Fox, of course,
Franciska, Luili looks like Myrna Loy in person, and photographs
Gracie Fields skyrockets in July. While she was in England,
like Dietrich. She is as cosmopolitan as she is chic and Harry
Marlene found out that Gracie is Britain's highest-paid star.
Cohn is industriously seeking the proper story in which to launch
Meanwhile, Carole interrupts, the feminine dark horse on that
her.
lot is Mary Rogers, daughter of Will. And Mary has begged Mr.
So, talent is still being imported from Europe, despite agitation
Zanuck not to give her any publicity campaign; Mary thinks it
to exclude foreign artists. Hollywood won't ever become so narrow
would be extremely poor taste to capitalize on her father's reputaas to do that. But the fact that two baronesses are among those
tion. It was a shame she became ill after starting her debut in
present no longer dazes the colony, as it would have several years
"Slave Ship." She's been studying acting in Eastern stock comago. Worship of titles, a naive practice, is passe. These baronesses
panies. Yes, Mary Rogers will be big!
haven't been given a social rush. They must click on their own
Speaking of Paramount, their home lot, Marlene asks Carole if
merit.
she believes John Trent and Lloyd Nolan will be— as the studio
If you dropped in with me at Constance Bennett's Georgian
hopes— the foremost men of next year. Carole thinks the men at
home in Holmby Hills, you'd first learn that Connie is building
the top are plenty astute and doesn't doubt John and Lloyd will
guest rooms over the garage. She's gone that sociable! Then
register emphatically.
there'd be dinner, in state. The In The Knoiv clique, no matter
Sally Eilers beams. She knows something! She knows that Warwhether they're at Connie's or Del Rio's modernistic mansion or
ners have destined Humphrey Bogart for stardom. Also that BarGary's Bahaman cottage, have dinner in formal attire. Afterwards
bara Read's performance in "The Road Back" assures prominence
there's generally cards. And it is over the card games that the
and that Universal is scheming to introduce Jack Dunn, the male
unpublished news, merely tossed off as asides during dinner, gets
Sonja Henie. Carole glows when [Continued on page 78]
n't

not

]
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1

GINGER ROGERS
what every
Most Popular Girl at the Party. Every waltz is taken by Cary Grant and
Jimmy Stewart and Alfred Vanderbilt, no less. Her phone rings
constantly. So does her door-bell. There are roses with long
stems, and orchids with white petals, and cute little knick-knacks
in gay boxes from Cartiers. And Ginger who is a warm, friendly

at twenty-five, red-haired Ginger Rogers
TODAY, one
time or another has longed to be— the

is

girl at

person is as excited as a debutante at her first ball.
She has always been a party-girl at heart, she loves laughter
and lots and lots of people, but ever since she was a little girl
in her early teens she has worked like a Trojan, like a whole
army of Trojans, on her career— and what with vaudeville and
night clubs and musical comedies and radio and movies and
rehearsals, interminable rehearsals, there has been very little time
sort of

to play.

Bui today she has "arrived." She is an established movie star
with a telephone number salary and rates right up in the Big
Ten according to the Box Office poll. She can afford, for the first
time in her life, to relax, enjoy herself, spend her money, and
become a part of Hollywood's mad social whirl.
When Ginger, who was already well known on the vaudeville
stage, but not in movies, was on her way to the Coast some six
years ago to make B pictures for Pathe, and support Joe E. Brown
in comedies, she met Harold Ross, editor of the New Yorker, on
the train, and when the Chief pulled in at Pasadena Mr. Ross
received an invitation from a well-known screen supervisor to a
party at his home that

evening.

Ross invited Ginger to
go with him to the party,

and after a bit of conspiring with her, he into
hei
troduci 'l
supervisor-host as ElizaDu Pont, \ on
beth
heiress on her way to
Honolulu. The supervisor
didn't recognize her, nor
did any of the guests, un1

1

1

1

>

the Marx Brothers
til
arrived and they of course
spotted her in a second.
They were let in on the

gag by Ginger and Ross
and helped matters considerably by whispering
around that Miss Du
Pont looked like excellent
screen material and somebody in Hollywood ought
to give her a test. After
build-up the
terrific
a
supervisor became so interested that he insisted
that Miss Du Pont post-

pone her trip to Honolulu and make a screen
the studio the very
seems the
It
movies could not survive
much longer unless blessed
with the grace and beauty
of Elizabeth Du Pont.
Ginger, every inch an
test at

next

day.

heiress, was politely reThe supervisor
gretful.
still gets wires from his

friends

wanting to know

when he

Du

is

going to give

Pont girl a screen
test. Ginger Rogers does
not go unrecognized at
parties today, you may be
sure. Even bona fide Du
Ponts get shoved about
that
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something awful when Ginger makes an appearance.
And when a movie star has worked hard all her life and decides to rest on her oars a bit what does she do besides romping

mad young thing? You guessed it, Bright Boy, she builds
home. After six years of moving and renting and moving and
not being able to call her patio her own, Ginger has bought
herself some good earth on the top of Beverly Crest and built
herself a home, her first real home. She calls it a "stylized farmhouse" and it is low and rambling and has nine rooms all on
one floor, with a most breath-taking view of the hills and ocean.
There's a huge play room which would warm the heart of
Abercrombie and Fitch, for it is equipped with everything from
ping pong to checkers— our little Ginger being a perfect pushover
for any kind of a game. The director of "In Person" (the one
about the movie star with George Brent) will tell you about the
day on the set that Ginger was to do her big emotional scene
for the picture. Everything was ready, but there was no Ginger.
"Poor kid, probably trying to get herself into the mood," said
the director who had worked with other glamour girls and had
a mental picture of Ginger pacing dramatically back and forth
as the victrola played a recording of Tschaikowsky's Fifth Symphony. But it wasn't the plaintive strains of the violins he finally
heard— it was the thump, thump, thump of a rubber ball. Ginger
was discovered behind a prop bar playing a heated game of
jacks with the two little girls in the picture! She had crashed
the game and was winning all the jacks.
Ginger's house is modestly and comfortably furnished, as a farmhouse should be, only in her bedroom did she let herself go. The room is done in blue,
which is Ginger's favorite color, and is as feminine
like a

a

as a feather fan.
*"*

v,

There's a tennis court which faces in the right direcand a swimming pool that's deep enough to dive
into without cracking your skull. There's also a barbecue grill and Ginger can hardly wait until the nights
get warm enough to give outdoor barbecues.
She even smacks her lips, a gesture which in you
would be vulgar, but in Ginger is cute, as she thinks
about it. For Ginger, dear people, is one of the few
movie stars who admits, mercy she even boasts, that
she has a hearty appetite. Next to grilled steaks she
loves ham and eggs, and on the hottest day of summer (after dancing for hours with Fred Astaire) she
will sit down to a luncheon of ham and eggs while
the rest of glamorous Hollywood is swooning over
tions,

a lettuce leaf.

Ginger has never dieted in her life. When she is
rehearsing dance routines she drinks gallons of iced
tea with plenty of sugar. When you marvel at her
appetite and her perfect figure she matter-of-factly
tells you that if you exercise as much as she does
you'd be slender too. In this homestead high on

(Below, left) An
family photograph of Ginger
when she was the
old

youngster known
as Virginia Kather-

ineMcMath. (Next)

With her
Mrs.

Lela

mother,
Rogers.

(Below) Skating
with her party
guest, "Mercury

Jack" Oakie.
(Right)

The great

dance team of the

screen, Ginger
Rogers and Fred
Astaire, in a scene
from their new pic-

ture,

"Shall

Dance?"

We

Beverly Crest Ginger lives with her mother, the youngish Mrs.
Lela Rogers. There is no "man of the house." But there will be.
Ginger is possibly the only movie star in Hollywood who doesn't
cross a bridge until she gets to it, and even when she gets to it
she often makes a detour without getting the least bit upset.
Her mother will tell you that she has been like this all her life.
She was a serene, good-natured baby. Trifles never bothered her.
If one of the mean little kids in the neighborhood took her doll
away from her, she didn't howl and scratch, she merely went
in the house and got herself another doll.
As soon as she was old enough to leason she could discriminate
between the trivial and the important, and only when something
is really big will she put up a fight for it. While other stars are
screaming and having hysterics in the "front office," in the publicity departments, in the wardrobe department, and on the sets
over all sorts of trivia Ginger goes on her own sweet, serene way,
and accomplishes just as much, if not more, in the end.
Glamour girls, as you probably know, are very fussy about the
clothes they wear in pictures, and even though the colors do
not show (except in technicolor) they insist upon having shades
they consider becoming to themselves. If the shade isn't just
right they go up into the air like a sky rocket and refuse to
wear the gown.
Now Ginger, like all redheads, has a natural aversion to pink.
But when she was making "Top Hat," she walked into the wardrobe department one day for a fitting and found that they had
made a pink metallic cloth dress for her to wear in one of the
dancing sequences. Ginger claims she feels awkward in pink, but
rather than make any trouble for the wardrobe people she wore
the dress without registering a single complaint. I know of no
other star who would have done that.
Everytime she reads something about herself in a newspaper
column or a magazine that isn't quite flattering she doesn't burst
into tears and bawl out all the little people in the
publicity department (other stars do), and she doesn't
snub the extras and tell the director how to direct his
picture (other stars do).
This entire lack of temper, or temperament if you
wish, has made Ginger Rogers the "pet" of the
Studios, from the prop boys to the producers. They
worship her. She is also worshipped by those terribly
awed and badly frightened people— the "new" players.
The "first picture" in Hollywood is an ordeal for any
actor, no matter how talented, and under the strain of
the excitement he blows up [Continued on page '/g]

RKO

month

have ever known
all seem to
be marking time, waiting for something
another James Stewart, perhaps, or a
Tyrone Power ... or a millennium. At
any rate, only at Paramount is anything
dullest
THE
around the

.

.

I

They

studios.

.

stirring.

Paramount
over here are "I Met Him in Paris"
starring Claudette Colbert, with Robert
Young and Melvyn Douglas; and "Turn
Off the Moon" with Johnny Downs and

BUT

Eleanore Whitney.

We

might

as well start

with "I Met

Him

At

The

And

Players

Are

By

in Paris." The set is the
cocktail room of a big hotel
in Paris and Claudette is
sitting at a table by her-

Imagine Claudette

self.

ting at a

table alone!

sit-

On

Studios,,

The

Sets

A/lany Sound Stages, The

Seen

S.

R.

At Their Work

Mook

Helen Vinson, Warner
Baxter and Joan Bennett in a scene from
"Vogues of 1 9 3 8."
(Right) Melvyn Doug-

Robert Young and
Claudette Colbert in
las,

"I

Met Him

in Paris."

But

anything can happen in pictures.
She has just managed to make a waiter
—who learned to speak English from a
Japanese, who worked for a year in America as a houseboy, and who learned English
that way (the easy way)— understand that
she wants a Martini. A Frenchman, sitting
at an adjoining table thinks he sees an

opportunity to strike up an acquaintance,
so he takes his handkerchief out of his
breast pocket, drops it on the floor by
Claudette, leans over, picks it up and offers
it to her. She is just about to accept it when
she notices it isn't hers. But Frenchy sits
down anyhow and gets quite fresh.

But Bob Young and Douglas have been
at a near-by table watching the
by-play. When Frenchy
tries
to
pinch
Claudette's cheek Bob gets up and makes
his way over to the table.
"Pssst!" says Bob, tapping Frenchy on
the
shoulder.
Frenchy
looks
around.
sitting

"Voom!"
the

says

direction

Bob
of

his thumb in
door— and Frenchy

jerking
the

vooms.

hope

uncle."

"So would I," Claudette assures him. "I
never saw him before." She looks at Bob
and likes him. Then the waiter brings her
cocktail and looks at Bob in surprise. Claudette suddenly realizes the waiter thinks
she's being picked up, so she drops her
smile.

And Bob
34

realizes that.

rather

I'd

leave?" he asks

politely.

"Well,"

Claudette

begins

uncertainly,

"this isn't exactly—"

"Would you have the ask to wish
also Martini?" the waiter interrupts.
"What???" Bob

for

asks.

"That's Colonel Double Talk," Claudette
laughs, "the fancy English speaker. He
wants to know if you have the ask to
wish for also a Martini."

"Oh, may

he was annoying you," Bob
smiles as Claudette stares at him. "I'd feel
pretty silly if he turned out to be your
"I

"Would you

I?"

Bob

replies.

Claudette realizes she's caught, looks at
him uncertainly, then shrugs and smiles.
"Okey dokey," she says to the waiter.
"Okey dokey," he beams and turns away.
"My name's Gene Anders," Bob offers.

"Thanks for letting me stay."
"I'm Kay Denham," Claudette informs
him. "To

tell

you the truth,

I

don't ex-

know how I happened to let you."
"Maybe we can help each other," Bob

actly

suggests.

"Perhaps

I

can speak French for

you and you can translate the waiter for
me."
"Cut!" calls Wesley Ruggles the director,
as though he'd had enough of this.
"How're ya, Dick?" Wes asks, shaking
hands. He looks swell. That location trip
to Sun Valley, Idaho, where the company
has been for six weeks, seems to have been
just what the doctor ordered.
So we come to "Turn Off the Moon."
that a great title? Charles Ruggles,
Eleanore Whitney, Johnny Downs and
Marjorie Gateson are featured in this.
Ruggles owns a department store and
Isn't

an astrologer

tells

him

the most propitious

time to propose to his long-suffering secretary, Miss Gateson, is at 3:15
the following Sunday night. But he warns him
that he must first bring to a successful conclusion the love affair of two other people.
He picks on Eleanore and Johnny as the
two. But they've had a row and Eleanore
[Continued on page 70]
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T

THEN

Errol Flynn's

\f trading

schooner

sluggishly on
rollers of the purple
hern seas, he lay lazily
in thought. But even
rose

most

imaginative

|im could hardly have
ailed the facts of his

enturous

Errol

life.

made good in Holly*d and is now known
:very

town and

the

civilized

ides

which, he

i

:

Flvnn

village

world,
is

mar-

to a famous beauty.
has smiled upon him
he now has millions

vell-wishers.

Errol

Having Lived

And

Intensely

Dangerously, A/lovie

Do Not Seem Un=
He
Gives Them Life Out Of

Parts

reasonable To Him.

His

Own

Picturesque

Ex=

perience.

(Extreme

left)

Mauch and

Billy

Errol

in

"The Prince and the
Pauper." (Next, below)
With Cedric
Hardwicke and Anita
Louise in "Green
Light." (Center) In
a scene from "Captain Blood." (Below)
Mr. and Mrs. Flynn
(Lili Damita) at their
home in Hollywood.

June Is For
Lovers
The Mysterious

Stirrings

Flowers To Bloom

Of Nature Ca

And Males To

Feel Strai

Longings, While Every Girl Becomes

And More

Now love scenes are in season and even pretended love
blossoms in June. (Above)
Tala Birell and John Boles,
in "As Good As Married,"
and acting naturally. ( Right)
Robert Taylor and Barbara
Stanwyck in harmony with
all the animal
kingdom in

"This Is My Affair." (Below) Kent Taylor and Virginia Bruce hear the mating
call

for

"When

Love

Is

Young."

have sung of the strange
yearnings of lovers in June, and
moving picture directors have sought
expressive situations and gestures to
tell the old, old story of love. But all
the wisdom in Hollywood has been
unable to find a more natural or lucid
grouping than the surrendering attitude of an embrace. As a picture
beauty melts into the arms of the
hero, her protective armor of speech
and her self-reliance and independence

POETS

The wisdom that calculates for the future, and the pride
that contributes to her arrogance, fade
and are lost. Life has her in its grasp,
but a girl in love fears nothing. "Be
kind to me," she whispers and thus
comes to pass the mysterious alchemy
of a day in June.
drop from her.

Beautiful.

M

—

(Above) A kiss the dot on the i in loving.
James Dunn and Patricia Ellis are sweethearts
In "Think
in "Venus Makes Trouble." (Left)
Fast, Mr. Moto," Virginia Field and Thomas
Beck surrender to the urge that every June
breeze is whispering. (Center) Ray Milland
and Wendy Barrie are willing actors in a
make-believe love scene in "Wings Over
Honolulu." (Below) Katherine DeMille and
Allan Lane feel the plot of "Charlie Chan at
the Olympics" should be remolded nearer to
the heart's desire.

HE

BOW

OF

PROMIS

There

As

Are As Many

There

Of Womanly

Beauty

The Rainbow,

And

Every Pretty

Hope That Dreams

Will

Come

Are Colors

Face Reflects The

Different Kinds
In

True.'

—

Below, left to right
Irene Dunne, Claud
Colbert, Loretta Young, Ginger Rogers,
Francis and Madeleine Carroll. Their pul<
tude has given them such success that i
fame reaches across the world.

The

Stars

Good

Little

Pawns,

Must Accept

Ihcy

The

Are Like

rarts

Th'em

Assigned

And Hope

For The Best.

pawns reading from top
bottom are: (Left) Claire Trevor,
Warren Hull, Joan Blondell, John
Howard; (Right) Kent Taylor, Margaret
Lindsey,
Michael
Whalen,
Constance Bennett.
The

In the center panel are
scenes from
recent films. At the summons from
the studios the players spring into

action.

Drama, dancing, comedy and
tragedy are all in the day's work.

Pawns

In
I

KTURE~

Game
N THE making

of

pictures, it often seems
that the players are more
or Jess like the pawns in a game of
chess. The genius, called Hollywood
uses them to make pictures. The director

the author and the producer conceive the
completed picture, and then select the
players, who frequently dislike the
very roles which turn out to

be

their greatest successes.

Pawns reading from top to bottom
(Left) Isabel Jewell, Randolph

are:

Scott,

Sally

and, center,

Eilers,
Edmund Lowe
Gene Raymond. (Right)

Robert Young, Gail Patrick,
Oakie, Beverly Roberts.

Jack

The Flirtation Tha
With E very
Talent

a

Glowing

The Girls

Of

arm

An

Enticing!

Pictures

Oft

shining statue that
THE
symbolizes the highest

honor to be awarded in
Hollywood fills the breasts of
the actresses with a sincere
longing. Every year some girl
is made very happy when she
takes the shining little fellow
into her arms.
But there are, this year, an

unusual

group of

of great talent,
grace, loveliness

actresses
possess

who

and breathtaking beauty. They hope
that they will be chosen to
take the dignified little Academy trophy to share their
hearts

and homes.

Joan Crawford and Shirley Temple. (Shirley once
received an award for her general success.)

Pictures

For The

Summer Screens
Are Two

There

and "Dull."

(Above) "Night Must Fall"
taken from a successful
English Play. Robert Montgomery is the murderer and
Rosalind Russell plays oppois

site

him.

(Left)

Fairbanks, Jr., in
Thief Meets Thief,"
ture

made

in

Douglas

"When
a

pic-

England.

Seasons In The

Pictures

Movie Business

Have To

Be Better

—"Busy"

In

Summer.

Edward Everett Horton
seems to be ailing in "Oh,
Doctor."

He

apparently de-

to cancel his voyage
across the Styx. All in the
interests of comedy. (Top
sires

right)

"The

Poker

Flats,"

Outcasts

of

have Preston
Foster among their number.
play with Bret Harte's
title, at least. (Right) "Slim,"
a drama from the daily lives
of linesmen. Pat O'Brien, of

A

(Right)

Wallace

Beery,

Ted Healy and

Una

Merkel

drink-

way through
"The Old Soak." (Below)
Mary Young,
Robert McWade,
Marjorie Weaver and

ing their

Robert Taylor in gold
braid and brass buttons for "This Is My
Affair."

.Above) Spencer Tracy and Gladys
Seorge in "They Gave Him A Gun."
is
a man ever the same after he has
seen a soldier? (Left) Edward G. Robeson, Bette Davis and Wayne Morris

making a prizefight picture called
Galahad." (Extreme left, bottom)
Conrad Nagel and Eleanor Hunt in

ire

^Kid

The Gold Racket." What has
Jo

with feet?
lohn
Qualen

(Extreme

and

"Angel's

Jane

that to

above)
Withers in

left,

Holiday."

Vacation Time
Is

Here

Long

At

Lasts

NOW

that summer is here again all of us are
thinking of days in the open, and, whether
you expect to spend your leisure at some
beach or pool, on a golf course, tennis court, ship's
deck, or just lounging in your own garden or back
yard, you can always be a vision of loveliness.
It would be impossible not to look attractive in
the variegaied sports clothes designed for your
benefit this year. And, no matter how slim your
purse, there will be no excuse for you if you
emerge a frump! If you cannot afford luxurious
satin bathing suits and expensive crepe play togs,
console yourself with the thought that cottons

have come into their own right now. And cottons
are not only within your income, they are extremely modish, come in the most entrancing designs and— what is still better— are cut along the
most fashionable lines.

Be a Picturesque SummerParker and Lynne Carver tramp
up and down the beach secure in the
knowledge that they are the cynosure of
Cecilia

all eyes. Cecilia's graceful cape is of tan
and yellow stripes on a neutral wool
background, with slits through which the
arms are given freedom. Lynne's beachdress features red and blue diagonal
stripes
on a white wool background.

(B.V.D. Beachwear.

green
led

suit,

stitch,

in
is

Maui-

to

Jivan's trim

tas a fash-

md
e

adjust-

braided

straps
ti

fas-

Chrome

te clips.
uoise,

wrinkle

linen, trimmed with
Gertrude Niesen's choice.

finished

wooden buttons

is

matching stitched-linen hat lends distincsimple costume. (Next) Now that men
bandoned plus fours women have adopted
s
their own. Carol Hughes' are of white
},

this

smartly
blouse

contrasted with a tailored
tomato red and white.

in

chinfz

G

iri

1

Contrasts
The Further Removed The
Character

In

The Play

From The Actor's Role

Ue, The More

Skill

quired To Play

MAKE

Is

Is

In

Re=

It.

character seem
that part is
entirely different from the actor's
own type, is the prohlem that fascinates the player. Robert Montgomery,
whose early years were spent in New
York, tackles the role of a killer in
his new picture. A problem indeed.
Comedians have it easier— that is, easier
for them. They are born that way and
no one can be made into a comedy

TO

a screen

real, particularly

player.

(At top) Studio portrait of

Una Merkel standing with
reluctant feet half way between the cactus and the
palm. (Above) Una sings
in "The Old Soak" and burlesques the prima donnas.
(Right) Robert Montgomery in "Night Must Fall," a
part

in

great

Bob

contrast

himself.

to

when

|

(Left)

above,

Sail Sondergaard and,
as she appears in her

"Seventh Heaven." Her
performance in "Anthony Adverse" won for her honorable
mention on the list of the
Academy of Arts and Sciences.
(Right) Walter Brennan and,
role in

above,

Swede

He

as
in

also

the

unforgettable

"Come And Get

It."

received

mention which he

honorable
well deserved.

VER HER FRESH UMES-A 5'DAY DRESS!

Dresses absorb perspiration
odor. . . Avoid Offending
Dainty

women

They Lux

shrink From offending others.
Any dress

their dresses often.

Lux removes
completely — prevents
offending. Lux has no harmful
alkali and with Lux there's no

safe in water

is

safe in Lux.

perspiration odor

injurious cake-soap rubbing.

FOR DRESSES

With Candid

Cameraman

On

a special train to a premiere. Mischa Auer, Dick Arlen
Gloria Stuart convince San Francisco that "Lost
Horizon" is important. (Left) Carole Lombard keeps a
tryst with a plate of ham and eggs in the studio commissary.

and

imposed photographs caught
cameras reveal that thecharm of the players is an inseparable part of their famous faces. We
read of the wonders of make-up and
the tricks of lighting that are invoked
to help the stars maintain their screen
personalities, but the candid cameras
need no tricks. These off-stage pic-

THE
by

the

tures of the players catch the mysteriis the priceless pos-

ous quality that

session of the screen

men and women.

(Left) Lunch time at Paramount.
(L. to R. ) Mack Grey, George

Roscoe Karns, Lynne Over-

Raft,

man and the head man himself
Gary Cooper. (Below) The

—

stars

turn

Capra

out to see the Frank
in Hollywood. Pat
and - hubby, Charles

picture

Peterson

Boyer, Marguerite Churchill and
her man. John
Boles
is
alone,
but Marlene
Dietrich is escorted by Douglas

George O'Brien

—

Fairbanks,

Jr.

Cary Grant Was Worried.
His

Friends

Said:

You Get
Hair-Cut Or

"Either

A

Buy

A

Fiddle."

GRANT
CARY
double
leads
a

life!

Who

have suspected

would
it?

Herein are the true
facts,

presented chronthe first

ologically for

time on any typethat he who
may read — yea,
and weep— great scaldwriter,

hard when a
It's
player grows his
own wig for a cos-

runs

4

ing tears of sympathy
for

tume

one more sinned

picture.

against than sinning.
He doesn't want any

double

life,

heaven

The

business is
not of his asking or design. The truth is, he revels in
single blessedness— when he has a chance to revel— and
admits it. He asks naught of life but that he be permitted
to live it in a leisurely fashion and at unhurried peace
with the world. He likes to take his time. Probably caught
the mood from Mae West in that early spectacular opus
of hers, "She Done Him Wrong," in which he scored so
emphatically.
But it seems this tall splendid fellow is impaled on the
thorns of a dilemma.
Now, according to Cary, when you are stabbed by a
dilemma, you know it. If the thing will not be satisfied
with the one initial bite sanctioned by law, but continues
to pursue you, it can run you ragged. That's what Cary
says he is— run ragged. It hardly shows on him. Possibly
those fuzzy tweeds he practically lives in could use a shave,
that's all. But they perfectly matched his hair the other
day when he told us this sad tale. The Grant coiffure
hung in quaint wisps over his collar, but surely through
no fault of Cary's, which is part of the story, so stick
around and pretty soon all will be revealed.
He doesn't like his long bob, and admits it in strong
but genteel accents. He went from here to Palm Springs
just to get his hair cut, which is where the double-life
part of this story begins. But let's start at the beginning.
Cary is making two pictures at two studios while under contract
to a third. He is living in two houses at one and the same time.
He has six telephone numbers (two houses, three studios and
his agent) which would require him to be quintuplets plus one,
in order to answer all of them. If one were sufficiently curious,
which one is not, to pry into his private life, undoubtedly it would
be discovered to have at least two ladies in it. And one of them
is very likely to be
Ginger Rogers, according to latest reports.
Spurring our imagination to a spirited gallop, they are very lovely
ladies, one blonde and fair, the other red-haired and with a
tilted nose, very exacting, who greets him with "—and where were

knows.

A

Hair-

Raising

you?"
As above proclaimed, we don't know a thing about it. merely
we are reporting a theory which seems logical— and there are
rumors— since there happens to be so many lovely ladies in Hollywood and so few Gary-Grants. He rates at least two to provide
the final fillip in his complicated life
But one need not exercise even a modicum of curiosity to observe that the guy is going nuts— balmy on the crumpet I believe
it is called in his native England. He is a man distracted, on his
way to four places at once, with four others waiting simultaneously.
Well, the whole thing would never have gathered such cataclysmic momentum if Cary hadn't started out to have his hair
cut. Now a hair-cut may be just a hair-cut to you: things reach
an impasse where your wife says, "Look: either you get one or
I'll cut it!" So you saunter to the barber shop and have your
.

.

.

once-over-lightly and the subject is closed until the next
time, or three weeks later,
when hostilities are renewed.
This must be why so many
men are happily reconciled to
baldness. At least, Cary says,
they go around beaming and
it can't all be defiance.

Now
to

Story

Cary

hear

mop

to

is

him

make

blessed, but not
it,
with a
Zulu chieftain

tell

a

swoon with envy, when and
it

is

own

permitted to pursue
natural

course,

if
its

which

normally it is not; not if Cary
has anything to say about it.
During the filming time of a
modern picture he must have
three, four, five, even six trimmings. And they require a
very special barber who fully
understands the delicate nuances
of
the situation— one
who can make it match up
from day to day. Cary may be in the middle of a scene, to be
picked up the following day— and obviously he cannot appear to
have departed from the Countess Hoosit's drawing-room, in the
midst of the formalities, long enough to have his hair trimmed!
It wouldn't make sense and thousands of fans who are sticklers
for such detail, would write, telephone and wire their anguished
protests. Cary knoxvs. They have, once in the past, before he found

By

Ruth Rankin

Tony.
So there is one barber, of all the barbers in Hollywood, whom
Cary has discovered to have a fine feeling for how much to snip
and how much not to snip in order to convey the proper touch
of verisimilitude (no extra charge for that).
"So," says Cary, "I saw what appeared to be a barber's interlude, one afternoon recently while we were making some added
scenes in the Grace Moore picture, 'When You're in Love.' I got
as far as the door when an assistant director caught up with me.
'Sorry. You're in this next shot, Cary.' Well, that seemed to start
the entire sequence of misadventure.

again got as far as the Columbia front door,
kind face remarked, 'They want you at
R-K-O to fit a costume.' As handsome an understatement as ever
I heard. A costume, my eye. Fifteen costumes, with fifteen fancy
waistcoats (the time is i860 for this 'Toast of New York' picture)
and fifteen shirts and sticks and hats and swords and pairs of
shoes and boots. The good old days of 'When You're in Love,'
during which I wore two of my own old [Continued on page 60]
"After the scene,

I

where a man with

a
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emergency. He simply saw a man in danger and rescued him.
This occurred on location in the rocky Santa Susanna pass. A
premature dynamite explosion occurred. Without warning a large
part of the mountain side came tumbling down. Everyone scrambled for safety. Falconer was directly in the path of the rolling
careening rocks when Gary gallantly spurred his horse up the
trail, grabbed the workman by the arm and dragged him to
this

safety.

Sometimes star courage is a matter of carrying on cheerfully
in time of great emotional stress. For the private lives of the
actors are separate and distinct from their screen roles and although sickness or trouble may be distressing them, it must not
shadow the performances given on the screen for you.
One of the finest recent examples of this is the bravery of
Lionel Barrymore, who was working in "Captains Courageous"
when he was told by the doctors that his beloved wife, Irene
Fenwick, could not recover from the illness she was suffering and
that death could come at any moment.
Now the love between Lionel and Irene was such as is not
given to many mortals to possess. The gruff, stooped, eldest

Barrymore adored his wife beyond anything. He had worshipped her and tended her in her sickness and pain for

many

years.
Stories are legend of the way he expressed his deep feeling
for Irene in little things and big things. Flowers every day.
Driving all night to Arizona just to spend twenty-four hours

with her when, not uncrippled by pain himself,

he was tired and worn and
needed rest.
Yet none of the shadow
emotional
great
this
of
strain which he was undercolored his work.
him enacting the
role of the gnarled old sea-

going

Watch

Lombard

Carole

(top)

through days when
the future seemed very
Gertrude
(Left)
dark.
lived

Michael

played

her

role

in spite of a terrifying
accident. (Below) Lionel
Barrymore has lived true
to

TAR
(outrage
By

M

uriel

Babcock

ACHIEVEMENT

of any kind, the philosophers will tell you,
requires courage in a large measure.
Supposing your favorite star had to face a test of fortitude

tomorrow.

The

How would

he measure up?

chances are, judging from examples of star courage .of
which I know, he would prove himself a thoroughbred. For the
men and women who have won fame on the screen are no exception to the rule that achievement and bravery go hand in hand.
Sometimes courage is a matter of sheer physical gallantry, as,
for example, the time that Gary Cooper swerved his horse and
rode up a steep trail into an oncoming avalanche of rock and
stone to rescue a studio workman, Robert Falconer, who otherwise would have been caught and possibly buried in the slide.
Of course, Gary is a daring and fearless horseman, more at
home in the saddle than in front of the camera (although he's
pretty good there), but I don't imagine he stopped to think
whether his expertness with the reins would carry him through
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in Kipling's great narrative of the
Gloucester fishing coast, and you will never
know you are watching a man with a
broken heart. He put his heart in his work
—his heart that was in reality back with
Irene at home. He shirked not a single
chore. He even pomised to broadcast "The
Christmas Carol" as usual on Christmas
day, but on Christmas eve Irene died.
Note the gaiety and spontaneity of Fred

dog

MacMurray's performance in "Swing High,
Swing Low," with Carole Lombard. Note
his apparently gay and carefree manner.
You'd never know from his work that he
was going through his own private hell
and that at the moment there was sickness and trouble at his home.

his

ideals.

His wife, the lovely Lillian La Monte, to whom he
had been married only a short time, was ill, not seriously so, but enough to cause her husband worry.
And just when Lillian began to recover, Fred's mother
was taken very ill.

Now

Fred

Tne Players \X/ ho
Reach "Top BdU
77

ing

not the kind to bother friends with
his private worries. He said very little about what
was going on. Few people knew. I saw him during
the rehearsal for his first radio broadcast, as master
of ceremonies for "Hollywood Hotel," in which he
is

Possess

Bravery

was tackling a new and responsible job. I knew that
much depended upon the kind of work he did
this night. First impressions are always impor-

That

/\s

Oreat

Gift

As

j\
Is

/\

Tal ent.

tant.

watched him. He seemed assured of himHe was gay, he was fun. He joked quietly
with the members of the cast— Frances Langford, Igor Gorin, Louella Parsons and others.
He went over his lines and songs painstakingly,
I

self.

muffing nothing.
After rehearsal I looked for him, hoping for
a chat in the hour before the actual broadcast
began. Somebody who knew said to my astonishment:
"Fred? Oh, he had a telephone call just before we started that his mother was worse. He
had to get a nurse for her and then go home.
But he said he'd be back."
He did come back, if you remember, and
gave a whale of a show. He didn't let the shadow
of his trouble color the lives of the thousands
who listened to the broadcast.
Fans rave about Carole Lombard's beauty but
her friends are impressed with her perseverance
and gallantry in the face of great obstacles. She
was one whom the Fates thought they had defeated, but they did so without reckoning her
courage.
At the start of her
Carole's face was
horribly cut in an automobile accident. Hollywood said she was all
washed up as far as the
screen
was
concerned.
They even told her so.
But they didn't reckon
with Carole. She didn't
believe it, not because it
wasn't possible, but because her courage would
career,

[Continued on page 76]

(Left) Gary Cooper as the world has
seen him. His heroism does not show, but
when a life is in danger Gary springs
into action without counting risks.
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A

Traps

AF ascmatingGirl Nooly Tries To Save

By

a

Jack Bechdolt
NOLAN

was broke. The reception
was filled, not with customers,
*
but with process servers.
The trouble was that he was born an
optimist and had married a pessimist and
they had a son, Kenneth.

BJ.room

Nolan made a million dollars in Florida.
Mrs. Nolan took half of it. He spent the
other half promoting useless inventions. He
made another million in Oklahoma. Mrs.
Nolan took half of that and Nolan bought
more useless inventions with his half.
Then Mrs. Nolan died and Kenneth took
away his father's check-book. Kenneth had
inherited the million and meant to hang
onto it.
The door opened and a very pink faced,
girl came in.
"Here I am, Mr. Nolan," she said firmly
and held out a paper to him. Nolan wilted.
"All right, I'll take it," he groaned. But
it wasn't a legal summons, it was a letter
she handed him. Nolan read:

determined

This will introduce
and Beaux Arts,
a young archi-

Million

a graduate of Pitt

y oung Man And

His Money.

had clenched so eloquently fell open, the
hand that was supposed to hold a million
was empty.
"Simple case of malnutrition," said the
ambulance surgeon who examined her.
"She hasn't eaten in forty-eight hours."
V. Travis raised her head slowly.
dollars. It

-

"Forty-nine," she corrected.
Nolan took V. Travis to his home, because she had no other place to take refuge.
It was one of the handsomest homes in
town, but there were no servants in it. The
gas was not even turned on any more, because Kenneth Nolan had taken the check

book with him when he went

for a little

tour of Europe.
"Sit clown," said Nolan kindly. "Feel
strong enough to stand a shock? There isn't
going to be any Nolan Heights. I'm broke."
"You're broke?" Virginia echoed faintly.
"Busted," Nolan re-echoed sadly. "Now
it's my turn to apologize for being a flop."
"But isn't there anyone who will lend
you the money? How much do you need?"
"I need a hundred thousand. And there's

broad

tect of

and fine
artistic backvision

ground.

I

heart-

recommend

ily

her to you for

your

ect

proj-

fine

Nolan

,

Heights.

With kindest

personal

re-

gards, I am
Sincerely
V. TRAVIS.

"Just

who

is

V.

Travis?" Nolan
gasped.

She looked
rather sheepish.
"It's me. The V.
is

for Virginia."

"And who

and Nolan

listened, not because he
hoped, but because Ire was polite, a
cablegram from Kenneth arrived.
He was due home that very day.
Then Nolan saw V. Travis really
go into action and he learned what

is

this remarkable
young architect?"

"Oh,
too,''

that's

me,

said V.

Travis.

could say

The

those

three simple, fatal
words, "No jobs open," V. Travis had
gone into her sales talk. It came out of
her in a rush, a speech that was meant
to ring with pep and confidence but wabbled pitifully because V. Travis was so
eager, so

young and

so desperate.

"Here I am, Mr. Nolan, with the key to
Nolan Heights. I've found a way to make
us both rich. I've got the theme of Nolan
Heights, the dream of Nolan Heights.
Nolan Heights needs me. I can make you a
fortune."

She brought her clenched hand from behind her back. "Why, I've got a million
."
dollars, here in my hand! I
V. Travis swayed uncertainly. Her pretty,
.

.

excited eyes closed, opened and closed
again. The healthy pink drained from her
face as she pitched into Nolan's arms. She
was in a dead faint. Her hand which she
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dynamic young woman she was.
house must have servants
because it would not do to let Kenneth know his father could no
longer afford servants. She telephoned two
a

Before Nolan
." Then the kindly old
Kenneth. But
explained to her about his son
Kenneth.
V. Travis looked curiously at her host.
.

.

man

Her manner underwent a subtle change.
Her voice became hard and she began to
talk out of the side of her mouth. "Well,
we've got to go to work on Kenneth," she

announced.
"Got to work on him?"
"Sure," said V. Travis, a hard guy now.

friends.

Her
when

friends

Hunk and Judy

arrived and

they put on

their ushers' uniforms
they looked just like a good butler and
maid, all except for the words Globe Theater stitched in gilt on their collars. The
doorbell rang while V. Travis was hurriedly
ripping off the insignia. Judy got stage
fright. She didn't feel at home in the old
uniform without a flashlight in her hands

"Take him over the hurdles. Make him
come acrost wit' the dough!"
"What's the matter with your mouth?"

all

Nolan asked curiously. She laughed. "It's
a habit I got into when I was a movie
usher at the Casino where they showed
only gangster and G-men pictures. But I
mean it. We'll go to work on Kenneth."
While V. Travis talked so confidently

during his lifetime.
His father had not exaggerated in describing Kenneth Nolan. He was a young
man with one idea, that was to hang
onto the million dollars. And he was accompanied by two companions who also

It was Hunk who
admitted the son and sole heir to

and nobody had one.
finally

the

money

that B. J.

Nolan had made

Ficttonx^ation of 'Woman Chases Man/' Produced, by
Samuel Goldwyn and Directed by John G. Blystonc. Screen
Play by Joseph Anthony, Manuel 5eff and David Herts.

THE CAST
Virginia Travis

Nolan
Nina Tennyson
B. J.

Hunk.

...

Doctor

Miriam Hopkins
Charles Winninger
Leona Maricle
Broderick Crawford
William Jaffrey
Secretary

Kenneth Nolan
Henri Saffron
l^dy
Mr. Jndd
Taxi Driver

Mary Frances

McCrea

Joel

Erik Rhodes

Logan

Ella

Charles Halton

George Chandler

Gifford

"And

I

he went on shyly,
you don't mind my say-

like,"

"I like— if

ing so—"
'"Oh not at all!"
"I like you!"

From an
Nolan,

window

upstairs

B. J.

Hunk and Judy

were watching breathlessly. Everything
was going fine. At any moment V. Travis would have
Kenneth's signature on the
dotted line of a contract to
finance Nolan Heights!

"This takes me back
twenty

years,"
father. "I once

sighed the fond
bought an oil well
under much the same conditions."
"Look!" cried Judy. "He's kissing

her!"

Kenneth was
"After

kissing

V.

Travis.

your birthday," he explained.
"Happy birthday." He kissed her again.
"And many of them."
"Gosh almighty!" Kenneth added sudall, it's

denly.

(Left)

Virginia
her pals
for the emergency. (Center)
She meets the millionaire's

"Gosh almighty me, too," said V. Travis
"Do you know something? I

rallies

breathlessly.
like you!"

Kenneth made an heroic

son and forgets the troubles
of the father. (Above) It was
Henri's idea to take care of
that million and Nina, too.

down

me what

meant to take him away to England where
she and Henri could enjoy spending his
money. And Nina, knowing Kenneth's
weakness, decided that a glass or two of
brandy ought to do the trick.
It was Judy who discovered Nina's plot
and Hunk took Kenneth in hand and
steered him out into the garden before
dinner, where V. Travis was waiting with a
bottle of champagne they had found in the
It was her birthday, she explained
Kenneth. And wouldn't he join her in

talk
to me
about? Signing something,
wasn't it? You said it was something very
important, don't you remember?"
"Did I?" said V. Travis sleepily. "I don't
remember. And anyway
it's too nice
out here to be thinking about anything
." Her voice trailed away.
important
V. Travis had been lulled to sleep by
.

.

lad

one idea, which was

to

get hold

of

a toast to the happy occasion?
Well, of course, Kenneth didn't, drink,
but he couldn't refuse a simple little politeness like that. He sat beside V. Travis on

.

.

.

champagne and kisses.
After she had been put
over

the

Kenneth

to bed to get
of the birthday party,
returned to Nina and Henri in
effects

great spirits.

"Do you know," he confided

cellar.

to

effort to come
earth. "Maybe you'd better tell
that business was you wanted to

to

"I've

brightly

found out that liquor doesn't make
to buy things. I found out to-

me want

night that I'm more like
thought I was."

my

father

than

I

and hang onto it. Their
,'.ames were Henri and Nina,
As for Kenneth, he listened to V. Travis'

a

"It's delicious."

pmewhat

The champagne was

"I believe I will have a spot," Kenneth
smiled. "Can't hurt me on top of cham-

ither's

V. Travis' eyes were even

penneth's million

marble bench. The moon was rising. In
the house a radio was playing soft music.

j

involved explanations of his
absence and her presence in the
ouse and after his first alarm, during
i'hich he called the police, he began to
ke the girl. As soon as he liked her he
prgot to be suspicious. The more he forot to be suspicious, the better he liked her.
At dinner V. Travis discovered that
.enneth did not drink intoxicants.
"Not that I'm a prude, mind you," he
splained to her. "They just don't agree
ith me. Make me lose my sense of balance,
v'hat I mean is, I sort of go a little hayire. Do anything. Buy—anything—"
"Buy anything?" said she, pricking up

I

er pretty ears.

V. Travis remembered what Kenneth said
bout strong drink. Undoubtedly a glass
two of champagne was indicated, as the
actors say. That ought to get him into a
Dending mood.

She had a rival in her schemes to get
enneth to loosen up. Nina Tennyson also
ias out to do dirty work. Nina thought it
as time Kenneth married her, then she

full

of

bubbles and

more

alluring.

Kenneth had one glass, then another.
They got to comparing notes, as two
people will when the moon is up and there
is
a bottle of champagne handy. It was
really remarkable how much they shared
in common. Escalators, for instance. They
both loved to run up escalators that were

going down.

"And

I like to listen to wild geese flyKenneth said dreamily.
"Yes!" whispered V. Travis settling her
head more comfortably on his shoulder.
"And I adore holding my breath in the

ing,"

bath tub—"

"And
ocean

And

like to flip a cigarette into the
and hear it hiss when it goes out.
like to look at the moon—"
I

"Then have some brandy?" Nina

smiled.

pagne."
Not long after that Nina and Henri and
Hunk and Judy were obliged to carry Kenneth up to his bedroom and tuck him in
to sleep

it

An hour
B.

J.

off.

later V. Travis

Nolan working over

waked

her.

to

find

She was able

to understand now how she had failed to
get the contract signed. Like a good, conscientious girl, she set out to find Kenneth
and right matters.

Kenneth

too, had waked. He was feeling
In fact, never felt finer. He had impulses to sing. And he had even stronger
fine.

impulses to go out and buy something.
to his dressing room

started by going

put on

his

clothes.

That was

just

He
to

when

They both looked solemnly at the moon.
"And I like to think how nice it would
be to be able to talk to someone the way

V. Travis entered his bedroom.
Before she could get a word with Kenneth, Nina and Henri came bursting into
the room. V. Travis barely had time to hide

I'm

behind a curtain.

on,

I

talking to you now," Kenneth went
getting her head closer, so her soft

cheek touched

his.

After she

made

sure that

Kenneth

[Continued on page 67]
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OF PICTURES
SEEN

EVIEWS

Doctors

know

he TRUTH about
laxatives-do you?
protecting your health, the doctor mates
no compromise with quality. Every drug or
serum he uses must meet strict standards of

IN

and strength.
Even for a little thing

Pat O'Brien, Barton MacLane and

WAKE UP AND

LIVE

Won't Be Difficult After Seeing This
Breezy Musical— Twentieth Century-Fox

It

Twentieth century crashes through

purity

like a laxative, the

1

with another of

its

musical

satires,

and

doctor has a definite set of requirements. Before giving a laxative his approval he considers it from every angle to make sure that it

for perfect entertainment this one is hard
to beat. The picture proceeds to tell the
amusing story of the arrival in New York

meets his demands.

of

Read the
your

specifications listed below. Will
laxative check on every point?

THE DOCTOR'S TEST OF A LAXATIVE:
should be dependable.
should be mild and gentle.
It should be thorough.
Its merit should be proved by the test of time.
It should not form a habit.
It should not over-act.
It should not cause stomach pains.
It should not nauseate, or upset digestion.
Go right down the list. Ex-Lax checks on
every point. It meets the doctor's demands

It

It

So much so, in fact, that
many doctors use Ex-Lax in their own homes.
Ex-Lax has literally millions of friends. It is
the most widely-used laxative in the world.
fairly

and

fully.

LET EX-LAX PROVE ITS OWN CASE
Try Ex-Lax the next time you need a laxative. You will find that it is mild and gentle.
You will find that Ex-Lax is not upsetting.
Yet it is completely effective. Moreover, you
appreciate the pleasant sense of wellbeing that follows such a thorough internal

will

cleansing.

Your

children, too, can share in these advantages. For the requirements set up by the
doctor are doubly important to a child.

Once you

try Ex-Lax, you'll say good-bye
to harsh, nasty cathartics, for it tastes just
like delicious chocolate. All drug stores have
Ex-Lax in economical 10c and 25c sizes.

FREE!

If you prefer to fry Ex-Lax at our
expense, write for free sample to Ex-Lax, Dept.
S 67, Box 170, Times-Plaza Sta., Brooklyn, N. Y.

one Jack Haley, who is hell-bent upon
becoming a big radio star. But poor Jack
takes one look at the mike and gets the
worst mike fright imaginable.
There's one hysterical situation after another, with a final climax in Bernie's Manila Club that's a knockout for fun and
cleverness. Ben Bernie and Walter Winchell play Ben Bernie and Walter Winchell
—and perfectly. But most of the raves must
go to Jack Haley, who at last comes into
his own as a leading man. Also in the super
cast are Alice Faye, Patsy Kelly as the wisecracking Girl Friday, Ned Sparks as her
fiance,

agent,

ing

'Walter Catlett as a double-crossing
and Grace Bradley as a double-cross-

girl

The Mack Gordon and

friend.

Hairy Ravel music and lyrics are the best
yet. And Joan Davis stops the show with
a comic rhumba.

Sheridan in "San Quentin."

scheming Earl of Hertford, and so is Henrv
Stephenson as the kindly Earl of Norfolk.
Montagu Love's Henry VIII compares most
favorably with that of Charles Laughton
But the {picture belongs to the twins. It
would almost seem that Mark Twain must
have had them in mind.

CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS
of the Sea—M-G-M
Rudyard Kipling's famous book
* Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
evolved
has
gripping, heart-rending drama concerning

A Powerful Tale

pROM

r

a small boy's devotion to a

A

Famous Childhood Classic Immortalized on the Screen— IF. B.
THE screen version of Mark Twain's well

a thing of sheer delight.
Furthermore it is tops in entertainment.
Billy and Bobby Mauch, "as like as two
peas in a pod," play little Edward, Prince
of Wales (whose pappy was the infamous
Canty, the little
Henry VIII) and
pauper boy of the London slums, and the
Mauch twins immediately take their place
among the child marvels of Hollywood.
As you recall, on the eve of his Coronainto the palace
tion Edward brings

beloved story

is

Tom

Tom

and as a boyish trick they change clothes.
Edward is mistaken for Tom and the excitement begins. Errol Flynn, as a soldier
of fortune, befriends the little lost prince,
who is now a pauper boy, and, after much
delightful swashbuckling and sword-thrusting, returns him to his throne just in time
to save the Tudor line for dear old Eng-

Claude Rains

is

excellent, as usual, as the

Silver

Screen

man who

saves

Freddie Bartholomew again
delights with a sincere, almost unbelievably
fine interpretation of the spoiled rich man's
son who is literally thrown in the midst of
a rough but friendly crew of a small fishing
his life at sea.

vessel.

Spencer Tracy's characterization of the
Portuguese fisherman, who rescues Freddi
and teaches him to be a man, is one of the
best of his career. Lionel Barrymore, as th
captain of the boat, is splendid, as alway
Charley Grapewin, Mickey Rooney, Join
Carradine, Melvyn Douglas and Jack La
Rue are excellent in the leading supporting
roles.

THE PRINCE AND THE PAUPER

land.

56

Ann

Superb photography and

fine, intelli-

gent direction combine to make this one
the important pictures of the year.

ol

INTERNES CAN'T TAKE MONEY
Strong

THE

on Title but Weak on
Paramount

Plot-

horrible-thought-of-the-month

is

might have been with-out the very capable and charming performances of Barbara Stanwyck and Joel
McCrea. Some day there's going to be a
law against such plots. It's the one about
the poor little mother who is looking for
*

what

this picture

her ba-bee (in this instance the kiddie was
kidnaped by her gangster father, now deceased)

and who

suffers

and

suffers

until

she finally decides to make the big sacrifice.
But she is saved from the heavy and his
unwelcome attentions by a noble young
interne who has fallen in love with her,
and who has been adopted by a rival «;ang
because he once saved their leader's life.
Lloyd Nolan and Stanley Ridges are perfect as the two gang leaders.

[Continued on page 58]

RECENTLY

IN

NEW YORK BEFORE RETURNING TO LONDON FOR THE CORONATION

YOUNG

THE BEAUTIFUL,

you how she cares for her
glamorously clear, smooth skin
Tells

• Delicate features

shaped

face,

in a heart-

lovely, liquid

blue-gray eyes, lustrous dark-

brown hair — the luminous
beauty ot a

smooth

skin!

• {below) Snapped on the

stair-

clear,

Garden of
the Ritz-Carlton during the
Duchess bt I einster s recent

case of the Crystal

visit to

Her Grace — one

of the three Premier Duchesses in the British Isles
gown she will wear under her Coronation-robe

the white satin Court

"A treatment with Pond's Cold Cream
It

makes

my

is

more than

skin feel invigorated, look brighter.

I

New

York.

— in
.

.

.

a cleansing treatment.

use Pond's Cold

Cream

night and morning and for anv occasion."

IE will stand for hours in Westminster Abbey the day of the
Coronation, in a robe of velvet
and ermine jewels flashing from coronet
and necklace her lovely skin clear and
luminous against its brilliant setting.

\

—
—

Of all

the peeresses who will attend the
Coronation, none will be lovelier than the
slender, young Duchess of Leinster.

Admired for her beauty during her recent visit to New York, the Duchess said
her beauty care is "the simplest and best

— Pond's." "Pond's Cold Cream

is a complete facial treatment in itself," she said.
'I

use

skin for the

m

it

to invigorate

and freshen

my

most important occasions."

Like hundreds of British beauties

Duchess follows

this daily

— the

method:

smooth on Pond's Cold Cream.
make-up, skin secretions
wipe them off. Now pat in more Pond's Cold
•Cream briskly, till the circulation stirs. Your
skin feels invigorated and freshened.
Every

As

it

night,

releases dirt,

Send for SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
Pond's, Dept. 7SS-CF. Clinton, Conn.

fresh, vital looking!

Rush special tube of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for
9 treatments, with generous samples of 2 other Pond's
Creams and 5 different shades of Pond's Face Powder.
I enclose 10c to cover postage and packing.

Day and

night, this rousing Pond's treatment
does more than clean your skin. It invigorates
it
Fights blemishes, blackheads, lines, coarsening pores. Get ajar today. Soon see vour skin

Nav

growing

City.

Every morning (and always before make-up)
repeat
Your skin is smooth for powder
.

.

.

.

.

.

lovelier!

Silver

Streets

Copyright. 1937. Pond's Extract

Screen

Company
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THE TOP OF THE TOWN

NEW BEAUTY
TREATMENT

For Those

Who

Like Elaborate Musicals
—Universal
lERE'S one of Hollywood's most gigantic
I
* musicals
with plenty of color and
plenty of tunes, but, just as you probably

—

'

suspected, the plot is not so hot.
Doris Nolan plays one of those richest
girls in the world who has just returned
from a trip to Russia and decides to revolutionize the American night club. She is
quite a problem child to her uncles (Claude
Gillingwater, Ernest Cossart, Samuel Hinds
and Richard Carle) so they turn over the
Moonbeam Room to her, which is only a
hundred or so stories up in the air on top
of a skyscraper.
The Russian art trend in night clubs is
a terrific flop on the opening night, and
so, as New York society is walking out,
George Murphy, versatile orchestra leader,

them back with some good hot swing
music and knock-out entertainment.
Gertrude Niesen, of radio and stage fame,
makes her screen debut in this picture and
lures

sings three songs with compelling charmin fact her "Where
I?" a blues ballad,
brought down the house at the preview.
There are novelty numbers by Peggy Ryan,
Ella Logan, and The Three Sailors, and a
bit of Shakespeare by Mischa Auer that's
really something to laugh about.

Am

"SAN QUENTIN"
Life Behind the Iron Bars—

A SOMEWHAT

WB

glorified picture of con-

* ditions in the famous California penitentiary, but good entertainment, nevertheless. Pat O'Brien is well cast in the role
of an ex-Army captain who is put in charge
of the prison yard. Ann Sheridan, as the
love interest, is given her best role to
*

Make
YOUR

0

body treatment
DAILY BEAUTY HABIT

£h

A

fifteen

Stimulate circulation briskly, but gently,
with soft-textured towel.

Complete this Beauty Treatment with generous powdering of MAVIS. See how velvety smooth, youthful and alluring it makes
your skin. All day long MAVIS keeps your body
free from perspiration odors, stickiness and chafing
protects dainty underthings and safe.
guards feminine daintiness.
.

.

THRILLINGLY DIFFERENT

MAVIS,

the luxury talcum, actually finer than

most face powders, always leaves a bewitching
fragrance that lasts for hours. MAVIS is cooling,
soothing, and refreshing. An intimate secret for
body loveliness. Truly invaluable for body comfort
l/ldx/t.
and body -protect ion'.

9"(AWL

THAN MOST

FACE
POWDERS

IS

YOUNG

A

REFRESHING comedy drama

about

a small town girl who makes good in
the big city. Not new in theme, certainly,
*

*

well-produced and with some new
that are quite delightful. Virginia
Bruce, as the young peasant girl who later
blossoms into a musical comedy star, is
handed the best role of her career, and
proves beyond a doubt that she can reallv

but

twists

act. Kent Taylor, as the press agent,
shown to good advantage.

is

also

Walter Brennan, Greta Meyer, Christian

Rub, William Tannen, Sterling Holloway,
Nydia Westman and Jack Smart are all
excellent.

WAIKIKI WEDDING
Almost

A

as

Good as a Trip to Hawaii
—Paramount

RIOT

of fun, beautiful photography
captivating music, with Bing
Crosby in the middle. It's a light story, all
about a boy who thinks up the swell
publicity stunt of selecting a pineapple
queen to write her impressions of Hawaii
—and the jam he gets in by doing it.
Bob Burns, as Bing's pal, has never been
better, nor has Martha Raye. Shirley Ross,
as the pineapple queen, is pleasing. George
Barbier,
Grady Sutton, Lief Erickson,
Anthony Quinn and others form the supporting cast. And Bing Crosby, our favorite
crooner, is TERRIFIC.

*

»

and

,

SPECIAL OFFER
Sweetheart Charm Bracelet
with nine miniature reproductions of your loved ones. Read
coupon on 25-centcan ofMAVIS,
at your neighborhood store today.

Chip of the Old Block
[Continued from page 25]

When he got
some friends of

Chicago he telephoned
mother's to say hello.
They offered him a job! He was so astonished he almost dropped the phone. For
years no one had offered him a job. It
seemed the turn of his luck and lie deto
his

down and

settle

he's not

get used to him because
the settling kind. He's a bird on

the wing.

And speaking of birds, he was scheduled
to fly back to the Coast after his broadcast here. But during the broadcast his
press representative got news of a crash
in which thirteen people were killed and

to it. He quickly reof his ticket and hopped
a street car to the home of his friends.
He worked in the World's Fair— all kinds
of jobs. In one sketch he played a Mexican
tramp who for some reason wore boots and
spurs. The leading lady in that sketch, he
was convinced, did not like him. He never
knew why but he felt definitely that she
resented him and it made him nervous.
Once as they were about to make their exit
he clicked his heels in the accustomed
salute— and the spurs locked together! Move
his feet he could not and the effort he
made to free himself sent both of them
flat on their faces on the stage.
The act brought down the house as well
as the curtain and the scenery which he
clutched as he fell. "It always discouraged
me," Tyrone said, laughing in memory of
"that my acting during the entire enit,
gagement never brought the hearty ana
spontaneous applause I received during
that one ignominious moment."
If his stock with the leading lady was
low before this point I shudder to think
to what depths it sank after that exhibi-

Charming,

tion.

ability.

cided

to

play

deemed the

up

rest

1

Tyrone is not addicted to any one type
That makes him restless. He likes
to switch constantly from one thing to
another— as he did in "Lloyds of London"
and "Love is News." A dramatic role one
time, a comedy role the next. You'll never
of part.

5 8

WHEN LOVE

You Won't Go Wrong on This— Universal

this

minutes in tub of warm water.
With pores open, cleanse deeply and thoroughly with a pure, bland soap.

Relax

date and makes the most of it. Humphrey
Bogart, as her wayward brother, gives his
usual splendid interpretation of the part.
Barton MacLane, Joseph Sawyer and others
round out the well-selected cast.

Silver

Screen

cancelled Tyrone's midnight trip, engaging
accommodations for him on the train.
Tyrone cancelled those and rebooked his
flying passage.
"Isn't that foolish

been an accident?"
with him next day.

when
I

said

there has just
I
talked

when

"Oh no," he replied earnestly. "No one
stops driving a car just because there are
accidents. I really believe in flying as a
mode of travel. It is the coming thing.
I felt a bit
creepy when I heard of the
crash but I'm over it now. If the weather
were bad it would be different. It isn't
intelligent to fly in bad weather, any more
than it is to put out to sea in a row boat
in a storm, unless it is vitally necessary to
do so. But this is excellent flying weather,
the studio needs

me tomorrow— so

I'm

fly-

ing."
I'll keep my fingers crossed anysaid fussily, and waited up for the
midnight edition of the paper.
There you have him, as I see him.

"Well

way,"

I

intelligent, with courage and
think he's a long term winner.
Meet me in ten years and see if I'm right.
He'll be an old man then and of no interest to anyone? Oh I don't know. He'll
be thirty three. Nelson Eddy is thirty five
they say, and he seems to interest quite a
lot of people.
I

Its

their Birthday.

5E
whole world
The
of joy
those
as

"ACCEPT THIS
BIRTHDAY BOOK''

shares a thrill
darling Dionne

babies toddle past their third mile-

one of the important measures directed toward the
prevention of Infection.
hygienically clean

stone— "bigger and better than ever"!

"Lysol" disinfectant celebrates
with a birthday gift for you! Dr.
Allan Roy Dafoe's own thrilling
story of the methods used in bringing

up

his five

Illustrated with

famous

many

little wards.
of their most

appealing photographs! Free with
each purchase of "Lysol"!
Dr. Dafoe talks to mothers on the
radio (Columbia network) every Monday,

This

Wednesday and Friday morning.

the only book containing the
important information he has broadcast, as well as many additional
facts of fascinating interest to
everyone. While these books last,
your druggist is authorized to
is

.

Are you taking
scientific,

.

.

simple, but

this

precaution

the care
of your own baby? You owe it to
your family's welfare to keep their
surroundings hygienically clean with
in

"Lysol" disinfectant.

Use "Lysol"
cleaning.

in all

your household

Add "Lysol"

to the laundry
tub for washing towels, bedding, handkerchiefs, etc., especially

when

there

any sickness about. "Lysol" adds
no work; hardly any cost because it
is highly concentrated. Get "Lysol"
today and ask your druggist for 3. free
is

—

"LYSOL"

If your druggist is out of these books, send
"Lysol" carton and coupon below and we will
mail you a copy, absolutely free and postpaid.

Bloomfield, N.

Products Corp., Dept. 6-S. S.
J., U. S. A.

I am enclosing a carton from "Lysol". Please send
me, by prepaid post, a FREE copy of Dr. Dafoe's
book. My druggist's supply was exhausted.

day the Quins were

28, 1934,

with every purchase of

Lehn & Fink

one free to each purchaser of
'Lysol" disinfectant.
Since the

p

DRUGGIST'S

copy of Dr. Dafoe's valuable book!

give

Wn, May

# AT YOUR

Name

"Lysol" has

Street

been the only disinfectant used
keep their surroundings

City

to help

.

State
Copyright 1937 by Lelin

Silver

Screen

&

Fink Products Corp.
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A
keep

lips

Hair-Raising Story
[Continued from- page 51]

and one necktie during the entire
opus, already began to look in retrospect
like the happiest days of my life," Cary
sighed most convincingly.
"I was on my way out, relaxing in the
anticipation of a good dinner at home, and
early bed, when the gentleman at the
R-K-O door stopped me with a script. To
be studied for the next morning's scenes.
And, oh yes, we were to be on location
at six A.M. Just a little after-thought.
suits

stewed in venomous thoughts all
the way to Santa Monica, where Randy
Scott and I have bachelor's diggings. That
is, we did have. It appeared now that Cary
didn't live there any more. Randy has forsaken his bachelor state, and his very
charming wife, together with several Southern friends, arrived that day for a visit,
unexpectedly. During the excitement, they
had been kind enough to find a house next
door for me to live in—and I am not unmindful of my luck and their consideration.
But when the question, the very moot
question, arose— where do / eat?— nobody

"So

I

Our Cary went there pronto, and hunted
him out in less than thirty minutes. Do
you know where a barber goes on his vacation? Answer— to visit other barber shops.

And

then— hurrah,

eureka,

excelsior!

Cary was leaning back in a chair, eyes
closed, a beatific glow in his haggard countenance. Tony was making little preparatory snips in the air with his trusty scissors.
Came a loud cry, as of alarm and

Tony dropped his scissors.
"Here— wait a minute! Don't do
The voice had a familiar ring.
anguish.

that!''

Cary opened one eye— reluctantly.
The voice, my friends, was that of Rowland Lee, director of "The Toast of New
York," the picture Cary was working in,

and still is, at this writing.
"You can't do that!" Lee shouted, getting purple, "i860— costume— they didn't
wear short hair-cuts then!"
Some little time was required to revive
Cary. Finally he came out of it all right.
He may even be the same some day, when
the initial shock is over.
When his double-life days are over, Cary
thinks he may look back with a fond
nostalgia to the time when he wondered
what picture he was working in that day,

seemed to know."
(That's why he looked so gaunt and
wistful when I met him, the poor lamb.
He was hungry!)
Then— great day— Tony, who had disappeared suddenly from Hollywood, was
located in Palm Springs by one of Cary's

who was his girl, what house he lived in—
and where the heck was Tony, the perfect

trusted sleuths.

barber!

Making

Peculiarities of Picture
[Continued from page 27]

What makes

tempting?

lips

Men admire

warm, ardent color . and soft, silky texture.
Dry, rough lips do not tempt romance.
. .

Coty's
tects

new

you from

lipstick, the

"Sub-Deb," pro-

danger of Lipstick Parch-

all

ing. It contains a special softening ingredient

— "Theobroma"— which
ingly smooth and

comes

keeps

lips

dewy. Coty "Sub-Deb"

in five ardent

and indelible shades.

New! "Air Spun" Rouge— 50$.
air

blend

its

appeal-

And think of Robert Taylor who started
out to stage a little private war all of his
own with the road hogs of California. His
campaign was to be directed against three
types of motorists— drivers of big expensive
cars who crowd smaller ones off the highway, those who scoff at the little cars and
prevent them from passing, and the type
who always invites a race when you try and
pass him in heavy traffic. Bob's weapon was
to be humiliation. He went out and bought
a creaking, battered Model T tin-lizzie
coupe, fifteen years old, but right smart
and peppy for all that! Driving it, he intended to challenge any road hog in town.
The "old wreck," you probably surmise,
would out-distance almost any stock car,
because hidden under its hood was a supercharged motor which, in speed tests,
had reached 110 miles per hour. It looked
like a piece of junk on the outside, but
on the inside it had enough gadgets to
humiliate any big-car driver who sneered
it on its way.
So, as we said before, Bob was all set to
have his fun, when suddenly his studio

SUB-DEB
"Theobroma"

LIPSTICKS
into every

"Sub-Deb" Lip-

This guards against lipstick parching.
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has a clause saying
not be called upon to speak the
last line of any production during tests.
This is because he believes it is bad luck
to speak the "tag" of a picture or play at
any time except at the end of the show,
and then only from the stage or set.
But oddest quirks of all are those in the
contracts of Spencer Tracy and Charlie
Murray, allowing them to be ardent circus
fans. They can leave off work in pictures
and attend any circus whenever one comes
to Hollywood. Last to leave the circus
grounds are always Spencer Tracy and
Charlie Murray.
The contract of Charles Boyer allows him
to make one picture in his native France
per year.
But best of all is the Greta Garbo clause
saying she must never become rotund! As
if the great Greta ever would!!

he

shall

Torrents of

Precious protection! ...Coty melts eight drops

slick.

much to his regret.
And Ronald Colman

colors to life-like subtlety.

COTY
of

it and a clause was hastily put
in his contract forbidding him to ride in
that "Blamed Thing." Thus his fun and
private little war ended somewhat abruptly,

heard about

When

Stars

Are

Pals

[Continued from page 29]
sweetheart going into ecstasies about another beautiful woman. And you would
have every right to believe that an actress
McDonald's popularity— parof Jeanette
ticularly in Europe— would resent the appearance of a rival as formidable as La
Rainer.
But, you would think wrong. Jeanette
was one of the first to greet Luise when
she came to the studio. She realized that

Silver

Screen

she was lonely and bewildered by Hollywood and that she was worried because her
English was not perfect.
Jeanette gave Luise invaluable tips about
Hollywood and spent long hours helping
the foreign girl with her English.

Many

stories have been told about how
got her first big break in pictures.
The truth is that the person responsible
was Helen Hayes. Margo had been singing

Margo

C

T'D heard Sid mention his sister,

A

but she meant nothing to me,

up

—

until one day I picked
snapshot on his desk.

naturally
this

ft

I asked him who the choice
number was, and felt a little embarrassed when he said she was

his sister Molly.

But

I

guess he

forgave the fresh remark, the

way

began to treat him like a brother. I even loaned him money.

I

"He

said he'd rather I'd take

come moon-

the snapshot than

ing around his desk
so that's

How I
girl
it

the time,

became the owner of

herself

really

The

all

how I became the owner.
is

another story

began with

this

the

— but

Accept noth
the film in

By

yellow b
F i 1 ra
vi
Eastman

of snapshots are

—

number
made on

far the greater

Kodak Verichrome Film
because people have

snapshot

found that "it gets the
picture" clear, true,
lifelike. Any camera is a
better camera, loaded
with Verichrome. Don't
take chances
.use it always
Eastman Kodak

—

snapshots you'll

want Tomorrow
must take Today

— you

.

.

.

.

.

Co., Rochester, N. Y.
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at the Cocoanut Grove. On the last night
of her engagement she suddenly decided
to dance, signaled to Xaviar Cugat, the orchestra leader, for a rhumba and went
into a wild improvization. She was move-

ment and rhythm and fire.
It
happened that Helen Hayes and
Charlie McArthur were there that night.
Helen leaned forward, "Watch that girl,
Charlie, she's marvelous. Can't
test for her?"

we arrange

a

The test was arranged because of Helen's
insistence and a few weeks later Margo was
playing a principal role in a Hecht-McArthur production. And so what about those
stories about actresses who resent any new,
exciting, young woman's competition?
Joan Crawford's loyalties to other actresses are legion. Julie Haydon, Gail Patrick, Evelyn Knapp are but a few who
have known her warm aid. You know that
when Joan was on her honeymoon in New
York she read of Loretta Young's illness
and heard a rumor that Loretta was sorely
in need of funds. She picked up the telephone instantly and called a friend in
Hollywood with the request that he go to
Loretta and offer all the financial assistance
necessary. Joan's friend met Barbara Stanwyck there— another who had immediately
rushed to Loretta's aid.

But

Madge

less

well

Evans.

known

When

is

Joan's loyalty to

Joan saw Madge in

"Lovers Courageous" she raved over her
performance and prophesied a great future.
But. somehow,
the breaks.

Madge

didn't seem

to get

She was terribly unhappy and discouraged
and she used to drop into Joan's dressing

room for the tonic of the star's vitality
and understanding. When Joan moved into
the newly built studio dressing room for
stars only, she went to an executive and
asked that

Madge be

given her other dress-

ing room— a three room suite with a shower
Joan had had especially built in.
Then, one night, Joan went to the
Trocadero to a party given by the Goldwyns. She found herself sitting next to
Nick Schenck. Joan, herself, was unhappy
with the roles assigned her. She was eager
for stories that would give her a chance to
do real dramatic acting. And here was a
chance of a lifetime. With Schenck in _a
friendly party mood it would be a great
opportunity to grind her own axe. But did
she? Ask Joe Schenck what she talked about

—Madge Evans.
The producer

looked

at

her in amaze-

ment while she launched into a verbal campaign that would put the most silvertongued orator to shame. For over an hour
she told Schenck -what a marvelous actress
Madge was, what great possibilities she had
and begged him, as a personal favor, to
see that she be given big dramatic roles.
There has been plenty of gossip concerning Katharine Hepburn's temperament, her
temper and her rudeness. But you had better not repeat any of it to Fred Stone.
When fiery Kate was working on "Alice
Adams" she— like everyone else in the castfell in love with Fred. And if you're fond
of Fred one of the penalties is hearing
about his daughters. Paula, Dotty and
Carol— well, say, those kids could do no
wrong. Morning, noon and night Katharine
heard their praises sung. Paula and Dotty
were in Hollywood. Fred would, he confided one day, be perfectly happy if Carol
were with him.
Unbeknownst to Fred, Katie arranged
through the
New York office for
Carol to have a test. It turned out fine
and Kate had the exquisite pleasure of telling Stone that his other daughter was soon
to join the happy group. If Hepburn
wanted thanks she got it when the tears

RKO

Silver

spilled
nose.

down

Fred's

impressive,

bulbous

Speaking of the possibility of a rival reme of another one about Ginger
Rogers. Harriet Hilliard had been given a
test in New York. When Mark Sandrich saw
it he gave Harriet the second lead in "Follow the Fleet." At that time Ginger and
Harriet did not know each other but Ginger showed her makeup secrets, coached
her in her lines and did everything to help
a girl who was typed to play the very
same sort of role Ginger plays.
On the first day of the picture Ginger
had only about an hour's work— Harriet
had a full day. But Ginger stuck around
until the cast was dismissed, talking with
Harriet and kidding with her, making her
forget herself, for she knew how nervous
Harriet would be. By the time the picture
was finished they were fast friends and had
Harriet's baby been a girl it would have
been named for Ginger.
But when the reviews of "Follow the
Fleet" appeared most of the critics pointed
out that Harriet had stolen the feminine
honors from Ginger. And the columnists
wondered how Ginger felt about it. Well,
I can tell you Ginger felt fine. She saved

minds

the reviews praising Harriet's work and
as pleased as a mother hen with an
only chick. The girls are even better friends
today than they were before those criticisms
were printed.
This will give you just a sketchy idea
about some of the loyalties of Hollywood
all

was

stars.

But the wonderful thing about

it

all

is

that when a star helps another actress she
definitely keeps her mouth shut about her.
Her loyalties are invariably untold so far as
she is concerned. The recipients of the kindnesses are the ones who repeat the incidents.
And that— it seems to me— is pretty grand.

Champions

vs.

The Screen
[Continued from page 23]

am wondering what camera

I

disposition

made of Helen Wills Moody, the
champ who is currently negotiating

be

will

Jtennis

Tennis will not be so difficult
photograph as golf, but it will not be so
^spectacular as Miss Henie's sport. In tenInis, again, the camera will have to interrupt rhythm to show the start of the
shot and the place where the ball lands.
iThe former Helen Wills should photojgraph better than Sonja, I think. She is
imuch the better looking of the two and
a contract.

jto

champ has a million dollar smile
she relaxes her poker face. Her voice
should record well, too, and her general
personality is one that will appeal to movie
goers, because she is an awfully nice person.
Whether or not Mrs. Moody will permit
|the movies to surround her with the Ritz
jbrothers and Ned Sparks and Borrah Minithe

tennis

when

remains to be seen. If Helen
Moody, reared in the Forest Hills and
Wimbledon tradition, shies away from a

rnevitch

Fredric March,

Wills

liupporting cast of robust, slapstick comics,
she will be a movie flop.
What will happen now, of course, is that
:he phenomenal success of Sonja Henie will
reate a cycle of sporting personality flickts.
Zanuck has blazed the trail. Other
feminine ice skaters will be grabbed by
:he talent scouts, and golfers, tennis play-

quoit chuckers and ping-pong pushers
arise and as quickly fade.
But the movie makers had better study

ers,

Kay

Francis and Mrs. Florence Eldredge

March at a costume party. Freddie represents the absentminded professor who drank hair tonic by mistake.
supported her with great comedy and a
great cast, gave her a fine, natural story

!:he

pion.

credit for taking established stage stars and
getting results from them. In taking Sonja

formula that Zanuck used to such good
effect with the Norwegian Olympic cham-

He

placed her in a musical setting,

instance that

ducers, I'm afraid, won't be as fortunate,
because Sonja Henie's "One In a Million"
was, figuratively and literally, a million to

one shot.
Zanuck, in
high mark.

will

Henie, however, and creating a film star
out of the rawest material, Zanuck rates all
of the bows. He created something in this

and introduced, for the first time, a switch
on the typical backstage story. Other pro-

this picture, really hit a
I've

never

given

him

is

a

recommendation

of

his

perception and imagination. The complete
story has not yet been told, either. Sonja,
in the foreign market, will be a greater
box-office attraction than she has been in
this country.
Zanuck parlayed a pair of skates into a
$2,500,000 attraction. I think he's got something there. I do indeed.

new
great
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MAKE-UP
REVOLUTIONIZED!

Ambition's Little City
[Continued from page

19]

these people to the Film Capital? Let's be
honest and say that the chief attraction is
money, or the fame that can be converted
into money. The fabulous salaries paid to
the successful in Hollywood are sufficient
to explain its world-wide allure. But money

alone is not the whole story. That army of
hopeful human beings which is constantly
moving toward Hollywood is motivated
chiefly by the knowledge that the motion
picture industry offers larger and more
varied opportunities for talent than any
other medium on earth.
Now God forbid that I should plant the
seed of a false hope in the breast of any
reader of this magazine! While it is true
that Hollywood is full of dazzling opportunities and dizzy rewards for the successful, it is just as grimly true that there are
a thousand failures, a thousand heartbreaks for every such success. Nor does
success or failure depend necessarily upon
true worth or the lack of it. Pure luck plays
an important part in every outstanding

Hollywood

[

career.

you may say at this point, with
some impatience, we realize that luck plays
All right,

a part

#a1

LADY ESTHER ANNOUNCES TWO, NEW
MAGICAL SHADES OF FACE POWDER!
Two Amazing New Shades That Are Literally

Transforming

in

creates a gay beauty that
the most glaring sunlight.

or the Unkindest

Artificial Light!

shades of face powder, the like of
which you have never before seen!
Two new shades that give face powder a
magic that has never before been known!
To look at these shades in the box you would
just think them two new strange shades of face
powder. You would never imagine them to have

Two new

any marvelous effect.
But they are literally transforming! They do
things for you that face powder has never been
known or dreamed to do. (I do not merely
claim this, I have proved it on the skins of more
than 10,000 women.)
These shades impart the full magic of color.
They do not confine themselves to your skin or
your face. They extend themselves toyour whole

They defiThey create a new " YOU "!
striking examples of the power of
They

definitely flatter.

nitely "glamor-ize."

They are

preserved under

the Beauty They Give

A

You Under the Most Searching Sunlight

personality.

is

Romantic Shade for Night

Nihte is primarily for night-time wear. It is a
romantic shade, suggestive of moonlit waters
and soft music. It casts a pearly radiance about
you. It gives your skin a transparent look, as if
the moon shone through it. It creates a soft
ethereal beauty that can challenge the most
unsympathetic artificial light.

At

My Expense

These new face powder shades and their effect
can no more be described than can a radiant
dawn or a glorious sunset. They have to be seen
to be appreciated. That's why I offer to send a

woman in America.
me your name and address and by

liberal trial supply to every

Just send

return mail you will receive generous packets
of both Daye and Nihte shades. Try on each
shade, Daye during the day and Nihte at night.
See what each does! Step up your appearance,
your whole appeal. You will be more than surprised and delighted with what your mirror

shows you and your friends tell you.
Mail coupon today for your free packets of
my new Daye and Nihte shades of face powder.

color!

A

Dramatic Shade for Day

Daye and Nihte

I call

these

new shades

I

of

mine.
primarily for daytime wear. It is
a luscious golden tone, magical in its effect.
It is a dramatic shade. It is young and exciting. It gives you the freshness of a Spring
morn, the glow of the heart of a rose. It

Daye

penny postcard)

(34)

Lady Esther, 2062 Ridge Avenue, Evanston,

F

m EE

Illinois

Please send me trial packets of your two
powder shades, Daye and Nihte.

new

face

in

every

success,

What we want

in

any walk of

How

to know is this:—
selling one's self

in
one go about
Hollywood? How does one sell a song or
a scenario? How does one sell one's talent
as an actor?
There are as many answers to the question:— How do I break into the movie
game?— as there are people trying to make
that break. Every case is different; but
without attempting the hopeless task of
solving this problem, I can say that, in
general, the person with experience or
training has more chance of success than
the inexperienced or untrained person.
This is particularly true in the field of
writing, with which I am most familiar. It
is extremely difficult, if not impossible, for
an unknown writer to sell a story to a

does

studio. The reason is simple.
studios are afraid of plagiarism
suits. Therefore their policy is to return
unopened any unsolicited manuscript from a
an unknown writer.

Hollywood
the

All

|:

The other day I sold a story to one of
the major studios after a ten minute con-f
versation with the story editor. All I hada
written on paper was the title. A short I
time ago, I sold another story on a thir-l
teen-page synopsis. Pretty soft, you mayj
say. But don't forget that I have been a
professional writer for some twenty odd
years. In plain words, I have learned my
trade. That makes all the difference in the,1
world.
The same thing is true of musicians, di-J
rectors and producers. A Class "A" picture!
costs anywhere from three hundred thousand to a million or two dollars. It is only;
logical that the studios want experienced
<

that

much

when we turn to the field of
we find our rules for success
scrambled and our preconceived

acting

men and women

to

handle

money.
It is

that

badly
ideas

have talked
with many producers, casting directors and
talent scouts and while they all begin by

knocked into a cocked

saying

that

hat.

I

acting experience

is

essential

to success in Hollywood, they immediately
begin to cite cases which disprove that dic-

is

Name-

tum and
it

Address-

leave the whole question where

probably always

will

be— high up

in the

air.
City(
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life.

If you live in

_

State-

Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont.)
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Perhaps I can best illustrate the various
ways and means by which Hollywood's actors and actresses reach prominence on the.

number

screen by citing a

of actual cases

which have come to my notice. If you, the
reader, can formulate any fixed rule of
procedure from these cases, then you are
better at puzzles than I am.
Let's start with Marlene Dietrich. Miss
Dietrich once upon a time was an unknown
extra girl working in a Berlin studio. She
was getting nowhere fast. An assistant director, who was interested in her, gave her
a monocle to wear. It was his idea that the
monocle would reflect the light from the
klieg lamps and thus attract attention to
the girl. It did. The director noticed her
'and gave her a "bit" in the picture. Miss
,j

made good and the rest is history.
assistant director, incidentally, was rewarded later on. Miss Dietrich married

Dietrich

The
[

!him.
Alice
!

|

young Twentiethbecame a screen luminary
The accident happened to Lil-

Faye,

|

Century-Fox
by accident.

brilliant

star,

Harvey, who was playing the lead in
George White's "Scandals." Miss Harvey, at
;the outset of the production, injured her
'foot. Alice Faye had been engaged to do
ja single number in the picture. When Miss
'Harvey retired, Miss Faye was rushed into
Ithe lead. She was a hit, and went on to
jlian

Acme

Shirley Temple, eight years old on April 23, blowing
out the candles on her birthday cake.

istardom.
Fredric

March got his big chance in picby an intelligent bit of self -advertising. Like thousands of others, he had
(found it hard to crash the studio gates,
until he learned that there was to be a
Los Angeles production of the stage play,
'"The Royal Family." By fast work and
determined effort, Freddie secured the lead
tures

that production. He figured that every
'movie producer in town would come to see
him play that part, which was a stage portrait, supposedly, of John Barrymore.

'lin

Freddie guessed right. The movie moguls
'came, and Freddie's performance put him
Where he really belonged, in the big pic-

I

ture money.
Clark Gable's rise to picture fame was
by the same route. Clark had banged at
the extra gates with little success until he
appeared in the Los Angeles stage presentation of "The Last Mile." His performance in that play was the first step in his

stardom.
the other

rise to

On

was born
played

in

hand, Fay Bainter,
Los Angeles and who

some

who
has

of her distinctive
stage successes, has only recently found the
high place in pictures which is deservedly

there

in

hers. Miss Bainter is one of the few great
actresses, she has been on the
stage since she was four years old and has
played the lead in any number of stage
hits, the last of which was "Dodsworth,"
in which she created the role that Ruth
Chatterton played on the screen. Yet it
was not until this winter that her performance in R-K-O-Radio's film version
of "Quality Street," and her even greater
performance in that same studio's picture,
"Michael Strogoff," assured Miss Bainter of

American

a sustained motion picture career.

A DARK MAN GOING
OUT OF YOUR LIFE

SEE

advise Colgate
Dental Cream. Its

"I

special penetrating

foam removes the

—

cause the decaying food deposits
|

hidden crevices
between your teeth

in

which are the
source of most bad
of dull, dingy teeth
and of much tooth decay. At the
same time, Colgate's soft, safe
.

.

.

polishing agent cleans and
brightens the enamel
makes

—

your teeth sparkle."
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!

am not
who first
I

child's

mistaken, it was Ben Schulberg
recognized the full scope of the
genius.) Then Fox borrowed her

for "Stand Up and Cheer" and the incredible youngster was launched upon a career
that is unparalleled in pictures.
But the lure of Hollywood is not limited
own immediate vicinity. Jane
to
its
Withers, probably the foremost child character actress in the world, was born in
Atlanta, Georgia. When she was not quite
seven, her mother brought her to Hollywood with a definite determination to
place her in the movies. For two years and
six

months,

little

mother battled
indifference

of

Jane and her courageous
overcome the colossal

to

the great

film

executives.

Jane sang and did impersonations on the
radio, she appeared at innumerable benefits,
she played unimportant "bits" in
pictures. Then in October, 1934,
Mrs. Withers heard that David Butler was
looking for a little girl to play the part

several

Acme

of

Jack Oakie staged a "Gone With the Wind" party.
Jean Hersholt, Heather Angel, Pat O'Brien, Mrs.
O'Brien and Joe E. Brown (behind the moustache).

The movie debut of the three Ritz
Brothers, those inspired zanies of stage and
was

screen,

show

a direct result of their

at

the Trocadero, Hollywood's famous nightclub. At the same cafe, Tony Martin sang
his way into a Twentieth Century-Fox contract. Martha Raye did her stuff at the

Casanova, another Hollywood cafe, and
landed a contract with Paramount.
Bing Crosby is a graduate of the Los
Angeles Ambassador's popular Cocoanut
Grove. Raquel Torres started her career
as an usherette at the Chinese Theatre in
Hollywood. The staff liked the beautiful
little German-Spanish girl and gave her
the prized post at the entrance. This was

equivalent to placing her in a spot-lighted
goldfish bowl. It wasn't long before her
beauty engaged the attention of a director,
and Miss Torres was on her way to fame.

The

fact that Shirley

Temple was born

IF

in

Shirley

the parents of the

young

MEN HATE THE SIGHT

you're skinny, gawky, lacking in that femIFinine
allure of glamorous curves which at-

Amazing body-building

discovery-

recently discovered that thousands of
people are thin and rundown for the single reason
that they do not get enough Vitamin B and iron in
their daily food. Without these vital food elements
you may lack appetite, and not get the most good
out of the body-building foods that are essential.
Now one of the richest known sources of Vitamin B is imported ale yeast. By a new process
this special yeast is now concentrated 7 times,
making it 7 times more powerful. Then it is combined with 3 kinds of blood-building iron, pasteurized whole yeast and other valuable ingredients
pleasant little tablets. And these little Ironized

m
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Yeast tablets have helped thousands of men and
women, boys and girls, to gain long-wished-for
pounds —in just a few weeks

Try them without risking

a cent

need these vital food elements to aid in building you
up, get these new "7-power" Ironized Yeast tablets from your
druggist today. Then day after day watch flat chest develop and
skinny limbs round out to natural attractiveness. See better color
and natural beauty come to your skin. Soon you feel like an entirely different person, with new pep, new charm and personality.
If you, too,

If you are not delighted with the results of the very first
package, your money back instantly. So start today and watch
the wonderful change. Only be sure you get the original Ironized
Yeast tablets. Don't accept any substitute for Ironized Yeast.

Special

FREE offer!

To start thousands building up their health right away, we
make this absolutely FREE offer. Purchase a package of Ironized

Yeast tablets at once, cut out the seal on the box and mail it
to us with a clipping of this paragraph. We will send you a fascinating new book on health, "New Facts About Your Body."
Remember, results with the very first package or money refunded. At all druggists. Ironized Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 266,
Atlanta, Ga.
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in her

Canada, on December 4, 1922. Just a year
James Durbin, Deanna's

THOUSANDS OF SKINNY GIRLS
GAIN 10 to 20 LBS. -1

Scientists

girl, still

later, doctors told

(If

model

!

picture,

teens, who is Hollywood's latest sensation.
I refer to Deanna Durbin, the truly meteoric young star of Universale smash-hit
picture "Three Smart Girls." Miss Durbin
was born of English parents in Winnipeg,

Posed by
professional

tracts the other sex like a magnet, here's glorious
news Thousands of girls who'd never been able to
add an ounce before have put on 10 to 20 pounds of
solid, ^normally good-looking flesh in a few weeks—with
these new pleasant-to-take Ironized Yeast tablets.
Besides, these girls have gained naturally clear
skin and lovely color, new health and pep, and all
the new friends and good times these bring.

Temple's

It was the famous California climate—
(which at this writing is infamously cold
and rainy)— that attracted to Los Angeles

"Baby Burlesks." Her striking personality
and extraordinary ability won her a role
Paramount's "Little Miss Marker."

brat

right.

within ten miles of the Film Mecca probably simplified her amazing career. With
unusual foresight, Shirley chose Santa
Monica as her birthplace. At the age of
three, she began to attend a dancing school
for juveniles. Shortly, with a number of
companions, she was chosen for a small
part in a series of short comedies entitled

in

a

"Bright Eyes." Mrs. Withers took Jane to
see Mr. Butler, and with the help of James
Ryan, the casting director, Jane contrived
to run through her repertoire of impersonations for the director. She ended her performance with an imitation of a machinegun. The machine-gun did it. Jane got
the part, and is now a star in her own

he must leave tht rigorous
Winnipeg for his health. So the
Durbins moved to Southern California.
Then in 1935 a certain lady happened to
hear Deanna sing at a neighborhood sofather,

that

climate of

cial
gathering. This lady telephoned a
friend of hers, an actor's agent named Jack
Sherrill. Mr. Sherrill knew that the M-G-M
studio was considering the production of a
picture based on the life of the late Mme.
Schumann-Heink. The studio wanted to
find a young actress in her teens to portray the elderly actress as a girl. Mr. Sherrill arranged to be present that afternoon
in the home of Deanna's singing teacher

while Deanna was having her lesson. The
result was an M-G-M contract for Deanna.
Incidentally, Louis B. Mayer, production
head of Metro, was in New York at the
time. Deanna sang for him over the long-

and Mr. Mayer immediately
wired his congratulations to the new contract player whom he had never seen.
distance phone,

-9-

THE
ence

have mentioned are
only a few of many I might cite to prove
my thesis, which is that Hollywood today

These

cases

that I

E

attracts artists of all kinds and all ages.
For instance Stephen Goosson, art director
in chief at Columbia, who is responsible

Hollywood.

I

still

WAY

OFFE ND
O AVOID

Frank Capra's latest masterpiece "Lost Horizon," came to Hollywood
by way of the University of Michigan,
Syracuse University, Immucci Academy in
Rome and the Academy of Paris. Dan
Grossbeck, who designed the costumes for
that same picture, is a well-known illustrator and painter of murals; and Dmitri
Tiomkin, who wrote the remarkable score,
Russian composer who
is a distinguished
finds in Hollywood both opportunity and
inspiration.
As for myself, it has taken me ten years
to transfer my allegiance from New York
for the sets in

to

0\NS
SH E KM

^
I >

have moments when

miss the excitement of New York, its
frenzied crowds, its fury of accomplishment, its theatre, its superior newspapers,
its art, its loud riveting machines, its lordly
cops and little people rushing toward nervous breakdowns. But I haven't time, to go
I

have an appointment in
a few minutes with an architect who is
going to build me a house on a lot I have
bought in Coldwater Canyon, Los Angeles,
into that here.

I

California.

V

lu

A

SOS

^

from

was in the room and safe for the night,
Nina ordered Henri to stand guard over
the door. She did not mean to let V. Travis
get near Kenneth while he was in that
buying mood.
V. Travis was cut off from retreat by
Henri who took up guard duty outside the
door. Her only way out was via the window, beside which stood a fine old elm
tree. She crawled out onto its broad branch.
But unfortunately she caught her dress and
couldn't get up or down. There was nothing to do but inform Kenneth of her plight.
Kenneth was in a golden mood where
nothing is impossible. His love was in distress.
He meant to rescue her like the
knight that he was. Then they'd go some
place and buy something— lots of things!
He handed her the bridge lamp through
the window and they hung it in the
branches. Then he passed out a chair.
Finally
he arrived in person, singing
happily—

A
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THE ARISTOCRAT OF
ALL FINE SOAPS
C7

anybody

"Is

else

coming?" she asked, a

Did you?"
"Only you."
"Only us!" he declaimed. "In a tree.
All night. We'll make a new world of our

Olivia^

own—"

film

is

"Call
latest

.

.

.

her latest

Warner
It

a

His arm was about V. Travis. In her
pocket his hand encountered a folded document. "What's this?"
"Oh, never mind that now," she sighed.
"It's just a contract—"
"Contract?" Kenneth was all interest.
"For Nolan Heights, eh? I'll buy it."
"Buv it tomorrow," she said, snuggling

and

to dive

Loves
swim

Bros.

Day." Her

swim

suit

is

closer.

a

"Gimme

pen and

a

sign

I'll

it

now.

No

sense sitting in a tree all your life planning.
The alive thing to do is to do it. Gimme a

Catalina, of course.

pen—"
V. Travis' conscience gave her a twinge.
sensible?"
"Sensible! I'm sick unto death of that

"Oh, Kenneth, are you being

.

.

.

word!"
"Oh, darling! May I call you darling?"
"Yea bo! Darling!"
"This is what I wanted you to be like,"
it's a
she said, her eyes radiant. "It's
miracle!"
"A shining miracle come to pass," he answered happily. "And you did it! And I
.

.

you

will

thank

you

for it!"

for

And

it.''

I

.

will

love

what?" Her cup of happiand running over.
"Love you for it. Forever and the day

"You

will

.

.

.

ness was full
after.

Gimme

a pen!"
face

"A pen?" Her

"I

fell.

forgot

the

pen!"

"Tree

service!"

Kenneth shouted. "Tree

service!"

His roar brought Hunk and Judy out of
the house. "Bring a fountain pen up here,
right away," said Kenneth.
"Yea man!" Hunk shouted.
"Make sure there's ink in it. And bring
a blotter, Judy," V. Travis added.
The uproar brought Nina and Henri on
the run. "Kenneth, what are you doing
there?" Nina screamed.
"We're being Adam and Eve in a tree!"
Kenneth leaned far over, beaming happily
I'm putting
at Nina. "And guess what
all my money into Nolan Heights!"
wait!" Nina screamed. She
"No
.

.

.

started to

.

.

.

swarm up the

"You keep out

of

tree,"

V. Travis

shouted.

Hunk

"Kenneth, you don't know what you're

"Hunk," Kenneth roared back. "Hunk,
the pen!"

Hunk broke loose from Henri. He held
the fountain pen in his teeth and started
up into the tree.
"Stop him, Henri!" Nina screeched.
Hunk was half way toward the first big
branch. Henri swarmed over Judy, using
her face as a stepping stone. Judy bit Henri
in the leg. That gave Henri an idea. Hunk
was just in reach above him. He bit Hunk's
leg. Hunk said, "Ouch," and dropped the
pen.
"Gimme the papers," Kenneth commanded. Hunk had recaptured the pen,
handed back to him by Judy. This time he
gave it a toss and Kenneth caught it.
"Where's the dotted line?" he demanded.
By now Nina had reached the first
branch. "Kenneth," she screamed. "If you
sign that I'll faint." She looked about,
choosing a safe branch to faint on. Kenneth, paving no attention, was looking for
the dotted line.

Having selected a safe looking branch
Nina leaned back carefully and fainted.
The branch promptly broke and Nina
reached the lawn below with an audible
plunk and this time it looked as if she had
fainted.
all
peered down at her, horror
Henri rushed to her side. "Oh my
darling," he gasped. "Don't leave me. I
cannot bear it. Remember the pledge we
made to our love that night on the River

Thev

struck.

Ganges."

"What night on the River Ganges?" Kenneth demanded. "Hey. what is this?"
"Not one night! Many nights," cried
Nina's supposed uncle.
"Ah hah!" cried Hunk.
"What kind of uncle talk is this?" Judy
demanded.
"I am not her uncle," Henri answered,
defying them all.

"You- fool!" Nina snapped

rushed out with the fountain pen.

.

.

.

.

.

Or
,

in the treetop Kenneth blotted his
signature and turned to V. Travis to seal
the bargain with a kiss.

write, giving
.

.
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Silver

kissing the hand of Claire Trevor
"Kins of Gamblers."

Screen

Kenneth

me!"

And

suits

4600
At better stoics everywhere.
weight and choice of color. Retail price

Style

as

signed the contract on the dotted line.
"Shut up!" said Henri. "I love you!" He
picked her off the lawn and slung her over
his
shoulder. "From now on," he announced to the world, "I will be proud

ll/L&Z. FOR THE STARS OF HOL'L^OOD

swim

it

doing!"

of

tree.

this

Henri jumped him and tried to take
away.

surprised.
"I didn't invite anybody.

little

in

Secret Families
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Always worth stopping for"

[Continued from page 28]

when it learned that the very
English actor, Basil Rathbone, had a

surprise jolt
I

fine

"secret son."

I

'

At nineteen, Basil was swept into an impetuous World-War marriage, and later, a
son was born in London, whom he named
Rodion. After his romance crashed, he set
forth to win fame as an actor, while the
boy remained in London with his mother.
Coming to America, Basil remarried, and
few knew of this early chapter in his life.
There have been a few brief meetings
between father and son and last summer it
was planned that Rodion should journey to
Hollywood for a real visit. Then occurred

one of those ironical incidents that frequently punctuate the life of the screen
player; before his son arrived, Basil was
called to London for an important film engagement and the two passed each other
\en route, without even a chance of a
"Hello!"

The tall, distinguished Rodion arrived
land immediately conquered Hollywood, all
ion his own. The high point of his visit
being that he developed a terrific crush on
pretty Olivia de Havilland, calling her the
Ideal Girl of the World, and having no
eyes for other screen charmers. Now, having
been graduated from Cambridge this spring,
Rodion is coming to Hollywood for a
lengthy stay and his father is exuberantly
excited about it.
Said Rathbone, "The boy followed my
father's footsteps rather than mine in his
education, by becoming an electrical engineer, but the acting profession intrigues

him tremendously and he may try his luck
on the screen. I would be very proud were
he to become an actor and shall encourage
him, but the final decision will be his. One
must choose his own career if he is to be
happy in it. Whatever comes from this visit,
I shall have the great joy of his companionship and, at last, my son will be a reality.
This is something I've dreamed about for

many

A

years."
recent Hollywood laugh

came with the
hoax put over by Carol Hughes, one
most promising of the new starlets,
who was at the Warner Brothers studio for
almost a year before anyone knew she had
a husband and a six-year old daughter. Her
story is one of youth and optimism.
Carol and her handsome young husband,
Frank Faylen, had been vaudeville headclever
of the

liners for several years

when

it

occurred to

them to try the movies. They determined
to win or lose on their own, each to start
out independently, and the way to do this
was not to mention their marriage. After
several good roles in Warner Brothers' pictures, topping off with her priceless weeping wife in "Three Men On a Horse," the
studio hastened to put Carol under contract. In the meantime, Frank's excellent
work in various films at the same studio
interested the executives and he was given
a contract. All this, and still absolutely no
one guessed that these two promising new
players even

knew each

other.

wasn't difficult to keep our secret,"
confided Carol. "Everyone seemed to think
I was too young to have a family and, of
"It

course,

I

never mentioned

it.

If

anybodv

asked for a date I explained, very sweetly,
that I had a steady boy friend, and that
always ended that.
each had our separate telephone number and soon learned
that my calls for dates came around seventhirty in the evening and Frank would
answer them, pretending he was the Japanese houseboy— you should hear his accent,
it is perfect. We're very pally, Frank, our
daughter Catherine and I, and spend all
our play hours together, either swimming,

We

tie dc^&tertce.

SEE THE BEECH-NUT CIRCUS
Biggest Little

Show on Earth!

A

mechanical marvel, 3 rings of performers,
clowns, animals, music 'n' everything Now
touring the country. Don't miss it.
!
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.

tennis or riding, which
Then, alter almost a year,
when we both had won our contracts, the
story leaked out, which was just as well.
But it was fun while it lasted."
skating, playing
lessened the risk.

Ann Sheridan, another Warner Brothers'
beauty, tried the secrecy route when she
eloped to Mexico last August and married
Edward Norris, the Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer
contract player. No sooner was the wedding
over than they began worrying as to what
their studios would say, each fearing for
the other's career, and the only way out
to be to keep it a secret. It worked
beautifully for several months, then some
inquisitive snooper discovered the records
at Ensenada and the newspapers flashed the
story. Much to Ann's and Edward's surprise, neither studio minded in the least.
Then, there's the case of Constance Bennett. When she returned to Hollywood
several years ago to resume her film career,
following a marriage and divorce from
Philip Plant, she was accompanied by a
baby who was surrounded by the greatest
mystery. Rumors flew wildly in every direction; he was the child of a relative, of

seemed

family friend, and it was even
whispered that he was Connie's. For a long
time the baby was taboo with writers when
discussing the eldest Bennett, but her great
devotion for the handsome, brilliant boy
finally gave the news away that he was
her very own son, Peter Plant.
It is always amazing to me, in this goldfish bowl of Hollywood, where the relent-

an old

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE

. .

Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just decays
in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach. You get
constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and
you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.

A

mere bowel
Laxatives are only makeshifts.
doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up". Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little
Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything

movement

else. 25c.
r

eet

your favorite

M:ovie star

all original photos of your favorite Btare and
£<<-nfs from anv of your favorite recent photo
12
plavs, pize 8 x 10 glo?.=y prints, 4 for $1.00.
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less spotlight is ever penetrating the private
lives of screen players, that any pages of

We

where.

have the largest collection

of

movie

photos in the country. Just name the Btar or
plav vou want. Remit by money order or U. S.
2c and -<r stamps.

"secret happiness" could remain hidden
and each disclosure is new evidence that
actors are, indeed, masters of their art.

Bram Studio-Film Center Bldg.,
New York

Studio 431, 630-9th Ave.,
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Pictures

because of the anal
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your discomfort
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AT AIL DRUGGISTS

goes to the Firefly Night Club with Grady
Sutton (Charlie's nephew) and johnny goes
with another girl. Charlie is furious that
his plans are being tampered with so he
calls Grady to his table, leaving Eleanore
alone. Then he orders the girl with Johnny
to go to the store for something, leaving

30c-&©<c

Johnny

—

trouble

when

associ-

ated with an excess
acid condition.

alone. So Eleanore and Johnny get
together. Eleanore, knowing Grady has
plenty of money, has ordered more en-

tfMlka -Seltzer-^/

thusiastically than wisely. When she's left
with Johnny they're in a pickle because
he hasn't much money with him. They're
stalling in the night club, trying to figure

some way out and the waiter is becoming
suspicious. He keeps eyeing them until at
last Johnny calls him over.
The waiter comes eagerly. "Check, sir?''
he asks.
"No," John replies promptly. "Another

ITS FUN TO
\
v YOUNGER S

..ami so

GRAY HAIR
Now,

without any risk, you can tint those streaks 01
patches of gray or faded hair to lustrous shades oi
blonde, brown or black. A small brush and Brownatone does it. Prove it by applying a little of this
famous tint to a lock of your own hair.
Used and approved for over twenty-four years by
ATON E is safe. Guarthousands of women.
anteed harmless for tinting gray hair. Active coloring
a™ent is purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of
will not wash out.
fwir. Is economical and lasting
Simply retouch as the new gray appears. Imparts
rich, beautiful color with amazing speed. Just brush
or comb it in. Shades: "Blonde to Medium Brown"
and "Dark Brown to Black" cover every need.
at all drug and
is only 50c
always on a money-back guarantee.
toilet counters

—
—

BROWN

—

BROWNATONE

—
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waiter queries.
"Yes, please," Eleanore smiles.
The waiter stands there while they drink
their water and then fills the glasses up
again. He finally leaves but a little later
Johnny calls him back for more water.
Of course, it's a gag but the director
keeps taking the scene over and over until
those kids must have drunk a gallon of
water apiece before he finally calls "Print

'

it."

stagger over to the bench

Silver Screen

you

—

COLOR YOUR

where

HAIR ™«£

Shampoo and color your hair at the same time,
any shade. SHAM PO-KO LOR won't rub off.

Colors roots;leaves hair soft, natural; permits!—
perm wave. Free Book.Valligny Prod. Inc., Dpt. 2P-A, 254 W.31 St.N.Y.
.

BEFORE
z

HAIR Mm

\f Killed Permanently
From face, body or arms with
maximum speed, without harm

i

to the skin, by following' simple directions. This electrolyis guaranteed to
sis device
remove hair permanently or
money refunded. Your electric
current is not used. Price

&,

£1.95, postpaid or C.O.D.
CO., Dept. 122, 2675 Broadway, N. V. City

LEAKS EYES

waiter scowls but pours the water
and as he does so Johnny rubbers at the
check he has in his hand. He almost faints
when he sees the total. The waiter catches
him peeping at it and scowls at him.
Johnny smiles weakly.
"Some water for you, too, miss," the

They

if

by physicians. Pull information concerning correction of stammering sent free. No obligation. Benjamin
N. Bogue, Dept. 567, Circle Tower, Indianapolis, Ind.

The

Safety 2ut£

Sec'y LAND. 66 W. 85 St., N. Y.

Send today for beautifully illustrated book entitled
"DON'T STAMMEK," which describes the Bogue
Unit Method for the scientific correction of stammering and stuttering. Method successfully used at
Bogue Institute for 36 years since 1901. Endorsed

glass of water.

easy
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Seconds!

Eyes that are red and veined ... from
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"Come

over and have a cocksuggests politely.
"A water cocktail?" I ask scathingly.
Eleanore has never looked as pretty as
she does today. She has on a white
brocaded evening gown, lavishly trimmed

I'm sitting.
tail,"

Johnny

. .

this

month,

want

wear

to

GLAZO'S

j

Paramount

YOU'RE YOUNG
.YOU'RE SMA

.

white fox fur. "Be sure to mention her
jcoiffure," Carmen, the hair-dresser on the
set, whispers. "I invented it myself and it's
very unusual. It's parted in the center all
the way down the back. There are two
rolls on each side of the part and, as you
ican see, she's wearing a little jeweled clip
iiinder each roll."
It's
a very trying hair dress and not
many girls could wear it but it's mighty
[becoming to Eleanore.
There being nothing more to see at
Jin

leave for—

I

United Artists

GOLDWYN

MR.

makes the most
Hollywood, the other
producer on this lot makes the most conentertaining.
I'm referring to
isistently
(Walter Wanger.
This month he's just putting "Vogues
IjF

artistic pictures in

!J

bf 1938" into production.
In this opus Warner Baxter is the
world's most famous couturier. He's marVied to Helen Vinson, which is a job in
itself, aside from his dress designing. He
designs a wedding gown for Joan Bennett
;but Joan wants him to hold up delivery
so she won't have to be married so soon.
He refuses because he doesn't want to impair his reputation. But he helps her to
(run away. Her family disowns her, so she
to go to work. The same day Helen
walks out on Warner. He starts to make
(the night spots to forget, but Joan insists
upon going along to help him forget. Next
morning she starts work as a model at his
phoppe (it would have to be a shoppe)
ihas

Helen breezes in, eyes flashing fire.
Warner, seeing the uselessness of trying to
argue with her, calls Joan in. Then in his
pest prosecuting attorney manner, he says:
"Miss Van Klettering, my wife's attention
has been called— by certain gossips— to the
,ind

»vents of last night in

dry night clubs.
stand,

made

numerous and sun-

You were

present,

under-

I

when Mr. Curson (Warner,

himself)
a spectacle of himself in certain re-

ined and luxurious joints."
"I was," Joan admits quietly.
"Did Mr. Curson, either in
lubs, in

the

night

taxicabs, or subsequently', in

make what

milk wagon,

is

the

known

vulgarly

a 'pass' at you?"
"No," says Joan, and then as Warner
urns triumphantly away, she adds, "Un-

*s

Beguiling as their names are Glazo's

ortunately."

"What?"

he

shouts,

whirling

subtle, misty,

around

"It
lust
ells

a

wasn't very flattering to feel
stooge for a broken heart,"

I

was
Joan

Dahlia, Imperial Red.

And

him.

Warner turns

briskly

questions?"
Now that

I've

lelen nastily.

Then

to

his

wife.

seen her— none," says
she smiles and reaches

"Thank you, my dear," says Warner in
very business-like way. "Now, I've got to
vork." And with that he leaves.
Although this picture is being shot in
echnicolor I notice the absence of make-up
»n the players. Any of them could go out
>n the street with theTittle they have on.
a new process.
"You know," Warner informs me, "since

seen the rushes of myself in this picure I hope I'll never have to work in another black and white film. This process
las taken ten years off my looks."
Irving Cummings, one of the best diectors in the business, is handling this.
'There's no reason technicolor pictures
hould take any longer than any others,"

,

Glazo, as good as

it is

beautiful,

possesses all the virtues that smart young

things demand... satin-smoothness on the

SOUGHT-AFTER

girls

moderns who never
their

1

t's

'Shaded

^yltail

"Any

or his hand.

've

smoky hues— Shell and Old

Rose, Thistle, Rust and Russet, Suntan,

Igain:

escorts

down

...

let

in

gay young

themselves or

the matter of

smartness... are climaxing their chic with

Glazo's "Misty" nail polish shades.

Where

else

can you find colors

so excitingly lovely?... the perfect

accent to that ravishing
. .

new
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.the ultimate in fingertip flattery

nail. ..stern prejudices against

peeling or

fading... the ability to stay smooth-flowing, usable to the last

nomical 20^

25^

drop in that eco-

bottle, or the

new

For a new kind of Social Security—the knowledge of your own
loveliness

— choose

Glazo's

and sophisticated "Misty"

Screen

new
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size.
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" "

he

BE IRRESIST IBLE TONIGHT

tells

lation

me. "I've only asked for the reguschedule and we're not a day be-

say he is one of the best directors
advisedly. They rehearse this scene over
and over. There isn't a trick he overlooks.
During rehearsal if he thinks one of them
could hesitate at one point to get over a
I

again the new
way. If he thinks by pausing on a certain
word it would heighten the effect, they do
it again and pause. I think all young actors
should be directed by Irving Cummings

line better, they rehearse

it

They'd learn
more from him that way than they would
pick up in two years by themselves.
But I can't stay here all day. There's
work to be done so I continue totheir

first

two

pictures.

Universal
T
I

GUESS

I

was too optimistic when

I said

was a dull month in the studios.
seems there are FOUR pictures going

this

It

out here.

Of course, the most important

Road Back"— the

sequel

to

is

"The

the never-tothe Western
Ayres, who

be-forgotten "All Quiet On
Front." Unfortunately, Lew
played the lead in "All Quiet" was killed
at the end so he can't be in this one. In

the only one in this one who was in
the original is Slim Summerville. And I
wish you could get a load of his hair. All
the hair he has on his head is a widow's
peak, down front.
Andy Devine and Richard Cromwell are

fact,

in

this
It

WITH IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME

is

sequel.
just as the' armistice
gang of heroes walk

is

signed.

Our

out over No
whole
Man's Land, looking towards the French
trenches, secure in the knowledge they're
not going to be shot at.
"Four years we've been here," Slim says
soberly. "Four years— and then it just fizzles out." He pauses and suddenly gives a
short laugh. Then he becomes serious
again. "Funny, isn't it?"
With that Slim turns and climbs out
onto the plain, the others following. They
look out in silence towards the Westover the tumbled earth and splintered trees.
A low autumn mist is lying close to the
ground. It is some time before one of the
boys (Henry Hunter) turns away. "Well,
go," he says.
But Dick Cromwell

let's

lingers, his eyes on
the horizon. "A lot of us lying out there,"
he whispers, and then, after a pause,

"Brant, and Mueller— Kat and

Haie—

"Paul Baumer," John King continues,
"Bertinck— Sandkuhl— Meinders— Hugo—
Paul Baumer was the part Lew Ayres
played in "All Quiet." And the othersWilliam Bakewell, Ben Alexander, Russell

Personal to Fat Girls! — Now you can slim
down your face and figure without strict dieting
or back-breaking exercises. Just eat sensibly and
take 4 Marmola Prescription Tablets a day until
then stop.
you have lost enough fat
Marmola Prescription Tablets contain the same
element prescribed by most doctors in treating
their fat patients. Millions of people are using
them with success. Don't let others think you
have no spunk and that your will-power is as
flabby as your flesh. Start with Marmola today
and win the slender lovely figure rightfully yours.

—

Gleason, Owen Davis. Jr., and Louis Wolheim. What memories those names bring
back!
hospital," Cromwell
is finished.
"I'm sorry," I apologize. "I didn't know.
I'd have come to see you."
"Had to have the septum taken out of
"I've

been

volunteers

in

when

a

the scene

my

nose. Sinus trouble,"
cheerfully.

Dick

rattles

along

—

—

where.ForFREE Footbooklet.writeDr. SchoH's,Inc, Chicago, 111.
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Remedy

for

Every

Common

Foot Trouble

Silver Screen

set is a very elaborate office. Demaleaning out the window. As he goes

to draw his head in he straightens up and
gives it an awful crack. He's still standing
on the divan by the window rubbing his

aching head when the door opens and Eve
strolls in.

"Hey!" he yells at her indignantly, "Let's
have a little dignity around this office.

When

ring the buzzer, come on in. See?"
your whistle better," Eve says
unconcernedly. "And what was so important?"
"Is it all right to put a red ten on a
black jack?" he asks, pointing to a game
of solitaire he has laid out on his desk.
"Yes," she says, "but did you ever hear
the story of the man who committed suicide when he caught himself cheating at
"I

I

like

Catch?"
then the door bursts open and
Brophy dashes in.
"Boy, oh, boy!" he chortles. "I got a
house even he can't kick about." "He" is

solitaire?

Just

Horton— a
ning

rich hypochondriac they're plan-

to bilk.

"What
"I

flips.

does he want a house for?" Eve

thought

all

he

needed

was

a

mausoleum.
"Belongs to a guy named Rodney Cummins," Brophy gushes, pulling out pictures.
"He's a swimming chump."
"Champ," Eve corrects him.

Brophy hands Demarest a picture which
the three of them study. "It's a little large
but I guess it'll do," Demarest finally concedes.

"That's the guest house," Brophy informs him disgustedly, snatching the picture away and handing him another. "This
is

the chateau."
it
sure

"You

ground?" Eve

new
"I

the world's fair
taking a squint at the

isn't

asks,

picture.

doin'," Brophy snarls.
that guest house rent

know what I'm

"WE

can

live

in

free for six months."

Poor Mr. Horton. It begins to look as
though he's going to need every cent of
that $5,000 a week he's supposed to make
when he works in pictures.

Next door

to

"Oh, Doctor"

is

another

picture called "As Good As Married," starring John Boles and Tala Birell with Doris
Nolan and Walter Pidgeon featured.
This is the most beautiful set of the
month. The garden, which can be seen

through the windows, is so lovely. Real
lemons, oranges, pomegranates, and apples
are growing in profusion. What does it
matter if they're wired on to the trees.

The

fruit

is

real.

Mr. Boles doesn't remember me again.
I'll probably have to go out to his house
and break another lamp to recall myself
to him.

the drawing room of his home.
in dinner clothes, pacing up and
scowling. Miss Birell is seated at the

This
is

down

achmg feet, rheumatic-like foot and leg pains, sore
all are signs of weak or fallen
heels, callouses on soles
arches. Dr. Scholl's Arch Supports give you immediate relief
the cause of
strain
ligamentous
and
muscular
by removing
your pain. They are molded to your feet and soon restore the
another. Exshoe
to
one
from
changed
Can
be
normal.
arches to
pertly fitted and adjusted at leading Shoe and Dept. stores every-

There

The
rest

He

FEET TIRE. ACHE ?
Tired,

Demarest. And there is also a newcomer in the cast named Eve Arden who
is what you might safely call a looker.
Bill

hind, either."

in

So we come to "Oh, Doctor!" featuring
Edward Everett Horton, Ed Brophy and

set is

piano strumming.
"I'm afraid this whole thing is a mistake," he confesses. "I should never have
asked you to come here. Why didn't you
morning with the others?"
this
leave
(There's evidently been a house party.)
"Well, darling," she smiles, "since your
wife walked out on you I thought you
might be lonesome."
"She didn't walk out on me," he bellows.
"She'll be here tonight."
"Oh, how nice," she drawls maddeningly.
"Yes, Cherry," he agrees, very ill at ease,
"but the point is—"
"Oh, Alec," she interrupts, "she couldn't
be so stupid as to be jealous of me?"

Boles smolders and looks at his watch
impatiently. "I'm beginning to get worried.
She's an hour late." He stops suddenly and
turns to Tala. Something is beginning to
dawn on him. "Wait a minute! Did you

by any chance talk to her?''
"Certainly," Tala admits readily. "When
I phoned you
today I had to talk to her
in order to talk to you, didn't I! After all

—she
"I

is your secretary."
mean, you didn't say anything?" John

interrupts impatiently.

"Stop

nagging

angrily.

"Why on

me," she bursts out
earth should I waste my

j

|

I

j

jj

time talking to your secretary?"
"You might learn something— if you had
the mind to grasp it," he retorts.
"Something about courtesy, perhaps?" she
smiles sweetly. "She's an hour late already
and she doesn't even bother to let you

know."
"Something may have happened to her,"
he mutters apprehensively.
"Nothing ever happens to women like
her," Tala consoles him.
"Well, something's going to happen to
a woman like you if you aren't careful,"
he announces belligerently.
I neglected to mention that Mr. Boles is

Scene from "The Road Back" with

a man of many amours— in the picture only,
of course— and Doris is his secretary who
marries him to protect him from women
like Tala.

succeeded in making
a glamour girl of Tala and, boy howdy!
She really exudes sex appeal.
The other picture on this lot is a Western and I haven't time for it today so we'll
leave Universal and proceed to—
finally

three

are

going here
this month:
"The Emperor's Candlesticks" starring William Powell and Luise
Rainer:

pictures

"They Gave Him

a

Gun"

starring

MELT Flak in ess Away —
in

.

One

and
DULL
shiny
.

of powder!

.

to wait.

"They Gave Him a Gun" is my favorite
picture of the month because Spencer is
favorite actor, with Franchot pretty
high up on the list and Gladys George
being pretty near the top of the women's
brigade, and because W. S. Van Dyke is
one of my favorite directors (to say nothing of Florence, his script girl, being my

appear, moist and young. The skin
takes on a fresh, softened appearance incells

stantly. Vanishing

Application
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have

my
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THERE

Tracy and Franchot Tone and
"Broadway Melody" with Eleanor Powell,
George Murphy and Buddy Ebsen.
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Spencer

They have

it

does wonders for

it!

your skin, too.
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For overnight
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A

stick to
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— Apply
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Andy

Devine, Slim Summerville,

Maurice Murphy, Henry Hunter, John King and Richard Cromwell.

Lady Smiley

"A

keratolytic cream
has the ability to melt away dried-out, dead
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"I use Pond's Vanishing
Cream as a foundation. It
holds powder on so long !"

Silver

Screen

favorite script girl) and largely because this
is such a gripping story.

When

Spence is a barker in a circus.
he
gets into the army he meets Franchot, who
has been a weakling clerk. Spence kicks
some guts into him and bullies him until
he makes a man of him. Spence and Franchot are both in love with Gladys (a nurse)

and she marries Franchot. They gave the
gun in the army and he keeps it
when he gets out and turns into a tough
gangster. And that's what you get for making men out of mice, Mr. Tracy. Finally
latter a

—

For protection Apply before long hours
out of doors. Your skin won't rough up!

—
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Franchot

And

IDINX
as thrilling as you would
them to be? Do they fascinate men and
cast a spell of romance? You can make your
eyes sparkling and alluring so easily - so
quickly-- with WINX Eye Beautifiers. A few
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become long, dark, curling, silky. Your eyes
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Are your eyes

like

proof
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solid,
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WINX Eyebrow

Your
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eyebrows
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ing. A touch of WINX Eye Shadow, applied
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eyes and makes them sparkle tantalizingly!

For eyes that men adore, start using WINX
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at
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cent stores.

sent up.

is

where

that's

FRECKLES
WHILE YOU SLEEP
Whether you have a few freckles or many, fade them out
quickly and gently while you
sleep. Get a" jar of Nadinola
Freckle Cream today and apply at bedtime. Day by
day skin becomes clearer, fresher. Usually freckles
disappear in 5 to 10 days. So do other blemishes.
Nadinola Freckle Cream is guaranteed by a famous

laboratory with 36 years' experience in this type of
skin treatment. Only 60c at drug and toilet counters
10c size at Ten Cent Stores. • Or send a dime for trial
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NADINOLA teckkCmm

in.

It's

the

asks.

up my

prick

I

ears,

thinking

to

hear

"No!" most eagerly.
"Well," Franchot explains, "you see we
wear these convict suits. One of the extras
wore his home and the next morning when
he was coming to work a cop spotted him
and thought he was an escaped con and

some

dirt as

say

I

.

him

practically the
too."
I guess that takes care of that and as
Franchot is not a gent to chat idly, I leave

picked

up.

It

took

whole studio to get him out again,

him and proceed

to

"Broadway Melody
I'm

here.

Mr.

sure

the next

of 1937"

Mayer

the author's.
are horse trainers

as

They

hay in their box car and are about to
throw her out when they discover Blue
Bolt was born on her father's ranch.

They

get

to

New York

and, of course,

haven't any money. They're living in what
looks like a brownstone front, only the
part I see is the back. The horse is standing in the yard and he's really a beauty.
Only he's a sorrel and why they call him
Blue Bolt I don't know. In order to get
him to stand perfectly still his trainer ties
his front feet together during the take and
you never saw such a surprised expression
as there is on that horse's face when he
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in that
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him when Buddy saunters in
nonchalant manner of his, carrying
for

chorus.

I
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and

taking Blue Bolt to New York.
find Eleanor Powell hiding in the

they are

"Well, where's the feed?" she and George
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women
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little
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Murphy and Ebsen

Buddy
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ard proprietary.

will

"Taking

Instantly eliminates every trace of hair.

importance of regular elimination.
Ever since she can remember, there
has been a box of Olive Tablets on the
bathroom shelf just as a reminder not
to let more than one day go by without doing something to assist Nature.
Originally the formula of an Ohio
physician, Dr. Edwards, Olive Tablets
are now widely recognized as a stand-

set.

case.

ERFUMED DEPILATORY

Y ears ago her mother taught her the

upset when I say there's
original about the plot of this one. It's
about a race horse and if you can think
of anything in connection with race horses
that hasn't been done in pictures you're a
better man than I am, Gunga Din. But the
situations are all sure fire and I'm sure
when the picture is released I'll be sitting
there during the race with my throat just
as constricted

flew appMFVtd
REMOVES

come

I

chapel of the prison and all the convicts
are silting on benches. "One'll get you five
that Tracy is sitting in the front row," I
whisper to my guide as we enter, not knowing the story and never dreaming that Mr.
Tone would be in jail.
But my guide evidently doesn't know the
story either because he doesn't lake me up
and we find Franchot in the front row and
Spencer nowhere around.
One of the prisoners next to Franchot is
muttering to him out of the side of his
mouth, apparently trying to find out something about Tracy, but he talks so low I
can't hear him. And then Florence calls
"lunch."
"But I'm not ready for lunch yet. I want
to make another shot first," Woody objects.
"Well, I'm hungry and I'm tired," Florence squelches him. Then she turns around
and bawls "LUNCH" at the top of her
lungs and the company rushes out to lunch
without waiting to find out which one wins
the argument.
"Did you hear about one of the extras
getting pinched on this picture?" Franchot

sake, send

Coupon TODAY!

REJUVIA
LIPSTICK

a tub.

"You're a wonder," Eleanor squeals and
Buddy grins some more, and that's all there
to the scene.
I've said it before and I'll say it againright out in print, too— Mr. Ebsen may not
is

Silver Screen
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wear "tails" with the elan of Fred Astaire
but I'd rather see him, despite the fact that
I thoroughly enjoy Mr. A.
I've never met Buddy or Eleanor and

George is busy so there's no use staying
around here to chat, because there's nobody to chat with except a certain columnist named Harrison Carroll. And he
never puts out any information. All he
ever does is ask you what you know.
But, by George! I almost forgot one of
the most important things about "Broadway Melody." Robert Taylor, girls, has the
lead in it! Imagine overlooking something
to laugh.

like that. It is

laughing heartily,

So,

I

proceed to

Twentieth Century-Fox

VOU

He

it or not, there are but
pictures in the works on this lot.
four.
No, three
.
"Wee Willie Winkle" starring Shirley
Temple is on location. So is "Angel's Holiday" starring Jane Withers. "This Is My
Affair" starring Robert Taylor and Barbara
Stanwyck is closed to visitors. (Could it be
they're making love scenes?)

can believe

/ two

.

hasn't

many comforts— but I'm

He enjoys good

has!

ture intended,

.

plenty envious of one thing that old Eskimo

teeth ... His teeth are kept strong
!

and healthy, as Na-

by exercise on the tough chewy foods of primitive man's

Even Eskimos when they change to soft, civilized foods,
teeth and gums suffer from too little wholesome exercise.

find

diet.

that their

Accordingly,
only
"One Mile from
Heaven" is left. But that one stars my
old standby— Claire Trevor. You dull, unsulphitic

who lead such phlegmatic
"What is so rare as a day

folk,

may

lives

ask

in June" and I'll be right there with the
snappy comeback. The answer is, "a month
that doesn't find a Claire Trevor picture

in production."

Don't ask for the plot of this 'un. Sufit to say the set is the pressroom in
a police station. A bunch of the boys were
whooping it up— No! That's wrong. That's
fice

Service and this
and Sol Wurtzel.

is

Twentieth Century-Fox

They were merely having

A

poker game.
couple of the police reporters have to leave— and do. So that leaves
a

three— Ray Walker, Russell Hopton
and Chick Chandler. Three handed poker
is no fun and they're sitting around, rather
disgruntled, when the door opens and
only

in— timidly. Is she a picture?
get Dickie.
"Are you really newspapermen?" she asks
coyly. "It says 'Press Room' on the door."
Chick steps forward. He would. "I'm
Claire walks

Mama come

Charley Milford of the Journal," he vouchsafes.

"My name

Lucy," Claire beams, "but
Tex."
indicates Ray Walker. "This is

'my friends

Chick

is

call

me

Mortimer Atlas of the Post."
Walker puts on an exaggerated Southern
drawl. "M'name's Mohtimer, but m'friends
call me Buck."
"Hi ya, Buck?" Claire calls gaily, falling in with the mood.
"And this is Peter Brindell of the Register,"
Chick goes on, nodding towards
Sour-puss Hopton. "We call him Coyote
\Pete— as tough an Hombre as ever toted a

DENTYNE HELPS KEEP TEETH
STRONGER, WHITER! We civilized folk find Dentyne a wonderful, natural aid to mouth
health.

Its

specially firm con-

sistency invites

more vigorous

[

chewing, gives teeth and gums
healthful exercise.

typewriter."

"Hi, Pete," Claire greets him.
"Do you play poker?" Russ

in
inquires

hopefully.

"Sure," says Claire.

The men
in

look at each other and smile
happy anticipation.
"Hey, Atlas," Russ orders Walker, "pull

Nature's

own way

It

works

to help

firm, teeth

sound and white!

LOADED WITH DELICIOUS
FLAV0R1-J ust
for

yourself

—

pink rectangle

taste

Dentyne

that

fragrant
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And
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notice the flat

made

to

park so neatly

you keep your
mouth healthy,

and handily

gums pink and

purse.

in

your pocket or

lup a chair for the lady."

Ray drags up a chair and Chick takes
her coat. Russ starts to shuffle the cards and
then passes them to Claire to cut. "What'll
be?" Claire asks brightly, "spit-in-theocean with deuces and one-eyed jacks

HELPS KEEP
TEETH WHITE

MOUTH HEALTHY

it

wild?"

The men glance at each other
"Maybe we'd better play

signif-

icantly
office,"

Walker

This'll

"Two
and

a

be

post-

suggests.

draw,"

Hopton announces.

dollar limit, jacks or better to
two bit ante."

open

DENTYNE
DELICIOUS
Silver Screen

CHEWING GUM
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He

deals a hand and Chick and Ray drop
At the end there is quite a pile of
dough on the table.
out.

"I'll

call,"

Claire says, referring to the

Hopton has made.
"What you got?" Russ asks.

last

Men

thrill

the

to

And

tresses.

it s

sight

of gleaming, glinty
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modern
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rinse th at puts a youthful
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sparkling*

highlights in your hair. Easily a£>f)lied at

and easily removed. Harmless, because
pure coloring and not a dye or tleach.

home
it s

To

a

bet

"Three eights and a pair of deuces,"
Claire smiles, preparing to rake in the pot.
"Sorry, Tex," he says. "Nines full" and
starts to gather in the shekels.
"That was a tough pot to lose, Tex,"
Chick says sympathetically.
"It sure was," Claire agrees. Suddenly she
gets up from her chair, goes to the wash
basin behind her and takes down the mirror from the wall, puts it on a chair with
the back towards the men. Hopton had
looked in the mirror and seen what she
had in her hand. The men watch her,
embarrassed, as she sits down and picks up
her hand without making a comment, other
than to say, "I'll do better this time. I open
two

for

at toilet

see my
time," Claire invites me,
the last act of my life.

"Come up and

Star
(i

tit

your head.

and see
the sparkle that comes to your hair.
hair thoroughly, brush

it,

ioc for package containing 2 rinses at 5 and 10c stores.
Larger package containing 5 rinses for 25c at drug and
department

stores.

1

COLORINSE

For

you— the

allure of

oking

PINAUD'S IMPROVED

SIX-TWELVE CREAMY MASCARA
PREPARED

iN

FRANCE

Make your lashes a long sweep of silky, dark
beauty... perfectly natural-looking because
of tbe extra-creaminess of this mascara!
Smudgeproof, permanent. Apply it with or
without water. In black, brown, blue, green.

PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYE SHADOW
PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYEBROW PENCIL

ad.

BOOKLET

disappeared, leaving her skin clear, soft

and beautiful.
It's a real experience that will bring
hope to you too, reprinted word for word
£n our.booklet "Good-bye Freckles."
v>a
The Stillman Company

nrnn
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Aurora,

U.S.A. Box 20
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POEMS

For Immediate Consideration
Send Poems to
Columbian Music Publishers
Toronto, Can.
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not permit her to.
Take a good look
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TO HELP

WOMAN

EVERY

RETAIN HER

NATURAL

Carole's face in
"Swing High, Swing Low." The loveliness
you see there is a tribute to that gallantry
and steadfastness of purpose she once
at

showed when the world thought

E

Send 10c to

dreams of becoming a great singer.
"I went from one doctor to another.
Worry and nervousness made me ill, and
me. "But
I kept losing weight," she told
within me
I could not give up— something
told me, 'you must not lose courage. You
must keep going.'
"A chance acquaintance advised me
finally to see Dr. Mario Marafiotti, famous
voice teacher and throat specialist. If he
would see me, he would cure my throat
afflictions, I was told. I grasped at the straw

A U

T

LLOlL

876 FLATBUSH AVENU
BROOKLYN. NEW YOR

for immediate consideration. Short
novelettes,
stories,
shorts,
short
articles, book lengths, plays, scenarios, and poems edited, criticized,
revised and submitted to markets.
editors, 300 book publishers, 100 syndi-

STORIES
i-WANTED-

2,000 magazine
cates and over 1,000 incidental markets are buying
30,000 to 50,000 stories, articles and features every
month. YOU, too, can sell your stories to this vast
market through us. No books or courses to sell. Send
your manuscripts today for free examination and report.
CENTRAL AGENCY, Belle Plaine, Kansas.

KILL THE

HAIR ROOT

Remove

the hair permanently, safely, prT
vately at home, following- simple directions)
The Mahler Method positively prevents th'
hair from growing again. The delightful re.
lief will bring happiness, freedom of min
an<i greater success. Backed by 35 years o
successful use all over the world. Send 6
in stamps TODAY for illustrated Booklet
"How to Remove Superfluous Hair Forever.'
D. J. Mahler Co., Dept. 30-F, Providence, R.
(
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Thin?

UNDEVELOPED?

GAIN

DEVELOP

15 LBS.I

3 IN.!

Wonderful new method really reaches basic
™" trouble,
starting development. Vitalizing,

&

concentrated food powder completes results.

Amazing results! Beautiful flesh, complete development Guaranteed. Testimonials arriving every
£ day. You need be undeveloped no longer. Write:

I"

The Star Developing System,

Mich.

Iron Mountain,

of hope.

"But the great teacher was too busy to
pay attention to an unknown. For three
days I waited in his office. The world
turned black and hopeless. At length, when
Marafiotti consented to see me for a few
minutes, my knees were so weak from nervI could hardly stand. And when
tried to sing for him, the tears streamed

ousness
I

down my

face.

'Your voice will come back,' he assured me gently. 'When, I do not know,
maybe in two months— perhaps not for two
years. Meantime you must have absolute
"

and

silence.'

Silver Screen

Y

cost of postage and handling

MME.ri Oil-

had
droop to
it

her beaten. Yes, there is just a tiny
one corner of her mouth, but that is the
only thing that remains to remind those
who remember the accident how horribly
injured she once was.
She didn't whimper or curse her ill luck.
She simply set about overcoming this obstacle placed in front of her. She found the
best plastic surgeon she could, went through
a series of painful operations, one right
after another, and then went out and
fought her way back to the screen and the
fame waiting for her.
Achievement and courage always go hand
in hand!
Once upon a time Grace Moore, whose
lovely voice has won her fame, not only on
the screen but in the Metropolitan opera
house and before crowned heads of Europe,
was told she could never sing again. Told
brutally that she had lost her voice and
to go home to Tennessee and forget her

rest
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one day she

She purchased a jar of
Stillman's Freckle Cream. Used it nightly. Her ugly embarrassing freckles soon

[Continued from page 53]

rinse

Dry

socially, until

saw a S til!mari'&

Dept. 13E

Shampoo your hair, then

rinse over

self-con-

new house someand I'll go if it's

get

SO SIMPLE TO USE

Dissolve Colorinse in
warm water and pourthe

— made her
—

freckles

scious and miserable at
fourteen how she gave up
hope of ever being popular

and are

goods counters.

thoroughly and rub
partly dry with a towel.

Send for this true story of
a freckled face girl's life.
Learn how her skin freckled
how her homely
easily

dollars."

turns out Claire is a sob-sister
their faces red when they find out.
It

your own correct shade; see the Nestle Color
Chart,

GOODBYE FRECKLES

THE

NATURAL

EYESIGHT SYSTEM Gives
Your Eyes a

New
—

Deal

AT

HOME

you wear glasses, or think you should, our
FOUR MONTHS' TRIAL OFFER containing
the inspiring story of glasses discarded for
Nearsight, Farsight, Astigmatism, Old Age
Weak Eyes, Eye Muscle
Eyestrain,
Sight.
If

Trouble, Etc., as told by USERS
of this Revolutionary System—will
FREE upon request.

NATURAL EYESIGHT

be mailed

INSTITUTE,

Dept. 76-T, Los Angeles, Calif.

Inc.

went away— but not home. I rested
months and my voice did come back—
icher, clearer than it had ever been. I
iave never known quite what to think of
hat miracle— perhaps it was destined that
should have an ordeal like that to test
ne before I could be permitted to go on."
Courage— Achievement!
"I

:ix

Claudette Colbert is another lovely dish
glamour and sex appeal who has exeptional fortitude. You should have seen
he goings on at the Pressman home the
light she was carried home in an ambuance after being beaned on the head in
m automobile crash. She had a concusion, and maybe worse, and she insisted
jpon going back to work at the studio the
next morning because Director Frank Lloyd
lad scheduled one of his biggest sequences
n "Maid of Salem," and she didn't want
o let him down.
Arguments against the wisdom of such
if

,

|

course

didn't prevail. Finally, Doctor
(her husband) conceded, but
Stipulated that if she went he'd go too, by
l;osh, and keep his eye on her. He injected
lier with a pain-killing narcotic, bundled
|ier into the car and took her to the studio
n person the next day.
Everything went just dandy at the studio
J
i— despite Doctor Pressman's forebodings,
plaudette was so gay and so vivacious (the
hamulus of her hypodermics!) that she
Uound it hard to get into the mood of the
Ffjomber dramatic sequence. But she did.
Hrhe day's work was completed and she

hessman

home and was really
How'd you like to go

Jt'ent
i||

Jjtretcher?

sick.

to work on a
Be carried a half mile up a steep

path daily? That's the experience
Michael had when she reported
Biack at her studio' job in "Woman Trap"
jiefore she was completely recovered from
she suffered in that bad San
Jn juries
Bernardino crash.
Gertrude will tell you frankly, however,
'iQountain
(ipertrude

wasn't a great spirit of sacrifice for
he studio which actuated her. She was
>>roke and she wanted to get back and earn
bme money. The doctor said she couldn't
jhat it

balk

up

a

mountain

trail.

goes on

But somebody

ould carry her, couldn't they?
The picture was on location in the
-urowhead mountains. The scene of shootrg was several miles from the hotel, most
f which could be covered in a car, the last
j.alf mile of which had to be hoofed. When
he cameras started to grind, she was helped
p her feet. She finished the picture, collected her dough and says the experience
l/as fine for her. You can always do things
n. you have to!
Gail Patrick was enacting a hospital
;;:ene. She was clad as a nurse, and, in
(.ont of her on the operating table lay a
title boy. David Holt was doing a good

a vanishing cream

like

,

j

i

and

face was resolute
nd blanched. The telephone on the set
jang. It was long distance from San Franisco for Gail. She went to the 'phone and
^llked, came back, and quietly continued
jer scene. Later it was revealed that she
,i|ad
received a message that her own
rother was going on the operating table
or an emergency operation. By one of
nose remarkable coincidences that no one
an explain she was acting in a scene her
rother was facing in reality.
Thoroughbreds? Yes, of course, all of 'em.
or, as the philosophers tell you, achievement of any kind requires courage in a
ijiece

irge

of acting

his

—checks perspiration
YEARS women have comFOR
plained — "Why do cream deodorants have to be so greasy?"
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"On

the Pan"
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makes you

[Continued from page 31]
congratulated about Margaret Tallichet.

months ago Margaret was
writer whom nobody noticed.

brief six
licity

Carole

and

who bothered

give the

nobody

Jlose
fat
K'^. without

A

a pubIt

was

one
single change
in your diet/

to sense a latent spark
real help. David Selz-

coaching Margaret for stardom! He
broadcasted her first important film test—

nick

is

and no one else ever had their screen test
put on the air!
Fredric March laughs lustily. He's heard

Just

acterization. They know that Brennan isn't
letting success go to his head.
else is clicking at last? Why, Jean
Arthur! This Jean is right smack into the
top money, too. She's had a succession of
fine roles. But the reason she hates inter-

Who

50*

25*
.

toilet

PRICES SLIGHTLY HIGH ER

goods counter

I

HOTOGRAPH
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PHOTOGRAPHS
2 for $

4
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for
for

.25
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1.00

19 for $2.00
3.00
for
for
5.00

29
50

All the latest Stars and Poses. Send
for your favorites.

Hollywood Screen Exchange
Drawer 1150, Dept. B,
CALIF.. U. S.

HOLLYWOOD,

Dl

AMO N D ],5

A.

C

To introduce Hollywood's NEWEST Mexican Orizaba Diamond

reproductions, Dazzling, Brilliant, full of
(worn by Movie Stars). We
1 Kt. Simulated Brazilian
Diamond, mounted in Solid Gold effect
Bingas Illustrated— (looks like $150. Gem)

—

Blazing Fire
will send a
for

this

FIELD'S

ad

and

15c.

Address

DIAMOND CO.— Dept.

today

SU-510

S. Hill St., Los Angeles, Calif. (2for25c)

ability and warmth, a
insiders think. Spencer Tracy is
worries since "Captains Courageous"

more
number of

has

beyond
has

acting

turned out

to

drama

Helped Her

Hair!

GLOVER'S SYSTEM

HELPED ME STOP
LOSING

MY

ing you, do as count-

thousands of
other women and
less

—

are doing followGlover's System!

famous for combatting Dandruff and
It is

excessive Failing Kair.
It consists of conditioning the scalp -using Glover's
Mange Medicine and systematic massage. Shampoo
with Glover's Medicated Soap. At all Druggists. Your
Hairdresser or Barber can give you Glover's. For FREE
BOOKLET explaining Glover's System, address

GLOVERS
Dept. S-4S2
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However,

Robert

and Jimmy Stewart

Montgomery's radical

switch to an absolutely serious personality
has the insiders worried. They know Bob
has pleaded for three years for a role like

played in "Night Must Fall." They
know he's gambling on the fans letting
him mature, and they appreciate his desire
to grow up. But honestly they don't know
if you will allow him to!
he's

If your hair is worry-

men

be the most gripping

so far this year,
has positively arrived.

FOURTH AVE., NEW YORK CBTY

How

does a star climb into this exclusive
In The Know group? By being taken up
socially by the producers, or by marriage?
Myrna Loy's husband is Arthur Hornblow,
Paramount producer. Sally Eilers' husband
is Harry Joe Brown, Warner producer. Joan

and Constance Bennett have been chums
of the David Selznicks, William Goetzes (he
produces for 20th Century-Fox and is a
son-in-law of Louis B. Mayer) and the
Walter Wangers for some time. It is
through such personal friendships that the
intentions of the men at the helm are discovered. The all-powerful producers are

Silver Screen

It
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Avoid Dangerous Biets,
Irksome Exercises Beware of Harmful Drugs

—

and Laxatives — yet

lose

from

1 to 5 inches of ugly excess fat
(due to no glandular or other systemic cause) off hips, abdomen, bust, neck, arms, thighs, calves and ankles! Modern
science at last has made an amazingly SAFE discovery,
a remarkably delightful LOTION called KREMEY.
Nothing to take internally. You just rub
on. Fat goes fast, full inches of it, yet leaves no wrinles
no lines Tightens flabby skin with perfect safety. Send
SI for full iO-day treatment. 40-DAY
LABS., 14 W. Washington St.,
only S3.

KREMEY

TREATMENT

KREMEY

Dept. 1-SC Chicago,

H

III.

m •

I

Relieve

Rheumatisms

To relieve the torturing pain of Neuritis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia or Lumbago in few minutes,
get NUKITO, the Doctor's formula. No opiates,
no narcotics. Does the -work quickly must relieve
worst pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
money back at Druggist's. Don't suffer. Get
trustworthy NURITO today on this guarantee.

—

IN

viewers is no mystery. It's merely because
she has a terrific inferiority complex. Then
there's Doris Nolan, fired two years ago
by 20th Century-Fox. Doris luckily was
picked as a bet by Charles R. Rogers, and
his judgment is even more respected now.
Of course Deanna Durbin's triumph was
predicted. Whereas Shirley Temple couldn't
get going until the public demanded her,

Deanna's victory was foreseen. The script
Cor "Three Wise Girls" was revamped before shooting started, to make Deanna's
part into a real one. With Stokowski furnishing the musical background for her
next appearance, Deanna will captivate on
the grand scale.
Harriet Hilliard is set at RKO, and
Gladys George at MGM. At Metro, too,
Allan Jones, who's had to wait around as
Nelson Eddy once did, is so magnificent in
"Firefly," with Jeanette MacDonald, that
he's going to be Nelson's close rival. Allan

Go

MONEY BACK

RKO

know that Walter Brennan's case corresponds to Lon Chaney's. Like Lon, Walter
hung around for years before given an opportunity to etch an unforgettable char-

Rub

The Inches
or Yout

that
is mad over Smith Ballew. Fredric gives Gary Cooper a nudge and explains
that Smith looks just like Gary, only the
new fellow can sing like a bird! Whereupon

Loretta Young enthuses over Joan Fontaine.
nineteen and the prettiest new
Joan,
blonde in town, is Olivia de Havilland's
younger sister. Loretta's interested because
she herself was a younger sister.
When a new personality zooms to the
fore this inner circle has predicted it. They
see private previews of the new films in
their homes, often months before the pictures are generally released. And then they
get the gossip directly from the sets. They

ii

YOUR OWN HOME!

Your choice of the following compIeteTAPDar.ee
routines: Walt: Clog. Buck and Wing, Truckm',
Soft Shoe, Eccentric, Shim Sham Shimmy, Military
lurk Dance Noveltv Base^ali Dance

I

I

—

.

COMPLETE ROUTINE ONLY 50c
8 Routines complete S3, on Money B ack ba sis

T

iiiBiu.-m-*

11 11
She had her

CORRECTED
bv BR. RADIX'S New Plastic Methods. Your

features
CORRECTED;
be changed;
face lifting; lips rebuilt; lines, wrinkles, blemishes and
scars removed. Reduced fees. Illustrated booklet free.
DR. RADIN, i482 Broadway, Dept. S-6, New York City

OUTSTANDING EARS

can

fair in their search for true talent; they
give excellent chances to many whom they
never see socially. Alice Faye, for example,
never met Darryl Zanuck until recently and
yet he cast her in the best musicals. She
clinches his faith in her, incidentally, in
the forthcoming "Last Year's Kisses." But
to whom do you let down your hair? To
your intimate acquaintances. Producers are

like that, too.

Usually someone insists upon a little
dancing and then the crowd prefers to
run in to town to the Clover Club for
awhile. Then they go on back to whichever
home they've gathered at for a post-midnight snack. Candles burn in tall silver
candlesticks, silver plates gleam, and butlers
hover.

They finally get around to Technicolor
about that hour. They know it comes into
glory in Walter Wanger's "Vogues of
1938." Heretofore faces were inclined to
appear older; now that handicap is eliminated and you photograph fresher and
younger. Because it's a style parade, there
was a real fight among the actresses for
roles in it. Helen Vinson captured the second lead—Joan Bennett's the heroine— and
this

ZaSu

means recognition
Pitts

almost wept

at

last

for

when she

Helen.
couldn't

get a test for the comedy role! The Coronation is being recorded in Technicolor, and
that's a majestic production everyone's keen

uitness. So long as one can't be in the
bbey with the peers this is a rare treat.

When an

actor's status

changes

this circle

commenting. Fred MacMurray
3. regular. He remains as unassuming and
eager to learn as if he hadn't stepped
;o Garv Cooper's shoes at Paramount,
ied would rave about his wife if the
«dio would onlv let him. But he can't go
to anv domestic details when a reporter
around for fear women in the audiences
'ght resent his happiness. Gloria S wann't

resist

e's gallant battle for

another opportunity

won her

sincere rooters in this crowd
knows, if you are too curious,

which
Marshall who broke
it was Herbert

.

!

at

the Swanson-Marshall romance.

The pictures most talked of right now
"Thin Ice," "Stella Dallas," and Garbo's
Napoleonic story. Sonja Henie is prerdng Pavlowa's Swan Dance on skates in
"hin Ice," and this is far more breathing than any number she gave in her
k\"

m

In

film.

this

picture we'll see exactly

;w Tvrone Power makes love

to his real
reetheart, who is Sonja. Barbara Stanck tops all her emotional scenes to date
"Stella Dallas."
<;

And

Garbo!

Many

peo-

said Greta could quit after "Camille."

she could never rise above her marous portraval as the unfortunate coquette,
't the insiders know that Garbo is exling herself in this new film. How are
Ev sure? Because Charles Boyer is one
their own members and he's the great
-

.

'

e's

hero!

Projections

Ginger Rogers
[Continued from page 33]
his lines and does all sorts of things that
noy the -stars and more seasoned actors,
s an old tribal law that the new boy
new girl must be treated with suspicion
d cold contempt. But warm-hearted,
endly Ginger looks after all the badlv
ghtened little ewe lambs. A newcomer
pays gets a break in a Rogers' picture.
.Ever since "Follow the Fleet." Harriet
lliard swears by her. And Phil Huston
11 tell you, with a choke in his voice, how
got off the plane in Glendale at five
flock one cold grav morning, lonelv and
imesick, and wishing to high heaven he
d never come to Hollywood, when who
Duld he find there at the gate to meet
Tt and give him a hearty welcome but
nger Rogers and her mother.
Virginia Katherine McMath
(she who
came Ginger Rogers) was born in Inde-

r.dence, Missouri. Julv 16.
led her Virginia Katherine

be she went
s

I

•d

an

to school.
electrical engineer

met Lela Owens, who

1911. Thev
until the

up

Ginger's father
in Kansas City
was 18 at the

at dancing school. "Which is all sort
as it should be. But the young McMaths
ren't very happily married and, after
ich quarrelling over who should have

yie,
1

NJo

longer need your perfume and bach

accessories have clashing odeurs. Evening
in Paris brings

you

'Keyed Scents

matching Evening

is,

in

.

.

.

that

Paris Perfume,

At your

hair, ear

and the palms of y-our hands.

favorite

drug or department

them together and the romantic fragrance
of Evening in Paris seems a living part of

your charm,

like yr our hair or eyes. Here's

way to use them:
You begin with your

the

skin... after

your

Evening

rgling Virginia Katherine. ended up in
iivorce court with Lela being given compte custody of the child.

Eau de Cologne
leaves you refreshed and delicately perfumed from head to toes. Follow with a
mist of Evening in Paris Bath Powder to

When

waft

its

five, <Jinger started to
the sixth ward public school in
nsas City, and loved reading and writ-

lobes, lips,

Bath Powder and Eau de Cologne. Use

tub,

she was

Then, for perfume highlights, touch Evening in Paris perfume to your

in

Paris

fragrance through your clothing.

100I at

but hated arithmetic— and still does,
few months in Hollywood the ener:ic Lela was sent to New York to manage
: then flourishing screen life of
Babv
arie Osborne, little suspecting, as they
in the melodramas, that she had a potatial movie star right there in her own
piily. (Babv Marie is now Ginger Rogers'
1

ter a

OURJOIS
Silver

Screen
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store.

—

stand-in at the
didn't suspect

Ever seen a rouge

LIKE POWDER?
as feathery as powder, as
easy to tone into your skin, yet so longlasting you needn't carry it! That's Po-Go
—the rouge that's hand-made in France.

IMAGINE a rouge

Po-Go Rouge is very different from hard,
chalky cake rouges. It is made without
"binder" or

"filler." Its

pure, natural ingre-

form a box-full of glowing color. A
soft pat-pat of your puff puts Po-Go's surprising loveliness on your cheeks— where it
dients

will stay

Any

for hours!

can show you Po-Go Rouge in
stunning shades, styled in Paris. Spend only
554— and give thanks to Paris for Po-Go!
store

RKO
it,

But if she
Mr. Burton

Studios.)

at

least

George, famous director of that day, did.
Ginger had joined her mother in New
York and was living with her at the Bristol
Hotel there. One afternoon Lela returned
from a hard day's Work at the Fox Studios
to discover her baby missing! The nurse
told her that Director George had taken
the child over to the Palisades to work in
a George Walsh production. Lela was fit
to be tied that night when Director George
brought Ginger home, and in no uncertain
language told him that that was the beginning and ending of her baby's career.
The director insisted that the child be
allowed to work one more day as they
needed her to finish the scenes she had

Rouge

musk

Al! one unit— just like the big sets, bat weighs
only 6 oz. Fits Docket easily. Take it with
you. Nothing to adjust. No batteries, tubes,
or electric socket connections required. Tuning knob is the only moving part.

Costs Nothing to Operate!

the cutting

room

,

This Beautiful Lifelike

PHOTO RING
NEWEST SEN SATION!

Send

any

snapshot or photo
we ll reproduce i<
this beautiful onyilike ring.

Waterproofl

paper

postage.

its

MOVETTE

59c

(Hand-tinted
25c extra)

Indeetructiblel
trip of

SEND

NO MONEY:

Pay postman

for ring eize.

plus

vou send 59o we pay postage.
RING CO.. Dept. S3. 62G Vint
If

Cincinnati, Ohio.

floor.

When

America went to war in 1917 Lela
sent Ginger back to Kansas City to stay
with her Grandmother Owens while she
served as a clerk in the Headquarters of
the Marines in Washington. The war over,
Lela returned to Kansas City and there
met and married John Rogers, an insurance
broker, whose work soon took him to Fort
Worth, Texas. Ginger was very fond of
her stepfather and took his name. "Ginger"
was the nickname given her by a small
cousin,

Phyllis

Fraser,

who

couldn't
so in Fort

just

Worth, Texas, Virginia Katherine McMath
became Ginger Rogers— and took the first
step that eventually led to fame and for-

POEMS SET TO MOSIC
Free examination. Send your Poems to

become

a

painter— just what kind of

a

painter she wasn't sure— so she took the
precaution to buy a bit of everything. She
haunted art shops for days and bought
canvasses, all kinds of paper, oils, water
colors, crayons, charcoal and pastels, and
numerous volumes designed to put the beginner on the same path followed by Titian

and Rubens.
As is usually the

Ginger felt that
she should share her new enthusiasm with
case,

so she called Janet Gaynor and
suggested that graphic art was just the
thing that Janet needed to fill to overflowing an already fairly full cup. Her
arguments were so convincing that Janet
yielded, and discovered to her surprise that
she had a great talent for painting. Janet
continues to paint, but Ginger long ago
put away her books on art and has had
a dozen or more hobbies since then. She
wasn't a flop, by any means. Only a few
months ago a caricature she did of Katherine Hepburn appeared in Vogue maga-

someone

CHAS. McNEIL

J.

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
4153-V South Van Ness

Los Angeles, Calif.

TAP DANCING
LEARN AT HOME.. .FROM TEACHER OF STARS
Alan

Christie, formerly with Ziegfeld, teaches Pat

Ellis,

Tom Brown, June Travis, Paula Stone, many other stars, to
tap. Home course brings you methods used in Christie's

tune in Hollywood.
Ginger has never outgrown her voracious

to

—

Guaranteed!

BringaiDstationBWith fine tone qaality.Tunes
broadcast band. Accurately made, precisely
assembled, rigidly tested, assures excellent
performance. Should last for years. Comes
complete with built-in phone with easy instructions for use in camps, office, picnics, home,
bed. etc. Listen to music, sports, radio entertainment, etc. The
••Cathedral" Pocket Radio is ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED — all
ready to connect and tunein. Thousands in use.
An ideal gift.
SEND NO MONEY! Its enjoyable radio entertainment should delight
youl Combines performance and economy . Get yours today. Pay
postman on arrival S2.99 and DOstage or Bend $2.99 (we Day postage).
Little Giant Radio Co., 1166 Diversey Pky.,Dept. 8201, Chicago

Hollywood

appetite for life and new experiences. It
was only a few years ago, while she was
still married to Lew Ayres, that she decided

Shades include famous Brique (naturelle) as well
as Ronce {raspberry), Saumon (for blondes} etc*

sum" EimTOm«!n I

EEAUTIFUL CLEAR TONE
DIRECT FROM POCKET RADIO

started that day. Otherwise it would cost
the studio a lot of money. But Lela was
adamant. Her child was not to go into the
movies. It was too bad the studio had to
lose money, but that was the way it was
going to be. And so, strangely enough, the
first reels of Ginger Rogers soon landed on

manage Virginia Katherine. And

0

T^PDCKET RADIO

lessons

.

. .

studio. Start to tap at once.

from

first

One book ... ten

steps to professional tap tricks. Send

ONE DOLLAR today! ALAN CHRISTIE, Studio D
1749 N. LA BREA AVE.. HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.
only
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"

Wanted At Once!
Mother. Heme

"

Love, Patriotic.
Don't delay

Comic or any subject.
send best poem today for our offer.

Sacred.

RICHARD

BROS., 28 Woods Bldg., Chicago,

III.

CAN YOU ACT?
Talent Scout magazine will publicize deserving newcomers

who want to make good on stage, screen and radio.
Here is a chance to have your own photograph and writeup

—

appear where New York and Hollywood producers, agents,
managers, directors and publicists will see it.
have ability and need a "break" send 10c for
If you
sample copy and particulars.

—

TALENT SCOUT
152

West 42nd

New York

Street, Dept. S,

City

zine.

U/fl£/(J[.. the smartest girls with the
loveliest curls

. .

.

use Hollywood Rapid

Dry Curlers. You can enhance your
beauty, too, in this easy way. Whatever
style of curl

you

large ones or

PATENT
2000893

.

200089.

for

many

.

...

whether a few

little

close ones...

make them simply, quickly, right at
home, with "the Curlers used by the
Stars".
Insist on Hollywood Curlers.

IP. s.

3

like

.

10c at 5c and 10c STORES- NOTION COUNTERS
80

But to return to Fort Worth. It was the
year of the Charleston craze. Lela had become both the dramatic and society editor
of the Fort Worth Record, and as dramatic
editor her duties naturally quite often took
her backstage. While Lela sought theatrical
news, long-legged Ginger with normal
curiosity investigated the mysteries of life
behind the footlights. She would watch the
women apply make-up in their dressing
rooms. She would watch the hoofers rehearse by the hour and then would try
out their intricate steps, holding on to a
backdrop. She made special friends of two
vaudevillians, Santry and Seymour, and .it
was through their efforts, certainly not her
mother's, that she was entered in the famous Charleston Contest. As every fan
knows, Ginger won that contest, and im-

Silver Screen

g

1

DRUGGISTS 35'

•

60'

'1

CHARM BRACELETS
New

.

.

fascinating! The
jewelry!

latest thrill in

rfW

J

V

It's sweeping the country from Hollywood to
New York! Be like the

movie

stars

.

.

start

now

to build yours. Illustrat-

ed bracelet, gold

finish,

complete with five charms,
$1.00 postpaid anywhere in
U. S. Send money orders
Additional charms
can be obtained for 25c to
only.

35c each.

STUART- WILLIAMS

P. O.

Box 809, Chicago

i

was deluged with vaudeville
She wore a white dress the night she
ton the contest, and ever since then she
;as insisted
upon wearing one white eyeing gown in every picture— just one of

mediately
iTers.

sentiments that actresses have,

liiose
j

It

was while she was dancing away on

Circuit (a return engageGinger married Jack Culpepper
ihom she had met as a kid in Kansas City,
e had been going with her young aunt
the time and used to give Ginger dimes
i- keep out of the way. Jack joined Ginger's
it and went on tour with her. They separated after ten months. Ginger was sixteen,
aid it was just one of those things.
J In the meantime, Ginger was getting all
inds of big time vaudeville offers. Mempis, St. Louis, Chicago— with the popular
iul Ash orchestra— and New York. After
Spearing at the Paramount Theatre in
Jew York she was signed by Kalmer and
>iuby for the role of the comedienne in
Top Speed." It was while she was singing
,id dancing in "Top Speed" that she made
Interstate

ke

ment) that

:

first

'fer

|."oung

movie

Man

at the Astoria Studios,
of Manhattan," with Claud-

Colbert and Norman Foster. After five
ictures with Paramount in New York she
•cided that she wasn't doing so well and
ked for her release from her contractid got it with unflattering rapidity. Then
-te

i

jme the popular musical comedy "Girl
•azy"— and a wire from Hollywood.
Ginger married Lew Ayres in the fall of
ii34 after an exciting courtship which had
;gun the night of the big earthquake in
bs Angeles. Ginger and Lew had worked
igether on a picture called, ironically,
Don't Bet on Love," but they had never
id a date until the night of the big quake.
'[Stead of running home for dear life when
e earth started shaking itself the two of
em, like a couple of zanies, went window
popping! It was then that Ginger realized
at she was in love with Lew Ayres. They
ire married in the Church of the Flowers
Glendale in November, and there
nldn't have been two happier young
ople in the world than Lew and Ginger,
jut things went wrong. Two years after
ieii marriage they separated. The reason,
I

;

i

:

;

«i

;

seems, was career.
being the quiet, reserved, ultraIjdious type, never liked parties. But

;

TO AN must be told!

'Lew

nger likes parties.
<In

March

of a fitting climax to
"plywood's racing season (it was really
juthern California's but Hollywood takes
lerything personally) Ginger and Alfred
as sort

'mderbilt ("those two old skates" the nidations read) together threw a skating
rty at the Rollerdrome to which all of
« Who's
of Hollywood were invited,
-id came. It was the most sensationally enable and unique party since the Fun

Who

tell

J.eral

years ago.

It's

girl

a hard, thankless thing to

1

ood's most successful hostess. But let it
said, here and now, that Ginger has no
rial ambitions, she doesn't
want to be a
:ial leader, she merely wants to
have some
j

I n.

When you

contrast Ginger's first party in
Dllywood with the skating affair of March

i

|

;t
j

|

i

|

you have what we who break our

nails

typewriter keys call a Success Story,
And today she is the Most Popular Girl
the Hollywood Party. But maybe it's

1st

another hobby of hers.

tell

a

that she is personally unpleasant

be with on account of underarm
It seems inexcusable that she should have to be told,
to

perspiration odor.

in these
It's

Jack Dunn, champion skater de luxe, was
,e first to skin his knee, Libby Holman
down the most, Heather Thatcher
|]
ited in a monocle, and Joan Crawford,
porge
Murphy, Loretta Young, Una
Erkel and Douglas Fairbanks
Jr., were
judged the best. Everybody was bruised
d happy.
"Until the next big party comes along
nd what will they think up next) Ginger
jjgers is considered quite definitely Holly-

But who will

— and how? No wonder

each one of her friends tries to
pass the problem on to the next one!

'

>

ouse madness given by Carole Lombard

her

modern days!

so unnecessary to offend in this
every-

can use this

dainty deodorant cream any time,

know

you

after dressing, just as well as

before. For

it's

Soothing to skin.
skin, too.

You

arms and use

It's soothing to the
can shave your under-

Mum at

once.

Doesn't prevent natural perspiration.

Another important thing

— Mum does

itself

perfectly harmless to

MUM

—

just

the

unpleasant

odor of

perspiration.

With Mum!

day, in just half a minute.

You

ing as being harmless to fabrics.

not prevent the natural perspiration

way. For you can be safe all day,

Harmless to clothing.

clothing. Mum is the only deodorant
which holds the Textile Approval Seal
of the American Institute of Launder-

Are you making it uncomfortable
your friends by your own careless-

for

ness? Play fair with them and yourself
by making Mum a daily habit. BristolMyers Co., 630 Fifth Ave., New York.

j^U^

LET

jij

MUM

HELP IN THIS WAY,

Mum

TOO. Use
tary napkins

\

\

on

sani-

and enjoy
complete freedom from

worry about

this
of unpleasantness.

source

takes the odor out of perspiration
Silver

Screen
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CRITIC, when pointing out

'

Movie

Crossword Puzzle

Fan's

By Charlotte Heroert

a fault,

from his superior mind
how the error could have been avoided. It
should

tell

easier to criticize than to do. Jack Johnson, the prizefighter, resented criticism from
a ringside voice. Once he answered: "You
sets d'ere talkin'. I'se in here fightin'." Another famous argument in this never ending dispute is: "I cannot lay an egg, but I
is

know when one

bad."

is

to you. Write letters
of criticism of pictures and players to
Silver Screen's department "You're Telling
Me." Anyone can praise— criticism makes

This

is

leading

up

better reading.

THERE

movie house down at the
is a
harbor of a very small town of which we
know. Not far from the little theatre ramshackle wharves and power boats now are
where sail boats once were anchored. There
are some dories pulled up and a few lobster

On nights when they show a picture,
the farmers come in their cars from six
miles away and bring the family.
The picture very likely has a musical
score by one of the greatest modern, song
writers. The sound record is possibly made
by Stokowski. The leading lady in the
drama may have come all the way from
Vienna to Hollywood to play the part. Her
talent is marvelous, her beauty unequalled.
Perhaps John Barrymore is in the cast representing America's most famous stage family. A girl from Europe dances. An Italian
directs. This little village is a center of
culture for one night, and, to the harbor
movie show, the greatest artists of the world
pots.

have brought their

the film in
the metal box has gone back to the Big
City. The natives of the harbor plod to
their primitive labors. The fishing boats
bark importantly as they put out on the
tide and overhead a few seagulls carry on
as seagulls have done for a few hundred
years.

The film has gone, the songs are ended,
but do not think that nothing remains in
the little village. There is a young man
there whose love of drama and story telling has been awakened to feverish energy.
He lives in a cottage over on Third Cliff.
You have read his stories. A girl, perhaps,
has suddenly resolved to become a dancer.
We can show you a canvas in a great art
museum by a painter who was a boy in
such a town.
That is the wonder of the films. The intangible appetite for beauty flows out from
many

a youth to direct
his life toward the glorious worlds of the
Arts.

them and

inspires

9

next issue of this magazine
THE
bring stories and articles about film

will

people not usually interviewed, although they
also contribute to your evenings of pleasure.
Be sure and read about Warner Oland,
and about the genius, Pete Smith. You will
also enjoy getting some sidelights on the
personality of Alice Eaye and her exciting
adventures and experiences.

The famous stars have their moments of
relaxation and their hobbies are many and
varied. Do you collect toy elephants? So
does Madge Evans. The story of the collections made by the stars is surprising and
amusing.
All these

ACROSS

talents.

And now morning comes and

and more

in Silver Screen for

July.

1

5

The high lama in "Lost Horizon"
With Marlene Dietrich in "Knight Without
Armor"

9 A recent academy award winner
13 Every
14 Elongated fish
15 System of signals
16 Newcomer from Australia
18 His latest picture is "Silent Barriers"
20 The terrorizing villain in 'Nancy Steele Is Missing'
'

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
31

33
34
36
37

39
40

Sea Eagle
Nocturnal bird
Unit of electrical resistance
Twitching
Measure of weight (abbr.)
Direction of compass
One of our greatest film comedians
Expression of surprise
Jack Benny's orchestra leader (initials)
Bing Crosby's love interest in "Waikiki
Unit
Analysis (abbr.)
"The Great O'Malley"
Flaything
/

Is

News"

Entire
Incline the head

Tear
27 Co-starred in "Dangerous Number"
29 The charming wife in "After the Thin
30
32
34
35
37
38
43
45
47

Man

Affirmative

A

French

officer in

"The Woman

Love"

I

Valued
With Simone Simon in "Seventh Heaven"
He supplied much comedy in "Top of the Town
Rope tor catching wild cattle
She gives an excellent performance in "Maytime

To gain in
The school

a contest
teacher in

"The Great O'Malley"

Wedding"

56

Numbers

(abbr.)

59 Symbol
60 Richard in "Woman Wise"
63 Paradise
65 A small valley
67 Restaurant
68 Confined
70 Suffix (chem.)
71 Mountains (abbr.)

in "Maid of
in a lake

Salem"

(initials)

Compared to
The temperamental actress in "The Toast
York"
54 Well-known stage actress
55 The reporter in "Love Is News"
51
52

of

New

A

denial
57
58 In "High,

Fan in "Women of Glamour"
The newspaper editor in "Love
Eye

49 Three-toed sloth
50 Symbol for tantalum
53 At the present time

41 Title of respect
42 Sweet potato
44 Pronoun (Bib.)

46 Cuts down
48 The stern elder
49 A small island

11
12
17
18
19
21

Wide and Handsome"

(initials)

60 Nearby

73 Deer
74 Head covering
76 A single book (abbr.)
78 Mode of transportation (abbr.)
81 Perform

Answer

to Last Month's

Puzzle

61 Either
62 Female sheep
64 Symbol for titanium
66 Resinous substance
68 Letter of the Greek alphabet

69 Fade
72 Her performance in "Camille" was superb
A salutation (L.
He makes his debut in "A Doctor's Diary"
79 With George Murphy in "Top of the Town"
80 Kerry in "Wings of the Morning"
82 Masculine first name

75
77

83 A shade tree
84 Star of "Sing

Me A

Love Song"

DOWN

1

Featured

2

A

3

Obese

in

flowerless

"Marked Woman"
woodland plant

4 Reflects back sound

Editor.

6 Over (poet.)
7 Male srar of "Maytime"
8 Beverage
9 The British Consul in "Lost
10 Bustle

Horizon"
THE CUNEO PRESS
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CREAMY

and smooth as magnolia petals is
Merle Oberon's flawless skin. She tells you

her

way

of keeping

it

lovely

—a

way any

girl

can

and powder all I like," she says.
"But to guard against Cosmetic Skin tiny blemishes, enlarging pores
I've made Lux Toilet Soap
my regular complexion care."
follow. "I use rouge

—

—

SAMUEL ©OUJWYN STAR

The active lather guards
against choked pores,"
she

you. "It removes stale cos-

tells

—

horo ughly keeps skin
smooth." That's because it goes deep
into the pores, removes every hidden
trace of stale cosmetics, dust and dirt.
metics

Romance comes to girls
who keep skin lovely
.

t

.

.

Take Merle Oberon's tip. Use Lux
Toilet Soap regularly. Use it before
you put on fresh make-up — ALWAYS before you go to bed. 9 out
of 10 screen stars use this soap

Riding
is

second-nature

to this

daughter

of the Belmonts
Miss Joan Belmont, New York. It's enough
Miss Belmont is the daughter of the
Morgan Belmonts. As a member of this famous

to say that

riding family, she has an inborn love for turf

and

At four years of

field.

age, she

was pre-

sented with a pony of her own; today, Miss

Belmont is one of the most accomplished horsewomen of the younger set. Like so many of her
debutante friends, she is a steady Camel smoker.

These distinguished
those

who

women

are

among

prefer Camel's delicate flavor:

MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE,

Philadelphia

MRS. POWELL CABOT, Boston

MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE,

JR.,

New York

GARDNER COOLIDGE 2nd, Boston
MRS. ANTHONY J. DREXEL 3rd, Philadelphia
MRS. CHISWELL DABNEY LANGHORNE, Virginia
MRS. JASPER MORGAN, New York
MRS. NICHOLAS G. PENNIMAN III, Baltimore
MRS. JOHN W. ROCKEFELLER, JR., New York
MRS. RUFUS PAINE SPALDING III, Pasadena
MRS.

J.

MRS. LOUIS SWIFT,

JR., Chicago

MRS. BROOKFIELD VAN RENSSELAER, New York

Camels are made
from finer,

MORE EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS...
Turkish and

Domestic than
any other
. . .

popular hrand

New

York.

Miss Joan Belmont enjoys a leisurely luncheon

at the

Enjoying Good Food at the Ritz in

— with

Camels between courses and after.
SmokingCamelsisapositiveaid to good digestion. Sets up
Ritz-Carlton

a generous flow of digestive fluids. Increases alkalinity.

For Digestion's Sake

Smoke Camels

RAZZING

HOLLYWOOD

BUN

By Dana Burnet

reen
July

EXCITING ? I'VE met
THE MAN. HE WAS

SIMPLY WONDERFUL
TO ME. AND JUST
AS RICH AS HE

ASKED ME OUT
ON HIS YACHT FOR
HE'S

DINNER TUESDAY.
HE REALLY SEEMS
N
SERIOUS .OH
WISH
I

OF COURSE YOU DO.
YOU OUGHT TO OET
MARRIED ADA. YOU'RE

NOT GETTING
i^ifc

YOU

kE

EVEN

IS

SWEET.

WAS FATE; P£ 8 HAPS
YOU CAPTURED MY
IMAGINATION AS FEW
MEN HAVE.
IT

ATTRACTIVE, TON t GMT.
NEVER MET A WOMAN

ANY

YOUNGER.

- \)/\

\

(

m

COULD DANCE
FOREVER WITH
I

YOU

!

I'M SORRY TO DRAG
YOU HOME THIS
EARLY, BUT MY HEAD
IS SIMPLY SPLITTING.
FORGIVI Mi.

TO REALLY LOVE A MAN
AND LOSE HIM OVER
SOME TRIFLING FAULT
THAT ONE DOESN'T EVEN
K NOW ABOUT... WHY

OF COURSE
I

DO,

POOR

YOU
DEAR.

SOMEONE TELL ME?
WHY DIDN'T YOU ?

DIDN'T

aba!

ADA TAKES A HINT

how

thrilling. not

your old soy
friend that went
to australia ?

\

NO,

BUT ONE MUCH

NICER. HE'S BEEN
RUSHING ME All YEAR

REALLY THINK I'VE
COT YOU TO THfcNKFOR THAT HINT YOU

Beauty Experts

HALITOSIS IS SUCH A
DELICATE SUBJECT

THAT EVEN YOUR BEST
FRIEND WON'T TELL
YOU. WELL, THERE'S

ONLY ONE REMEDY.

WHY NOT TRY
LISTERINE

?

THE MOST POPULAR

say:

GIRLS

I

KNOW

KEEP

I

OAVE
ME.

/
tot

"NEVER TAKE A
CHANCE"
You

never

THEIR BREATH SWEET

WITH LISTERINE

know when

you have halitosis, but
others do and pass you
up.

Why run the certain

offending

when

all

risk of

you need do

make your breath fresher,
sweeter, more agreeable is to
use Listerine Antiseptic.
mcjor cause of bad breath is the
fermentation of tiny bits of food
the tooth brush has missed.

to

A

LISTERINE

Listerine quickly halts such
fermentation, then overcomes

the odors

it

causes. Use

Listerine Antiseptic night and

morning and between
times before social and
business engagements.

Lambert PharmacalCo.

CHECKS HALITOSIS
(BAD BREATH)

a pretty penny
but never a second for her tender gums
Pretty lips cost her

How

often such neglect leads

to real dental tragedies

. .

give your gums the benefit
of Ipana and Massage.

Iet
'

her study herself in the mirror—

while she outlines that classic mouth,

powders that pretty nose. Let her favorite creams and cosmetics add to her
charm Then let her smile— smile that
dull, dingy, shadowed smile of hers— and
see

how

quickly her beauty vanishes.

A minor tragedy? Yet this girl might

care she gives her lips
teeth, her tender, ailing

on her dingy

gums— not

knows the meaning of that tinge of
"pink" upon her tooth brush.
she

is

a wise precaution against the

warning of "pink tooth brush." Begin
today to help the health of your teeth

When

and gums. Massage

warning tinge appears on
your tooth brush— go at once to your dentist. Probably no serious trouble is in
that

store for you.

No

doubt, he'll lay the

a little Ipana into

your gums every time you brush your
teeth.

Watch

those lazy tissues

grow

gradually firmer, sounder, healthier.

door of modern menus.
Too-soft foods— foods that deprive your

Start today the faithful use of Ipana
Tooth Paste and massage. Let your smile

gums of necessary work and stimulation
—have made the gum walls lazy, flabby.

do

blame

at the

Usually he will suggest harder,"chewier"

not until she lavishes a fraction of the

foods— and often the stimulating help

justice to
•

your charm.
•

LISTEN TO "Town Hall Tonight"-every Wednesday night, over N. B. C. Red Network.
9 o'clock, E.D.S.T.

IPANA

a good tooth paste,

is

For nearly always, Ipana and massage

Don't Overlook "Pink Tooth Brush"

possess a radiant, appealing smile— but

like a

of Ipana Tooth Paste and massage.

until

good dentist,

never a luxury.
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together
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You

will

to see

again

be

thrilled

them together

now in the most

exciting romantic

drama since "Mata
Hari" and directed by
the man who made it

—
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RAZZING HOLLYWOOD BUNK
Glamour
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A

is buzzing just now
about the strike. Myrna Loy ducked to
New York temporarily right along with the
"enemy," the enemy in this case being Producer Arthur Horn blow, to whom she is
married, so who can blame her? But just

when

the other glamour stars got to the
point of worrying what they should wear
when it came their turn to do picket duty
(who, by the way, would glue on their
false eye-lashes, what with the makeup men
out on strike?) the producers gave in to

demands.
This early settlement of the actors' end
of the strike deprived the fans of quite a
sight, because by this time Joan Crawford
had gotten no less a personage than Greta
Garbo tO' join the Guild and the Great
Garbo would have been eligible for picket
duty also. Imagine that! Marlene Dietrich
joined the Guild at the last moment also,
but, alas! too late even for the thought of
picket duty. And Richard Dix got so jubilant over the actors' final victory that he
was requested to spend the night in the
hoosegow. They do say that Robert Montgomery came off with top honors for his
their

Genius of Shorts

The Opening Chorus

Robert Montgomery

DEARAll BOSS:
Hollywood

Rest

COVER PORTRAIT OF ALICE FAYE BY MARLAND STONE

share of settling the strike and Lionel
Stander copped the booby prize for his
manner of procedure.
The tourists are piling in to the film
colony by the thousands, with but a single
thought, to see a movie star, preferably
Clark Gable.
And I hear the rubber-neck bus people
are furious with Carole Lombard for leaving
her house on Hollywood Boulevard and
practically burying herself in a tiny farmhouse that can't even be seen from the
road in the wilds of Bel-Air. And you can
be sure they don't mention Jean Harlow
or Bill Powell in their prayers any more,
for both Jean
mansions that

and were very

and

their palatial
Movie Star
and are living

Bill sold

fairly

shrieked

accessible,

now

in houses so inconspicuous that even
the tourists guides snub them.
Fred MacMurray lives in an apartment
and so does Joel McCrea, when he is in
town. Garbo has a white fence around her
house that's so high you couldn't possibly
peek over it— and ditto Shirley Temple.

Ginger Rogers and Miriam Hopkins are
Published monthly by Screenland Magazine, Inc., at 45 West 45th Street. New York, N. Y.
V. G. Heimbucher, President; J. S. MacDermott, Vice President; J. Superior, Secretary and Treasurer. Advertising Offices: 45 West 45th St., New York; 400 North Michigan Ave., Chicago; 530 W. Sixth St., Los
Angeles, Calif. Yearly subscriptions $1.00 in the United States, its dependencies, Cuba and Mexico; $1.50 in
Canada; foreign $1.60. Changes of address must reach us five weeks in advance of the next issue. Be sure to give
both the old and new address. Entered as second class matter, September 23. 1930, at the Post Office, New York,
N. Y. under the Act of March 3, 1879. Additional entry at Chicago, Illinois. Copyright 1937 by Screenland
Magazine, Inc. Printed in the U. S. A.
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MEMBER AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS

hills that buses rarely make
the grade even in second. It is depressing,
isn't it? You'd think
that movie people

on such high

would have more showmanship, wouldn't
you? Yes, I really believe that Good Taste
going to ruin this business vet. LIZA
is
5

NOT ONLY CONF1NIS

PERFOLASTIC
.

REDUCES UGLY BULGES

[T

.

Charles Winninger and Anita

Louise have a

moment all to
themselves in
"The Go-Getter."

ANGEL'S HOLIDAY— Amusing.

Jane Withour favorite problem child, being a true
daughter of a father who writes mystery stories,
gets mixed up with a fine mess of gangsters when
she has the temerity to do a bit of sleuthing on
her own account. The love scenes are nicely
handled by pretty Sally Blane and Robert Kent.

ers,

Reduces
diaphragm,

Takes away

abdominal
[at and

hips

and

ugly "bulge
derriere"

thighs

SF

YOU DO NOT

3

INCHES

AS

REDUCE
DAYS

Id 10

will cost you nothing!
Thousands of women today owe their
it

.

.

slim youthful figures to the quick,

safe

way

to reduce

.

.

.

Perfolastic!

"Hips 12 inches smaller," says Miss Richardson.
"Lost 60 pounds and reduced my waist 9 inches,"
writes Mrs. Derr. "I used to wear a size 42, now I
take sizel8"says Mrs. Faust. "Never owned a girdle

—

reduced 26 pounds," writes Miss

so much
Why don't you, too, test the Perfolastic
Girdle and Uplift Brassiere at our expense?

I liked

.

.

.

try

Perfolastic for 10 days without cost. You will be
thrilled with the results ... as are all Perfolastic
wearers! You appear inches smaller at once, and
yet are so comfortable you can scarcely realize
that every minute you wear the Perfolastic garments
the gentle pressure and massage-like action are
actually reducing hips, waist, diaphragm and thighs
. . .

the spots where fat

first

accumulates.

Diets, Drugs or Exercise!
You do not have to risk your health or change

No

of living. No strenuous
exercise to wear you out ... no dangerous drugs
to take . . and no diet to reduce face and neck to
wrinkled flabbiness. The Perforations and soft,
silky lining make Perfolastic delightfulto wear.
And with the loss of excess fat will come increased

your comfortable

mode

.

pep and energy.

Send For Ten Day free

Trial Offer!
See for yourself the wonderful quality of the
material! Read the astonishing experiences of
prominent women who have reduced many inches
in a few weeks . . . safely! You risk nothing. Mail

coupon now!

SUMMER:

many gay situations and some first rate acting by a cast headed
by John Boles, Doris Nolan, Tala Birell and Alan
Mowbray.

DAY —

— Good.

GO-GETTER, THE

Remember Peter

B. Kyne's famous Cappy Ricks' stories? Well, meet
the lovable old captain again in this film in the
person of the equally lovable Charles Winninger.
George Brent is the go-getter who attracts the
sympathies of Cappy Ricks, and Anita Louise
furnishes the romantic lure.

GOOD OLD SOAK, THE—Amusing. A

do-

mestic yarn adapted from Don Marquis', famous
play of prohibition days. Wallace Beery is in his
element as the old soak who must haye his "nip,"
even though it almost ruins his home life. Fine cast
includes Janet Beecher, Eric Linden, Una Merkel,
Betty Furness.

HOLLYWOOD COWBOY

—

A

Excellent.
Western that has the grace to be original in plot
and hearty comedy. George O'Brien is fine as the
Hollywood star, making western features in the
cattle country of Wyoming, who is mistaken for
a real cowboy by Cecilia Parker and hired for a
roundup. This has plenty of what it takes
!

INTERNES CAN'T TAKE MONEY— Good.
Although
more than

this film contains ingredients that are
slightly familiar (and what plot doesn't)

is so nicely produced and acted that it is more
fare. Joel McCrea plays the
part of the interne, and the hospital scenes are most
interesting, while Barbara Stanwyck plays the
role of a young woman hopelessly mixed up with
gangsters.

than acceptable film

THE IDEAL TIME TO REDUCE

!

PERFOLASTIC, INC.
Dept.737, 4lEAST42nd ST., NEW YORK, N.Y.
me FREE BOOKLET describing and

illustrating the new Perfolastic

Girdleand Brassiere,
also sample of perforated material and particulars
of your 10 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER.

Name

LOVE FROM A STRANGER—

Address
Use coupon or send name and address on penny postcard

An

Fine.
exhate
citing study of a pathological murderer.
exciting,
it
is
so
because
plot
here
the
to divulge
and unfolds so adeptly up to its novel and breathtaking conclusion, that we might spoil your pleasure, especially if you enjoy subtlety in your mystery
stories.

6

A

tender comedy
Good.
CALL IT A
English family life, taking one full day and
everything that happens to each member of the
charming Hilton family for its narrative. Of course,
it is Spring, and so Love is in the ascendant all
day long. Competent cast includes Olivia de
Havilland, Ian Hunter, Roland Young, Anita
Louise, etc.

of

it

IS

Please send

smart

choosing his secretary. There are

Marshall.

immediately Appear Inches Slimmer!
simply
You need not risk one penny

GOOD AS MARRIED — Fine. A

comedy about a wealthy man whose principle
troubles seem to be women and income tax, so to
minimize both he makes a marriage of convenience,

We

(Ann Harding-Basil Rathbone).

MAKE WAY FOR TOMORROW

—

Fine.

Adapted from Josephine Lawrence's novel, "The
Years Are So Long," this is a poignant story of an

Silver

Screen

elderly couple, without financial security, who have
to depend upon their married children for sustenance. See it and weep. It is one of the most moving
(Victor Moorestories of its kind yet filmed.

Beulah Bondi).

MEN

— Good.

IN EXILE

The

action of this

melodrama takes place on a Latin-American island
where criminals from all over the world seek refuge.
June Travis plays the inn-keeper's daughter and
thus provides romance for Dick Purcell, a falsely
accused convict. The machinations of a revolutionary group occasion much exciting action.

MICHAEL O'HALLORAN —

Fair. A very
sentimental Gene Stratton Porter tale is now done
in modern dress, with Wynne Gibson as the mother
who courts scandalous headlines, Sidney Blackmer
as the patient husband and Jackie Moran as little
Michael. A nice production, plus efficient cast saves
this from being very sticky indeed.

DOCTOR—

Amusing. All about a man
OH!
believes he is inflicted with every known
disease and has but six months to live. Slick
gamblers contract for his $500,000 inheritance for
$50,000 cash, with the assurance that he will die
within the six months. But he falls in love and

who

fools them,

much

to his

own

—and

surprise:

theirs.

(Ed. Everett Horton-Drue Leighton).

PICK A STAR — Fine. A
Hollywood

is

lively

burlesque, of

attempted here with laugh-provoking

results. It takes the combined comedy personalities
of Mischa Auer, Patsy Kelly. Laurel and Hardy
and Jack Haley to launch Rosina Lawrence, a
beauty contest winner, into pictures, but you'll have
a grand time following her progress.

PRINCE AND THE PAUPER— Excellent.

of the most charming of Mark Twain's fables
(concerning the son of Henry the 8th and a little
beggar lad) affords material for an equally charm-

One

ing film featuring the clever Mauch twins, Billy
and Bobby. Particularly timely is the coronation
of little King Edward the 6th, coming as it does
just

now. (Montagu Love-Errol Flynn).

SLIM — Excellent. A
tering around

comedy-melodrama centwo construction job linemen Pat

—

—

who are both in love
with a nurse who tries to induce them_ to give
There is plenty
employment.
dangerous
their
up
of tragedy before these three work out their desO'Brien and Henry Fonda

tinies.

SONG OF THE CITY —Just

so-so.

When

an

Italian fisherman hauls an impoverished San Francisco socialite out of the Bay and brings him into
his domestic circle, naturally nothing but trouble
can ensue, especially when said fisherman has a
comely daughter with operatic aspirations.

TURN OFF THE MOON — Fair.
some good comedy

situations

In spite of
and some pleasing

songs and dancing, there's nothing startlingly interesting about this film. Most of the action takes
place in a department store of which Charlie Buggies is manager. The cast includes Eleanore Whitney, Johnny Downs and Marjory Gateson.

WAY OUT WEST —

Amusing. Oliver Hardy
and Stan Laurel are up to their full bag of tricks
again in this, their latest opus. The plot is routine
formula with a western locale. If you're a fan of
this team's, you'll get your full quota of laughs.
If not, better stay away.

WE HAVE OUR MOMENTS— Fair.

If

you

simply want to be amused, and like to laugh even
you're firmly convinced that the film you're
if
watching has neither rhyme nor reason, why just
choose this bit of whimsy about a school teacher
who takes one last fling before settling down to
marital unhappiness in a small town. (Sally Eilers-

James Dunn).

WOMAN

I

— Good.

LOVE, THE

Still

another

story of the Great War and concerning, as so many
these war-time films do, a love triangle. The
unhappy are Miriam Hopkins, her husband,
Paul Muni, and the man she really loves, Louis
Hayward. The denouement is extremely exciting.

of

WINNERS OF THE
SONG TITEE CONTEST

— $100.00
PRIZE—

FIRST PRIZE
Wilma Baade,

Mrs.

P. O. Box 592, So. Bend, Ind.

SECOND
Sherry Berliner, 522
N. Y.

$5 0.00

W.

157th

St.,

New

York,

THIRD PRIZES (5)— $10.00
Mrs.

Orlo Anderson,
Angeles, Calif.

1401

S.

Burlington,

Los

William B. Edmonston, 35 Palmyra St., Winthrop, Mass.
C'airame Walsh, 4624 N. Ashland Ava., Chicago,
111.

Lois Lyons, 926 North Carroll, Carroll, Iowa
C. King, 29 Grove St., W. Medford, Mass.

Donald

—

FOURTH

Don't

$5.00
PRIZES (50)
W. 9th St., Dallas,

Mrs. J. A. Caldwell, 607
Mrs. Frank J. Wolf, 792

S.

Emerson

St.,

let

your face become a desert!

.

.

.prevent

Tex.
Denver,
fe

Colo.
Kjellin, 3663

Chatsworth Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Lucretia Robinson, 400 W. 30th St., Sioux Falls,

Jack

D.
Grace A. Yamroz, 1003 N. George St., Rome, N. Y.
Imo Irving, 616 E. Main St., Columbus, Ohio.
Mrs. L. G. Hutton, Box 586, Kingsport, Tenn.
Patrick James Aylward, 23 Elm Ave., Toronto,

destructive skin-thirst" with

OUTDOOR GIRL face

S.

Ont.,

powder— contains Olive Oil for your protection

Canada

Martha Manski, 547 S. Main St., Webster, Mass.
Erwin R. Bendinelli, 1380 Pacific St., San Francisco,

Calif.

Mrs. James Inglis, 136 B. St., San Mateo, Calif.
Catherine Wetzel, 41 Eighth St., Sunbury, Pa.
Box 566A, Terre
Aldona Anderson R. R.
Haute, Ind.
Dee Chapman, 1000 S. Grand View, Los Angeles,

Sucked dry by relentless sun and wind! The parched
Sahara sands show what happens when the vital
moisture of nature

is lost.

.

.

Calif.

Shirley Roberts, 2321-26th St., Sacramento, Calif.
Margaret Warwick, 420 Cuyler, Port Arthur, Ont.,

Canada
Harman,

1417

Doris

Bronson,

N.

In this same way, nature's beauty-giving moisture

Hollywood,

is

stolen

from your

Calif.

Dorothy Hipwell,

664

Spruce

East

St.,

Titus-

starts to

dry

— the

.

skin.

As

early as 16, your face

charm of youth begins

to fade.

ville, Pa.
R. M. Bowling, 1459 Central Ave.. Memphis, Tenn.
Grace Vivian Sheller, 1925 So. 17th, Omaha, Neb.
Elsie J. Wallace, R. R. 1, Warren, Maine
George Travel's, 949 Garfield St., Denver, Colo.
Bertha L. Gerber, 3819 Shaw Blvd., St. Louis, Mo.
W. T. Nauert, 4738 Nebraska. St. Louis, Mo.
John S. Chrusch, P. O. Box 139, Hazleton, Pa.
Mildred Orr, 150 N. Pershing Road, Wichita, Kan.
Mrs. S. K. Peterson, 228-lst Ave., #11, Salt

"Skin-thirst" with

Lake City, Utah
Cecil MacMahon, 2420 Dwight Way. Berkeley,

natural moisture so essential to a youthful skin.

Guard your precious complexion from dreaded
Outdoor Girl Face Powder. By a

special patented process each fine flake carries a tiny
particle of Olive Oil to

keep

it

from"sponging-up" the

Calif.

V.

Main

Bevnacconi,

St.,

Antigonish,

N.

S.,

Canada
C. A.

R.

Goffette,

OUTDOOR GIRL

732 Armistice Blvd., Pawtucket,

I.

David T. Nutt, 4S3 Todt Hill Rd., Staten Island,
N. Y. C.
Mrs. Geo. E. LaCoste. 17 Fairmont Terr., Maiden,
J.

Worthington Sawtelle, 89 Engle
wood, N. J.

St.,

Engle-

'Che ^aee poaxLek. /deuded willi OLSVE OIL

Charles Stetter, 1214 Franklin, Columbia, Pa.
W. N. Van Kempen, 291 Windermere Ave.,
Toronto, Ont., Canada
Edna E. Hallett, 408 Normal Ave., Normal, 111.
Kathleen Dunsford Boyd, 21 Avenue Rd., Toronto,
Ont.,

Canada

Kathryn Frederick, 69 Flint Ave., Little Falls,
N. Y.
Mrs. Leah M. Steck, 1928 North Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.
Arlen Luvano, 1027^ S. Grand View St., Los

Six luscious shades of clinging loveliness, approved

menf

store, in the large size

.

.

OUC

make-up color harmony
use Outdoor Girl Lipsiick and Rouge.

For perfect

Ohio

Edmund Huard,

334 Seventh, Cloquet, Minn.
Mrs. R. T. Wharton, 325 Polk St., Raleigh, N. C.
Mrs. R. W. Murphy, 651 Oxford Ave., Akron, Ohio
Rene Sutphen. 234 W. 44th St., Indianapolis, Ind.
Mrs. Olive C. Leary, 320 W. South St., Hastings,
Mich.
Mrs. Jean Hetblack, 2970 Madison Ave., Fresno,
Calif.

Sidney Cohen, 12

by beauty experts, at
_

your nearest drug and depart-

Angeles, Calif.
Frank Irwin, Box 20, Perrysville, Pa.
Pearl Friedman, 434 Main St., Metuchen, N. J.
Rosalind Friedman, 673 Red Bud Ave, Cincinnati,

Wabon

St.,

Roxbury, Mass.

Generous purse
t

.

sizes

at

10c stores.

.1\ Hill

|

Give yourself the Outdoor Girl Beauty Treatment today!
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Telling /Vie?

Your

Express

Opinions. Write

A

Criticism

Of
Or

To

This

Letter

Protest

Pase.

Victor

Moore and

Beulah Bondi, in
"Make Way For

Tomorrow," are
two old married
people of gentle

humor and

in-

finite pathos.
I

To ftuickly Relieve

DON'T

like

the

in

article

I issue of Silver Screen

the

about

May

'What's
"

Happening to the American Girls,'
writes Martha Posey of Woodsboro, Tex.

It insinuates that the foreign stars have
more popular favor with us, the American
do not prefer
movie-goers. It isn't true.
the foreign stars. They are what the producers give us and we have to take them
whether or not we prefer them.
"In the first place, their English is awful,
in fact we don't understand all they are
trying to say and they most certainly do not
exceed our girls in beauty and talent. I'm
referring particularly to Simone Simon with
her neck stretching.
"However, the English girls are all right,

We

unburn

MENTHOLATUM
Gives

we

like them.

'Scuse

Daily

But understand, we Ameri-

cans do not prefer foreign stars. As I said,
they are what the producers give us. What
can we do? I'm asking you?''
it

plees!

glamour crazy that it's downright pitiful."
The glamour covers many an honest heart.
have just been reading some of the
opinions for movies and would
like to ask one question. Why do all the
"I

letters giving

in all pictures who take the part
of southerners use the 'southern accent,' as
people call it; but to the South it's just

players

plain negro talk. And if anyone has traveled
any at all they should have brains enough
to know that the educated people of the
South speak beautifully. 'Maytime' was

A mazing ncw LQTlQN
makes you

Jlose
FAT
W'^x without one
sing/e change

in your efieff

in his 'Pictures on the Fire' remarked that
'A lot of pig-headed Yankees could not

that Southerners
to one person.'

understand
'you

all'

"A thousand thanks

for

do

not

expressing

say
in

print a fact concerning the much abused
Southern speech?"
That does away with Mason and Dixon's

masterpiece.

Just

Rub

It

On I

"Sometimes I think this 'Glamour BusiThe Inches Go Like Magic ness' in the movies goes just a little bit too
or Your
BACK far. I think it is masking the actresses, typAvoid Dangerous Diets, ing them until they'll be so 'sot' in their
irksome Exercises Be- ways that they won't be able to act more
ware of Harmful Drugs
and Laxatives yet lose from than one part. Look what they did to Helen
1 to 5 inches of ugly excess fat Hayes in 'What Every Woman Knows.' She
(due to no glandular or other systemic cause) off hips, abdomen, bust, neck, arms, thighs, calves and ankles! Modern was supposed to be playing the part of a
science at last has made an amazingly SAFE discovery, homely woman and she wasn't in
the least
a remarkably delightful LOTION called K RE (VI A V.
Nothing to take internally. You just rub K REM A V bit homely. She was lovely," writes Miriam

MONEY

—

—

it, yet leaves no wrinkles,
Tightens flabby skin with perfect safety. Simple

on. Fat goes fast, full inches of

no

lines.

and Convenient.

40-DAY
14

Send

W. Washington
s

Milton of Lee St., Tampa Fla. "The biggest
thing in the whole show was ignored just
only $3. KREMAY LABS.,
because some people in Hollywood are so
Dept. 2-SC, Chicago, III.

$1 for full 10-day treatment.

TREATMENT
St.,

Silver

Screen

to

MacDonald

dering

they could make one picture and
as they really should."

let

"I'm taking time out to offer sincere
thanks to S. R. Mook for his marvelous
understanding and much needed defense of
Southern speech," writes Rubye M. Chapman of S. Perry St., Montgomery, Ala. "In
the April issue of Silver Screen, Mr. Mook

me

until Nelson Eddy and
started talking about
coming from Virginia, using the 'southern
accent,' " writes Mrs. Mayo (no address).
"All of the belles of the South in all pictures speak as negroes do. I was just won-

wonderful

Jeanette

if

them speak

We'll suggest

it

to

the

"Gone With

the

Wind" Company.
"Well might the
Screen ask, 'What

American
be

with

American

May
is

issue

of

happening

Silver
the

to

And well may the answer
Americans themselves. The
public bows to the publicised

Girls?'

the

greatness of the foreign actress.

"Ours is an inferiority complex. Our apand traditions are deeply rooted in
Old World backgrounds. Our ancestors were
emigrants from Europe and Asia. Marry
into European nobility— worthy or not— and
you can claim social prominence. Clamor
to hear an unintelligible foreign lecturer,
or a third-rate European musician, or to
inspect an alien work of art, and you are
petites

appreciative of 'the higher things'; yet manyfar superior American artists are being
neglected and starving. Study voice in
Europe and you may return into the welcoming arms and receive the countless
plaudits of the American audiences. Possess
a Stradivarius violin, or a Louis XV bed,
or a Chippendale suite, and society accepts

your company.

"You ask, 'What is happening to the
American Girls?' Nothing! That's the rub.

The Dietrichs, Carrolls, Rainers, and the
like are 'press agented' as the real blades
of Old World grandeur. Take this explanation or leave it," writes Michael Hanselman
of Omaha St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Hams Across the Sea!

"Always worth
stopping for"

Gordon MacDonald of Los Angeles
"A caption in the May issue of
Silver Screen reads, 'What's Happening to
the American Girls?' and proceeds to exwrites:

how

they are being overshadowed by
Though the statement
was probably not meant to be taken seriously, I believe the feature was unfair to
plain

European

actresses.

our American stars.
"As the best actresses, Garbo and Bergner
were listed. No mention was made of Hepburn, Davis, Shearer, Hopkins, Sidney,
Stanwyck, Loy and Sullavan.
"Garbo and Carroll were cited as being
the most beautiful. What about Virginia
Bruce and Anita Louise, not to mention
Loretta Young, Ann Sothern and Frances
Dee. And as for talent, don't forget Eleanor
Powell, Ginger Rogers, Ruby Keeler, Jeanette MacDonald, Gladys Swarthout, Grace
Moore, Frances Langford, Gertrude Niesen.
Oh, I could go on and on!
.

.

.

"And

if Claudefte
Colbert is the best
loved actress, why is it that Joan Crawford
year after year is voted the most popular.
Maybe we Americans stuff the ballot box.

"A few more home-town

girls

who seem

to be getting along all right are Jean Harlow, Janet Gaynor, Jean Arthur, Carole

Lombard, Frances Farmer, Irene Dunne,
Kay Francis, and we mustn't forget the
Misses Withers, Temple and Durbin.
"Not that we don't love the European
stars. In fact, we don't even think of most
of them as being anything but Americans.
But I think I have proven that our girls
are more than holding their own.

"And

let that

be a lesson

to you."

Holding their own and a wee
Scotland. Hey, Laddie?

bit

of

"In the May issue there was an article
entitled 'They Met In Ketchum..' It was a
swell story, but why does Liza definitely
state that Claudette 'is just as tasty a dish
on a pair of skiis as she once was on Cleo"
patra's barge, and will not need a double?'
asks Elsa Setterquist of Williams St., Maiden, Mass. "If I am not mistaken, Liza, Miss
Colbert does have a double, and her name
is Anne Faith Donaldson and she hails from
Concord, Mass. She refused a salary of $200
a week to retain her amateur standing."

The shot heard 'round the world!

FINAL, TITLES

NEW

GUM

FOR THE

PICTURES

"With Kind Regards" (Ralph Bellamy)
has been changed to
"It Can't Last Forever"
"Professional Juror" (Otto Kruger) has
been changed to
"The Man Behind the Law"
"Tomorrow's Headlines" (Lee Tracy)
has been changed to
"Behind the Headlines"
"All is Confusion" (Joe E. Brown) has
been changed to

"Riding on Air"
Quarter" (John Beal) has
been changed to.
"Border Cafe"
"One Hour of Romance" (Kay Francis)
has been changed to

"Mexican

"Confession"

"Armored Taxi" (Rocheile Hudson) has
been changed to

SEE

"Born Reckless"
"Channel Crossing" (William Gargan)
has been changed to
"Reported Missing"

THE BEECH-NUT CIRCUS

Biggest Little

Show on

Earth

!

A

mechanical marvel, 3 rings of performers, clowns, animals, music 'n' everything!
Now touring the country. Don't miss it.

Silver

Screen
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Have a

Let's

Picnic

AN

Ahis

Rouge from Parts
MAKES YOU LOVELIER
"V^OU'LL never

see yourself at

your best until

you use Po-Go — the imported, handmade French rouge. Once you try it, you'll
know why it's preferred in Paris!
Po-Go is quite unlike hard, dry rouges. It
feathery-light in texture,

is

touch— for
or heat.

It

and blends

at a

made by hand, without binder
stays on for hours because of its

it's

superb, lasting ingredients. It makes you
lovelier because of its Paris-styled shades.
Yet it costs only 554, import duty and all, at
any good toiletry counter. Meet Po-Go today!

Warren William sets up a

0

vO m® u S@

charcoal
his own

Rutk Cork

yard" and

lazy summer months are with us
again. That means we will want to get
out in the open as much as possible.
Fresh air is the best of all appetizers. The
simplest picnic or barbecue becomes a feast
when cooked, served and eaten beneath
blue skies and spreading trees. There are
many types of picnics to choose from and
menus and food depend largely on the kit
you carry. The accomplished picnicker car-

Most popular

of all

is

the—

*ROADSIDE PICNIC
You can amble along without any definite objective until hungrer makes you
unload the lunch and the children in some

UGLIER

cool,

convenient spot for a

treat,

gentle

way

imbedded in your toe and the
corn soon comes back bigger and uglier more
painful than before.
But when you use the new double-action BlueJay method the corn is gone for good. The tiny
Blue-Jay medicated plaster, by removing pressure,
at once relieves pain and in 3 short days the corn
lifts out
Root and All (exceptionally stubborn
cases may require a second application).
the root remains

—

—

for

method

today. 250

6—

BLUE-JAY
BAUER

// SCIENTIFIC

4.

BLACK

CORN PLASTERS

*A plug of dead cells root-Hlte in form and position. If
may serve as focal point for renewed development.

left

10

as:

Olives
Fruit

Pickles

Chocolate
Iced

Bar-

Tea

Tasti-Sandwich
cup cooked ground beef or ham
Y2 cup C & B sweet mixed pickle
214 tablespoons C & B Meat Sauce
The above is a spread good for any kind
of picnic. Sandwiches may be prepared at
home or the spread packed in a jar and
used for making on-the-spot sandwiches.
For the latter, spread on lettuce leaf between slices of rye bread. A slice of tomato
may be added if liked. Never put lettuce,
cucumber or sliced tomato in sandwiches
unless they are to be eaten at once. Carry

Olives

*Bread and Butter Sandwiches
*Carrot-Peanut Sandwiches
Watermelon
Sugar Cookies

9 When you parea corn you only trim the surface—

this safe, easy Blue-Jay
at all druggists.

such

*Southern Fried Chicken

Whole Raw Tomato

Try

*Tasti -Sandwiches
*Spinach Sandwiches

i

MUSSMMPVlO/lOOhM

DRAW OUT ROOT
AND ALL this safe,

HIRERS' PICNIC
Since everything must be carried on your
back over long miles this lunch must
neither, be bulky, nor too heavy, and it
must not be thirst-provoking.

own

small but compact grill, with
legs which rest firmly in the ground.
ries his

CORNS COM
BACK BIGGER-

broils a juicy

lunch.

I

—

in

"back

tenderloin steak for

HP HE

Shades include famous Brique (naturelle) as well
as Ronce (raspberry), Saumon (for blondes) etc.

grill

Hot

Iced Ovaltine

Coffee

Cut chicken for

frying. Dredge with flour
and seasonings. Place in hot iron skillet
with enough Crisco to prevent sticking.
Cover and cook slowly until golden brown

and well done. Drain on waxed paper
cool.

(This

really

should

home, and packed when

be

until

cooked

at

cool.)

Carrot-Peanut Sandwich
Put several raw, scraped carrots through
meat grinder. Measure. Add equal portion
ground salted peanuts. Mix with mayonnaise or a little salad dressing. Spread on
buttered white bread.
Bread and butter sandwiches may be
varied by adding to the creamed butter
horseradish,
mustard,
chopped parsley,
lemon juice, chives, curry powder or paste,
or anchovy paste.

Silver

Screen

ingredients separately, wrapped in a damp
cloth or waxed paper, so that they will be
fresh and crisp when eaten.

Spinach Sandwich
Allow
cups shredded raw spinach to
hard-cooked egg, chopped fine. Season
with chopped celery and onion, salt and
pepper. Mix to spreading consistency with
Kraft's Mayonnaise. Spread on buttered
white or whole wheat bread.
i

BARBECUE PICNIC
A

great favorite with the older members
of the family or where a large group is
gathered together. A place is chosen where
pits or stone stoves are ready for the picnickers and most of the cooking done there.

*Barbecued Meat
Corn-on-cob, cooked in husks on top of

grids,

buried in ashes or steamed in pot.

Cold Slaw
Baked Potatoes
Strawberry and Rhubarb Pie
(To be baked at home)
Lemonade
Hot Coffee

4

f

*OM HOTS

To

Barbecued Meat

^

best cuts of meat are the shoulder
of beef, rib roast of beef, boned shoulder of
lamb, or boned leg of pork. Dust meat well
before putting it to brown so it will brown

The

rapidly and seal juices. Place a pan on iron
grating directly under meat to catch drippings. Baste from time to time. For additional flavor alternate by swabbing with a
mop dipped in a sauce made by simmering
tablespoon cayenne, i/2 cup water, \/% cup
1
vinegar, salt to taste. Beat into i/i pound
of butter to which has been added 1 teaspoon pepper. All ingredients must then be
simmered 30 minutes before using. Keep
turning meat so it will brown evenly on all
sides.

Kabobs
For people who do not like highly seasoned food Kabobs are nice for any kind of
meal cooked in or out of doors. Cut lean
sirloin or round steak in inch and a half
cubes and slices of bacon in squares. Arrange alternately on long pointed sticks or
fork

and

camp

broil over

slices of

Or,

fire.

bacon may be wrapped around the meat.

Rhubarb and Strawberry
cup sugar
Pinch of salt

.

2

tablespoons butter

Pie

cup

flour
1 pint of strawberries
2 cups rhubarb cut half
inch pieces

14

1

Mix the sugar, flour and salt and sprinkle
a little of it in a pastry-lined pie plate. Add
fruit which has been combined with rest of
sugar mixture and dot with butter. Put
strips of pastry, lattice fashion, over top of
pie.

Bake

oven (400

in a hot

F.)

about 35

minutes.

puff, puff through this summer with hots and heavies.
pack of KODLS and watch the thermometer drop. Like a
plunge in a mountain stream, the mild menthol makes your throat
feel cool and refreshed. Each pack brings you a valuable coupon good
in the U. S. A. for really swell premiums. (Extra coupons in every
carton.) Take the sting, out of summer and switch to KGDLS today.
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corporation, Box 599, Louisville, Ky.

'ON'T PUFF,

Slip into a

FAMILY PICNIC
TUNE IN Tommy Dorsey'sOrch. & Morton Bowe,

the kind of an affair where each
member of a group of relatives provides
one item. Here is a typical menu.

This

is

Baked Whole
Potato Salad
*Ham and Cheese

NBC

Blue Network, Fridays 10 P. M., E. D. S.T.

Ham

*Devilled Eggs
Potato Chips
Slices

*Mixed Sandwiches

Tuna Mustard

Pickle Sandwiches
Fruit
Chocolate Cake (Bought)
-

Hot Coffee

Lemonade

Mix with chopped
mayonnaise and a

celery

and

little chili

dill

pickles,

sauce.

Return

to whites.

Ham

and Cheese

pound

1

3 teaspoons dry
1

2

Slices

sliced boiled

ham

mustard

cup grated cheese
tablespoons catsup (Heinz)
Salt
teaspoon pepper

14

SAVE COUPONS

.

.

.

MANY HANDSOME NEW PREMIUMS

Cayenne
Spread each

slice of

made by combining
listed.

Stack slices

ham

with a mixture

other ingredients
together evenly, place in
all

Pyrex dish and bake in moderate oven (350
F.) 20 minutes. Cool and slice lengthwise.

Mixed Sandwiches
Cream cheese combined with any

of the
following are nice: grated raw carrots;
pineapple;
grated
celery
grated
and
chopped peanuts; minced pimento, chopped
chive and onion juice; orange marmalade;
minced prunes, raisins, nuts or honey;
Guava or any preferred jelly. Brown, raisin
or whole wheat bread preferable for these
combinations. All are good for children.

Oneida Community Par Plate Silver.
Pot, 450 coup. Cream, Sugar Set, 375

FREE. Write tor illustrated 28-page
B & W premium booklet, No. 14

Bread Tray

— Oneida

RALEIGH CIGARETTES. ..NOW AT POPULAR PRICES. ..ALSO CARRY B &

Silver

Screen

Community Par

Plate Silver; 14 in. long. 200 coupons

W

COUPONS
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Keep

That

Skin

One Loves
To Touch!!
If your legs are as
slim and satin smooth

Ginger Rogers',
you can wear shorts
as

with equal confidence.

Greet The Hot Summer Sun
Serenely— With All Y our
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Beauty Aids Close
Hand.
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SUMMER

i

play-time should show you up
your best, the same way it does Ginger Rogers with her slim, trim figure
and well-groomed beauty from the tips of
her dancing toes to the top of her sunny
hair. When you're admiring Ginger's striking loveliness and infectious buoyancy in
RKO-Radio's "Shall We Dance," just make
a resolution to take the best of care of your
own good looks, come heat, come humidity!
And when you pack your bags for a care-
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WILL SAVE YOU
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HUNDREDS

WAVE YOUR HAIR
AT HOME WITH A

"JACKEY"
A

PROFESSIONAL

in

5 Minutes Time

WAVE

—

Forget forever the expense and bother of going to
a beauty shop to get your finger waves. "JACKEY"
does the work at home in a few moments. No heat
no electricity no dangerous drugs. Waves your hair
naturally to suit your own individual beauty. Saves
many times its small cost.
"JACKEY" Wave Setter is absolutely new; patented,
easy to operate
amazingly quick in action, of sturdy
construction to last a lifetime. Sets new finger waves
eoual to those of a skilled professional operator.

—

—

RESET YOTJK PERMANENT

with

"JACKEY"

—you

can double its life at no extra expense.
Pin a 51.00 bill to your name and address and get
your "JACKEY" with complete, simple directions by
return mail. Test it ten days
see for yourself how easy
how perfectly it sets your hair. Your money
it works
back if not satisfied.
JACKEY PRODUCTS, INC., Box 61F, Louisville, Ky.
Sell this new patented money-maker,
C
a- 81 a <J .
Every woman wants one. Nothing like
it on the market. Send $1.00 for sample and =;ile> material.

—

AQu

U TC<
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holiday, see to

it

that

the necessary

beauty aids travel right along with you.
You'll have twice as much fun on your vacation or week-end jaunts if you can play
wholeheartedly, secure in the knowledge
that you're lovely to look at as well as a

"good sport."
First on your list for Summer beauty
should be your defense against sunburn.
Whether you want to preserve a lily-white
skin or get a coat of tan, you simply must
avoid the ugly red-as-a-lobster stage and the
peeling that follows.

There are excellent anti-sunburn creams
and lotions that will protect your skin, so
you can have your day in the sun without
fear of losing your fairness.
Max Factor makes a perfectly grand Powder Foundation Cream in the Natural shade
to protect your face from burning or
freckling. It's the correct color background
for Max Factor's famous Sum'r Tan makeup, too. And his Make-up Blender in the
Natural Shade will protect your arms, back,
neck, etc., from the sun's ravages at the
same time as it harmonizes their color with

your

face.

Both the Foundation Cream and

Make-up Blender

are waterproof so they'll
keep your beauty intact against the roughest

waves.

If

you want to "go tan," take it gradfind Norwich Sun Tan Oil a

ually. You'll

great big help in getting a rich, even tan
without the unflattering (and often painful) preliminary of sunburn. It contains a
scientific sun screen that filters out part of
the rays that burn.
One of the most important rules for va-

Silver

Screen

cation beauty

is

personal daintiness. Keep

your body as fresh and clean as your crisp
Summer evening frocks. Whether you're
being a gay hoyden in the sun or an alluring lady in the moonlight, you must
keep your under-arms above reproach. Personally, we're enthusiastic about Zip Cream
Deodorant as it not only deodorizes but
also stops perspiration for one to thiee
days. It's a bland, delicately scented cream
that's pleasant to use, yet it's a thoroughly
efficient

perspiration check.
that your legs are coming out

And now

the open, you must be doubly careful
about keeping them free from unattractive
hair. Zip makes an excellent depilatory
cream that takes off unwanted hair easily
in

and pleasantly, leaving the skin smooth and
soft.

We're going

to

tell

you a

secret we've

discovered for giving feet and legs a real
beauty
treatment.
Massage them with
creamed rubbing alcohol as the finishing
touch to a pedicure or hair-removal treatment. Creamed alcohol has all the toning
and antiseptic qualities of liquid alcohol
without its drying after-effects. It's a grand
pick-me-up, too, for feet and legs that are
tired and painful at the end of a strenuous
hot weather day.
In our opinion, one of the grandest aids
to Summer beauty is eau de Cologne, because it adds so much to comfort and daintiness. And we're a devotee to "4711" Rhine
Lavender eau de Cologne. It's a brand new
fragrance of a famous old house. Here's a

things it will do to beautify you:
After your shower or bath, it helps close
the pores and refine the skin texture, besides leaving a delightful fragrance that
lingers. It's a mild deodorant. It banishes
fatigue and prevents muscle soreness after
exercise. It has a cooling effect, as it induces more rapid evaporation of perspiration. And, if you rub it over exposed parts
before you go outdoors, mosquitoes and
other insects won't find you nearly as
tempting. It relieves irritation from existing insect bites, too. Lavender fragrance,
incidentally, is having a new wave of popularity that's completely divorced it from
the "old lace" idea. Perhaps we can thank
the Coronation for bringing this exquisite
fragrance into the limelight.
Speaking of fragrance, we're going to tell
you a travel secret Kay Francis has discovered. She perfumes her luggage. Tiny
pads of perfumed cotton in the linings of
bags, hat boxes and trunks give her luggage
the same aura of femininity that surrounds
her more intimate possessions.
Most of the cosmetic manufacturers make

few

WHy, MY DEAR

-

THOUGHT
EVERY SMART
I

WOMAN KNEW
AND USED
N0NSP1.

attractive little travel kits that pack easily
and keep your beauty aids in one place, so
you won't be wasting your precious vacation time by hunting for this or that.
just saw one that's a honey! Essentials for
skin care and make-up are securely fitted
in, yet there's ample space for your tooth-

We

brush, comb and the like. This little brown
or red leatherette kit takes up a minimum

room in your traveling case, but it's
smart enough to flatter any dressing table.
Its name is "Prelude to Beauty," and it's
made by Germaine Monteil.
How would you like to take your reducing treatment right along with you, so you
won't bring back a legacy of extra inches
when vacation time is over? You can do it
with Trimm, a figure re-styling cream that
comes in a tube. You work it into the toofat parts of you with a simple method of
finger manipulation that's illustrated on the

of

Spare your clothes

irritating to sensitive skin.

from two

down

settle

to

They make

Crystals,
ful Pine Bath
Spirit," an after-the-bath
as

good for your skin

it

is

in Canada. Try

it

SAFELY

to

or

phone

bill to

pay.

METHOD
in

4 weeks

costs

nothing!

.

PROFIT BY THESE AMAZING EXPERIENCES!

"I have lost 47 pounds and think your cream wonderful." L. P., No. Carolina.
"Have had wonderful results
lost 30 pounds." Mrs. O. E. S., Penna.
"Searched for years for some safe, quick means of reduction. Have lost 26 pounds
and feel and look like a new person." S. C. F., New York.
.

.

.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! ACT TODAY!

you do not lose at least 12 pounds with the first jar of Cream, following direcyour money will be refunded at once! Write today for full half-pound jar of
Hatch's Formula Massage Cream
$1.00
Send Cash, or Money Order or sent C.O.D., plus postage.

If

tions,

Dr.

YOUTHFUL FACE AND FIGURE INSTITUTE,

Georgte Porgy Pays!

New York

Dept.

SU-10

City

RELIEF
FOR YOUR

tell

"Hello" must have been really
something. Ronnie finally gave in
and said "Hello"— but not until
George had a hundred and ten dol-

it

QUICKLY

No drugs, limited diets or exercises. Excess fat ruins your
looks and endangers health. Take a doctor's advice and get rid of
superficial fat this safe way that does not disturb the body functions.
Originally prescribed by a doctor for his wife .
then friends begged for it
.
.
now it is available to YOTJ!
.
.

refreshing

loves to

.

Lose 12 pounds

delight-

the story about the time he
and Gracie were in New York last
Spring and Gracie decided she
xuanted to hear her adopted son
Ronnie's voice over long distance.
Ronnie is quite a little fellow and
only knows a few words, and that
day he just wasn't in the mood.
Gracie in New York trying to persuade Ronnie in Hollywood to say

.

.

by EXTERNAL

853 Seventh Avenue,

(T^EORGE BURNS

— today.

.

to use.

lar

to five days.

Pronounced "Non-spy". .Means "The Safe Deodoranf'

too, and "Pine
body spray that's

as

non-

NONSPI

freshens up a room like magic if it smells
musty or has been smoked in. It makes the
air seem as balmy as if you were walking
through a real pine grove somewhere in
the northern woods. It's one of the Vienna

products.

is

under-arm moisture

everywhere carry Nonspi. 35^ and 60^. Slightly

more

routine living again. Well, you can. We're
all
agog over a Pine Air Purifier that

Woods Pine

No

One application protects you
Drug and department stores

to ruin fine fabrics.

instruction sheet.
One reason we're especially glad we discovered Trimm is that it reduces busts and
large ankles, which should not be strenuously massaged. It'll get a double chin
back on a single track, too. It brings down
those extra inches on "tummies," thighs,
calves, and upper arms as well as reducing
"spare tires" above the waistline and backof-the-neck humps.
Perhaps you'd like to bring some of that
to
fresh vacation-land atmosphere back

town when you have

— and your nerves. Use Nonspi,

the safe anti-perspirant and deodorant that

FEET!

Dr.Scholl's KUROTEX, soft,
cushioning, medicated foot
plaster, instantly relieves pain,
stops shoe pressure on Corns, Callouses, Bunions and Tender Spots
on feet and toes; flesh color. Cuts

to any size or shape. Costs but a
trifle.

At Drug, Shoe, Department and

10fi stores.

DCScholls

KUROTEX
Silver

Screen

SEE THE JULY ISSUE OF

PICTURE REVUE

A new

kind of contest to find the loveliest girl in
America. Winner to be selected by popular ballots
sent in by our readers. Send coupon today for
sample copy and particulars.

PICTURE REVUE, DEPT. 6S,
152 West 42nd St., N. Y. C.
Enclosed find 10c. Send sample copy

Picture

of

Revue.

NAME
'

ADDRESS
CITY

!
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which annoys the company at work
must annoy Clifford Odets.

surely

„

— —
,<§,„

TITTLE JANE WITHERS

is now a mems—f ber of the choir of the first Presbyterian
Church of Hollywood. Every Sunday morning she puts on the traditional white-collared black choir robe and sings hymns in
a sweet childish voice. And, by the by, now
that we think of it, why wasn't Jane given

a birthday party by her studio?

Old Glory gets
break.

Madge

shows her true

THE

a

colors.

Martha Raye and

Shir-

Ross worked up a good hate during
the production of "Waikiki Wedding." The
picture ended but the feud lingered on.
ley

When you

Martha why she

doesn't like
Shirley she simply says, "I don't like her
mouth." Miss Ross could doubtless say
quite a few things about Miss Raye's mouth

ask

too.

— —

BETTY FURNESS

has

to

wear

hats like everybody else now— that hat
publicity sort of got her pretty sore— but
she must have something- unusual so she
has decided on unusual charm bracelets.
Passing a hock shop window one day she
saw a tray of fraternity pins so she bought
the whole lot of them and made them into
bracelet.

a

Furness

is

So.

young man, maybe Betty

wearing your fraternity pin!
„_„<|>„—

THE
wood,
is

month

in Hollyaccording to the orchestra leaders,

favorite song of the

"Moonlight

and

Shadows."

And

the

favorite book, according to the bookshops,

Noel Coward's "Present Indicative."
Nearly every movie star in town has read
that, and Somerset Maugham's "Theatre."
Hollywood always casts books as they read
them, and there's a lot of casting going on
for the actress in "Theatre."

drove right smack into
to keep her chauffeur.

it.

She has decided

WHEN

the studio had to change the
of "The Old Soak" because the
Hays Office didn't approve of it, Una Merkel suggested that they call it "After the
_

title

Gin Man."

4—
pops out

in the strangest
ever suspect Lupe Velez
of having a grain of sentiment, but it seems
she simply oozes with it. Workmen repairing the water main leading to the Weissmuller's 70 foot swimming pool, accidentally
chipped off a corner of the concrete retaining wall and there, to their astonishment, was a strong box, which, when
opened, revealed a silk swimming suit. Lupe
tearfully acknowledged that it was the suit
places.

Who'd

worn by Johnny when he set so many of
the world swimming records he now holds,
and that she had put it there out of sentiment when laying the corner stone of the
new pool several years ago.

is

A LTHOUGH she has lived

in

*

for

when they were having a day
"Stella Dallas" Barbara's hairdresser and secretary decided that now was
the time for Barbara to learn. She mastered
the art of manipulating the clutch and the
brake pretty well on the beach road and
started to drive her instructors back to the
studio. But the first excavation she saw—
and try to find a street in Hollywood that
isn't being dug up right now— Barbara
other day

off

from

/^RIGINAL

sports belts intrigue Alice
has the newest yet seen in
Hollywood. It is of bright red silk, embroidered in white musical notes taken
from the opening bars of her new song hit,
"There's a Lull in My Life."

—

'

Faye,

who

Hollywood

six years now Barbara Stanwyck,
the little city gal from Brooklyn, has never
learned to drive a car. At the beach the

*

Now

is

that fair?

DETTE DAVIS

was so pleased with DirecEddie Goulding on the "That CerWoman" set the other day that she
presented him with a hug and a kiss and
ruined her make-up. It seems there was a
scene in the script where a man dies in
Bette's apartment and of course that's just
a field day for the reporters who rush in,
tor
tain

SENTIMENT

decided

birth-

^

lot

other, until recently

ley's party.

Evans

hadn't had a good
feud since the old days when Mae West
and Marlene Dietrich were snubbing each

Paramount

Her

day was only a few days before that of
Shirley Temple's but the studio was too
busy inviting hundreds of people to a
Shirley Temple party to think of Jane, who,
we understand wasn't even invited to Shir-

drinking and swearing, tear up the place,
and push Bette around something awful.
Goulding watched the rehearsal' of the
scene as it was written and said, "Oh, no.
I never saw newspaper people like that."
So he sat himself down and re-wrote the
scene so that the reporters acted like gentlemen. "I should know about reporters if
anyone does," said Bette with a grin (Bette
had quite a session with them during her

"and I have yet to be pushed
around or insulted by one. I'm awfully glad
that Mr. Goulding is going to show them
on the screen as they really are— for a

late rebellion)

change."

THEY'LL

tell you in Hollywood that there
never was a publicity man like Lionel
Stander plays in "A Star Is Born." Well,
somebody had to be the heavy in the picture and I guess Director "William Wellman,
who wrote the script, just doesn't like publicity departments.

—<$>—»

TYRONE POWER

gave

girl

friend Sonja

Henie a beaded purse for her birthday
present. They do say that Loretta Young
and Alice Faye and lots of girls would like
to cut in on Sonja's time.
*

TUISE RAINER

continues to be the Problem Child of Hollywood. She just will
drive her car at 45 in a 25 zone;, which
annoys the police; and she insists on driving around with the top down, in a bathing suit,
which annoys the Glamour
Department of her studio; and now she has
started eating chocolate drops on the set
of "The Emperor's Candlesticks," which
annoys the designers as the gowns are formfitting and she can't vary an inch. And

l_v

she insists upon calling up
Clifford Odets eight times a day from

furthermore

hubby

ARBO'S pet kitten now knows what it
feels like to be a visiting tourist or
V"*
a member of the press, for she too was
('"""'-j

barred one day from the Garbo

set. It seems
one of the scenes in "Madame
Walewska" they needed a dozen tame swal-

that

for

lows, and tame swallows aren't so easy to
get in this part of the country, and the
owners weren't going to take a chance on a
cat, not even the Garbo cat. Tis said that
kitty pouted for hours when ejected.
pouted for years. -

We
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Coronation of
Movie Majestie
The fact that our awards are not as
serious as those of Mr. Nobel need not distress us the least little bit. It takes all kinds
of people to make a world.
The award for the Best Screen Face we will
give to the girl from Sweden, Miss Greta

selves.

If you know anything about the
goings-on on a studio set you know what
a sad life the cameraman leads. Miss Soand-So, with a hundred and fifty thousand dollars worth of glamor a picture,
has a peculiar bump on her nose and
can only be photographed on her right
side, but worse luck, Mr. Whosit who
plays opposite her has a drooping
eyelid and can only be photographed
on his right side too, and how the
heck the two of them are going to
get together on those luscious closeil
ups is going to require higher
mathematics.
But when Garbo comes on the set the
cameraman simply says, "Clap hands, here
conies Greta," and sinks into a peaceful
Garbo is queen of them
coma. For Garbo can be photographed from
all. Bing Crosby
also is
any angle— and the results are just as beausuperior. That makes him
tiful. You can put a light over her head or
Kii lg Crosby.
under her nose, and she is still beautiful.
Gallantry being what it isn't, it is usually
the custom in pictures for the leading man
nature is
to ask the leading woman which side of her pan she wishes to
for that.
give to her breathless public in her love scenes— those sizzling

Garbo.

SURE

I

don't

know why

it

is

so sou

I'M
satisfying

to have the Best of something,
but life's like that, and there is nothing
we can do about it at this late date. People
are sitting down in factories, standing up in
theatres (on bank nights only), and the Little
White Father in Washington is about to start

1

another Civil War with his stamp collection—
everything is in some kind of a chaos— but Hollywood, dear Hollywood, goes blithely on living
up to its reputation of being the most competitive town in the world.
Now, it isn't that we are a cold-blooded fish-like
people (though some of the agents do look like
dead mackerel), on the contrary, we are as interested
in international events as

you

are. It's just that

human

nature the world over, and don't blame me
Everybody wants a Best, whether she lives on the banks of the
Nile or in a Garbo house in Beverly Hills. It's as natural as day
following night.

human

The

most

ex-

citing day of my
life, and don't

spontaneous as you might think. (Nor do
Old World custom— Monsieur
Maurice Chevalier never did. He thought it quite sufficient to tell
her what side he was giving.)
The story goes that in "Grand Hotel" John Barrymore, ever the
gallant figure, politely bowed to Miss Garbo and asked her what
kisses, dearie, aren't as
all

the actors go in for this quaint

worry I'm not
going to break
into

my

memoirs,

was when

the

prophet

class

of

one of the cotton
belt schools I at-

tended voted me
"the best all
around sport"

(and what did

she mean by
that?).

Anyway,

it

was

just as important to me as
being "the best
actor of the year"

last

Muni
March when

he

received

was

to Paul

does

Academy Award.
Now you've
competed for your
Bests I'm sure,
and had an exciting time doing
it.

The

ference

only difis

that

Hollywood competes in a more
dazzling manner.

Everything
ative.

And

is

I

rel-

don't

mean your Aunt

Susie.

So how's about the Tops in Hollywood where the best is pretty
expensive? What with the country gone mad giving out awards
for this and that every spring, I think it is now time for us to
enter into the spirit of the thing and toss out a few awards our-
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she desired. "It
not matter," said
Garbo. "Right or left, I
do not care. Which do
you prefer?" Being the exclusive owner of the
most publicized perfect profile in the world Mr.
Barrymore was a bit taken back.
The award for the Best Car in Hollywood
goes right to Connie Bennett, whose Rolls Royce
is quite the most flashing thing in the way of
cars that Hollywood has seen since the early talkie days when
Stepin Fetchit used to loll on the back seat of his while his liveried
first and second chauffeurs drove him through the village.
During the last days of the Mae West-Marlene Dietrich feud
on the Paramount lot, both Mae and Marlene would vie with
-each other in getting the longest and swankiest town cars— but
Miss Bennett put an end to all that by returning from Europe
with a Rolls that's quite the last word in several things. If your
life is utterly thwarted because you can't see the Bennett Rolls
I can offer vou a mite of consolation. Connie is not a bit averse
profile

the

In

The

Picture

Are

Many

And

Queens,

We

Kingdom There
Reigning

And

Kings

It's

Time

Crowned Them.

James Cagney, Clark
Gable, Constance Bennett and Olivia de
Havilland (standing).

A Royal Quartette receiving the obeisance
of the adoring fans.

her car out to picture companies
require an ultra car for one of their
"flash" scenes. In fact I hear that Connie,
who is a smart business woman, has practically paid for the car in that manner. Do
you recall the Rolls in "Go West, Young
Man," in which Miss West relaxed between
personal appearances? That was the Bennett
bus, at so much a day. You've seen it many
a time.

It's good that
there are enough

The Best Star Sapphire in Hollywood is
owned by Jean Harlow— and to have a best
among star sapphires, in a place like Hollywood, which is lousy with them, is really
something. Joan Crawford and Carole Lom-

risen

to renting

who

titles to

go

around, for Bill
Powell is a prince
of good fellows.
(

Left

Luise

)

Rainer, with but
a few pictures
to her credit, has

to

heights

such

that

she

deserves every
honor.

bard have been conceded the best collection
largest stones these last few years,
but came last Christmastide and things happened. "I am bored," said Mr. William
Powell, "with hearing about who has the
largest star sapphire in Hollywood. My dear,"
he said to girl friend Jean Harlow, "you
have it." With that he gave Jean a one hundred and fifty-two carat star sapphire which
is so big and heavy that poor little Jeannie
can hardly lift her
[Continued on page 65]
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That Be Glamor

If

Then

some
ONEwentautumn,
hunting

years

ago,

We

11

And Glory,

Take Vanilla.

I

with a party of
friends in the northern Maine
woods. My friends shot deer and
caught fish in the lake. I caught cold
and shot nothing but a spruce partridge, whose meat was so redolent of
pine-spills as to be uneatable. But that
irrelevant. The point I wish to
is
make is that during the course of this
expedition I discovered whole sections

j

of former woodland which had been
stripped naked of its forest growth. Inquiring about this, I was told that the
trees had been cut down to make
wood-pulp for newspapers, magazines
and other publications printed for the
enlightenment of our civilized modern

world.

The other day in Los Angeles I
picked up a newspaper, turned to the
motion picture news and was enlightened by a paragraph which informed me that a certain star was considering a revolutionary change in her
life. She was entertaining seriously the
possibility of changing the part in her
hair from the left to the right side of
her head, or vice versa. (Somehow
seem to have forgotten the exact detail
of that momentous experiment.) But,
1

remembering those denuded
Maine, it did occur to
whether it was worth

down good

trees

to

me

to

while

hills

of

wonder
cut
para-

to

make such

as the one I have mentioned.
Another paragraph in this same
movie column contained the thrilling
information that Jane Roe, sensational star of Lose At Loew's
State and Grauman's Chinese Theatres, had been caught sharing
her filet mignon at the Brown Derby with John Doe, sensational
star of Love At Pantages Hollywood and R-K-O Hillstreet Theatres. The implication was that these two had been brought to
the verge of romance by a mutual fondness for tenderloin steak

graphs

with mushroom sauce. Also, reading on, I learned that Mary
Whosis, screen celebrity, had been seen dancing two nights
succession at the Trocadero with Manly Whatsis, screen celebrity,
thereby arousing coy suspicions as to their possible marriage and
raising my interest as a reader almost to zero. I just don't seem
to care whether Mary and Manly ever occupy the same marriage

m

couch, even with full benefit of clergy and the official blessing of
the Hays office.
Nor do I care for those posters which at this writing still plaster
the sign-boards of Hollywood and which subtly inform me in
letters a foot high that: "Garbo Loves Robert Taylor in Camille."
actress, not
I went to see "Camille" because Miss Garbo is a great
because she "loves Robert Taylor," which she does not. As for
young Mr. Taylor, it seems to me that in his brief but meteoric
career he has suffered an undue amount of punishment as a stalking horse for the romance-hunters of the public prints. He has
been variously reported as in love with Miss Loretta Young (when
he was making a picture with her), with Miss Jean Harlow (when
he was working with her) and with Miss Barbara Stanwyck (when
he was appearing in a film with her). Perhaps these reported love
affairs were mere happy coincidences. For all I know, romances,
like marriages, are made in heaven. If so, I can only point out
that the Celestial Department in charge of such romances has a
nice sense of timing.

have never met Mr. Taylor, but from what I hear of him he
thoroughly normal young man of intelligence and probity,
whose chief interest is a healthy desire to work at his job and
increase his ability as an actor. Why, then, should he— and other
bright stars of the movie firmament— be forced to carry such
burdens of bunk on their highly valuable young backs? Who is
to blame, anyway, for the Niagara of drivel that daily pours out
of Hollywood into the myriad channels of the nation's press?
Before attempting to answer that question, let's inquire a little
I

is

a

further into the nature of said drivel. In general, of course, it
includes any item of alleged news-interest which may be connected
intimately or even remotely with the life of a film-player or picture personality. A sample tid-bit is the information, printed in
divers great newspapers and no doubt flashed by wire to the four
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world, that
dispense one hundred kisses (count 'em!) in the making

corners

of

a

Gary Cooper
of

the

breathless

will

"Goldwyn

Follies."

Another

delicate item informs us that a certain
British actor, now in Hollywood, cannot sleep unless the water
faucets in his home are running. Another item, designed to catch
the dog-lovers' vote, tells us that one female star so loved her
Pekingese that she had a raincoat made for it to wear during the
rainy season. This statement is important because it admits publicly that Los Angeles has a rainy season; otherwise it seems a
waste of good wood-pulp.
The subject of diet is also one of the stand-bys of the moviegossip columnist. The loss of a couple of pounds by any wellknown star is a cause for nation-wide comment, while an inch off
the hips of a lady luminary is made a matter of record for
posterity. Every detail of a female star's wardrobe is similarly
recorded, from her lingerie to the current color of her hair (which
wardrobe)
is altered so frequently that it may be included in her
and should she appear at a night-club with a new diamond-andruby bracelet on her wrist, or a new star-sapphire on her finger,
the excitement is nothing less than terrific. Terrific also in their
soporific banality are the duly recorded facts that a famous director cannot think without music to titillate his tympana; that the
favorite dish of a rising young star is rump steak and fried potatoes; that So-and-So has bought a ranch in the San Fernando
valley so that he may indulge his passion for growing English
walnuts; that Belinda Blank, dramatic star of Love In A Coma,
gave a combination cocktail, croquet and anagram party for the
Maharajah of Myopia; that Alpha and Omega Nonesuch, Hollywood's happiest married couple, celebrated the first six months of

their

union by attending a prize-fight

at the

Olympic auditorium

Razzing

OLLyWOOD

legitimate news-value in the actual romance, or marriage, or
both, of any prominent person,
whether he be a royal duke,' an
outstanding baseball player or a
famous movie star. But to link
together in mildly leering paragraphs the names of young actors and actresses, or even those
not so young, for the obvious
purpose of publicizing those

names,

bad
It

is

bad

in

my

opinion both

and bad

advertising.

because

taste

it

is

an

intrusion upon the privacy of
the persons involved, and it is
bad advertising because it produces in the mind of the intelligent reader either an automatic skepticism or a profound

By

Dana

is

taste

indifference.
I have said that sex seems to
be the leading obsession of out
age, but actually I believe that
people generally have begun to
realize that it is not a recent

Burnet

discovery. Our contemporary
preoccupation with sex has been
due to two causes:— first, the
Puritanical censorship that existed till a couple of decades
ago, which undertook to repress
all

mention

of

sex,

and

suc-

ceeded thereby in arousing an
abnormal curiosity about it; and
second, the popularization ot
the

so-called

whose

Was Robert

Taylor
with Miss
Young, Miss Garbo,
Miss Harlow, Miss
Stanwyck or Miss
in

love

Gaynor

and that George C. (for Colossal) Spelvin, renowned star of stage
and screen, passed out a handful of cigars when his pet pooch had
pups. In this case the gender of the animal was not mentioned,
but I assume that it was feminine.

Which brings us back, by easy stages, to the subject of sex as a
source of supply for the news-factories of Hollywood. In the daily
competition for newspaper space, in the pages of those magazines
which are devoted to conscious picture worship and unconscious
picture pathology, sex leads the field by a wide, wide margin. It
would be unfair, I admit, to maintain that Hollywood has a
monopoly on the subject. Sex seems to be, as a matter of fact,
the leading obsession of our advanced and cultured age. But
since our text for today concerns the sweet uses of publicity in
Hollywood, let's not expand our sermon to include the stupidities
of the outer world. There isn't enough wood-pulp on the market
even to list them.
Of course when

I speak of sex in connection with motion picture publicity, I am not referring to its more serious biological
implications. The Facts of Life are still tabu in Hollywood. The
Hays office has looked into them and has found them highly
censorable. So also have the censorship boards of the eight— I think
it's eight— states that still maintain censorship boards, as well as
countless welfare clubs and social and religious organizations in
our great land.
So when I say that sex as a topic leads the movie-gossip field, I
mean sex in its most emasculated, most puerile and most irritatingly tiresome form. I grant you that there is an element of

New

various

Psychology,

ramifications

spring primarily from the psychoanalytical theory advanced
by Dr. Freud of Vienna, who
solemnly announced to a fascinated world that the "sex complex" was the basis of most human
neuroses. This gave sex a great boost from a publicity standpoint and started a world-wide orgy of introspection during which
millions of otherwise sensible people began to have their dreams
"interpreted" and their thoughts "analyzed" to see whether by
some horrible chance they were in love with their own grandmothers.
Well, Puritanism is dead and has received appropriate burial.
As for Dr. Freud (whose sincerity I do not question) and his
theory, even the layman who knows nothing about the anatomy
of the human nervous system is beginning to suspect that the
"sex complex" is more of a clever invention than a scientific fact.
This is, of course, the simple truth. No one, including Dr. Freud,
has ever seen a complex under a microscope. On the other hand,
doctors who have spent their lives studying the brain and the
nervous system under a microscope will tell you that Nature herself has devoted a startlingly small amount of space and material
to the sex function. There is a small area at the lower end of the
spinal cord which controls the sexual reflexes. At the base of the
brain are found a few other sexual centers. The sex organs have
some specialized nerve-endings which are responsible for sexual
sensations. And that is all. By far the greater part of the nervous
system, including virtually all of the neoencephalon, or new brain,
is devoted to functions other than sex, such as speech, sight, feeling, smell, hearing, movement and the co-operative functions
which are centered in the enormously developed frontal lobes of
the human brain.
This brief excursion into neuro anatomy may strike the reader
as irrelevant to our subject, which concerns the romantic pap
offered as publicity for the stars of Hollywood. Actually it is not
irrelevant. The point I wish to make is that normal men and
women, who make up the movie audiences and who read the
movie news in daily papers and periodical magazines, are no more
interested in sex as such than old Mother Nature intended them
to be. Or let's say that while they may be interested, quite naturally and humanly, in some authentic romance between two favorite film players, they are just as naturally aware of, and bored
by, the constant repetition in print of phony romances which are
naively offered to them as news. In short, the average brain is
well equipped to distinguish between truth and fiction in this
respect. The place for fiction, in the picture business, is on the
screen. It should have no more place in picture publicity than it
has in other forms of advertising.
Hollywood has a product to sell to the public. That product is
entertainment; and the first law in the creed of Hollywood producers is that such entertainment must contain a large dose of
love-interest. All right. But even so, that love-interest in these
days must be presented with some degree of honesty and in some
accordance with the facts of sex as the audience knows them. Let
a star kiss a starlet too long or too [Continued on page 68]
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not a
antique
furniture the equal of
that owned by John Boles.
Gary Cooper's
(Right)

There probably

hobby

is

of

collection

is

firearms.

John Barrymore collects books and
pamphlets on the life of Napoleon. He is
tremendously interested in the character of
the famed Frenchman, but says he has no
particular desire to portray the man on
the screen.

_

John also

col-

suits

of

lects

armor!
the

One

finest

of
of

Are Eternally
In Pursuit Of The

Collectors

Elusive "Museum Pieces"

HOLLYWOOD

is

the

"Collecting-est"

in the world.
Practically nine out of ten of your
favorite celebrities collect something or other.
The only difference is that some go into the
thing on a mountain-high scale and spend
enough money on their hobby so that, in
comparison, the national debt looks like a
stack of pennies— while other stars invest
wisely and well in collections that really

town

to them.
For years Hollywood's unchallenged champion gadget collector, William Powell at
last has a dangerous rival. He is none other
than James Stewart, who has an array of
unusual mechanical devices which is claimed
by his friends to be second to none on the
Pacific Coast. Although he has centered his
activities in one room, rather than having
them throughout the house as does Powell,

mean something

Stewart's collection is nevertheless varied in
scope, including anything from loud speakers
to trick sliding doors and disappearing tables.
In addition lie has an unusual collection of

whirl of studio
Claudette Colbert
still has time to prove
her love for Chippendale and Hepplewhite.

In

the

life

model aeroplanes and electric trains. And to
top it all, he collects animals, now boasting
a zoo of 17 cats and 3 dogs and two red-eyed doves!
Clark Gable collects all the caricatures of himself that he can
find, frames them and hangs them in his knotty-pine dressing
room at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. He also collects something from
each film he plays

in.

He began this collection
The Bounty." Now he has

with a ship's bell from "Mutiny

On

"bounced off his bean"
(as he says) during the earthquake sequence in "San Francisco,"
the wooden shoes Joan Crawford wore in "Love on the Run,"
and from his latest picture, "Parnell," he selected the beautiful
false beard, which he never wore, but which was made especially
a brick that

him— probably because it symbolizes his hilarious victoryover Director John M. Stahl, who favored the whiskers in a big
way.

for
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built for him by an old armorer
while he was playing on the stage in
"Resurrection," and this started the strange but costly

suits of

in

armor was once

New York

collection.

Louise Fazenda collects wild flowers— and thereby
hangs a tale. Her collecting habit, as a matter of fact,
resulted in one of the funniest yarns imaginable.
It seems that Louise journeyed up North on a wild flower
hunt and found some rare wild iris bulbs, for which she paid
plenty, and then had shipped to her home in Hollywood. The
servants, receiving the package, little thought they were rare bulbs.
In fact, they thought them just common, ordinary onions! Home
came Louise, looking for her precious bulbs.
"But we haven't the package now," exclaimed one of the
servants.

"Haven't

it?" cried Louise.

"Why, what did you do

to

my

choice

flowers?"

"Flowers?" they screamed. "Good Heavens, we thought they
were onions and so we cooked and ate them all!"
"Ate my precious iris bulbs?" moaned their mistress. "Oh, my

hunting

Imagine
for

snuff

That's

boxes!

Wendy

Barrie's

avocation.

(Lower

left) Sylvia

Sidney specializes in
Oriental stamps and
(below) Jack Oakie
goes sentimental
over valentines!

stars

above! Oh,
servants

The

none the worse

my
were

for their

experience, but that was
the sad, sad fate of the
rare wild iris bulbs of
Louise's!
Shirley

Temple

col-

autographs of practically
everyone
with
whom she comes in contact. She has them of

lects

the great, the near-great

and the

not-great-at-all.

With Joan Crawford
collecting sapphires and
Anita Louise collecting
white lingerie, along comes Fernand Gravet with one of the
oddest hobbies of them all— collecting little tin soldiers! Gravet
also makes these toys, having himself a fine time designing helmets and uniforms and such, which he gives to his friends. Since
his days of service in the French army during the World War,
he has collected over 15,000 French soldiers in tin and recently
added 1,250 "Americans" to his collection, or, as he terms it, his
"noble little (?) toy army band!"
Eric Linden collects bits of jade and china ornaments but, believe it or not, his collection never seems to get any larger— because
he has the habit of giving away his choicest pieces to any of his
friends who happen to admire them out loud!
collects (of all things!) wasps, beetles and spiders!
enjoys the study of microscopy, biology and bacteria and has
a complete laboratory in the basement of his Beverly Hills home.
How to train a wasp's appetite in six lessons is Harold's current
brow-wrinkle! The wasps are buzzing in the bacteriological laboratory in which the spectacled comic never fails to find extreme

Harold Lloyd

He

between-picture diversion.
It seems that Lloyd has determined from first-hand observation
that the particular species of wasp, which he is assiduously cultivating with toothsome morsels of whatever it is that wasps like
to eat, are strong and voracious enough to lick any black widow
spider willing to engage them in battle. So, the black widow
menace to the nation's well-being may be ended— if Lloyd can
persuade his fighting wasps to seek out and destroy the poisonous
breed of spiders. It appears that the wasps so far prefer other less
strenuous pastimes, and possibly more succulent tid-bits! However, Harold is going to go right on collecting them and experimenting.
Jeanette MacDonald, one of the film colony's most avid collectors, has a collection of little orchestras composed of tiny figures
playing musical instruments.
Gary Cooper, as you possibly know, has one of the most complete collections of modern firearms in the world. Bet you ten
dollars, though, you can't guess what Mickey Rooney, the kid
star, collects? It's pipes! No, he doesn't smoke 'em— just collects

.

them for fun, he says.
John Boles and Claudette Colbert are both "antique" fans.
John owns probably the finest and most authentic collection of

American

antique furniture in

Hollywood.

Clau-

too, has a collection
in
her home
dette,

that

is

her

the

friends.
lected
them

envy of
She has

all

col-

over the
world. Her favorite pastime is
rummaging about in antique
all

shops.

Bing Crosby's collection is somewhat stranger. He keeps a scrapbook
of pictures of his admirers. Some of them are well-known,
but the majority are ordinary movie fans who have written asking Bing for a picture and sent one of their own in exchange.
The collection of Evalyn Knapp is a stranger one yet. She is
collecting pictures made by her husband, Dr. George A. Synder.
But the album is a bit surprising to her friends— because it's made
up entirely of photographs of all kinds of human bones!
Wendy Barrie, born and raised in the Orient, has one of the
full

world's finest collections of rare jade snuff-boxes!
Claire Dodd happens to be one of those rare coin collectors.
Not so long ago she was given a bright new shiny dollar by Director Chuck Riesner, with the remark that "practically all dollars are rare these days!"
Ida Lupino collects carpet slippers as a hobby and keeps several
hundred pairs stored in her dressing room at all times. On the
other hand, hats are Norma Shearer's weakness. She collects them
in all shapes and sizes!
Lots and lots of stars collect books.
Robert Montgomery, long a collector, is credited with having
one of the finest libraries in the West. Books are often borrowed

from him by academicians

in nearby universities and libraries.
Powell collects books, too, as does W. C. Fields. However,
"W. C." gathers up only three kinds [Continued on page 64]
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Jack Benny/ Public Comedian No.
100,000/000
Night.

L^ugh

People

He Also

Is

Brightening

1,

Makes
Sunday

Every

Up The Screen.

Man

Head

OF THE

Air

Waves
By Laurence AAoi^an

foremost comedian gracing both the radio and pictures tocomics
day. Recently, here in Los Angeles, where actors and
come, admittedly, a dime a dozen, a large down-town department store displayed in their window a life size cut-out
Eagle Eye Buck.
of lack Benny dressed in his regalia of Ol'
The Terror of the Plains. Now, there's nothing out of the
ordinary about a life size cut-out— we've all seen dozens of

them

There are few
tists,

as gifted

ar-

as

from early morning until late at night that display window
had a laughing, milling crowd in front of it. One of the
figure had
store managers told me that this cardboard
window
created more attention and comment than any other
part
display they had ever before attempted. And the funny

Jack Benny, who
remain totally unconscious of their
great talents. Jack
just considers himself lucky.

anything. That seems to
it was-they weren't advertising
prove something, doesn't it?
Anything of a biographical nature but the sketchiest of
outlines would be superfluous here, Jack having kidded his
earlier background so consistently on the radio. So, with Mr.
Benny's kind indulgence, we'll just skip over the fact that
he was born in Waukegan, 111., having already mentioned it
twice. Or how his days as a clerk in his father's department
store were brought to an abrupt close when he resolved that
held no further allure unless he became, as quickly as possiof

|T

IS a mere question of time now
until Mr. J. Edgar
Hoover will be tree
to disband his force
of G-Men and retire
to the peaceful life of a country gentleman.

You

ask,

"how come?"

Well, M'sieurs et Mesdames, it's thisaway: In another month or
so, maybe sooner, it is very doubtful whether there'll be enough
enemies, either public or private, left for him to fool around with.
And, if by any chance there are a few left lying around loose, they
will either be in such a maimed condition or in such a state of
abject terror as to render them quite harmless. For the criminal
has not yet been born who is tough enough not to blanche and
quail at

mere mention

of that dread threat

.

.

.

BUCK BENNY

RIDES AGAIN!
Robin Hood was a Girl Scout compared to this young man
who has come thundering out of the West— if VVaukegan, Illinois,
can be properly termed the West— with a smoking six-gun in
one hand and an equally smoking script in the other.
Billy the Kid, Jesse James, and Black Bart doubtlessly turn
over in their graves with a shudder every Sunday night at eightthirty Pacific Standard Time as Jack (Bucky, to his pals) Benny
takes to the ether and stalks Cactus Pete to his lair.
But all gags aside, Jack Benny, the gentleman from Waukegan,
has definitely proven himself to be one of the foremost, if not the
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in front of theaters.

This particular one showed Jack in a ten-gallon Stetson,
buckled a
a very dapper sports jacket around which was
nonbusiness looking cartridge belt, a six-shooter dangling
teeth
chalantly from one hand, a cigar clenched between his
and the famous Buck Benny leer in his cool gray eyes. NothBut
ing at all for the uninitiated to become excited about.

life

concert violinist. And we'll omit that part of his career
the smell of grease-paint became overwhelmingly strong,
when
the call of the theater was vibrant within him
he became doorman of Waukegan's only showhouse. In like manner we'll pass quietly over that cross-section of his life that
brought him nearer and nearer the ever beckoning rostrum
when he became the ticket taker, a property boy, and finally a
a

ble,

when
when

.

.

.

.

.

.

violinist in the pit orchestra.

"Those were the days," Jack sighs, reminiscently. "That was
the hey-day of the truly great violinists. Ah, I can see them now
Mischa Elman, Fritz Kreisler, Jascha Heifetz and, yes
.

.

.

.

.

.

Jascha Benny."
Naturally, there may be some divergence of opinion as to
whether Jack did the right thing by posterity when he deserted
the concert stage to become a comedian, but, as he says, the field
was becoming cluttered up with second rate geniuses and he
thought he'd better branch out into a medium which allowed
for more expression of the soul
"My sense of the aesthetic was so often offended," he explains.

However, he didn't have to make a choice
because, as it happened, a famous
all
columnist invited him to appear on his radio
program one night as a guest artist and Jack
gladly obliged. Two weeks later the happily
amazed Mr. Benny was handed a long term
radio contract of his own, complete with microphones and sponsors. Today this overworked
Paramount
young man has two bosses
Studios and his original radio sponsors who,
by the way, have just signed him to a new three
after

.

.

.

year contract. To a great many people attempting both picture and radio work this has often
caused a lot of trouble and hard feeling on
both sides. But not so in Jack's case. Fortunately,
for all concerned, Paramount and NBC have
worked out an arrangement whereby neither
his picture nor radio engagements conflict, although, in so doing, he garners an occasional
ticket for speeding from one studio to another.
so everybody is happy, especially Jack. And
Mr. and Mrs. Public.
Any attempt to analyze whatever quality it
that makes Jack Benny's style of comedy
is
stand out from all others, like the proverbial
sail on a submarine, would be well-nigh impossible. But stand out it does, and to such an extent that, in comparison, he makes the great
majority of alleged comics appear about
as funny as a Vassar Daisy

And

Chain. There

The group that busts

off

is

an

sav

'

"

the

buttons of the radio audience.
Phil Harris,
(Left to right)
Kenny Baker, Don Wilson, Tom
Harrington (production man),
Mary Livingstone (Mrs. Benny),
and the Waukegan kid who
hasn't an enemy in the world.

"by what came out of that
darned violin. Maybe it was the

brand of resin I used, I don't
know. Anyway, I decided to become a comic instead.
So he did. His rise to the
top of the heap of the vaudeville comedians was only a
little

short of meteoric. Fol-

lowed long years of trouping
from the rock bound coast
Maine to the sunny
of
shores of California, playing
every town enroute that
boasted anything with a
stage, than which there is
no tougher business in the
world. Ask anybody who's
done it. Cold dressingrooms, unlooked-for lay(Sure, even headliners
offs.

have

that sho
know, having thousands of acquaintances
real friends. It takes all that to reach the top via the vaudeville
circuit— all that and a little more. And it is that "little more"
that Jack Benny possesses in large copious quantities.
It was while playing in Los Angeles a few years ago that he
was spotted by some very important people from the MetroGoldyn-Mayer Studio. "What did I tell you?" boasted one v. p.
to the other v.p. "You're right," was the reply. "Where's that
contract?" And that's how Jack happened to be signed to do a
part in one of the first musicals to be produced in Hollywood,
"The Hollywood Revue of 1929." Following that he appeared

lay-offs)

the

loneliness

"Chasing Shadows," and "The Medicine Man."
But the stage, with its live audience, still beckoned and he returned to New York to accept one of the leading roles in Earl
Carroll's "Vanities." After that show closed Jack was a little
undecided whether to return to Hollywood and pictures or to

in

accept a very enticing offer to play another vaudeville circuit.
"You know how it is," Jack explains, diffidently, "I'd done so
much trouping I often wondered if my parents weren't holding
out on me and were really Gypsies, after all." He pauses to light
a cigar and then dreams quietly ... a far away look in his eyes.
"Sometimes," he sighs, "I'm just a vagabond ... a wild, untamed
thinar."

among show

people that straight comedy is
the most difficult thing in the busi-

Mary, Joan (their
baby) and Jack in
the garden of their
home.
Hollywood

"Straight" comedy means, in the
parlance, not to employ any of the
standard "props" of the comedian,
such as bizarre facial make-up, misfit clothes, heavy dialects etc.
But without these "props" about nine out of ten of the funnymen drawing down tremendous salaries would find it necessary
to go back to clerking in the corner cut-rate or to driving a
bakery wagon. Which, by the way, doesn't seem like a bad idea,

now

that I mention.it.
kind
Jack, though, has never had any use for make-up of any
except, of course, the standard grease paint necessary for moving
picture photography. And as for clothes, instead of getting a
laugh from some outlandish misfit suit. Jack is recognized on and
off the stage as one of the best dressed men in Hollywood or
well, old Buck
New York. And when it comes to a dialect
Benny just naturally doesn't use one, [Continued on page 62]
.

.

.
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Three Lucky Girls In Pk=

Are Ascending

tures

Toward The

Of

Stars.

Glittering Life

They Clicked!

some odd years ago,
TWENTY
in various parts of the world.

three

little

baby

girls

were born

At the time, they were no different from any other baby
these particular three. They wailed when they were hungry
or had a tummy ache, frowned furiously when they were displeased and smiled and crowed when the world looked like a
girls,

pretty nice place, after all.
One first saw the light of day in Tokyo, Japan, born of English
parentage; a second started life in Seattle, Wash.; and the third
gladdened the hearts of a young couple in Springfield, Mass.
To keep their identities to ourselves no longer, these three little
girls were Olivia de Havilland, Frances Farmer and Eleanor
Powell, respectively. But how could their fond parents look into
the future about twenty years and see those names emblazoned
across thousands of theatre marquees throughout the civilized

world.

They had no way
would some day be
vieing with each

of

knowing

that their respective daughters

other for honors in
the most glamorous and competitive
business on the face
of the earth
that they would be
contributing their
share to the artistry of the motion
picture screen, and
that they would be
.

.

.

hailed simultaneously

as

three

wmmm-

of

most promising
younger stars. All
was not rethis
vealed to these
its

three

pa-

of

sets

rents, as they

gazed

awe and

revertiny
little bundles sleeping so peacefully in
in

ence

the

at

their satin-coated
bassinets.

No
tresses

trio

of

ac-

on the screen

today

could
be

more

their

lives

logically

pared,

com-

and careers laid
side

by

for

side

study, than the
Misses
de Havilland, Farmer and
Powell. They "arrived" at about the same time, each was a star overnight and their
futures shine with equal lustre and magnitude. Let's go back to
the days when they were children
.
.
Olivia came to the United States at the age of two and one-half
years, settling with her mother and sister in San Francisco. Nothing of moment occurred during these formative years of her life.
When the fogs of San Francisco began to affect her lungs, the
family moved down to Saratoga, some miles south of the city, out
of the mist-area.
Early in her life, though, she acquired a taste for Shakespeare.
.

Her mother earned a comfortable income as a Shakespearean
and Olivia developed a love for the Bard's works. Before
she was ten, she could recite long passages from a great number
of his plays, and often acted out the action before a mirror in the
reader,

secret confines of her bedroom.
In Seattle, Frances led much the same type of existence. She
was a quiet child, and a studious one. She frequently expressed
herself, however, by putting on "kid shows." Always, she would be'

the leading lady

On

and directing genius

of the productions.

her part, Eleanor was shy, backward, tormentingly selfconscious. She possessed an overpowering inferiority complex
which made her different from all the other neighborhood children. She never went outdoors to play and, instead, sought always
the company and comfort of her mother.
Wisely the mother sought some key which would unlock the
child's mind to the world. Dancing seemed the obvious solution,
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and

to the best teacher
in Springfield, noted for
his genius in training chil-

Powell entrusted
her daughter. It was not easy,
sending Eleanor to this school,
for Mrs. Powell had been widowed
and forced to count every penny to
provide for herself and her small
daughter.
dren, Mrs.

The wisdom

of

this

move became

ap-

parent soon after Eleanor's entrance upon
the course her instructor laid down for her.
She began to adapt herself, look forward to the
hours of dancing, and the class. Proffeied companionship she no longer refused. At the same time,
her whole existence now was revolving around her
dancing, and she looked forward to the day she could
dance professionally.
We have here, then, three girls, all with a love for expression.
Olivia, Shakespeare; Frances, dramatics in general; Eleanor, dancing. Even in their childhood were sown the seeds later to grow

overwhelming passion.
Each of the girls attended public school and for a brief time
Olivia went to the Notre Dame Convent at Belmont. Calif., before
entering high school. Frances went to the University of Washinginto an

ton after completing her high school course, but Eleanor's education was completed when she graduated from high school in
Springfield with high honors. All three of them participated in
amateur theatricals all during their school years.
When Olivia undertook the role of Puck at an outdoor showing of "A Midsummer Night's Dream" the summer alter she had
completed high school in Saratoga, she held no thoughts of a
dramatic career. Granted she always had been fascinated with the
theatre
but she intended, rather, to enter Mills College in
the Autumn, a girls' institution to which she had won a scholar.

.

.

ship.

So expertly did she handle the role of Puck, though, that two
Max Reinhardt, who was preparing to present the

assistants of

spectacle on a grand scale in the Hollywood Bowl later in the
summer, praised her highly. They had been invited by the Sara-

toga producer to attend. Delighted with their acclaim, Olivia asked
if she might watch Reinhardt direct rehearsals if she could manage to get to Hollywood, and they laughingly
consented.
To Hollywood, then, trekked the dainty
f~
Olivia and met Reinhardt and the members of
the cast. Gloria Stuart was rehearsing the role
!
of Hermia, and understudied by Jeanne Rouveral. Olivia met both these girls and immediately truck up a warm friendship with each,
/£
often helping Jeanne rehearse her lines so that
she might go on in the event Gloria could not
play the part when the time came. Working
with Jeanne, naturally impressed the lines upon
her own memory.

Through an unprecedented series of circumthe night
"A Midsummer Night's
Dream" opened saw Olivia portraying the role
of Hermia. Both Gloria and Jeanne had been
stances,

forced to step out of the cast due to picture
parts which they could not afford to turn down,
and the producer quite naturally had offered the
role to the Saratoga miss, in whom he had the
utmost confidence. Olivia was off!
It was but a step, then, to the studios.
hen
Reinhardt produced the picture of the Shake-

W

7

spearean

upon Olivia

for

classic

Warner

Bros.,

he

insisted

same role she portrayed on the stage. 'Her
performance on the screen still is remembered with keen recolfor the

lection.

Without even this slight professional stage experience, Frances
earned her Paramount contract
but she had to travel 12,000
.

make

miles to

.

.

the 1200-

mile journey from her

home in Seattle to the
film capital. It was this
way

.

.

.

While working her
way through WashingUniversity (Fran[Cont. on page 72]

ton

(Left)

Olivia

de Havilland.
(Above) Frances Farmer.
(Below, right)
Eleanor Powell.
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theatres as a laboratory, showed magnificent common sense and
superlative showmanship. Vaudeville holds all the answers, and
asks all the questions.
it
If Hollywood knew much about vaudeville, for instance,
YEARS for them to realize that
would not have taken
Jack Haley was a great comedian. Vaudeville and Broadway
musical comedy stages had accepted Haley as a great comedian
in 1932. Then he went to the Coast, and not until 1937 did he
bob up, doing the things he always did superlatively well, in
"Wake Up and Live." The industry, or that portion of it not
familiar with the background of this expert comedian, hailed him
as a "discovery" when "Wake Up and Live" was released, because
it is more flattering to acclaim him a "find," rather than admit
they wasted his talents for four solid years on parts that appren-

FOUR

tices

could have

filled.

This is not said in any back-seat driver spirit. In the
February issue of Silver Screen, I wrote this: "I can indict
the Coast for

its

stupid casting of Alice Brady. Instead of

adding to her dramatic stature, instead of taking advantage of this fine talent, Hollywood reduced her to
parts which made Broadwayites wince with pain. Jack
Haley, who was the No. 1 comic of Broadway musical
shows, has been buried in a lot of atrocious picture parts.
intelligent analysis of him and a better treatment
would have yielded pay dirt in Haley, because he is a
great comedian with proper material." I then pinned
" 'Pigskin Parade'
this prophecy to the paragraph:
indicates that they are finally waking up to
Haley's capabilities." They awakened, but

More

their

four-year sleep rivaled the record

slumber of Rip Van Winkle.
Darryl Zanuck, Dave Selznick. Pandro Berman and the rest of the
Coast production colony, reading
these things, will grumble and
say: "Sure, sure— Sullivan critibut where's his concizes,
structive criticism?

What

does

he propose?"

My

Jack Haley was

only

proposal

is

that

ready when he went
to Hollywood.
(Right) Ella Logan,
the Scotch Lassie,

who
last

gives

to

the

wee drop.

Ed

Sullivan

m

FOOTLIGHT
Secrets
TN ADDITION

to being a Broadway columnist, a nightly routine
vyhich inevitably must teach you something about show business if you are interested in learning about it, my theatrical
education has been expanded by perhaps thirty weeks in the
four-a-day school of vaudeville. I've had a chance to study performers and audiences at close range in New York, Detroit, Chicago, Atlantic City, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington,
D. C, and it is my conviction that the movie-makers of Hollywood might, with vast benefit to themselves and their stockholders,
study vaudeville reaction if they want to listen in on the public
pulse. The Marx Brothers, testing out the gags for their new
picture in a tour of vaudeville houses, and using the four-a-day
I
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The Marx Brothers believe that a vaudeville
audience knows more than all Hollywood.
(Right) Critics may take a crack at Wallace
Beery, but audiences invariably welcome him.

the movie-makers accept the judgment of vaudeville audiences on
talent. Zanuck is already coming around to this viewpoint. The
Ritz Brothers must have proved to the little Swiss genius of celluloid that vaudeville audiences know their stuff. For two years,
I
tried to get anyone and everyone interested in the Ritz freres.
The only times they worked were when I made my sallies into
the alleys of vaudeville. They worked in my act for possibly six
weeks, and show after show they tied up the proceedings in a
knot. Audiences yelled at their comedy, howled at their facial
grimaces— I knew that would be the same reaction of any audience
that would be exposed to their insanities, because audiences don't
vary a great deal if the comedy material is in good taste.

I raved about little Ella Logan, the Scotch lass you already
have seen and heard in "Top of the Town." Rufus LeMaire took
her on my say-so and my say-so was predicated on what she did
in vaudeville. She stopped every show and the vaudeville patrons
are the greatest judges of all, so far as I'm concerned. Eleanor
Powell was a vaudeville show-stopper in my Dawn Patrol revue.
She simply had to click in pictures. There were no ifs or buts
about it— because if performers can stop a show on the four-a-day

stop the show in a moving picture, if they are permitted the same time and equivalent material on celluloid.
Yessir, the old-timers may wail that there is no incubator left
for talent, but the seven or eight weeks of vaudeville and presentation houses left in the country are carrying on in the ancient
manner, and vaudeville audiences are better fitted now to judge
talent than ever before. The talkies and the radio have smartened
them up, and your vaudeville audience today has better taste
and quicker perception than ever before in the history of the

Some Screen Players Are "Hams,
77
Some Are "A/luggers! That's Why
You Get That Pain In The Neck!

circuit, they'll

theatre.

In the old days of vaudeville, for instance, there were more
"hams" per square foot of stage than you could calculate. The
editor of this magazine interposes here to ask the definition of a
"ham." Well, let's see. A "ham" is a performer who resorts to
contemptible tricks to win the applause that he is not entitled
to. That is one phase of it. Think back to the old days of vaudeville and estimate how many performers used to call out their
mother or wife or father from the wings and introduce them.
One out of every five acts were guilty of that unpardonable "hamminess," a plea for the audience's sympathy and pity. Al Jolson's
frequent and unnecessary references to his Ruby, Eddie Cantor's
tiresome references to his family— these are throwbacks to the old
school of acting, and to the old school of "ham." Jolson and
Cantor should avoid such stale tricks, because they don't need
them. It would be as senseless for Nino Martini to sing a brilliant
aria, and then wave the American flag to insure. his applause.
But this is only one of the cheap stratagems that mark the old-

time hams of vaudeville. "Milking" an audience was classed among
the fine arts. Performers apply this term to it, because when an
act squeezed the last drop of applause out of an audience, it was
considered that he had milked the patrons dry. In the old days
of vaudeville, the "milkers" were on every bill. They'd finish
their act, the curtains would close in and
then open up again. As the curtains opened,
the performer would be caught in the act of
JUST leaving the stage, and the applause
would start up again. That was one type of
"milking." Another was the direct appeal:
"Do you want me to sing another song?"
Still another "milk" was the practice of a
performer, as the applause died down, to
stick his hand out from the curtain and

wave

it up and down. Others improved on this and stuck their
heads around the curtain, so that the audience became conscious
that the act was still available if enough applause was recruited

hurriedly.
It's a constant wonder to me that old-time vaudeville shows ever
finished the same night they started. Two-a-day vaudeville was a

because in the old days, these prime "hams" never could
be chased off the stage. Not long ago I saw a vaudeville bill at
Loew's State, and one of these veterans was on the program. She
did forty-five minutes, all by herself, which will give you a faint
idea of what "milking" can lead to. That particular bill was
distinguished by typical old-fashioned "hamming." Each performer
thanked the orchestra leader and asked for a round of applause
for him. But it remained for one act to out-thank all the others.
He asked for applause for his partner, a midget girl; then he
asked the audience to applaud Ruby Zwerling, the bandleader,
and then, so help me, he thanked the manager of the theatre and
also the booking manager of the theatre. I've never seen anything
like that exhibition, since the old days at the Palace Theatre.
It is true, of course, that the old Palace was the No. 1 house of
American vaudeville, but it is also true that every great ham of
the profession appeared there at one time or another. Backstage,
these "hams" fought and bickered over dressing room locations,
screamed and yelled about the size type in which their names were
necessity,

printed on the advertising placards, protested that the orchestra
must play sixteen bars of music as their introduction, and some of
them even insisted that red velvet carpets must extend the -full
length of the stage to carpet their footsteps. The fighting and
quarreling that went on backstage was continued right on to the
stage, with one act trying to cut in on the applause of the other
by hurriedly entering, or one comedian trying to discredit the
other by "catching flies" while the other comic was delivering his
sock lines. "Catching flies" alluded to the practice of a "ham" in
suddenly reaching up in the air after some imaginary object to
distract attention from the other performer, on the same stage.
Women performers achieved the same result by standing off in
one corner of the stage and "accidentally" turning a diamond ring
back and forth so that it caught the spotlight rays.
From these various practices and usages of vaudeville, you will
have gained by now a fairly complete understanding of what is
meant by "ham." It is always a contemptuous reference. Today, as
a new generation of performers takes over the place of the old,
the moderns describe these hammy characteristics of the Old
Guard survivors as being "corney," implying "old-timey." A performer who would dare to come out on a vaudeville stage todav
and say: "Your applause has gone to my heart— not to my head,"
would be classified immediately as "corney." Kenny Baker, of the
Jack Benny radio program, ruined the fine impression he made in
New York by responding to Loew's State applause in this way:
"Gee, I'm thrilled to death." That is "corney" in the worst tradition, as is any similar form of insincerity or coyness or cuteness.
So it seems to me that present-day vaudeville is tremendouslv
improved over the old school of vaudeville that permitted these
evidences of frightful taste. Much ridicule has been directed at
Masters of Ceremonies, but the M.C. has done much to speed up
the pace of vaudeville and he can take a bow on that. An expert
Master of Ceremonies will present a show of six or seven acts in
seventy minutes; in the old days, a similar show, with nobody as
pace-setter and every act clinging grimly to the stage, would have
exhausted the audience and two full hours. Major Bowes, I'd say,
is one of the poorest Masters of Ceremonies. His slow, deliberate
method of introducing acts, and his homely asides to the audience,
are

maddening

to

me. But

if

an M.C. knows

his business,

and

is

not charmed by the sound of his own voice (so charmed that he
indulges in long rhapsodies), he brings a staccato quality to vaudeville that is invigorating to the performers and to the audience.
In the logical course of events, all of these "hammy" tricks and
distortions were brought to the screen. Players "steal" pictures
from each other just as they used to "steal" scenes at the old
Palace. Every comedian in Hollywood will tell you that Jack
Oakie is the greatest scene-stealer in the business, and Oakie uses
fly-catching tricks that he learned when he was an audience foil
for Lulu McConnell. It was commonly believed that Baby Le Roy
would steal the picture from W. C. Fields when they first were
brought together. Fields, a veteran of conflicts with Broadway
"hams," turned his knowledge to good account, running away with
the picture and eventually getting the biggest laugh by booting
Baby Le Roy in his panties. Fields cut all the Hollywood "hams"
to pieces, refusing to rehearse set lines and stealing scene after
scene by dropping in lines that he had prepared, but to which
the other comics had no ad-lib answers. [Continued on page 63]
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Secretaries
NJo

One Knows The

As

Intimately

Nor Have Any

Players

These Girls,

Stars Friends A/lore True.

retary

|

How

would you

like to have a nice office
in the home of a glamorous
movie star or at the studio where he or
she works, with the world literally at your
feet, pulling a lot of strings behind the
scenes of the professional and social whirl,

of your

own

the kaleidoscopic puppet-show and Arabian
Nights Entertainment of this incredible
town, yours and mine and Cecil B. De
Mille's Ho-lly-wood?

Sylvia Grogg, secretary to Jeanette MacDonald, is practically her alter ego. "This
job fell into my lap out of a clear sky. I
had a girl friend who worked in the Paramount foreign publicity department. Miss
MacDonald knew her, and offered her a
position as her secretary. But she couldn't
take it, and sent me out. I got the job.
That was three years ago.

am

a combination of business and
secretary. I come to my office at 9
in the morning, and usually leave at 5 in

"I
social

the afternoon. I have complete charge of
Miss MacDonald's personal and household
accounts, look after her insurance, check all
bills.
have an auditor who checks our
books. Everything goes first through this
desk. All her business appointments are
first referred to me. We buy everything on
a charge basis, and it is my duty to see
that they don't overcharge her because she

We

to be a movie star. I meet callers
Miss MacDonald is not able to see
personally, answer the telephone, supervise
the household help. We have a cook, a
French personal maid who takes care of
Miss MacDonald's wardrobe, a gardener, a
chauffeur and butler. We engage extra help
during special entertainments. All of them
work under me.

happens

whom

likes to have her days planned out
her." She showed me Jeanette's daily

"She
for

As Do

Name

OVV would you

like to be private secto Jeanette MacDonald, Bob
Taylor, Francis Lederer, Joan Bennett, Bing Crosby or Robert Montgomery—
to mention just a few? To be trusted with
their secrets, read and write their confidential letters, do their shopping, hire and
fire their servants, accept or decline invitations for a party at the Trocadero or the
Cocoanut Grove or at some manorial estate
in Beverly Hills?

HJ

Big

date book. "Here
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is

an average day when

Voice coach, 1 1 a.m.
p.m. Stromberg, 2:30
p.m. Hairdresser, 4 p.m. Interview for a
fan magazine, 6 p.m. Dinner at the Biltmore, 9 p.m."
Miss Grogg has auburn hair, blue eyes,
a cheerful disposition, and the manner of
a capable business woman. She is a high
school graduate and attended a finishing
school in Los Angeles. She loves her present
work, but her real ambition is to be a
writer, which incidentally, is the real amshe

is

not working:

Wardrobe

fitting,

1

bition of everybody
the stars down.

in

Hollywood, from

Virginia Thompson has received more
publicity than any other secretary in Hollywood. She works for Bob Taylor, has her
office in his mother's house, and lives very
much like a member of his family. Her
work is a little different from Sylvia
Grogg's. Bob has a business manager for
financial matters, and Virginia's chief duty
is to handle his fan mail, which is a tremendous task in itself. She has two assistants to help her.
"Every day I go to the studio to get
Bob's mail," she said. "I open and read
every letter, although I don't mean to say
that I read every word. That would be
physically impossible. About 70 per cent
of his fan mail consists of requests for
photographs, and we don't have to answer

them, we just mail them photographs. But

many

require a personal reply either from
or Bob, and that takes a lot of time. I
have a special filing system I use. The mailing is handled through the studio, but we
have to insert the letters and photographs
in the envelopes and address them our-

me

selves.

"Sometimes the publicity department of
the studio calls me up to take some special
guests of Bob's to lunch when he himself
can't leave the set. I buy gifts for his friends
and relatives whenever he asks me to.
She showed me a letter Bob had dictated,
addressed to a girl who had wanted to
know what training and personal traits are
needed for being a successful secretary to

male

According to the current rothese United States, personality is the most important qualification.
Then come education, "at least high school
education, with some business training,"
patience, tact and understanding, enthusiasm, accuracy and a good memory. "Patience is the most important, if you ask
me," Virginia explained with a sad smile.
"In this kind of work you must have the
a

mantic

star.

idol

of

patience of Job, otherwise you'll give it up
in a week. It gets terribly monotonous to
read eight or nine thousand letters a week
about 'Camille' for five or six weeks running."
Virginia is a high school graduate and
attended the University of Southern California for three years, majoring in social
sciences. She was a legal secretary, working
in an attorney's office, before Bob asked
her to work for him. I'll refrain from praising her beauty and personality, as I have

done that

in other articles.
Francis Lederer is the greatest employer
of secretaries in Hollywood. He has a suite
of seven offices in the Outpost Building, opposite the Egyptian Theatre, in the busiest

section of Hollywood Boulevard. He employs no less than five secretaries, not only
because the cause of world peace is so dear
to his heart and he is contantly in demand
to speak before college sororities, women's

tot

2)

vate secretary. She accompanied him on his
recent personal appearance tour when he
preached his doctrines for the brotherhood
of man while entertaining audiences in
New York, Chicago, Boston, St. Louis, Deother cities of the
troit, Montreal, and
United States and Canada. Said Miss Alton:
'Mr. Lederer's offices are open to everyone,
everybody can come in, and all must be
treated courteously. He is the only star who
has his name in the Los Angeles Telephone
Directory, so people call him up, want to
talk to him. 'Hello, Francis,' women say in
caressing tones, and are terribly disappointed when I answer the telephone

4>

4r'
'a.
<s>>

4

A.

and
CIS

fie

clubs and in benefit programs, but also because he must read and sign every letter
that goes out of his headquarters, remember his friends and the press with gifts of
cabbages, apricots, walnuts and other crops
from his ranch, and is the most considerate,
courteous and obliging star I know of—and
unquestionably the most idealistic and
guileless.

He is on every sucker list, and it is necessary for his secretaries to use great discretion in accepting invitations for lectures or
personal appearances, for many try to use
his charm and powers of persuasion to proprofits and interests. They
him from cranks who assail
him with peace plans and schemes for the

mote personal
try to protect

betterment of the world.
Meta Alton is properly speaking his pri-

tell

them Mr. Lederer

is

busy

at

the studio. Fans send him home-made
candy, preserves, books, pictures of
themselves, original poems dedicated
to him, and each gets a courteous note
of thanks. He insists on reading and
signing every letter himself, and no
secretary is allowed to simulate his
signature. His signature is now printed on
his photographs, although he doesn't like it
at all. He used to sign every photograph
separately, until it became impossible to
sign even one tenth of them. I have at
least 300 letters that are waiting for his
signature. I don't know when he will be
able to sign them. One of them, by the

addressed to you, thanking you for
you wrote about him. You will
get it some time, with a postscript, in
which he will apologize for the delay. He
thinks you have already received that letter, and will hit the ceiling when I tell

way,

an

is

article

him you

haven't."

Dorothy Watkins is Joan Bennett's secretary, has been with her for eight years,
and has an office in her palazzo in Beverly
Hills. Two maids, a personal maid for Miss
Bennett, a cook, a chauffeur and two nurses
in white uniforms work under her immediate supervision. Her responsibilities are

[Continued on page 73]
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ALICE FAYE
1934 and '35, those self-imporpeople who call themselves
motion picture critics, and who scurry
about on preview nights exuding the
Power of the Press and an occasional odor
of gin (I ought to know, I'm one of them),
were accustomed to sum up the contributions of Alice Faye to the cinema quite
effectively. Said the critics in toto: "Also
in the cast was Alice Faye." Now there is
nothing more discouraging to an actress
than to find herself "also in the cast." (It's
ran" in racetrack
"also
to
equivalent
patois.) And it was not unusual, where

Berlin told the newspapers that they had rather
have Alice plug their
songs than anyone else on
the screen, those six wives
of the movie critics phoned
a good lawyer, and someone suggested that Alice
play Scarlett O'Hara in
"Gone- With the Wind."

the critics happened to be women, for
Alice to find her name omitted entirely.
Now Alice is a shy, sensitive girl, pain-

to

HACK

K

t'ant

in

little

so. Beside her Elsie Dinsmore is a
flaming extravert. And when she read her
notices, or rather her lack of them, she
decided that she must be Too Awful, that

fully

no one

in

Hollywood liked

her,

and that

soon as her contract was over she'd go
back to New York where at least they knew
how to spell her name. Pictures didn't like
her, so she didn't like pictures, so there.
During her first year in Hollywood she
made six trips to New York. These visits
to her home town sort of gave her back

as

her self-respect.

Then came "Sing, Baby, Sing," "Stow"On the Avenue" and "Wake Up
and Live." The critics who had been so

away,"

apathetic and negligent towards Alice suddenly did a complete right about face—
they dragged out their best well-worn adjectives and scattered them so profusely
through their reviews that the day after
"On the Avenue" was previewed six wives
looked up the name of a good lawyer. It
was also the day after the preview "On the

Avenue" that Twentieth Century-Fox realized what a valuable property they had in
one Miss Faye,

for

when

they checked over

quaint Hollywood
custom of letting the public criticise pictures) practically each and every one of
the

preview

them urged,

cards

(a

albeit

demanded, that Alice

Faye get Dick Powell.
Feeling ran so high on the subject that
Darrvl Zanuck, the Big Boss himself, contemplated a new ending for the picture
with orange blossoms for Alice. Now I can
take pictures in my stride I hope, being a
nonchalant critic from way back, but I
must admit that I too felt pretty badly
about Madeleine Carroll taking Alice's man.
If it happens again I shall ban Carroll pictures

and write

a letter to

my

senator.

At the preview of "Wake Up and Live"
at the Grauman's Chinese Alice received
such an enthusiastic ovation that Una
Merkel in the Outpost nearby ran out into
the street thinking it was an earthquake;
and when Alice gave forth with "There's a
Lull in My Life" in that low moaning voice
of hers practically every male in the audience would have given his eyeteeth to have
been able to do something about it. After
Twentieth
preview
Century-Fox,
that
they're no fools, presented Alice with a
contract
new
with
an
up
in salary,
brand
Cole Porter, George Gershwin, and Irving

Everybody who had been
stand-offish and
ent back in '34

indiffer-

and

'35

was now busy being nice
Alice,

that

is,

every-

body except Loretta Young
and Simone Simon who
didn't seem to realize (or
perhaps they did) that it
was "Mad-for-Alice" year.
Loretta swiped the rubber mat in front of Alice's
dressing room, and Simone

snared her make-up man.
Alice couldn't decide
whether to be a lady and
ignore the whole thing,
or not to be a lady and
tell
them both off in
elementary English. She
compromised by snatching
back
the
rubber mat,
locking up the make-up
man, and playing some
Russian music on the
victrola.

The young

whom

all

this

lady about

clamor

is

being made through-out
the country, as well as in Mr. Zanuck's
fastidious dressing room building for discriminating movie stars, is in her early
twenties, has large blue-grey Irish eyes,
and light brown hair with golden glints
that were not purchased at the drugstore.
She was a platinum blonde back in '34 and
'35 as an accommodation to the studio who
were toying with the idea of making her
another Jean Harlow. But no one was
happier than Alice when it was decided
that she could be Alice Faye, and not Jean
Harlow, and let her hair grow out its

natural color.
Though quite amiable and submissive,
at times Alice can also be very, very stubborn. When several of the publicity boys
at the studio suggested to Alice that she
could grab off a lot of space in the newspapers and fan magazines by wearing overalls and coming to work in a station wagon
the way Katharine Hepburn did, Alice said
no thanks. It should be said to her lasting
credit that never once has she fallen for a
cheap publicity gag. And I can't say that
of many actresses. Off the screen, as well
as on, she usually wears tailored suits with
blue shirts open at the throat, and a blue
ribbon in her hair. She has a wild desire
to dress up like a movie star on the screen
with trailing chiffon hostess gowns, exotic
evening gowns decollete down to here, and
ermine wraps that simply sneer at the
Revolution, and she will spend hours in

the wardrobe department telling them what
she wants to wear in her next picture.
Comes the next picture, and she wears a
suit.

She cannot stand high places, something
in her throat just closes up, and so if you
want her to sing for you don't ever put her

on the piano, a la Helen Morgan. Her
friends in New York nicknamed her Cuddly,
and her family, a mother and two brothers,
call her Sister. She cries when she gets mad,
and if sufficiently aroused can give out
with a magnificent temper. It's the Irish in'
her. A director once said to her in front
of the entire company, "How can I make
a decent picture when they give me a night
club singer! I want an actress!" The script
which she was reading at the time caught
the director right on the starboard side of
his nose. They do not speak as they pass by.
Alice was born not so many years ago on
May 5th, midst the hurly and the burly of

New York's West Side, and was christened
Alice Leppart. Skating, both roller and ice,
was her passion as a kid and she used to
win all the ice skating contests for girls
held in Central Park. (Thank heavens, she
didn't grow up to be Sonja Henie.) When
she wasn't skating she was playing school
her dolls and whacking them over
the head with a ruler because her brothers
had told her that teachers did that. It was
her ambition to be the principal of a school
when she grew up. because she thought that

with

there was nothing to do about
but that all the guests
it
should make a record for him.
Alice, who had never suspected
that she had any kind of a
voice at all, though she did
warble a bit occasionally, was
finally

sure to

persuaded under pres-

make

a record, so she

sang "Mimi" to the whirling
wax disc. They played it later,
and everybody laughed, except
Vallee's manager who
to be present and
certain he had discovered a Voice. Rudy was on
the look-out for a girl to sing
with his orchestra, the Connecticut Yankees, so when he

Rudy

happened
who was

heard

the record Alice had
signed her at once.

made he

Rudy's
with
sang
Alice
orchestra at the Club Holly-

wood on

Broadway

and

and
theatres
throughout the East.
also wanted her to go

in

clubs

various

Rudy
on the

air with him when he broadcasted for Fleishman's Yeast

In

a

play

or

suit

microphone,

at

before

a

a
camera or singing blues
in a night club, Alice is a
aglow with
personality
youth, pep and talent.

the Fleishman sponsors said nothing
doing on Alice Faye. Rudy, determined,
paid her salary out of his own pocket and
the sponsors could like it or not. They
revenge was later
liked
it— and sweet

bui

handed Alice on

a silver tray,

when,

When

Rudy came to Hollywood in 1934
to appear in "The George White Scandals
of 1934" at Twentieth Century-Fox he had
to do his weekly broadcast from Hollywood,
so he brought his entire troupe with him,
and among them Alice, who thought she
was coming for a six weeks' visit. But Lilian
Harvey, the star of the picture, took one
look at the script and the size of the
Yallee part and did a famous walk-out. In
the confusion that followed Alice suddenly
found herself playing the lead. When the
studio saw the "rushes" she was given a
contract. She wired her family to join her
and they took a house on Maple Drive in
Beverly Hills. Only a short lease, said Alice
cheerfully, because we'll go back to New
York in a few months when the contract
is up. Alice is still here, as you well know,
and I don't think there's a chance in the
world of her getting away for years and
years.

The happiest day in Alice's life occurred
during the winter of 1935 when she bought
her first and only mink coat. Ever since she
was a little kid [Continued on page 66]

principals were beautiful, gracious women
who knew everything. After she went to
school a few years and met a principal she
changed her mind. She didn't like public
school, and her parents weren't in the upper brackets, so when she was fourteen she
ran away from school one day (the truant
officer never did catch up with her) and
summoning all the courage she had she
applied for a dancing job at the Capitol

Theatre.
The Chester Hale stage unit was playing
there then and girls with long legs were in
demand for the arduous dance routines.
She assured Mr. Hale that she knew as
much as Pavlowa did about dancing and
he gave her a job at once. She confessed
later to the girls that she had only four
dance lessons, and knew from nothing about
toe dancing, but she needed the money
awfully, so good sports that they were they
held Alice up on her toes all through the
routines and Mr. Hale never caught on.
From the Chester -Hale unit she graduated to the night clubs of Broadway, where
she met George Raft, a popular hoofer
then,

who

later

became a friend

in

after

an automobile accident kept her in bed
for six months, she was invited back to
the program by the Fleishman sponsors
and this time for plenty of dough.

need

during her first lonely year in Hollywood.
And one evening at a party things began
to happen for her— exciting things that
eventually led to Hollywood. Voice recording machines had just come in then and
were all the rage in New York. The host
of the party had a recording machine and
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Survey

Of The

Studios

With The
in the air, all right, but there's
my heart after- 1 call the different studios to find what's shooting.
Production seems to be at its peak and I

SPRING

is

winter in

in for a long hard day when
out to visit the studios.
"Come out for breakfast," Gene O'Brien
invites me. Gene is the gent who now hauls

know I'm
I start

me around
Warner

HAVE
he

And

Stars

Intimate

Moments

At Work.

second offering as a producer. It is adapted
from "Death in the Deep South" but they
don't like the word "Death" in titles so
they've dropped it. Not since Mervyn made
"I
a Fugitive from a Chain Gang" has
Hollywood offered such a powerfully daring drama as this uncompromising indictment of the legal and social system which
can railroad an

Am

Bros.

^Ijjjjt

a piece of pie with that coffee,"
suggests as we straddle a stool

man
innocent
to death solely
on the strength

(apiece) in the commissary.

"You have me confused with Robert Mont-

a

inform him
blandly. "He's the one

jJP^^

gomery,"

who

in

for

England

"What

happened then?" another boy
know.
"Well," Cookie continues, "me and the

wants

to

D.A. got to talkin'— pretty nice guy, the
D.A. is— when you get to know him— an' I
told him what I knew about the case—"
"What'd you tell him, Joe?" the first boy
persists.

guys," Cookie returns patroniz"but that's strictly between me and
the D.A. himself."
"You're pretty famous, Joe," a third boy
"Sorry,

ingly,

John Beal, George
Humbert and Armida in "Border

I

goes

New

scornfully. "What did I have to be scared
about? I didn't have nothin' to hide."

these

Cafe."

break-

fasts."

"All right, then don't
pic.
piece ol
a

have

Gene comes back affably.
"Have some hot cakes
and sausage or even
some fried chicken and
biscuits if you want to

^5

be a professional Southerner."
I have fried chicken
biscuits but they're
not like my old black
used to make
or even like I can make

So

and

mammy

myself if I'm urged. But
they answer the pur-

»
;

\

\

\

pipes up. "Gotcha
pitcher in the paper
an' everything."
"Well, you gotta

remember

a
I'm
key witness," Cookie
retorts importantly.
"Give us the lowdown, Joe," the first boy
begins again. "Didja really have a date with

Mary?"
Marion Davies,
Robert Mont-

gomery and
Louise Fazenda

John Boles and
Barbara Stan-

in

Eve."

wyck in "Stella
Dallas."
of

pose.

And

then

we

start

the grand
I glance at
tour.
the production schedule, my heart sinks as

out

far

on
As

as

it

can,

which

isn't very far because it's spring and there's
quite a bit of chicken for it to get past on
the way down. There's "In the Deep South,"
Marion Davies in "Ever Since Eve," Bette
Davis and Ian Hunter in "That Certain
Woman" and Kay Francis in "Confession,"
to say nothing of Paul Muni in "The Story
of Emile Zola." Big pictures— all of them.
There are also "Lady Luck" with Barton
MacLane and "Devil's Saddle Legion" with
Dick Foran and Ann Nagle, the latter two

being on location. And there's "The Singing Marine," of which I've already told
you. So we get on with the new ones.
"In the Deep South" is Mervyn LeRoy's
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"Ever Since

circumstantial

evidence. Ed-

ward Norris (a young Northern
man) and his wife (Gloria Dickson) come to a small Southern
city to settle. He is employed as a teacher.
One of the pupils (Lana Turner) is murdered. Almost everybody in the town is
suspected. Her boy friend, Elisha Cook, Jr.,
taken to headquarters for grilling. He is
scared witless but immediately he is released he goes to the pool hall and pulls
the great "I Am" stuff. All the town boys
are clustered around him trying to find out
what happened at headquarters.
He seats himself on the pool table and
begins: "The minute I'm in there they start
tryin' to push me around, but that don't go
far— with Joey Turner. Not by a long shot.
I tell this dick— look here, you're not gonna
spring nothin' on me— and I ain't sayin' a
thing, either— except to the D.A."
"Weren't you scared?" one of the boys
asks with obvious admiration in his voice.
"Scared o' what?" Cookie comes back
is

"Say," says Cookie, "I had a date with
every day. She was nuts about me,
she was."
He suddenly stops talking and looks
towards the entrance. His voice cracks as
they all turn in that direction.
"Was she?" Trevor Bardette asks softly.
He is one of the most villainous looking
heavies ever I saw. It's no wonder Cookie
is scared all over again. All his bravado is
lost in a jiffy.
"Hello, Shack," he says weakly.
"Was she?" Bardette .Insists with the same

Mary

intensity.

Cookie looks

at

him

a

moment,

tries

to

then his emotion becomes too great.
He bursts into tears. Piteously he turns to
Bardette. "I loved her, Shack. Honest I did!
"
When I heard she— it was— like
"I believe you, Joe," Bardette concedes
talk,

slowly.

"Thanks, Shack. Thanks," Cookie mur-

murs

gratefully.

"In the papers," Bardette continues, "I
read that you said you'd get the guy who
did it— whoever it was."
"Yeah," Cookie admits. "I said it."
"When the time comes," Bardette cautions him, "remember that."
"I'll remember it," Cookie promises.
I say to Cookie, who made a terrific hit

bination of colonial and modernistic stuff.
Bob Haas, the art director, has done himself proud. As I told you, it's a penthouse.
For the skyline, they have what is called a
"cyclorama." It is pictures of neighboring
buildings painted on a back -drop. Actually,
it is pictures of the real sky-line enlarged
792 times! The cyclorama measures 22 x
40 feet!
"Come on," says the relentless O'Brien,
before I can even be introduced to Marion
again, and I've been introduced to her
twice a year for eight years— up until now.

Welden and Paul
in
"The Life of
Emile Zola." (Right) Kay

Ben

Muni

and

Francis

bone

Basil

Rath-

in "Confession."

in

New

York

in

Wilderness."

"Ah,

"It's funny to see
you doing a small

part like that after
the big things

all

you've done in New
York."
"I'm a type," he answers simply. "And,
anyhow, it's nice out here and the money

Gimme

your phone number. I
live down at Newport Beach and when I'm
on a picture I have to stay in town and
nice, too.

is

there's never

anywhere

give

and Sue Carol barged into my apartment
at five o'clock in the morning, demanding
breakfast. They'd been out making whoopee
all night and couldn't see any reason why
I shouldn't be as wide awake as they were.
Me, that goes to bed with the birds.

"Come

on," says Gene
can't spend the day here."

So

we drag

it

of

She goes to Louise Fazenda, who
the books of Author Robert
Montgomery. Montgomery's weakness is
blondes, blondes and brunettes— but parthink.

publishes

ticularly blondes.

he had an unattractive

he might work more. I think she
has something there. So she takes Marion
to Bob's penthouse.
Louise gives the doorbell a vicious jab
and turns to Marion. "Freddie Matthews is
secretary

boy—good writer," she announces
"but he needs someone to keep him
order— make him work. That's your

a clever
tersely,

in
job."

"Sounds ticklish, Miss Belldon," Marion
ventures. "Suppose he fires me?"

"He can't," Louise snaps. "I hired
And then the butler opens the
good

morning,

Miss

you."
door.
Belldon," he

beams.

"Good morning, Alonzo," she
if

Mr. Matthews told you to

"isn't"

A

in),

"Ever

Marion is a secretary and she gets plenty
fed up on the unwelcome advances made
by her employers. Because she insists on
being a good girl she just can't hold a
job— and it serves her jolly well right, /

"Ah,

be

that's

something

Louise

sniffs

sarcas-

"Darn you, Abbie," Bob explodes, "you
spoiled my aim."
"Freddie," says Louise severely, "this is
Miss

Winton,

Mr.

as the man she
bar before she put on her

Marion recognizes Bob
saw

at a cocktail

and ill-fitting clothes.
"Oh," she breathes involuntarily.

glasses

"Why-

you're—!"
"Oh!" Louise ejaculates. "Do you two
know each other?"
"I don't think I've had the— pleasure,"
Bob gets out, swallowing hard.
Well, that's all there is to the scene. I
congratulate Bob on his performance in
"Night Must Fall"— and if you want to see
a stark melodrama, high-lighted by the
most uniformly splendid acting of the year,
don't miss it— and start to leave. Marion
never remembers me from one meeting to
the next so there's no use saying "hello"
to her. We may laugh and sneer at the
reviews of her pictures beginning "Marion
never looked lovelier" but when she gets a
director who won't let her put on boys'
clothes or put on blackface or do imitations, she's one of the most deft comediennes in the business. In addition to which
she is one of the grandest people in Hollywood. And I don't work for any syndicates,
it's

either.

snaps,
tell

"and
he

me

at right.

This year it will only be once because
missed this time.

I

"We'll go see your darling Kay Francis,"
offers— and he isn't kidding. Kay is
my darling— most of the time.
The picture is called "Confession" (formerly "One Hour of Romance"). The set
(Gosh! How long
is a very elegant cabaret
it's been since I've heard that word. Everything nowadays is "Night Club— Intime." I
think I'll sponsor Cabaret's comeback!) Kay
table with Lane Chandler
is sitting at a
and Laura Hope Crewes and some other
people I don't know.
All of a sudden the master of ceremonies
announces a mazurka and everybody at the
table but Kay, Lane and Miss Crewes get
up and leave. Suddenly there is Basil Rathbone standing at Kay's elbow.
"Michael Michailow!" she breathes ec-

Gene

tically.

your new secretary.
Matthews."

from "That

Hunter

they get into the living room,
is concentrating

"Concentrating!"

scene

Certain
Woman."
Bette Davis is at
the desk and Ian

don't bother."
"Oh, no, Miss," Alonzo
is quite shocked. "He's
in, but he's concentrating. Please enter."

what do you suppose Bob
on? He's throwing darts!

Eve" starring Marian Davies and
Robert Montgomery.
"Marion never looked lovelier," I begin
mockingly as we enter the stage.
"You're all wrong," Gene laughs.
And when I see her I gasp. She has on
a very badly fitted tweed suit, a most unbecoming bob and spectacles.

if

of

English for Warner
Brothers writers. It

And when
set

should be
school

"We

Since

Louisa decides

(I

a

"Concentrating," jeers
Louise as they push
through the door. "Well,
new."

O'Brien.

over to the

running

should

to go."

him my phone and address rather
apprehensively remembering the time he
I

wasn't in

This set is something you should look at
and remember. The living room is a com-

statically.

"Ah, well," says Laura resignedly, "into
each party some rain must fall."
"You left me after one mazurka," Basil
begins flamboyantly. "We meet again to
the tune of another."
"Whew!" says Kay. "A man who says
things like that can't possibly have any
talent. Who writes your music for you?"

"What

/ want to know," the pessimistic
in, "is who writes his dialogue?"
that is why I say Miss Crewes is

Laura cuts

And

mis-cast in this picture. There isn't an
ounce of pessimism in her whole hundred
and sixty pounds. She just drips sweetness

and

light.

after take is made. Kay is up on
a balcony where I can't get to her and she
doesn't even know I'm on the set so she

Take

[Continued on page 75]
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Couplet Contest
Write

Win

A
A

Prise.

In

The world

ain't

What

it

does

A Player And
A Star Must Be

About
The Name Of

Clever Couplet

The Couplet.

funny and we've got no dough,

matter, we've got

Edmund Lowe.

She is the dream of every boy,
Cute and charming Myrna Loy.

Some wear mink and some wear sable,
I'm wearing my heart out for Clark Gable.

ANYONE

can make a rhyme, but poets are so temperamental! Clever couplets are more than just
rhymes. Show your knowledge of the players

/\

and enter this contest. The best couplets will win the
There are no restrictions. You can use the name

prize.

of

any player.

History has been kind to couplets. In fact, some
seem destined to live forever. For example: —
"Tom Tom the piper's son
Stole a pig and away he run."
(Slightly

Mother

ungrammatical but
Goose did as she

pleased)

Every

fan

knows

many

things about the players and
nothing could be better for
your couplet than your opinion of an actor or actress,
told in jingle, to take the
Supposing you
sting
out.
think that Franchot Tone
ought to have "top billing,"
then you could write:
"He can carry a film alone
Make a star of Franchot

CONDITIONS
Use the coupon and write plainly.
Neatness will be considered in

awarding

Which player
inspires you?
Write a Prize
Jingle.

Tone."
But how much better that
would be if it were funny!
The coupon is provided for
your convenience. Be careful
in filling it out, and remem-

contestant.

correspondence concerning
be entered into
nor any titles returned.
this contest will

couplets on
THE
course,
but,

page are just to show what is meant,
you can do better couplets than these
samples. It is amusing to write jingles and if you develop
your talents in this direction perhaps your verses will be in
demand. The "Spotless Town" verses made one man famous.
Make jingles about the stars. Kid them along. Let your

you wish.

this

of

The

decision of the judges
and the prizes will
be sent to the authors of the
winning couplets as soon as
contest
after
the
possible
is

In the event of ties, the prize
tied for will go to each tying

No

ber neatness counts in the
awarding. You can send as
many coupons and couplets
as

prizes.

Contest closes midnight July 12,
1937.

final

sense of

Write

closes.

a couplet,

Show them what
USE THIS

name
a poet

humor triumph.

a star;

you

are.

COUPON TO SEND IN YOUR COUPLETS
PRIZES

TO BE

AWARDED
FOR COUPLETS

First Prize

Submitted by

$10.00

Street

State

City

Second Prize
$5.00

Send to Couplet Contest Editor

%
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Silver Screen, 45

W. 45th

St.,

New

York, N. Y.

Third Prizes
$1.00 each

(3 5)

Adolphe

ove)

and Gregory

Ijou

"Sing, Baby,
(Center) In
Metropole,"
ife
with
latest,
Winninger.
rles
in

•jff

L."

ght)

a

old
Lnt

still from
picture,

Page."

\dolphe Menjou

(Be-

ley

Menjou and
Temple in

tie

Miss Marker."

left)
I

inter)

The

embered

well-

The Star

"Fare-

Arms," with
y Cooper and
en Hayes. (Right)
ilphe with Verree
i

to

sdale,

on

his

wife,

vacation.

Who Caught

His "Second Wind.

MANY

7

runner, spent and breathless, sees others
No longer are the eyes of the grandstand upon him. No one cares for failures.
As a matter of fact, it was not Menjou's fault that the
public once lost interest. He was cast in bad pictures and
disaster was inevitable. The days of starring had passed
for Adolphe. He had been a big shot, but soon was almost
a

finish in front.

forgotten.

Then, one day, because one producer believed in his
he was ottered an entirely different type of part
in "Front Page" and he made such a success at that time,
and since then, that this page is a
talent,

tribute to his many fine performances. Adolphe Menjou wins our
admiration, and deserves

it.

Even The Wind
Is

The

Whistling

New Songs
The Musical

Pictures

Keep The Whole
World In T un e.

Tomorrow

Is

Another D*

Moderately

r

*

f

*

r

*

f

*

r

*

f

t

Reproduced by permission oi the copyright
owners. Robbing Music Corp., N. ¥. C.

V

s

TJt>

D e a n n a Durbin
"100
sings

Men and A
these

in

Girl'

catchy

songs first, then
everybody joins in.

v

Joan Davis, Dixie
Dunbar, Anthony
Martin, Leah Ray
and Allan Lane
doing their gloom
chasing

"Sing

in

nd Be Happy."

Ginger

Rogers

and Fred Astaire
invite you to

exercise
rhythm

We

Sing
.C<KC»

*

r„ ¥ £ OH

up

lp,

And

TWO

*

Be

,»Y—

in

Dance."

Happy

YOuLLC^Se 0^0

i/?

srvs

fills

pwp

SLCOM

BE

N iok Over Sk>nSU

A- tv-JK-

hup- py

by permission oj
Wight owners, Movie Corp., K. Y. C.

\ieed

w

Your Broadway
* Moderately

And My

Broadway
.

Reproduced by permission
of the copyright owners,
Robbins Music Corp.,

NYC

(Left)

and

Judy Garland

Sophie

singing

in

Tucker
"Broad-

way Melody of
1937." (Right) Dick
Powell in "The Singing Marine."

hll

permission

your
"Shall

Hollywood
Regatta
are always "sbes" and the girls of pictureYACHTS
land tarry out the idea. They are beautiful and sea-

worthy and they add an attractive quality to any
picture or ocean. But let them glitter in the sunlight and
gracefully bow before the wind as they may— they still
must make good at the box olfice or their voyages will
soon be over.

Doris Nolan

Madge

Evans

Simone

Simon

Anita

Louise

The Merry- GoRound
'r)OUND

and round it goes with flags aflutter and calliope
blaring, while the players strive to catch a role in a good
picture, which, like a brass ring, will win them another
chance. Soon the whirl of events, the publicity, the easy money
and the flash of fame are over. The music
ends, the excitement dies away, and for
gotten are the players for

K

whom Luck

withheld her

smile.

The

established players

below are no longer
thrilled by the

Hollywood whirlido they fear

gig nor

the

bitterness

of

failure.

Don Ameche

Charles Boyer

Henry Fonda

Wyn Cahoon

Jane

Wyman

Merle Oberon

Wayne

Morris

Burns and Allen

Cary Grant

Kay
Errol

Thar's

Francis
Flynn

Gold

Them Thar

In

Hills

"Forty-niners" grew rich from the
THK
fecund mountainside of California and

now, nearly a hundred years later, in
the shadow of the High Sierras a new
generation has staked its claims. Talent is
the priceless quantity today, aijjcj. compared
wilbMhe fori unes the moving picture producers expect, the pioneers of tarsi century
SjKtfg only pikers

Pictures Of Promise

For July Screens

Sally Blane,

Jane Withers and Robert Kent

in

E.

Allen

"Angel's Holiday."

Irene

Hervey and Robert Armstrong

in

"The

Kay Francis

Girl Said No."

Buddy

Ebsen,

Murphy

in

Eleanor Powell and George
"Broadway Melody of 1937."

Warren and Claude Rains
The Deep South."

Ruth

in

in

"In

"Confession." Ian Hunter plays
opposite her.

Coleman and Harvey Stephens
Night of Mystery."

in

"A

Whether Under The Sun

Or Under The Moon
Stars

Of Hollywood

.

.

.

.

.

.The

Radiate

Equal /Ma3netism.

she wears a heavy white
Gloria Stuart prefers strictly tailored sports clothes. Above
beautifully cut Eton jacket.
with
a
blue,
dark
in
stitched
hand
suit,
slack
crash
linen
outfit. (Next)
A crownless navy straw hat and navy gloves and purse go with thisflowers
in order
Marsha Hunt goes to town in a navy crepe splashed with yellow
straw hat with gossamer veil, blue
blue
A
date."
"luncheon
exciting
that
keep
to
costume for city streets.
gloves and blue open-work sandals make this an ideal

Nine Smart
Summer
Girls!
Black

and white

is

combination. But

always a striking

this

summer

after-

noon frock of Bette Davis' is made
doubly so by reason of the crisp
white organdy overdress worn over
form-fitting black and white printed
High puffed sleeves and
crepe.
corded lacings on the bodice lend a
medieval touch. A large white straw
picture hat and white Hinen pumps
embroidered in black complete this
distinctive

ensemble.

'hitney

quaint

this

in

dinner

Aslin

ered with black cotton lace,
a slip of rustling white

More formal is Doris
pleated frock with its
ding of diagonal blue-grey
light)
urelte

brgette with white.

—

(At right aDovej Margaret Lindsay reon the beach in a practical play
suit of flaming red jersey with collar and
cuffs of navy blue and white.
Below
One of the most effective play suit
models of the year is worn by Sally
Eilers. It is fashioned of sky-blue cashlaxes

(

mere
trunks

and is in
and short

three
skirt).

pieces

A

belt girdles the

J

(blouse,

brown leather
waist.

THIS
that

is

the season of the year

should prove a boon to
girls with small incomes. If
you plan to spend much time at

e t)

June Storey

suit

of

color

and
*d-in
id

likes

Kava-knit

a

Jantzen

whipcord

combination
bottle

green.

elastic

bra-lift

of
It

in

white,

has

and

a
a

a

on

new

inine and delectahly cool in the

wide

Joan Biondell chooses

a

more

flowered satin lastex, in black
phite, mio type, with an uplift brassiere, sponsored by Catalina.
I'ate

in mid-afternoon and put
something delectahly fem-

them

nile

belt for that slender waist line.

,'e)

the seashore or in the country,
you will practically live in play
suits or swim suits, whichever
you prefer, and all the shops
have an endless variety of them
to suit all purses, large and
small. But, no matter how lovely
a girl may look in her play togs,
nor how comfortahle she may
feel, she will he glad to shed

way

of an afternoon frock.
As for evenings, dancing un-

summer moon, it should
be joy indeed to become a
mystery to man once again by
covering up those sun-bronzed
limbs with layers of chiffons,
der a

laces

and other alluring

fabrics.

Players Off=Stage

Relaxed!

No Script To Oui cte Them.

The movie camera takes 960 pictures a minute. One more
doesn't matter to Janet Beecher or the hairdresser.

Robert Montgomery holds the jewels and

Rosalind

With

Russell

the warrant signed by King George V, making May Whitty
Dame Commander of the Order of the British Empire, a
title which outranks masculine knighthoods.

Freddie Bartholomew, now a photographer, posed his Aunt
Myllicent. Perhaps he intends to put her in the movies. She
certainly was good to Freddie.

Lubitsch, Marlene Dietrich and Herbert Marshall i
looking over some portraits. And are they disgusted!

Ernst

Evans and her real brother, Tom Evans, visiting
on the set of her next picture, "The Thirteenth Chair.

Madge

Mary Maguire and Jane Bryan, who are in the cast of
Francis' new picture. Mary should borrow Garbo's b
glasses.

Laura

Hope Crews puts on the finishing touches to her makeup before appearing in a scene for Confession."

Spencer Tracy's

little

autograph collector

is

in

luck.

'

issa
z

Land! and Thomas Beck discuss
scene, but so respectfully!

Between scenes on the Twentieth Century-Fox

next

i

Loretta

Young

—

lot.

Don Ameche and

just strolling.

*WHY CANT I

MAKE ANYTIME

Avoid
Offending

• • •

girls

never risk offending.

of perspiration odor.

Lux has none

SOME GIRLS

are always losing
out on friendships especially with
men. Though attractive generally,
they offend others in that one unforgivable way
through perspiration odor in underthings.

—

—

Popular

Luxing underthings after each
wearing whisks away every trace

alkali

found in

of the harmful

many

ordinary
that may fade colors
wear things out. With Lux there's
no injurious cake-soap rubbing.
Anything safe in water alone is

soaps

safe in gentle Lux.

—

Vacation
Giving The

A4 o v
Cameras

i

e

A

Rest.

Grable emerges from
beautiful as a god(Above) James Stewart,

(Left) Betty

the
dess.

pool,

as

nimble as a tax collector. (Right)
Sally Eilers golfing at Pebble Beach
Lodge, Del Monte, Calif. (Below,
left)

The gate swings open for Jane

Wyman who
tion

of

enjoys the exhilara-

riding.

The

movie

girl's

horse seems a bit camera shy.
(Below, right) the beautiful proportioned chassis of Carole Lombard basks in the health-giving
rays of California's very special
sun.

A canoe makes

rele

ation perfect. An o
stage shot of Mar<

and John

Beal.

In Private
ins,

Life

Happily

He

Is

of being absent-minded. Is that true or is
it just over zealous publicity?"
"Well, Jo (Mrs. Woods) often wonders
what I use for a head, but I defend myself
by telling her I concentrate 100 intently.
But in the literal sense of the term, I guess
I am absent-minded— a little anyway. Bui,
after all, aren't we all?"
Don grinned frankly. I knew what he

Interests

And

Alarried

Absent-minded.

meant. Those bedroom slippers!

"Show me the man or woman who has work 10
do," continued Don, "who doesn't forget little things
now and then, and I'll show you a modern phenomena.
"If I am studying or reading an interesting book,
play, or script," Don went on, his legs propped over
the edge of the chair, "an earthquake or flood is almost necessary to drag my attention away from im
reading. Results of that practise have sometimes been
disastrous."
Just then Jo entered, looking her usual ga\
and charming self. She had been on a unique shopping expedition and seemed to be in very happ)
spirits.

A

"Don and I are having a most interesting chat on
absent-mindedness," I said.
"Well, I can tell you plenty about Don on that
scoie. You know, one day I asked him to buy mc
a new gas range. He went shopping. A few hours
later, he returned— without the range. What do you
suppose he had brought home with him instead?"
"You've got me there," I answered.
"A fur coat." She smiled at Don.
"But," quickly put in Don, "I remembered the
range, but I thought the fur coat would look better
on you."
Mr. and Mrs. "Thin Man" in private life!
"And another time, Don went down town to buy
some tires and came home with a new car. It's a
good thing he doesn't buy a car every time he needs

Short-Short Visit

With Donald Woods
(Complete

On

This Page)

By Jack Holland
rain beat a steady tattoo on the sloping roof. The chimes
THE
of the clock striking quarter of four woke me abruptly. Here
I

was in lounging robe and bedroom slippers, and

I

was to

be at Donald Woods' home in Beverly Hills at four for an interview. A quick change followed, and then I jumped into the car,
hoping it would ford the miniature lakes that were once streets

and

curbs.

Don

me

in his usual gracious manner, even though I
was fifteen minutes late, for he is one of those naturally gifted
hosts. He has a genial way of making even the remotest stranger
feel as if he had been a life-long friend of the family. Once inside
the warm house, I pulled out a cigarette and began to chat idly.
It was a few minutes later when I noticed Don looking at my
ifeet,

greeted

smiling mischievously. At

first,

I

thought he was noticing

how drenched I was, but then I began to wonder. I looked down
at my shoes, and to my consternation I discovered I had my bedroom slippers on. So that was what I had forgotten!
"That just proves my point," Don said, chuckling.
"What point?"
"About absent-mindedness. As a matter of fact, I'm a firm

I

new

tires."

"And,

of course," continued Jo, "he's always forgetting shoes and ties for his wardrobe for each new
picture. I always sit home by the telephone the first
day he takes his clothes to the studio for a new film.
And every time, he will call up and say, 'Jo, will
you look and see if my grey shoes are there? And
is my new blue tie there too?' They always are."
"But," said Don, on the defense, "getting a wardrobe together for a picture is no easy job. You're bound to forget
things."
Anyone in pictures will bear Don out in that statement. It is
practically a human impossibility to remember every item. But
Don and I both knew that Jo was having a fine time giving away
his little secrets.

"Did you ever happen to start for a party and find that you
had forgotten your trousers?" I asked, more as a joke than anything

else.

it or not, I did. I was reading a script all day,
about the time and forgetting; that we were Emma: out
that night. As the time for our departure grew nearer and nearer,
Jo kept prompting me to get dressed. I kept mumbling an in-

"Yes, believe

forsettinar

different, 'OK.' Finally, I started to dress, and when
ready to go, I felt a cool breeze whip itself around

gave

me one

trite as

my

this

I

came

my

out,

legs.

Jo

look. I knew and felt something was wrong. As
may sound, I actually happened to have forgotten

trousers!"

of Jo and Don is one of the sweetest stories in
Hollywood. Their honeymoon was marked by good fun and by
believer in it. After all, the ability to concentrate is not to be
complete joy in the other's companionship. And that state still
sneezed at. The faculty of shutting off the mind to outside noises
exists in their home. They are completely and exultantly happy.
or movements has definite advantages. And the habit of forgetting
Yet absent-mindedness even played its part in their honeymoon.
litde things here and there, in my family at least, causes much
But, in this case, Jo was as guilty as Don.
more merriment than grief. I have many bad marks of my own."
Don was playing "Chico" in a Long Beach stock production of
It was miraculous how quickly Don put
"Seventh Heaven." After one of the perme at ease. I began to feel that my stupid
formances, the two ran off to Tia Juana
Donald Woods' right name is Ralph
carelessness was nothing short of a supreme
and were married. The next evening, they
Zink. He is 28 years old, married and
exhibition of the highest form of psywere drinking a champagne toast to each
has one son. He has appeared in stock
chology—or something.
other. Suddenly, out of clear sky, Jo said.
companies and on the New York stage.
"Well," I said, laughing, "this wasn't ex"Don, you're really a very remarkable felNoiu under contract to Warner Brothactly the way I intended to start this interlow." Then came the flash! "Ye Gods!" exers. He played in the following picview, but since you have stated your case
claimed Don, "Seventh Heaven!" Both of
tures: "As the Earth Turns," "Merry
—and I might also add 'my case'— so aptly,
them had forgotten that he had a performWives of Reno," "Fog Over Frisco,"
it
looks as though we'll really get someance in Long Beach that night. It was
"Sweet Adeline," "The Florentine Dagplace this afternoon."
seven-twenty and here they were in San
ger,"
Bride,"
"The
Case
Curious
the
Don looked exceptionally domestic and
of
Diego. A mad dash up the coast landed
"Stranded," "Frisco Kid," "A Tale of
comfortable in his sportv polo shirt and
him on the stage exactly twenty minutes
Two Cities" (MGM), "Anthony Adsport trousers. I thought how well he
to nine, just in time for his entrance.
verse," "The Story of Louis Pasteur,"
fitted into his cozy and unpretentious little
But after all, who cares if you're a "tie"Road
Gang,"
"White
"Isle
Fury,"
home. But enough of this casual observing!
of
forgetter" or a "pants-forgetter!" As Don
Angel" and "A Son Comes Home."
I had better strike while the iron is hot!
says, to be absent-minded proves you are
"I've heard rumors that you're accused
a concentrator.

The romance

51

In

The

Days

Thrilling

When

Medicine

The Pioneer

Spirit Still Inspired A4en To Clear For=
ests And Plant The I^and, L,ove Came
Along To Keep Their Hearts In Tune,

Fictionization

some."

PENNSYLVANIA

had clothed her glorious

hills

in

the heart-

spring when Peter first met Sally.
As far as the eye could see the world was a great tumbling
ocean, its waves the fertile slopes, gold and green in the sunshine;
purple and tender blue in the cloud shadows. There was new sap
in the blotched bark of the sturdy buttonwoods; flaming new
green in the willow fronds; orioles, swallows and .fat, red robins
along the red earth where Doc Watterson's Indian Wizard Oil
troupe traveled behind a slow, fat horse.
On a soft, spring night Sally was singing and dancing on the
portable stage of the medicine show when Peter first saw her.

breaking

loveliness

I'm ridin' high, wide

A yaller moon
Why am I
.

'ri'

handsome

above.
.

.

ridin' high?
my love.

'Cause I'm ridin' to

The flare of pine torches picked out the graceful figure in short,
swaying skirts. It made red blobs of the faces of a crowd and cast
a glow upon the foliage of elms and the staring, half scandalized
houses about the village square. Honest farmers of Western Pennsylvania didn't have much use for show women. The staring
houses seemed to say, "This girl is a flighty piece, anybody can
see

High, wide 'n' handsome,
I'm ridin' wide n' high

'

.

.

.

about the song that got into Peter's pulses.
Unconsciously his foot began to beat time against the floor of the
democrat wagon. Grandma Cortlandt, sitting beside him, nodded
her bonnet to the jig time.
Peter Cortlandt was no flighty yokel to be twisted around the
pretty finger of a wandering show girl. There was stern stuff in
his heart; his head was full of plans of his own to drill a well and
extract the black rock oil that lay under those Pennsylvania hills.
Peter was going to be a great man and a great benefactor some
day, when he made his oil well flow. But Peter's foot tapped out

There was

a

lilt

the time, Peter's voice joined the other voices in the chorus. There

was something about Sally Watterson singing and fluttering her
abbreviated skirts, there was some magic in her song and in the
spring night that made great ambitions seem unimportant— that
made eveiything unimportant except a wandering medicine show
girl

and her

foolish song.

Why am

I

.

.

.

ridin' high?

'Cause I'm ridin' to

my

love.

Peter, roaring the refrain with the others, thrilled to hear Sally's
golden contralto riding clear above all the voices. He was riding
riding to his love!
.
with Sally
.
high
While Sally danced and Peter's foot tapped out the beat, the
stove inside the caravan wagon flared up. In a few minutes the
Indian Wizard Oil show was a bonfire and Sally and Doc and
.

.

.

.

chief, were homeless.
Cortlandt took pity on the show folks. She asked them

Mac, who played the Indian

Grandma
to her

farm to

Inc.

The

of

stay until

Doc Watterson

got a

new wagon

outfit

"High, Wide and Handby Paramount Pictures,
and credits will be found at

of

Copyright
cast

the end of this story.

too deep for words. Peter had planned a house for her— he had
staked it out ready to show her— a house on her own hill in the
heart of a world that she loved!
Before her stretched the rolling land, tender in the spring sunshine. Behind them was the staid old Cortlandt farmhouse, stone
and plaster, built to stand through the ages. There they could see
the wedding guests, the gay colors of women's dresses spangling
the lawn like a flower garden. Around the foot of the hill Oil
Creek wound, and, beyond, the fenced fields of fertile earth that
would give them food for winter.
In all that world Sally saw there was just one strange note, a
black exclamation point against the bright picture. Along Oil
Creek rose the derrick where Peter was drilling down to find the
"rock oil." Men- had not thought to drill for the ugly, black stuff
before. There was no other derrick like this project of Peter's. If
Sally's eyes, alight with her happiness, noticed this one strange
blot on a perfect world that day, it was merely to ignore it. No
more than Peter Cortlandt or any man did she dream of the
menacing tide bottled in the earth beneath that derrick.
That first drilled well on Oil Creek spouted its black wealth
on Peter's wedding day. Men had never seen the like before,
black gold shooting from the ground in a geyser of prosperity
—oil, the new fuel that would light the poor man's lamp and

warm his home!
The roar of the

viscous fountain startled the wedding
eyes brightened
with a savage light for they understood then that there
was wealth hidden under the hills, more riches than the
guests

and brought crowds running. Men's

most daring had dreamed of. They had only to drill
holes through the rock and the sky would rain black
gold down upon them! A new era— and a wild onehad begun.
Sally saw the miracle and her heart was glad because this was Peter's work and it had succeeded.
But she saw also how the black oil poured in a
growing tide across the green of new grass; how the
spring bloom backened and died at its touch. She
a
saw the ugliness of the derrick and visioned the
landscape transformed with a forest of derricks,
all spouting this black flood, obliterating the
glory of the fertile earth and choking the
gentler, kindlier growths in men's hearts.
On this happiest day of her life the shadow
on Sally's heart was vague and fleeting; the
vision swift and incomplete, but the portent
was there— a premonition of disaster.
Summer came, but the fields of the Cortlandt farm parched, neglected. The farms

built.

The Pennsylvania hills
were an enchanted land of
love to a wandering show
girl, for it was on a hilltop
of the farm that Peter sat

>

ttas^B

beside Sally every day, resting from his field work and
talking to her of all his great
plans, his ambitions and his
all the years that
remained to her Sally would
love that one hill best of all
the glorious hills.

hopes. For

When Doc and Mac were
ready to set out again with
the medicine show, Sally
stayed behind to become the
bride of Peter Cortlandt.
Peter took his wife to that
hilltop on their wedding day.
"It's going to be right over
there," he said, pointing.
"What's going to be right
over there, Peter?"

"The house

I'm

building

for you."
Sally cried his name, but
she could say no more. The
happiness in her heart was
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Brennan (Alan Hale) an
Peter Cortlandt (Randolf
Scott) argue, while Mo!
(Dorothy Lamour) watchc

40 W
GlRU

and more

leadership.

for

All

Ins

neighbors who had drilled wells
put their confidence in his advice.
It

was Peter who banded them toin an association for sclf-

gether

prolection.
In her puzzlement and loneliness
Sally
thought much about this
when she idled on the hilltop
where she had been so happy. Men
had clamored to buy that land,
as
they wanted everything that
promised oil, but there Peter stood
firm.

He would

not

sell.

That

hill

was Sally's— it was where her house
was to be.

By Jack Beckdolt

Her house!
was still as much a dream as
had been on her wedding day.
There were the stakes Peter had
It

it

all

about were

icared

idle.

There were few people left who
when, by drilling a hole or

driven into the earth to mark its
foundations. And for a time a crew
of men had come each day, ready
to begin work. But Peter had been
always too busy to give them the
plan and now the men came no
more.
"V got to be patient, Sally," said
Grandma Cortlandt with a sigh. "I

to plant crops

two, the earth could be

made

spout black gold.
The land swarmed with strangers racing about like
jants to pick up an acre here and an acre there,
wherever there was faint hope of striking oil.
Autumn came, but there was scant harvest, except
to

harvest of slimy, black oil.
derricks were rising everywhere. The
roads wore to chaos under the wheels of
trucks carrying heavy machinery. Neglected
jfields swarmed with investors, engineers, laborers, all mad with the madness of
'the

The

know how

of

is

Grandpa

'cause his

.

gambling for oil. Alien hordes
poured in and on the
heels

it

was the same. It ain't easy to be a
wife to a busy husband
But
then, it ain't easy to be a wife to
a

man when

he's

.

.

idle."

smile was wistful as she
her head. "Sounds like it
easy ... to be a wife,"

Sally's

the

shook
ain't

.

.

.

she sighed.
In Philadelphia a group of shrewd capitalists had
their eyes on the wealth Peter brought into being.
Their leader was a fat man named Brennan, a man
who laughed much, but never at himself and never
kindly.
Brennan controlled railroads, and the
owners of oil wells had to depend on the railroads
to get the crude oil to the refineries where it was
made usable. Brennan's plan to grab it all was the
simple one of raising freight rates until the producers were ruined, then taking over the wells at a
bargain.
As head of the Oil Men's Association Peter was
kept busier than ever, trying to reach a bargain
with Brennan, who merely laughed much and predicted further rises in freight rates,
The morning of Peter's birthday Sally made him promise
solemnly to be home for supper on time. Her cheeks dimpled with
a mysterious smile; her eyes shone with a happy secret.
She and Grandma Cortlandt put in a busy day, preparing the
food Peter liked best. Sally baked the birthday cake herself, the
first she had ever tried. It was a splendid success. Grandma said
so and even Sally proudly admitted it. When the candles were
fixed and the decorations arranged about it, that cake was a

triumph.
The supper hour passed without Peter.

Sally

Watterson

(Irene Dunne)
sang while her
father sold the

medicine, but
strong
arms ended her
Peter's

wanderings.

abor army came

Wgm

camp

the

the

ers,

and

Ijjf'

tin

follow-

gamblers
horns,

the

shanty boat women,
the gyps and crooks
and pink cuffs.
Sally
f

saw

it

happen

in

few short months, the
very months that should
have been the happiest
of her new life. She saw
all
this
confusion
and
change and boom prosperity, but she saw less and
a

less of Peter.

Peter had half a dozen spouting wells of his own. As a
pioneer and a man of character

men

looked

to

him more

The evening drew on.
dressed in her best, dozed in
utter weariness. Peter had been detained at the last minute by a
meeting of the Oil Men's Association making plans to fight

Grandma went

to bed. Sally,

still

Brennan.

When

he got

home

at last

it

was to find

his wife asleep at the

and the birthday cake melting in a melancholy ruin. Peter
mumbled his remorseful excuses and was forgiven, but before he
could taste the holiday feast he had dozed off.
table

Sally was sitting, his head pillowed in her arms, when she heard
the startling murmur that a lawless mob makes when it is bent
upon self-righteous cruelty. There was a faint pounding at the
front door. She ran to answer it and Peter stumbled after her.
Self-appointed censors of public morals had raided the shanty
boats and were driving the gamblers and the painted women
across the county line. One of them, a girl named Molly, who
sang songs for drunken patrons, had escaped her captors and ran
to the farm for sanctuary.
Sally's arms welcomed the woman and Peter faced the infuriated

mob.

"The girl's going to be taken into our house and nursed till
she gets well ... if it ain't too late," he declared. When Peter
said a thing quietly with that hard look in his eye, men knew he
meant it. He had his way and the mob left.
In the woman, Molly, Sally found a new interest. Molly was
"show folks" like herself. Sally's heart warmed to her: Sally's
experiences while wandering over the country gave her understanding.
When Molly's health mended Sally talked to her of better work
than a shanty boat job. There was Bowers Carnival, for instance.
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He

gets the ladies' vote
let your gal

Don't you

Meet that steamboat dandy
Allegheny Al
Allegheny Al
Molly was scared. There was a quaver in
her voice because getting that job meant
so much to her. Sally saw her fright and
joined her voice to hearten her.
The loafers at the bar looked up from
their drinks. Grins spread over their faces.

They began

to join the chorus. Sally

[

had

climbed on a table now and was leading
them, giving all her vibrant personality to
make a success for her protege.
It was thus that Peter found her, singing
to the loafers in a cheap barroom, and the
white rage in his face was a bad thing
to see.

"You can't do things like that," Peter
stormed. "You ain't in a medicine show any
more. Maybe you'd like to be back runnin'
wild over the country. Maybe you like that
better than bein' a married woman!"
There was rage in Sally's voice," too. Peter
would not accept the simple explanation
of her appearance there.
I
do like it," she answered.
think of it, I was enjoyin' mywas the best fun I've had for a long

"Maybe
"Come to
self. It

time—"
"Fun!"

"More

fun

than

sittin'

home

doin'

nothin'. I'm not good at that. I want to
be useful to somebody— even if it's only to
a lot of strangers— singin' 'em a song—
'em a pke— cheerin' people up!
tellin'

There's some excitement in that, anyway—"
Varesi interrupted the quarrel between
husband and wife. He wanted Peter to step
into his office and sign the contract for the

unposed shot of Joan Blondell and Pat
O'Brien, between the scenes of their new
picture, "Angle Shooter."

An

sale of his hilltop.

and Pop Bowers treated

human

beings.

fortunate

less

Sally

woman

his

began
in

like

talent

the

training

a few dance steps.
Though Peter was repentant about the
birthday party, she saw him no oftener.
The fight with Brennan grew steadily hotfreight
ter. Peter, confronted with railroad
rates that would ruin the well owners, hit
on the idea of laying pipe lines from the
wells to the refinery and pumping the oil

to market. The Association began bming
right of way and Brennan began bming
too, in order to block the pipe line.
A man named Varesi, owner of the
Hunky Dory saloon, had title to a piece of
land that was the key to the success of the
pipe line. Brennan made him a good offer
for the land and Varesi merely smiled and
<,hook his head. Varesi was waiting for

an

come along and make

came and Varesi named his price.
All he wanted was that one hill on the
Cortlandt farm. His engineers told him
there was oil under that hill. He planned
to drill wells there.
"You can't have that land," Peter gasped.
I've

hill

means somethin'

promised

my

special to

wife we'd build our

me.

home

there."

"Too bad," Varesi grunted, stretched on
the couch in the office of his saloon. "Too
bad for pipe line. Too bad for you farmers,
lose all you got!"
"Ask for something else," Peter begged.
"Make it yes or no," Varesi yawned.
"Nothing in between."
While Peter argued vainly with Varesi
Dory
his own wife was in the Hunky
thin
saloon, separated from him only by a
partition.
Sally

had come there with Molly, looking

Pop Bowers, the carnival owner. Bowers
if
could give Molly a job with his show,
only they could persuade him she was
worth it. Bowers agreed to hear Molly's
for
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An' a sunflower

up

As a quick

A

his

as

kisser

ticles

Silver
issue
of
bring to you ar-

and photographs of unusual

and excellence.
Did you like Dana Burnet's

ar-

issue of
did! So, in the
Silver Screen?
next issue (August) there will ap-

on page 18 of

this

pear another article by

this

famous

describe, from an
entirely new angle, the behind-thescenes mysterious forces that the
ivriter.

He

stars fear,

have

all

is

he talking about?"
anything about our

it?"

much

of,

their fortunes

to

save

own.
Horrified. Sally saw him sign the contract
as his

her voice dull with
misery. "It doesn't mean anything to you!]
It doesn't mean anything to me then! Nothing does. Nothing matters! Nothing in the

interest
ticle

is

to sell the hill.
"All right," she said,

COMING!
will

hill,

others to think

coat

slick kisser

August
THE
Screen

hill

was husky. His eyes could
"I— I got to let it go, Sally."
The explanations and apologies came
lamely. It was his duty. He had all those

a white

A-stinkin

"What— what

Sally gasped. "It isn't
Peter's voice
not meet hers.

diamond
A white diamond
A-blinkin' on his throat

With

We

offer.

Peter

"That

the piano player in the barup the chorus of Allegheny Al:

some new songs

and

Peter Cortlandt to

singing and
room struck

will

and concerning which we
been wondering.
girl, Joan Blondell,

The cover

is

the pleasant theme of the '•Projections" for August, by Elizabeth
Wilson.
Read "Pictures On The Fire"
and learn what the future holds
for lite fortunate movie fans. S. R.
Mook makes a monthly survey of
the studios in his delightful fashion.

There are personality

articles

and

among them an interesting Rochelle
Hudson interview.
Hollywood has a new "trend!"
for girls and boys in

The demand

their teens has never been equalled.
is in style.

Noiu youth

Read Silver Screen

for August.

world!"

Prom the street outside came music of a
circus band, swelling louder as the parade
drew near. Bowers Carnival was on the
march, moving on to the next town and'
after it trailed all the rag-tag, the loafers,
the boys, the inevitable dogs.
Sally ran to the door to see the show pass.
The familiar circus music waked a frantic
hunger in her. Pop Bowers wanted her.
Pop had told her so. The people who went;
to carnivals wanted to hear her sing. She.

had seen the hungry look on the faces of;
the bar room loafers. These were her people—this was her world— the show world!
The circus wagons passed and turned a
coiner. The band music grew fainter with
distance. Then Sally began to run, racing,
after Bowers Carnival, flying from a world
that offered no love, returning to the haven
(

own people.
Peter Cortlandt made no outcry. He said
nothing of his empty home, not even to.
Grandma. And Grandma, what times she

of her

saw him, said nothing to him.
Peter was busier than ever. The fight
with Brennan grew hotter.
Brennan still laughed confidently. Whefl
Peter got Varesi's land and the pipe line
was assured, Brennan hired an army of
thugs who made surprise attacks by night,
tearing out

and destroying the precious

[Continued on page. 60]
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Mr. and Mrs. Oland
with their guide, a
Chinese monk, on a
visit to one of China's

Charlie
.

OLAND
Y /ARNERHollywood
flYY

u

thentic

He

has

the

most au-

enigma.

lived

5

H
>fe

the casual approach, so popular locally.
is suspected of being an artist and an

which indeed he sincerely is,
nd these known facts would seem to make
aim formidable and mysterious to persons
vho have little to say beyond "Hiya, Toots,
ntellectual,

aow's tricks?"
Also, he is a man of contradictions, beginning with the fact that he was born
jn Sweden, is married to a daughter of one
jpf Back Bay Boston's oldest families, has an
i

enormous ranch in Mexico, counts the year
ost that he does not take a trip to the
French provinces— and plays Oriental characters, notably Charlie Chan, with the utmost distinction and plausibility. He is

He

can underyou care to
on him, and can speak several of

truly international in scope.

stand practically any language
i.pring

Warner because his own
studio knows so little
about him. He does not
buy beautiful things in
order to be exploited as
collector
or
an art
a

never (meaning never) see him
n a night-club, but he enjoys the smorgasbrod in a little Swedish restaurant, The
Three Crowns, where he is the undefeated
.iiampion of seven courses. The rest of us
will

down to defeat after three.
Warner is a big man, tanned
Hch leather shade, powerfully
jo

to a
built

good
and

Strong, who fills the atmosphere about him
with a sense of well-being. He is fifty-six
^ears old, but don't ever start on a stroll
ip the beach with him unless you're good
,|or at least five miles.
Art galleries and bookstores in Hollywood, Santa Barbara, New York, Paris, and
Cuernavaco (Mexico) know him as a faniliar patron, for whose judgment they
rave profound respect. You never read anything of this in his publicity in fact you
seldom read any publicity at all about

—

By

glamour.
The enjoyment of beauthings is an essential
part of his being, without

Rutk Rankin

tiful

in-

complete. Diego Rivera

is

friend, and Warner has a collection of his works, purchased or presented
to him by the artist. Alexander Archipenko
is another friend, and his abstract in Mexican onyx, "The Friends"— one of the finest

his

good

pieces ever created by this talented sculptor
is the pride and joy of the Oland household. Edith Oland has studied with Archipenko, but she is best known as a painter.
Warner himself paints lovely and delicate
landscapes about which he is far too

But the

art

Warner Oland
They love most

in which both Edith and
excel is the art of living.

the beach place near Caralthough they have homes in
Beverly Hills, Mexico, and Boston. The
house near Boston is a little gem of early

pinteria,

New England

architecture, originally built
for Governor Bradford's daughter. It is surrounded by an orchard of magnificent apple trees. I have never seen it— only Edith's
paintings of the place, a-blossom in spring,
nestled under the snow in winter.

approaches Carpinteria (about
ten miles south of Santa Barbara) there
curves out into the ocean a beautiful
acreage of wooded land, on which a few
houses are remotely visible from the highway. This is Rincon del Mar, and the three
Oland cottages enclosed by a tall white
fence are reached after a short drive down

As one

vMask

Of The Oreat D etective.

patron; his culture is not
of a studio-created

would be

Trie Intel=

Behind The

part

which he

temples.

Reveals

lectual

modest.

Ihem.

You

Chan

Warner Oland/
is

and worked in
olollywood for fifteen years, and yet almost
jio one knows him. There is a serene, calm,
Ipajestic dignity about him which wards

J]

famous

the lane, beneath the sycamores. Unlike
most sandy beach places, one enters through
a garden brilliant with flowers. Edith and
Warner live in the center one of these three

unpretentious and beautifully simple places.
Edith's mother, Mrs. Shearn, an exquisitely fragile and gallant little old lady,
lives with her companion and servants in
the first house; the third one is the studio.
The "beach place" is a little isolated kingdom, an oasis where, after the pretentious
exhibitionism of Hollywood, the last person one expects to find is a moving-picture
actor. It is perhaps the only home of a
motion-picture person where there is no
shop-talk or off-stage performances. Warner
does his acting in the studio. Neither is

him anywhere
photographs of
This alone makes it unique.

of
there a photograph
the house, nor signed

in

other
If

stars.

Warner

is

not at the gate to greet the

he will be found out front on the
sun-deck, looking like a bronze Buddha in
guests,

a pair of trunks, sun-glasses,

and

a

little

straw coolie-hat— his favorite costume. He
will probably be holding one of the dogsMing or Chan or Wolf or Shags. They are
Schnauzers and important members of the
household. Shags, matron of the brood, has
gone to Europe with them innumerable
times. This breed is the most picturesque
[Contiyiued on page 69]
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The Voice That Breathes O'er

Eden (And A. Couple Of Con=
tinents)

Is

Pete Smith's.

took them at once under his own personal w'ing and worked
at supervising and editing them with an enthusiasm which
was all out of proportion to their real importance. It wasn't
quite like directing pictures. But it approached it.
Then, one day, a tragic thing happened.
writer named

A

Joe Farnham had been engaged by the studio to write and
be commentator for a series of short subjects which had been
"sold" in advance to exhibitors. After he had made one or
two and had partly finished another, Farnham became ill
suddenly. He ieft the series, of course, inand died
complete.
"He had been doing such a grand job," Pete told me. "At
first everyone thought
that he was irreplaceable. But the
series had been promised— pledged. They tested everyone they
could think of. There were plenty of actors who could talk
amusingly. But they couldn't write their own lines. There
were any number of writers who could invent amusing comments. But they couldn't 'read' them. They had to find
someone who could do both. And he had to
.

.

.

know something

of film editing, besides."

After weeks of frantic worry, it occurred
to someone that Metro had, on its own lot,
a man .who was known as one of the wittiest
after dinner speakers in the country. (His
name was Pete Smith.) He certainly could
write— and hadn't he been darn well neglecting his regular job to study the art of
film editing? Well!!

"The
they

one

first

me

gave

to

do was called 'Wild

and Woolly,'

"

Pete

recalls. "It certainly

was a dandy, for it
had to do with a
rodeo. Rodeos are
difficult to

partly

Two

studio hopeful
exercise the dogs an
Pete himself. (Right)
The Genius of Shorts.

handle-

because ev-

eryone in this sort
of business has
done a rodeo picture—and partly
because the action
is

I

Voice. A voice
is becoming increasingly important
in the film industry. On the screen, this
voice has no face attached to it. But it affects
the rise and fall of stock markets, and it
receives an astonishing amount of fan mail.
The story of the Voice is a strange, an almost
fantastic one.
The Voice belongs to Pete Smith, the chap
who is responsible for those "short subjects"

THIS
which

is

a

story

about

so fast. However,

tackled

it.

I

a

Talking

which have enjoyed such phenomenal and
unexpected success during the past few years,
and which are second only to the Walt Disney animated cartoons in popularity at the
box-office. You all know the Voice. I want to
tell you something about the man, and how
he achieved popularity in an almost untried

Way

To Fame
By

field.

When I first knew Pete Smith, he was head
M-G-M publicity department; one of

I

len

L ouise Walk er

of the

the most highly paid publicity experts in
this publicity-conscious industry. Stories of Pete's exploits in his
own particular field were legion.
had been, in earlier days, an

He

associate of the late Harry Reichenbach. who added so greatly to
the gaiety of American newspapers. Why, Pete had practically

M-G-M lion, and it was no one else but Mr.
Smith who thought up the stunt of sending Leo on a good will
tour round the world. (All the good wall accruing, of course, to
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.)
Pete helped to discover and to mould such players as Norma
Shearer, Greta Garbo (I've always suspected him of inventing the
Garbo "mystery legend" right out of his own head), Joan Crawinvented Leo, the

ford, Clark Gable, and goodness knows how many others.
But despite his success and the raises in salary which went with
it, Pete, when I first knew him, was not a happy man. He was
frustrated. He yearned to direct pictures and no one showed the
slightest inclination to encourage him to do any such thing.
talking pictures brought the innovation of "trailers" and
Pete found that these were to be entrusted to his department, he

When
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thought that if I could do just a fair job with a difficult subject,
might do a good job with an easier one."
He did such a good job with the difficult subject that he was
signed to handle the entire series. He is still doing the same sort
of thing— and his pictures are rated as among the most important
on the M-G-M yearly program.
I

He is best known, perhaps, for his Sports Shorts (the things
which lure men into the theaters). But he is best loved, I fancy,
for the short reels he has made about animals, from the dog who
was hunting for a master to the Papa Racoon who was hunting
for food for his babies. He once made a fascinating picture about
the home life of a pair of gold fish. And a knockout of a film
about carnival acrobats. (Remember the funny horse in that one
who was always about to dive into the tank of water, and wno
finally did?)

But it is Pete's voice— that dry, humorous voice— accompanying
these goings-on which makes us enjoy them. When a man's head
popped out of a snow^ drift in Switzerland [Continued on page 61]
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SHALL
Perfectly

WE DANCE?

Grand EntertainMENT RKO

'H
1

A NOTHER

of
the
Fred
Astaire-Ginger Rogers musical movies which, in retrospec-

^

*

tion, all seem just alike, and
well they should as they all have
the same formula. But you aren't

annoyed by

:

I

i

'

i

this depressing note
while looking at "Shall We Dance" for it,
like its predecessors, is gay and breezy and
very entertaining, and also like its predecessors is bound to be a hit. The Brothers
Gershwin wrote the music and lyrics.
Fred plays a ballet star who falls in love
with a night club tap dancer (Ginger, to
be sure) and follows her to America with
the usual complications that precede a
happy ending. The most screamingly funny
scene that has been on the screen for many
a year can be found in this picture, viz.,
when Eric Blore, a hotel manager, lands

the Susquehanna jail
plain over the phone to
in

j

Horton where he

is.

and

That

Edward
is

to

tries

KID

THERE
*

hasn't
since

"Wings

been such a swell

The

creeps
curdling.

of course, this is decidedly the best fight
picture to date.
Men will go crazy about the boxing sequences, and women will go mad about
young Wayne Morris, a big blond guy with
definite sex appeal, who makes his screen
debut in this picture. Wayne plays a two-

bellhop who knocks out a bawdy
drunken champion at a party and thereby
wins the admiration and attention of Eddie
Robinson, a prize ring manager.

fisted

Bette Davis, a night club singer and
Eddie's girl friend, dubs him Galahad because he doesn't drink or smoke or play

around with dames, and the name in time
makes fight history, with Kid Galahad
climbing right up to the title of champion.
Of course the racketeers and gunmen start
muscling in and a lot of trickery and hocus
pocus goes on, with Humphrey Bogart
playing another of his superb gangsters.

in-

and

chills are delightfully

blood-

Dame May

Whitty, who was so elegant
"Night Must Fall," plays Madame La
Grange, the elderly medium of Calcutta,
India, who by means of a seance snares the
murderer. The very charming English people, all friends and relatives of the Goverin

There are a whole slue of real fighters
thrown in for the ring scenes, including the
fa mous Bob Nestell. Jane Bryan plays the
little convent-bred girl with whom the Kid
falls madly in love, thereby breaking Bette's
heart. Bette and Eddie give swell performances with just enough flash. And as
for Wayne Morris— well maybe I won't be
so true to Fernand Gravet after all.

WINGS OVER HONOLULU

WB
fight

Hono-

Navy

terferes with marriage.

GALAHAD
Prizefight Story—

Barrie in
Over

lulu" find the

Everett

worth many

Maxie Baer and Primo
Carnero went to town in the prize ring
for "The Prizefighter and the Lady"— in
fact, if you will pardon the enthusiasm of
a lady who loves fists, with gloves on them
picture

Wendy

ex-

times the price of admission.
Jerome Cowan and Ketti Gallian are excellent in small parts. Harriet Hoctor appears in a beautifully staged ballet number,
which will thrill you if you like toe-dancing. Fred and Ginger do a routine on skates,
which of course explains very satisfactorily
why Ginger wanted to give a skating party.

A "Knockout"

R a y Milland

Domestic Life at a Naval Air Base— U

nor, who are suspected of murdering a
certain young bounder, are Elissa Landi,
Ralph
Forbes,
Henry
Daniell,
Janet

THE THIRTEENTH CHAIR
You Like Mysteries— See This—M-G-M
DA YARD VEILLER'S detective thriller
If

D

which has caused men

women to
years, now

shriek

for

to go pale and
nigh on to twenty

reappears on the screen and is
promptly acclaimed the best murder mystery of the month. If you like the whodone-it sort of mystery this is your meat.

and

Holmes

Madge Evans

is lovely as the chief susfiancee of Thomas Beck, the
Governor's son. Good old Lewis Stone represents Scotland Yard so you just know the

pect

and the

murderer

VY/ENDY BARRIE

plays a Southern girl
* * who, on her twentieth birthday, falls
romantically in love with Ray Milland, a
handsome naval officer, and proceeds to
marry him the next day. Ray is stationed
in Honolulu where he is one of the most
promising of the young aviators, but the
strain of matrimonial adjustment pretty
nigh ruins his career. But ere all is lost
Wendy discovers she can be a navy wife and
be happy, too. Giving neat performances in
the picture are Kent Taylor as a rich admirer, William Gargan as Ray's flying mate,
and Mary Philips as a young navy wife.
It's a very pleasant picture and particularly
interesting to the young folks.

Heather Thatcher

Beecher,
Herbert.

will

be caught.

WOMAN

CHASES

MAN

This Will Drive Those Blues Away— WA
ITS DIZZY! It's daffy! It's de-nuts! Which
happens to be the Goldwyn publicitv on
their newest farce, and happens to be the
truth. A smart, semi-sophisticated comedy,
with a tendency to go slap-stick in the end.
romps along at a right merry speed and
everybody has an awful lot of fun— it's
especially good for those days when you
have Problems. The ring-leaders in this
screwy bit of madness are Miriam Hopkins,
who can get the most out of a comedv line,
it

and

Joel

McCrea who

gets better

and

better

with every picture. They are aided and
abetted in their goofiness by that charming zany, Charlie Winningef, and a new
team of comics who ought to go places,
Ella Logan and Broderick Crawford.
Joel plays the sane (until he drinks) son
of a screwball father, who once was a millionaire. Miriam, an ambitious young architect, and Joel's daffy dad hatch up a plot
whereby they can get a hundred thousand
dollars out of Joel with which to promote
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a housing scheme— and how they go about
getting it is something to laugh uproariousabout.

ly

The Hopkins

A STAR
You'll

girl

has a rare

do one more

for comedy; she should

gift

often.

BORN

IS

Recommend This to Everybody You
Meet—Sehnick International

WELL,

if

you

can't

come

to

Hollywood

year don't fret and fume because
Hollywood with all its exciting high spots
waiting for you at the nearest theatre,
is
this

in its natural color too. You can see
the famous Santa Anita race-track, with
the beautiful blue Sierra Mountains in the
background; you can see the Academy banquet where the little gold statuettes are
given for excellent performances every year,
and the Central Casting Bureau, and the
interior of a sound stage; you can see the

and

famous Hollywood Bowl where movie stars
listen to symphonies under the stars, and
the Chinese Theatre on premiere night.
But that's nothing to what you will get
out of the story-the best Hollywood story
ever written. Janet Gaynor plays a little
farm girl who comes to Hollywood, as thousands of little farm girls have done before,
(o find work in the movies. Through a
chance meeting with Norman Maine, a
popular star played by Fredric March, she
gets an introduction to a big producer
(Adolphe Menjou), is given a screen test,
and gradually works her way right up to

Spencer

Tracy

with

Gladys

George

and

Franchot

"They Gave Him a Gun." (Below) Harry
Carey, Wayne Morris, Edward G. Robinson and
Kenneth Harlan putting the punch in "Kid Galahad."
Tone

in

stardom.

She and Freddy fall in love and marry,
but as she goes up he, temperamental,
drunk, conceited, comes down, which is the
unwritten law of Hollywood. When he is
ready to reform it is too late. Janet, a new
and worldly and glamorous Janet, has the
screen role of her career. Freddy is perfect
as the movie star on the way down, and
hasn't been so charming in years. Grand
are contributed by Andy Devine as an
assistant director, May Robson as a determined grandmother, Lionel Stander as a
bits

spiteful press agent and Edgar Kennedy as
a hotel manager. It's a picture you won't
want to miss.

CAFE METROPOLE
A

Little Continental
20th Century-Fox

Gay

Comedy-

OR ETTA YOUNG

and Tyrone Power are
together again in this little
comedy about love and intrigue and rich

T

1—' teamed

Americans in

Paris.

Adolphe Menjou

gives

out with another of his suave comedy roles
and this time plays the manager of the
Cafe Metropole with quite a penchant for
gambling. In a casino he attaches a bad
check written by a slightly intoxicated
Princeton boy, and offers the lad the alternative of going to jail or carrying off a bit
of intrigue for him.
So Tyrone becomes a phony Russian
Prince Alexis, whose business it is to per-

suade Loretta, the rich American girl who
loves celebrities, to fall in love with him.
It all gets very complicated when the real
Russian Prince Alexis appears (none other
than Gregory Ratolf) and Tyrone develops
a conscience, and Charles Winninger, Loretta's wealthy father, becomes irate. But

you suspected everything is straightened out beautifully, and boy gets girl.
The best laughs go to Helen Westley as

just as

a very smart
gangster talk.

lady

old

who

goes

in

for

NIGHT MUST FALL
A Superb Drama— But Pass It Up If You
EntertainmentCream-Puff
Prefer

M-G-M
biggest excitement of the manth as
THE
Robert
concerned
far as the cinema
is

is

Montgomery's break away from the whimsyboy roles he has been playing, and becom-
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of all things, a murderer! Poor Bob
been begging his bosses for years to
give him a chance at a real dramatic part,
and at last he's got it, and what he does
with it ought to get him the Academy
Award next spring.
As the baby-faced page boy (Danny)
who lives in his imagination to escape the
ing,

has

horror of reality,

formance that
those

who

Bob

will

gives a brilliant per-

be greatly admired by

love good acting.

Rosalind Russell and Dame May Whitty
are superb in their diffiult roles and deserve
almost as many raves as Montgomery. Rosalind (in spectacles!) plays with restraint the
falls
a prey to
frustrated Olivia who
Danny's peculiar fascination. And Dame
May Whitty's characterization of the testy
old Mrs. Bramson, destined to be Danny's
second victim, drew tremendous applause
from the preview audience. Kathleen Harrison and Merle Tottenham, as a couple of
cockney maids, supply the few comedy moments. It's an adult picture, and not for
the kiddies.

THEY GAVE HIM A GUN
Pacifists— MGM

No Wonder We're

AMOVING

and tremendously

interest-

ing picture that shows what happens
to a weakling when you give him a gun.

Uncle Sam gave Franchot Tone, a timid
fifteen dollar a week bank clerk, a gun back
in 1917 and told him to go out and kill
Germans. Franchot fainted from the horror
of it. But, gradually, he discovered that a
gun in the hand meant power, and at the
end of the war he was given all kinds of
medals for his wholesale slaughter of Germans.
But, back in New York after the Armistice, he wasn't content to be a bank clerk
anymore, he wanted excitement and money
and, most of all, he wanted the feeling of
power that a gun in his hand gave him. So
he became a gangster, and then Uncle Sam
wasn't so pleased.
Playing with Franchot in this, the best
part he has had to date on the screen, are
Spencer Tracy and Gladys George. Spencer
plays Franchot 's pal in the army who makes
a soldier of him and later steps aside so
that Franchot is free to marry the woman
they both love. Miss George, believing that
Spencer is dead, promises to marry Franchot
out of sympathy, and once again we have
the Triangle. This should have been great
drama— this exposure of what war does to

the souls of

men-but

just interesting.

Which

is

too bad.

it

isn't

great.

It

is

"~7&e SnapshotiOindUrit*

f

T DIDN'T KNOW

A

son

there was such a per-

Betty in the world

when

I went
met her at
the Inn, and she was one of the crowd
that went around a good deal together
during the two weeks.

on

my

"Of

— one

as

vacation last year.

I

Accept nothing but the
film in the familiar

yellow box

—

— Kodak

which only
Eastman makes

Film

course some snapshots were taken
of the fellows shot this of Betty

Verichrome Film because people have
found that "it gets the
picture"

and me on a picnic. When I got back
on the job, things seemed pretty flat,
somehow. Every little while I'd dig this
snapshot out of my pocket
then write

lifelike.

a

is

— clear,

true,

Any camera

better camera,

loaded with Veri-

—

chrome.

Don't take

chances, use

Betty another letter.

"The snapshot wouldn't let me
her. Boy, am I glad right now!"

By far the greater
number of snapshots
are made on Kodak

.

forget

.

.

it

alvvavs

Eastman Kodak

Co., Rochester, N. Y.

The snapshots you'll want Tomorrow —you must
Silver

Screen

take Today
5?

Show

Medicine

fists and wrenches. The whips were
winning the battle and Brennan, watching
the fray from his carriage, laughed with

with

Girl

[Continued from page 54]
the oil men had laid. Two forces came to
blows. In vain the oil men petitioned the
governor for military protection. But they
did not give up. They relaid the pipe
Brennan destroyed and pushed the line on
and ever on toward the distant refinery.
The oil men's contract with the refinery
specified that crude oil be delivered by a
certain day, or all their labor went for
nothing. Now, only three days remained to
finish the job and Brennan massed his
forces for one final, crushing blow.
Gray with fatigue, harassed by exhausted
finances, by treachery in the ranks, by the
utter hopelessness of his lost love, Peter
stopped at the farm for a few hours rest.

he said nothing concerning Sally.
was a proud man. And a stubborn one.
It was Grandma who broke the silence.
"Mrs. Doctor Lippincott came back from
Harrisburg today. She had news of Sally."
Still

He

Peter's tired eyes flashed a look of breath-

but he kept the silence.
"Seems there was a show in Harrisburg
called Bowers Carnival," Grandma went on.
"An' Sally was singin' in it. "Whole town
was talkin' 'bout her. They say she's gettin'
to be the most popular singer east and

less interest,
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softens lips, gives

send coupon below for Miracle Make-Up Set.

west of the Alleghenies."
Peter rose abruptly. "I'm goin'

TANGEE

bed,

"If I was you, Peter, I'd go after her
before she gets used t' doin' without you,"
"That is," she
said Grandma steadily.
added, "if you really want her back."
Peter's face twitched, but he only said
stubbornly, "Goodnight, Grandma."
A hard man, Grandma thought with a
sigh. Strong enough and stubborn enough
to conquer the hard rock o£ his own land
and find the wealth nature had hidden belike his own
neath. A hard man
.

.

.

.

.

.

Grandpa!
A hard man.

Sally thought while she
her show dress and daubed
rouge and powder on her face. Perhaps he
perhaps he never
had forgotten her
wanted her back!
She would have cried, but to cry was to
ruin her makeup and the carnival show
waited her appearance. She ran out to the
music and the spotlight, singing her rowdy,
rollicking songs to a tent packed with

slipped

into

.

PAINTED

t'

Grandma."

.

.

increasing gusto at the humor of it.
Then into the bloody fray came charging something Brennan never dreamed of
Bowers Carnival show, horses,
seeing,
elephants and men who had
ivagons,
learned how to fight hard in the hardest
school in the world, the circus.
Sally had rallied them. Show folks had
to stick together, she cried. She was show
folks and her husband and happiness were
at stake. After that plea Bowers Carnival
rolled on to the fray shouting the classic
circus fighting cry, "Hey rube!"

Into Brennan's massed thugs with the
deadly whips, Bowers' elephant charged,
and, rallied around the elephant, came
acrobats, canvas men, teamsters, clowns,
dwarfs, snake charmers, contortionists— all
the strength of Bowers Carnival.
It was then that Brennan ceased to laugh.
He saw his army melt before that charge.

He saw its utter ruin. And he saw the oil
men return to their labor of laying pipe.
the dawn he saw the pipe line pouring Oil Creek oil into the receiving tanks
at the refinery.
In the early morning Bowers Carnival
lined out its wagons. Whips cracked. Razorbacks and teamsters shouted. The bull man
prodded his charge and the great gray beast
trumpeted joyously with upflung trunk.
The show was on the march again, hurrying to play a new town.
Sally stood watching it and Peter stood
beside her, hungering for her, but silent
because he could find no words to tell it.
Suddenly she cried at him the anguish
that was in her heart. "You stand there and
y' don't say whether y' want me to go or

With

stay!"
Still

Peter was

dumb.

me

to stay—" she
"I guess y' don't want
said torlornly. He was silent still.

"Peter, say something!"

Slowly Peter held out his arms to her.
"No," Sally cried, "don't try to say anything! Don't climb off your high horse,
Peter. I'd stay

whether you wanted

me

to

or not!"
Peter found his voice at last.
"I want you to, honey! I want you to!"
So they stood close together in the morning, Peter's arms holding her fast while
the circus folks and. their wagons vanished
in a rolling cloud of dust that turned to
gold with the rising sun.

strangers.

One
head

of her hearers, a

and

I There is only
one Tangee
don't let anyone switch you. Be sure
to ask for TANGEE NATURAL. If you prefer more
color for evening wear, ask for Tangee Theatrical.

—

with a leonine
rich

clothing,

was a Mr. Barnum who
owned the great museum in New York and
he wanted Sally to come with him to sing
there. The contract was made. She was to
go at once with the great Barnum.
Mr. Barnum was waiting. There was just
time to catch the train when Molly found
Sally in her dressing room. Molly had just
learned that Peter was in danger. Brennan
was going to attack with a small army and
destroy the pipe line. There would be a
sought her out.

BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES

man

extravagantly

He

bloodshed, violent death.
Sally heard her and thought no more
about Barnum and the wonderful contract
he offered her. She must help Peter!
A great hill stood between the oil men
and the refinery. To lay the pipe line
around it would take three days and their
contract called for delivery of oil by morning. Peter had decided that pipe could be
hoisted up the cliff and laid directly across
the hill. The frantic little army was driving
at it by torchlight, when Brennan's hired
thugs attacked.
Brennan's men were armed with long
blacksnake whips. They drove on in a compact body, the whips lashing out before
them, holding off the oil men who fought
battle,
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Fictioni^ation of "High,

Wide and Hand=

some/' Produced by Arthur Hornblow and
directed by Rouben Mamoulian. Original
story and screen play by Oscar Hammerstein
Additional dialogue by George O'Ncil.
II.

THE CAST
Sally

....... Irene Dunne

Watterson

Randolph Scott
Dorothy Lamour
Molly
Raymond Walburn
Doc Watterson.
Charles Bickford
Red Smith
Grandma Cortlandt Elizabeth Patterson
William Frawley
Mac
Akim Tamiroff
Ben Blue
Samuel
Alan Hale
Peter Cortlandt

.

.

.

.

Stanley Andrews

Frank Sully

Tommy Bupp

Boy.
Mrs. Lippincott
Mr. Lippincott.

Mr. Stark

.

.

.

.

.

.

Helen Lowell
Lucien Littlefield
Irving Pichel

Talking His

Way

To Fame
[Continued from page 56]

Pete's voice said, "Hull-oa!" the audience roared. You and you and I knew
[that Pete wasn't in Switzerland when that
!head-popping-out episode occurred.
"How can you time those things?" I
[wanted to know.
"It's really quite simple. The film is shot
Ifirst with a script, of sorts, and a director.
jUsually there are about five thousand feet
land I cut them to about nine hundred. I
(try to select the high lights. When I have

land

I

How

the

stars

keep in trim.
Deanna Durbin,
popular motion
picture actress,
practising Hi-Li,

current

the

craze.

it 'down to length,' I have it run in the
^projection room and I watch it, with a
stop watch in my hand. I never look at
the film again. I sit at my desk, write my
I

comments,
j

read

them

aloud

(still

with

the stop watch, of course). Then I make a
sound track of my voice with my comments,

simple!"
Well, if that is Pete's idea of something
simple, then I'd hate to hear his notions
of something complicated. But just here he
threw me completely off balance.
"I never could have done it at all," he
assured me, "if I hadn't learned to be a
[jtrap drummer when I was a kid at a boys'
[camp. That was what taught me timing.
No one knows timing as well as a real trap
drummer. My first 'traps,' I might add,
were a couple of kettles I swiped from the
."
camp cook.
J
Pete's favorite pictures (of his own) I
learned, were the ones about animals. Suddenly I recalled that years ago while he
'was still a press agent, he lured me into a
[it's

i

3

I

.

.

projection
picture.
be one of
attractions,
a

sides,"

he

room at the studio
"The leading man

to look
is

at

going to

our biggest romantic box-office
betcha," quoth Pete. "BeI

said, pleadingly, "there are

some

swell shots of horses running!"
I recall that I enjoyed the shots of the
horses running but that I was a trifle luke-

warm about

coming, romantic boxHis name was Clark Gable,
and that just shows you how much more
the

office attraction.

Pete Smith knew about actors and the show
business than I did. Clark had not begun
to show the easy charm, the finesse, the
poise which characterize him today. But
Pete could see his possibilities.
You see, Pete spent so many years seeing the possibilities of other people and
selling them to the public, that there is
something ironic in his position just now.
I saw a letter which he received from a
girl in a convent in Switzerland.

THAT'S

WOMAN HATER? —BUT
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IS
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H ER BROTHER TAKES A HAND

WHAT A MAN! BY THE WAY,
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what men thought
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I
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"Dear Mr. Smith:" it said. "Do help me
win my wager with my schoolmates! I
have said that I knew you looked just like
James Cagney. ..."
Pete sent her an autographed photograph
with an apology. "So sorry, you do not win
."

your wager.

.

.

Pete doesn't look a bit like James Cagperhaps
ney. But he has something
something more important than the Cagney
with
face. Pete has a voice which registers
no face to go with it at all— the Voice behind those pictures, and the brain to plan
them. The enthusiasm which helped to
.

"sell"

to a

.

.

Leo and numbers of potential actors
bored Press lends him power now to
pictures of trained seals or tired base-

make

seem important

ball players

For the people

who

insist

to us

all.

upon knowing

goes. He looks
edilike a slightly younger, rather smaller
you first meet
tion of Victor Moore.
him you think: "Here is a mild, intelligent

what Pete looks like— here

When

JANTZEN

man."
Well, you are half

wrong

there.

Intel-

But— mild? That

apsoft-spoken gentleman
can toss velvet, barbed darts in an after
dinner speech which will make most of the
customers roar and one or two of them
squirm— most excruciatingly.
Aside from that, he has been happily
married for a long time. He has an almost
grown son who is named for Douglas Fairbanks, senior. (The reasons for that go
back into film history. But, so does Pete.)
He likes golf and can generally give Old

he certainly

ligent

parently

is.

colorless,

Par a licking, even in contests which
our local luminaries, Dick Arlen
and Bing Crosby. Pete has a trophy room
it.
in his house with lots of trophies in

Man

include

But— his

tastes in private life are simple.

His selections of his subjects for motion
pictures are simple, as is his treatment of

them. Maybe that is why we all like themand perhaps it is why he is phenomenally
successful with them, where other men have
failed!

# They do marvels
new

these exciting

Head Man

your figure—

for

Jantzens, acclaimed

by Young Moderns

[Continued from page 23]

beauty— perfect fit— fashion-rightness.

diction
unless you can call almost perfect
a dialect.
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MEN'S

Q

of Jack's voice, his stock

trade,

selves

City

Silver

Screen

own

gags),

Jack's

chief

it
if ever, raises his voice. And
hearing
as a very definite relief after
by some
the laugh-getting tactics employed

seldom,

comes
Street

with their

charm lies in the quiet, unruffled mariner
punch lines.
in which he puts over his best

He

Name

new 1937 models.

WOMEN'S

punch, only instead of hitting

one might say. Where so many
comedians have to resort to synthetic forvocal
eign dialects or some other form of
themaffectation (especially those who kill
in

FIGURE-CONTROL SWIMMING SUITS
JANTZEN KNITTING MILLS,
Send me
Portland, Oregon

boxer's

Take the matter

(illustrated)

mat-

smites
you on the jaw-bone, Senor Benny
you on your funny-bone.

couver, Canada.

Other Jantzen Creations

his

than
argued pro and con probably more
technique.
any other one point of comedy
However, all definitions boil down to the
by
same thing. It is the manner of delivery
a
which a master of "timing" can produce
out
belly-laugh instead of a mild chuckle
about sums
of a very ordinary gag. That
who are
up. Naturally, all comedians
it
sense
worth their salt must have a certain
hundred posof timing, but only one in a
marked degree as
sess "it to such a finely
take the
Tack Benny. That's why Jack can
most mediocre line and make it sound
ot
excruciatingly funny. It's like the timing
a

Knitting Mills, Portland, Oregon; Van-

The Uplifter

on nothing but

conversational tone of delivery
and a marvelous
to °et his laughs. That
"timing
sense of timing. The definition of
discussed and
a subject that has been
is
ter-of-fact,

your figure in sleek silhouette through

ful uplift.

relies

No, Jack

luxurious quick-drying wool streamline

new

Waves

Air

for their thrilling

of the

our very best (?) gagsters. You've heard
them, those priceless wits who have a vio"leiit case of hysterics before, during, and
after the telling of their own jokes.
And so, in a nutshell, that has been the
rise of Jack Benny, Public Comedian Number One. His has been no sudden overnight
rise to fame and popularity but rather a
long, gradual climb which, after all, is the
surest way to achieve anything worth while.
He lives quietly in Beverly Hills with his
wife, Mary Livingston, who, by the way, is
of

comedienne of no mean ability herself,
and between pictures makes sporadic forays
on New York for a few radio programs. He
shuns all forms of violent exercise like the
plague, his favorite sport being to watch
the nags run themselves into a lather out
at Santa Anita, where his unerring ability
to judge horseflesh sometimes nets him the
a

|

|

j

staggering

sum

of four or five dollars clear
staunchly denies being superstitious but always whips out his own cigar
lighter when anyone offers him the third
light from a match. "You know how those
things are," he says, "why take foolhardy
profit.

He

risks?"

And if you should happen to want to
find Jack Benny and he's in
York at
the time, you can most likely find him at
the Friars Club placidly devouring a large
plate of cold asparagus. Or, if he's in Holly-

New

wood, first take a peek into the studio
cafeteria where, in all probability, you can
also find him placidly devouring a large
plate of cold asparagus.

Footlight Secrets
[Continued from page

"Mugging"

I

27]

a legitimate device of expression that has been turned to illegitimate
use. It is the act of screwing-up the features
into an expression, usually comical,
to
draw a laugh. Wallace Beery, Joe E. Brown,
is

Edward G. Robinson, Bert Lahr, Groucho

Jimmy Durante, Ned Sparks— all of
these are legitimate "muggers," and so also
is Ed Wynn. But when a Simone Simon, in
reel after reel, turns up with a pout, then

Marx,

"mugging" has been compromised, and the
;

i

f

I

I

performer injured by it. Eleanor Powell's
recent habit of dancing with her mouth
open, while not "mugging," is a facial liability
that movie fans are commenting
upon, more and more unfavorably. If she
were in vaudeville, the unfavorable reaction
would be carried backstage to her immediately. As it is, she probably is not even
conscious that she's doing anything wrong,
from the standpoint of performance.
"Over-playing" is purely in the eye of the
beholder. Personally, I think that Luise
Rainer overacts, almost to the point of
"hamminess," but audiences approve of it.
Paul Muni, to me, frequently is guilty of
over-playing; Dick Powell, at times, to me
is sickeningly "cute"— but if the audiences
approve, what is one still negative in the
wilderness of approval?

This

article, in which I've gotten a lot
things off my chest which have been
congesting there for some years, is a study
of vaudeville, from the two-a-day of the
Palace to the four-and-five-a-day of its suc-

of

perhaps clarify in your mind
some of the things which you have read

cessors. It will

but not completely understood. Certainly it
should give you a much broader knowledge
of performers and the things they do, and
it should add to your appreciation of pictures and players. The next time you see
the heroine twist her leading man out of
position, so that you see only his back and
her face staring directly into the camera,
you'll understand that in her own sweet,
feminine way she is an old Virginia "ham,"
and if you'll ransack her professional background, it's 10 to 1 that she learned it in

TO KEEP FRAGRANTLY DAINTY— BATHE WITH PERFUMED

CASHMERE BOUQUET SOAP
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—
where the smell of

vaudeville,

two-a-day

ham

the premises.
think, is brisker and
faster and just as satisfying. Certainly it is
capable of serving as a talent index for
Hollywood producers, because, as I've said
over and over again, an act that clicks_ in
vaudeville in the sock manner will click in
pictures. The Marx brothers, testing out
the jokes they will use in their next picture
by touring in vaudeville to get an immediate judgment, will reap rich dividends. In

uncured

;7}

never

Vaudeville today,

the

first

ville in

place, there

left

I

is

no

clinic like

vaude-

which to get the true "timing" of

a joke or a bit of business. There are lots
of ways in which to tell a joke, but unless
the punch-line of the joke is "timed" right,
the joke loses effect. In picture-making, the
"timing" of a gag is of terrific importance
because they have to guess at the extent of
the laughter in the audience. If they guess

wrong, and the laugh is bigger than they
expected, it will obscure the following lines
of dialogue.
in which to find
brothers, graduates of vaudeville, went back for 140 performances in six
cities to try out the jokes for "A Day At the
Races." Things "that they thought were
funny didn't even get a snicker from vaudeville patrons; jokes which seemed average
were responsible for yells of laughter. In
at least ten. jokes, they learned that the

There was only one way

out: the

Marx

substitution of one word for another did
the trick. And before they had concluded
the vaudeville experiment, they knew exactly what to expect from every joke and
situation. The "timing" had been
to almost a mathematical certainty.
So I say to the rest of Hollywood: go
thou and do likewise, because the verdict
of vaudeville outweighs any other verdict,

every

reduced

In spite of her daily bath
she's

an

take. She expects the bath she
at 8 o'clock in the morning to protect her

from underarm perspiration odor at
3 o'clock in the afternoon!
It can't be done. All

wash away the traces

a bath can do

is

to

of past perspiration.

cannot prevent perspiration odor from
cropping out later in the day. A bath
works backwards; never forwards.
It

You cannot count on your daily bath
to keep your underarms fresh, free from
odor longer than an hour or two.
more than soap and water to

It takes

do that;

You can

give your underarms

special care in just half a minute.

this

With

Mum!
Mom takes

care of you all day. Smooth
a quick fingertipful of Mum under each
arm and you're safe for that day, no
matter how long and strenuous it is.
No trouble to use Mum. You waste no
time in using Mum. And when it's on,

you're through.
rinsing

No

That Passion

VICTIM!

Harmless to clothing. Mum has been
awarded the Textile Approval Seal of the
American Institute of Laundering as
being harmless to fabrics. So don't
if you forget to use it before
worry
you dress, just use it afterwards.

—

Mum

is SO
Soothing to sensitive skin.
cooling and soothing you can use it right
after shaving the underarms.
women appreciate this!

How

Does not prevent natural perspiration.
Mum does just what you want it to do
prevents the ugly odor of perspiration
and not the perspiration itself.
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it
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victim!

Depend

Mum habit

as the quick,
to avoid repellent underarm odor. Bristol-Myers Co., 630 Fifth
Ave., New York City.

daily

easy, sure

way

on

it,

once

it

has

for

Things

of them-dictionaries, thesauruses,
umes of wit and humor.

and

vol-

collect
Jean Harlow and Eleanor Powell
old phonograph records as a hobby. Jean,
and her
also, goes in strong for botany
knowledge of flowers and the like is pretty

thorough.

Her

collection of cacti

is

com-

plete.

Robert Taylor has just begun collecting
planted
too. In his garden he has
more than a score-and-ten of species he
cacti,

himself gathered on a recent trip to the
desert.

Madge Evans is busily collecting elephants! But do not be alarmed— they are
only toy ones. She has more than 200 to
date, ranging from "baby" size to "he-man"
proportions.
Porter Hall collects old Spanish furniture, while Clyde Cook collects old shoes
different stars in different producDoris Lloyd is another "elephant
fan," but she collects only ivory ones with
the trunk up because, according to an old
Chinese superstition, they bring good luck.
Fay Holden confesses that she is probably
the only feminine player in Hollywood who

worn by
tions.

models of ships.
three of the Marx Brothers collect
scripts of the pictures they star in. Why?
Well, here's what they say, anyway:
Groucho: "I always like to read the script
carefully afterwards, just to see what the
collects

USE

MUM ON

SANI-

TARY NAPKINS, TOO.

Mum daily

gives to

countless women
comforting assurance that they can-

and

not offend.

off.

MUM

to sleep

been rendered.
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All

plot was!"
Chico: "I have to prove to my wife where
I was every day for the past six weeks!"
And Harpo: "Some day if I ever have any
little kiddies, I want to have something so
I can prove to them that their dear old

Daddy appeared in a lot of pictures without ever having said a word!"
May Robson is an ardent collector of
poetry. Also of wild flowers, and she has
nearly every variety growing in her garden.
Charles Grapewin collects wood! He has
in his home inlaid in wood by hima hobby. It contains 20,000 pieces,
and 105 different kinds of wood!
But Chester Morris's collection is about
a

room
as

self

hat south sea island smile

they come— he collects fingerprints! He already has prints of most of his
friends and acquaintances in Hollywood,
which will be used to start a unique frieze
around the wall of his playroom.
Then, of course, there are the stamp collectors! Possibly the least publicized, yet
most prevalent hobby among Hollywood's
as

odd

as

of philately. Almost all of
great collect, for themselves,
for their children, or for friends, stamps
from the envelopes on the fan mail which
they receive from all over the world.
Glamorous Marlene Dietrich is one of the
most avid of the collectors. She is saving
the stamps in an extensive collection for
her daughter, Maria.
Bing Crosby and his two brothers, Everett
and Larry, who work in his Paramount
studio office, all collect stamps for their
respective offspring. Bing's mail, which
stars

is

that

screendom's

scales

around 500

letters daily,

comes from

every port of the world. In a single day's
collection were letters
land, China, Australia,
Settlements,
Straights

from England,

Ire-

New

Zealand, Malta,
Spain,
Argentina,

Brazil, Chile", France, Italy,

Hungary and

a

dozen other foreign countries.
George Burns and Gracie Allen have just
started a collection for their little

adopted

daughter, Sandra Jean. Both are astonished
at the foreign mail they receive, which indicates that Gracie's insane chatter is as
popular abroad as it is in this country.
Toby Wing boasts an extensive collection
of South American stamps of various denominations from the numerous countries
there. Toby is rated one of the screen's most
popular players in the southern republics,
the fans of which are continually addressing
impassioned letters to her.
Sylvia
Sidney specializes in Oriental
stamps. She is Japan's favorite star, and
receives innumerable letters from Japan,
China, Siam and other Asiatic countries.
All the stars receive requests from various
fans of theirs for foreign stamps, but usually
they have so many requests from studio
workers that they are unable to fill the
"orders."

But Jack Oakie probably has the most
romantic collection of all— he collects valentines

from

old

sweethearts,

friends

and

palsie-walsies!

Coronation of Movie
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trust it is vulgar enough." And it is also
rumored that several days later Carole Lombard (the ex-Mrs. William Powell) announced that she was selling out her star
sapphire collection as star sapphires were
becoming passe.
But on with the Bests. "The Best Mixer"

goes

definitely

person

to

Clark Gable,
any

and without

works

to help

in

Nature's

own way

keep teeth sound and

who

is

ITS FLAVOR'S A TREAT!

Spicy yet

smooth — taste it and you'll
know at once why it's so popu-

white. Dentyne's specially firm

lar!

consistency invites vigorous,

shape of the package (excluDentyne feature)— just right
to carry in pocket or handbag.

chewing -exercise.

It

circulation in gums
and mouth-tissues — polishes —
cleanses. Helps keep your
mouth healthy — teeth white.

stimulates

hand when she wears it. It is rumored that
when he gave it to her he also added, "I

swell

It

healthful

Majesties
[Continued from page

WE CIVILIZED FOLK NEED DENTYNE!

Notice the fashionably

flat

sive

HELPS KEEP TEETH WHITE

MOUTH HEALTHY

a

of those
chichi affectations that cinema idols invariably acquire with popularity. Clark is considered a good sport by the newspaper
fraternity, who are always on his side when
any controversy arises. He is just as popular
with the publicity people in his studio
(most actors think it smart to snub the
publicity department as soon as they've had

DENTYNE
DELICIOUS
Silver Screen

CHEWING GUM
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a salary raise), and is fairly
the grips, juicers, prop boys

worshipped by

and the

"little

who work with him.

people"

When

he goes on one of his dangerous
mountain lion hunts, or fishing trips, it is
usually one of the technicians he takes with
him. .On the other hand, you can well
imagine that he is the Dream Boy of every
Hollywood hostess who will go to any
for a party. He is just
in white tie and tails at
the Trocadero, with the "society set" in
Hollywood, as he is with his feet up on the
table in the back room of a newspaper

lengths to snare
as

much

at

him

home

office.

'

Never again should
you come out of the
surf looking less than

lovelyl (Lashtint Liquid Mascara is the
secret of summer sirens!) There'll be no more
streaky cheeks or pale, sun-bleached lashes
tliis mascara is really water-proof/ It never
cracks or flakes, and looks completely soft

—

and natural. Comes

in black,

^<^p=>v

brown, blue or green. $1.

fepzsir'jy

If you wish to get more technical about
that term "the best mixer" I have awards
for both W. C. Fields and William Powell.
Both those boys can throw into a cocktail
shaker everything but the kitchen sink and
produce a form of nectar and ambrosia that
would have driven the gods on Mount
Olympus green with envy.
"The Best Allure" I suppose will have
to go to Marlene Dietrich as it seems to be
sort of a consensus of opinion that she
can't act, but, heavens, how she can look!
The Dietrich legs are famous the world
over, and Marlene was never one to hide
them in an emergency. And, of course, you
know that "allure" (which is a polite way
of saying sex) is the highest paid commodity in Hollywood. Bette Davis can act
rings around Marlene any day (can you

imagine Marlene playing Mildred in "Of
Human Bondage"?) but when pay day
comes it is Marlene, and not Bette, who
cashes in on the big dough. Despite all the
fine talk about Tyrone Power and Robert
Taylor it is still Mr. Gable who seems to
have the best sex appeal.

ft/VU

The girl with an eye to
conquest understands the
allure of a subtle touch of
eye shadow to give her
eyes depth and color under a strong, white
sun ... or to put glimmering highlights on
her eyelids at night. Shadette comes in
ten subtle daytime shades to match your
gay vacation clothes, and in gold
^jiSL.J
and silver for evening. 75c.

Projections

—

Alice Faye

[Continued from page 31]

dancing away for twenty-five dollars a week

had wanted a mink
of the show always
mink coat and to Alice that was a

in a night club, Alice
coat.

wore

The prima donna

a
of success— just to swish about in a
mink coat, ah, that was indeed heaven. So
a few flop pictures and Alice bought her
mink coat (you'd be surprised how many

sign

Bing Crosby should step right up and
get the award for having the best radio
personality. As casual as an old piece of
calico Bing goes on week after week and
people never seem to get the least bit bored
with him or his programs. Of course Jack
Benny's time rates higher according to
to Crosley, or whatever that thing is that
radio people are always fussing over, but
even though Jack has made a few pictures
he is still considered one of the radio gang
and not one of the movie folks— so Bing
gets

it.

The

Best

Art

Collection

goes

to

those

rowdy G-Men (ex-gangsters), the Messieurs
Eddie Robinson and Jimmy Cagney who
have the tender souls of artists even though
they have the fists of bold bad he-men.
Eddie and Jimmy go for art in a big way—
they even buy it.
The prettiest of the Hollywood stars I
should say is Olivia de Havilland, who has
such lovely even features that it is a pleasure to look at her. Hers is the beauty of
youth, freshness, and perfect lines. But it
is
(and this may knock you out of your
seats) Luise Rainer who gets the award for
being the most beautiful star in Hollywood.
Luise, with straggly hair, and wild young

no make-up and certainly no

eyes,

false

lashes. Luise has a peculiar quality in her

(surely you noticed this in "The Good
Earth") which reflects a fine mind. There
is nothing mobile about the Rainer mind,
and she definitely shows, it in her face.
Now, of course, we could spend hours
quibbling over beauty awards, ^nd I have
other things to do, such as catching a train,
so lets just call Luise Rainer the best "mental beauty" in Hollywood and let it go at
that. Now can I go home?

face

buy their own mink coats) and
York as quickly as possible
to show it off to Broadway.
The most embarrassing day of her life
was the day she fell flat on her face right
in front of Darryl Zanuck. Mr. Zanuck is
Alice's boss and Alice was all for making
a good impression when she saw him and
a party of his friends come on to the set
where she was doing a dance number for
"The King of Burlesque." But of course her
slipper would come unlaced just at that
critical moment, and she stepped on the
movie
left

stars

for

New

That the basic secret
of all beautiful eyes is a
frame of glorious curling lashes. Just slip your
lashes into Kurlash, the handy little beauty
necessity that curls them in only 50 seconds,
without heat, cosmetics, or practice. $1.
Other KURLASH products are
TWEEZETTE
moving

—
brush

LASHPAC

:

—

the automatic
face hair

a

purse-size

LASHTINT MASCARA

tweezer

lipstick

for

painlessly

re-

mascara with built-in

—

cased in metal compact with
a patented sponge arrangement that assures perfect
applications at all times

KURLENE — to

—

TW1SS0RS

promote luxurious lashes and brows

the ingenious tweezers with scissor-handles

MAIL THIS TODAY
To: Jane Heath, Dept. (7-7
The Kurlash Company, Rochester, N. Y.
The Kurlash Company of Canada, at Toronto, 3
Please send me, free, your booklet on eye beauty,
and a personal coloring plan for my complexion.
Eyes
Hair
Complexion

Addrt

Wide World

CityCopyright 1937, The Kurlash Company, Inc.

Clark Gable, Myrna Loy and Jean Harlow watch
Lionel Barrymore cut the cake celebrating his
fifty-ninth birthday.
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and went into a complete sprawl.
Zanuck has been on Alice's sets four times
since she came to Twentieth Century, and
lace

Alice has taken four beautiful falls since
she came to Twentieth Century, which
enough coincided with Mr.
strangely
Zanuck's visits. Maybe, with all her pride
and I-don't-careness she has a definite bosscomplex. "After the fourth time," said
Alice, "he stopped coming. I guess he was
afraid I'd break my leg."
'

The Faye-Zanuck feud of a year ago was
quite exciting while it lasted. Alice asked
for a vacation, and Mr. Zanuck through a
mouth-piece said No. So Alice got her
dander up and wrote Mr. Zanuck a letter
in which she told him just
what she
thought of him and of his pictures and
who did he think he was anyway. A week
later she met him at a party and he smiled
sweetly. "Didn't you get my letter?" snapped
Alice still feeling very Irish and belligerent.
"Yes," said Mr. Zanuck, "I made a short
out of it." Well, that broke Alice up, she
burst out laughing and has been laughing

!

ever since. Months and months afterwards
she received a letter from Mr. Zanuck. It
was after the preview of "On the Avenue"

and he wanted

to

tell

her

how good he

thought she was.
Alice changed her name to Faye when
she first started dancing in the night clubs
of New York. Frank Faye was making quite
a name for himself then at the Palace and
Alice thought Faye would be a lucky name
for her. It certainly was. She has never had
a voice lesson in her life. She can't even
read music but she's got rhythm and whatever it takes to put a song over. The songwriters at the studio describe her voice as
a "natural, low contralto voice," and adore
working with her because she isn't the least
bit fussy, and can always put more into
a song than they realized was there.

i

j

j

,

|

j

;

When-

,

j

|

she

first

came

to

that she feels that Hollywood likes
her, and the public wants her, Alice has
decided on a Career. She is improving herself by watching the performances of other
stars. Instead of going to the Troc every
night she now goes to a neighborhood
playhouse, and sees both features; she is
probably the only person in Hollywood who
approves of the double bill. She doesn't
mind if you criticise her, but you must do
it privately. She can't stand being bawled
out in front of people. She either cries or
pouts for hours. When she gets very mad
she throws things— as a certain director can
testify. But unless she is being "nagged at"
she is the gayest person on the set. She is
the pride and joy of the Ritz Brothers, and

probably

the only

actress,

rr

It

Hollywood she

dodged newspaper reporters and fan writers
because all they ever asked her was about
her "love life" with Rudy Vallee. When she
said it was only friendship, they said Bah,
and so she just wouldn't see the Press. (P.S.
It seems it was only friendship after all.)
Alice likes young men, lots of them, and
has been seen at the Trocadero with nearly
every eligible young actor in Hollywood,
including Tyrone Power, Mike Whalen and
Tony Martin. "When I was fifteen," said
Alice, "I didn't want to go to bed at night
because I was afraid I would miss something. But now, I'm only too glad to go
to bed at ten o'clock, just like everybody
else who works in pictures."

Now

j

Janet Gaynor as she appears in

except

Could Happen

very heart and
Hollywood
The
spoken
those few words
words
soul of

is

in

.

.

.

that have brought a thousand Cinderellas
to

Hollywood and made

stars of

them.

Elizabeth Arden has used her Screen and
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David 0. Selznick's
revealing story of "A Star is Born" to
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every movie fan
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every

.

woman who ever dreamed to possess glamour, may share in the discovery' of Screen
and Stage Make-Up by Elizabeth Arden
that they may find, thrill and believe
in their own beauty, and like the people of
.

.

.

stage and screen, live the days and nights

dramatize truly the transformation of grey
Esther Blodgett (Janet Gayncr) into glam-

of their private lives in rich fulfillment.

orous Vicki Lester (Janet Gaynor).

Foundations. .Nos.
lx to 20x (Stage)

Most Importantly

.....

So successful have the stars found the new
Elizabeth Arden Technicolor make-up for
the screen that they have taken it up in
private

life,

creating a vogue for the subtle
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1

to 10 (Screen);

$1.00

Lipsticks, .convenient swivel top.
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.

coloring offered only

by Elizabeth Arden.
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And

a complete group of theatrical preparations designed by Elizabeth Arden
sold

—

by exclusive Elizabeth Arden retail distributors everywhere. The booklet "Professional
Information" S-l, may be obtained by writing Screen and Stage Make-Up Laboratories:
5533 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

SCREEN

Carole

Lombard, who can hold her own with
them. She has a charming mother who
never mixes in Alice's studio life— in fact
Mrs. Faye is the most self-effacing of the
Hollywood mothers, but you have a feeling
just the same that she is keeping check on
Alice. Mrs. Power, Tyrone's mother, is one
iof Alice's best friends in Hollywood, and
when asked for a short description of Alice
Faye she said, "Alice is so definitely what
she is." Which is one of the greatest comjpliments you can pay a Hollywood celebrity.

star

A

YOU

to

Every

"

and

STAGE MAKE-UP

Special Off,
Buyers of any $5 combination of Elizabeth
Arden Screen and Stage Make-Up preparations will receive free one handsome, mirrored
make-up kit as illustrated above, and similar

to those used by Hollywood stars.
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Acme
Sylvia

LaMarr

Warner

director,
At the premiere of "A Star Is Born," the
O.
William Wellman, and the producer, David
very happy girl.
Selznick, escorted Janet Gaynor, a

Bros,

player, models

"The

KAY

FRANCIS"
'.

Jazzing Hollywood Bunk
[Continued from page

19]

ardently on the screen and the audience
much emwill laugh? Why? Because too
fact
phasis on love makes it ridiculous; a
which modern movie-goers recognize instantly and automatically.
How much more ridiculous, then, are the

originating in Hollywood
all over the country, that
Mr. Star and Miss Starlet have been seen
holding hands and splitting a bottle of
Worchester sauce in the Brown Derby, the
Vendome or at Levy's Tavern? The report
may run from a paragraph to a couple of
ends
sticks of type in length, but it always
approximately as follows:— (Quote)
" 'Miss Starlet, is the report true that

sugary reports
and published

you are planning to elope to Yuma with
Mr. Star in the near future?'
" 'Oh, no! Mr. Star and I are very much
interested in each other, but we are just
good friends, that's all,' laughingly replied
Miss Starlet." (End quote.)
laughing
I don't know. I guess it's the
reply that gets me down and makes me
want to crawl into a deep, dark cave. I like
Southern California, even though its climate doesn't always live up to its advance

m

and I am genuinely interested
the picture business; but there are some
things about Hollywood that lay me low.
The "laughing reply," combined with the
an
"just good friends" gag, tacked onto
account of the gastronomical intercourse of
is
a couple of astronomical movie innocents
one of those things; and I'll bet money (but
not much) that there are millions of other
readers of the movie columns who feel
notices,

as

I

do.

We

asked earlier in this paper

who was

blame for the type of buncombe turned
out under the heading of picture publicity?
Your first guess, if you attempted to answer that question, probably would be:
"The publicity directors of the Hollywood
studios." But you would be wrong. I happen to know a number of the ladies and
to

gentlemen who direct the publicity for the
major studios, and a more honest, intelliStyle 4610- At better
jiving weight and choice

stores

everywhere, or write,

of color. Retail price $6.00

send for llustrated booklet of latest
from $5.00
CRTflUNR Styles

Or

PACIFIC KNITTING MILLS
443 SO.SAN PEDRO ST.,LOS ANGELES, CAL.

gent and bunk-less lot of individuals I
never have met anywhere. Your second
guess

would
print

drivel

Angels.
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be:

"The newspaper

reporters

Hollywood
celebrities." Again you would be wrong.
The hard-working men and women of the
press are not to blame for the deluge of

who

the

items

about

that pours out of this City of The
Then who is at fault in this na-

Silver

Screen

tional outburst of inanity?
I am, my friends. And you are.

We who

papers and the magazines, we
who form the audiences that crowd the
movie theatres of the world, we, who are
most interested in the Hollywood product
and in Hollywood personalities, are the

read

the

are most to blame for the aband the downright falsehoods that
are handed to us daily because the Holly-

ones

who

surdities

wood authorities think that such absurdities
and falsehoods are what we want.
The moment, the instant that the great
American movie-going public rises up and
to Hollywood:-"Stop this childish
says
drivel and give us the truth about the
stars we have made rich and successful and

famous!"— that instant, Hollywood will do
what America asks, do it gladly and with a
sigh of relief that the day of hokum is over.
magazine
I suggest to the readers of this
that they be the first to protest directly
against the saccharine tripe that is now
handed to them as motion picture pubSilver
licity. I know that the Editor of

would welcome such a protest.
That's one reason I am writing articles for
him; because he has invited me to speak
my mind about the particular kind of bunk
that exists in Hollywood, as distinguished
from the bunk that exists everywhere.
Frequently in the past I have been asked
by friends who never have visited the Movie
Capital: "Aren't those picture stars a sort
of queer bunch of people?" My answer has
been that they are no queerer, generally
speaking, than bankers, artists, iron-workStill,
ers, house-painters or flagpole-sitters.
of HollyI am aware that this impression
wood "queerness" persists. Why does it?
of
Isn't it due partly, at least, to the type
reading matter that is offered to the public
as intimate data about the stars?
If groups of stone masons or motor-car
executives were similarly reported in the
press they, too, would be thought queer.
Suppose that you, the reader, picked up
Screen

your morning paper and saw listed on the
society page items informing you that the
President of your Bank had been observed
romantically buying a hamburger for the
President of your Women's Club at the
of Commerce Picnic; that the
of your local Insurance Company
was sending a daily corsage of petunias to
head of
his favorite Girl Scout; that the
your leading Department Store loved to
lounge around his office (when there were'

Chamber
Manager

:

ladies present) with his pants off; that';
the Secretary of the Junior League had decided to let her eyebrows grow out and wa;
learning to play "Home, Sweet Home" OE

no

a musical saw; that your grocer was sending
a daily bunch of carrots to the blond waitress in the Busy Bee Lunch Room; that tne
Chief of your Fire Department was wearing
a rose in his buttonhole to match his helmet; that your butcher was a secret vegetarian; that your plumber gave his wife a

monkey-wrench for her birthday and
Mrs. Smith- Jones, President of the
Garden Club, had laughingly stated that
her interest in the iceman was not love,
but admiration for his art.
silver

that

j

j

You would conclude that your community had gone mildly mad, and doubtless you would begin to question your own
sanity. Yet if you will turn to the moviegossip column in your own home paper
you will find items just as silly and just as
unintentionally laughable as those I have
paraphrased above.
The stars of Hollywood, with a few inevitable exceptions, are neither fools nor

|

I

j

I

am

angels. I

thinking, as

the actors

and

I

write

whom

I

actresses

J

I

this,

see

of

fre-

quently or occasionally on the courts and
in the lounge of the tennis club of which

happen to be a member.
These representative picture players include Freddie March, Michael Bartlett, Errol
I

J

jFIynn, Lily Damita, Virginia Bruce, Claudette Colbert, Wendy Barrie, Cesar Romero
;

Simone Simon, Marian Marsh, George MurEdmund Lowe, Roland Gilbert, Melvyn Douglas, Heather Angel, Inez Courtney,
Johnny Weissmuller, Frank Morgan, Nigel
Bruce, Alexander D'Arcy, Weldon Hayburn,
Frank Shields, Paulette Goddard, Constance
Bennett and others who are at the top or
approaching the top of the road to movie
success. Some of these men and women I
know well, some I know only slightly, some
I know not at all; but I have had an op-

jphy,

:

portunity to observe them all. I don't pretend that to watch a person playing tennis,
jor to play tennis with or against that per-

profound method

Ison, is a

her character. But

his or

have yet to notice any

of approach to
will say that I
difference, in huI

between these Hollywood
and any other group of people
observed under like circumstances; except
/that the former are handsomer, and on the
whole seem healthier and happier than

"raan

quality,

celebrities

most of their contemporaries.
None of them wears a halo (at least

;to

make dunces out of them?
Maybe I'm wrong, but I

believe that
America is tired of this abortive glorification of its screen entertainers, which results actually in their belittlement. I think

time has come to put an end to the
ibunk that comes to us disguised as news

;;the

Jifrom

*
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and devoted of animals, as I can testify
personally, having been presented with two
ml Shags' children. We take them up with
Lus and the whole family has a delirious
jjiomp on the beach as a prelude to luncheon. Warner throws stones far out in the
;,water, and they dash out in full cry after
Lfchem. Edith can throw a stone further and
straighter than any woman you ever saw.
IjiBoth
the Olands have their dip every
morning, no matter what the weather.
j
;
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Belle, the Scotch maid; Miss Ryan,
the secretary, and the two Mexican gardeners, are all devoted to music, and it is
not unusual for the Olands to take the
group, en masse, to a concert in town.
If the orchestra happens to play any of
Warner's favorite Bach, he is in a transport
of delight. He loves the majestic swell of
the music mingled with the crash and
thunder of the waves on the beach. If he
wakeful at night, he plays symphonic
is
records for hours. He has solved the midnight-lunch problem neatly, too. It is an
early-to-bed household, and not wishing to
rouse anyone during his late forages,
Warner cleared out a shelf in his wardSwedish
tins
of
robe, stocked it with
delicacies— and there you are: the moon
high over the ocean, a Bach fugue on the
phonograph, and Warner out on the deck
in his pyjamas with a tin of Swedish sardines in hand— perfect bliss.
The detachment which characterizes Warner on first impression, the feeling that he
is far away surveying the world, gradually
diminishes and then is obliterated by
his genuine sweetness and warmth. He is
a very simple man, with a wealth of inner
resources and reserve which makes pointless activity unnecessary. He does not scatter himself over a multitude of quick, fleeting friendships, but prefers a few, a very
feur:

few good companions— and always his best
Edith. After thirty years of
marriage, they still prefer each other.
Edith is the most vital and alive personality who over maintained an individual
point of view after brushing up with another as dominant as Warner's for so many

companion,
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years. She is a tiny, graceful little woman,
all electricity and sparkle, a fine blend of
intellect. She was
be a clinging vine, but her dynamic
mind won't let her. She is terrific. You
would have to explore many libraries to
find something she hasn't read, some philosophy she has not studied, some subject
on which she is not well informed. Intellectual ability appears to run in her family;
her brother is Clarence J. Shearn, formerly
chief justice of the New York Supreme
Court, now president of the New York
State Bar Association. But Edith's chief interests are in art and music and travel, and

warm emotion and keen
built to

of these she likes best to talk, fluently

and

charmingly, her opinions based on solid
knowledge. She doesn't play bridge and she
doesn't know a word of the latest Holly-

wood

gossip. (Neither do I, so we're even
there at least.)
The Olands are unpublicized friends to

many an impoverished young artist; and if
told you any more about that, they
I
wouldn't like it one bit.
Warner's first name is Johann, and Edith

him "Jack." When they first met,
Edith was a young art student, fresh from
the studios and salons of Paris, filled with
the fire of creation. Warner was playing
Ibsen in a Boston theatre— a gay young
blade in a straw hat with a bright band.
Edith says he looked just like something
out of Manet's famous Afternoon in the
Bois. After their marriage they started right
out to translate and produce the plays of
Strindberg, Edith learning Swedish in order
to collaborate. When they went on to New
York, their studio there became the rendezvous for all the talented young artists,
calls

and actors of the day— youngsters
are now Names. And this accent on
youth the Olands have never lost; there is
an adaptability and freshness, an enthusiasm for' ideas that are young and new,
writers,

who

which draws young people to them. Nearly
always, of a Sunday afternoon, several collegians home for the weekend on the adjoining estates will drop in to call. Warner
has infinite patience with even very small
children, and will hunt shells endlessly on
the beach with our six-year-old daughter,
and also sing to her the Chinese lullaby,
"Princess Ming Toy," which he sang in
one of the Chan pictures. Or dress up in a
ceremonial robe and do a samurai dance,
chanting in a sing-song voice, flashing tablespoons for swords.
Children accept Warner as a contemporary—a compliment which he appreciates.

While "Charlie Chan at the Race Track"
was being filmed, the company was on loand had several scenes to shoot withWarner, who promptly disappeared.
Presently an intermittent popping and
cracking somewhere in the distance began
ruining sound-tracks— and the sound-engication

out

neer's temper. Investigation disclosed Warner and Keye Luke, with a collection of
children mysteriously assembled, out in
back of the grandstand shooting off firecrackers. They had raided the laundry-

truck

of

full

fireworks,

which

you

will

remember in the picture, and were giving
the kids— and themselves— a swell Fourth of
July even

if

the date was wrong.
as an Oriental in

Warner has been typed

package of
Write to Vivaudou, Dept. 90, Long Island City, N. Y. This
offer not good after July 25, 1937. Get your
S
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Wide World

Marie Wilson, fully recovered from her accident,
makes her first appearance in public accompanied
by Nick Grinde. Their engagement is rumored.
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recent years— unfortunate in a way, since
the man is so versatile. A few seasons ago
his friend Hamilton MacFadden, the director, was casting a picture with a part in it
which Warner tingled to play. He finally
talked the studio into it— and gave the most
exquisite performance of a philosophical
and sophisticated and thoroughly delightful French boulevardier. He was so good,
in fact, that no one recognized him or made
comparisons with Charlie Chan, or realized
what a transition had been made. He would
enjoy playing more varied roles, but Chan
keeps him pretty busy. It is remarkable that
he can give each performance of this char-

new freshness, as if he had never
played him before, which is a tribute to his
genuine artistry.
Warner loves to speak in epigrams— there
is in fact an epigrammatical flavor to all
he says. This habit of expression is natural
to his mind, but it more than anything else
identifies
Warner Oland with Charlie
Chan. Warner has read his Confucius well
—as he has the Bible, the Koran, Yogi
philosophy, Theosophy, Buddhism, Spinoza.
Xietzsche— all of which associate comfortably in the bookcase by his bed, and are
acter a

I

j

i

pleasantly mingled in his rich mind. One of
his favorite quotations is: "Life is a circle
that looks like a straight line."
Charlie Chan, the great detective, does
not play the part off-screen, however, even
though he always looks exactly the same
since he uses no make-up, and manv a

person

will tell you pos-i-tive-ly he was
born in China! As a matter of fact his first
trip to the Orient was made last spring—
and he was given a rousing and ceremonious welcome not only by the Chinese, but
by the Japanese as well. His account of the
pilgrimage—for it amounted to that— is certainly the most absorbing travelogue ever
heard; Burton Holmes has nothing on War-

Between himself and Edith, there
couldn't have been anything worth having
left in the shops over
there, and their
friends were deluged with cigarette cases,
jade rings, fans, and kimonos.
ner.

I

But

'

I

unhurried deliberation of the true Oriental that the Mayor of Shanghai, with whom
Warner was having ceremonial high tea,
confessed he was utterly baffled. How, he
asked, could any Occidental possibly understand the Chinese character as Warner cjoes?
And all of the Chinese they met, Edith tells
me, almost dissected him (in a nice polite
way) trying to arrive at the foundation of
his complete oneness with them.
The great-detective angle remains in the
studio,
life's

and there are moments when

too,

little

perplexities

defeat Chan's crethe deepest mystery would never
Chan. When the ship docked in
Honolulu on the voyage to China, all the
Hawaiian dignitaries were assembled at the
dock to greet the distinguished visitor.
Edith left the stateroom first and went up
on deck and time marched on and no Warner appeared. The pause became embarrassing. Edith ran down to the stateroom
to find out what on earth was delaying him.
The place was in a splendid upheaval.
Warner stood unhappily in the midst of
ator

as

baffle

j

I

—

was Charlie Chan, the man, who

it

interested the people of the Orient. Warner
has conveyed so flawless an impression of
the appearance, philosophy, humor, and

hardly believe
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the wreck.

"They're waiting!" Edith

cried.

"Come

up!"

"How

can

I

come up?" Warner wailed

despairingly. "I can't find my suspenders!"
Of course he couldn't. They were hanging down his back.

WELFORD

BEATON

of Holly>ood says that the aspirant for the

Academy Award of this year will have
to beat Bob Montgomery's
characterization in -Night Must Fall."

THE WORLD'S LARGEST SELLING EYE BEAUTY AIDS
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which might keep her inconspicuous

Done

[Continued froyn page

morning before

her classes began.
doesn't
It sounds like a pretty long day,
found
it? But in between times Frances also
time to model for fashion shows, to write
a few radio skits far advertising firms, and

compete in a newspaper essay contest
that offered as prize-a trip to Moscow, no
to

And, by gum, her essay

Why

spoil

your summer fun with ugly

won

the prize

she went to Moscow. It was this
that opened up the way for Frances'
screen career. For it was on the ship, during her return journey to America, that
she met a man to whom she enthusiasticallyconfided her great joy while attending per-

and

avoid bristly re-growth

when the opportunity preIn between these vaudeville
engagements, Eleanor and her mother
found dozens of short cuts to economy.
They walked long distances to save carfare,
did their own laundry, and brought their
food supplies cautiously and sparingly.
Patience, however, finally was rewarded
and with what a prize. Eleanor was
awarded the leading role in "Follow Thru!"
"Follow Thru" "ran for a year and a
Ed

Sullivan's

sented

itself.

.

and Eleanor's fame increased through
When it closed she had a
dozen offers to choose from, and next appeared in "Fine and Dandy"; then, Ziegfeld's "Hot Cha," "The Varieties," "George
White's Scandals," and in the road show of

half,

less!

Rinse Off Unwanted Hair

However, the wolf had to be kept from
some way and Eleanor eventually
found herself dancing in the stage revue
of the Capitol Theatre (as a solo dancer,
however, never in the chorus) and she
toured around with vaudeville acts such as
the door

25]

tells
ces, you must know, was a girl who
you quite frankly that she has always had
to work for a living, even doing many odd
chores to make her high school education
possible), she ushered in a motion picture
theatre at night, and served as a waitress

in a restaurant early in the

for

years.

off

trip

the months.

"Crazv Quilt."
While she was on tour, George White
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Ann Harding

returns from England and introduces to

Hollywood her new husband, Composer Werner Janssen.
formances at the Moscow Art Theatre.
This man happened to be well connected
was a good
at Paramount, and, thinking she
Serhn
screen bet, he arranged with Oscar
Result
to have a screen test made of her.
the officials were so pleased with it
after
that Frances, hardly three months
.

.
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she had won the essay prize contest,
entraining for Hollywood with a film conpockettract tucked lovingly away in her
book.
Quite of a different order was Eleanor's
debut in acting. Following her completion
mother enof hio-h school, she and her
trained for New York and there awaited

fame.

Not idly awaited, however, was her
chance to make good on the stage. Daily,
Eleanor would rehearse her dancing, and
usually as many as eight or nine hours
were spent in working out new and novel
tap steps, with her mother constantly
watching and offering helpful suggestions.
During those months of waiting to be
"discovered" Eleanor and her mother found
and
their bank account growing slimmer
slimmer. Her agent turned down many a
what
small role in plays, warning her that
she
she needed was instant recognition or
would find herself buried in small parts

Silver

Screen

to Hollywood to produce his "Scanfor Fox, and he wired his former
dancing star a job. Even though the part

went

dals"

was small, she accepted, and turned her
eyes and steps Hollywoodward.
Those who recall this picture will undoubtedly remember Eleanor's dancing. She
was the hit of the show. Despite this, however, she was on the point of returning to>
New York— Hollywood seemed to hold nothing for her talents— when Louis B. Mayer
saw a test of her while attempting to cast,
the leading feminine role in "Broadway
Melody of 1936," and instantly gave her the
coveted spot.
three little girls finally are
So, our
gathered in Hollywood,' at three different
studios.

And,

in type, utterly dissimilar.

Olivia is the gentle maiden whose love-j
liness pinnacles her to heights of rare effect.;
Frances is deeply dramatic, at her ease
in parts of heavy import.

Eleanor

is

the gay, vital, engaging soul
to every picture-

whose freshness appeals
goer.

But, a bond shared in common, all are
beautiful and talented.
Of the three, Frances has benefited most
emoin opportunity to prove her worth

1

tionally. Her part in "Come and Get It"
proved conclusively that she was one o£ our
finest dramatic actresses, and likewise served
to determine her versatility. She already

had given some inkling of her ability in
"Rhythm on the Range," but the latter
appearance demonstrated even more strongly
the depth of her talents.

every
qraceful curve enhanced and conGirls into

trolled, in

goddesses

.

the Swhti Suits of

.

B.

V. D.

"A Midsummer Night's Dream" displayed
Olivia to excellent advantage, and so did
"Captain Blood" and "Anthony Adverse."
More briefly, but certainly no less effectively, her work in "Call It a Day" was an
adroit characterization worthy of a veteran.
She has yet to be cast in a role which will
do as much for her as "Come and Get It"
accomplished for Frances. But, when the
time comes, she will be ready.
While more limited dramatically, perhaps, Eleanor's scope is wider. She is a true
entertainer and with equal facility sings,
dances and projects her personality pleasingly in roles which catch the popular
imagination. "Broadway Melody of 1936"
skyrocketed her to a secure niche in the
public consciousness and "Born to Dance"
definitely established her as an entertainer
of rare parts.
Summing up the talents of the three
girls, Frances probably is the most deeply
emotional artist, but Olivia runs her a close
second. Eleanor lays no pretense to absorbing dramatic ability. She concentrates more
upon gaiety and laughter and the spontaneity of youthful exuberance.
Intensity casts a potential shadow upon
Frances' future. While it is destined to be
brilliant, it may be of shorter duration
than that of either Olivia or Eleanor. By
no means a flash in the pan— as the saying
goes— the public may tire more easily of her
style
acting than watching Olivia's
of
beauty combined with her lighter form of
characterization, and Eleanor's freshness
accompanying her singing and dancing.
Problematical, of course, this prediction . .
but personalities and their fates repeat
themselves the same as history.
As in all lines of progress, competition
breeds improvement and perfection, and
pictures are little different. It is the life of
art and in this constant and tireless competition great actresses are born. That is one
reason— a very important and vital reasonwhy Olivia de Havilland, Frances Farmer
and Eleanor Powell are fated to ascend
such °reat heights.
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and would overwhelm nine out of
every ten women. Everything in a Bennett home must be just so. and Joan lives
like
a queen. Frankly, the deep, soft
rugs, the heaps of chaised silver in the
dining-room, the silver vases and articles
in the other rooms, the uniformed nurses
(the lovely Joan, as you know, is the
mother of two children) and the quiet,
great,

hushed atmosphere

of this luxurious resia little uncomfortable, and
not exactly a diffident reporter.

dence made
I

am

me

"I met Mrs. Markey when she first came
out here," Dorothy said. She always calls
Joan Bennett Mrs. Markey. "I was working
as an extra, and we got acquainted on the
set. She was new out here, and so young.
I started as a companion, and, as she grew
up in pictures, worked into a full time
secretarial position. My hours are from 8:30
to 5, I have Saturday afternoons off, and I
don't work on Sundays, unless she gives a
big party or something exceptional comes
up requiring my attention." Like medicine
and journalism, this business of being secretary to a movie star is really a 24 hours a
day job. Dorothy is the wife of a young

engineer, has a four year old boy, and no

Silver

Screen
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was working for an automobile conwhen I learned through
Montgomery needed a
secretary. He was just getting started in
pictures. He had Bought a car from us and
we had his name and address in our files.
So I knew where he lived. Having lived in
Hollywood long enough, I knew that the
best time to find him at home would be
about 11 o'clock Sunday morning. So one
Sunday morning at that hour I went to
his house and offered him my candidacy
for the position he had open, and next
Tuesday I started working.
"In my work every day is different. It's
not like being secretary to a business executive. I have no rigid rules to follow, no
definite set of duties, not even regular
hours, although usually I go to the studio

me!

movie ambitions whatsoever.
get

is

other compensations," remarked Dorothy.
"Mrs. Markey gave me the car I am using',
she gave me this lovely star sapphire ring.
She always remembers birthdays, and is one
of those people who like to give, rather
than receive." Before Dorothy's baby was
born, she went on many interesting trips
with Joan. "Stenographic experience is not
as important as the ability to understand
the person you are working for, her likes
and dislikes, idiosyncrasies and point of
view. Mrs. Markey knows that her problems
are my problems. I have no social ambitions,
strictly

try to keep our relationship
a business basis.
Crosby, Inc. Ltd. reads the sign on

and
on
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Paramount. The

o'clock in the morning and leave
try to make myself generally useful. He may ask me to go to his house
and do something for Mrs. Montgomery.
I make his appointments and see to it that
he doesn't forget them. Every year I have
at least three months' vacation with pay.
What more could a secretary ask? Of course,
when he goes to his farm in the East or
takes a trip to Europe, as he did recently,
I still have a few things to do.
at

secretarial

for a year.

came

to

Hollywood two years ago,"

she said. "I have been working for Mr.
Crosby for the past ten months. I was with
Fanchon & Marco before that. I have more
social work to do, but otherwise my duties
are very much the same as those of a business secretary. I come in at 9 o'clock in the
morning and leave at 5:30." She thinks getting a job like hers is largely a matter of
luck. Of course, one must have the technifriend Of mine
told me Mr.
Crosby was looking for a secretary. I applied for it, and here I am. Mr. Crosby isn't
hard to meet and hard to talk to. He is a
regular fellow, with a great sense of humor.
And very considerate."
Mrs. Beatrice Halstead is private secretary to Robert Montgomery. You'll always
find her in his dressing-room, for that's
where her office is. And if the Metro
moguls loan him out to another studio, she
and her office go with him. She is tall, dark,
brown-eyed, wears glasses, and is the mother
of a 7 year old boy. She studied languages
and literature in the University of Minnesota and at U. C. L. A., but didn't graduate.
After finishing high school and before entering college she took a secretarial course.
job.
I wanted to know how she got her
She laughed. "That's what everybody asks

cal

qualifications.

who worked

at

"A

10

at 4.

duties of this corporation and of its crooning president are performed by Miss Pat
Clarke, a slender brown-haired, brown-eyed
girl, coolly efficient, but a little shy. She is
an expert stenographer, takes dictation entirely by stenotype. She is quite a pianist
too, and went to the University of Oregon
"I

I

cern in Hollywood
a friend that Mr.

salaries secretaries to movie stars
nothing to brag about, but there are

"The

girl

Paramount

I

"I meet a lot of interesting people. Everybody of any consequence in Hollywood
eventually goes through his dressing-room.
Stars, directors, producers, writers, prominent visitors. These are valuable contacts,
but I don't believe in mixing business with
pleasure, and never follow them up. But I
suppose if I were to lose my job these contacts would be very useful for getting an-

other.

"In

my

opinion,
for

qualification

the

success

wood

varieties in particular."
All of you who have been dreaming of
being secretaries to movie stars will find
the answers to most of your questions in
this article, which is the result of considerable intimate knowledge and reportorial
digging. I have tried to give you the real
lowdown on the secretarial situation in

telling you of a few represenwithout any exaggeration or

Hollywood by
tative

cases,

romantic ballyhoo. I know you want facts.
And I have given you nothing but facts.
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his

arrival

welcomed by

Silver

Screen

a

in

Errol Flynn is
autograph hunters.

Pasadena,

squad

this

work, far more important than mere stenographic competence, is the ability to get
along with people— which means that a
star's secretary has to be a student of human psychology in general, and of its Holly-
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important
kind of

most
in

of

Pictures

on the Fire

[Continued from page 33]
can't get

to

me, so

there's

"What has happened

to us, Dear?

no use staying

any longer.

We

leave and proceed to the set of "The
Story of Emile Zola." Here is Mr. Muni.
He used to be one of my favorite actors
but he's gone so completely arty he's nuts.
Giving the devil his dues, however, his
make-up in this is marvelous. His sloppy
clothes, his bushy hair, his walk. All are
different than I've ever seen him. And he
seems heavier. It's all make-up. Lon Chaney
used to be considered the master of makeup but I think Muni is better. Chaney 's
were all freak make-ups but Muni's are

legitimate.

He plays Zola, the French novelist. Poverty stricken originally, he meets a woman
of the streets and marries her. She tells him
her story and it inspires a great novel—
"Nana." He becomes the most famous and
most successful author in France. But he
grows away from his old friends in his success. In an effort to find himself he invites
his old friend, Cezanne (Ben Welden) to
dinner.
"It's nice to be
together again, Paul.
Just like old times," Muni beams after a

sumptuous dinner.
"Old times, eh?" Welden mocks,

lifting

an eye at the over-decorated table.

Then Muni

calls

the butler to close the

window. "A draught," he explains. "I have
"
to be careful. My chest, you know
"Your chest is as strong as a barrel,"
Welden informs him bluntly, "and always
was."

They pass through several rooms on their
way to the living room, Muni stopping
Welden in each of them to show him some

new

art treasure. He is desperately anxious
to regain their old footing. But it's no use.
"I must go," says Welden. "It's goodbye.

I'm going south— back to Provence."

"You can't do that, man," Muni expostulates in swift protest. "Why, Paris is the
"

very centre
"Paris isn't for me any longer," Welden
rejoins roughly. "I— I see those I knew in
my youth grow rich and famous; and
sometimes I'm tempted to give in and
" He shakes his head decisively.
paint
"No! An artist should remain poor. Otherwise his talent, like his stomach," his glance
brushes Muni's midriff, "gets fat and stuffy.
"
Of course," hastily, "I don't mean
"Me?" Muni queries. "Come, Paul. We're
old friends. Out with it!
What's the
matter?"

"We've grown apart, Emile," Welden
answers frankly. "Or perhaps I should say—

outgrown me! These carpets! ServYour carved and sculptured writing

'you've
ants!

desk. You're wealthy now— world famous—
a member of the Legion of Honor. But it's

I

done something to you. Your soul's asleep
snoring under layers of fatty com-

jand

placence."

There

is

a

pause,

and

then,

"You've come a long way from the days

!

when we starved together

in an attic and
'Burn the books of the
hypocrites!
The shams! Let their lying
pages warm the bones of a man of truth!"
For a moment there is silence and then
Welden speaks again: "I'm sorry, Emile. But
I had to say it. You're my—
my oldest— and
dearest friend. I couldn't go without telling
"
I you this
"Won't you stay, Paul," Muni pleads in a

you

shouted:

How

could he answer frankly?

could he
neglect
to

tell

—a

her that one serious

lack of proper attention

—

feminine cleanliness

had made

her almost repulsive to

him?

i

j

The

fact

that "Lysol" disinfectant

is

many doctors, nurses and hospitals — for many exacting antiseptic
used by

—

needs is your assurance that "Lysol",
in the correct solutions, does not hurt or

harm normal tissue. There are many
other valuable household uses for "Lysol".
•

UNHAPPY COUPLES
IF doctors,
instead

would Consult

of divorce-lawyers,

many a wife would be surprised
why her husband's love had

to learn

cooled.

Often it is due simply to ignorance about
the proper precautions to insure inti-

mate personal daintiness.

A wholesome method

of feminine
important not only for your
own sense of personal cleanliness and
comfort. It is often still more important
for the sensibilities of your husband. For
no man's love can long survive neglect
of this obligation that marriage brings
to every woman. Many doctors recommend "Lysol" disinfectant as a cleanly
hygiene

is

aid in feminine hygiene, as a

means of

The 6 Special Features of "Lysol"
1.

Non-caustic

tion,

."Lysol", in the proper dilugentle and efficient. It contains no

is

harmful

.

.

free caustic alkali.

Effectiveness... "Lysol"

is active under
practical conditions. ..in the presence of
organic matter (such as dirt, mucus, serum, etc.).

2.

Penetration. ."Lysol" solutions spread
because of low surface tension, and thus virtually search out germs.
3.

4.

.

Economy. ."Lysol", because
.

it is

concen-

trated, costs less than one cent an application
in the proper solution for feminine hygiene.
5.

Odor... The cleanly odor of "Lysol"

dis-

appears after use.
6.

Stability. ."Lysol" keeps
.

able strength no matter

no matter how often

how

it is

its full,

long

depend-

it is

kept,

uncorked.

assuring freshness and daintiness.
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vs.

days— fighting for a foothold."
"You can never go back to it," Welden
answers gently— "and I've never left it."
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Helen Brown, Billy Burrud, Frankie Walburn and Richard Dix in "Billy the Kid."

They walk together to the door. "You'll
?" Muni asks.
"No," Welden shakes his head. "But I'll

write

remember."

What

scene!

a

There

member"

PRICES

something so

in

don't need Gene to coax me
from the set this time. I only wish I could
say to dozens o£ people I knew when they
came out here, before success had
first
brushed them with its wings, "I remember."
They were so swell then.

and

stricted

50 * toile°goods counter
10* 25*
SLIGHTLY HIGHER

my

that

is

that "But I'll rethroat is suddenly con-

simple— so touching

The

I

on

last set

this lot

is

"That Certain

starring Bette Davis. There is one,
thank God, who hasn't changed.
The picture is just starting so I can't tell

Woman"

about. But Bette is sitting at
the door to the office opens
and Ian Hunter, followed by a couple of
other men enters.
meet you in the coffee room,"
"I'll

you what
a desk

Hunter

it's

when

says.

"At the club?" one of the men asks.
"At the club, my boy," Hunter promises.
"We're still in the air," the other man
observes, picking up his brief case. "Does
anyone know what we finally decided?"
"The very excellent Miss Donnell here

—^

If

an ugly, broken out

skin makes you unpop-

ular, and you're tormented also by
the itchy, stinging soreness— you owe

to yourself to try Resinol Soap
and Ointment before giving up hope

it

of

relief.

For more than 40 years the bland
medication of Resinol has been found
effective in the external treatment of
common skin outbreaks. It soothes
the irritated oil ducts where most
surface pimples start and helps nature
heal these red, disfiguring spots.
Resinol Soap is a ready aid to Resinol Ointment because it cleanses so well, yet is gentle
enough for the tenderest skin. Resinol products at all druggists. Try this tr eatme nt a
week and watch your skin
improve. For free sample of If
\
Koood Housekeeping
each, write Resinol, Dept.
6-D, Baltimore, Md.

Resinol
Ointment and Soap
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has taken down everything we've said or
done," Hunter exlains, gesturing towards
Bette. "She will have a record on your
respective desks by five. You will peruse itsleep on it—and, in the. morning, let your
conscience be your guide."
"Oh, you've got one of those, too, have
you?" the first man laughs, indicating a
dictaphone. "You might have told us."
"I think," Hunter retorts, "when you
look at Miss Donnell, you will agree that
we are adequately equipped here."
"Good day," says Gene pointedly, inter-

my

rupting

"Good

reverie.

day,"

his sarcasm. "I
versal."

I

return pleasantly, missing
gotta beat it over to Uni-

"What was that you said about running
a school of English for Warner's writers?"
Gene queries. ''Gotta," he adds scornfully.
There's no answer to that one except,
later, I

think

I

could have

said,

"Gotta"

is

a matter of diction and not English. But,
by the time I think of that I'm at

H

United Artists
Barbara Stanwyck is working in
Samuel Goldwyn's production of "Stella

ERE

Silver

Screen

Dallas."

I

arrive just as they're going into

a "take."
John Boles and his family have lost all
their money so he goes to a small town (a
to make a fresh
a cheap little dance hall
girl but she's shrewd enough to know that
Boles is something different from anyone
else she's ever known, and she realizes he's
going to get ahead. He's broken his engagement to the girl he loves (one of his

mining town,
start. Barbara

I

believe)

is

because there seems little likeliever be able to support her as
she's accustomed to living. Barbara sets her
cap for him and snares him. But woe is me.
Hardly are they married than he realizes
his dreadful mistake. Being a good sport he
sets about making her over. As he begins
to get ahead people begin asking them out.
He has just taken Barbara to the country

own

sort)

hood

he'll

club for the

first

time.

But

they're

home

opens the door of the house and
stands aside for her to enter. She doesn't
get the drift at first, so he stands farther
aside and pushes the door farther open.
And then she tumbles.

early.

He

you," she says in a sweetly sarShe goes on through the hall
and into the bedroom. Boles closes the door
and then the colored maid comes out of
another room where she has been sitting
with their baby.
"She's still 'sleep, Mr. Dallas," the maid

"Thank

castic tone.

tells

him.

"Thank

you, Alice," he replies. As the

another door
starts pacing
as though he was trying to

maid disappears through

still

he chops his forced smile and

up and down

figure something out.
"If you're so tired

why don't you go to
bed?" Barbara demands with angry contempt, as she returns without her wrap and
picks up her bag. "I don't see why you
went in the

first

place

if

you wanted

to

soon as we got there." There
her
is a pause but his silence only goads
on. "If you had your way we'd never go
out at all— we'd just stick home."
"That might be better," Boles replies in
a still sort of way.
"What have I done this time?" she
queries, a sarcastic smile of understanding
breaking over her face. "I'll take my usual
lecture," pretending to learn from teacher.
"Go ahead. Begin."
John stops pacing and turns to look at
her. "Stella," he begins, his voice weary and
pleading, "I asked you not to wear those
earrings— that cheap imitation necklace. You

come home

as

ook them
^ot

there

You

off.

agreed.

you came out

Then
of

the

after

we

dressing

room——"
Barbara has a guilty moment, then she
refuge
akes
in
aggressiveness.
"Now,
Stephen, I'm willing to let you tell me how
0 talk— an' how to act— but please— don't
hink you can give me pointers on how to

Allow me,

press.

at

least,

to

DOUBLE VALUE

AMAZING
OFFER FOR

know more

^

;ontinues, "I've always
.tacks of style."

been known

to

LIMITED SUPPLY

GET YOURS TODAY

ibout one thing than you do!" She gives
ler hair complacent little pats but there
ire angry glints in her eyes. "After all," she

have

"Cut!"
orders
director.
the
Barbara
Promptly disappears.
I follow her and track her down in her
(Iressing room. She is a sight to behold. I
mean, A sight. She has dyed her hair blond
-her own hair, mind you— and her dress,
specially designed by Mr. Omar Kiam, has
verything on it but the kitchen stove.
"You look swell, baby," I begin enthusiI

I

meaning

Lstically,

swell for the part.

Barbara smiles wryly. "You know, Dick,"
he says earnestly, "after almost everyone
>f
my previews people come up and say,
This is a good little picture, Barbara, it's
,oing to do all right. And you were all
ight, too. You have nothing to worry
bout.' I wish just once they could honestly
eel— and say, 'This is terrific— one of the
;reatest pictures of the year— and you were
ust as good as the picture.' Oh, I hope this
all be it."
"I do, too," I echo and I mean it from
he bottom of my heart because if ever
here was a regular girl in Hollywood it's
Jarbara Stanwyck.
As I come out of Barbara's dressing room,
ohn Boles and his manager, Ira Uhr, are

• Think of it For only 59^ you get
a bottle of the new Admiraeion
!

Foamy

f

a hopeless love?"
That stops them.

me,

Between

mentally, but
roceed in the direction of—

iiops

too,

ourselves,
physically

it

—
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Oil

Shampoo

is

utterly

Here, for the first time, is an oil
shampoo that lathers in billows! Yet it contains no free alkali, no drying alcohol, no
harsh chemicals to strip precious natural oil
from the hair. It cleanses completely, washes
out without an after-rinse, leaves the hair

for less than cositj®
youthful, soft, beautifully manageable.

Admiraeion

Hair

pictures

Mr. Marshall always seems to me to be a
Ruth Chatterton— very expert—
hd very uninteresting. And if everyone felt
!
I do about Miss Dietrich her pictures
ouldn't bring ten cents a dozen instead of
jhe two hundred and fifty thousand apiece
le's supposed to get for them. But, ap-

"fiem
,jlue

do about
because they go right on making picelse feels as I

after picture.

Dietrich, I am compelled in all
[Jonesty to state, has never looked lovelier
for has she ever acted better than in this
cene. But, of course, she has the one and
nly Ernst Lubitsch directing her and well
is that he is back directing again. There
re dozens of producers in Hollywood who
in make good pictures but there is only
ne man who can direct-like Lubitsch.
Miss Dietrich is asleep and her husband,
tarshall comes in and wakes her. She's twoming him but she's pretty clever about it
ad tells him all about a dream she had.
At the end she tells him he threw a vase
her and then kissed her and carried her
f

Miss

'J

pstairs.

"And then?" Marshall
There was
oke up."

a

knock

—

—

Get your big double- value package at your
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make:
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your hair
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its

look years older
unattractive
yet
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They are invisible and
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sleep in them comfortably.

Schulze of Jackson, Mich.

ways

and
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so

Read

this

story,

in

"After
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them.

lady's exciting
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life

55 pounds! I
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look
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slender

Mrs.
Gladysse
Ryer, Registered Nurse,
of Dayton, writes:
"Reduced 47 pounds, though
1 did not diet."
From
Merion, Pa., Miss Elnora
figure.

Write

will

lustrous and alluringly

nous International Daneand Universal Picture
says:
The girls all ask
how I always keep my
* looking as if I have just
i to a beauty parlor when
zome out of the water,
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Hayden writes: "Reduced 30 pounds." Mrs. Porter Tyler,
Crandon, Wis., writes: "I reduced 67 pounds, from 206 to
139 pounds. I feel like a new woman, and felt fine light
from the start." Miss Loretta Lee of Los Angeles and
many
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look
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lerbert Marshall.

parently,

Tonic

women

I

Paramount
going here— "Mountain
1 Music"
with Bob Burns and Martha
^aye and
"Angel" with Dietrich and

jFWO

BOTH

different.

aonth,
"Hi, gents," I reply

:

together with

—

tanding there. "Hi, Dick," they chorus,
Boles remembering me again this
It.

and keep going.
"What's the hurry?" Ira wants to know.
"Never mind," John pipes up. "He just
aw everything on this set he's interested
a" and he looks meaningly towards Barara's dressing room.
"Well, gee whiz," I blurt out, "can I help
if I can't help pursuing the ignis fatuus

Shampoo

Oil

a bottle of the new Admiraeion
Hair Dressing & Scalp Tonic. Both bottles
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for 59f5
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.

"Who knocked
"Graham," she
"At

door?" he asks.
says uninterestedly.
time of night?" he puzzles.

this

at the

"Why?"
"A telegram."
"Was it so very important?" he wonders.
"I didn't

open

it,"

she returns. "It was

for you."

"Where

is

it?"

he queries, suddenly very

businesslike.
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liver should
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those good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get
these two pounds of bile flowing freely and
make you fell "up and up". Harmless, gentle,
yet amazing in making bile flow freely. Ask for
Carter's Little Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly
refuse anything else. 25c.
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"
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-
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"There," she points unconcernedly, "on
the dressing table."
I always say there's nothing like the injection of a note of business to take the fire
out of a hot love scene. Here we've got ourselves all worked up, we've had the vicarious thrill of seeing Marshall and Dietrich
necking and yet Mrs. Grundy and the Hays
office are both satisfied. Nothing happens.
Miss Dietrich, as has been reported at
least six times by Sidney Skolsky, has on a
filmy silk nightgown with a pale pink maribou bed jacket over it. (Mr. Skolsky and I
feel

differently

about

Marlene)

And Mr.

Marshall, if you're interested in masculine
styles, has on a pair of yellow silk pajamas.

become

they

forget just

sound

riotous.

Bob Burns has two incurable
one

is

afflictions:

a desire to work, which, at times,

is

uncontrollable (he owns a diamond mine
so I can't blame him— except I imagine they
are Hot Springs diamonds) and the other
is
a condition of the head which causes
amnesia (loss of memory) every time he

bumps

it.

supposed to marry Terry Walker
Shepardson) to settle a feud between the
Shepardsons and Burnsides (he's a Burnside) but he knows Terry is in love with
John Howard so he runs out on her at the
church. A Shepardson shoots at him and
knocks his hat into the river.
The hat is found but Bob isn't so they
arrest Howard (who comes up just then)
on the charge that he murdered Bob. Then
Bob bumps his head, forgets who he is and
can't clear Howard. He (Bob) steals a big
sedan thinking, in his amnesiatic condition,
He's

(a

that

it

is

As he

his.
is

driving along he hears Martha
isn't responsible
beautiful
and

Raye singing. Because he
he also thinks she is

there he is— not knowing who he is. Martha
trying to throw some water in his face
but the Tipstaff (how d'ya like that for a
title?) catches her and puts her out.
Presently, during the trial when all attention is focussed on the judge and attorneys, an old, old lady creeps in, clutching something to her breast. It's Martha—
DISGUISED! And the "something" is the
nozzle of a fire hose!
She turns it on but when the gate swings
to after her it pinches the hose and shuts
off the water so there is only a feeble dribble. Just then someone else comes through
the gate and as soon as it is pushed open
it releases the hose. Martha, naturally, looks
around to see what's the matter with the
hose and she isn't looking where she's aiming the nozzle. A terrific stream of water
shoots out of the nozzle, wetting the judge,
the attorneys, the police attendants, the
jury and everyone else. But some of it
finally hits

Bob and he comes
tvoman,"

the

furiously.
"You can't arrest her,"
my fiancee."

Bob

that

"You

78

Screen

"She's

see?"

just told

side declares. He hasn't recognized Bob before on account of his store clothes. "When
he gits hit in the haid he alius fergits who

he

is."

"An' it takes water to bring him
Ma Burnside amends.

"A

clear case of amnesia,"

to,"

John Howard

puts in helpfully. And well he might be
helpful. Isn't he facing a murder charge?
"You keep out of this," the judge admonishes him. "You don't count."
"Don't count!" Well, I must say!
They rehearse the scene once and then
they get ready for the take.
"Hi, pal," Martha screams at me when
the scene is finee. "Why didn't you show
up at my party when I was hostess at the

Grove

last

"The

week?"

announce, indicating
Kathleen Coghlan, "walked out on me. She
said she had to go to a Paramount preview
and I couldn't bear to see you with someone else and me with no one."
"Never mind," Martha consoles me. "I'll
throw another brawl."
girl friend," I

John Howard, Bob Burns and Terry Walker in
"Mountain Music." Something tells us that

Silver

cries.

yells

Martha screams triumphantly.
you who he is."
"That's my boy awright," Pappy Burn-

"He

—

is

judge

are you?" the judge demands.
"Robert Burnside," he yapps.

Personal to Fat Girls! — Now you can slim
down your face and figure without strict dieting

Martha Raye

to.

"Who

—

or back-breaking exercises. Just eat sensibly and
take 4 Marmola Prescription Tablets a day until
you have lost enough fat
then stop.
Marmola Prescription Tablets contain the same
element prescribed by most doctors in treating
their fat patients. Millions of people are using
them with success. Don't let others think you
have no spunk and that your will-power is as
flabby as your flesh. Start with Marmola today
and win the slender lovely figure rightfully yours.

to
be married
gets into the courtis being tried, but

is

"Arrest

Next we have "Mountain Music." This
has the most implausible plot I have almost
ever listened to but I'm telling you the picture should be one long, loud howl. You
never expect plausibility when comedians
have the leads in an opus but the situations

engaged

how he
room where Howard
I

working the

hose.
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At R-K-O

Beal, a rich youth who leaves home when
father
(George Irving) exasperated
with John for constantly getting into
hot water with the police, offers him
his choice between going to work and going to jail. John arrives in Verde, Texas
and proceeds to enjoy himself in Gomez'
cantina on the Mexican side of the international line. He's been spending like mad
for several days— drunk all the time. Just
now he's sitting sprawled out at his table
while Armida, the chief attraction of the
joint, is doing her number. As she whirls
about the room in her dance she trips over
his feet and falls. She picks herself up.
glaring at John, and lets loose a flood of
Mexican vituperation, the likes of which I
his

have never heard and which

mailing Postal

cards for us;
we furnish sup-

and pay weekly. Send today for

free particulars.

plies
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am

I

only

my

and

lets

fully

mocks wrathgo some more Mexican at
dance,"

she
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TO REDUCE AND SHAPE
ANKLES AND CALVES

yapping at John she's fixing them in
the most natural way in the world.
"Stand back a little farther, Armida,"
Lew Landers, the director instructs her.
"I can't," says Armida, jerking her thumb

DR.
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in-between shades

find Golden Glint Rinse as necessary
M to a smart appearance as lipstick
and r °"ge. The only rinse flexible
I
enough to accurately highlight your
individual hair shade without changing its natural appearance. The
exact shade and highlight you require.
Not a dye, not a bleach.
Millions use it regularly.
Golden Glint Rinse package contains 2
rinses; Golden Glint Shampoo package
contains 1 fragrant cleansing shampoo.
1 rinse.
At all cosmetic counters,
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realize

I'm bossy.

When

Victor

and

I

go

into a restaurant together and he orders
potatoes, before I realize it I'm cancelling
the order and telling him he's too fat already. And then I suddenly realize that I'm
only his wife on the radio and in some
pictures and that what he does is none of
my business. I told the newspaper man all
this and he goes and writes an interview
saying, 'She goes around with a gun on
each hip, a knife between her teeth and
heaven help the man who stands in her
way.' Now, for pete's sake, I've been around
long enough to know better than to say

anything like that."
I do what I can to soothe Helen's feelings because there really never was a
grander person than she is.
About a hundred and ten years ago when
I
was practically embryonic I saw Joe in
a musical comedy in Chicago called "A
Modern Eve." The hit song of the show
was "Goodbye, Everybody." So I tell Joe

Silver

HAIR ROOT
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Remove
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The Mahler Method positively prevents the
hair from growing again. The delightful relief will bring happiness, freedom <A mind
and greater success. Backed by 35 years of
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TODAY

stamps

"How
D. J.

to

for

illustrated

Booklet,

Remove Superfluous Hair Forever."

Mahler Co., Dept. 30-G, Providence,
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Seniationa.1

We arrive on the set and there are Joe,
Helen Broderick, Victor Moore and Ann
Sothern. Helen is all upset about an interview she had with a newspaper man. "I
merely told him," Helen explains, "that I
am a very dynamic, forceful sort of person.

Quickly and Safely

j.

over her shoulder towards Humbert. "His
stomach is in the way."
"Come," says my guide when the laugh
has subsided. "Your friend, Joe Santley, is
directing 'Missus America.' We'll see what
he's

Try my famous flesh colored Gu i Rubber Ankle
Supports. Send ankle and calf measure.
14" Anklet - - - $3.00 per pair
14" Stocking - - $6.75 per pair
Alsogarmenta to reduce any part of the body.
Write for literature to

1

|

B

John.
"Finish your dance," Humbert hisses.
"Finish my dance," she jeers again and
then starts singing, the while she's glaring
at John like nobody's business.
When Armida trips the yellow roses in
her hair start to fall off and all the while
she's

SONG POEMS WANTED

«

I

"Finish

Those tiny sunshine tints and delicate overtones so admired in youthful hair.
Recapture them
quickly, easily, accurately with a
Golden Glint Rinse. Magically transforms every hair shade with new
life and sparkle. No shampoo alone
can do your hair full justice.

...

I
1.

can't understand. John just sits and
grins at her. The proprietor, George Humbert, bustles up and tries to placate John.
"Everything is going to be all right," he
assures Mr. Beal. Then he turns to Armida
sternly. "Finish your dance," he orders.

glad
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four pictures in production here:
1 Joe E. Brown
in "All Is Confusion,"
Helen Broderick and Victor Moore in
"Missus America," "There Goes My Girl"
with Gene Raymond and Ann Sothern,
and "Border Cafe" with John Beal, Armida
and Harry Carey.
As I think of all these pictures I'm reminded of the time the owl-eyed Churchill
Ross was being robbed. One burglar
covered him with a gun while another went
through his belongings. "I never saw a guy
with so much stuff and so little of value,"
the first burglar complained.
"Border Cafe" concerns itself with John
T
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have a present for him and when he asks
what it is I tell him it's a record of this
song. "Is it one you wrote?" Ann Sothern
I

the thought that

is

until

I

see

I

him again

won't have to wait
for laughs. I'm going

over to—

innocently because in those far-gone
days Ann wasn't even a gleam in her
asks

father's eyes.
"No," says Joe without batting an eyelash or even hesitating a fraction of a secfather sang in one of
ond, "it's a song

Columbia

where Fanmag Fanya will furnish some
laughs— unless she's losing her grip.
"Surprise!" says the

my
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anything over there
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if
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"Then how does Dick know?" Ann begins
but Joe interrupts her.
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young as he looks," this Judas whispers to
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when

terized my attendance at his movies
was in grade school is now lacking.)

I

"Mr. Dix is making a personal appearance
tour of the country. Overlooking no bets

he visits a children's hospital. A nurse
(Helen Brown) approaches him. "A little
boy we're taking to the surgery begged so

rant to talk things over.
"You had no business chasing after her
in the first place," Gene informs her angrily.
"Is that so?" Ann comes back furiously.
"I was that close to her"— indicating with
her thumb and finger— "when she ran out

"Sure," Gene agrees ironically. "But she
got away."
"Yes, and it's all your fault," Ann retorts.
"If you hadn't staged that riot I'd have
caught her."
"I'm glad you didn't," Gene snaps. "Now

can go back and finish the wedding."
"Get married in that place?" she ejaculates. "There's blood all over it. Don't you
remember— a man was just murdered

we

You

can hardly

facsimile

"It isn't a
"It broke up

silly

my

murder," she

That
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beautiful wedding.

from a $300

beautiful
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"It

sugar."

Solitaire

in

in

there."

was nobody we know," Gene replies,
as though that made everything all right,
"and you're not going to keep me standing
around, dressed up like some dummy while
you run down a silly murder. Pass the

tell this
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next door.

"Richard Dix is starting a new picture,"
hazard, knowing I have nothing to lose.
"Oh, you're so smart," says Fanya disgustedly. "You've been reading the papers."
I thank her for assuming I can read and
we start out. The picture is called "Once
a Hero." In it Mr. Dix is Hollywood's
biggest western star. (If only he were I
wouldn't have to cover his sets. Now, mind
you, I have nothing against Mr. Dix but
after seeing him for about eighteen years
on the screen you can hardly blame me
if that same anticipatory thrill that charac-

i

€OJV£EAL5

-

follow

Hatter brightly

I

makes it big news as far as I'm concerned."
It goes on and on like that. Ann won't
yield and neither will Gene. I've heard all
these domestic arguments in real life so
often they no longer interest me. So I wave
goodbye to Ann and Gene and trot over to
the next stage.

Yogi Alpha, Boxl4!l,Dep*.C-3,San Diego. Cal.
If a friend wishes a reading, send 20c for two readings.
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Mad

"Guess what?"

in.

of the hotel."

WITH

In order to show you how interesting Astrology really is, Yogi
Alpha, noted American Philosopher,
now offers you a 1000-word reading
for only 10c. This reading is based
upon your Zodiac sun sign and discusses your inclination in relation to
occupation, health, vocation, temperament, partnership, love matters, marriage, partnerships, etc., as indicated
by Astrology. Send 10c in coin or
stamps, giving day, month, yearof birth
for your interesting reading. Also inclose 3c stamp for postage. Money
refunded if not satisfied. Address

Ann

It seems she
reporters on
rival papers. They are at the altar getting
married when there is a pistol shot. A
man slumps to the floor and a woman flees
from the place. Ann's reportorial instincts
get the best of her and she runs out on
Gene to follow the woman. After Gene
catches up with her they go to a restau-

So

and Gene Raymond are

come

as I

"All Is Confusion" is next. This stars
Joe E. Brown. Now, I'm not trying to
be nasty but you can no more tell the
plot of a Joe E. Brown picture than you
can one of the Marx Brothers or Burns &
Allen. You just go and laugh. All I know
thinks he's following a plane in
is Joe
which there are perfume smugglers when,
in reality, he's following a plane that's
carrying a legitimate cargo of radium.
Florence Rice (Grantland Rice's daughter) is the romantic lead and a more romantic lead they couldn't have found. Only
Florence isn't working today. So I sit and
gab for about an hour with Joe. I think I
told you once before, with the exception of
Dick Arlen and George Raft there is no
in the business who goes out of his
to be as nice to visitors on the set
as Joe E. Brown. But there are other
studios to be covered so I finally have to
say goodbye. " 'Bye," Joe yells from the
cockpit of his plane. "Come back again and

one
way

we'll have some laughs."
I thank Joe but in the back of
.
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hard to see you the doctors delayed for a
moment,'' she explains.
"I've known folks to wait meals for me,"
Mr. Dix replies modestly, "hut this is ihe
first time anybody ever put me ahead of

lookYeats

APPROVED

WAY TO

an operation."
So Helen takes him to the surgery wagon
where Billy Burrud is lying. Billy looks at
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"B-b-billy, the kid," Billy
ously.
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care

of

joy-

Mr. Dix

"He's building an eighteen room house
Fanmag whispers impressively
and then adds, "with no guest room."
"•What do I care?" I demand scornfully.
"I'd never be asked out there anyway."
"Of all the writers who ever graced and
disgraced the fair name of Hollywood,"
Fanya explodes, "you are without any doubt
"
the meanest, most ornery, most
in Beverly,"

But by
rector

I
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JJould

You Like

by the use

New York

be
Happily Married
-to

Thackeray said "Men are helpless in the hands of women
whoreally know how to handle

Any woman or girl of
ordinary intelligence, beautiful or plain, has the charm within her to attract and fascinate
men. You can learn how to develop and use those natural
them."

_

•Vomanhood

,

charms from "Fascinating
an unusual book which shows how

,twomenattractmen by usingthesimplelawsof men's
pysehology. Married or single, this knowledge will
ielp you. Don't let love and romance pass you
by.
send us only 10c and we will send you the booklet
;n titled 'Secrets of Fascinating Womanhood", an
nteresting synopsis of the revelations in "Fascinitmg Womanhood". Sent in plain wrapper.
I
PSYCHOLOGY PRESS, Dept.86-G, St. Louis, Mo.
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Quick! A drop of Eye-Gene goes into each eye.
It's a new kind of lotion . . perfected by two prominent eye specialists.lt contains a special ingredient
not found in any other lotion . .
.

of

assistant di-

yelling for quiet so Fanya can't
finish telling me what she thinks of me.
Ralph Bellamy heads the cast of this one.
Also there are Betty Furness, Robert Armstrong, Raymond Walburn, Thurston Hall
and Wade Boteler. It has to do with a fake
is

(Walburn) who has a swell radio
Bellamy and Armstrong (two agents)
discover him and put him under contract.
They only stipulate he has to stay sober.
psychic

You Can Regain

—

# Horrors! Your eyes are red the veins are so
prominent! It often happens after late hours, too
much reading, exposure, etc. What shall you do?
Your eye beauty is ruined . .

month.

"It Can't Last Forever"

easily,

safely!
Others report amazing results with'
famous ZIG-ZAG Diet conceived by Bengamin
Gayelord Hauser, diet advisor to many stars of
screen,
stage
and opera. Write for free
booklet,
mentioning
magazine.
MODERN
HEALTH PRODUCTS, INC., Milwaukee. Wis.

that about

for this

WITHOUT STARVING!
Hollywood

asks,

not caring a whit.

Quickly and safely you can tint those streaks of
gray to lustrous shades of blonde, brown or black.
and a small brush does it. Used and
approved for over twenty-four years. Guaranteed
harmless. Active coloring agent is purely vegetable.

Cannot

in worshipful admiration.

"What's your name, sonny?" Dix

voice.

Then

they hire a burglar to steal the fapearl from a
safe in the Belmore home and hide it
under a rug. When the police are baffled,
they intend to foist Walburn upon them
and he will tell them where the pearl is
hidden. But when the time comes, Walburn
is
drunk so Bellamy dons his robes and
Armstrong introduces him to the chief of
police as "The Master Mind." In the presence of newspapermen Bellamy tells the
chief to call the Belmore home, have someone look under a rug in the library and
the pearl will be found. The chief does it,
the pearl is there, and the chief and news-

mous and valuable Sultana

0 In just a few seconds, yes, almost instantly,
your eyes look clear and white. So much more
beautiful when free from prominent veins! Sparkling, too.

•

and you

so

refreshed.

NEW DISCOVERY

Eye-Getie/No-w used by thousands before every
"date" to make eyes clear and lovely. Marvelously
refreshing to tired, overworked eyes. Not like oldfashioned lotions and washes. Stainless, too. At all

drug and department

stores.

EYE -GENE
HAIR KILLED FOREVER
From

mum

face or body with mas
speed, without harm

skin, by following simple direc
tions. This electrolysis device i
guaranteed
to
remove
hai:

permanently or money refunded
Your home electric current no
needed. Price $1-95, Post-Pai(
or C. O. T>. CAN F ELDS & CO.
Dept.
8-M,
2675 Broadway

papermen

are confounded.
Betty Furness is one of the

And

I

newspapermen

N. Y.

City.

probably be confounded, too,
when I tell you that, of all things!— her hat
is the smartest one I've seen this spring.
However, this is only one scene and there's
no telling what she'll break out with in
will

other scenes.

At M-G-M

Out

here, heaven help me, there are still
two pictures shooting. They are "Countess
Walewska" starring Garbo, and "The Emperor's Candlesticks (or Fiddlesticks)" star-

ring William Powell

and Luise Rainer.
working today so they generously offer to take me on the set but what's
a Garbo picture without Garbo, I esk you.
But it's getting late so I turn my weary
footsteps to the last set on this lot. It's
"The Emperor's Candlesticks." This is a
Russian picture in the time of the Tsar.

Garbo

I

don't

isn't

know

the plot.

I

H

I L

V

111
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CURLERS

don't care. I'm

All I know is that Bill Powell is
in a great, heavy overcoat and in his stocking feet. He picks up Rainer, carries her
softly out through a huge door, sets her
down, puts on his boots, picks her up again
and carries her across the street. And all
without a word of dialogue.
"Don't you want to say 'hello' to Bill?"
Hal Roarke asks me when the scene is
finished.
tired.

PERFUMED DEPILATORY
Instantly eliminates every trace of
hair.
Special offer with ZiP Cream Deodorant

both for the price of one. Ask your
dealer or send 50c plus 10c postage to

MddameBeHhi,5 (,2

FifthAve. ,NewYork

Summertime! Outdoor time! Play

wind and

spasm— toodle-oo!

Silver

it,

that

Hollywood Curl-

can repair the damage so quickly. Roll your

hair for a little while ou Hollywood Curlers
and there you have... beauty restored! At Mal-

ibu Beach and

people play, a

Palm

''first

Springs,

where picture

aid" supply of Hollywood

Curlers is in every dressing room. Get your
emergency supply for summer needs NOW.
Insist

3 FOR

Screen

in suu and
Wonderful day;... but cruel

to curls. Lucky, isn't
'ers

"No," I answer grumpily. "I like him on
the screen but we're not on chatting terms
personally and I've never met Rainer."
And so. until next month— if you survive
this

water.

on Hollywood Curlers!

10c— AT 5c AND 10c STORES— NOTION COUNTERS
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Movie

Fan's

Crossword Puzzle

By Charlotte Hertert

Freddie Bartholomew

ONE'S

faith in the ancient tenets of Art
experiences a surge of

now and then

Again we

fresh enthusiasm.

feel

how won-

derful is the treasure that we all have inherited from the artists of other years. It
was the memory of a Turner painting that
helped us realize the beauty of some of the
scenes in the new picture, "Captains Courageous." It is a fine motion picture— great,

unquestionably. Freddie Bartholomew lives
the part of the rich boy and Spencer
Tracy's performance of Manuel could not
be equalled by any other actor. The audience on the opening night was held entranced.
But neither dramatic nor emotional moments won the sincere accolade that was so
spontaneously given to the sheer beauty of
one scene showing the cloud racked sky,
trim fishingthe
the setting sun and
schooner at the end of the day, alone on
the restless sea. Kipling wrote the story, but

gave

Victor Fleming
beauty.

#

*

*

worth

picture

seeing

is

named "Make Way For Tomorrow."

The

plot does not go

beyond the narrow

limits of ordinary lives. Victor Moore and
Beulah Bondi, who play the pitiful figures
of a father and mother, grown old, are not

wanted by their children. It is marvelous
to see Beulah Bondi achieve an artistic
triumph by giving meaning to the inflexible

The

train that carries
away her old husband (Victor Moore)
gathers speed. The windows of the cars
rapidly pass and she is left alone on the
platform. Life is empty, gray, and she is
facts

of

Ginger Rogers

3

The

is

under contract

existence.

forlorn. There are no symbolic crumpled
roses nor distant bells. Just an empty train

shed and an unhappy woman,
conception of an artist, Mr. Leo McCarey in

the tender

fact.

capital

film

32 Noun suffix
33 Line from center to circumference of circle
35 Those having charge of publications (abbr.)

36 Additional
39 Ensign (abbr.)

40
44
46
47

The

art

Star

of

"Good Old Soak"

50 Upon the top of
53 Toward the sea
54 Direction (abbr.)
55

Measure of weight

57
58

Den

74 The (Fr.)
75 Elder (abbr.)
76 The heiress in "Love

and

provides

clerical expense,

the

printed

and Jack Warner

matter.

All

money

donated goes for food alone.
People with hearts of flint do not make

67 An alkaline solution
68 Prophet of the Old Testament
69 Will next be seen in "There Goes
70 Period of time
72 Neither

Editor.

40 Sam Goldwyn is one of these
41 Masculine name (abbr.)
42 House of Lords (abbr.)
43 A young animal past its first year
44 The director of "Green Light"
45 Electric Telegraph (abbr.)
48 Comparable to
49 Made of earrh
51 Pendant ornament
52 Device used to make pictures

Answer

is

My

News"

(initials)

DOWN
A

2

"Another

love story

Dawn"

is

her latest picture

3 Restore to health
4 Newcomer in "Souls at Sea"
5 Dregs of liquor
6 Measure of weight (abbr.)
7 Period of time (abbr.)

8 Humorist

pictures.

Able"

An exciting experience
34 One of the Hollywood producing companies
36 And (Fr.)
37 Railroad (abbr.)
38 Amateur Athletic Union (abbr.)

new

singing partner

71 Receiving Office (abbr.)
73 Part af the Bible (abbr.)

64 Final
66 Species of tropical palms

1

Night Must rail

(initials)

Joe Schildkraut, Mrs. Bill Dieterle, Mrs.
Abe Lehr, Mrs. O. Ronald Button, Mrs.
Edgar Rice Burroughs and others, have
started the drive in the movie colony. Ten
dollars will provide breakfasts for one child
for a year. O. Ronald Button provides the

.

m

31

9 American patriot
10 Lubricant
I I
To take out
13 And so forth (abbr.)
14 Victory

Girl"

to Last Month's

Puzzle

highest goal attainable for film player

77 "Camille"

;

murderer

63

61

movie people of
THE
have plenty, could not

a

62 Wing-shaped
A slight depression
65 Jeanette MacDonald's

Negative
Depart

Hollywood, who
bear the thought
that any youngster should go hungry to
school. Now the Children's Breakfast Club
is attending to getting food for boys and
girls who need it. Mrs. Jack Warner, Mrs.

#

portrays

57 Behold
60 Eye of the camera

photographs

The

#

He

26 One of the great lakes
28 Shares dancing honors in "Ready, Willing an

56 Mountain (abbr.)

of producing

Mode of transportation (abbr.)
Member of the Kaffir tribe

#

16 Character in "Seventh Heaven"
17 An ecclesiastical council

23 Evergreen trees

24

Affirmative
A character actor (initials)
16 Renowned persons of filmland
18 Week-day (abbr.)
19 Possessive pronoun
20 Marvelous as "Queen Victoria" on the New
York stage
21 Paul Muni's second wife in "The Good Earth
22 The "Maid of Salem" (initials)
23 Movies
25 East Northeast (ahbr.)
27 Suffix
28 Speck
29 Either
30 To whom Clark Gable shows devotion

59

#

office

to this studio

12
15

*

ANOTHER

and

grandeur

it
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LET A STAR

SHOW YOU HOW

TO HAVE

TEETH THAT SH/NEi
LIKE THE STARS':

JOAN
this

BENNETT,

Z Or>

Warner Baxter in "Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938." Watch for
fun-and-fashion comedy in Technicolor-and see Joan's brilliant smile.

co-starring with

picture— the screen's

first

do— Change

Brush your teeth as the movie stars

A

star's teeth

are precious as jewels.

Only a superb dentifrice gets the job of
protecting and polishing them.
Many Hollywood stars— following
the advice of dentists— have chosen
powder for brushing their teeth. But
not just any powder. The Hollywood
choice is the safer, softer powder— Calox.

"CAMERA!" calls Director Irving Cummings. Powerful lights. ..each 2000 watts
...pour blinding light on Joan Bennett's
(ace... and teeth.

Would your

ter pure, flawless in

teeth regis-

such a gruelling test?
experiences of this kind that
have taught so many stars to use Calox.

It is countless

VQ^y»

r>

to

Take a cue from Hollywood. Decide
to

change to Calox— today.

on beautiful
. . .

teeth.

You, too, can have

teeth that shine like the

McKesson

''0.

K."

GIVES "HIGH-LUSTER" POLISH. Five scientifically
approved cleansing and polishing ingredients get
to work! Teeth start to sparkle!

DOUBLE SAFE BECAUSE IT IS. .DOUBLE SIFTED
through 100-mesh screens. It cannot contain any
pumice.

2.

.

grit or

RELEASES OXYGEN. Oxygen

is

Nature

s

own puri-

fying agent.

MADE WITH PRESCRIPTION CARE by McKesson &
Kobbins who have supplied drugs to physicians

since 1833.

stars'.

& robbins, inc.

1.

4.

Then-

watch ugly stains disappear. Watch
Calox bring up a high mirror gloss on
your teeth. Hollywood has no "patent"

WHY HOLLYWOOD SAYS

3.

Calox!

WHAT!

LCANIC

NO MORE

CLINCHES

HOLLYWOOD Dana Burnet
by

mm

mm

m

woman

picture the Irresistible

0

see her. She appears

fragrance.

power

Men

in

are instinctively drawn to her. The

to attract, to fascinate

IRRESISTIBLE

before you

a halo of exquisite

PERFUME.

Let

the secret of

is
it

be yours, too.

On

your next adventure apply a touch of Irresistible
Perfume to your hair, on your lips, your throat
and behind your ears.
drop, too, on your lingerie

A

so feminine

is

Mill ions of

and

women everywhere

along Broadway,
.

.

.

prefer

so exciting.

in

— on Park Avenue,

countries throughout the world

IRRESISTIBLE

PERFUME

for

its

exotic,

lasting fragrance.

To be completely ravishing use all of the Irresistible
Beauty Aids. Each has some special feature which gives you glorious

new

loveliness. Certified pure,

laboratory tested and approved.

Only 10c each

at all 5

&

10c Stores

TOOTH PASTE
Without perfect teeth, not
one model in ten has a chance
of success before the camera.

No wonder famous New
York models choose Listerine
Tooth Paste. Its ingredients
are super-fine in character,
amazingly gentle in action;
yet give marvelous cleanliness

and

brilliant lustre.

Why

don't you, too, try
Listerine Tooth Paste? See

what an improvement

makes

in ms
your teeth K
in a few
weeks.

More than

A

POUND

of tooth paste in the

double size tube
Regular size lube

|

X

40^

it

USTERINE
TOOTH PASTE

•

25t'

§

Lambert
Pharmacal Co..
St. Louis, Aio.

Silver Screen
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cats

St?*'

at

cot'

j.da
1e at*
s cf

The mammoth
fern

sons

Also

in the Big Cast:

off

Raymond Walburn

geous girls Thrilling romance! Swingy nines!...

Willie

th e

sensational
hot singing discovery!

Iii

Scores of stars

Binnie Barnes
Charles Igor Goran

Robert Benchley
GARLAND.

M-G-M

musical that picks up
where "Great Ziegfeld"
and "Born to Dance" left

Howard

Charley Grapewin
Robert Wildhack

!

.

.

.

Gigantic spectacle! Gor!

It's

M-G-M's

gayest, star-

jammed entertainment!

and hundreds more

BIG

Directed by

s

Roy Del Ruth

SONG HITS

Produced by

"Yours and Mine"

Jack Cummings

G*'o«

Gt

cit>6

pat ttvet

Million"

"Sun Showers"

Dave Gould

"Y/our Broadway

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
tvot

"I'm FeethT Like a

Dance direction by
Picture

Songs by Nacio Herb Brown & Arthur Freed

and My Broadway"
"Cot a Mew Pair of
Shoes"
"Everybody Stags"
and others

Silver Screen
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18
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20

Ed Sullivan

22
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24
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26
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28
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30

Become Mere Humans When The Fish Are

W.

Biting

VOLCANIC HOLLYWOOD!

A LETTER FROM LIZA

Where Things Happen Suddenly

THEY ENJOY
Some

IT

Players

Who

BOSS:
DEAR people
must move, and

Think Themselves Darned Lucky

THE HARD WAY
It's

I do think
good thing occasionally when
mice and men and termites go stark mad
on the welcome mat, I heartily recommend
Jean Muir as a landlord. Just this week I
took over a sub-lease on Jean's Hollywood
studio apartment (Jean's oft for a season
of stock in the East) and for the first time
in my life I found moving a positive pleasure. Jean said that the Venetian blinds

If

it

The Best Way In

THEIR FATES HANG IN THE BALANCE
Experimenting With Careers

WHAT! NO MORE CLINCHES?
Pictures

Are Becoming Less Osculatory And More Successful

PROJECTIONS
Joan Blondell

WHO

SAID

"AWKWARD

The Drama Of Youth
SHE'S 21...
Rochelle Hudson Has

TEENS?"
Is

A

The

New

Idea In Pictures

The

Ficltonizaiion of ''Between

Director

Van Dyke

Jeanne de Kolty

51

Jack Bechdolt

52

Frederick Russell
Interview In

A

55

or perhaps it's the beach-comber coming
out in me, but I must admit that my sole
exertion this month, outside of moving, has
been a mild dash every Sunday over to the
Dick Powells for one of their Sunday breakfast-luncheon parties. Dick takes on the
athletically inclined for a snappy game of
badminton— no one can beat Dick at this
feathered sport except Regis Toomey— while
(Joan Blondell to you)
his little bride
dishes with the guests who are too lazy to
do anything more strenuous than lift a

MONTHLY FEATURES
5
8

Tips on Pictures.
Seven Ways for Seven Days

Guard

Ruth Corbin

10

Mary Lee

12

Mook

32

Family Meals While On Vacation
Your Beauty in the Summer Time
Be Enticing!

Topics for Gossips
Pictures on the Fire

A

15
S.

Personally Conducted Visit

R.

beer.

To The Studios

Reviews of Pictures
A Movie Fan's Crossword Puzzle
The Final Fling

56

Charlotte Herbert

82
82

ART SECTION
We

Point with Pride

35

Spencer Tracy

The Enchanted Shore

W here

The

36-37

The Nerer-Never-Land Touches The Ocean Of Dreams

Searchlights of Good Fortune
Good Roles Seek The Right Players

Coming Along the Sound Track
Singers Are A Permanent Feature Of Pictures
Greatest Show on Earth
The Mammoth Marvels Of The Movies
"More Lovely than Pandora"
Select Casual Clothes For Your Vacation
Pictures for Midsummer Nights
Candidly Speaking!
Cameras Pursue The Famous Stars
Picture Stealers
No Scene Is Safe With Them Around

New

38-39
40-41

42-43

44-45
46-47
48-49

50

COVER PORTRAIT OF JOAN BLONDELL BY MARLAND STONE
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a

the fence trying to get my car out of the
garage, and so I did. Truthfulness is something rarely found in landlords and press
agents.
Perhaps it is the tropical summer, sun,

Nutshell

The Opening Chorus

is

would work, and so they did, she said I
would crush a fender and snag off part of

Two Women"

A SHORT-SHORT VISIT
A

34

Brennan

EMERGENCY LOVE!
The

Whitney Williams
Birthday

HE C\N DO ANYTHINGVersatile Walter

C. Fields

:

MEMBER AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS

9

About three o'clock the most marvelous
food appears in the garden, fried chicken,
divine salads, chocolate cake, apple pie, my
my, my my. Everybody says, "Well, I'll
start my reducing next week," and stuffs
something awful until it's four o'clock and
time to listen to W. C. Fields (the W. C.)
carry on his feud with Charlie McCarthy.
No one in Hollywood misses the Fields
broadcast. It's the consensus of opinion
among the movie stars that he's the best.
My other exertion of the month was to
put my car in first the other night and
coax it to climb one of the highest hills
back of Beverly Hills, whereon dwells
Miriam Hopkins in the amazing house that
once belonged to the Screen's Great Lover,
John Gilbert. Miriam recently bought the
house, redecorated it, and it is really a
dream of a place. She threw a combination
house-warming and birthday party for
Anatol Litvak (Tola to his friends), and
as he is Russian in the most charming manner it turned out to be a Russian party.
Everything was Russian, the vodka and the
caviar, my my, my my, the Volga Boatman
rowing madly across the birthday cake, the
Russian string orchestra, the champagne
toasts, and the most delightfully insane
Russians right out of "Tovarich"— none of
whom I knew before, except Mischa Auer,
but oh boy, do I know them now. Vodka
does it.
LIZA
5

How I

Here's

WAS RIDING

I

there

on the top of a Fifth Avenue bus.

clumped up, worrying about how

all

budget-shop hat out of

A

pened.
coat.

a million dollars floating into

how

and get

knew

I

poor

little

it

Yes, sitting

could squeeze a

I

Then

old salary.

my

lap.

new
hap-

it

And what

a

lapin or Kolinsky, not even mink, but real movie-star sable.

just about
bell

my

fur coat landed out of the sky right in

Not

Imagine

Felt

Naturally,

I felt.

your office window and

when

off the bus, I hurried right

had

go back. After

to

all,

I

know

you'll

recovered enough to ring the

back to see where

it

came from.

twenty-dollar-a-week stenos don't

keep sable coats.

MR. BALL BUYS A HAT...
went back

I

to

there holding

where the bus was when the coat

it,

would come and claim

who looked

as

was angry.

He

coat?"

I
it

if

it

it.

just took

my

a

little

was squashed

new

hat.

ancient

in

fine.

met Mr.

I

stood

Ball.

Mr.

Ball

was

a big

man

"Young

lady, do you like that

somebody wear

felt

who

can appreciate

and, sure enough, the coat had hit

a glorious

it's

it,

and

unbelievable. Mr. Ball

into the swankiest hat shop on the

new

hat. "There," he said,

"You

Goodbye."

GET A TOWN CAR

was only the beginning. Here

new

it

Something's happened to yours, hasn't it?"

arm and shoved me

I

this

I

worse than ever. Well,

Avenue and bought me

But

Then

then. I'd rather see

took off my

tiful

And

he owned the world. His face was red kind of like he

tipped his hat and said,

But you need

look

on me.

thought the world had gone completely mad. "Well," he went

I

on, "keep
it.

fell

hoping whoever was tossing sable coats out of windows

sable coat

I

was,

Mary

Smith, with a beau-

and a beautiful new Paris bonnet, and before you

could say Jack Robinson another amazing thing happened.

Silver Screen

A

little

man

you got

on

hit

the head with

Sable COat -/£w ccmi£/uwt^ee£
!

MEET MY DREAM PRINCE...

I

And

Twenty - Dollar - a week stenos don't
keep sable

yet the most wonderful thing of

tioned.

coats.

My dream

prince.

all I

haven't even men-

Suddenly there he was, grinning at

me, and wearing not any fancy prince charming clothes, just
an ordinary gray

suit.

book lads and he told

But Mary' s

But he had

me

the old time clock?

to

find the answer in Paramount 's
ture of the

said he ran the

most exclusive hotel

peared and handed

me

me

brand new town car

a

in.

monds

to try on. All of a sudden,

had suddenly picked on me to hand
uries to

.

.

.

me,

Mary Smith
I

But, as

if all

this

MAKE

me and

asks

me

of a sensible answer like

summer, starring Jean Arthur in herswellestrole as little

Edward Arnold as Old Mr.

Smith,

Ball,

and dashing Ray

made

a

and

to tell

million

for

me.

me

Ray Milfand

most precious lux-

make me keep pinching

right for

And

in a

derby bows

him

to invest a few

before

I

in

He had

book

a smile like the story

lads.

can even think

"No,"
Adolph Zukor presents

For he

I've just

dollars.

Me,

town, wearing sable

silk

and having chauffeurs

and butlers and valets and

JEAN ARTHUR

EDWARD ARNOLD

•

EASY LIVING

flor-

ists

and masseuses bow to me as

if I

were a queen... and

worth

dia-

New York

.

if it's all

in

told I'm

if

A MILLION...

MarySmith,livingin the ritziest
hotel

as

in.

done something

with his dream money.

comes back

all its

minded gentleman

hundred thousand dollars

he's invested or

.

wasn't enough to

myself, a very serious
front of

.

seemed

it

RAY MILLAND

LUIS ALBERNI

•

•

MARY NASH

now I'm

a million dollars.

A Paramount

Picture

Silver Screen
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"Easy Living," the grandest pic-

to ride

had sent me oodles and oodles of

around

.

pound-

had ap-

the imperial royal suite to live

Another man had given

A jeweler

New York

in

.

Or did her

Milland as her dream prince.

who

.

amazing lucky breaks end happily for Mary? You

series of

Mary

Mary Smith

Did she have to go back

told you enough.

ing the old typewriter, punching

Jean Arthur

a smile like all the best story

he loved me, me,

•

Directed by Mitchell Leisen

7

:

always

never

Jeanne Madden has that "certain look" which precedes a proposal in this scene with Donald Woods from "Talent Scout."

AFRICAN HOLIDAY — Fairly

interesting.

A

journey into the jungle by the wealthy sportsman,
Harry C. Pearson, and his wife, is responsible
for this film which, although amateurishly constructed, provides some illuminating moments,

when it reveals a tribe
bers average seven feet in height.
especially

ARMORED CAR— Fair

whose mem-

melodrama.

A

number

of robberies suffered by the Armored Car Company lead the police to suspect Irving Pichel, a
gangster who goes in for organ playing, and
Cesar Romero. The young love interest is played
by Judith Barrett and a newcomer, Robert Wilcox, who does well by his role of undercover man.

BANK ALARM — Fair.
Put sweet, ripe color on your lips— by
means.

— lips

It thrills!...

must be

But remember,

soft,

all

too, that

not dry— smooth, not

rough. Only smooth lips tempt romance.

Avoid Lipstick Parching.
It

warm

color by

contains a special

softening ingredient, "Theobroma." Because

of

its

and smooth. In five indelible shades.
New! "Air Spun'' Rouge- 50$. Torrents of
blend

its

colors to life-like subtlety.

COTY
SB-DEB LIPSTICKS'
Precious protection!... Coty melts eight drop,
of "Theobroma" into every "Sub-Deb" Lip.
stick. This guards against lipstick parching

8

gang

of

the title indicates
bank robbers who ply

with pretty excellent results until
they are rounded up by department of justice
agent, Conrad Nagel, and his trusty G-men.
Eleanor Hunt and Wilma Francis provide adequate romantic interest.

A

GUN LORDS OF STIRRUP BASIN— Good.

feud over the building of a dam in the west
furnishes the plot for this exciting action film
starring Bob Steele, who is in love with his
enemy's daughter, Louise Stanley.

HOTEL HAYWIRE— Good.

tender comedy
English family life, taking one full day and
everything that happens to each member of the
charming Hilton family for its narrative. Of course,
it is Spring, and so Love is in the ascendant all
day long. Competent cast includes Olivia de
Havilland, Ian Hunter, Roland Young, Anita

An

1

amusingc

concerning the domestic upheaval in the_t
Spring Byington and Lynne Overman i
when Spring takes up astrology in a big way. Leo

farce
life

of

t

Carrillo is excellent in the role of the fake astrologer. It should not be taken seriously, but can
be relied upon for sure-fire laughs.

IT

CALL IT A DAY — Good. A

HAPPENED OUT WEST—

Fair.

All

who have a yen for the wide open spaces
should see this film based on one of Harold Bell
Wright's stories. It concerns a big business man
who goes west to secure control of a dairy ranch;:
that is not making money, and after the usual;
complications marries the owner of the farm.,
(Paul Kelly- Judith Allen.)
fans

Louise, etc.

soothing presence, your lips are kept

soft

air

a

As

of

Get protection along with
using Coty "Sub-Deb."

this concerns
their calling

—

GO-GETTER, THE Good. Remember Peter
B. Kyne's famous Cappy Ricks' stories? Well,
meet the lovable old captain again in this film in
the person of the equally lovable Charles Winninger. George Brent is the go-getter who attracts
the sympathies of Cappy Ricks, and Anita Louise
furnishes the romantic lure.

50

ROADS TO

TOWN— Good.

Pleasant sum-

film-fare is this story of a self-willed young
society girl, who runs away from her irate' father
who disapproves of her fiance, and runs smack
into another and better romance in a mountain
cabin.
fair helping of melodroma serves to put
a smart edge on to this second love affair which
turns out to be the "right" one. (Ann Sothern-

mer

A

Don Ameche-Slim

FLY

Summerville.)

The

recent

newspaper

woman, Dorothy Killgallen, inspired this mystery melodrama which Glenda Farrell and Barton MacLane, her fiance, try to solve by means
a similar exciting

flight.

GIRL SAID NO, THE— Fine. The fact that
one of the better New York Gilbert & Sullivan
Companies

is

cast in this film

is

real

news. They

contribute a good round number of breezy, tuneful favorites that will please Gilbert & Sullivan
fans throughout the country. The romance and
comedy are nicely taken care of by Irene Hervey,
Bob Armstrong and Edward Brophy, and the
dialogue is brisk and amusing.

Silver

GALLAHAD— Excellent.

This

Screen

is

a?

(

Bryan.

MAKE WAY FOR TOMORROW

AWAY BABY— Good.

around-the- world flight taken by the

of

KID

"knockout" story of the prize ring, with a perfectly swell newcomer, Wayne Morris, cast as the
champ. Ed. G. Robinson as Wayne's manager,:
and Bette Davis, as Robinson's girl friend, contribute ace-high performances. Also in the cast,
and good, too, are Humphrey Bogart and Jane'

—

Fine.

Adapted from Josephine Lawrence's novel, "The
Years Are So Long," this is a poignant story of
an elderly couple, without financial security, who
have to depend upon their married children fori
sustenance. See it and weep. It is one of the most
moving stories of its kind yet filmed, (Victor
Moore-Beulah Bondi.)
:

NIGHT OF MYSTERY

—

So-So.

A

new

:

edition of Van Dine's famous "The Greene Mur-i
der Case," which was done much more effectively,
when talkies first made their bow. It concern?,
a rich but very unpleasant family, most of thes
members of which are killed off (fortunately )Karns-Grant
ends.
(Roscoe
the
film
before

Richards.)

LET THEM LIVE— Interesting.

John How-

ard is the crusading young interne who fights
against the corrupt political situation in his town
because he thinks it is the cause of so many tinsanitary living conditions. The cast includes Nan
Grey (of "Three Smart Girls"), Edward Ellis

'

;

and Robert Wilcox.

PICK A STAR— Fine. A
Hollywood

lively burlesque of
attempted here with laugh-provok-

is

It

ing results.

comedy

the combined

takes

per-

of Mischa Auer, Patsy Kelly, Laurel
and Hardy and Jack Haley to launch Rosina
Lawrence, a beauty contest winner, into pictures,
but you'll have a grand time following her progsonalities

J

j

1

ress.
j

PRINCE AND THE PAUPER
One

I

of the

most charming

of

— Excellent.

Mark Twain's

fables

(concerning the son of Henry the 8th and a little
beggar lad) affords material for an equally charming film featuring the clever Mauch twins, Billy
and Bobby. Particularly timely is the coronation
of little King Edward the 6th, coming as it does

[

I
:

just

now. (Montagu Love-Errol Flynn).

RIDING ON AIR— Amusing.

The latest Joe
E. Brown film has this wide-mouthed comedian
jack-of-all-trades and master of none. He's bound
to get plenty of laughs when he exhibits his
aptitude for aviation, even going so far as to
invent a new gadget. Supporting cast includes
Guy Kibbee and Florence Rice.

WE DANCE—

Grand entertainment.
SHALL
Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire go through their
regular bag of tricks in this latest opus, and all
we can say is "what fun !" They dance, they
a'l in the gayest
skate, they sing, they quarrel
possible mood. And Eric Blore and Ed. Everett
Horton are incomparable in suave comedy roles.

i;

—

!

SLAVE SHIP — Interesting.

In the middle
century the trade of shipping slaves
coast of Africa to the United
States flourished. Just how sordid this practice
became is depicted graphically in this strong
dramatic film starring Warner Baxter, Wallace
Beery, Mickey Rooney and Elizabeth Allen.

nineteenth
from the
'

I

West

J

SLIM — Excellent. A

comedy-melodrama cen-

—

around two construction job linemen Pat
O'Brien and Henry Fonda who are both in love
with a nurse who tries to induce them to give
up their dangerous employment. There is plenty
of tragedy before these three work out their destering

'j

j

—

tinies.

i

SMOKE TREE RANGE— Good.

One of Buck
western, of course, with
films.
melodramatic plot.
fast riding and
Evans is the girl who gets Buck in the

A

best

Jones'
plenty

of

Muriel

_

happy fadeout.

SPEED TO SPARE)— Good.

Auto racing

is

the nucleus of the fast-moving action plot of this
two brothers, separated when children, who both have a yen for this sport. Charles
Quigley and Eddie Nugent have the principle
roles, with Dorothy Wilson supplying the romantic interludes.
film featuring

i

Hp^DY,

Hp.

TALENT SCOUT— Fine. A
kidding the

ing story

¥

THEY GAVE HIM A GUN— Fine.
seeing
pacifist
j

|
j

Swim

gown

and seamless backs, their beaupatterns and jeweled colors—
you have the way to the body beau-

who returned to private life a full-fledged gangster, no wonder we all shout "no more wars."

tiful

. . .

alluring

(Spencer Tracy- Gladys George).
B. V. D.

go

. .

.

goddesslike! The

Corporation, Empire State

Building,

Richelieu, for this swashbuckling tale of a gentleman soldier of fortune who falls in love with
the cardinal's niece. The excellent cast includes

WHAT

backs, their mould-

tiful

what happens to Franchot Tone, a young
who was drafted into the late war and

Annabella, Raymond Massey,
Romney Brent.

the brilliant

lots

After

UNDER THE RED ROBE— Fine. We

artful,

Suits of B. V. D.I For in their

ing fabrics, their seamless side mail-

back to the days of the famous French cardinal,

j

—

evening

—

by the three principals in the cast Sally Eilers,
Ricardo Cortez, and an English actor, Basil Sydney, whose performance is outstanding.

:

When you go

to the sea and the sandlj

W glamorous, the

TALK OF THE DEVIL— Good. A British
murder mystery with some excellent work done

j

down

beautiful!

glorify^
^Sculpture your silhouette
jjjiThat feminine form divine with the

really entertainHollywood studios. Don-

ald Woods is the ex-talent scout who makes a
real discovery, while hitch-hiking, in the acquisition of Jeanne Maddon. Jeanne, singer, flops in
her first test but is hailed as a great star when
Donald puts her over as a "foreign find."

J

be

New

York

City.

Conrad Veidt and

VENGEANCE—

Poor. This
PRICE
such an old-fashioned melodrama that it begfor
is
good
a laugh
gars analysis. However, it

is

—

if
you are in the mood. The actors who are
more to be pitied than scorned are Wendy Barrie
and Lyle Talbot, etc.

WINGS OVER HONOLULU— Good. When
Wendy

Barrie

eloped

with

Ray

Milland.

a

lieutenant at the navy air base in Hawaii, she
didn't reckon on the fact that the U. S. Navy
demand
is a strict taskmaster and that it would

The

look of a lovely "handknit" with contrasting straps
tying in "double bow" belt,
$8.95. Maillot model, $7.95.
Copyright 1937, The B.

B.V. D.'s

"Crosstide" stitch
adjustable rope straps
controlling pennant patterned
uplift, $4.95. Skirted, $5.95.

with

V. D. Corporation

more of her husband's time than she might. How
the problem of this romantic couple is worked

out affords material for a pleasantly entertaining

drama.

WOMAN CHASES MAN— Swell

One

of
dizzy films that the doctor orders to

those daffy,
drive those blues away.

The

plot

fun.

(what there

Reg. U. S.Pat. Off;,

is

concerns Miriam Hopkins, a young archiwho plans to get a hundred thousand dolout of tight-fisted Joel McCrea in order to
promote a housing scheme of his goofy dad,
Charles Winninger.

of it)
tect,
B

• Seamless Sides and Backs
• Silhouetting Fabrics
• Extra Seat Fullness

FOR THE BODY BEAUTIFUL

lars

Silver Screen
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Seven Ways i& Seven Days
Family Meals While

TESTS 2 TALCUMS

On Va cation
By
Rutk Corovn
All Recipes

Been

Have

Pre-Tested

Dixie Dunbar finds
it
easy to prepare
the old reliable
bacon and eggs
in a well equipped
trailer

AUGUST
See lovely
Picture

JEAN PARKER in Columbia

"Life

Begins

With Love"!

y

\

Jean Parker tries both powders in plain white
the new MAVIS,
boxes. She chooses "Y"
mildly scented. Other lovely stars choose
"X" the original MAVIS, fully scented.
MAVIS flatters your skin like a glamorous
clings for
face powder. Spreads evenly
hours leaves a bewitching fragrance that

—

—

—

MAVIS cools, soothes and refreshes.
NEW! MILDLY SCENTED MAVIS
Created for the woman who prefers a lightly
perfumed talcum. 33-hole needle-spray top
showers body with light film of powder more
effectively

than old-fashioned powder

puffs.

rijrr
IIL L

Generous size trial package. Ask
for either regular or mildly
I
scented MAVIS. Write to Vivaudou, Dept.
91, Long Island City, N. Y. Offer not good
after Aug. 25th. Get your FREE MAVIS now!

month
fever

most acute.
majority of people must

consider the family in their

going away plans, and in this
article I have planned meals serving four,
for seven days. You will find also a list of
the necessary supplies which need not cost
more than $15.00.

TRAY DINNER
Meat

Two

boxes

Heinz

Dundee Marmalade,

Rice
1

Hot
Flakes,

1

SPANISH RICE
medium-sized onion, chopped

l

1

cup

1

tsp. salt

tsp.

1

green pepper, chopped
rice
4 tbsps. butter

1

1

spread,

bottle

1

pickles, 2 bottles olives,
chips, 2 quarts Hoffman's
can apple sauce, 3 cans Kemps
Tomato Juice, box Junket,

pound potato

Gingerale,

Sun

1

Rayed

#2 cans tomatoes, 1
package Caruso spaghetti, 2 boxes Royal
tiny peas,
Chocolate Pudding, 1 can S &
can R & R Boned Chicken, 5 pounds
sugar and 1 package cream cheese. Two
pineapples, 2 pounds peaches, 2 dozen each
of oranges, lemons, bananas, apples, 1 box
blackberries, 5 pounds seedless grapes, 5
pounds oxheart cherries and 4 cantaloupes.

small box Bisquick,

2

W

1

One pound

cold cuts, 1 can Morrell's Spiced
Meat, 1I/9 pounds chopped round steak, 4
pork chops, 4 minute steaks, 1 can Gorton's
Fish Cakes and 14 pound dried beef. Three
bunches beets, 2 stalks celery, 1 bunch
endive, 1 chicory, 2 heads lettuce, 3 cucumbers, 2 bunches carrots, 2 pounds fresh
tomatoes, 3 pounds cabbage, 4 ears corn,

pounds spinach, 5 pounds potatoes, 2
bunches radishes, 1 green pepper, 1 pound
onions, 2 pounds green beans. A pint jar
Hellman's Mayonnaise and small amount

rice

tender and liquid

is

Two lovely MAVIS Talcums.
Both will flatter you.
Which one suits youftype?

10

PROTECTION

A

simple breakfast for the early riser or
the stay-a-bed, with which to start off the
vacation, consists of Rice Flakes with berries, buttered toast, marmalade and coffee.
At noon you can prepare in ten minutes a
satisfying lunch of beef broth, saltines,

and dessert
pineapples, iced
tea
fresh
cookies, which have been made at home
and brought along with the other supplies.

Silver Screen

is

absorbed.

SPINACH AND EGG SALAD
Wash and shred the heart of raw spinach
—as much as needed. Cut hard-cooked eggs
—2

for four people— and mix all ingredients with salad dressing or mayonnaise.
Tuesday— out of bed, stretch and into

your bathing

suits.

As soon

as

your

jiffy

breakfast of corn flakes and fresh sliced
peaches, crisp bacon, buttered whole wheat
raisin bread, coffee or milk is over lunch

be prepared and packed by all. Then
bring out the car and away you'll go to a
nearby lake or beach for your first swim.
will

SWIM LUNCH
Ham Sandwiches
Cheese Spread Sandwiches

Cream Cheese on Date and Nut Bread
Pickles

Potato Salad

Cookies

Fruit

A

thermos bottle of lemonade

DINNER

of seasonings.

FOR BODY

pepper

tsp.

Wash rice, brown lightly in butter with
onion and green pepper, using a large skillet.
Add seasonings, tomatoes and water.
Cover and simmer about 30 minutes until

3

MAVIS

14

sugar
1 #2 can tomatoes
2 cups boiling water

1

1

i/2

Milk

or iced coffee

jar

pound Chase and

Sanborn Coffee, 7 quarts milk, 9 tall cans
Bordens milk, 6 cans Crosse and Blackwell
soup— 3 cans Beef Broth and 3 cans Cream
of Celery soup, 2 cans Date and Nut Bread,
package Saltines, 14 pound Premier tea,
pound White Rose rice, 2 dozen eggs,
box strawberry Jello, 2 boxes Kelloggs Corn
Flakes, 1 pound Swift's bacon and I pound
lard, 2 pounds butter, jar Kraft's cheese

Balls

Green beans
*Spanish Rice
•Spinach and egg salad

SUPPLIES

—

lasts!

is
the
vacation

when

becomes

The

Likes Both -Prefers "Y"

kitchenette.

Cream

of Celery

Soup

Saltines

Potato Chips
Cold Cuts
Green Vegetable Salad
Date and Nut Bread with marmalade
Milk
Hot or iced tea

Wednesday— for
Eggs
coffee

to

breakfast add Goldenrod
the orange juice, cereal, toast and

for

a

grand surprise. For luncheon

I

open a can of pork and beans, make cole
slaw and finish with cookies and iced gingerale.

YOUR-

DINNER
Breaded Pork Chops
Parsley

Spinach

Potatoes

Apple Sauce
Blackberry Roll

ctf*oH

Coffee

GOLDENROD EGGS
Into a plain cream sauce cut finely three
hard-cooked eggs. Mix, pour on buttered
toast, sprinkle with paprika and serve.

BLACKBERRY ROLL
Spread in bottom of a long deep pan a
pastry which has been rolled to a thickness
of 14 of an inch and a width all around
of about 12 inches. Pour on blackberries.
Sprinkle with sugar, dot generously with
butter. Fold over, fastening by pressing
edges firmly together. Puncture with air
holes and bake until done in moderate
oven 350° F. Baste occasionally with mixture which escapes from roll.
Thursday— and now for a

breakfast

of

tomato juice, scrambled eggs, toast, marmalade and coffee. Then a morning hike
and more sunburn, returning for luncheon
of vegetable chowder, hot Bisquick biscuits,
fruit bowl, iced coffee or milk. Serve—

DINNER ON THE LAWN
Minute Steaks
Green Beans

French Fried Potatoes

Whole

pickled beets stuffed with

cucumbers and

celery

VEGETABLE CHOWDER
To

A WEEK BY THE

SEA, this mild menthol smoke

left over vegetables add a can of
corn, 1 chopped onion and a whole can
of evaporated milk. A little fried chopped
bacon is also nice.
Friday— for breakfast you'll have cantaloupe, Spanish omelette, buttered toast and
under a tree.
coffee. Spread your lunch
Make it *Italian eggs, radishes, olives, fruit,
cookies and iced tea.
all

is

a tonic

menthol cools and
refreshes, yet never interferes with the full-bodied flavor of KGDLS
fine Turkish-Domestic blend. A coupon comes with each pack,
to hot, tired throats.

Coffee

Junket

IIKE
J

The

tiny bit of

good in the U. S. A. for beautiful, useful premiums. (Extra
coupons in every carton.) Your throat needs a vacation, too! Get
away from the heat, and head into a pack of KGDLS today!
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., Box 599, Louisville, Ky.
^

S

~

*

TUNE IN Tommy Dorsey's Orch. & Morton
NBC Blue

Network, Fridays 10 P.

M„ E.

Bowe,

D. S. T.

DINNER
Tomato

Juice Cocktail

Corn-on-cob
Sliced tomatoes

Fish cakes

Buttered asparagus
Chocolate Pudding

Hot

or Iced tea

ITALIAN EGGS
2 tbsps.

finelv chopped onion
cup diced celery
tbsp. chopped green pepper
4 hard-cooked eggs
tbsp. flour
cup milk

olive oil

1

i/2

1

Yi

1

1/2
1

tsp. salt

package spaghetti

i/s

tsp.

pepper

Heat oil in frying pan, add onions, celery,
green pepper and cook slowly for 5 minutes. Sprinkle with flour, add milk and
seasonings, stir until it thickens. Pile freshly
cooked spaghetti on a platter, garnish with
sliced eggs and pour sauce over all.
Saturday calls for a quick breakfast of
sliced peaches on the remaining cereal with
buttered toast and coffee. Luncheon, too,
must do away with left over foods so sandwiches are made from cold cuts and cheese
spread, the few cookies remaining and
lemonade. This makes the simple but tasty
evening meal all the more welcome.

SAVE COUPONS

.

.

MANY HANDSOME NEW PREMIUMS

DINNER
Creamed Dried Beef on Toast Squares
Peas and carrots
Cole Slaw with Tomato Slices
cream (from General Store)
Coffee
Sunday breakfast is discarded. At noon
you have a healthy Brunch of orange juice,
cereal, pancakes with bacon and eggs and
coffee. Then you pile into the car and head
lor home.
Ice

Bridge Table

— De Luxe

inlaid. Sturdy.

750 coupons. Plain model, 500 coupons

FREE. Write for illustrated 28-pagt
B & W premium booklet, No. 14

Electric
front.

Clock

— Hammond.

RALEIGH CIGARETTES. ..NOW AT POPULAR PRICES... ALSO CARRY B &

Silver Screen

\Calnut

110V. 60 cycle AC. 375 coupons

W

COUPONS
i l

—
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Only ENDURA
HAS BEEN PROVEN
BY

Guard Your

MORE THAN

Women

150,000

Beauty
In
PERMAN

N

E

Summer

WAV E

T

The

YOUR HAIR YOURSELF
AT HOME ... A COMPLETE
PERMANENT $1.00

A

Little

Care Every

Woman

With

Pleasantly and inexpensively, Endura gives you the
best permanent you have ever had. Endura banishes,
once and for all, the hours of discomfort of old-

fashioned methods. Without machines, heat, or elec-

Can

tricity, Endura permanent waves your hair at home
while you work or read or even sleep. It's so easy
to use, and so inexpensive. More than 150,000
women have changed to Endura permanents.
Endura is sold in two sizes; the $1.00 complete
permanent wave and the 25c Endura 10-Curl. Endura
10-Curl gives you 10 winsome curls, permanent
waves those straggly end and side curls. Endura
is featured at drug, department and 5 and 10c
stores. If your dealer cannot supply you, ask him

Time!

l^ook Enticing.

By A/lary

I^ee

to order it from THE ENDURA CORPORATION,
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA.

your back and arms
were as smooth and

If

lovely as Pat Paterson's,
you could pose this way
with equal confidence.

^Scratching
RELIEVE

Iff

Itching

Insect Bites

itching of insect bites, athlete's foot, hives, scales, eczema, and other externally
caused skin afflictions quickly yields to cooling, antiseptic, liquid D.D.D. PRESCRIPTION. Original formula of Doctor Dennis. Greaseless and stainless. Soothes
the irritation and quickly stops the most intense

Even the most stubborn

itching. A 35c trial bottle, at all drug stores, proves it
or money back. Ask for D.D.D. PRESCRIPTION.

—

jr'

for a

Summer

Sfii/i

of

Radiant
k loveliness!

In

the searching glare of

— on golf
and in the
lows — more

summer sun

tennis court, hikes
moonlit evening that fol-

links,

than ever

is

your skin on

parade. Keep

it looking flawless with
Miner's Liquid Make-Up. Apply to
face, neck, arms, legs. How smooth,
how lovely Miner's makes them! Stays
on all day, won't rub off or streak. 50g
at drug & dep't stores. Trial size at
I0g counters, or mail coupon with I0g.

;

"~" n"~C~~
ErT~0-A~E~

SHAHS

M

iantan
Peo<*

Enclosed find

I

trial

Roths!

bottle

NAME

—

ADDRESS

12

(stamps or coin) for
Miner's Liquid Make-Up.
10c

"j

I

}
I

Shade

T'S no lucky accident that won Pat Paterson the reputation of having the most
beautiful back in Hollywood! She takes
care of her body beauty just as meticulously
as the face that made her famous.
We're going to devote this month's advice
to beauty below the chin. The skin on your
body is simply a continuation of your complexion, or the other way round, and you
can't afford to neglect either if you want to
be truly lovely.
Every bit of your skin that shows,
whether you're wearing a bathing suit,
sport clothes or evening decolletage, should
present an unbroken line of satiny smoothness. And, even more than that, you have
to take care of the hidden skin to insure
the beauty of that which is visible.
Your body beauty treatment should begin
with the bath, every bath or shower you
take. Be careful not to have the water too
hot and not to soak in a tub too long. If
you've ever washed clothes, you know how
your hands get red and puckered, unless
you've used one of those "soak 'em clean"
preparations that makes it unnecessary to
keep them under water long.
Too much heat, prolonged soaking, hard
water and harsh soap are the chief causes
of dry skin, and that leads to chapping,

hard to reach. Get a good grip on opposite
corners of that towel and draw it diagonally
across your back, first one side, then the
other. The harder the better. Backs don't
get much exercise and they need stimulation.

just as careful in the choice of soap
your body as you are for your face. It
should be mild. Strong soap doesn't get
you one bit cleaner and it's likely to dry
out your skin if it's alkaline.
An important part of your body beauty
treatment (if you can take it), is a quick
rinse with cold water— either a shower or a
dousing with cold water if you have your
ablutions in a tub. The cold water does
the same thing for your body an astringent
does for your lace. It closes the pores and

Be

for

refines

the texture. Besides that, it brings
circulation which every skin

up a healthy
needs.

To make
stay with

that

after-the-bath

freshness

you through a strenuous day or

evening, give yourself a liberal dusting with
bath powder. Whether it goes by the name
of talcum, dusting powder or body sachet,
it contributes much to beauty. In the first
place, it takes away any lingering trace of

"itchiness"

moisture you didn't get off with your towel.
it helps to keep you dry and cool by
absorbing perspiration. And the fragrance

cause

that

and eventual wrinkles. Another
not getting yourself thoroughly dry
after you emerge from your ablutions.
There are excellent water softeners, some

of

is

them

delightfully

counteract drying

And

certainly

lime and

effort

perfumed, that

will

effects.

body beauty
required

to

is

worth the

get

yourself

dry. Use a thick Turkish towel,
not the sleezy kind that is soaking wet
before you've finished half the job. Be sure
you don't neglect your back, just because it's

good and

Silver Screen

Then

comes from your body and sifts
through your clothes has a delicacy that
makes you feel completely, though mildly
perfumed.
So much for making your bath count lor
body beauty, whatever the type and condition of your skin. Now I am going to tell
you how to remedy some of the faults that
are most often responsible for clouding
skin beauty.

Does your back break out in embarrassing

splotches just at the time )ou want to look
your loveliest in a bathing suit or evening
gown? Perhaps you're eating too much rich,
greasy food, candy or pastry. Cut down on
them. One of the best remedies I know for
clearing up blotchy skin from the inside is
yeast. Take three cakes a day, and in a
short time you should see a very definite
improvement in your skin. Drink plenty of
water, too, a dozen glasses a day or more.

And drink

WHEN FINGERS AND TOES
MUST LOOK THEIR

BEST...

GLAZO'S

milk.

Get into the habit of using a body brush
every time you take a bath or shower. Use

plenty of lather, and scrub hard. The friction brings up healthy circulation and puts
lazy pores back to work, so they'll throw
off impurities instead of letting them accumulate in blackheads or little lumps under
the skin that are likely to break out in ugly
spots at the most inopportune times. Prophy-lac-tic makes a dandy bath brush, with
a detachable handle, curved to make it easy
for you to get at the part of your back
that's usually hard to reach.

Here's a bed-time treatment that's just as
in clearing up broken out backs

effective

in improving bad complexions:
is
it
simply moisten the skin with hot water,
then apply a little Kleerplex Pore Wash.
Let it stay on a minute or two, then remove it with hot water and follow with
cold. It corrects excessive oiliness, helps remove blackheads and refines enlarged pores,
bringing your skin back to a healthy condition with clear, fine texture and good
color. Hardy, normal skins may use it every
as

dav,

but

for

sensitive

skins

it's

recom-

three times a week. Kleerplex Wash
has a fresh fragrance that makes it pleasant
to use. Incidentally, it's grand to make a
dark or fur-stained neck "come clean" so
to your carefully made-up
it'll do justice

mended

face!
If

vour skin

is

extra-dry, so

it

chaps easily

and gets rough or even "itchy," you need
an all-over lubricating treatment at least
once a week. A grand preparation for this
the
is Albolene Solid. It's a cream form of
very same pure oil that doctors and nurses
advise to keep a new-born baby's skin in
the pink of condition.

Keep your arms smooth and

satiny

when

they're out in the open. Carry the same
lotion you use to beautify your hands right
up to your shoulders, especially if you're
preparing for a gala evening. Pay special
attention to your elbows, as they're so likely
to mar the beauty of your arms if they're

rough or dark. When you massage your
elbow, bend the arm, then cup the opposite hand and work the lotion in with a
rotary movement. We're enthusiastic about
Frostilla lotion for hands and arms. It's
absorbed into the skin with a minimum of

But

flattery

from Glazo means honest

admiration from beaus and escorts. So
why resist its blandishments? You'll

instantly velvety and
it
lovely to touch. It has a delightful, soft
fragrance. Frostilla makes a grand finishing
touch for a pedicure, too, as it softens up
those rough spots on feet and adds a lot
to their good looks.

rubbing, leaving

co/o/J. .

.

ufi //ft/eel

J/iiti -fane na/fnon^

never suspect

how

fascinating your fin-

gertips can be until Glazo's misty,

smoky

why

smart

shades persuade you. That's

everywhere are losing their hearts
and pledging their hands to Glazo.

girls

BEWARE, YOUNG women! Unscrupu-

NEW TITLES FOR THE
NEW PICTURES
"A Gentleman After Midnight"
Howard) has been changed

lous flatterers of any
Glazo's beguiling

(Leslie
to ...

"I'll

Old Rose, Thistle, Rust and Rus-

.

"It's Love I'm After"
"Escape from Love" (Michael Whalen)
has been changed to
"The Lady Escapes"
"The Deep South" (Claude Rains) has
been changed to
"They Won't Forget"
"The Sound of her Voice" (Grace
Moore) has been changed to

"Thanks for

shades.

Take Romance"

Nothing" (Francis Lederer) has been changed to
"Thanks for Everything"

set,
.

.

.

hand are

modern "Misty"

days of wear. But for

all that,

Red

friend,

whose charm

Complimentary Colors

whose

flattery doesn't

Suntan, Dahlia, Imperial

these

A smooth article, all right,

have a way with them... a way of
adding new beauty to your manicure— and your pedicure.

GLAZO
Silver Screen

is

Glazo—

satin-smooth on the nail, for several extra
a "sun-fast"

doesn't fade,

grow

a bit

"thick" with lingering in the bottle.
|

And one

that, at

25 cents, has

a care for your pocketbook.
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The Seven
MUTINY!
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Seas h ave ever known

Gold-mad, blood-mad cutthroats

defying the gallows

a love that dared a

.

.

doomed

unless they smash

honeymoon of horror!

NEVER BEFORE SUCH A MIGHTY SEA- SPECTACLE!

NEVER AGAIN SUCH A STRANGE LOVE STORY!

with

Elizabeth

Mickey
2Qth Century-Fox Sets the
Sets the Pace.
for GREAT Entertainment! You loved — you
Style.

.

.

.

ROONEY

GEORGE SANDERS "JANE DARWELL

—"On the Avenue",
"Wake Up and Live", "Cafe

JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT

cheered

Metropole", "This is My
Affair". Now expect even
greater thrills from even

Directed by

TAY GARNETT

Associate Producer Nunnally Johnson

greater hits

Based on a Novel by George S. King
F. ZANUCK In Charge of Production

DARRYL
14
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Vacation days lure
Ida Lupino to the

wildwood.

Her

next picture

"Art-

and

ists

is

Models."

almost cold, Mary Brian
ikes her sandwiches with
the crusts cut off, Irene
Dunne likes cold chicken

with

plain

bread

and

butter on the side. Joan
Bennett wires home at
every stop and doesn't like

lemon with her

Joan
WHEN
Crawford
book

likes a

very much she buys
a whole slue of
copies.

she

.

that

one of her guests hasn't read her favorite
book she dashes into the library, gets a copy,
and presents it to the guest. Right now the
book that Joan is terribly enthusiastic
about and is giving away like mad is John
Steinbeck's

AT THE

"Of Mice and Men."
dinner at the Trocadero given

recently to honor

Weber and

Fields,

the master of ceremonies,
introduced as the next speaker "an old
English actor who trouped along with Sir
Beerbohm Tree — Freddie Bartholomew."
Freddie's opening remark was, "After all
that build-up I didn't expect myself." Freddie has become the most agile impromptu
speaker in Hollywood, and with his ready
wit and repartee certainly puts the oldtimers to shame.

George

Jessel,

romance
ANEW and nourishing
de Havilland and
of

is

Olivia

that

John

Arl edge. Their favorite fun is to take their
bikes down to the beach and bicycle along
the ocean.

„_„^„_„

CHIRLEY

TEMPLE,

who

never
has
shown the slightest fear of anything
in her short career as a screen star, has
suddenly developed a terrific elephant
phobia. Every time she sees the elephants
in "Heidi," her new picture, she screams
and yells like a frightened kid.

Met Him in Paris" loca•3 tion trip to Sun Valley last February,
Claudette Colbert has become an enthusiastic skier and if you don't know what a

ClNCE

the "I

christiania

or a slalom

well pass up a conversation with La
Colbert. Quite by accident while she was out
skiing on her own, Claudette found herself
in the midst of a men's slalom race one
week-end last month (there is snow on
the California Sierras even in the middle
of summer) and much to her surprise, and
the gentlemen's shame, won the race! But,
inasmuch as it was a man's race she did
not get the silver cup, but they did present
her with a milk bottle. Big-hearted, eh?
as

Then when

discovers

tea,

Kay

Francis likes to sleep as much as possible
and Sylvia Sidney likes to travel in slacks
without a hat.

is

vou might

just

Now

agog with her prowess
planning to tackle those
Swiss Alps if she can get time off from
picture-making next winter.
as

Claudette

a skier she

is

so

is

ClMONE SIMON who

used to be a little
now the gay girl
of Hollywood. In the course of one weekend she attended Andrea Leeds' cocktail
party at the Trocadero with Director William Wyler, the tennis matches at the
Westside Tennis Club with Jon Hall (who
they say will be the next male sensation
in Hollywood after "Hurricane"), and the
Los Angeles opening of "Idiot's Delight"
with Felix Rollo. It is quite fitting that
one of Simone Simon's most constant companions is Arthur Arthur, a writer. Oh,
those double talk people.
Alice-sit-by-the-fire

is

ONE
A

of those sad sights in Hollywood:
"For Sale" sign on the not quite
completed gorgeous new Holmby Hills
home of Joan Bennett and Gene Markey.

A

_,<$,._.

STEWARDESS

on one of the important airlines was interviewed the other
day as to the peculiarities of the glamour
girls who travel the air ways. And this was
revealed: Ann Sothern likes her coffee

THE

— —
„<$>,,

feuds going on in Hollywood
I ;now are those of Alice Faye and GypsyRose Lee, and of Mary Livingstone and
Shirley Ross. Alice Faye and Gypsy Rose
Lee are working together in the same picture, "You Can't Have Everything," and
downit seems that Alice is a frank, honest,
to-earth girl who can get her Irish temper
up at the drop of an eyelash. On the other
hand Gypsy Rose Lee, who made the strip
tease famous, now wishes to forget Gypsy
Rose Lee and the strip-tease and become
Louise Hovick, artiste. So far it is only a
polite feud. But the feud of Mary Livingbest

stone (Mrs. Jack Benny) and Shirley Ross
a
is not so polite. Shirley, it seems, made
few cracks about Mary Livingstone in the
wardrobe department of the studio and
Mary, on the other side of the thin partition, heard them. When the two girls met
on the set of "This Way Please" there were
heated words and, when the fray was over,
Shirley was taken out of the picture.

WHEN

—

a

little

old lady smiled as she

him on the Goldwyn lot one
day Joel McCrea politely tipped his hat.
Great was his surprise when he passed her
passed

again about a half an hour later and heard
her mutter under her breath, "It certainly
is funny what a few good reviews will do to
these stuck up actors." Thoroughly intrigued by now he decided to follow her,
saw Charles Boyer politely tip his hat to
her too, and hadn't the least idea who she
was until she pushed open the stage door
on the "Stella Dallas" set. It was Barbara
Stanwyck, of course, in her old age make-up
for poor dear old Stella, and when Barbara
"ages" on the screen, unlike most of the
glamour girls, she does it perfectly. Ask

both Mr. Bover and Mr. McCrea.
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Scintillating/

Darling,

Tenl=

peramentat Stars

Become Mere
Humans When
The Fish Are
Biting.

^pHE

stars are prov-

ing unmistakably
that you can hang
onto sex-appeal and
go for fishing. The
fine points created by
the present craze are

still

really something. Hol-

lywood

not only is
learning patience, and

how cunning you have
what you
your pole,
wives have to decide
whether to be fish
to be
want

to lure
to

widows or to join
their husbands. A
bunch of the boys at
Metro have formed
themselves a jolly club.

But Wally Beery,
whose pre-eminence
fits him for the presidency, climbs into his
private plane and flies

to distant mountain lakes because he wants to be a
Garbo when he fishes. The town's parties are even
affected. Aboard the more elegant stellar yachts you
have to pull in so many pounds before the host will
give you a cocktail.

catch a star, catch a fish! The bigger your story
did it, the better your chance of becoming
a confidential buddy of the movie player you like best.
This is my tip if you are coming to Hollywood this
month: Be prepared to get in on the current hobby,
in with the clique that's leading the fun. You won't
reach first base until you mention your latest fishing
exploit. Then a star wakes up and begins to bubble

To

of

how you

over with enthusiasm.

The studio lots are starting to buzz tall tales of the
various stars' exploits. At 20th Century-Fox the Cafe
de Paris served the Ameche Special free for two days.
Don went forth with Lum and Abner and they caught
so much yellowtail he had to be generous in blanket
fashion.
Catalina Island, twenty miles off shore from Los
Angeles, is the headquarters for the sea-going fishermen. There the famous Tuna Club makes big game
fishing a truly superb sport. But to become a member
you have to be a gentleman angler who's taken a tuna
or swordfish of specified size— the size depending upon
whether you are using heavy or light tackle. And you
have to do it according to the club's rules. When you're
a member and begin making notable catches you're
awarded buttons. Charlie Chaplin is in this society of
sportsmen and has a button for the giant tuna he
landed. When his reel started to cry and his rod to
shake the battle was on. Charlie didn't have to be told
he had a great strike. It was a memorable battle.
Deep-sea fishing is a battle, in case you hadn't
realized it. It not onh combines fishing with ihc Inn
of the sea, but its pits you against wary under-watcr
game that have to be tempted most skillfully. The
bluefin tuna are running best off Catalina now. Evelyn Knapp holds
the record for Hollywood fisherwomen. She caught a hundred-andninety-five pound marlin swordfish from the deck of her yacht Celito.
Hollywood) particularly Reginald Owen, has gone nutty over
surf fishing. At Malibu, Ann Sothern gayly parks her pole in the
sand while she dashes through a few refreshing breakers. Shortly
she returns to what's the rage again. Hollywood— particularly
Jane Withers— ecstatically stands on ocean piers by the hour, regular radio reports having advised just where the mackerel and
16

___HDut are most apt to be.
Hollywood trolls from livebait boats and off-shore
barges.

patronage

Its

keeps

swanky trout farms on handy
tap.
to

Whenever there is time
away for awhile it's

get

deep-sea

«Si
John King, de
angl ers,
luxe
with rods
and reels to give
battle to any
ready

trout.

or

it's

dis-

new, glorious

a

iiiounl.uii

siir.im.

The game
cific

Binnie Barnes and

fishing

covering

fish of the Paare aquiver since Gary

Cooper taught George Raft several tricks
about them. Bette Davis is daffy over the
High Sierras. Bill Powell not only has high
income taxes to worry over; now he has
the more devilish problem of salmon on
a sit-down strike. Glamour queens vie for
kind of haul; they don't bother
about sapphires since the joy of becoming
Miss Izaak Waltons has come into their
a different

From

Relief

Glamour
By
Ben Macid ox
the next express and henceforth dominated his dining-room wall.
Now, naturally, Jeanette doesn't epiite fancy the memento in (lie
formal dining-room of the honeymoon house. A trifle too trophical! So she has thought of a special room— "For all the prizes
you'll be capturing, darling." But, too, she's found out that a
bride has to be more than clever. Separation is unbearable.
My latest word from the Gene Raymonds confides that she
accompanies Gene whenever he rents a tiny boat to bring in barracuda. Don't let Louis B. Mayer hear this or he'll die of heartfailure. Once Jeanette was sitting at the stern, teasing a shark,
when the wind changed. The boom started to swing violently. She
didn't see it coming. It would have knocked her out or overboard
if Gene hadn't made a leap and with superhuman effort heaved
it the other way.
The kind of fishing a star prefers determines the skill and cash
required. Fortunately, there is every variety available. The gamut
can be run. Panic Knowles lives beside Toluca Lake so he can
stroll within walking distance of home for enough bass for supper.
There is excellent trout fishing at the farms close to Hollywood
which have artificial pools. Noah Beery owns one of the most
popular of these. Within two hours one reaches the Sesepe stream
near Santa Barbara, for real trout maneuvers. The beach is only
half an

hour away.
nothing like the High Sierras,"
Davis emphatically. When
she and husband Ham Nelson escape from

"There

declares

is

Bette

duties they pile into their car and forget
the Hollywood [Continued on page 62]

all

:

lives.

of

A

that

no longer thinks
number in Magnin's

screen actress, indeed,

stunning

little

window when she plots to hook a whopper.
Of course, in Jeanette MacDonald's case, the
dilemma has been cleverly solved without a
doubt. Jeanette knew she was marrying an
sportsman when she starred in her
glamorous wedding this June. But she didn't
realize immediately how far love can sweep
one. Gene used to take his brother on fishing
jaunts to Florida. When he landed a hundredthere he
and-seventy-five pound swordfish
wired Jeanette all the details. She met him at
the station with a crowd of stars, a German
brass band, and a teasing welcome banner. But
where was his prize? Gene exclaimed that he
had left it in Florida to be mounted. He was
hounded for months to produce his fish. He
couldn't think why it didn't come until he at
last remembered that he had never sent the
taxidermist a check. When he did it was in

ardent

(Center)

The charm

forest stream

Myrna

is

of the

enhanced by

The fish
from miles

Loy's beauty.

probably
around.

Temple
caught,
(Right)
,

come

Shirley
she
person.
in
off to the

(Above)
and the
herself,

They're

fish

grounds in Preston
fishing
Foster's yacht. Preston (left),
Betty Grable and Erik Rhodes.
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(Upper

—

left)

Delia Lind,
(left) Joan
Fontaine and
(above) Sigrid
Gurie.

Volcanic

Hollywood
By Dana Burnet

the vibrations from the dull
thud of some unfortunate flop. Yet
these extremes of fortune are not
the phenomena of a gigantic gamble, which they are often
said to be. They are more like the effects of contending
forces of nature, which though capricious are not without
or

Wayne

Morris is a new
player who is accepted
by the public. (Right)
Dorothy Lamour, beautiful and on the up-

wave.

ONOK

s.il
on iln' in
race of a cafe across
the Bay of Naples
-

I

from Mt. Vesuvius and
watched that classic volcano
in mild eruption. A pink
glow stained the sky, clouds of volcanic ash billowed darkly above
the smouldering crater and it seemed to me that I could detect
a faint rumbling sound, though that may have been merely the
voice of my waiter asking whether I would have plain water or
soda in my highball. At any rate, it was my first acquaintance
with a volcano; and despite the fascination of the spectacle provided on that occasion, I decided then and there that I would not
care to live in any such explosive locality. Volcanoes as a place of
residence

are

too

impulsive

for

a

man

of

my

peace-loving

temperament.
But you never know your fate. Today I find myself living in
the witching town of Hollywood, which is definitely volcanic in
character if not in fact. Nor am I speaking of the possibility of
earthquakes when I say that Hollywood is volcanic. What I mean
is that this sacred City of the Cinemas has an atmosphere, an
aura of latent fatality that is both exciting and ominous. In
Hollywood things happen suddenly or not at all. Reputations are
made overnight. Other reputations are un-made as quickly. Success and failure are constantly suspended in a sensitive scale, which
may be tipped one way or the other by a breath, a whisper, a
burst of laughter, a package of fan letters, the weight of a rumor
18

a certain logic in their functioning.
For instance, a few weeks before this writing, Hollywood
suddenly woke up to the fact that there w^as in town a
young man named George Murphy who was, to put it
mildly, quite a dancer. Young Mr. Murphy had been
around the studios for some time, had appeared last Spring
in a frothy opera called "Top o' the Town," in which he
kicked up his heels all too briefly. But the word got around,
via the Hollywood "grapevine," that young Mr. Murphy
was on his way to lofty places. At this present writing,
George has just completed his work in "Broadway Melod\
of 1937," with Eleanor Powell, and already I hear that he
is destined for top honors among the dancing stars.
But it was no blind accident that caused George Murphy
to click. That clicking was literally the result of his own
educated feet. George was a well-known dancer in New
York for some years (his partner then was his lovely wife, Julie)
before he ever came to Hollywood. Of course, there is always an
element of chance in any success-story. Maybe young Mr. Murphy
was lucky to have landed a part in an Eleanor Powell picture. But

he hadn't been good, Lady Luck in person could not have
saved him from failure. Success in his case is logical because it is
based on hard work, experience, natural ability, a pleasing per
sonality and hard work. Incidentally I hope that one of these days
if

will be smart enough to cast George in a part
which will enable him simply to play himself. He is, personally,
one of the most naturally charming, naturally entertaining jseople
I happen to know.
The case of Janet Gaynor is an excellent example of Hollywood's volcanic potentialities. Miss Gaynor, as all the world knows,
was formerly one of the picture industry's fixed stars. After the
original "Seventh Heaven" she became, I believe, the world's

some producer

box-office attraction. I remember very well Miss
Gaynor 's popularity during those fat years. With Charles Farrell
she once appeared in a picture based on a story of mine, called
"High Society Blues." When the picture opened at the Roxv

Number One

theatre in

New

York,

I

decided to go to see

it.

Arrived

at

the

Harriet Hilliard,
Robert Montgomery
and Arlane Borg.
Their careers suddenly are changing.

(Below) George

Murphy dancing
with Eleanor Powell
and the music is
now a triumphal
march.

theatre, I found a line of prospective ticket-buyers that stretched
for two blocks east of the boxoffice. Appalled at the thought of

spending an hour or so in this
cinematic chain-gang, I approached the lordly attendant in uniform who guarded the theatre lobby and spoke to him as follows:
"Look," I said. "Here's some money. Would you do me a great
favor and buy my ticket for me? I wrote the story for this picture
and I'm especially anxious to see it."
The lordly attendant, who was slightly bowed with the weight
of gold braid upon him, straightened up and gazed at me like
an Admiral gazing at a water-bug.
"You're about the tenth person," he said crushing!)', "who has
claimed to be the author of this picture tonight. You'll have to
take your place in line with the rest, or you won't get in at all."
I took my place in line. After all, I reflected, there probably
had been ten authors working for Miss Gaynor on that picture.
She rated the best of everything at that time, and what are ten
authors when it comes to fitting a story to a star? Ten dressmakers
would be none too many to fashion a wardrobe for a queen, and
Miss Gaynor was far more popular— and far more valuable— than
any queen who ever lived. At that time.
Then followed a long period when Janet Gaynor was doomed

homespun dresses, cotton stockings and a diet of "wholesome"
somehow produced in her public the same reaction
that would have resulted from an over-indulgence in sweets. This
reaction, duly reported over the Hollywood grapevine, gave rise
to that most terrifying of all comments in Movietown:— "I guess
to

stories that

she's

through."

But, in this case, Hollywood had another guess coming. Suddenly one day in 1937 a pair of joyous rumors flew about the
City of Sighs and Tears. The first rumor said that the winter
rains were over— (that turned out to be a lie). The second, and
by far the more important, said that Selznick-International Piclures had performed an operation to remove Miss Gaynor's cotton
stockings and that the operation had been successful.
Within twenty-four hours of the first hint of this miracle, crowds
were flocking to the Chinese Theatre in Hollywood to see Miss
Gaynor and Fredric March in the Selznick technicolor production,
"A Star Is Born." David O. Selznick, aided and abetted by Director William A. Wellman, had snatched Janet Gaynor from comparative obscurity to dazzling new fame with a suddenness more
striking than that of the story chosen for her triumphant rise on
the screen. Gone— and I believe gone forever— was the girl in
homespun, the small-town girl, the naive sweetheart of a simpler,

softer, sillier generation. In

her place

young woman authentically
with glamor, which is the
most overworked word in Hollywood
but which occasionally, as in the
was

a
vested

new Janet Gaynor, is
Today Miss Gaynor, who

case of the

jus-

tified.

yes-

terday was a Cinderella sitting beside
the cold ashes of her career, is being
hailed as one of the most glamorous of Hollywood's female stars.
In fact, I have on my desk at this moment a list of the ten bestdressed actresses in Hollywood— (compiled by one of those gentlemen who spend their lives compiling things in groups of ten)—
and lo, Janet Gaynor's name leads all the rest.
In this instance the Hollywood volcano labored, and out of it
a star was not only born but re-born. As for Fredric March, who
co-starred in the Selznick picture, I must report that Hollywood
buzzed no less with admiration for Freddie's performance and his
courage in playing the role of Norman Maine in "A Star Is Born"
than it did with wonder for Miss Gaynor's transformation.
Speaking of transformations, the metamorphosis of Robert
Montgomery from a romantic juvenile to the poetic ego-maniac of
"Night Must Fall" provided another one of Hollywood's voicanic
upheavals. Here again the public's conception of a favorite star
was changed overnight. Mr. Montgomery, hitherto known as a
handsome young man who smiled his way through one sentimental comedy after another, was abruptly projected by his excellent performance in "Night Must Fall" as a different son of
young man altogether. He w'as still handsome and he still smiled.
But now his handsomeness covered the soul of a killer and his
smile was the expression of a criminal's euphemistic humor.
Without going into the question of the picture's artistic worth or

entertainment value— that depends on

[Continued on page 75]
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The

C ourase Of Some Of The Stars, Their
And Their loush Breaks Arc

Gentle Hearts

All Puhlici^cd/ But Here Arc Players
Think Themselves

And Darned

In Soft

Who

L,ucky!

their hearts to us, hands and hearts from drab surroundings, perhaps, hands and hearts hoping to break off a bit of the glamour
with which our lives are draped and cradled and caressed.
"I love everything I do,
the scripts I read, the recordings I make, the singing

Grace Moore says, "I have
had some of the fame. But
Hollywood gave me the rich

GLAMOUR
Hollywood,

lace trimmings,
the royal
over
robes, the furs, the jewels,
lightly,
the international celebrity."
brightly, like a veil.
(Right) Miriam Hopkins finds
It
is
a veil crusted with
in
the picture colony the
jewels, the emeralds and
people she likes to entertain.
diamonds of Merle, the
rubies
and emeralds of
Grace Moore
the star
sapphires of Carole and Joan
gardenias and orchids powder it, and the feathery golden rain of acacia ... it is blown
against by perfumed winds and perfumed whims and gives back
the faint, fragile echoes of champagne glasses, soft whisper of
chiffon velvet, the sirra-sirra of whispering satins, thick, rich
breaths of furs, sharp singing click of the French heels of Ginger,
Loretta, Rochelle, Jeanette, film stars filmy and fun-having, at the
Troc, at the La Maze, at Bali, at the Tropics
It is Arcady, it is Nirvana, it is the Elysian fields. It is a Paradise regained and not to be relinquished
and there are lovely
ladies, not lost, who< say so .
The grind of the cameras, of competition, the ardours of the
make-up boxes, sound stages, cutting rooms, conferences
even
these are layered with loveliness and gilt-edged with glamour to
the lovely ladies who do not lie when they confess that they love
to roll around in Rollses, float like languorous lilies in the blue,
warmed waters of private pools, swathe themselves in great
swatches of silver fox and mink and sable and chinchilla, bedeck,
beglamour, begem themselves with diamond bracelets to their
slender elbows, diamond rings weighting down their scarlet-tipped
hands
laughing Dianas of every man-hunt, with all the young
men a'sighing
For a Garbo who "tanks she go home" (but doesn't go) there
are the Joan Crawfords, Marlene Dietrichs, Jeanette MacDonalds,'
Alice Fayes, Merle Oberons, aglow and aplenty, who tell you that
they "would give all other bliss and all their worldly worth for
this, to lose their whole lives in one kiss"— before the cameras of
rests

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.
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Hollywood.

Out

of her bridal blissfulness Jeanette MacDonald spoke and
said: "I love it all. I love Hollywood. I love the work I do. I love
it even when I am tired to the bone. Because it is never the tiredness of discouragement or despair. It's the tiredness of having
accomplishd something that the whole world will see and hear—
and pay for. I love being mobbed by fans. I love to think that
there are thousands of people who reach out their hands and
20

and

French lessons I take, the photographic sittings, the interviews. Because
every single thing I do, every single thing
we all do, is contributing something to
our own personal beauty or charm or distinction or fame, or all four. I feel important and cherished and adored. And
there

isn't

long to
wouldn't

woman

a

give

it

who

alive

cherished

feel

and

up— no,

doesn't

adored.

even

not

I

for

marriage. It's beautiful and exciting and
sacred to be loved by the man you love.
It's also beautiful and exciting and sacred
to feel that millions of men and women
and children love you, too. I love it, all of
It's delightful," laughed Jeanette deit.
."
lightfully, "it's delicious, it's delovely
They do love it, the lovely ladies of
they dance to it as to
Hollywood
those who
the music of the spheres
complain, or pretend to complain, were
born by a Wailing Wall and should reMerle
main there, and they are few
Oberon told me once "I love to give huge,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

parties and to have dates and to
go dining and dancing and to entertain

gormy
and

to

everyone

I love to invite
a prop boy up to Mr.
parties. I love to sling 'em

be entertained.

from

Goldwyn to my
and pigeons' eggs and the Golden

caviar

Apples of the Hesperides as lavishly as,
if I were not in Hollywood, I might sling
them sunny-sides up or hamburgers.
"I love to have champagne flowing, as
were, out of fourteen karat golden
it
spigots— I love to go out and buy myself

great gobs of silver fox capes and mink coats and sable throws.
I do. I love to buy sets of emeralds and diamonds. And I do.
I luxuriate in luxury and I admit it. And where else in the world
would I find it except here in Hollywood, in the movies? Nowhere.
I adore admiration and men waiting in stag lines to dance with
me. I know it's not because I'm a dark girl with dark eyes and
dancing in my feet. No, it's because I'm 'Merle Oberon,' a screen
star, a trade mark, a 'celeb.' So that young men can say, offhand

And

'I was out dancing with the Oberon last night.'
of it? It's still thrilling and flattering. There wouldn't
be that feeling unless the name of Merle Oberon meant something. I don't disparage that kind of attention. I love it. I love
having the phone ring constantly and hearing nice, eager, masculine voices asking me for dates. I love to go out with David
Niven, Brian Aherne and others. I'd eat Hollywood, if I could.
I'm mad for it, all of it."
Olivia de Havilland says she has learned
Yes, some love it
more about life here in Hollywood than she ever could have
learned in college
Joan Fontaine says that she would have to
go to school for the rest of her life to learn what she is learning
in Hollywood, as a part of the cinema curriculum, so to speak
"for I am learning music, dancing, French, with private tutors,
and how to walk, how to dress, how to speak ... it gives you

and

careless-like,

"What

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

everything, Hollywood, and pays you magnificently into the barWendy Barrie is
gain. A seamy side? I haven't discovered it"
so grateful to Hollywood that she is taking out American citizenBarbara Stanwyck says
.
ship papers
that if the grandest man in all the
"Hollywood makes
world asked Tier to give up her career
you feel all thrilled
"I'd
.
and marry him, she'd refuse
and stimulated and
rather have any kind of heartbreak,"
flattered and imsaid Barbara, "than the heartbreak of
mensely grateful,"
Gail Patrick
leaving Hollywood"
says Gail Patrick.
enters the Troc and, instantly and al(Below) Marlene
ways, the band begins to play for her
Dietrich loves the
"A Pretty Girl Is Like a Melody" . .
luxuries Hollywood
Gail says "Hollywood makes you feel,
has made possible.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

constantly, as you feel when the man
you love proposes to you ... all thrilled
flattered and im." Betty Furmensely grateful to life
Hollywood-crazy.
ness
told me "I'm
Hard work? I wouldn't know. Who
cares, anyway, when the 'work' is with
the Jimmy Stewarts and Bob Taylors
and Bob Montgomery's and Clark Gables
... I may be naive but I still don't put

and stimulated and

.

.

."
down to work
Joan Crawford told me, with the customary Crawford honesty of speech, "I
love to be a star. A moom pitcher star.
That's good enough and great enough
for me. I love clothes. I didn't have any
when I was a youngster and so I have
always felt, and still feel that I must
have hit Aladdin's Lamp by mistake
somewhere along the way and that the
treasures of all the kingdoms of the

that

.

.

'

earth are cascading over my head. The
work I've done, the worries I've worried,
the pangs I've felt are covered with all
the flowers of fun and forgetfulness and laces and jewels of life.
"I like to be treated like a star. I love flowers in my dressing
room the day I start a picture (Joan always has more flowers than
any other star in the business on opening day— because her friends
and fans know how she feels about it). I love to give formal dinners, the men in white ties and tails, the girls in exquisite formals.
I love flattery and being besieged for autographs. I adore knowing
that when I enter a cafe, a theatre, a shop, people are nudging
and wdiispering 'There goes Joan Crawford.' I can't weep into my
pillow or work up a very prolonged attack of the blues because I
can 'do over' my house every year, from cellar to garret, because
we can have a private theatre at home, Franchot and I, because
we can drive in specially built cars, if we want to, buy all the
books we can read, study the music we love, have entree to the
world of music and art and literature
I'm a ravenous person,
as you know. I'm ravenous for life, great slices and wedges of
ife, all kinds of life, and Hollywood [Continued on page 58]
.
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The Hard

Way
There Are Easy

To Get

Into

Ways

Pictures/ But

Many Goo J Players Choose
The

the picture "A Star Is Born," liked it immensely, but
I'm afraid that starry-eyed young ladies, believing what they see
on the screen, will be tempted to rush to Hollywood and attempt to emulate the rush to stardom of Vicki Lester. Are stars
born that easily? One picture opposite a matinee idol, and then
a hop, skip and jump to stardom? Fortunately or unfortunately,
the birth
it's not that easy. There are labor pains that enter into

1

LIKED

of a screen star, for it takes a heap of learning, a heap of heartaches, a heap of experience, a heap of one-night stands through
the tank towns of the country to produce the polished professional

product, because there is no royal road to stardom.
These stagers must learn their trade the hard way, serving an
apprenticeship in front of audiences, and more often than not, the
audiences are hard-boiled or indifferent, and it is from contact
with all manner of audiences and all sorts of rebuffs that a performer learns his business, and acquires the courage that will carry
him on for vears, while he or she awaits the one big chance that
will catapult him or her from clingy theatres to the one big role
that will certify his or her right to an equity in the bright lights
of

Broadway.

are stars born? You might ask Victor Moore, who, at 61,
being hailed as an overnight discovery. Or you might go to the
20th Century-Fox lot and ask Jack Haley, who shot to importance
because of his grand comedy make-believing in "Wake Up and
Live." These are recent instances, but you could ask Frances
Farmer, or Patsy Kelly, or Gladys George or even put the question
to Joan Crawford. Ask Martha Raye if her success came overnight?
Get the Ritz brothers to tell you the years they struggled before

How

is

they clicked.

But in this story, because of the limitations of space, we -will
take the case histories of Victor Moore, 61 -year-old product of
Hammonton, N. J., and 36-year-old Jack Haley, of Boston, Massachusetts. We will concentrate on them, because they are the most
recent "overnight" hits of the moving pictures, and perhaps in
studying their careers we'll learn how stars are born— and I
afraid that we ll learn they were born the hard way.
Certainly that is true of 61-year-old Victor Moore. Five years
before Haley was born, in 1901, Victor Moore was already on the
stage. Of his sum total of 61 years on this mortal coil, Moore has

m

spent at least forty years in show business. Now even you youngsters know that a year is not composed of sunshine. Heartaches
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most amusing.

Difficult

Method.

Karloff takes a chance and
already his success is cer(Right) Jon Hall is
tain.
all
on his perstaking

Can you imagine with what feelings Charlie and his studio are
awaiting the verdicts of the critics and the public on this picture?
Can you imagine their interest in preview reactions, and in the
reception given it at its first showings?
The actor gambles his chances of a career, his prospects
of future work, on these experiments. The producer stakes

formance

in

"Hurricane."

hard, cold cash.
dickering for the services of Ruby
is
Just now
Keeler, planning to make her Fred Astaire's dancing partner
in the first picture he will make without Ginger Rogers.
(Unless you count "Dancing Lady'' which was years ago
and in which you only glimpsed Astaire in passing.) The
Astaire-Rogers team has been so spectacularly successful
no one knows how the public will take them if they are
not only Fred and
separated. Evervone is anxious
but the studio and lots of onlookers
Ginger and Ruby
and°co-workers. It's an experiment which hasn't really begun yet. But which is causing a deal of concern, just the

RKO

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

same.

Sam Goldwyn is one of the most energetic, successful and
light-hearted experimenters in Hollywood. He gambles with
people, with stories, with technical gadgets. He stakes his
reputation and his bank roll on these gambles. He lost, he
said, nearly a million dollars when he tried to build Anna
Sten into an important Goldwyn star. He made it all back
when he went on, with equal enthusiasm, to experiment
with Merle Oberon. Years ago Sam stunned the entire industry bv sinking hundreds "of thousands of dollars in the
"Whoopee," the first important, all-color musical
picture to be made. "Whoopee" paid him back many times
and is still earning royalties.
Now Sam announces that his "Goldwyn Follies," which is
shooting, will be all in color, and that he expects to make
equipment
all his pictures in color as soon as the necessary
his experiment
is available. He will spend a million, perhaps, on
and the other producers will wait to see how he comes out with it.

young personality

final

he signed some months ago, in his laboratory.
At first he thought that he would change her name. Then he
decided that he wouldn't allow anything at all about her to be
changed. This is pretty difficult in Hollywood. But Sam thought
in a
that °he could preserve her, as she was. She is tucked away
as
hillside house, high above Hollywood, as carefully guarded
though she were some rare jewel.
She may not visit a night club
or a popular luncheon spot or
meet any picture people, "who
might give her ideas." She may
not go to beauty shops or visit

whom

judgment

the

at

what

box

office

will

the verdict be?

.

.

.

Can you imagine
how she is Reeling

picture,

Color really hangs in the balance with Sam's experiments.
Meanwhile he is in the midst of new and exciting experiments
with a personality. Usually when Sam signs a new actor or actress,
he tinkers. He makes her over. New hair, new" figure, new teeth,
new voice. Just now he has little Sigrid Gurie, the Norwegian girl

is

put through the test
tubes, preserved on
film and emerges for

while she waits

to

be

called for work?

more and
But
more fates hang in the balance in Hollywood. Just now RKO is
making a picture called "New Faces of 1937'' and it means just
what it says. Neiv faces. Here a great deal of money is being spent
and nothing just like it has ever been
on pure experiment
.

.

.

.

.

.

done in films before. The chief players have been recruited, mostly,
from radio and there is not a "Class A" name among the lot of
them.
Harriet Hilliard, f'rinstance, plays the lead and she has had a
part in just one other picture. The male lead is one Bill Brady
and I'll bet a nickel you never heard of him before. You may
know Milton Berle, the master of ceremonies, on the radio, but
this is the first picture he has made. Joe Penner has had two
unimportant parts in pictures, but he will have a chance to show
.

.

.

his stuff here.
All the specialty acts are unknown to pictures and they include
a family of Mexican children and a team of tap dancers which
includes a giant and a midget. One important role is taken by a
girl recruited from the chorus of an Astaire-Rogers picture, and

another by a shy young thing
who was discovered in an amateur theater in Washington.

What I am getting at is that
the studio is spending as much
money, lavishing as much production, on this picture as if it

She

brought

tap dancing to

the screen,
and now Ruby
Keeler
a studio. She is to be wrapped in this elaborate cotton
wool until "Mr. Goldwyn is ready to call her for work, opposite Gary Cooper, in "The Adventures of Marco Polo."
take any lessons
Oh ... I almost forgot. She must
in diction or voice culture. "She must not be made voice-

NOT

conscious," says Mr. Goldwyn.
I wonder how little Sigrid feels about it
She seems to be serving a sort of novitiate

don't you?
and probshe is to see

all,
.

.

.

ablv is wondering why she is here at all, if
no one, learn nothing of what is expected of her. When
she is finallv called for work in "Marco Polo," when her

is

gam-

bling to win
the position to
which she is
entitled.

were simply studded with names of important stars. Will it pay?
Will the public— you and I— select two or four or six of these
hopeful people to crash fame and fortune? It is a sort of glorified
and expensive "test."

What will come of the efforts of these earnest folk whose fates
are hanging in the balance in this film? [Continued on page 74]
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Pictures

And

Are

"Mutiny on the Bounty"—or it may win
our hearts with an enthusiastic lack of subtlety. Jean Harlow was queen of the comic
clinch. Long after we have forgotten the
sentimental interludes between William
Powell and Myrna Loy in "Libeled Lady,"

Becoming Less Osculatory

And

A/lore

A/lore

Successful.

remember the marathon clinch in
wedding scene between Harlow, the
bride, and Spencer Tracy, the best man.
Harlow's love scenes were funny because

we

will

the

point

in

love

in-

regain

its

season marks a crucial
THIS
movie history. The good old
terest

is

making

a

bid

to

command of the movies and
faded art of the clinch to its former glory.
But Hollywood is hesitant about defying
restore

the far-reaching influence of "It

the

Happened

show us more than how
wanted to show us how it

So, as the
lovers stepped into each other's arms, there
flashed across the screen, with a surge of
music, the picture of a breaking wave. And
we felt ourselves lifted with Christian and
the girl on a crest of ecstasy.

from

credits

to

felt.

There was about

One Night." That was a fine
romance— with no clinches. Not
once,

looked— they

it

the

love

"Mutiny

fadeout,

Bounty"

did Colbert and Gable really get
together before the camera and
go to town.
The absence of a kiss didn't
exactly ruin "It Happened One
Night" at the box-office; and so
from that time the art of the
clinch has gone into a decline.
Heroes and heroines have taken
to swapping insults instead of

story

on

of

the

of her straightforward, up-and-at-'em approach. Robert Taylor was no match for her.
In fact, when pitched against her amorous
gusto, even Clark Gable, with his formidable reputation, seemed abashed. It was a
sad come-down for a fellow who was once
master of the lost art of the heavy clinch.
Technically speaking, a heavy clinch is
not just an extra passionate one. The

a

sweet dignity

for

which

kisses.
If Bing Crosby had to depend
on clinches for his romantic appeal, this nonchalant comedian

He

cawouldn't get very far.
resses his heroines with his voice,
mourns for a lost love by swoop-

ing for the low notes and, rising
again with that sure-fire tremble in his
bubbling baritone, and swings the
tune happily out of shape when he's
lucky in love.
The most youthful and joyous and
ardent of all movie love scenes are
clinchless. Fred Astaire and Ginger
Rogers can say more with a few dance
steps to most of us than Robert Taylor and Greta Garbo with a dozen
clinches.

For the kiss must be the climax of
movie love affair. Here the actor
must stop— but the dancer can go right
ahead, to say symbolically what no
actor would dare to express literally.
Could any mere kiss show the depth
emotion that w is implied in
of

a

Astaire's and Rogers'
"Let's Face the Music
and Dance" in "Follow
the Fleet," or during
some of their exquisite

number

Sylvia Sidney
can reveal the
emotions of a

loving heart
without benefit of kisses.
(Right) Clark

Gable's first
great scene,

with Norma
Shearer in "A
Free Soul." He
introduced the

''heavy
clinch."

called

parties to a heavy clinch are an unwilling
heroine and a determined villain. In the
early days of the movies it was customary
to cut back and forth between the heavyclinch and our hero galloping to the rescue.
In one of Clark Gable's first films, before
he reformed, he and Norma Shearer furnished a beautiful example of this type of
clinch.

•flF8^

even the rowd) youngsters at the Saturday

matinee showed
But,

in

Made At

fP*^

numbers
Time."

"Swing

in
*

With camera
with the dancer's magic, the
movies can escape the conventional. The
first time Fletcher Christian and the native
girl he loved kissed in "Mutiny on the
Bounty," the creators of the film wanted to
give us more than the hackneyed shot of
poetry,

two

as

faces
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coming

together.

They wanted

to

silent

respect.
recent picture,

"History Is
a
Night," the love scenes between

Charles Boyer and Jean Arthur were so
repetitious, and so excessively sentimental
in tone that theatre-goers, not only sophisticated ones but the rank and file as well,
squirmed uncomfortably- in their seats wishing that the story would proceed along its
destined way without benefit of so much
self-conscious love-making, and so many
reiterated "Oh, darlings."
However, the old-fashioned art of the
clinch may keep our devotion by taking on
such subtleties as the love scenes in

Gable lunges. Shearer ducks. The kiss
lands on her left ear. He repeats the maneuver. This time it's her right ear. Then
he gets the situation well in hand and
plants one firmly on her lips. Shearer
breaks away, sprints across the room and
turns at bay, scrubbing her mouth vigorously with the back of her hand and shrieking, "I hate you, I tell you! I hate you!
I never want to see you again!"
And that, my children, was the late
lamented heavy clinch in all its glory.
Gable himself was partly responsible for
its doom— because he was too good at it.
He was so good that feminine moviegoers
wondered why the heroine struggled.
Yet the heavy clinch received its death
blow during Hollywood's drive to put the
love interest in its proper place.

When Humphrey Bogart in "Bullets or
Ballots" made advances to Joan Blondell
and got his face soundly slapped, he retired
gracefully, unlike the more persistent villains of yesterday. It isn't that today's villains
are sissies. But heavies and heroes alike are
putting business before pleasure. Stepping
to the swift pace of melodrama, they simply
haven't time to dally with romance.
The
yarns

best adventure

have always

observed

this

rule,

from "Lost Patrol" and "The Lives of a
Bengal Lancer" to "Captains Courageous"
and "The Prince and the Pauper." If the
love interest appears at all, it is merely a
casual interlude, with no real bearing on
the strictly masculine affairs of the plot.
The little melodrama, "15 Maiden Lane,"
tried amusingly to make a compromise with
the rule. Its plot was all unraveled; the villain bit the dust; the missing jewels were
recovered— and then the scenario writers
suddenly
remembered, "Good heavens!
We've forgotten the love interest!" So they
cast around for the handsomest male in the

who happened

be Lloyd Nolan,
and tacked on a scene wherein he asked
Claire Trevor out to lunch. That was supposed to take care of the romantic
picture,

to

angle.
If

it's

feminine

the

movie-goers

they're worrying about, they needn't
go to such awkward lengths. Even
without the sacred love interest, there
are seldom any complaints from us
when we are permitted to look upon the
eye-soothing spectacle of Ronald Colman
or Franchot Tone or Gary Cooper occupied
in giving a rousing good performance.
Strangely enough, pictures that have

the highbrow

critics' sneers— love is a pretty
important subject. It deserves more vital
expression than the toothy smile and flapping eyelashes of the average movie heroine.
It needn't be interpreted as a grandly
remote emotion, far beyond the comprehension of ordinary mortals. There was
genuine feeling in the little scene where
Gary Cooper in "Mr. Deeds Goes To
Town" declared his devotion to the lady
of his heart— then dashed ecstatically away
and fell over a trash-can.
Very few film stars can boast of a special

love scenes. First among those
Sylvia Sidney. Her scenes with
Henry Fonda in "You Only Live Once,"
beginning with the pathetic eagerness of
their reunion, were ardent and real, in spite
of the extravagances of the plot.
In her first joyous rendezvous with Alan
Baxter in "Mary Burns, Fugitive," against
a background of sunlit water glittering
through leaves shaken by the wind, there
was an emotion far stronger than the
mournful and thinly spiritual thing the
movies usually call love.
But, when we heard the warm voice of
talent

who

for

can

is

Margo

dared to dispense with romance or keep it
subordinated have done the love interest a
great service. For when the love interest is
dragged in or over-emphasized, like the

in "Winterset" and "Lost Horizon,"
and watched her young face and expressive
dancer's body, it looked as if Sidney might
be due for a little competition.
Leslie Howard also has played some of
his love scenes with singular grace and

unnecessary and colorless juvenile-leads in

feeling.

"The Informer" and

Norma

between

Barbara

the hackneyed scenes

Stanwyck

and

Preston

The beauty of his scenes with
Shearer in "Romeo and Juliet" will
survive for a long while.

"The

Foster in

But the actor who
consistently brings the
deepest emotion to the

lough and the
Stars," love

is

ade to look

simply

rare

ridic-

mo-

sentimental

ments

ous.

films allow
very far from

his

That's a pity, be-

him

use— in

the traditional picture
of the great lover. In
Lily Pons' "That Girl

spite of all

is

Paris," on the
roof-tor> overlooking
the city, the gentle

from

sincerity in Jack Oakie's voice as he sang to
Lily, who was starry-

eyed over Gene Raymond and not jack,

made you

forget

his

reputation as a clown.

And

in "The Texas
Rangers" he quietly
Macpleaded
Fred
Murray's case to Jean

Parker with more
moving

force than the
stalwart MacMurray
has put into all his
film love scenes com-

bined.

These few players
have managed to rise
above the material
given them. For, in
spite of Hollywood's
reputed enslavement to
7

the love interest, the

movies haven't done
the sentiment justice.

They have been

afraid

take love seriouslv.
Only in a small group
of films— "Dodsworth"
Bondage," "Craig's Wife"
to

(Above,

Bing

left)

Cros-

by and Mary Carlisle in
"Double or Nothing." Bing

who

tells of
tones of
his wonderful voice. (Left)
How pleasant it is to watch
Fred Astaire woo the lovely

is

an

artist

love through

the

Ginger Rogers with caressing dance steps. (Right)
Leslie

Howard

scenes

with

plays

love

restraint

and

feeling.

and "Of Human
and "Marked Woman" come first to mind
—have they attempted to treat the relationship between man and woman as the complex emotion

it

is.

We

have seen great films that look into
a man's inmost character to discover -why
he commits murder, as in "Love from a
Stranger" and "Night Must Fall." Perhaps,
some day, we may see moviemakers also
devote an equal amount of artistry to showing us why he loves. Then and perhaps
only then, will the clinch return, in a more
modified form, to be sure.
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Joan Takes The World

And
Likes It. Always
Radiant, And Now
As

She Finds

It,

Very Happy.

completely disTHOUGH
illusioned by a number o[
things, including the Press

and the Public, Joan Blondell continues to gaze upon
with an expression of
utmost surprise. She has a

life

perpetual watch - the - birdie
look about her, or are all of
you except me too young to
recall the early stages of photography. Joan can't help it.
The very day she was born,
a very hot August day in
igog, her eyes popped wide
open, which is most unusual
in a baby I am told. "Doesn't
she look surprised?" said the
doctor to Mr. Blondell, who
had hastily rung down the
curtain on his act at the
Palace to be in on his first
off-spring's premiere. "And,"
says Joan with a sigh, "I
have looked surprised ever
since, though really I'm not
the least bit surprised."
She lost faith in the printed

word

several years ago, when,
one of her endeavors to Get Away From It All, she and her
younger sister Gloria dumped a lot of canned goods and impromptu camping equipment in the back of the car and dashed
off for a lovely stretch of beach miles away from anywhere. They
pitched tent, warmed up beans, bathed in the Pacific and in no
time at all the pride and joy of the Warners lot looked anything
but alluring. She was letting her hair grow natural at the time,
and there's really nothing so un-glamorous as that; she was the
solor of a sunset in Technicolor, and the salt water had been
death on the Westmore wave. Her slacks had ripped in definite
places, her sweat shirt smelled of fish that had long ago departed
this life, and she had forgotten her sandals, much to the delight
of the sand fleas. A pretty sight indeed. And on the third day who
should walk into her Elysium-by-the-sea, of all people, of all godin

awful people, a reporter!
"Well," said Miss Blondell who had always been taught to put
her best foot forward for the Press, "this is the end." But the
show must go on even on a lonely beach jutting out into the
Pacific, so after denying that she was Joan Blondell the movie star
for fully fifteen minutes she opened another can of beans, broke
a fingernail on the can opener, swore violently, and gave an interview. As she watched the sour-faced young man wading dismally
through the sand to his parked car, our little Joanie became quite
philosophical. She thought of those first six months in Hollywood
when she had been divine in silver lame and golden glint and
no interviewer had come within miles of her, and now— stark mad
in bluejeans and no make-up— "that's life for you," said Miss
Blondell.
She spent a sleepless night wondering if the reporter would
quote what she said when she broke her nail, and if the Hays
office would banish her from Hollywood forever for saying damn,

JOAI
how much
edition

it

of

would cost to buy up the
the newspaper— and then
as Joan is not one to worry

all about it
long over anything. A few weeks later the
young man himself sent her a marked cop\
of the interview, and Joan read: "I recently had the pleasure of
interviewing the lovely movie star Joan Blondell at her charming
beach house" (I shall give you only excerpts from this pleasant
bit of whimsy) ..." As gracious as she is beautiful Miss Blondell
received me wearing an enchanting hostess gown of organza
printed with gay field flowers" ..." 'You were sweet to come so
far to see me,' she said, pouring me a cup of tea from the most
'Oh dear, I think I have
fragile of Wedgwood china"
broken a nail. How dreadful.' I looked but could see no blemish
on those gracefully slender hands that have thrilled you so often
"She is vibrant and delicate, modern and
on* the screen"
"She astounded me by
demure" ... "A tantalizing perfume"
talking for hours on a variety of subjects in beautiful, vivid English, showing an extensive vocabulary and the deepest of thought"
etc., etc. Joan, this time really surprised, collapsed in a chair.
"You certainly can't believe a thing you read," she said.
She said a mouthful.
She lost faith in her Public about a year ago when, with several
friends, one of them being Dick Powell, she was leaving the Hollywood Theatre after seeing one of her pictures and was lamenting
the fact that she couldn't get her eyes at half mast the way Garbo
did when she went into her clinches. "Miss Blondell," piped up
a little boy who should have been home in bed, "please, may I
have your autograph?" Joan delighted to find a fan who said
"please"— most of them say, "Hey, sign this"— obligingly scrawled
her name across an empty page in his book, not even muttering
when his pen leaked on her new gloves, and returned it to him
with her best smile, the toothsome one.
"Thank you," said the little boy, really impressed, and then
feeling that the occasion called for further conversation he nervously added, "I'm like all the other morons. Miss Blondell, I'm

forgot

..."
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Joan is an actress and
always has been. She

knows

a spotlight better than she knows
the sun. To her, scen-

ery

means

"flats

and

drops."

With her
(Center)
husband, Dick Powell,
and (left) her baby,
Norman.

ONDELL
about you." Out of fairness to the little boy may it be
said that he didn't know what he had said. And to Joan's lastingcredit may it be said that as soon as he was at a sale distance she

just crazy

laughed longer and louder than anybody. But it was unfortunate
that Mr. Powell had to be along. For everytime now that Joan
brings the theatre into her home and tries to work herself up
to a big emotional scene where she renounces life and love and
Warner Brothers, Dick will break her up completely by saying,
"My little tomato, like all morons I am crazy about you." Then
they both die laughing, and raid the icebox.
Although Joan is one of the sanest people I know, and can
always be counted on in a crisis, there are times when she is so
impractical that the kindest thing her friends can say about her
is that she is nuts! No doubt it's the actress in her. Phone messages
mean nothing to her, less than nothing, she may remember to
deliver the message, but if she does remember to deliver the
message she has completely forgotten the message. After he had
arrived at Warner Brothers in make-up, when he should have
been at Twentieth Century without make-up several times, thanks
to his Little Bride, Dick Powell employed a secretary to sit near
the phone.
If she's indifferent to messages it is nothing compared with what
she is to checks. A check to Joanie is merely a nice little piece of
paper on which she has only to write her name and then she can
buy something. The little matter of having money in the bank to
cover it rarely occurs to her. She ju c t can't understand why bank
clerks should get so excited over such silly things. At times like
these Joan makes a better Gracie Allen than Gracie does herself.
When the Powells moved into their new home in Beverly Hills,
shortly after their honeymoon, Joan decided to be very businesslike about everything and save Dick, who was working, a lot of
worry. She ordered the telephone immediately and was perfectly
aghast when the phone company told her it would take three
days. "Three days," exclaimed Miss B., highly incensed at such
inefficiency, "why that's utterly ridiculous. How could it take three
days to install a phone? Ycu send a phone over here right away

by one of your boys and I'll install it myself." Signing sales slips
department stores is a lot of nonsense to our heroine and very
annoying when she is in a hurry. "It's funny to me," she will say
to the salesgirl, "I've had a charge account here for years and still
I have to sign papers. The company is making both of us waste
in

a lot of time."

The movie star to whom the routine details of business will
always remain a mystery was born in an apartment house on the
corner of Central Park West and 90th [Continued on page 67]
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Johnny Downs

Judy Garland

Jackie Cooper

Mickey Rooney

Who

"Awkward

Said

financial moguls of the movie colony
THE
have learned that the boys and

ture, Deanna pulled at the heart strings as
few veteran stars have ever done. Conse-

to the "terrible 'teen" age
biggest of all Hollywood
the Junior
attractions at the box-office.
High School striplings have at long last
come into their own and are accepted into
filmdom's royalty.

quently, the

girls

are

who belong
among the

Now

For the moment fourteen-year-old Deanna
Durbin wears the brightest crown of all.
However, fifteen-year-old Betty Jaynes and
Olympe Bradna come in for rather glittering ones. Besides these three stars there are
a number of bright starlets just emerging
into the 'teens. There're Judy Garland, Bonita Granville, June Carlson, and Edith Fellows—all hovering around the so-called
unlucky number. Freddie Bartholomew^
graduated into the "terrible 'teen" age in
March, and the Mauch twins just recentlycrossed the "line." Mickey Rooney and

Jockey Frankie Darro— two outstanding lads
—are in the class of sixteen year olds, while
the venerable, blonde Jackie Cooper reckons
his past with fourteen years.
As a result of starry-eyed, golden-voiced
Deanna Durbin's unprecedented success in
"Three Smart Girls" all the studio doors
are now wide open to pretty lasses with

good singing

voices.

Somehow,

in that pic-

realizing

its

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio,
great mistake in not featuring

the beauteous Deanna while she was under
a short-term contract there, has brought to
light two other young prima donnas whom
it hopes to raise to stellar heights in somewhat the same manner as Universal did
with young Miss Durbin. These two songbirds are— Suzanne, an eleven-year-old Minneapolis sensation who is to be featured in
"B Above High C," with the young player
singing the theme song; and Betty Jaynes, a
Chicago high school girl who created more
than a mild sensation upon her debut as
Mimi in "La Boheme" last fall, with the
Chicago Civic Opera Company.
A little over a year ago Deanna was just
another Los Angeles Junior High School
girl. Today her beautiful voice is heard by
way of the screen and ether waves in all
parts of the world, and singing specialists
proclaim her to be a real phenomenon. She
is reputed to have a fully developed throat
despite her youth, which may be a result
of the early training that she received from
her father. As a boy he had a fine soprano
voice and sang in the Congregational choir
at Newton Heath, England. But at fourteen
years of age he was
forced to go to work,
becoming an apprentice
in an iron works factory. Later, however, he

became
worked
adian

a blacksmith and
for
the CanPacific Railroad.
his second daughhe called

When
ter,
whom
Edna Mae

(now Deanwas one year old
she began to show signs
of musical ability. This
na),

made

the

father

so

happy that he moved,
with his family, to Los
Angeles where for years
he made untiring efforts
to

give

his

charming

daughter a musical ed-

The only twins in pictures, Billy and
Bobby Mauch. "The Prince and the Pauper"
offered
3

0

a

perfect

plot

for

"identicals."

ucation.
Finally
came true

his

Joyce Co

dreams

when Deanna

was discovered and made famous by National Broadcasting artists. Just how great
a loss might have been sustained had this
little girl never had those timely opportunities is difficult to know, but one thingis known and this is that Deanna's influence is widely felt at this time. She has
helped greatly to create a new demand for
screen entertainment— a demand for the

unwanted adolescent.
But Deanna has not pioneered alone in
the field of song, for there's also little Judy
Garland who slips over notes with ease.
Stardom is just around the corner for Judy.
This is evident from the fact that recently
her studio purchased "Blue Blood" with
her in mind.
Nor all of the stars of the adolescent
group are confined to the singing and

heretofore

dancing category, for Bonita Granville,
whose dramatic aptitude deserves stellar attention, and twelve-year-old Marcia Mae
Jones both did some neat emoting in the
film "These Three."
Over at the Columbia Studio is jolly little
Edith Fellows who's certainly going places
in a big way. Edith is not only a veteran
of the drama, with more than one hundred
pictures to her credit, but she also sings
five different languages. Her repertoire
includes operatic arias, jazz numbers and
blue melodies. She plays the piano and
ukulele and is preparing herself for a grand
opera career. If you could see and chat with
this dainty miss you'd know why her studio
has such ambitious plans for her. Edith is
the type of youngster who possesses a combination of attributes: outstanding beauty,
versatility, intelligence, a sweet-girl smile,
lots of humor, heaps of vitality, personalityplus, and a great deal of talent. Those who

in

saw her in "Pennies from Heaven," with
Bing Crosby, will remember her as the
lovable little orphan. Rumor has it that
she is even more charming in her current
Begins With Love."
Those engaging youngsters, Freddie Bartholomew, Jackie Cooper and Mickey
film, "Life

Rooney, have been before the cameras for
a long time. Mickey has played in approximately forty pictures within the last eighteen months and is currently seen in
"Captains Courageous," with Freddie Bartholomew. He has been in and out of pic-

D. Lighton, Producer

Freddie Bartholomew

Peggy Montgomery

Mickey Daniels

Wesley Barry, Former Juvenile

l
<
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By ^nnatetle OillespteJHayek

Is

he Drama

The

Pictures.
tures since he was four years of age, though
remained for him to reach the "awkward
age" before he achieved fame in a big way.
it

is attending classes at the
Beverly Hills High School and it is said
that he is almost a model student, excelling
in many of his studies. His last outstanding
role was in "The Devil Is A Sissy." As for
Freddie, his initial success in "David Copperfield" has been reached again, if not
surpassed in "Captains Courageous."
What of Billy and Bobby Mauch, the
twins who became thirteen years of age on
July sixth? It is predicted that these two
boys will climb to very great screen heights
since the release of the "Prince and the
Pauper." They were the two youngsters
who played most of the children's parts on
the "March of Time" radio programs before their advent to Hollywood. In "Anthony Adverse" Billy enacted the young
hero while Bobby served as his stand-in
and, for the most part, served as looker-on.
Billy is left-handed and is dramatically
inclined while Bobby is right-handed and
loves comedy. Only in those two particulars
are studio officials able to discern whether
or not the right boy is emoting before the
cameras, so identical are they in every
respect. During the filming of the "Prince
and the Pauper" directors thought there
would be no difficulty in telling the youngsters apart, in view of the fact that the
players were dressed so differently (each
playing a title part) but when it came time
for the Prince to become the Pauper, and
vice versa, authorities learned otherwise.
When those two boys set out to have some
fun and fool people, believe you me, it's

At present Jackie

fun!

On the Paramount lot is dainty, little
Olympe Bradna, dancing sensation from the
Paris Bergere. Born in a Parisian theatre,
Olympe spent most of her life in a circus
coming to Hollywood. Now she
being featured with George Raft and
Gary Cooper in "Souls at Sea." Director
Frank Lloyd proclaims Olympe to be the
most gifted player on the Paramount lot
and believes that her chances for stardom
are greater than any other young player
under contract to that studio.
The picture above, snapped at the gala
preview of "Captains Courageous," besides
tent before
is

inent

member

of the original

"Our Gang"

comedies but his shadow self was missing
from the screen during those awkward
growing years. However, since he has
reached the less awkward twenties, he is
very much in the running again. In fact,
since his excellent performance in "Turn

Idea In

For

The

Time Young=
sters Are In Demand.

First

showing some of the important present-day
stars in their 'teens, shows some of the
successful juveniles of another decade who,
although they made quite a name for themselves as child stars, weren't quite as fortunate as some of the youngsters of today.
Johnny Downs, for instance, was a prom-

Of Youth

New

players have struck the Hollywood target
right straight in the bull's eye and in so
doing have also hit a note of tenderness
and wholesome sentiment that people are
finding dear to their hearts.
Yes, indeed, it looks as though the adolescents are going to have their cake and eat
it

too.

Off the Moon" Paramount has signed him
to a long term contract. Mickey Daniels
was also a member of the original "Our
Gang" and his subsequent career about
parallels Johnny's. Wesley Barry was still
playing in pictures when he turned into
his early 'teens, but soon he became too
tall and gangling and his career as a child
actor was suddenly halted. It is only recently (having, like Johnny and Mickey,
achieved the more suave twenties) that he
has been seen here and there again in a

number of films. Baby Peggy Montgomery
is remembered by practically everybody in
their twenties— or over— for she was the
Shirley Temple of her day— a day that goes
back to the Nineteen twenties, I believe.
But her screen career died before she even
'teens. Since growing up
she has tried to make a comeback several
times, but with scant success. Which is too
bad. She was such an adorable youngster.
As for the little lady above named Joyce
Coad, although she is on the screen, she
was not a juvenile player. She must be
Johnny Downs' latest "crush," if we can
judge by the proprietary manner in which
he hangs on to her hand.
But the youngsters of the "terrible 'teen"
age of today are right on top and it appears that they have taken such a strong
hold that it can never be shaken. With
their constant onrush in pictures it seems
safe to predict that in the near future
better and bigger stories will be written
for them and audiences may look for a
finer, saner type of screen entertainment, at
least a type of entertainment which will reveal true life experiences of our American
boys and girls. No question, these youthful

approached the

Bonita Granville is richly
talented and experienced
The future
success.
in
could not be brighter.

then goes out and kills his
man. He just wanted to make sure first
that Kruger would be able to get him off.
Kruger, thinking the deed had already
been committed when Fields consulted him,
assigns his adopted son, Douglass Montgomery to the case. Doug gets Fields acquitted and they're holding a testimonial
banquet for him. But Doug, in the meantime, has found out what the score is and

A Persona!.!/ ConoIuct=
ed

Visit

Are

To The Busy

Where

Studios

effect so Fields

Brightly

Pictures

Shining.

he's sore as a boil.

When

By

him

they call on

rises.

S.

R.

he
Toast-

for a speech,

"Mr.

master," he begins,
"and gentlemen — for
argument's sake— I appreciate your applause
—the more so because

Mook

I

realize that before I

Preston Foster is
exposed to the
siren lure of
Kay Francis in
"First Lady."

THINGS

TF
I

have been

quiet at the studios
the past couple of

fairly

for

months, I certainly pay in
blood this month for my
vacation. I've seldom seen as many pictures
in production at one time. First there's—

United Artists

("AMUEL GOLDWYN has
3 shooting here, which is

three pictures

almost a new

him. There is "Stella Dallas,"
have already reported; "Dead End,"
I'll tell you about next month because none of the principals are working
today, and "Hurricane," adapted from the
best seller of the same name.
The latter is by the authors of "Mutiny
high

for

which
which

I

on the Bounty" and the two

girls

who

played the wives of Franchot Tone and
Clark Gable in the last named picture are
also in this one. Also, there are Jon Hall,
Reri (remember her in "Tabu"?) and Dorothy Lamour, who has been borrowed from

Paramount

for the lead.

one of the most interesting sets
ever built in Hollywood. It covers over two
acres and shows the shore line of the island
in the South Seas where the action takes
This

is

The schooner they are using, the
Lana Kai, is down at Los Angeles harbor.
They couldn't reproduce a South Sea Island
there so they've done it at the studio. The
place.

long shots of the steamer and the close-ups
aboard the steamer are all being filmed at
the harbor but the close-ups of the action
on the shore are being made at the studio.
And they have also reproduced the front
end of the schooner. What you see of the
boat in the still picture is all there is of
it
at the studio. There's no stern. This
scene I watch being made is where the
ship returns from Tahiti. Dorothy Lamour
is down at the pier to meet Jon Hall and
all the natives are there in full regalia to
greet the incoming ship. There is no dialogue. But it is interesting to watch the
play of emotions across Dorothy's face as
she sees the men coming ashore and no

J on

-

Most of the "natives"

in this picture are
either full-blooded or half-caste Polynesians.
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all the way from far-off Samoa.
Regretfully leaving the South Seas, I proceed to—

imported

Columbia

THIS

is

to

be

my

Fammag

swan-song,"

Fanya greets me. "I'm leaving next
week on a tour around the world. When
I'm down with smallpox in Shanghai, will

you think of me?"
"Aha!" I exclaim dramatically. "No nice
girl ever made enough at a job like this
to go on a trip around the world. Who's

finish— if I'm allowed
to finish— you may be
in a different mood."

going with you?"
"I'm going on a freighter," she informs
me, "and 1 have so many applications for

kid,"

Fields

good

-

companionship— at

my expense— they're

go-

ing to have to take a trailer along. It just
goes to show you," she finishes stubbornly,
"what a girl can do without sex and
liquor."
"But why—?" I begin.
"Listen, darling," Fanya explains earnestly, "there are only two nice things about
my job— and you're both of them,"
Which is a pretty nice compliment, and
thank you, ma'am— but it seems, even
I
so, there isn't room for me on the tripnot even on the trailer.
Stifling— or muffling— my disappointment
as best I can, I scan the "Call Sheet."
There is, praise be, only one picture shoot-

ing—and
titled

out

it's

not a Richard Dix filo.

It's

We

sail

"The Man Behind

to

the set

and

the Law."

here's

what happens.

a brilliant, but unscrupu-

Otto Kruger

is

lous, attorney

who earns huge fees by freewho have been caught in the

"No danger

tella.

his pana"You're doing

all right."

"As you

Doug

all

know,"

resumes, "Mr.

Mellon-Smiling Bill'

— (Kruger)
permitted
sist

the

graciously
to as-

me

him in this trial,
outcome of which

we

are celebrating
tonight," A slightly

puzzled expression
creeps over Kruger's
face but Doug rattles
right along. "Carefully he coached me
along— and those of

you who have been
from
witnesses
his
time to time know
there

coach

asks
killed a
man in
acquittal.
Kruger if he can
Krusrer savs. "Oh, sure" or words to that

all

and

humoredly,

puffing at

ing gangsters
toils of the law. Stanley Fields (a gangster,
naturally) consults Kruger, tells him he's
self-defense
get him an

of that,

puts in

isn't

in

a

the

better
busi i

ness."

There is applause
up and down the
and
table
at
this

Don"

finds

difficulty

He admits it himself (although Mr. William Powell may have something to say about that) and when the police

making himself heard but he proceeds:
"Mr. Mellon's consideration for his young
assistant knew no bounds. And when he

greatest detective.

knowing the truth would conflict
with my foolish scruples, he went out of
his way to keep the truth from me." Turning to Kruger, "A rare kindness from a
rare man!"

can't solve the mystery of a

in

felt

that

Fields
"Brother,"
"them's woids!"

devoutly,

interjects

"Of course," Doug resumes, "I realize
you haven't the slightest idea what I'm
talking about but Smiling Bill is your
smart lawyer (Smiling Bill is frowning now)
and he'll understand me perfectly when
I
say that in his defense of Public Rat
Number One, this high-priced disgrace to
the legal profession whom you are honoring
tonight, has deceived and made a sucker
out of me and not only me," continuing
grimly, "but of every decent citizen in this

community!"

You may

well imagine what a

hubbub

this creates.

When the director calls "Cut!" I shake
hands with Mr. Montgomery and inquire
after the welfare of a play he wrote a year
ago. "They want me to come east to tryit
out in Connecticut this summer," he
says, "but I've been away so long I'd like
to stay out here awhile."
"Gee!'' I enthuse, "if anyone ever even
suggested trying out one of my plays I'd
be heading east so fast it would make your
head swim.'.'
"So would I," Doug rejoins with amazing candor, "but as I look back on it I'm
afraid it's an actor's play more than an
audience's. I mean, there's a swell part
for an actor in it but I'm afraid the play
itself

is

lot

of poison

pen letters Oakie modestly states he may
have to take a day off and solve it himHis interview infuriates the cops.
Ann is head of the publicity department
at the studio where Jack works. The head
of the studio tells her she'll either have to
muzzle Jack or lose her job ... (as though
anyone could muzzle Jack).
She persuades Jack to give a party for
(Edgar KenPolice Lieutenant Garrison
nedy) and a few of his aides, and assure
them the interview was just a gag. At the
party Ann interrupts his speech and tells
them the studio wants Kennedy and his
self.

play police roles in a chase sequence of a picture next day. As she starts
to walk away, Kennedy stops her.
"Miss Strand," he begins hesitantly, "I
aides

to

want to talk to you a minute. For the— er—
sake of the—er— department, I'd— er— like to
look my best." He pauses and bows his
head. "What can

w e do about
this?" indicating
his bald pate.

perfectly

good

"Get

my

off

laughing

take
set!"

Ann

him.

at

screams, catching

sight of me.

"What now?"

I

begin.

"You jinxed me. Last month when you
were here I sneaked you onto my set, which
was closed to visitors, and what happened.
As soon as you left I slipped and sprained

my

ankle."

I protest. "You
get away."
"Maybe you're right," she agrees. "See
that you stick around today, then."
I'd like to. I'm telling you, Ann is something to look at in this figured black net
dress with the skirt made in tiers and
ruffles. I often wonder if Roger Pryor knows

"Then

I

didn't jinx you,"

were jinxed for letting

me

how lucky he is. And even oftener I wonder
how all these dames out here let me slip
through their

fingers.

"Ann'll just have to take her chances of
living through the day without your beneficent influence," my guide informs me.
"We have another picture shooting here
that you haven't covered yet. Come on."
And 1 have to
leave Ann.
So we drift over
to the set of "New

not so hot."

thought I'd heard everything, but
;hat stops me. I merely bow with profound respect, salute his honesty, bid
Fanya "bon voyage" and proceed to—
I

R-K-O

THERE

are three pictures going here—
."Take the Heir" with Guy Kibbee and

Cora Witherspoon (which

is

on

location),

"New

Faces of 1937" and "Super Sleuth"
featuring Jack Oakie and Ann Sothern.
It's a tentative title and the plot is "cops
and robbers." Mr. Oakie is the screen's

Faces." This set
just a bare

is

stage
Scene from "Exclusive." Fred
MacMurray confronts the newspaper reporters. (Above) "Oh,"
exclaims Ann Sothern to Edgar
Kennedy in "Super Sleuth,"
"how long your hair is!"
"That's easy," Ann smiles. "We'll
you a little toupe."
"Toupe!
Ed repeats in vague
alarm. "Don't you think that's going a little too far?"
"No-0-0," says Ann slowly, scanning the extent of his baldness. "I
don't think so."
"Well," he concedes, "for the
sake of the department I'll do it."
I wish I could describe to you
Kennedy's timidity. I have never
yet seen that guy do a scene that
the company didn't break up a
get

'

where

they're trying
out talent for a new show. Bill Brady
(RKO's new juvenile), Parkyakarkus. Joe
Penner (Yep! That man's here again!)
and Lorraine Kruger are in a huddle.
Parky is managing Lorraine and Joe and
just when he thinks he has a job for
Joe and none for Lorraine, Brady (who
has been an insurance salesman and who
was hired to stage the show because he
doesn't know anything about the show
business and hence will not be using old
acts because they have big reputations)
comes up and fires Joe and hires Lorraine.
"Just a minute," Parky expostulates.

"You can't talk to us that way. He quits!
And, anyhow-, if you want to talk business,
you got to talk to me. I'm his manager."
"All right," Brady agrees indifferently,
"he's fired."
"That's different,"

it's

Parky's

turn

[Continued on page 77]
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to

Hudson Has

Rochelle

Had Another

Birthday.

Now

Girlhood

{shed

And Her

Is

Fin=

Real

Career Has Begun.

chestnut-colored hair. Had I not already
been an enthusiastic admirer, I would have
been her abject fan beginning that moment.
As I gazed at this dainty young person,
so full of life and vitality yet never ob-

my

trusive,
mind flashed back to that daysix years before when, newly-arrived under

contract on the RKO-Radio lot, she had
sat beside me at another noonday table.
"This little girl is going places!" a friend
introduced her, in the Hollywood vernacular. "She's got what it takes."
Rochelle, I remember, said nothing. She
smiled, just as she was smiling now in her
announcement of having reached her majority. But in that quiet way of hers— she
wasn't quite fifteen— one could discern assurance.
"I can't eat very much, this noon," she
confided now to the waitress, ordering a
broiled lobster with drawn butter, French
fried sweet potatoes and a dish of China
tea
.
"you see, I'm singing right after
.
lunch."
.

"Good thing you have
ing,"

to

keep in train-

ventured.
"Oh, that," passing off her order with a
flourish of a bun, "you should see me when
I'm hungry."
"Just a hot-house plant," I said.
"I am not," hotly came back this slight
vision beside me. "I'm an outdoor type and
I'm a sportswoman. You should have seen

me

I

in

Canada, when we were up

at

Cal-

lander on location for 'Reunion,' with the
Quints."
"I suppose you walked to work every
day," interposing, just a tinge of sarcasm
in my voice. "It was only ten miles, I have
heard." The idea of this Dresden-like creature, trying to talk old-man-me into believing she was athletic.
"Well, I didn't walk quite
that distance, but I did hike
several miles every day, and

went horseback riding and
ing,

and

after

the

fish-

Badminton
company set up a
played

temporary court."

A new

expression crept into her

lovely eyes.

'Those Quints ... I get excited
every time I even think of them.
I couldn't play with them half as

much

A

BUOYANT

grey-eyed

girl

wended her

way

perilously between closely-wedged
tables, scurrying waitresses bearing
overloaded trays and friends who constantly
popped up in her path to greet her affectionately, and finally reached our table in a
far coiner of the Fox studio Cafe de Paris.
"Look me over, dollink," she chirruped
"you see before you a woman, no longer a
.

.

.

maiden fair."
"Where?" I

demanded, glancing about
me.
"Right in front of you, silly," she returned, sliding in beside me. "I am the
woman ... a new woman. Today's my
birthday. I am just twenty-one, this day,
and I expect to be treated with respect."
"So the little gal's grown up," I mur-

34

mured.
"Y'darn tootin'," proclaimed Rochelle, inelegantly. "How do you like me, now that
I've arrived at my new station in life?"
I did. Rochelle was wearing a light blue
satin
blouse and severely-tailored gray
jacket with odd skirt, and the most utterly
ridiculous

chapeau

topped

her

lustrous

as I

would have

liked,

but

they were the darlingest bundles of
sweetness I've ever seen.
"At first, they weren't so certain
that they liked us. I don't suppose
they could remember Jean Hersholt—
they were so young, you know, when
he was up there on their first picture—but it didn't take long for him
to win them over, and then they were
climbing all over him, just as they do
Dr. Dafoe. The resemblance between
Jean and the doctor is striking.
"Before long, too, I was accepted into
the fold, and whenever I made my appearance they'd come toddling over to
me, each with some toy in her hand.
Then, of course, I'd have to play with
each one, and with her particular toy.
"Annette was my favorite, possibly because
she seemed to pay me more attention than
did the others. I can't say. but this I do
know ... I have never gotten such a thrill
out of a baby putting its arms around my

[Continued on page 70]

We

Point

With

Pride

SPENCER

Tracy

Mrs. Spencer Tracy
route for a holiday.

and

N

unpretentious
Spencer
has become honi and respected in
lywood. No one in
more
iures works
dily or toward a
fellow,

\

ideal than he.
characters are beable and no other
ier

er has

done more

the legend
movie actors are

end
:

sies."

Freddie Bartholomew in one of the early
"Captains Courageous." (Above) In "San Francisco," with Jeanette MacDonald, Spencer won new honors.
(Left)

scenes

With

in

Enchanted

The
THIS
just

Shore

picture includes several well-formed and graceful beach maidens. It is
a work of imagination. If there was such a place where famous fair
ones gathered, the public would be there in thousands. Actually, screen girls
do not swim in batches. The competition is too personal. A beautiful player
who is known from the arctic circle to South Sudbury, Mass., is accustomed to
certain admiration, and within her own circle of friends receives sincere affection. In return she loves them all without reservation. The stars cannot all be
the most beautiful, and so this particular shore exists only where the NeverNever-Land touches the Ocean of Dreams.

!n Hit*

group «r» Jo»t

MeCrM,
Juno

Batta Davit,
Lang,
Q'mqt

Rogor» and Sally
Eilart. What a bavy!

The Searchlights of

Good Fortune
producers are always trying to assign the roles in their
TH£
pictures
the player best qualified to play the part. Their
to

eyes study the contract players in rival studios, and frequently
an actor or actress leaps into greater fame when he or she is borrowed by a competing producer. When Claudette Colbert was

borrowed by Columbia from Paramount
Night,'' she

dates

for "It

Happened One

developed into a greater star and her real success

from that picture.

Charles Boyer, who has been borrowed for Garbo's new picture, "Madame Walewska." Irene Dunne has been
chosen for many fine parts at many studios. The day Clark Gable was borrowed by Columbia, Fortune smiled on him.
Hollywood discovered a comedienne in Carole Lombard, but not on her home lot. Will the work Franchot Tone
did at RKO help his career?

Coming

Along
The -

Sound
Track
THOUSANDS

of

homes the magic of the radio

entertains the
al! voices are rich in musical qualities, the
headline singers never would have become the popular performers that they now are if we did not already know their faces.
To us, the movie stars are old friends and their voices give us a
thrill of happiness.
They are hard worked, richly paid artists who will be coming
along the sound tracks of new pictures for many years and there
will be a hearty welcome for each of them.

INfamily. But

though

The leader in more ways than one it Bing
Crotby. Next comes Peenne Durbin, who
tang her way in. Then Dick Powell, a real
tound track discovery. Lily Pons hat qualified in pictures and the sound engineers
should be very proud of her. The marvelous voice of Jeanette McDonald makes
any scene important.

Many Of Our
Laah Ray and Tony Martin ara w«K worth IHtanmg to. Tha star who first gava us grand
©para wm Graca Moor*. Sha raisad tha mierophona to an importanca aqual to tha camara.

Favorite

Players

Would Never Have Reached The
Screen Had They Not Been Able
To Qualify

At

The Microphone.

Greatest

ARTH

Mr.

Barnuin

Many Of

The Ore

Wonderful

Tilings

Nothing To

Mammoth

J*

Oa

Together

ifred
st

ut

And Most
He Had

Lot pare With The

Of The

/Marvel

Movies-

X
ft-

finest perTHE
formers are
I

in

our Big Top. The
most beautiful girls,
the most rcQkrkable
star, and otlu-i great

and glorious,
liant,

(Above,

left)

Walt

Disney's mar-

velous Mickey Mouse and Pluto,
the Prince of Pups. (Top) The
players who have become the most

couple
Powell and Myrna Loy

liked

married

— William
in

"After

Man."
the most famous silent
"Stella Dallas," now re-

the Thin

One

of

pictures,

(Top

)

The

star

w onders, wit houl
equal on jand or sea.
direct from the hidden haunts ol Holl}
wood!

who made

greatest hit of the
Janet Gaynor
season
in
"A Star Is Born."
the

—

Robert Taylor

is

bril-

scintillating

the

world's best loved lover.

turning to the screen, with Anne
Shirley, John Boles and Barbara

Stanwyck.
if

'More Lovely
Than Pandora

The mid-season can boast few more distinctive sports costumes (front and back) than
the one worn, right-above, by Diana Gibson.
The short-sleeved Jacket and peasant skirt
are of gay roman striped silk and heavy
white

silk

fashions the tailored blouse.

(In

circles)

No

travelling

wai

complete without a ccs
sports hat. Barbara Read's is bit
and white checked taffeta, held
place by a black grosgrain r
bon band to which a couple
robe

is

red silk pompons are coyly
tached. Marion Davies' is a wh
felt with navy band. (Right) T

<

inspired Jean Parker's o
tume of heavy white silk with
gored skirt and bodice of gre
Tyrol

Sheer dusty-pink wool, finely
tucked, is favored by
Anita Louise for this interesting country-club ensemble.

hat
to

The

classic white

Toya

banded with brown
match her gloves and
is

belt

wool,
heavily
embroidered,
changing her sandals to hit
heeled pumps, Jean can turn t
into an all-occasion daytime frc

When You

Pack Your Boxes For
That Vacation Trip Sec That They

Contain Casual Clothes That
Gently

Waft An Air Of

True

Sophistication.

NOW
upon

that

evening gowns displayed here
out the season's most enticing feature
Hatching jackets that make an evening
ap unnecessary. (Above-left) Sea-green tafa embroidered in an all-over design of a
eper hue is Olivia de Havilland's piece de
is+ance. Black velvet bows adorn the V-cut
;

three

ry

d :e
and "period jacket." (Above-top)
snch blue chiffon, with tucked bodice and
e"o, tends to make Madge
Evans look
th cool
and glamorous, while Elizabeth

(Above-right) looks svelte and ultrain white paper taffeta flecked
'h
gold threads and horizontal chenille
ics. Her unique bolero is not detachable.
ssell

>histicated

us

the mid-season is
are already fairly
the unpretentious

we

tired of
cottons that enriched our imagination and our wardrobe during those
first warm days and nights of May
and June. For, after the 4th of
July with its traditional airy costumes has come and gone, we feel
the cooler
like expanding with
breezes and can do so with assurance when clad in the more fortifying silks and opulent wool crepes
considered smart at this time. The
illustrations on these two pages will
give you a fair idea of what the
stars

in

Hollywood

wear

during

those periods when play-clothes and
swim suits are not permissible. As
you see. they lack the studied informality called for earlier in the

New

Pictures

Fo

A

i

d

s

u

mmer

Nights

Carey

in

"Born

Reckless.

—
The Players Are Never
Conscious.

Man Who

It's
Is

Self=

The Candid
Embarrassed.

Candidly

Joe

Jane Withers and her
calling

watch dog, "Puggy,"
on Don Ameche on the "You Can't Have
faithful

Everything"

set.

Penner

and

Harriet

Hilliard have a spot of tea

or
something
scenes of "New

between
Faces

of

1937."

MARION DAVIES

A

GIVES

PARTY

The four circus party pictures show
(above) Robert Montgomery, who is
getting stronger, and Marion. (Rightabove) Dolores Del Rio with Cedric
Gibbons, her husband. (Right-below)
An unposed, intimate family groupLeslie Howard, his son and Mrs. Howard. (Right-center) Cowgirl Carole
Lombard and Cowboy Clark Gable.

E

A

K

I

N

On

G!

Screen

Screen,,

The

And

Off

Cameras Pursue

F amous

jtars.

—

Dorothy Lamour
at a Cocoanut Grove Party
Larry
and Walter Bullock, song writer. (Right)
Crabbe, Terry Walker and John Howard enjoy a game
of cards while on location for "Mountain Music."

Caught

Jed Prouty, Joyce Compton, Stu Erwin and Dorothy Appleby
speeding back to work for Grand National. (Bebw) Anna Sten,
with her husband, Dr. Eugene^ Frenke, and (left) Victor Schertiinger. Anna is returning to the screen in "Two Who Dared."

Picture Stealers
Hold Your
Fascinate Your Eye

They

Interest

—They

—They Remain

In

Y our

Memory When
Is

All Else

Forgotten.

Leo C a

r r

i I

Frank Mori
and Una Mci

an
MANY
who, by

Jack Oakie

and Ned

scene
burglars de
Sparks,

luxe.

No

scene

is

with

them

aroi

actor or act
training or tal
seems actually to bee
another person on the screei
rewarded by numerous jobs
hearty checks. But, s'tran
enough, they do not know
they do it, and if they stov.
to think about it they w<
soon lose their mantle of "m
believe.

i

He Can Do AnythingEven

Make

acter

Work.

A Hit

In

Char=

That's Brennan.

yEAR,

1929. Scene, a chicken yard on the
lot at the old Universal Studio.
Lucile Webster Gleason is feeding a flock

back

The half comic figure of Old
Atrocity in a scene from "Barbary Coast," with Joel McCrea.

of chickens. Jimmy, her spouse both in the
picture and in real life, looks on. This is
their first screen appearance, "The Shannons
of Broadway," from their stage success of the

same

title.

cameras are grinding and everyone is
acting according to script— I know, I'm script
girl— except the one rooster in the pen. The
rooster is a ham. He won't crow.
From behind the hen house, a sudden
uproar bursts forth. Cock-a-doodle-doo! Cocka-doodle-do! It must be the biggest rooster
in all Hollywood. The recalcitrant cock in
the pen, recognizing competition, starts strutting his stuff. With a lusty crow, he walks
directly in front of the turning cameras. A

The

perfect shot!
The scene

finished and "in the can," I
saunter around behind the hen house, where
the lively rooster is still crowing away for all
he's worth. There, on the ground, comfortably leaning against the hen house, sits
Walter Brennan, crowing like mad. His imitation is so perfect, it had even the chickens
fooled!

general handy
the production.
Originally he was hired to
play two roles— a young
vaudeville announcer and

Walter

is

man on

an ancient Civil War veteran, crony of Slim Summerville who is portraying
drunk. Now
the village
they've put Walter to work
playing a rooster. Probably
before the picture is completed he'll be doubling
for the ingenue. Although
he is only an obscure bit
player, Walter can do almost anything. Those who

As Swan in "Come and Get
with Frances Farmer.

It,"

(Right) The off-stage Waker
Brennan. (Below) In "When
Love Is Young," he changed
character comscreen
his

pletely. Seen with Kent
Taylor and Virginia Bruce.

is

publicity men accredit him; but he certainly doesn't look it. His is the spirit of
youth. No wonder he has remained unrecognized among all the great stars surrounding him at the Academy banquet!
For ten long years, Walter has struggled
He has known great
for recognition.

200 most
personages
in

hopes and bitter disappointments. The
first big break came in "Barbary Coast."

watch him cannot

fail

to

recognize his genius.
Let us skip eight long
years and visit the Biltmore

Bowl,

1937.

The Bowl

crowded with the
important
Hollywood.

1

Jean Harlow,
Joan Crawford,
Franchot Tone, Clark Gable
—name any of the greatest

He made

the part of "Old Atrocity," a
bit. stand out as one
of the highlights of the picture. Followed.

comparatively minor

Bill Powell,

they are all here
tonight. This is the biggest event of the season, the awarding of
the Motion Picture Academy's trophies for the year's greatest
performances.
Toward the rear of the room sits a quiet, self-effacing young
man. He is seated next to Paul Muni and Luise Rainer. All eyes
are focused on them. The young stranger is ignored. Awards are
announced— Miss Rainer and Mr. Muni for the greatest starring
performances, Gale Sondergaard for the best feminine supporting
role. A pause, and the winner for the best male support is announced—Walter Brennan, the "Swan" of "Come and Get It."
The crowd applauds generously; but when the man next to
Miss Rainer rises in the glare of the spotlight and starts the longmarch toward the platform, they think there is some mistake.
They don't recognize Walter Brennan. They expect someone who
looks like Swan, white haired and elderly.
There is no mistake. Brennan is young, much younger in looks
and behavior than in years. There is no trace of gray in his hair,
no diminishing of the youthful sparkle in his eyes. If you know
him, he'll admit to being way past the thirty-five with which his

stars,

"Swan"

in

"Come and Get

It,"

and Acad-

recognition, the highest honor that
can be paid to any motion picture player.
Today, Walter is going places in a big way. Last time I saw him,
he had nine parts awaiting him. Directors and studios were fighting for his services. But it didn't seem to affect him much. He still
has his old ideals, the old way of living, the same old friends. He
still kids me about "movie boners" I let slip through on "The
Shannons." The prop boys, grips, juicers, have always been his
buddies. They are borrowing ten spots from him today just as
they did when I first met him. Occasionally he runs short and
borrows from them. They go to his house for dinner, ride his

emy

horses,

borrow

his clothes.

The obscure, middle-aged cowboy who was his
when we worked in "The Shannons of Broadway"

closest friend
is his closest

friend today. Walter never makes a picture without arranging for
his buddy to have a bit. They joke together, ride together, work
together.
For years, Walter begged the various actors' agents, trying to
get one 10 represent him at the studios. Thev ignored him. He
wasn't important. Finally, five years ago, [Continued on page 72]
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gency Love!
It

Makes

—

Self
It

Explains Every Yearning

It

Is

A Man True To His inner

The

S ecret

Of

Happiness.

Copyright 7937 by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Corporation. The
cost

Allen

(Franchot

and

Tone)

credits

will

drinks

be found at the end of this story.

a

(Maureen O'Sultoast to Claire
livan). (Below) His friend (Charlie
Grapewin) realizes that Allen has
come to the crossroads. (Oval)
Virginia Bruce as Patricia Sloane.
She has everything, including

love.

ITS unromarilic
and stone
exterior General

INbrick

Hospital looked any-

thing but
front.

a

battle

Nor did the

casual visitor get that

impression
well

from

its

ordered interior-

general office and small
reception rooms, information desk and telephone switchboards,
long corridors hospital-clean and white clad women nurses who
spoke, when they talked at all, quietly, calmly, with that brisk,
impersonal interest in humanity that marks the well trained nurse
and doctor. The hospital gave overpoweringly the impression of
strength and peace and smooth running machinery. No emergency
could surprise it, for it was built to cope with emergencies and

nothing else.
Yet General was the first line trenches in the never ending war
science wages to end human suffering. Twenty-four hours a day
and y ear in and year out the war raged behind its calm walls and,
as in all wars, some men and women were of the stuff of heroes
and others the slackers and deserters.

"What's the matter,
don't
I
you think
should have operated?
Aw, you guys have no

the Emergency Watch Room, Interne Dr. Allen Meighan
slumped in a folding chair, his feel on a small table, a copy of
"Billroth's Surgery" on his knees.
Interne Dr. Barili stretched on a cot, taking a well earned
twenty winks.
Interne Dr. Toni Woolcot had just come down from the operating room where he had tended an emergency case. "The kid
didn't come out of the anaesthetic," he reported triumphantly,
pouring himself a stiff drink from the flask he kept hidden in his
bag. His voice swelled with complacence. "But that was an operation! Boys, it would have been an education to both of you, no
kidding. Tonight I was terrific."
Suddenly aware of the shocked silence and the pointed way
they were ignoring him, Woolcot looked up from his drink.

no

In

52

nerve!"

The

internes

made

comment. Claire
Donohue, surgical
nurse on duty, was
avoiding his eyes. Only Sally, the emergency switch board
was willing to share a drink with Woolcot. The son of a rich
father, Woolcot had one ruling passion, his desire to operate
whenever an excuse offered. Every nurse there who was not old
and withered, might have added even less pleasant descriptions
of him.
A light flashed in the switchboard. Sally pressed the button that
rang a bell in the garage below. The roar of an ambulance motor
warming up came through the floor.
Allen Meighan looked up with a grin. "Get going, Woolcot, it's
your turn."
silent,
girl,

Two Women"

"Between

Fictiont^ation of

had

by

just finished doing
to her hair and

things

face that heightened
even her loveliness. She
looked her best and she

Jack Bechd olt

knew

it.

She wanted to

look her best.

For eighteen days
Allen Meighan had

Wookot's face expressed chagrin. "I'm tired!"
His expression brightened. "I'll toss you who goes.
And if you lose; I'll pay you ten bucks bonus."
He flipped a coin and picked it up in triumph.
"You lose! Here's your ten. On your way, doctor!"
That wasn't the first time one of his fellow internes had done Wookot's work, glad to earn the
ten dollar bills he could afford to throw around.
But

this

particular

night

Woolcot a great

cost

more than ten dollars.
Meighan rode with the ambulance and did an
emergency operation on the engineer of a hoisting
crane who had been crushed in his cab. His
brilliant work won the praise of the superintendent, and the last vacancy in resident physicians
was filled by Allen Meighan. Woolcot, who had
coveted the post, cursed his bad luck and drowned
his sorrows with a round of whiskies. And Claire
Donohue, the surgical nurse, felt such a warming
glow in her heart because of Meighan's promo-

deal

ruled her
she slept,

world and that
world bowed before him.
Even Patricia, used to
ruling as the goddess of
her own world, bowed
also. This was a new ex-

HP

by
as

lovely

"You'd make a good
husband," she said audaciously.

"Why

haven't

you ever married?"
Meighan's voice
serious.

don't
money

"Young

was

doctors

make enough

to get married.
I've seen plenty of them.

The

wives subordinate
everything to their husprofession.
No
band's
certainty of hours. Few
comforts. It's no life for

way

much

a

^ggk

character
it

and

perience for her,
she loved novelty.

is
no higher than it runs
through other walks of life, but Claire
was beautiful. She was beautiful

that truly
is built as

ate,

pital

nurses

that

She

she waked
when he ordered. He
was the god of her hos-

tion that for the time all her other troubles were
forgotten.
The percentage of beautiful women among

in

life.

woman."

when Patricia's
lovely arms closed about
his neck, drawing his
lips down to hers,
But

is

Claire responds to
(Left)
the
toast.
Allen and Snoopy,
the reporter (Cliff

Edwards) and
(Helen Troy)
telephone

looks
very
to

Sally

the

girl.

.

.

.

he was lost. She
was holding him
close

when

Claire

came into the
room.
Patricia's

voice

reached her, vibrant with jubiliation: "This isn't
as shocking as it
we're engaged. We're

happy that you're the
know."

first

Through stiff lips Claire murmured her congratulations and
left
them together. Her loyal
heart was torn with grief, not
Allen Meighan had found a
woman to love. Claire was above such jealousy.
But she had seen other doctors man) rich, imperious,
spoiled women like Patricia Sloan. She had seen what
misery came of such ill-advised matches. Fear lest Meighan suffer
made her miserable.
Allen Meighan earned fifty dollars a week as a resident surgeon.
Patricia's father had earned almost as many millions. But they
were in love and love, they thought hopefully, can level any

because

determined by accidents of
feature and coloring. In private life she was Mrs. Tom

Donohue. Not many people

knew
little of a

one of the
to find

that, for Claire talked

home that was none too happy. Allen Meighan was
few who knew and understood Claire's long struggle

happiness with a man she felt sorry for. Meighan loved
for her courage. And, secretly, Claire loved

and respected her

Meighan.
Into General one night came an emergency case, discovered by
the police. A young woman had collapsed suddenly while driving
her car. Allen Meighan pronounced it a ruptured appendix.
Meighan operated again that night with Claire, now head surgical
nurse, assisting him. Once more he did a brilliant and thorough
bit of emergency work and the patient was saved. Next day the
astonished hospital Jearned that the emergency patient was
Patricia Sloan, daughter of a millionaire soap manufacturer.
Patricia was beautiful. More radiantly lovely than Claire Dono-

.

some women
possess without deserving it. It seemed to Allen Meighan that he
had not lived at all until his first glimpse of her and that forever
after life would be devoted to worshipping her. Claire saw that
worshipping light in his eyes and tried to feel whole-heartedly that
hue,

beautiful

in

that

heart-breaking

way

that

she was glad for his sake.
The beautiful patient smiled into the grave face of her young
doctor. She was in her newest and prettiest negligee. Her maid

difference.

When they were married they lived in the modest little suburban house Meighan could afford, but it was furnished with the
luxuries Patricia was used to, brought from Patricia's home.
Patricia's gay friends were always on hand to help her waste her
time and Meighan was not, for his career was an inexorable master
and when the calls came, he had to answer them. It was inevitable
that after a time Patricia would find other young men who had
plenty of time to beau her to parties. It was inevitable too, that
Meighan would find sympathetic understanding from Claire.
Claire shared his work and knew his problems well. Claire had
her own bitter marriage problem in Tom Donohue, charming
when he was sober, but he was so seldom sober any more!
An emergency case arrived one night when Toni Woolcot was
on duty and in charge. The patient had been struck by a car
while staggering drunkenly against the traffic lights. His leg was
badly fractured and Woolcot, after one look, declared it was a
case for amputation.

Toni had had more than his usual few drinks. He was feeling
powerful and daring.
The patient was speeded to the room where Claire Donohue as
head surgical nurse was in charge. The still form on a wheeled
stretcher, face covered with a sheet, was just one more unfortunate to Claire, one more job to be handled the best way they
could ... or so it was until she picked up the chart sent up on
the stretcher beside that still figure. [Continued on next page]

Thomas Donohue!
The words leaped up
band—Tom!

at

her.

Her hus-

Woolcot was preparing gleefully for another amputation. Boy, he was going to

them some great form this time!
Claire's hysterical protest and the news that
her husband lay on the stretcher did not
sober Woolcot. Claire's husband— or some-

ANNOUNCEMENT
Co LAST year you voted Robert

show

body else's— that didn't matter.
Claire had but one hope, to get Allen
Meighan, Woolcot's superior.
The call reached Meighan at the Hotel
Metropole where he had been dancing with
Patricia. It wrenched him from her arms
and left a furious, bitter wife.
Meighan was barely in time to snatch
the case from Woolcot, but not in time to
save Tom Donohue's life. When he left
for home at last, it was like a beaten

man. He
He had
friend.

felt that he
failed Claire,

had

failed

who

And when he reached

it was to find Patricia,
with bitterness.

his job.
was his best
home at last

drunk and bursting

Toni Woolcot was dismissed from the
staff and forbidden to practise medicine
again, as a result of his drunken blundering. Patricia insisted

with

vitriolic

comment

that Meighan had engineered his disgrace
as a petty revenge. Soon Patricia discovered
that Toni was a most amusing person to
beau her about to parties and Toni always
had time to devote to her— he had no profession now to call him from her.

On
return

day when Meighan's unexpected
home drove Patricia to hiding her

a

in another room, she burst out at
him. "What about you and your Florence
Nightingale? I've always known what was
going on between you—"
"I've told you not to make insinuations
about Mrs. Donohue," he retorted angrily.
But she was past all reason, past all sense
of decency, for knowledge of her own guilt
drove her on. "You may be good enough
lor those glorified chamber maids— but to
me you're nothing but a cheap, little quack
trying to dress up as a gentleman!"
Aching with shame and humiliation
Meighan went from the ruins of his home
—and turned back to the hospital. That
was the one place left for him to go.
Claire, leaving after work, met him on
the steps. She did not need any explanations to know that this man was sodden
with suffering, that he was in the depths.
Claire took him in charge and with him
in his car drove about in the dusk, saving
nothing, asking nothing, content just to be

r

Taylor the Most Popular Star
in Hollywood. Who will win the
medal this year? See our September issue so you can vote.
Stars receive funny gifts— and
beautiful ones— according to

Gordon

Silver..

Would you like a movie star
husband? What woman wouldn't!
A

lovely

dream answer

poser has been written by

to

this

Ruth

E.

came under Meighan's

in a

the
screen sharply and clearly the
characters of the play, so Eliza-

beth Wilson in her "Projection"
describes Marlene Dietrich
clearly and dramatically— a true
projection on the pages of Silver
Screen of one of the most interesting players in the movies today.
Many other features and articles
will make Silver Screen for September entertaining and amusing.
At all newsstands on August

story

j)lh.

lover

with him and give him the soothing companionship he needed. She turned on the
radio in his car and they drifted on again.
In the full swing of a number the music
of the orchestra faded abruptly from the
air. An announcer's voice cut in:
interrupt our program to make an
announcement. Attention all
physicians and nurses. Because of a railway disaster the General Hospital is calling
all internes, residents and physicians on
the staff! Disaster call! Disaster call!"
Meighan's tired head came up. The old
light of battle flashed in his eyes as they
met the startled eyes of his companion.
"That's us, Claire!"
She smiled at him as she swerved the car
about and stepped hard on the gas.

"We

important

An overland train had gone off a trestle.
Fire was raging through the twisted, broken

eye.

Together he and

Claire stared in dismay. The man was Toni
Woolcot, his legs shattered beyond all hope,
it appeared. When
Woolcot's eyes opened
they showed that he knew how badly hurt
he was.

His lips moved as he stared into Meighan's face. "Both legs?" he whispered.
Meighan's stark face gave him the answer.
The injured doctor roused again, fumbling in his struggle to keep his voice clear,
"Patricia ... is she badly hurt?"
"Patricia!" Meighan gasped.
"She was
on
that
train,"
Woolcot mumbled before he lapsed into
.

Farley.

As the projection machine,
movie palace, throws upon

coaches. Men and women were screaming
for help, their voices drowned in the hiss
of escaping steam.
Two stretchers came up to the surgery
on the overworked elevator. One of them

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

coma.

had been on the train, sharing
Pullman compartment with Toni Woolcot. They were eloping.
Meighan found her, the woman he had
Patricia

a

once loved, in another operating room, in
charge of a skin specialist. She had been
burned by live steam. Meighan could do
nothing there except pray for her. Then
he turned to his own task, the risky almost
impossible job of patching up Woolcot's
shattered legs.

That night's work done by Meighan, a
grim, patient, miracle of a job that lasted
well into the dawn of a new day, accomplished what the staff at General had
thought impossible. Toni Woolcot was
saved the fate of a legless cripple.
He came to Meighan for their last goodbye. The debonair playboy doctor was
neither whimsical nor intolerantly wilful
now. Only Toni knew how deeply he had
wronged Meighan and how much he owed
to the skilled and humane resident surgeon.
They had little to say to each other, only
an awkward thank -you from Woolcot.
Modern science and surgery has achieved
such miracles that in less than six months'
time Patricia was practically well again, her
former beauty entirely recovered.
But Patricia soon realized that no matter
what she had once meant to her husband,
he now put his work before his interest in
her. Her beauty
even
her money
her rekindled love for him were of no avail.
When he left her that day, she knew that
he was lost to her forever.
But one woman's loss is generally another
woman's gain. And one night, a few months
later, Allen cornered Claire in a corridor
of General Hospital.
"Claire— I've waited so long— to tell you
so many things— and now that I'm free to
tell them I can't find the words ..."
.

.

.

.

.

.

And Claire answered simply: "When
you've waited so long to hear them and
have rehearsed them so often in your heart,
because even
they don't have to be said
you couldn't say them as beautifully as I've
listened to them in my dreams."
.

Fictionization of

"Between

.

.

Two Women."

Directed by George Seitz. Original story by
Erich von Stroheim and screen play by
Carey Wilson.

THE CAST
Franchot Tone

Doctor Meighan
Patricia Sloane
Mrs. Claire Donohue

Snoopy
Sally

Tom Donohue

— Virginia Bruce

Maureen O'Sullivan
Cliff Edwards
Helen Troy
Anthony Nace

Miss Pringle

Wanda
Eleanor
the new Columbia picture, "Thanks for Everything,"
Madeleine Carroll and Francis Lederer play principal characters. "Everything" seems to have quite overcome our hero.
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Doctor Barelli
Doctor Toni Woolcot

Janet Beecher

Grace Ford
June Clayworth

Edward Norris
Leonard Penn

A

Short-short
Visit
By
Frederick Russell

Myrna Loy and Joan Crawford,

MacDonald

Jeanette
tor,

W.

Van

S.

Dyke.

Beauty

WS. VAN DYKE,

Gun" with Spencer

Hollywood's veteran

direct.

I

direct to

make money.

I

one person around Hollywood who isn't
afraid to say what he thinks.
"I'm sometimes wrong," he remarks, "and
willing to admit it when I am. But I have
to be shown."
"I'm a director," he continued, "because
they wouldn't have me on the other side
of the cameras. I was an actor. I've been
in Broadway plays. When I went out to
Hollywood, I was still an actor, but they
were inclined to disagree with me, so I
turned to directing. There was nothing else

me

to do."

In fact "Van," as most of his friends and
call him, began acting when he
was seven months old. Born in San Diego,
he was carried upon a San Francisco stage
to appear in a play produced by Fred Butler and Charles Nichols. His father was a
Superior Court judge and his mother Laura
Winston, a well-known actress in her day.
He has been a miner, lumberman, newspaper reporter and screen writer and has
traveled practically all over the world.
"Van" wrote "Sihs of the Parents" and
"Madonna of the North." He was playing
on the stage in 1915 when he became D.
associates

W.

Griffith's assistant director for "Intoler-

ance."

He

is

Hollvwood's most noted direc-

He made "White
Shadows of the South Seas" and "The
Pagan" in the South Seas; "Trader Horn"
in Africa and "Eskimo" in the Arctic.
tor for film expeditions.

His latest picture

is

"They Gave Him

di-

I prefer people coming from
pictures feeling happy," he explained, "rather than feeling 'life is much
worse than I thought.' I think people go
to the movies to be entertained. Problems
as bad or worse than their own are seldom

one

a

of

my

entertaining. They probably have enough
of their own before they go in to forget

them."
I met him in New York, he had
come from a conference with the Presi-

When
just

dent of the United States.
films to

The White House

He
as

sends

soon

all

his

as they

are completed. That is, all the good ones.
Occasionally he cringes and tries to forget
a picture he hasn't liked.
He refused to make "The Good Earth."
"It was that picture which caused Irving
Thalberg's death," he said. "I knew what
a headache it would be when it was submitted to me two years ago. The work,
worry and research for two years was
enough to kill anybody! Besides, I don't
like to make pictures like that unless I can
make them on native soil."
"Censorship and the chance of offending
somebody is one of the chief worries of
making pictures," he said. "Strangely
enough, the thing I expected to cause the
most trouble in any of my pictures was the
earthquake in 'San Francisco.' I knew that
the scenes were authentic. They were reproductions of actual photographs taken
after the earthquake. There were no objections to them at all. I happened to be
in Frisco, myself, before and after. One old
man, who was in the earthquake, said that
those scenes were so real that he had to
leave the theatre. It recalled everything so
vividly that he was reliving the tragedy."
Among his many varied interests, Van is
an ardent fight fan. He once directed Jack
Dempsey in a serial. He also directed Max
Baer's picture, "The Prizefighter and the

Lady."
"Just as

we had

finished Baer's picture.

saw him coming along,
I
dressed to 'kill.' He was going in for being
a 'dandy,' a sort of Beau Brummel. I hid
behind a tree. When he went up to the
edge to inspect the pool, probably wondering just how he would get me into it, I
sneaked up behind him and gave him a
push! He was the first to initiate it!
"Of course he later caught me off guard.
And the funny thing about the party was
that by the end of the evening, I had no
clothes left in the house. Everybody at
some time or other had been pushed into
the pool and had to borrow dry clothes!"
Van is one of the most popular hosts in
Hollywood. He has been married to the
present "Mrs. Van" only three years, but
there was a former wife, from whom he
was divorced. He is the proud father of
two, a daughter, Barbara, now twenty-two

and waiting.

drama.
"Because

take stories they give me and don't squabble
about them. Occasionally I have to fight
for the stars I want. Naturally I hope each
picture I make will be a success. If it isn't,
I'm out."
This amazing man, who has been in pictures for twenty years and has made so
many he doesn't remember the number, is

for

triumphs than any

AS tory.

waiting for weeks for the big night, planning to push me into it. So I was ready

has the reputation for produc-

box-office

Ft!

tion and opening of my swimming pool.
Somebody tipped me off that he had been

Tracy, Gladys George

rector in the business— and in less time.
Van learned to direct by directing— and
practically growing up with and in the
industry. He prefers comedy to serious

as-

work. That is all.
"I haven't an artistic bone in my body,"
he confessed further, "and I'm not concerned with the artistic merits of the picI

more

ing

tonishingly, "and I seldom go to see them.
Once in a great while, when somebody is
recommended to me, I'll have his picture
run off in the projection room to watch his

tures

He

needn't.

Never Overlooks The

Of Wo men When

and Franchot Tone. He has no idea what
he will do next, and doesn't care. The man
whe can direct Freddie Bartholomew in one
picture and Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy with equal success in the next,

director of such outstanding pictures as "Trader Horn," "Naughty
Marietta," "Rose Marie," "The Thin Man,"
"The Devil Is a Sissy" and "San Francisco"
among so many other hits that he can't
remember them himself, seldom goes to the

movies!
"I don't like pictures!" he admitted

Who

The Director

and, at right, her direc-

I

was giving a party to celebrate the comple-

r

months

old,

whom

he affectionately

calls

"Mug"— and

hopes she won't grow up to be
a movie actress! His ten-month-old son he
has labelled "Orangoutang."
"The first time I saw him," he relates, "I
had to fight my way through a circle of
women friends muttering and gushing

'What a beautiful baby!'

I

couldn't

find

anything beautiful or even cute about him.
He was the homeliest little mutt I've ever,
seen! I asked my wife if she was sure his
father wasn't Mahatma Gandhi!"
Just as Hollywood's leading director of

record-breaking hits seldom sees pictures,
he also never reads a book. He hasn't time,

one thing, and is more interested in
than fiction, for another.
"I do read all the newspapers," he ex-

for

life

plained, "particularly the foreign news and
current events."
He is honorary member of three French
societies, but speaks no foreign languages.
He is also a member of the International
Adventurers' Club and the Explorers' Club.
He would still rather act than direct, in
spite of his success. His home is a museum
of trophies from far places of the world,

and for all
he is afraid

his exploration

and adventures,

of heights.
"I only fly when absolutely necessary to
save time," he confesses, "and then my
heart is in my mouth from the moment the
'plane leaves the ground. I can't climb a
ladder without fear of jumping and I'm
panicky in a hotel room above the second
floor. I don't dare look out of the window!"
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A DAY AT THE RACES
To

Drive

THOSE
are at

comedy
Laugh?

Dull Care Away—M-G-M

Marx

nutty zanies, the

and

Brothers,

their latest
go screamingly mad in a big way.
I'm telling you, you'll split your
it

again,

in

this

you in the aisles. And then Martha will
bowl you over with "Good Morning" and
"If I Put My Heart in My Song." A gay
little farce that will certainly get you in
the right mood.

YOU CAN'T BEAT LOVE

sides.

The story has to do with a fashionable
but heavily mortgaged sanitarium, owned
by Maureen O'Sullivan, and situated in
Florida near a famous racetrack. To please
a rich patient, a slightly unbalanced society
woman, poor little Maureen puts a mysterious Dr. Hackenbush in charge of the hospital, and Dr. Hackenbush turns out to be
both Groucho and a horse doctor. From
then on anything can happen— and does.
The highlights of the picture are when
Groucho postpones his investigations by
faking a telephone conversation, his idiotic
examination of Harpo, and the scene where
Chico sells him a racing tip, not to mention

he scene where the boys break up
Groucho's love affair with the devastating
Esther Muir.
Chico, of course, plays the piano again
and Harpo the harp and both bring down
the house. The love interest is looked after
by Maureen and Allan Jones, who sings at
a night club by night and grooms his one
horse, High Hat by day. High Hat finally
wins the big race, and quite the maddest
race that has ever been screened. Margaret
I

the rich woman in
love with Groucho. And Vivien Fay is lovely
as a toe dancer in a spectacular musical
interlude. Allan Jones sings "Blue Venetian

Dumont

is

perfect

Is

Another Day."

MOUNTAIN MUSIC
The Height
debut
in

this

as

Which Cupid and Politics Stage
Merry Battle— RKO

of

Fun— Par.

and Martha Rave make

Hollywood's newest

star

their

team

hilarious hill billy farce that will

have you in stitches from start to finish.
Martha Rave plays a country gal who can
sing and dance but can't get a beau on
account of she ain't pretty, and Bob plays
a hill billy who does such radical things
as shave and work. He has a low comedyromance with Martha that's a honey.
Included in the cast are a troupe of hill
billy singers, led by Rufe Davis, who are
nothing short of a riot. Rufe's "My Ma
Don't Low No Singin' in Here," will have

DRESTON FOSTER

plays an attorney, in
gay bit of nonsense, who just can't
resist a dare. So when Joan Fontaine is out
soliciting votes for her father, who is running for mayor, she runs across the amazing
spectacle of a suave young man in a top
hat and evening clothes digging a ditch,
accompanied of course by his valet, our Mr.
Herbert Mundin. He and Joan fall in love
at once but naturally they have to hurl
a lot of expletives at each other first, and,
the next thing he knows, playboy Preston
has accepted another dare and has proclaimed himself a rival candidate for mayor.
There's quite a flurry of good old American politics, never taken too seriously, with
plenty of matching of wits. It's Foster's best
chance at acting in a long time and he is
swell. So is Barbara Pepper in a Mae West

*

this

have you in stitches. Harold
Huber and Paul Guilfoyle make excellent
gangsters, William Brisbane is an editor,
and Berton Churchill a grafting police

role

which

will

chief. It's right

merry.

can hug to your
On the eve of

little

murder loving

hearts.

marriage to Marian
Marsh, Roland Drew is told by a magician,
in a night club, known as the Great Gambini, that there will be no wedding. Sure
enough, Roland is found murdered the
next day and a lot of people are suspected.
John Trent is the chief suspect because he
loves Marian and had been heard to hurl
death threats at Drew. Just as the dumb
detectives are about to drag Trent off to
jail the Great Gambini enters and takes
his

charge.

The picture is unusually well cast for a
mystery and a good time is had by all except the corpse. Reginald Denny plays
Marian's father and Genevieve Tobin her
step-mother. Edward Brophy and William
Dcmarest once again are clicks. Akim Tarawhose parts get bigger and bigger,
elegant as the Great Gambini.
iroff,

ESCAPE FROM LOVE

is

Matrimony on the Skids— 20th Century-Fox

T"HE

rather silly saga of two young married people who are madly in love with
each other— so they battle continuously with
the bricabrac.
Gloria Stuart and Michael Whalen play
these young things who love each other so
much they can't resist trying to brain each
other. Gloria rushes off to Europe with a

PARNELL

*

French playwright, played by George Sand-

and Mike chases her, of course, and
they decide to begin all over again. In the
cast for excellent bits are Cora WitherPangborn and Gerald
spoon, Franklin
Oliver Smith.
ers,

THE GREAT GAMBINI
A

Perfectly Grand Mystery—Par.
(~^\NE of the better who-done-its which
^— you mystery lovers (and count me in)

"The Great Gambini," Marian
Marsh and John Trent mix love
and mystery.

In
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a

as

Waters" and "Tomorrow

BOB BURNS

In

A Rather

Ponderous Film Based on the
Life of the Great Irish Patriot— M-G-M

HERE

the dramatic and human story
few hectic years in the life
of Charles Stewart Parnell, he who laboriously paved the way for Irish Home Rule
and who once was called "the uncrowned
king of Ireland" and worshipped as a god.
Meticulously and ponderously produced
and directed by John M. Stahl this picture
should not bring forth any caustic comments from the historians who shudder
every time Hollywood delves into history. I
is

of the last

suppose I will be branded as a nincompoop
(which undoubtedly I am) for saying so
but I think a little less accuracy on Mr.
Stahl's part and more color would have

Michael Whalen
Gloria Stuart do
let

marriage interf

!: "",.-.''.

••

•

•

i

.

i

>,...

made things a lot more fun.
Edna May Oliver, as sardonic Aunt Ben,
and Billie Burke as the fluttery, inquisitive
Clara look after the laughs, and look after
them well, you may be sure. There are

but chiefly among
them are Alan Marshall as the ambitious,
conniving Captain O'Shea, Montagu Love
as the menacing Gladstone, Edmund Gwenn

many stand-out

parts,

as a jealous secretary,

and Donald Crisp

as

a grim Irishman.

love scenes between Gable and
are beautifully done and you'll enjoy every second of them, but the Parliament scenes you'll have to take as best you
can. It is definitely a picture for adults.

The

Myrna

THIS

IS

MY AFFAIR

Delving Into Melodrama During President McKinley's Administration— 20th
Century-Fox
years of
AFTERBarbara
Stanwyck

gingham and percale

cur

blossoms out

carload of aigrettes and feathers in this
picture and out-Marlenes Marlene. Yes, indeed, Barbara has a chance to look lovely
and she certainly makes the most of it.
Co-starred with Barbara is handsome Robert Taylor, and my, my, won't you fans
enjoy seeing those two together, as their
romance is still quite the hottest in Hollyin a

wood.

The

picture

is

based on an actual

fact,

from
Mckinley Administration there were a gang
of bank robbers in the middle west who
were getting away with murder, not to menin this case, actual fact is far
being dull. It seems that during the

and

tion a let of loot. To find out who the
"higher-ups" were in this gang President
Mckinley has Taylor discharged from the

th their lovers'

quar-

"Escape
Love."

from

s

in

U. S. Navy and sent incognito on this secret
mission.
In a cabaret in St. Paul Bob meets Barbara, who is the leading entertainer and
sort of mistress of ceremonies, and he soon
discovers that her brother and her unwanted suitor, the Messieurs Brian Donlevy
and Victor McLaglen, are members of the
gang. Plenty of action and intrigue follow,
culminating in the assassination of McKinley and the near-hanging of Bob as a
bandit.
It's one of the best of the detective melodramas and you're bound to like it. Barbara
has glampur and as mentioned before looks
elegant in her 1901 costumes. She sings several songs of the period in a low voice
which is most pleasing. Bob gives his best

performance
spire him,

I

to date.

why

With Barbara

to

in-

not?

MET HIM

IN PARIS

A Mid-summer Madness That You

Mustn't
Miss—Par.
FAR the gayest and most charming
BYcomedy
of the season, and what fun for
these hot days and nights is Claudette's
romping over Sun Valley, Idaho, up to her
ears in skis and skates and snow, with her
two suitors, Melvyn Douglas and Robert
Young.
Mildly spicy at times, but always gay, the
film tells the story of a young and beautiful New York fashion designer who has
saved her money for that big spree in Paris
that every girl dreams of. In Paris she
meets two Americans, a playwright and a
novelist, who fall in love with her and
give her the time of her life.
The novelist persuades her to go on a
trip with him to one of the winter resorts,
assuring her of course that everything will
be perfectly proper and all quite, quite
innocent. His pal, the playwright, decides
to become an ex-oflkio chaperon, so he
glumly trails along, never missing a chance
to tell Claudette that a trip to a winter
resort with a young man cannot be innocent and proper.
They ski and they skate and they quarrel
—until the novelist's wife suddenly appears!
Claudette bolts for Paris, with the two men
in hot pursuit. Claudette is at her comedybest in this tongue-in-cheek bit of nonsense,

and Melvyn Douglas and Bob Young,

playwright and novelist respectively,
have never been so much fun before. And
in case you arc a doubting Thomas it's
Claudette herself in person on those skates.

as the

MIDNIGHT MADONNA
THIS

For the Tender-hearted— Par.
rather sentimental drama of mother

love serves to introduce two interesting
10 the screen, both of whom
have a swell chance of becoming topnotchers. First of all there is little fouryear-old Kitty Clancy, the newest of the
child wonders in Hollywood, who looks exactly as Shirley Temple did at the age of
four, and who might become another Shirley Temple. And then there is Mady Correll, a young woman with definite beauty,
a pleasing personality and charming voice.
The story deals with a narrow-minded
old judge, Robert Ellis, who, abiding lis
the letter of the law, awards cute littleKitty to her scapegrace of a father who is
only interested in her legacv. Coming to
the rescue of the mother, Miss Correll, is
Warren William, a night club owner and
gambler, who kidnaps the judge and forces
him to go on a tour of the underworld
where he sees the criminals whose testimony he has believed. Irene Franklin as a
hostess in one of the dives stands out.

newcomers

BORDER CAFE
Plenty of Action and Excitement Here—

RKO

HERE'S

an entertaining western with a
cheering mixture of comedy and romance. John Beal plays the weakling son
of a rich old Boston family whose one idea
seems to be to drink up all the liquor in
a border cafe. In this same cafe the pretty

Armida sings and dances and flirts
with the customers, and, of course after
the traditional quarrelling and quibbling
little

she and John

fall

in love.
a partnership

with a
kindly old cattle rancher, played by Harry
Carey, who proceeds to straighten the boy
out, establish him on a ranch, and make
a number one cowboy out of him. Of
course the wild western gangsters undei
the leadership of J. Carrol Naish muscle in,
kidnap Armida, and stir things up generally. John shoots it out with the bad men
and proves he's no softie.

John

strikes

up

Correll and Warren William in an underworld, mother

Mady

lave story, "Midnight

Madonna."
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me this. I'm grateful and I'm glad."
Grace Moore has always, she told me,
wanted to be the Prima Donna. She wanted
—and she has— a life lived with opulence,
with grandeur, with magnificence, life
dressed in a "robe de style" and wearing
she loves and has de
a diamond tiara
luxe houses and cars and servants and
clothes and jewels, with champagne and
milk and perfumed baths, with carpets of
orchids and orchestras of symphonic music,
with love and lights and lavishness bedding
She has a penchant for rubies
her down
and emeralds and owns vast jewel cases
crammed with them. Molyneux makes her
gives

.

.

.

.

.

.

gowns.
She gives swank and sumptuous parties
for all the musical crowd, Laurence Tibbett, Gladys Swarthout and Frank ChapGloria
and others
man, Lily Pons
Swanson, Cary Grant, Herbert Marshall,
Ronald Colman. She owns a villa at Cannes,
the Casa Lauretta, a shooting box in Scotland, another villa in Italy. She is building
a palatial home here in Hollywood, in
.

.

.

.

.

.

Brentwood Heights.
She has sung for almost every crowned
head in Europe, was asked to sing at the
She
Coronation this year and couldn't
knows Royalty, the Duke and Duchess
of Windsor, the King of the Belgians,
and loves it, exults in it, gets a great lift
and lilt out of it. She always travels in the
most de luxe fashion, by rail, by boat, by
plane. She carries an entourage with her,
.

.

.

chauffeur, chef, secretary, personal maid
"I had the voice and the training," said
La Moore, "I had some of the fame. But
Hollywood gave me the rich lace trimmings, the royal robes, the furs, the jewels,
the international celebrity. Hollywood took
me to Japan, to China, to Greece, to the
outposts of the world, to all the places

and

where I have longed to be and now, in
shadow, have been. In no other place in
the world do I love to sing as I love to
sing in Hollywood ... I sing under the
blind white moonlight and under the

the doors that Hollywood opens to
Hudson told me, "the doors
we could never open without the magic key
of the movies. I went to Honolulu recently.
On the way I wondered whether anyone

.

.

.

warm, kissing stars; I sing in the whitegold blaze of the sun, under the palms and
golden acacias and purple jackarandas, riding by the blue Pacific, on the sound stages
where battalions of trained people do my
bidding and bid me. I am released in
Hollywood and free in the magnificent
plenty of it all, which is somehow akin to
."
the sybaritic spirit in me
Alice Faye told me "I love luxuries, what
girl doesn't? I have always been luxuryconscious but Hollywood gave me my license for luxury ... I remember when I
worked in the chorus of George White's
Scandals and how I would see the principals coming into the theatre in their
lovely fur coats and I felt that if the day
ever dawned when I could own a mink coat
I would have 'arrived.' Nearly three years
.

.

I bought my first mink coat and* I
didn't have the reaction other girls say
they've had ... I didn't disparage the thrill

ago

had it. 1 wrote out my own check
and I was so proud that I'd earned
the money myself that I positively paraded
in it. I'm grateful to Hollywood for my
mink coat and for the ermine and the galonce
for

I

it

yak I've bought since.
"I'm grateful to Hollywood for the home
with a swimming pool my studio pay check
enabled me to> pay for
I'm grateful to
Hollywood because I can now provide so
nicely for my mother. I love flowers. I never
get over the thrill of being able to stop at
.

.

.

a florists' and order orchids for mother and
myself. I'm grateful to Hollywood and to
my fans for my perfume shelf ... it isn't
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only the glamour, either," Alice said, her
blue eyes warm and misty, "it isn't only
it's bread
glamour Hollywood gives us
.

and

meat

things;

It's

chance
can do

to
.

.

The

shelter.

.

.

substantial
hope and a

self-confidence and
show the whole world what we
.

Hollywood

it's

dreams-come-true

.

.

.

that's

."
.

.

"It's

us," Rochelle

would know me, whether

I

would have any

needn't have worried. We were met
at the boat by every dignitary on the
Island, military officers, naval officers, diplomats, the Press. We were taken everywhere
and saw everything. I was dined and wined
and feted. I met all kinds of new men, had
all kinds of dates. Hollywood is the open
sesame to every sort of experience and adventure. I had fun I could never have had
if I had gone there as just Rochelle Hudson.
But because I went as Rochelle
Hudson, Hollywood star, every door, secret
and otherwise, was wide opened to me. In
no other business in the world could I, at
my age, have written out my own check
fun.

for

Any

I

my own house— for mother and
would love

girl

would

this life here,

if

me.
she

the truth."
they do love it for
Yes, they love it .
they never leave it. Even when, Time passing, they lag a little behind the passing
picture parade, they stretch out eager hands
and clutch at the hem of Hollywood's drifting gown. On any set you may behold the
glamorous stars of Yesterday, Betty Blythe
playing small parts; the Getrude Astors,
the Jean Ackers and others playing bits or
extras, loving it too well to< leave even the
leavings, knowing that no spot on earth
can offer the allurements, the enticements
of Hollywood, where movies and miracles
tell

.

are

made

.

.

.

,

Even those who "tank they go home"
remain
Garbo, on the set, with a
.

.

.

private orchestra, provided by the studio
to play for her between scenes, to her

alone. Great sidings are specially built so
that perfect privacy may enclose Garbo,
mute her music for her ears alone
coffee is brought tO' her, specially brewed,
at ten in the morning, at three in the
afternoons. When she wishes buttermilk a
fresh supply is kept on hand, in ice-boxes
on the set. Certain popular magazines, the
latest mystery stories are kept handy for
her, should she be in the mood. Special
Swedish foods are specially prepared and
brought to her dressing room on trays
silence and seclusion are laid, like royal red
velvet carpets, over the sets and stages
.

where Garbo walks
Stars of Today, stars of Yesterday,
.

of

Tomorrow hymn

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the

happiness,

Stars

the

plethora which is Hollywood
Miriam
Hopkins presented Anatol Litvak, on his
recent birthday, with a trailer, a very de
luxe trailer and also with a "*ery de luxe
party in her Harold Grieve-decorated, erstwhile John Gilbert home crouched luxuriously in the hills looking down on Hollywood. Miriam buys Gobelin tapestries and
Old Masters and first editions. Miriam
loves and lives in a world of smart people,
champagne cocktails, furs, gowns, town
houses, country houses, jewels and laughter.
Miriam adores going to parties and adores
giving them. Miriam has met and talked
with Hemingway, Michael Arlen, Walter
.

.

.

Duranty, aristocrats of art and letters and
science the world over. Miriam has lunched
with the Duchess of Kent, has met and
tea'd the former Wallis Warfield and the
Duke of Windsor. Miriam has flown over
the earth in the de luxe luxury liners.
Miriam loves all of life and thanks Hollywood for giving her most of it. She flips one
small expressive

Where

else

paw and

and how

else

says

"Where

would

else?

be pos-

it

sible?"

Luli Deste, recently
to

Columbia

ranch in

come

to this country,

bought a 170 acre
there
the San Fernando Valley
Studios, has

.

.

.

she will raise, commercially, the flowers she
loves and understands. Hollywood not only
gives her her career but gives her, also, the
land she loves, land such as she was raised

Hollywood's Beauty Bath
protects daintiness

. . •

EVERY GIRL knows how important
'

skin sweet. It's only then

are attractive!

Lux

Toilet Soap's

sinks deep into the pores, frees
spiration, every

leaves skin

it is

to keep

you can be sure you

ACTIVE

them

hidden trace of dust and

thoroughly

lather

of stale perdirt

clean.

You'll find this quick beauty bath refreshing,
a wonderful pick-me-up before your evening

too

—

date.

Why

not try

it?

9 OUT OF 10 SCREEN STARS USE LUX TOILET SOAP
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!

specially bought and made into drapes
just for that one enchanted evening
parties such as the shower Mildred Lloyd
gave for Jeanette MacDonald when the
weavings' of the looms of loveliness all over

were

on, near Vienna. Luli bought a huge, white
Cord, with flaming red leather upholstery.
Luli has three black Afghan wolf hounds
and will buy others. And wolf hounds are
rare and Afghan wolf hounds are rarer and
black Afghan wolf hounds are rarest of all.
She owns five horses of her own and will
buy others . . she says "but the world is
here, and all the treasures in the world, and
then the hand is given the power to choose
the treasures. They ask me how do I like
it. What can they mean, how do I like it?
It is the land of the milk and the honey,
the champagne and the orchids, the most
beautiful women, the very most handsome
men, the flattery, the fun, the song, the
."
work that is dressed in the pleasure
Glamorous Marlene Dietrich can, she
says, earn more money on the stage, on the

.

the world showered on her tawny head.
Ginger Rogers gets a kick out of building

one story frame and field,
high in the Hollywood
hills. There is to be one modern room in
the "stylized farmhouse," as Ginger calls
an enormous "rumpus" room beit
neath the living room and in this room will
be gathered everything in the form of entertainment—projection machine, ping pong

a new home, a
stone structure,

.

.

.

gowns,

lovely

Ginger told me, "is for fun— games and
fun. That's how I take Hollywood— work
furiously and play furiously. One balances
the other so that there can be no complaint. I've had time and opportunity to
indulge all of my hobbies, from petit point
to high diving. My latest is charcoal sketch-

Dusenberg car Hollywood has made possible.

Dame
All ages, all types, young, old
raised ecstatic hands and eyebrows one recent day and said to me "I've
never heard of such a place! Why didn't
.

.

.

ing. I love buying clothes. I love swimming,
home. I don't
tennis, riding, books,
care much for formal affairs but now and

May Whitty

-SHISA
WUdCAT!
being
a penalty people pay
WHAT
mean and nasty-tempered They
for

for-

!

feit friends

and romance! They're

their

own worst enemies
Still,

they're not always to blame. You
you can't escape be-

knoAV, yourself, that

ing nervous, irritable, crabby, if your system is clogged with poisonous wastes. So

you really want

be light-hearted
be sure that
.
popular, fresh-looking .
your bowels move regularly. And whenever Nature needs help take Ex-Lax.
if

to

.

.

.

.

—

Ex-Lax works by the

"GENTLE NUDGE" system
The

"gentle nudge" system is a simple,
method of giving you a

effective

easy,

thorough cleaning-out. Ex-Lax just gives
your intestines a gentle nudge at the point
where constipation exists. Evacuation is

—and

easy, comfortable
feel

clean. You'll feel

complete. You'll

more

alive.

And

be grateful for the absence of the
and nausea that make the action of
a harsh purgative so unpleasant.

you'll

strain

Another thing

—Ex-Lax

tastes just like

for

them as

it is

for you. Available at all

drug stores in 10c and 25c

sizes.

FREE!

If you prefer to try Ex-Lax at our
expense, write for free sample to Ex-Lax, Dept.
Times-Plaza Sta., Brooklyn, N. V.
Box
170,
S87,

When Nature forgets -remember

EX- LAX

THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
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my

someone

tell me? I would have been over
here at seventeen instead of waiting until
I'm seventy something! Such courtesy! Such

then I do doll up and have a scrumptuous
time, with Jimmy Stewart or Cary Grant
or Alfred Vanderbilt or this boy or that,

luxury! Such thoughtfulness! Work? Why,
they don't let you raise your little finger
or your big toe for yourself! I really wonder that they expect you to do your own
acting. The studio has a car at my door
every time I look out of the window. I am
driven fifty miles or three feet, wherever I
go. The dressing rooms are like the drawing rooms at home in England. They even
built luxurious dressing rooms on location,
dressing rooms equipped with running hot
and cold water, telephones, radios, chaise
longues. When we were making Night Must
Fall, such an amusing thing happened, due,
largely, to my rapidly growing belief that
Service is the watchword of Hollywood. I
was carrying my make-up box one day,
from my dressing room to the stage, when
a young man in buttons passed by me. I
hailed him. 'Young man,' I said, 'if you

dancing

at the Troc, at the Grove, wherever
fancy leads ... It gives you just about
everything, Hollywood ... if anyone complains it's time for that person to be put

away ..."
Rosalind Russell laughed and said, "I
was raised in a substantial American home
where we. all fought for the first bath and
all

me

of

I

sit

my

in

luxurious home,

my

Pekingeses, the clothes
with 'little imports,' maids

wanton, prodigal hands, lathering myself
with priceless cold creams and lotions and
slathering on tankards of perfume ... of
course I don't really do any of these
.
it's in the air
things, but I could
Hollywood, if you get
it's
here
it's
.

.

I

he began to laugh and
was— that naughty, incorrigible Dannyit
young Mr. Robert Montgomery, you know.
old
I said, 'Aren't you ashamed to tease an
lady, you rascal, you!' And he laughed fit

handed him a

Now

presses crammed
and secretaries and stewed pheasant or
something for lunch. I have myself a time
showering bath crystals into the water with

He leapt to attention. He relieved
my box. He deposited it in my dress-

ing room, touched his cap and, just as

that.

surrounded by

please.'

tip,

me

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

?"

Carole Lombard said, "It gives us everything we want, that's the theme song of
Hollywood. If it takes anything away
well, you can't haggle with Santa Claus, or
can you? If I want to play tennis at night
play
I have an electrically lighted court to
on; if I want to swim at midnight I have
.

.

.

to kill and said, 'A pleasure, Madam. And
you don't get the tip back, either. I shall
keep it for a lucky piece, that I shall.'
They're all so gay here in Hollywood," said
gay Dame May, "they're laughing and lovable and helpful and kind. They talk of
the glamour of Hollywood, I should like to
talk of the generoasness of Hollywood

a private pool to swim in also electrically
mannikins;
lit. If we like clothes we can be
of
if we like to be casual, careless, guiltless
lipstick and guilty of slacks and sneaks we

the great generousness."

viewed.

.

.

.

Ginger Rogers who works, perhaps,
harder than any star in town forgets it

more

easily

.

.

.

she loves to give parties

such as her giant roller skating party
with
at the Rollerdrome in Culver City
all of the gay and glamorous ones skating
Franchot and Joan, Jeanette
about her
and Gene, Fredric March, Kay Francis, Jack
Oakie, Simone, Loretta Young, James Stewart, Mildred and Harold Lloyd ... all of
she loves to go to
"my own people"
such as the anniversary party
parties
of the Basil Rathbones where, to mention
one item, fifty or sixty yards of white satin

can get away with that, too— people^ will
."
say 'she's eccentric, isn't it fun?'
Dolores del Rio told me, "I love pictures.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

love picture people. I love being interI love being talked about. I don't
want a private life. The only people who
have such a thing are the people who never
do anything. I am prepared to pay any
I

penalty so long as

can avoid having a
not complain of the
may be. I haven't

I

.

.

delicious chocolate. Children actually enjoy taking it, and Ex-Lax is just as good

.

billiard tables, games, a real soda
fountain where Ginger can, and will, dish
you up your favourite sundae or pop. In
the patio is a huge open fireplace and grill
for "steak parties," behind the house a
mammoth swimming pool and tennis
courts. "The whole object of the house,"

long

the

jewels,

the

.

tables,

.

radio— more than she can earn in pictures.
But she will remain in pictures. "For we
are all exhibitionists," claims Marlene, "and
where but on the screen can exhibitionism
be so fully gratified?" She loves the way she
looks in pictures. She loves to be seen in
the

.

.

'private

life.'

I

shall

penalty,

whatever

found

yet.

it

it

Verily, it would seem, glamour rests over
and beneath that
Hollywood, a veil
of
veil, bedecked in the fruits and flowers
their fame and fortune, furs and jewels and
give
laces and perfumes, dance and sing and
.

.

.

thanks the lovely ladies
to be greatly loved.
.

.

who

greatly love

.

IMAGINE THAT!
since she
Heme as the -world's champion ice skater^ingl^e
during her
collected a total of thirty-two skating championships
throughout Europe.
But she has also earned eleven major skiing competitions

EVERYONE

t

knows Soma

Silver Screen

THIS

DOES MORE THAN
CLEAN YOUR SKIN
-IT INVIGORATES!
• The freshening up before a party that
does more than clean your skin. That gives
it the lovely, vital look the world admires.
That's the Pond's method, whose fame
has spread around the world! Girls have
found that it invigorates their skin In over 50
countries, they use this rousing treatment.
!

•

smooth on Pond's Cold Cream. As it
make-up and skin
secretions— wipe them all off". Now pat in more
Every

night,

softens and releases dirt, stale

Pond's Cold

Your

stirs.

It is

Cream— briskly,

till

the circulation

skin feels invigorated and freshened.

softer— and so

much smoother!

Every morning (and before make-up) repeat

Your

skin

is

smooth

for

powder

— fresh,

.

.

.

vital

looking!

Try this famous freshening-up method yourself. See your own skin daily growing clearer,
smoother

— altogether lovelier!

Miss
Mary Augusta Biddle
Getting ready for a dance, for a canter,
for a morning out of doors with hei
spaniel, Miss Biddle always begins with
Pond's. "A Pond's freshening up
does more than clean my skin. It
gives it a vital look. I always
use Pond's before I go out.'

WIS!;,

Send for SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
Pond's, Dept. 7SS-CH, Clinton,
Conn. Rush special tube of
Pond's Cold Cream, enough for

Miss Biddle has used Pond's ever since she started using
creams! "And I found girls using it in England, France,
Belgium, Holland- -wherever I visited last summer."

Silver

9 treatments, with generous samples of 2 other Pond's Creams
and S different shades of Pond's
Face Powder. I enclose 10c to

cover postage and packing.

Screen

Name-

State-
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Relief

From Glamour

[Continued from page

17]

There

is

trimmings. They drive to the high lakes
South of the Tahoe country and pitch
camp. Bene does the light housekeeping
with a neatness and dispatch that's remarkable. Ham routs her out at dawn and they
catch their breakfast. They'll have no radios
along. It's a brief imitation of their beloved
vacation jaunts when they have only a day
or nvo off and traipse to a lake in the foothills.

Clark Gable has an entirely new poise
these days because he has regained faith in
human nature as a result of his fishing expeditions to the Jackson Hole country. He
has invested almost four thousand dollars
in equipment for the jaunts, but already
the dividends are obvious. Up in those
forests there is release from all the hectic
everyday life. There Clark
of
doings
breathes in the pine air and the tang fills
him with renewed confidence in himself.
He thinks over his problems— and he has
them even as you and I— with a clear-sightedness he never used to know. Each sunrise
inspires him with the majesty of nature's
free gifts to man. He prepares for these
evasions of artificiality with all the zest of
a Boy Scout. And when he strides out of
the Beverly- Wilshire Hotel he looks like
one. His station wagon is filled with every
kind of camping device. He stops at the
humble home of one of the studio electricians or wardrobe men and picks up a
companion and they are off! When he is
in a magnificent mountain stream,
practically hip-deep in rubber boots, he is
completely at peace. Incidentally, he can
cast a fly sixty feet and land it within ten
inches of his mark.

wading

SKINNY?

Thousands Gain
Normal Attractive Curves
With New IRONIZED YEAST

WHY
and

should thousands of people today remain skinny
friendless when this new discovery is giving
other thousands solid, normally attractive flesh gains of
10 to 25 pounds in just a few weeks
People who never could gain an ounce before have
not only put on all the weight they wanted, but also
report naturally clear skin and good-looking color, wonderful new pep and energy that bring loads of new
friends, new popularity and good times.

—

—

I

Why

quick

it builds so
now know that thousands of people are thin
and rundown for the single reason that they do not get
enough Vitamin B and iron in their daily food.
Now one of the richest known sources of Vitamin B
is English ale yeast. By a new process the finest imDoctors

English ale yeast is now concentrated 7 times,
making it 7 times more powerful. Then it is combined
with 3 kinds of iron, pasteurized whole yeast and other
valuable ingredients in pleasant little tablets known as
Ironized Yeast tablets.
If you. too, need these vital elements to aid in building you up, get these new "7-power" Ironized Yeast
tablets from your druggist today. Then, day after day
watch flat chest develop and skinny limbs round out to
natural attractiveness. See better color come. Soon vou
feel like an entirely different person, with new charm.
ported

Money-back guarantee
No

matter how skinny and rundown you

may

be from

lack of sufficient Vitamin B and iron, try these new
Ironized Yeast tablets just a short time. See if thev
don't aid in building you up in just a few weeks, as
they have helped thousands of others. If you are not
delighted with the benefits of the very first package,
your money will be instantly refunded.
Only be sure you get genuine Ironized Yeast. Don't
let anyone sell you some substitute. Look for the letters
"IY" stamped on each genuine Ironized Yeast tablet.

Special

FREE offer!

To start thousands building up
we make this absolutely FTtEE

their health right away,
offer. Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast tablets at once, cut out the seal
on the box and mail it to us with a clipping of this
paragraph. We will send you a fascinating new book on
health. "New Facts About Your Body." Remember, results with the very first package
or monev refunded.
At all druggists. Ironized Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 268,
Atlanta, Ga.

—
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is

something about mountain

fish-

ing that demands solitude. Wallace Beery
is Hollywood's ace fisherman along this line
and he hates to be disturbed when once he

under way in

his

shrewd maneuvering

with his lures. Wally chooses lakes rather
than streams, and he puts out in an outboard motor boat or pushes himself out on
a raft. He owns an island in June Lake, a
retreat eight thousand feet high in the
Sierras, and there are plenty of bass because
he personally sees that the lake is stocked.
But since his lodge burned down he hasn't
been flying up there so frequently. He has
bought a twenty-two foot bus which he
loads to the top with fishing paraphernalia.
Then he selects a party of congenial men
and when they reach camp-site there is
every luxury you can dream of for such a
spot. However, Wally has certain peculiarities he invariably follows. He arises at two
a.m. and cooks breakfast. By two-thirty he
is away in the darkness, out on the lake
absolutely by himself, wrapped in his
fleece-lined mackintosh. He dozes a bit. But
as light begins to wake up the forests to a
new day, as there is that mysterious but
potent stirring in the shadowy underbrush
rimming the lake, Wally will come to with
a jolt. Ever methodical, he examines the
scale he has with him. Then he picks
among the lures he has.
"A good old angle worm will catch the

most

fish,"

he admits with a

grin.

But

he's

continually buying every new bait that
comes on the market. And he has invented
lure which is exceptionally effective.
a
Wally has a splendid tackle room in his
home in Beverly Hills with a broad work
table on which he can spread out his
equipment. He took a broom handle, put
in his lathe, beveled it, painted it, and
emerged such a temptation to black bass
that he's been besieged with offers to put
it on the market. But he will never comit
it

was lft£ Shtaf>$A<>t

w
little

HEN

I left the old home
town, Helen was just a
girlHer brother Dick

was one of my pals, and she
was always tagging us around.
But it never occurred to me
that she was anything except
a nice little nuisance.

"After I landed a job a thousand miles away from home,
getting back wasn't easy. I let
several years go by, and had
forgotten all about Helen until
one day my mother sent this
snapshot. She wrote on the
Do you remember your
back

—

little

f

playmate Helen?'

"I could hardly believe

my

me, it wasn't long
before I found a way to get
home and when I came away
again, Helen came with me
wouldn't take a thousand
I
eyes. Believe

—

.

.

dollars for this snapshot."

The snapshots you'll
want Tomorrow
—you must take
Today

far the greater number of snapshots
made on Kodak Verichrome Film be-

• By
are

cause people have found that "it gets the
clear, true, lifelike. Any camera
picture"
is a better camera, loaded with Verichrome.
use it always
Don't take chances
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

Accept nothing but the film in the familiar yellow
box Kodak Film which only Eastman makes

—

—

Silver

Screen
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In "You Can't Have Everything," the Ritz
Brothers and Charles Winninger react to Louise
(Gypsy Rose Lee) Hovick, as who would not.

mercialize on his love for fishing. "Anyway,"

"you can't guarantee any sort
know." He believes that a fish
will always bite eventually, if you continue
experimenting long enough with your lures.
He isn't beyond cutting off a piece of
cloth from his clothes and sewing on a
piece of bacon and trying that combination
on the sophisticated fish! He takes ice boxes
in his bus so he can preserve a big share
of his catch for acquaintances back in the
says Wally,
of bait, you

city.
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so effective. Don't let

common

ailments
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Taylor stayed at a certain farm, Robert
house when he went fishing recently in a
certain part of Utah. But tor his sake I'll
not be more specific! Fred Stone, a most
ambitious trout man with rod and reel,
still reminisces about his Alaskan trip with
Rex Beach, his brother-in-law. But there's
nothing quite so convenient as a trout
stream on your estate, though. Robert
Montgomery has this regal touch as the
piece de resistance of his upstate New York
farm. His butler hies over and collects the
morning's mess and Bob and his guests go
off horseback riding. When they come in
for luncheon the trout are basking on the
best china. Walter Huston has a trout pond
at his Arrowhead estate and, of course,
Cecil B. DeMille would have an elaborate
ever-running trout stream on his ranch in
Paradise Valley.

The

trout
farms around Hollywood
got Jack Benny. "I'll bet you ten
dollars you can't catch ten fish in one day,"
said Mary Livingston to him. "Aw, now
Mary, that's too many!" protested Jack.
"All right, then, nine," she conceded. She
went off and left him to lose the bet. She
finally

should

know

have hung around.
he bought nine

I

happen

to

one
dollar and, consequently, won the ten from
that

fish

for

his trusting wife!

THIS IS THE FRIEND YOU SEEK!
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LAKAJAT. He will state who
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loger.

J

enemies, if success and happiness await you in marriage and speculation; also
information regarding trav-

happy and unhappy times, and a great deal
more interesting details.
Royal personalities have been astonished
at the wonder of his great knowledge.
Write him today, your proper name and
address, the day, month and year of your
els, illness,

birth, sex, if married or not, enclosing also a
small lock of your hair for palping purposes.

YOU WILL THEN RECEIVE A HOROSCOPE ABSOLUTELY FREE.
Postage to Holland is 5 c. Kindly enclose
20 c. in stamps (no coins) for postage and
handling. His address is:

PROFESSOR SAHIBOL LAKAJAT
Dept. 855, Postbox

64

72,

Den Haag, Holland

Other Hollywood players who enjoy the
trout farms are Binnie Barnes, Louis Hayward, Judith Barrett, Cesar Romero and
Myrna Loy.
But while the mountains are unquestionably a fisherman's heaven, the rivers

peting were Madge Evans, Gloria Stuart,
Adrienne Ames, and Ann Sothern. Ann won
by producing thirty-seven of the desired
yellowtail in two days. Gloria Stuart bet
Buron Fitts, district attorney of Los Angeles
county, that she could catch more than he
could last week-end at Ensenada. She did,
and won a season ticket to this autumn's
football games. Gloria likely has the most
novel

fish

charm

bracelet,

also.

A

tiny

golden creel dangles from her wrist. Open
the top of the creel and inside is a small
golden trout with jeweled eyes.
Lee Tracy, Preston Foster, Eric Rhodes,
and Lewis Stone are the colony's foremost
fishing yachtsmen. They make a party up
almost every one of these warm week-ends,
Betty Grable often gets invited along with
this group. Lee and Preston are informal
cronies who can wield light tackle and
revel in wearing the oldest of attire. It's
sailor boys they be. The Stone yacht, a
beautiful, trim affair, lends itself to gracious
fishing. You dine in the salon, rather than
having a fish-fry on deck.

The

waters of Lower California are virfishing grounds, teeming with valued

gin

game. But elaborate equipment is required
to cruise down along the sparsely settled
Mexican coastline. Guaymus, reached by
train,
is
headquarters for that region.
Douglass Montgomery caught fifty sea bass
there on his first trip. He was thrilled at
their size, for they average almost fifty
pounds. But he says none of the natives
looked twice because that is common. One
day he was stranded on some rocks and
had to sit atop them until the tide finally
changed at midnight. Gary Cooper is going
down to Guaymas this month all by himself. I hope he doesn't commune with himself on the same rocks!

A

Hollywood lad takes a Hollywood girl
a fishing bender these Sundays. Craig
Reynolds hired a boat for himself and Gertrude Niesen. They were valiantly barra-

on

flow into the sea have their appeal,
Temple hasn't recovered from
the strike she got up in Vancouver. The

cuda bound, young moderns being modish.
Gertrude, determined to give a Dietrich
dash to herself, used an extra-long French
duelling foil instead of a pole. She knew
what it was— but whatever bit didn't. With
a whish she was dragged overboard and

Temples

leisurely drove to Canada and
then determined to capture some salmon.

when her hero rescued her

Shirley sat still in a chair for three whole
hours, her pole hopefully extended over the
water. At last it strained. It became the
most stupendous arc, Shirley's eyes popped.
Her dad gave minute advice. She reeled in

agination.

that

too. Shirley

an eleven-pound salmon. If Bill Powell is
informed of this he'll lose his imperturbability. He got precisely nothing on his recent trip to British Columbia for salmon.

bad enough that Shirley's acting ease
shows up the older performers, but if she's
going to be better with fish too—!
Samuel Goldwyn offered a large silver
cup as a trophy at Ensenada for the best
fishing actress we have. Anions: those comIt's
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she didn't re-

semble Dietrich by any stretch of the im-

Groucho Marx is an obstinate holdout.
But he insists that when he once sang in
an Atlantic City cafe he had a room right
on the ocean. The management caught its

own fish for the employees, in a net forever
swishing directly outside his very window.
Be

that as

it

may,

I

believe

Jane Withers

pulled the fastest one yesterday
overheard rabid fisherman Slim
ville telling a studio executive

when she
Summer
-

he
couldn't stay on the lot any longer. "What's
the matter," asked Jane, suddenly a picture
of absolute innocence. "Do you have to fish
at a certain time?"

that

The Hard

Way

[Continued from page 23]
36 years old, and his "overnight" success
covers perhaps eighteen years in the theatre.
He started out as a song-and-dance man
in vaudeville, playing the part of a soda
jerker in a big girl act. It was in the hard
school of vaudeville that Haley learned how
to sing a song, and dance and time the
delivery of his jokes. But it took years for
him to win the big shot at big time showbusiness. He was playing the Orpheum, in
San Francisco, when the wire arrived from

New

York. "Schwab and Mandel want you

to report to New York immediately for rehearsals of the Chicago company of 'Good

News.'

"

Haley and the rest of the company had
been playing practical jokes on each other
all the way to the Coast, so when the magic
wire arrived, he laughed, crumpled it up
and heaved it into the wastepaper basket.
He decided not to let the jokester know
that the wire had arrived, figuring that
eventually some one would make guarded
inquiries and then he'd have the last laugh.
But nobody asked any questions, and
finally Haley blurted: "All right. I got the
wire. Which one of you sent it?" The rest
of the vaudeville troupe looked at him in
amazement. Haley says that for one stunned
instant, it was though a bolt of lightning
had hit him directly between the eyes. "My
God," he screamed, "it's true, it's true."

He dashed to his dressing room, dug the
crumpled wire out of the wastepaper basket,
the rest of the crowd in hot pursuit. Haley
read the wire out loud, and the rest of them
went off into yells of delight. Later, all of
them or some of them might go back to
their own dressing rooms and wonder why

Eddie Allen, make-upper, exercises his
art on Olivia de Havilland for "It's Love
I'm After."

was that this great chance had fallen
it
into Haley's hands, instead of their own,
but

They

this

was no

time

called the stage

for

post-mortems.

doorman, sent out

for

beer and they had themselves a party. This
was a great event, the greatest event in

show

business.

"You'll

knock those

critics

right in the aisle, Jack," they told him, and
others kidded him, and asked if they could
have his autograph when he was a Broadway star. And he laughed at the idea, too,
because in his mind's eye, he could see the
bright lights on a Broadway theatre spell-

ing out his name, and suddenly, he

UNTIL HER DENTIST
TOLD HER. WHY...
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Get
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life
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Dull, drab hair, or a
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at-
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faint

and blamed

it

on the

cause emotion can knock you

beer. Bethan a

flatter

hook to the chin.
was scared when he packed up his
bags and left for the big chance. Inside the
bags were autographed pictures from all of
the vaudeville troupe, and he'd left each
one of them an autographed picture. "I'm
going to miss all of you," he said, and they
said they were going to miss him, too, and
he left for Chicago, where he was to take

He

trial size at 100 stores.

S E C

little

left

and department stores;

It

Barrie actually writes songs when not in front of
the camera. Marc Lachmann is putting on the Universal touch.

Wendy

the high road to stardom.
Three hard, earnest years followed and
then he shot to the top register of the topflight comics on Broadway with his performance in "Take a Chance." From then
on, he was "in," and the Coast beckoned
to him and he went out there with high
hopes, little reckoning that almost four
years would pass before the movie-makers
would give him the roles in "Pigskin Parade" and "Wake Up and Live" that he
needed. He left Broadway in 1933 as the
No. 1 comedian of the Bright Light Belt,
but the hardest part of the battle, instead
of being in back of him, was directly ahead.
So Jack Haley, knowing all of these
things, must smile a sardonic smile, when
they refer to his success as an "overnight"
product, because there are a lot of nights
and a lot of heartbreaks stretched over
eighteen years, but it proves again that

"A

Star Is Born" was not in the slightly
cockeyed portrait of the girl, but rather because of the honesty of Fredric March as
the falling star. Here was no starry-eyed
portrait, but a cruelly accurate picture of
what can and does happen in Hollywood.

The

owed

strength to the charMarch, because
and heartache.
this was flesh-and-blood
Vicki Lester was Stardust and mignonette
and the scent of lilacs, but it wasn't earthy
or on the level. The case histories of Victor
Moore and Jack Haley and Patsy Kelly
prove that something closer to a Caesarian
operation is demanded when a star is born,
because it takes a heap of heartaches and a
heap of courage, and the performer needs
must have what the fighters describe as
"Moxie," or heart, to stand the gaff. For
the process is slow and tortuous, and many
are called and most are rejected— and those
who go on and up will tell you that they
left part of their youth or all of it on the
journey to the peaks.
picture

its

acter portrayed by Fredric

performers must be manufactured and
polished the hard way.
Not long ago, I read in a paper that
Patsy Kelly had bounced from nowhere to
screen prominence. Uh-huh, but it seems to
me that as long ago as 1927 Patsy Kelly
was appearing on Broadway in Harry Delmar's Revels, and one of the other girls in
that show was Winnie Lightner. Patsy
started learning the business ten years ago,
and if you ransack the records, you'll find
she appeared in several of Earl Carroll's annual Vanities, and Jolson's "Wonder Bar"
and "Flying Colors." She's well up on top
now, but like the rest of them, she didn't
just take a train to- Hollywood as Vicki
Lester did, because stars aren't born that

way.

The

deep-seated strength and appeal of
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Tommy

Kelly

will

Satvyer. David
picked him from

O.
2

play

Tom

Selznick

5,000 entries.

Projections
[Continued from page 29]

New York City, and her mother had
barely gotten her theatre make-up off before Joan put in her surprised appearance.
Ed Blondell was one of the famous comedians of his day and when he married
Mrs. Blondell, a beautiful chorus girl, he
made her a part of the act, and later on
Joan joined the act too.
Joan sort of upset the usual success story
by getting herself born into the lap of
luxury (but don't worry, poverty caught up
with her later and made up for lost time),
for vaudeville was in its heyday during the
gay decade that preceded the war, and no
comedian was more popular or more highly
paid than Ed Blondell. There were de luxe
baby carriages for little Joan, German toys
that talked and walked, ermine lined bootStreet,

ies,

and more

little

frills

and

laces.

With

those big blue eyes and friendly smile she
very muchly resembled a rosebud. Her
adoring mother called her that one day and
the name stuck right up until Joan went
into the movies. The Brooklyn kids short-

ened it to Bud.
Soon after she was born the Blondells set
forth on a highly successful European tour
which was done in the grand manner, with
nurses and maids and Louis Quatorze suites
in Grand hotels. Her first birthday was
celebrated in Germany, and for seven years
after that she spent the gala day of August
30th in a different country.
Back in the United States again, Mr.
Blondell (Joan calls him Johnny) took his
act on tour through the East and Middle
West for a number of years, playing a week
in each city, sometimes two if business was
good. He had secured a certificate from a
state official

so » UC "

which permitted Joan and Ed

cess

ac
Soap,
9« aI ?
Booqoei
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oshme
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Jr., to attend the public schools in every
town in which they played— and what a picnic that turned out to be for Joan. An unusually precocious child, and very elegant
in her taffeta and bows, Joan soon discovered that the "new girl" got all the attention in a school, and as she was constantly being a new girl she simply thrived
on attention.
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Along about eleven every Monday morning she would let it casually be known that
she could recite and dance and sing, and
so the teacher (who probably was as eager
for professional entertainment as the pupils)
would call Joan to the rostrum and she
would recite "Little Orphan Annie" and
sing and dance as long as the teacher would
allow her. Sometimes she stalled off the
arithmetic hour for weeks at a time. At
recess she would entertain the kids with
tall tales of how she had been chased across
China by bandits with knives in their
mouths, how she had been kidnaped by
natives in India, and tortured by Arabs in
Arabia.

What with her marvelous imagination
(which she still has) and her ability to go
backstage unmolested at the local theatre,
Joan was looked on with awe by her more
mundane classmates. "Sometimes," said Joan,
"I overdid the stories and my audience
would get a little suspicious. But before
they could check up on me I had gone to
another city and was busy being the new
girl

-0%
MARVELOUS FOR COMPLEXIONS, TOO!

again."

And when

I think of what a dull educahad!
By the spring of 1914 Mr. Blondell and
his family had arrived on the West Coast
—San Diego to be exact— and the sunshine
was so lovely and the palm trees so beautiful and the Pacific so blue that he completely lost his heart and decided that this
was the ideal spot where he should settle
down and bring up his children as children
should be brought up. There was a real

tion

NOW ONLY

I
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it
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cosmetics
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dirt

your skin
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allur-

ingly smooth, radiantly clear!
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now urns JOAH
tS NEVER ALONG

estate boom on at the time and Mr. Blondell was just the man that a couple of

high-pressured salesmen were looking for.
He put thousands of dollars, the entire
bank account, in San Diego real estate and
confident that it would triple in value in a
year's time (hadn't the boys said that it
would?) he left for Australia with the act.
Back again in America the Blondells soon

I

I
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save her vast tureens of soup, several
Sobs of potatoes and a huge salad bowl. I
overthink the poor little thing died of
before
eating, just to make us happy, but
she died she must have told people about
business.
us for from then on we did a good
"However, we never could make expenses
because Gloria's and Junior's, not to men-
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wandered back to San Diego to collect their
tremendous fortune and build a home. In
the meantime though the United States had
sone to war with Germany, the boom days
of San Diego were over, and the bottom
had dropped out of California real estate.
Mr. Blondell also made the startling discoverv that two thirds of his property was
under that beautiful blue Pacific. The Blonvendells were broke. After several vague
Blondell
tures in business, Mr. and Mrs.
decided to open a tea room in Santa
Monica, which is on the seacoast and about
a half hour's drive from Hollvwood.
In the mornings Joan went to the Santa
Monica school and in the afternoons and
evenings she was supposed to make the
°
you
salads (and vou haven't lived until
wait
.have tasted Joan's salad dressings) and
the
on table. I wish I had the time and
Blondell
ability to give vou the saga of the
Briefly:
tea room as Joan gave it to me.
said
•'For two davs no one came at all,"
timid
Joan, "and then on the third day a
the five
little old lady ventured in and
e
Blondells fairly swooped down on her. \\

St.,

only S3. KREMAY LABS.,
Dept. 3-SC, Chicago, III.

tion

my

own, friends dropped in every

afternoon after school and ate up all the
as a
profits. The highlight of my life
waitress was the night that John Gilbert
came in with a washed-out blonde. I put
on my prettiest organdv apron and stuck a
ribbon in my hair and smiled and swished
about very much as Janet Gavnor did
Star Is Bom.' But Mr. Gilbert never
once took his eves off of the pasty faced
blonde. But he left me a dollar for a tip
and I pasted it in my memory book with
the date and the occasion and a poem,
Miss Blondell, it seems, was always im-

m

A

i

practical.)
I ever got was the afterteacher from the Santa Monica
school came stalking in and asked very
severely to see my mother. Gloria and
Junior' and I listened at the pantry door
while she gave a verv uncolorful account
of how I had skipped' school that morning
and she had seen me down on the beach
plaving leap-frog with one of the boys.
'Leap frog must stop,' she said, and I guess
mother promised her that it would because
she came back into the kitchen a few minutes later and ordered me to serve Miss
So-and-So with a large bowl of our best
soup. We, Gloria, Junior and I, decided to
SDill
the soup right over her, but we
weakened and I served it to dear teacher
with my most gracious smile."
"With the tea room bankrupt, Johnny invested sixty dollars in a second hand car,
got a few bookings for the act in the cowtowns of Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas,
and the merry Blondells were on their way
again, eating scrambled eggs off of a sterno
on Mrs. Blondell's lap and pumping up
tires. There were one night stands galore,
but never enough money to buy gas and
groceries, and, finally arriving at Johnnv's
sister's house in Orange, Texas, one night
the engine literally fell right out of the
car. Joan's aunt insisted that show business
was no place to bring up children so. she
bought them a store in a little Louisiana
swamp town—"More cows walked into our

"The maddest

noon

my

Silver Screen

store than customers," said Joan— and following that store were more stores in the
South, until finally they had a fairly successful shop in Denton. Texas, where Joan
sold dresses and novelties to the college girls
in the afternoons and attended classes in

the mornings.

One week-end while she was in Dallas
buving dresses for the shop from a wholesale house Joan met a very pleasant girl
at the hotel and this meeting led to one
of the most hilarious times of her life. The
girl was there to enter the Dallas Bathing
Beautv Contest— the winner to get the title
of Miss Dallas and be sent to the finals at
Atlantic City, all expenses paid, and besides would receive two thousand dollars.
"Two thousand dollars," exclaimed Joan,
"In cash?"
To make a long story short, though I
wish I didn't have to as it is simply killing, our Miss Blondell bought herself a
white bathing suit, tinted it pink, put a
blue ribbon in her hair, and was one of
the five girls chosen for the final eliminations. "Girls," said one of the fifteen judges,
all too beautiful. We've decided
to pick the girl who has the most pleasing personalitv." Now Joan readily admits
that the other four girls were much pret-

"vou are

tier than herself, but when it became a
matter of personality it was simply in the
bag for her. She hadn't been in the theatre
all

those vears for nothing.

Amid much

fan-

and how do vou do Joan became Miss
Dallas and almost fainted when the perfare

sonalitv-loving judges presented her with
two thousand dollars in cold cash. As soon
as she was revived she called her mother
over the phone, "Mom," she said, "Ah in
Miss Dallas. And you all has got to chaperone me to Atlantic City."
On the famous Atlantic City Boardwalk
Miss Dallas was a panic. With all the other
contest winners, from all over the country,
beautiful in form-fitting bathing suits, Joan
wore a cowbov costume in the parade and
veiled "Yip-pee" unuch to the hysterical
delight of some pals from Brooklyn! and
tossed ropes in the air and shot off guns.
She was nosed out of first place by a girl
with long hair. "With five hundred dollars
of her contest money she sent for Johnny
and Gloria to join her mother and herself
in Xew York, where they would buy new
clothes and book the act again.
But alas, success had gone to Joan's head.
She was a big shot. She was in the money.
While her mother was out one day getting

wave Joan planked down fifteen
hundred dollars on Dempsey to win the
Tumiev-Dempsev fight. Tunney won. The
Blondells were broke again, no stake, no
nothing. Easv come, easy go Joan. But it
taught her a severe lesson—Joan has never
a finger

Tom Mix rode the range,
had
always
has
Universal
a round-up of cowboy talent.
Now it's Bob Baker, who
Since

rides,

ropes

and

is

regular.

gone in for gambling since, and as far as
is concerned the boys can fight it out
any lime in the ring, but don't expect her
to be there. She can't stand prize fights.
Johnny went on the road as a single,
with hardly enough to feed himself, so it
was more or less up to big shot Joan to
support her mother and little sister, who
had been quite sick for months (Ed Jr.,
she

How

could he
tell her

had stayed in Texas.) Joan pounded the
pavement every day from morning until
night looking for jobs, and sometimes she
found one, but it was always badly paid
and never seemed 'to last. During that time
she knew many of life's darkest moments.
Povertv in Texas was a picnic compared
with poverty in the over-crowded city of
New York. She finally got a steady job at
twelve dollars a week in a circulating librarv, where the owner would let her have
a long lunch hour during which time she
haunted the producers' offices. For Joan had
decided to try the legitimate stage. She
wanted to act. It was in her blood.
She landed a week's work in a play in
South Brooklyn, and then several weeks at
the Provincetown Plavhouse in Greenwich

More pavement-pounding, and more
grim povertv. Then Al Woods sent her on
the road with "The Trial of Mary Dugan"
companv in which she played the hardboiled chorus girl for eight months. Then
came an awful plav, that Joan expected to
be raided any night, called "My Girl FriVillage.

day."

She heard, one day, while she was grabbing a chocolate malted for lunch that
George Kellev was casting a new play, and
with a what-can-I-lose air, Joan made her
way to the Kellev offices and found herself
in a crowded room next to a little guy with
red hair. "Gee, I'd love to see Mr. Kelley,"
Joan confided to the little guy, "but I've
got a matinee and I can't wait." "I've got
a friend," said the red-headed boy, "you
follow me and I'll get you in there."
The red-headed guy was Jimmy Cagnev
and he and Joan both got parts in the
play, which was "Maggie the Magnificent,"
and a good play, but had a short run due
to the market crash of 1929. But it was all
that Jimmy and Joan needed to put them
over. Soon afterwards they were co-starred
in "Penny Arcade," which play was bought
by the Warner Brothers and Jimmy and
Joan were told to report at the Warner
Brothers studio in Burbank, California, to
repeat the roles on the screen that they had
created on the stage. After the preview they
were both given long term contracts. Joan
arrived in Hollvwood in an upper, but any
time she cares to leave Hollywood now she
can have a drawing room on the Chief.
Passionatelv fond of her family, she sent
for them as soon as she was settled in
Hollywood and could afford a home. Although a favorite in pictures with the
critics and the public from the start, it was
not until she appeared in "Union Depot"
with Douglas Fairbanks Jr., that the studio
executives realized that they had a player

who could be both

a dramatic actress and
comedienne. She soon became
a star. She married George Barnes, an ace
cameraman at her own studio, and a year
later Xorman Scott Barnes made his appearance. The marriage wasn't a success,
a fast talking

for that thing called incompatibility

and Joan, who

not the type to

entered

things
drag on, applied for a divorce and the full
custody of little Normie.
Soon after she received her final decree
(it takes a year in California) she married
Dick Powell, who had been secretly mad
about her since the first day he had set
eyes on her in the Green Room of the
studio.

Xormie

is

calls

let

How

could he

say— "You've been

careless about feminine hygiene"?

Husbands can't be expected

know about

to

many antiseptic needs. Here are good
reasons why:
for

THE
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easier, she

thought,
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if

—

and too many husthat one of the causes of
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harm normal

tissue.
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no harmful
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would besomuch
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it is
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ALL

Lehn & Fink Products
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me
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the book called
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GERMS", with facts about feminine
hygiene and other uses of "Lysol".

vs.

him Daddy Dick and

considers watching him shave every morning the greatest thing in life.
And so, dear reader, I give you Miss Joan
Blondell. But just try and get her away
from Mr. Powell.
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She's 21
[Continued from page

'34]

neck. I'm not particularly maternal, you
know, but I would have liked to have
brought Annette home with me."
An entirely new Rochelle was talking,
while discoursing on the Quintuplets, a
I had never known in over
Rochelle
six years of friendship. She seemed to take
and
on a new maturity and radiance . .

whom

.

she even forgot that mammoth lobster on
the figured plate before her. She returned
to the present.

"So you don't think I'm athletic, do you?"
She drew herself up grandiloquently. "Are
you aware that I swim— and well, too— and
play golf and tennis and that I'm a whizz
at driving a high-speed car? I guess that'll
stop you."
She nearly choked on a gulp of her China
tea, and I began to thump her on the back.
"You see," she came back, a moment
take it." I had to admit that
later; "I
she must have been black
she could .

CAN

.

.

and blue where

I

had administered my

gentle remedy.
"So now you're twenty-one ..." I probed.
"Yes, and it's taken me long enough.
Now, maybe I can get some roles besides
the sweet ingenue types I've been playing
so long."

knew what she meant. Rochelle always
wanted to enact more sophisticated
parts, characterizations which would allow
her opportunity for something more than
looking sweet and lovely, but lack of age
I

has'

has interfered.
"I very nearly did get away from them in
'Such Women Are Dangerous,' if you hap-

pen to recall that picture, several years
ago," she continued. "I played with Warner
Baxter, and I pursued him so savagely that
they had to kill me off before he was safe
from my clutches. It wasn't a particularly

yourself!"

it's

tall, handsome, dark man. He
thought a great deal of you at
but he has been estranged.
first

'I see a

—

—

but
'I see merry gatherings, parties
you do not seem to be present.
*/

see a

trip for

you

— but

you are

going alone.
r

/ see

an enemy. She
It's

a lovely blonde.
you, yourself, my dear!"
is

that's all there is to it!
to dry no rinsing off.

woman

The most dangerous enemy
is herself.

For

a
her own failof which she too

it is

—

ings which defeat her
often is completely unaware.

No

a

—

—
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ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION
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Screen

I

role, but
could sink

I

loved

my

it.

It

was

teeth into." She

paused, to autograph a visitor's book.
"I've had the funniest sort of career,"
resuming. "You might say that I've had
three or four separate careers, for just when
I've started going good I've been cast in
that

started.

I

me

thrust

pictures

where

back just about

"After 'Are These Our Children?" which
made at Radio, I enacted several roles
that were positively bad. Following 'Such
Women Are Dangerous,' the same thing
happened, and also after 'Imitation of Life'
and 'Les Miserables.' In 'Way Down East,'

I

thought my star had turned and that I
was destined for something better; but no,
it was no go."

I

Despite the calibre of many of Rochelle's
however, her career has progressed
with amazing smoothness and to a degree
that many an older player might well envy.
She is one of the outstanding of the younger leading ladies on the screen today, and
time and again has proven her ability as a
roles,

dramatic actress.
"I'm hoping that

my current picture,
'She Had to Eat,' will be a real turning
point. I'm the only girl in the film, and it's
with comedians. Jack Haley and Arthur Treacher and a number of others
should make it a hilarious affair. And, for
the first time in my career, I really sing.
"Did you know I can sing? The studio
didn't, until recently. And to think of all
the years I've practiced and taken lessons.
"Another thing they've just discovered is
that I can dance. I'm hoping to do this in
some future picture."
We left the Cafe de Paris and sauntered
over to the huge stage where Rochelle was
filled

working in "She Had
she appeared, Mai

to Eat." Immediately
Clair, the director,

St.

could

towers over Rochelle by a good thirteen inches, had her go up on the stage of
the auditorium set.
The scene was a meeting of the Shelley
Society in an eastern hotel. Rochelle was
playing a wise-cracking gal who lives by
her wits, but apparently those wits never

who

T

starred.

"Didn't I tell you I can sing?" 'Rochelle
asked, simply and without conceit, joining

me

after several "takes'' of the number.
That Rochelle made such a statement is
no reflection upon her, any more than the

.

HAD

HER.

at

Tom

.

fession.

"Army men interest me, especially those
in the aviation end. They lead more exciting lives, and aren't forever talking shop, as
actors are inclined to do. Besides, they don't
take so possessive an attitude, and when
turn them
rather spend an
aren't offended."

you

Lucille Ball drinks her

—

favorite tipple it's
orange juice. Pshaw!
average man's assertion that he can drive
a car. It is a simple statement of fact.
The wonder of this, however, lies in the
fact that her voice has not been discovered
ere the present. It is a cultivated, melodious
voice that is certain to please even the most
critical. Rochelle's wish to change her type,
to get away from the sweet-young-thing
that she has so constantly interpreted,
doubtlessly will be granted now. She is too
talented an actress to languish forever in
roles which do not carry a full appreciation
on the part of the public.
A small group of visitors approached,
held in check by a studio guide, and I

THE BOyS THINK ITS

A PANIC!

young men gaping

several

"And why," I asked, suddenly recalling
that Rochelle is continually being the center of masculine attentions, "why don't you
go out with picture men any more. Actors,
especially?"
"I haven't time for romance, these days,"
she replied. "I'm far too busy, and much
too interested in my work.
"As for picture dates .
Brown
was the only actor I ever really went out
with. And that was a long time ago. Since
then, for no particular reason except that
I seem to get along better with them, I have
gone out mostly with men outside the pro-

completely worked on all six because she
was continually hungry. Neither she nor
Jack Haley, her partner in crime in most
of the amusing exploits of this production,
ever had their hunger entirely appeased.
In this particular sequence, Rochelle and
Jack had crashed the meeting, knowing that
luncheon was to be served.
buffet
a
Rochelle claimed to be a member of the
Alabama group, visiting the city, and was
welcomed as such. After another had rendered, literally, "Hark, Hark, the Lark,"
the chairman called upon her to offer something appropriate for the occasion.
Knowing no Shelley, Rochelle, on the
spot, made the best of the situation.
"Here's something we always sing at our
meetings down in Alabama," she drawled,
and proceeded to shock, then delight, the
members present w ith "When a Girl from
Alabama Meets a Boy from Tennessee."
When you hear Rochelle sing this in the
picture, you'll find a real treat awaiting
you. The girl can sing with the best of
them, and the manner in which she puts
over both this song and "Livin' On the
Town," another vocal number, is a revelation. Darryl Zanuck, head of Twentieth
Century-Fox, was so intrigued with Rochelle's singing when he heard her tests
that already he is searching for a suitable
musical vehicle for her in which to be

see

Rochelle.

down,

whenever you'd
home, they

evening at

Rochelle seldom is found in the popular
night spots of the picture colony. Many an
evening, she'll slip into some small movie
house with Jack Young, son of a Los Angeles food merchant, and afterwards either
go directly home or take a short ride to the
beach. Occasionally, she likes to visit the
Trocadero, but for the most part this young
actress leads a quiet life.
Not, however, because Hollywood wills
it

Were our

so.

little

hamlet of lights and

shadows, and its lively swains, to have their
way, she would be constantly in the limelight, romantically.
It's difficult to believe such a grand little
trouper has reached only this first milestone
of womanhood. Mentally, she is many years
older. And her past, professionally speaking, is one of which any actress in her
thirties might well be proud.
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social event in Hollywood finds Ella Logan, John
King, Rosalind Russell, Binnie Barnes and Mischa
Auer carrying on the gay spirit of the studios.
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MacQuarrie met Walter and

offered to
that began

handle him. The association
then has never been broken. Every few days
some big shot agent approaches Walter and
wants to know who is handling him now.
His answer is invariably the same: "The
same guy who had me when I was on my
fanny!" Big shots don't impress Walter today one bit more than he impressed them
ten years ago.

Because he doesn't mingle much with the
whom his new fame has enabled him
to meet, Walter is becoming known as
"high hat." High hat? Hooey! "He's plenty
nice to me," says Schmitty, the truck driver;
and Joe, the sound mixer, says "He's the
most democratic man in Hollywood. He
stars

has no false sense of values. He refuses to
recognize class distinctions."
fault, then
If loyalty be considered a
Walter is wrong. But, right or wrong, he is
still slow to make friendships and is doggedly loyal to those he does make.

He

is

happy and

but not one

grateful for his success,

bit surprised.

He

has plugged

# Any complexion can be made clearer, smoother,

younger with Mercolized Wax. This single cream
a complete beauty treatment.
Mercolized Wax absorbs the discolored blem-

is

ished outer skin in tiny, invisible particles. Brings
out the young, beautiful skin hidden beneath.
Just pat Mercolized Wax on your skin every
night like cold cream. It beautifies while you sleep.
Mercolized Wax brings out your hidden beauty.
a refreshing, stimuSaxollte Astringent
lating skin tonic. Smooths out wrinkles and age
lines. Refines coarse pores, eliminates oiliness. Dis«
solve Saxollte in one-half pint witch hazel.
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occasions.

While he is working on a picture, Walter
never takes unnecessary chances off the set.
He loves riding, but rides only between
films, because he is in the habit of riding
spirited
often.

cay uses that

throw him every so

Driving past a vacant

out in San
saw a group
who sat on the

field

Fernando Valley one Sunday,

I

of kids staring at a man
ground, gingerly feeling the seat of his
pants. Apparently, he was trying to discover
any broken bones that might lurk there.
At a little distance stood a huge, shining
horse, eyeing the group with disdain. Something familiar about the man caused me to
take a second look. Sure enough, it was

Walt Brennan,

his kids,

had

and Pancho. Pan-

won an

argument.
Walter was busy exploring for results!
Pancho has Walter completely buffaloed.
Whenever the actor wants to ride, he asks
cho,

as

usual,

Mike

to saddle Pancho and "take some of
the kinks out" for him. Mike is pretty
disgusted about it all. "Gosh," he says, "I
don't see why I have to get thrown by a
darn horse every few days just because dad
likes to ride!"

and disappointment, always
knowing that some day the break would
come. He has tremendous faith in himself.
Perhaps his dogged determination can be
traced to his New England ancestry. His

The Brennans are a close-knit family.
Walter and his wife were kids together back
in Massachusetts. Long before they were
born, their parents were school mates.
Seventeen years ago, Walter informed his
childhood playmate that he was ready to
marry and settle down. They have been
both married and settled ever since.
Every member of the family is an amateur movie enthusiast. They shoot everything from colored films of California's wild
flowers to deep-dyed Western melodramas
with the villain riding across the fields on

story
give

Mercolized Wax

the corral in moccasins, ancient
shirt and a big black
Stetson hat. He goes in for comfort on all

cowboy pants, an old

along, year after year, in the face of dis-

couragement

WITH

down by

is

that of the plodder, who refused to
conditions.

up under any

He has the rock-bound New Englander's
austere tastes. His recently completed home
in the San Fernando Valley is the culmination of a life-long dream. A simple Mexican
farm house set in the midst of walnut trees,
roses, horse corrals, barns. There Walter
lives with his wife and three children. They
have one servant, a model of efficiency.
They have two horses, Pancho and
Chico; three cows, a German shepherd dog
and a cat. Walter raises roses. He and the

Mike (christened Wells), Andy (named
Walter Andrew after his dad) and Ruth,
spend spare moments painting the barns
and enlarging the corrals.
If you happened out to the ranch of a
Sunday, you'd find Walter puttering around
kids,

Silver Screen

Pancho in pursuit of the screeching heroine,
usually seated on Chico. They like to get
up early Sunday mornings and drive out
to the desert to cook breakfast over a camp
fire in the sand. Those breakfasts are hearty
affairs, with plenty of eggs and griddle
cakes and huge slabs of ham.
Walter is a high-strung type, continually
under a nervous tension. He never sits still
for a moment. Always making odd noises,
shuffling his feet, doing things with his

hands. He has learned to imitate auto
horns, wasps, bees, birds, cows, dogs, cats.
There's no limit to the queer sound effects Walter can produce. He's as delighted
as a child with a new tor when he perfects
a new one. No dance step can stump him.
He has always been so active that his feet
are as nimble as Fred Astaire's. He has a
habit of drumming with his fingers in a
peculiar manner when tired or nervous.
That served him well in "Banjo on My
Knee." Called upon to plav a number of
string instruments, he found that his fingers
were extremely nimble. All of these traits
are a result of his inability to relax.
When he talks about himself (which isn't
often) he says he's "screwy." He says he
"makes goofy sounds and does crazy things
just like a high-school kid, simply for the
hell of it." Thinks he just never outgrew
his adolescence.
He makes friends with all sorts of people.

Everyone

he meets gives him ideas for
characterizations. He has learned much by
visiting with street sweepers, garbage colpostmen. He never passes a tramp
without pausing to say "howdy." Chances
are ten to one that, after a visit with
Walter Brennan, you are likely to see yourself on the screen in a few months— your

Don't let Summer-Drought get You!

lectors,

individual habits and gestures. Everyone, to him, is material for study.
Like all New Englanders, he is slow to
anger and unless one knows him very well,
it is difficult to tell when he is angry. But
he gets just a bit riled over some of the
stories circulated about his struggle to fame.
"I've never spent a hungry day in my life,"
he says. "Neither has any member of my
family. I worked for S7.50 a day for a short
little

time, but never for less. For several vears
before I got my break with Sam Goldwyn.
I was making from S25.00 to S100.00 a day.
Does that sound like starvation?"
Great sorrows, great joys and an exceptionally
happy family life have given
Walter a human quality and a deep understanding of people that are evident in all

Fields that were fresh and green in the
springtime become parched and dry as summer sun burns up their life-giving moisture.

same way, the tender skin of

In this

your

exposed to hot sun and drying

face,

wind, loses
attraction.

a

way

to

its

fresh radiance and youthful

Don't risk

guard

this tragedy! There's

this vital skin moisture.
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Protect your allure this magic way with
Outdoor Girl Face Powder, which brings
you the tried and true beauty aid Olive Oil!
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—

his portrayals.
One of his greatest griefs was the passing away of his father, during the production of "Come and Get It." The role of
.

"Swan" turned out

to

he's

just

some

fanatical

son-of-a-

is a

"Fountain of

Youth" for your Skin

be a perfect repro-

duction of his father. So striking was the
resemblance that "Walter's wife was almost
afraid to take the elder Mrs. Brennan to
see the completed picture. When she finally
did see it, she could hardly believe that
the man on the screen was her son, not
her beloved husband.
Nobody ever recognizes the buoyant, slim
New- Englander without makeup. After the
press pre-view of "Barbary Coast," Howard
Hawks, director of the film, was standing
in the lobby. He had never seen Brennan
except in makeup. Brennan approached
Mr. Hawks, congratulated him and remarked: "You know, Mr. Hawks, I think
the picture was swell: but 'Old Atrocity'
could have been brushed up a little."
Hawks gave a disgusted grunt and turned
away. Someone asked if he knew the man
who had just spoken to him.

"Oh,

Olive Oil

.

.

welcome drops of rain, your
complexion craves the protecting touch of olive oil.

Just as thirsty plants

Guard against destructive "Skin-thirst" with Outdoor
Girl Face Powder
each fine flake carries a tiny
particle of Olive Oil to keep it from "sponging-up"

—

the natural moisture so essential to a vouthful skin.
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gun," grunted Hawks, angrily. You could
have knocked him over with a battleship
when he was told that the "fanatic" who
had dared to criticize his beloved "Atrocity"
was the Atrocity in person!
Ever since I first saw him doubling for
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liness,approved by beauty experts, at

have

your nearest drug and depart-

admired

Walter Brennan tremendouslv. You would, too. if you happened
to know him. He is so human, so real, so

ment

devoid of the affectations and attempts to be glamorous that seem to be an

utterly

affliction of most movie stars.
If you don't know Brennan

store, in the large size

For perfect
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you would

probably, upon meeting him, be' like Howard Hawks and the crowd at the Motion
Picture Academy's last banquet. You would
think he's two other fellows!
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Silver Screen

Hang

Their Fates

Wise Ones are still shaking their heads,
and I wonder what the outcome of all this
time and thought and money will be.
Barbara Stanwyck, who has always played
glamorous ladies, staked a good deal when

in the

Balance

to play the role of "Stella
Dallas." Everyone remembers Belle Bennett
and comparisons are odious.
in that role
It isn't a very pretty role, either. But Bar-

she consented

[Continued from page

25]

.

After Luise Rainer's spectacular success
in the stark role of "Olan" in "The Good
Earth," how will the public take her in a
role which can only be described as hot-cha?
After all, you couldn't expect the vibrant

Luise to go on and on being stark! But
... is this transition too abrupt? Everyone
seems worried about it except Miss Rairier.

01LVU10D
[IRLERS
Summertime! Outdoor time! Play

wind and

in sun

" she will
"I liked the sad role of 'Olan,'
be
tell you. "Then they told me I must

huzza.
hoopla
say?
have a gay role in the 'The
Emperor's Candlesticks.' I do not mind being gay for jus' now. I mus' make fun some

and

Wonderful days... but cruel

water.

to curls. Lucky, isn't

that

it,

Hollywood Curl-

Ws can repair the damage so rruickly. Roll your
hair for a

while on Hollywood Curlers

little

and there you have. ..beauty restored! At Malihu Beach and Palm Springs, where picture
people play, a
Curlers
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"first
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NOW.
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times."

Apparently everyone is worried about this
particular experiment except the person
most concerned. Possibly she doesn't care
whether her fate hangs in the balance or
not. (But, between you and me, I think
she cares tremendously.)

shook their heads, you
remember, when Walt Disney planned to
make "The Three Little Pigs." "It won't

The Wise Ones

do," they told

him solemnly.

"You'll lose

Well, the Wise Ones must be dizzy from
head-shaking, at this point, over Walt's experiment in the feature length, all-color
production of "Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs." He has spent two years and
$581,822.42 on that experiment, to date. I
don't know what Walt scpaandered that
extra forty-two cents for, but I do know
that the picture is not yet finished to his

complete

does
BROWN ATONE and a small brush
years.

.

I

your shirt!"

on Hollywood Curlers!

Insist

.

Oh,

your own
drug and

satisfaction. I

know,

too, that the

.

.

bara is a fine actress.
Well, we shall have to

Meanwhile, there

wait

back

roles. She can always go
being lovely and glamorous ...

to

The young man, Jon Hall, who finds
himself entrusted with the leading role in
the million dollar production, "Hurricane,"
is just plain scared stiff. Someone has to
remind him about once every half hour
that a man named Errol Flynn was entrusted with a similar role about two years

ago

.

And

.

.

and

he's

doing well, now.

Boris Karloff wonders whether the

it when it seemed to like him
in the almost-straight role in "Night Key."
"Shall I try a really straight role?" Boris

public meant

pleads. "D'you think they'll let
and like me just as well?"

threatens to

make "The
.

.

Forsyte Saga" with

.

ment, talented, exciting, interested people
must tell themselves, "My fate hangs in the
balance!"

AS YOU probably know, or -where have you been lately, there was
ft a strike going on in Hollywood, not a big strike but a strike.
All the studios and theatres were being picketed and at the premiere
some of the pickets
of "Captains Courageous" at the Carthay Circle
went in for a bit of booing and hissing as the movie stars got out
that every movie star
of their limousines. It is interesting to note
the best)
-was booed (and the dress opening brought out most of
except Barbara Stanwyck xvho arrived with Robert Taylor. One of
Stanwyck ivas
the press agents got curious and asked a picketer why
not hissed along with the others. "We like Barbara and Bob," he
said, "they're swell folks."

B

—
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George Brent, his bride whose screen name is Constance Worth,
and George O'Brien. The Brents eloped, but immediately afterwards Constance had to report for her part in "Windjammer."

Silver Screen

change,

but this story could
an all-star cast and
go on forever. And, with every new experi-

—

•

me

Just when everyone seems to have gone
crazy over mad comedies, someone screens
Sidney Kingsley's "Dead End"— as stark and
drab a sociological problem picture as you
are likely to see in many a moon. And the
fate of many people, and many people's
pocketbooks, hangs in the balance.
Eeslie Howard returns to comedy, Metio
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a deal of anxiety

is

Volcanic Hollywood
[Continued from page

19]

your interest in dementia praecox as a
subject for drama— the fact remains that a
cataclysmic change has occurred in Robert

Montgomery's career. I happen to know
that he deliberately chose this part of
Danny in "Night Must Fall," and persuaded his studio to let him play it, in
order to prove to his bosses and the public
that he was an actor and not just a charmsalesman. I think he proved that point, at
any rate; and I hope with the rest of Hollywood that he will be given roles in the

make

use of those talents
his daring excursion into picture pathology.
I have said that I thought I heard a low
rumbling sound while watching the activity
of Mt. Vesuvius, that time when I was having a drink in Naples. I may be mistaken
about that— it was a number of years ago—
but I am certain that a low rumbling sound
precedes every eruption of the Hollywood
volcano. This preliminary rumble is not
static; it is the murmur of gossip running
from studio to studio, from executive office
to executive office, from night club to night
club and from smart beauty parlors to the
boot-black stands that are permanent institutions on almost every movie lot. Nor is
this current of gossip a mere retailing of
the personal foibles of the celebrities whose
names it mentions. Unlike the gossip of
small towns— or of large towns, for that
matter— it is not primarily critical, de-

future that will

which were revealed

in

structive.

For

this

is

the

Hollywood grapevine,

have referred to previously, and its
function is chiefly to convey information
about coming events and coming players.
Exactly how any particular item of information gets started on its course over the
grapevine I cannot say. But I do know that
such items are amazingly accurate. And
amazingly comprehensive. They range in
scope from the health of Darryl Zanuck's

which

I

horse to the fact that a certain great producer, who had paid $100,000 for a popular
novel, protested bitterly when he was asked
to read the novel. But on the whole, the
grapevine is concerned with the forecast of
those events which are most vital to the
picture industry:— namely, the creation of
new stars and the making of the latest hit
pictures.
I haven't the faintest idea how it happens. But suddenly, in the locker room of
the club, over a luncheon table at Lucey's
or the Vendome, or while getting my hair
cut in a barber shop patronized by picture
people, I hear a name mentioned. Perhaps
it is the name of a picture. Perhaps it is
the name of an actor or producer, or director or song-writer or dancer or singer.

But subsequently, wherever I go, I hear
the same name repeated. Then a few days
or weeks or sometimes months later, that
picture or that person suddenly dawns on
the Hollywood scene as a sensational success. I have seen it happen time and time
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who

right in their judgments of their own industry. They have a horror of being wrong,
both because of personal pride and for
purely practical reasons. They make it their
business to know everything that is going
on in every studio in Hollywood, and if any
young player shows promise or the rushes
of a certain picture look good, they know
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again.

asked a friend of mine, a young lady
has spent several years in the executive
offices of a major studio, whether she could
explain why the Hollywood grapevine was
so often correct in its predictions of future
events. She said:— "I think it's because,
more than any other class of humans on
earth, movie people are determined to be

I
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it
and begin to talk about that player or
that picture. This spontaneous comment
leaks out over the grapevine, and by the
time the picture has reached the screen,
or the new personality has been presented
to the public, Hollywood has already registered its acclaim. The actor in question
finds himself— or herself— in great demand,
a new career is launched immediately and
there is an eruption of pictures on the
type of the one that has made the latest
hit. This may or may not be a good thing.
But that's the way it is."
Yes, that's the way it is: and that is why
I say that Hollywood is not merely a great
and gilded gamble. Gambling is a matter
of pure chance, while the movie capital
makes heroic efforts to eliminate the element of chance and to produce pictures
with a reasonable expectancy of success.
Such heroic efforts generate an extraordinary energy, which frequently bursts forth
in ways that are strange and wonderful, if
not colossal. Because of these outbursts of
energy I maintain that Hollywood is more
of a celluloid Vesuvius than it is the Monte
Carlo of the amusement world, which it

has been sometimes called.
During the past winter and spring, I
heard various rumors of forthcoming successes, both of persons and pictures, which
to be justified. The sucHeine, of young Tyrone
Power, of James Stewart, of Carole Lombard as a light comedienne, of Errol Flyhri
as an authentically romantic hero— all these
and various others whose names and.
achievements are now familiar to millions,
were first whispered over the grapevine to
those of us who happened to be in a posihear them. Then the volcano
tion
to
erupted, and suddenly these whispers be-

have since proved
cesses

of

Sonja

came headlines.
Take the case
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"Wake Up and Live."
announced in the papers
that Darryl Zanuck was going to make a
picture featuring the "feud" between Ben
Bernie and Walter Winchell, Hollywood
was properly skeptical. Bernie was a wellknown and popular orchestra leader who
said "Yowz-suh!" and smoked a dominant
black cigar. Winchell was a famous newspaperman. But neither of them was neces-

When

ream 50*

it

was

of

first

a picture personality. The general
feeling was that Zanuck would make them
accessories after the fact: the fact being
that he had a good story and some experi-

sarily

enced

including Jack

actors,

Haley

and

Alice Faye, to bear the burden of his opera.
Then when the picture had been in production for a short time, the advance

rumblings began. It was whispered around
Hollywood that Bernie was really amusing
and that Winchell had proved to be a sur-
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on the screen. The
picture itself was labeled a hit before it
ever reached the cutting room.
It was a hit. Bernie was amusing; and
Walter Winchell was definitely a success in
prisingly effective actor

his

role.

His
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it

performance was first-rate.
was the first time that I

have seen the role of a reporter played
properly on the screen. For which, I hereby
an ex-newspaperman's thanks.
But that is past history. What are the
wild wave-lengths of the Hollywood grapevine saying now? Well, they are saying at
offer

the moment that the new Claudette Colbert picture, which you probably will have
seen by the time you read this, is one of
the most amusing comedies of this comedy
era. Miss Colbert and Melvyn Douglas are
mutually charming, or in the Hollywood
phrase they are terrific. I haven't yet seen
"I Met Him In Paris," but I did see Mel
Douglas at the tennis club the other day.
I asked him how the picture had turned
out. "I think it's pretty good. It's an amusing story," said young Mr. Douglas, and
turned his attention to the serious business
of practicing his back-hand. But I gathered
that the rumors were correct and that the

Silver Screen

picture was good; for young Mr. Douglas,

who

is definitely on his way to stardom, is
not one to be even mildly enthusiastic over

a slice of turkey.

Now
of

me from

proximity to

close

in

the hazaids

one who
the Hollywood
as

lives

vol-

may

legitimately report
few of the careers which are currently

cano,
a

heaven defend

making prophecies! But
feel that I

I

simmering

in

its

crater. I

would

start

with

Mauch twins, except that "The Prince
and The Pauper" has already become a
nation-wide hit and the Mauch twins are
the

famous. I was told months ago
by an executive of Warner Brothers that

definitely

they would be; and now they are, and the
Mauch twins are no longer news— except
for the fact that the studio is having a
headache trying to find a new story for

them.

There is a lovely blonde girl at RKO—
Radio studios who is headed for stardom,
according to the whispers of the grapevine.
Her name is Joan Fontaine, and she was
discovered playing a part in a stage play
in a Hollywood theatre less than a year
ago. Jesse Lasky discovered her, and at
present she is playing opposite Preston
Foster in a picture called "You Can't Beat
Love." Well, you can't beat youth and
beauty and talent, and rumor has it that
Miss Fontaine possesses all three. I trust
the rumor is true. Harriet Hilliard is another RKO player who seems destined for
big things. You will remember her for the
torch-song she sang in "Follow The Fleet,"
by means of which she appropriated an
entire scene to herself in the Astaire-Rogers
musical. Her employers feel that Miss Hilliard, who is the wife of Ozzie Nelson, the
orchestra leader, will shortly become a star
in her own right.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has as prospective
star material Delia Lind, blonde Viennese
singer, Ariane Borg, French actress who
made her American screen debut in "Camille" with Garbo and Robert Taylor, and
young Judy Garland, who will be seen in
"Broadway Melody."
Sam Goldwyn, who is perhaps the most
consistent star-maker in Hollywood, has
under contract at this time a number of
players whom I have heard he expects to
develop into screen celebrities. (And what
expects to do he usually does.) Among
Sigrid Gurie, who will make her
debut in "The Adventures of Marco Polo,"
and Zorina, lovely young Norwegian whom
Goldwyn recruited from the Ballet Russe
and who will appear in the forthcoming
"Goldwyn Follies." Then there is Helen
Jepson, Metropolitan Opera star, who will
also be seen and heard in the Follies."
Other names that I have heard mentioned as candidates for sudden fame are
Wayne Morris, of Warner- Brothers, whose
work in "Kid Galahad" has already gained
Hollywood's enthusiastic approval; Charles
Quigley, Allen Brook and Luli Deste, of
Columbia Studios: George Sanders, Tony
Martin and Gypsy Rose Lee, of Twentieth

Sam

them are

1

Lamour and Johnny
Paramount; and John King, Noah
Beery, Jr., Jean Rogers and Barbara Read,
Century-Fox; Dorothy

Downs,

of

of Universal.

There are others, of course; but these
names that I find recurring with sig-

are

nificant frequency in the film capital's conversational exchanges. It will be interesting
to see which of them will be tossed up by
the next eruption of the ever-active Hollywood volcano, which, whether it creates or
destroys, always acts with dramatic suddenness.

And speaking of suddenness, my 'phone
rang a moment ago and the voice of my
agent asked me for heaven's sake did I
have a story for a certain male star? Because
it seemed that this star, who draws a trehad reported for work at
and the studio had no story for
go to work on, or in, or with. So

mendous

his studio

him

to

salary,

said no, I had no such story, but I would
think of one and write a synopsis of it by

I

nightfall.

Which just goes to show how a calm and
peace-loving temperament like mine can go
to pieces under the pressure of this volcanic

WHICH

YOUR LUCKY SHADE

IS

Hollywood atmospheie.

Pictures

On The

Fire

[Continued from page 33]
agree and he turns to Joe: "You're fired."
"Give him another chance," Lorraine
pleads.
else can he do?" Brady queries.
ask him," Parky puts in briskly,
and turns to Joe again: "What else can
you do?"

"What
"I'll

"Anything," Joe admits humbly.
"He says he can do anything," Parky
informs Brady, and then demands of Joe:
"Can you saw a woman in half?"
"Yes," says Joe— "only I can't put her
together again."

"That makes it more original," Parky
encourages him.
"Forget it," Brady advises. "Can you act?"
"Sure," Joe brags.
"Don't you believe him!" Parky yells,
feeling that maybe Joe is carrying things to
extremes.
"All right," Brady concedes, ignoring
Parky. "Try this little scene. Take your
hat and walk slowly towards that door"—
pointing to a door marked "Exit"— "and
when you reach it, turn the knob, open

and

it behind you."
do then?" Joe asks.
"Just keep walking," Brady suggests.
"Cut!" calls the director and I think

the door

"What do

close

I

it's

about time.

"Do you know Dick Mook?" my guide
asks Harriet Hilliard accusingly when the
scene is finished.
"I'm afraid not," Harriet smiles as she

Only about

3

extends her hand.

"Don't rub

it

in, please," I

beg her. And,

folks, leave me state here and now— right
out in public— that Miss Hilliard is a honey
in any man's language. Such a honey the
indicator that reflects the state of my heart
palpitating like a seismograph in an
is
earthquake.
"Well, you've seen everything over here
now," my guide begins.
"I'll say I have!" I yell as I reluctantly
make my way through their back gate to—
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your manuscripts today for free examination and report.
CENTRAL AGENCY, Belle Plaine, Kansas.

DON'T SUFFER

ILES

Needlessly, Try This

Treatment FREE

No matter what your age

or occupa-

you have piles in any form
write for a FREE sample of Page's
you will bless the day you
and
Pile Tablets
read this. Write today. E. R. Page Co.,
52U-B2, Page BIdg., Marshall, Mich.
tion,

if

The

latter

a very pretentious musical,
to know exactly

is

although

no one seems

what

it's

about.

very

last

The

watch is the
one in the picture— the annual
scene

I

Beaux Arts Ball in New York— for artists
and models. The set itself is just like any
elaborate night club, with balconies, etc.
In fact, it looks suspiciously like the hotel
cafe that was used in "Mountain Music."
The only difference is that in the latter picture you'd notice the set. In this one you
won't. And I'll tell you why. Because you
have never seen so many nor such beauti-

one time

in

your

life.

Most

of

the people are in fancy dress costume and
I can't wait until Mr. Benny's dear public
gets a load of him as Romeo. Well, shucks,
Jack, I'd play Romeo to Gail Patrick's
Juliet every day in the year— if I had a
chance.
I disremember exactly who Mr. Arlen is

supposed to be but he, too, is a vision in his
pale blue satin knee breeches: a tricorn hat
trimmed in maribou, his blue satin jacket
with a flaring skirt to it, a lace jabot at his
throat and a white wig on his head. He is
something all who see him will long remember—and that costume is something
Dick will long remember. I mean to say he
really takes a ribbing from all his friends
studio.

which is the more beautiful—Gail or Ida Lupino. Lupy could accurately be described as a "dream come
to say

true."
this were not enough, there is
leading from the ballroom down
to the never-never-land. There is a balustrade on each side, with columns at regular intervals. Atop each column stands a
girl. And each and every one of those girls
would cause a guy to leave home and

As

a

or back-breaking exercises. Just eat sensibly and
take 4 Marmola Prescription Tablets a day until
then stop.
you have lost enough fat
Marmola Prescription Tablets contain the same
doctors in treating
most
prescribed
by
element
their fat patients. Millions of people are using
others think you
Don't
let
them with success.
have no spunk and that your will-power is as
flabby as your flesh. Start with Marmola today
and win the slender lovely figure rightfully yours.

—
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jiggle."

So the procession starts with Romeo
Bennv, Gail, Ida and Dick jiggling away

and the extras cheering and
following them. 'Tis a gala affair. And the
for dear life

girls are all so friendly, too.

Reluctantly
"Exclusive."

I

leave

it

and proceed

to

Lupino.

around the
It's hard

Personal to Fat Girts! — Now you can slim
down your face and figure without strict dieting

the song and dance I did in
'College Humor?"
"Yes," says the director grimly, "but you'll

remember

Paramount

FIVE big pictures shooting over here this
month— "Double or Nothing" starring
Bing Crosby (and about which I'll tell you
next month), "Exclusive" with Fred MacMurray and Frances Farmer, "The Last
Train from Madrid" with Lew Ayres, Gilbert Roland and Karen Morley, "Easy Living" with Jean Arthur and Ray Milland
and "Artists and Models" with Richard
Arlen, Jack Benny, Gail Patrick and Ida

ful girls at

l

Atwill, Walter Catlett, Dick Powell and Ted Healy
a swingy song and dance picture.

"Varsity Show,"

in

if

all

ramp

mother.

"When

the

music

the
the

ramp and

director,
principals.
"I

can

t

starts

playing,

you

sort of sachey down
the chorus will follow you,"
Raoul Walsh, instructs the

folks start jiggling

and

dance," Dick objects. "Don't you

Silver Screen

The

scene here is a newspaper office.
almost the last scene in this picture,
too. Lloyd Nolan is the city gangster. As
Charles Ruggles and his daughter, Frances
Farmer, are rushing back to town from a
strike she (a girl reporter) has been covering, with enough evidence to indict Nolan,

This

is

he orders some of his henchman to bump
them off. Ruggles is mortally wounded but
manages to reach the newspaper office and
hand the "papers" over to Fred MacMurray.
"Hold everything!" Ruggles gasps. "Stop
those presses. I've got the biggest story that
ever hit this town! And boys, it's exclusive."
"I thought we fired him," William Mansell

murmurs.

"He's drunk again," Harlan Briggs suggests.

"He's not drunk!" Frances interjects indignantly. "It's true. Listen, won't you?"
"Those elevators," Ruggles gasps again.
signed
"The Franklyn store. Here it is.
(as he speaks he pulls Horace
confess
MacMahon's confession from his pocket. It
crumpled and bloody. So is his hand.
is
As he puts the paper on the desk he wilts
and collapses in a heap on the floor at Fred

A

MacMurray 's

feet.

Frances ejaculates to Fred.
"They shot him." She sinks at her father's

"Ralph!"

side.

"Shot him?

Who?" Fred demands.

(Nolan's) thugs," she answers.
"They tried to stop us."
"Get a doctor— quick!" Fred orders.
"No doctor," Ruggles murmurs, opening
his eyes. "Take a death notice— somebody."
"Gillett's

He

closes his eyes. He's dead.

"Pop!" Frances sobs as she huddles over
Fred straightens up grimly.
"He's dead, gang," Fred announces.
"They've killed him. And do you know
why? Because he got a story that'll send

his body.

Gillette

(Nolan) to the chair! Gillette!

Do

" (I forgot to
you hear? Your new boss
tell you Nolan has just bought the paper
they're working for.)

i

"Easv, Houston," Briggs advises. "You
don't know what you're talking about."
"I don't, don't I?" Fred shouts, shoving
confession
under his nose. "Beak
the

0%1

E

N

BEAUTY MODEL — NOW A
HEY WA % D — NOTED
SCHULBERG STAR IN HOLLYWOOD
B. P.

McArdle (Horace MacMahon) admits he
greased those elevator cables on Gillette's
orders, (to the others) Well, men, we're
working for a murderer now. What are you
going to do about it? I know what 1 want
to do. Edit his paper for him tonight for
the first and last time." He turns to one
of the men, "I'm asking you to get out a
yellow sheet tonight. You dig out everything
we've got in the morgue on Banker Robinson. Write the truth on why he left the
state— why he had to leave!"
The man doesn't budge but compresses
his lips defiantly. Fred wheels on the man
next to him. "You give me a column and
a half on the society mob that's really
running the numbers racket in this burg!"
This man is grim but impassive. "What are
you waiting for?" Fred shouts wildly. "Give
"em news. Give 'em facts! Give 'em scandal!
Well wreck this paper. We'll wreck this
town!"
"No you won't," Frances says slowly and
sincerely, as she rises from her father's
body. "That's not what my father died for.
You'll be what you've taught me to be—
what you've always been yourself— a decent
newspaper man."
During a taut second the two

fight for

mastery.
"She's right, Houston," Lee Bowman says.
police will take care of Gillette."

"The

"No!" Fred maintains stoutly. "He's beat
the police too often. We're going to rub

him out with

his

own newspaper! Are you

with me?"
Personally I don't care much for the way
Fred reads that last line. There's no punch
to it. But maybe he belongs to the repressed
school of acting.

Having worn out my welcome
mount I start for—

at

Para-

20th Century-Fox
going here, too: "Lancer
Spy" which Gregory Ratoff is directing
and which you'll read about next month,
"Thin Ice" starring Sonja Henie and Tyrone Power, "Wild and Woolly" starring
Jane Withers and "You Can't Have Everything" with Charles Winninger and Alice

FOUR

pictures

HOLLYWOOD'S
FAVORITE POWDER PUFF

Faye.

On

the "Thin Ice" set, Sonja isn't workBut Tyrone is standing there in a
dressing gown talking to his valet, Arthur

ing.

Treacher,

who

dressed for the street.
"Your Highness," Treacher begins and
pauses dramatically. "I have had the honor
to be with you since the day you were
born. I held your hand when you began
to walk. I led your pony the first time you
sat in a saddle. I have served your Highness
loyally for twenty-five years." He sighs forlornly. "And to think it should all come
to an end in the Village Inn at St. Christophe!"
"Why, Nottingham," Tyrone exclaims.

"What have
"Your

FOR you

is

done?"
Highness doesn't

ON

JOAN BENNETT
Walter Wanger—
United Artists Star

I

trust

me

any

You don't confide in me any more?"
"What on earth gave you that idea?"

longer.

Tyrone queries.
"Your Highness
to

ski.

told me you moved
And now—I've learned the

what

is

Tyrone

puzzles.

* % W* W*

here

m

real

And

that?"

"That— that young person, sir," Art answers reluctantly. "The ice skater, sir."
"Oh!" Tyrone breathes in amazement.
told you that?"
"The whole town is talking about nothing else, sir," Treacher says sadly. "Only
I did not know. And may I add, sir," dropping his head, "it was very humiliating."
"I can't understand it," Tyrone specu-

"Who

—

—

I
real reason?"

—

GAIL PATRICK
In

Paramount

Picture,

"Her Husband

c

reason."

"The

HOLLYWOOD

dressing
where only the fintables
you'll find
est beauty aids are chosen
these dainty Screen Star Powder Puffs.
They're soft as down, with extra-long silken
velour fibres to hold your powder where it
belongs
on top. That's why make-up
goes on so easily, and so evenly. Look
for the autograph of your favorite star
on the ribbon. At leading chain stores
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A

beautiful photograph of your

favorite screen actor or actress

—size
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by

10

inches— will be

sent you absolutely free, for five wrappers from

Screen Stars Powder

Puffs. Don't
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— act

nowl
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Lies"

w
"Cut!"

"No one could fail to
Highness' car when you

recognize your
took her home
last night," Treacher explains.
"1 took her home last night?" Mr. High-

Power repeats. "Why, that's absurd!"
"Your Highness still won't confide in

ness

me," Treacher moans, hurt to the quick.
"But I'm telling you," Tyrone persists
patiently, "I never left this room last night.
I gave the chauffeur the night off."
"Then this whole thing is a monstrous
plot!" Art ejaculates in shocked surprise.
"Why, everyone believes the story about
you and that young lady. We must deny
at once."

it

"Deny
want to

it?"

do,

Tyrone laughs. "What do you
Nottingham— ruin my reputa-

tion?"
I haven't even time
"Hello" to Tyrone and Arthur. And,

getting so late

It's

to say

anyhow, Director Lanfield,

usual, is in
of these days retribuas

a fine temper. One
tion is going to overtake him and he won't
get a hit picture just when his option falls

due.

Te^

^

****
,

Then

we'll see.

The atmosphere is very different on the
"Wild and Woolly" set, which Alfred Werker is directing.
"Hi, Mookie," he calls out genially as I
approach, and then has to spoil everything.
"How's your bridge game these nights?"

he asks in mock solicitude. He knows
darned well how it is. Half my earnings
every month go to him or his wife.
Be that as it may, Jane Withers lives
with her grandfather, Walter Brennan.
Walter is practicing up on his pistol work,
preparatory to a duel. Jane is holding a

Resinol

O i tm en t and Soap

twig

and

shooting

he's

the

leaves

off.

Robert Wilcox is standing there, watching
in amazement.
"Guess I'm kinda outa practice," Walt
grunts. "Got a mite of that stem last time,
Arnie?
can do better when he
Jane explains to Wilcox.
didn't

I,

"He

"That would be put down

isn't

as

riled,"

amatooer

shootin' by old time men, son," Brennan
goes on. "Now, when I was banditin'
."
around these parts
"You mean, hunting bandits?" Wilcox
.

.

asks.

"Nope. I mean when I muz a bandit."
"But I thought you were a sheriff," Bob

CLEAR MILKY WHITE LUSTROUS
.

THOUSANDS CLEAR EYES.. In Seconds-New Easy Way

WHEN

eyes are dull, reddened or prominently
thouveined by late hours, fatigue, exposure
sands of girls now make them clear and sparkling in.

—

With new scientific EYE-GENE. And what
a difference when whites are clear sparkling white!
So soothing, refreshing. Stainless. Get EYE-GENE at
any drug or department store . . also 5 and 10c stores.
seconds.

—

.

They got me cornered
oncet and I had to take my choice betwixt
the rope er the badge."
"Cramp fooled 'em," Jane explains
proudly. "He took the badge." She gazes
off down the street and an expression of
dismay creeps over her face. Determinedly
striding towards them is Pauline Moore,
the school teacher. Jane has been playing
hookey.
I em
Thin?

I

POEMS
SO NGS

herself.

Dept. 13B,

GAIN

15 LBS.!

DEVELOP

3 IN.l

Wonderful new method really reaches basic

starting development. Vitalizing,
concentrated food powder completes results.
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uS"ment
D
on day. You need be undeveloped no longer. Write:

Toronto, Can*
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trouble,

I

The Star Developing System,

Iron Mountain, Mich.

FOOT AND LEG PAINS?
Rheumatic- like foot and

any recess yesterday," Jane
"and I'm counting up to see how

much

time I should have to myself todav!"
Poor trusting Jane. She hasn't yet learned

that a recess missed

all
feet, sore heels, callouses on soles
weak or fallen arches. Dr. Scholl's Arch Supports give immediate relief by removing muscular and ligamentous strain— the
cause of your pain. They are molded to your feet and soon restore the arches to normal. Can be changed one pair shoes to an
other. Expertly fitted at leading Shoe and Dept. stores everywhere.
For FREE foot booklet, write Dr. Scholl's, Inc., Dept. 285, Chicago,

D- ScllOllS
There
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is

a recess lost.

picture on this lot is "You Can't
Alice Faye looking very,
very beautiful is in a gray tailored coat
suit in Charles Winninger's office. She is
sitting in a chair coolly watching him as
he strides up and down excitedly. Finally
she looks at her wrist watch and gets up.
"Now, come on," Charlie pleads dejectedly. "You're not going to let us down, are

The

last

Have Everything."

you?"

But Alice merely walks to the door without answering.
"Okay," Charlie gives in resignedly. "I'll
take you back to your Y.W.C.A."
"I'm not going to the Y.W.C.A." Alice
announces determinedly.
Could it be that she's going to do what
Winninger asked and rescue Don Ameche
from the toils of Gypsy Rose Lee— the
world's greatest strip tease dancer.
At that, I daresay Alice could give her
some keen competition. Speculating on this
pleasant possibility, my spirits soar as I
suddenly realize there is only

Warner Brothers
left

to cover.

But

my

spirits

slump when

I

arrive at

and

realize there are also four
pictures shooting here.
None of the principals are working in
"Gentleman After Midnight" starring Leslie
this studio

Howard, Bette Davis and Olivia deHavilland, with Eric Blore, Spring Byington and
Palric Knowles thrown in for good measure, so that's another one you'll learn about
next month.
"First Lady" stars Kay Francis and Preston Foster.
girl is a regular Dulcy," Kay ex"She gabs, gabs, gabs, butts into
everybody's business but she finally helps
her husband out of a jam."
"They've got me juggling teacups in this

"This

plains.

pete's sake," Pres expostulates.
talent," the director invites
so Pres and Kay take their places.

scene,

for

on,

"Stephen, darling
Preston's cheek.

,"

Kay begins patting

"Well?" he murmurs. "All ready for the
invasion— which, incidentally, has
great
already started?"
"Let 'em wait," Kay coos. "You look
tired, darling. That miserable State Department is wearing you out. What was it—
those French and English again?"
not

it's

as

bad

as

all

that,"

he

is,"

she

insists.

"They began

o'clock in Washington it's already eleven
in London. You can't blame the British
for the change in time."
"Well, let them stay up later or something," is Kay's helpful suggestion. "Why

"Wonderful.

I

practically wrote

it,"

she

admits.

"Now, darling," he remonstrates, "I do
wish you'd give up ghost-writing for Senators. You know it always gets you into

SUPPORTS

a Dr. Scholl Foot Comfort Appliance or

it

'phoning you at six o'clock this morning.
And it was the same yesterday."
"Well, that can't be helped," he phil"Don't forget when it's six
osophizes.

does it always have to be you?"
"Before I forget it," Kay remembers after
a moment, "I think I have a new Senator
for you. You've got to be very nice to him.
Tell him you heard he made a good speech
this afternoon."
"Did he?" Pres asks.

aching
are signs of

leg pains, tired,

—

again."

"I didn't get
replies,

"But

I

I

Columbian Music Publishers

it

consoles her.

OR G NA L

For Immediate Consideration
Send Poems to

try

is

Jane?" her mother asks.

"Come

objects.
"I wuz— later.

Al. "Let's

muttering and mumbling to
"What are you muttering about,

"Oh,
I

calls

But Jane

Remedy

for

Every

Common

Foot Trouble

Silver Screen

trouble."

I

"But you

can't let Senators write their
speeches!" she cries incredulously.
When the scene is over Kay turns to

own

me

triumphantly. "Didn't I tell you?" But
then the director calls for another
take. "I never get to see you," Kay flatters
me. "You'd better drop by the house some
afternoon for a cocktail and then we can
"ust

talk."

Will

WAKE UP YOUR

dently being held this time.
Dick has been tactfully trying to suggest
some changes that will improve the Godawful concoction Catlett has cooked up, but
he'll have none of it. Mr. Healy is not quite
so tactful. He believes in getting to the
point so Dick finally has to explain to
Catlett, "some of the students asked me

The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just decays
in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach. You get
constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and
you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
mere bowel
Laxatives are only makeshifts.
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up". Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little
Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything

A

to drop down for a while and assist you
with the show."
"Assist him!" Ted ejaculates scornfully,
pointing to the hapless Walter.
'I have all the assistance I need," Catlett
retorts coldly. "Professor Blount is helping
me with the humor, Professor Washburn
(indicating Roy Atwill) with the dances
and Mr. Mason (Fred Waring) with the
music. I find them entirely adequate, so
you see I won't need your assistance."
"Take off them glasses," Healy snarls
threateningly as he advances on Mr. Catlett, but Dick holds him back.
"There seems to have been some misunderstanding," Dick admits.
"Indeed there has," Walter agrees and
turns to the cast. "I thought I had made
it clear that I am in sole charge of this

else. 25c.

The EPSON
DILATING

IRRIGATOR
flow)
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Internal Irrigation. 34
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T

production.

cleanliness. Anatomically
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safe,
this

freedom from ordinary inflammation
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attach it to any fountain syringe or
bulb. Quality and performance guaranteed or money refunded. Send $2
ivith this ad and your name and ad-
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City.
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Send for free booklet, "Make
at Home" and retirements.
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Party Face
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powder or
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powder

closes large pores, hides
ishes,

tightens

base,

blem

sagging lines

wipes out wrinkles. Absolutely
harmless.

Money-back guar

antee.

MAIL COUPON
Party Face Co., Dept. B-l, 381 4tti Ave., New York City
Please send postpaid one full-size bottle Party Face for
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for which I enclose
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Street

City

in

lull.

ance, / will call for

it."
I

"Too bad

The

parcel post.

in oil

S1.00

desire

and Ted. "I'm glad

adds,
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BIdg., Rockefeller Center,

demand.
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He turns, to Dick
ran into you," he
Ted

offers,

and

COLORINSE

wasn't in an automobile."

ED SON PKODUCTS,

New York
ONE (OURffl

When

adds with cold politeness.
"Glad I ran into you,"

—

dress to
R. C. A.

starring

In this scene he and the one and only

bile into

last,

Show"

Ted Healy have cornered Walter Catlett
who is staging the college show. Mr. Catett is as funny as they come— when the
director holds him down— and he's evi-

Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go

At

"Varsity

Next, there's
Dick Powell.

LIVER BILE...

(Two way

I????

picture shooting here is "Mr,
Dodds Takes the Air." Kenny Baker, Jane
Wyman, Alice Brady, Frank McHugh, Craig
Reynolds and Gertrude Michael have the
leads in this.
I can't find out what the story is about
but there is a room full of people in Alice's
sitting room (and it looks suspiciously like
the living room of Robert Montgomery in
"Ever Since Eve"). Suddenly Alice comes
down a couple of steps from the dining
room, raises her arms and in clarion tones
that you could hear from one end of the
lot
to the other, calls, "Quiet, please!
Oui-et! Mr. Dodd is going to favor us with
a few selections. Come on, Mr. Dodd (turn
-ing back towards the dining room). Where
are you, Mr. Dodd?"
"Mr. Dodd, in the person of Kenny
Baker, appears. Alice takes him by the
hand and leads him over to a small platform facing the crowd.
Alice is still screaming for "Quiet, please
—a few manners." Kenny turns to the orchestra. "Drag that thing over here, closer,"
he snarls at the piano player.
This is a Mervyn LeRoy production,
being directed by Al Green. There are no
last

two people in Hollywood with keener senses
of humor than these two and with Alice
to help them out with their nonsense, this
ought to be a regular wow!
But wow or not, I am practically out on
my feet so you'll excuse it, please, if I
simply murmur "Goodnight all" and leave
you to your own devices.

Silver Screen
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Movie

AUGHTER

Crossword Puzzle

By Charlotte Herbert

ahead! W. C. Eields, who has
been ill for so many months, has now
completely recovered and will presently begin work in Paramount's big musical picture, "The Big Broadcast of 1938." Bill's
popularity has never waned and his Sunday
night broadcasts have brought millions of
his rooters back into the ring.
T

Fan's

i—f

MORE

and more romantic! Fred Perry's
Helen Vinson, was quite certain
that she had the ideal husband. She was
receiving flowers daily and life grew brighter
and brighter until she found they were a
build up from a local horticulturist lookingwife,

for

—#—

an order.

Gladys
WHEN
Europe
appropriate
Nightingale."

S war thou t returns from
she will start work on a very
picture titled "The Yellow
„

MARLENE

—„^„ —

DIETRICH,

goes, has a chauffeur

so the rumor
named Murphy

but she calls him Bridges, because she
doesn't believe that Murphy is a nice name
for a chauffeur. Marlene is still being escorted to all the openings about town by

Douglas Fairbanks,

Jr.

most popular song around
THE
wood night clubs this month
is

Holly-

"Sweet

Leilani." The stars make more requests for
that than any other song.
„—*«$>

ARTEILTR TREACHER
best

reason

in

one-man sitdown

the

strike.

thinks he is the
world to stage a
As the screen's ace

ACROSS

gentleman's gentleman, the dolichocephalic

you don't know what that means)
walked
stood
or
Englishman servilely
through all of his nearly one hundred roles.
Never having trained for a walkathon he
now finds it imperative that he sit down the
minute he finishes a take. But Tyrone
Power decided he would have a little fun
with Mr. Treacher on the "Thin Ice" set
one day. Every time Treacher, who had
been up late the night before, started to
lower his length into a chair, Tyrone would
play a phonograph record of "God Save
the King."' Treacher hastily but wearily
stood up. Now he plans to stage a personal
(bet

sitdown

strike.

1 The loyal chef in "History Is Made At
7 Strogoff in "The Soldier and the Lady"
13 Famous baritone at M-G-M
14 Son of Mohammet
16 The villain in "Othello"
17 Hurried
19 Type measure

Night"

20 Merriment

Mode of transportation
22 Feminine name
21

(abbr.)

24 The devoted maid in "Maytime"
26 She's "mother" to the marines in
Marine'
28 A beverage
The
cry of the crow
29
31 Drink little by little

"The Singing

32 She was a reporter in "Espionage"
35 National flower of England (pi.)
37 Keenly desirous
40 Within
41 Disfigure

/^ORA WITHERSPOON
to

When

dislikes

quiet

and her sister came
Hollywood from New York they were as
places.

she

pleased as any acting folk over being able
to have a home at last. So they rented a
house in the quietest part of Beverly Hills
and went to a lot of trouble to redecorate
it. They stayed only one night! It was so
quiet Cora couldn't sleep a wink. So they've
moved back now to the noisiest hotel in
Hollywood and Cora sleeps like a baby.

THE
unique.

files

in a

motion picture studio are

They contain

items that can
be found in no other filing system in the
world. For example, in the M-G-M studio
files can be found such notations as "Clark
Gable mustache," "Eleanor Powell legs,"
"Jeanette MacDonald hands" and other
seemingly meaningless inscriptions.

The "mustache"

file

has

pictures

of

every actor, wearing a mustache.
When a director wants a certain type, he
asks for a man with a "Gable mustache"
or an "Edmund Lowe mustache," or whatever he needs.
Dave Gould, dance director, has a "legs"
file
of his own from which he selects
dancers with the types of legs he needs in

almost

anv dance number.
8 2

42 Turf
44 The renowned "Mammy" singer
45 Co-star of "Internes Can't Take Money"
48 Make lace
50 The elder daughter in "Call It a Day"
53 Norse god of thunder
54 City in Italy
56 A single unit
57 Vocal, sounds made to indicate contempt
58 Clara in "Ready, Willing and Able"
59 Plural ending
61 Adorn
62 Established (abbr.)
63 Henry VIII in "The Prince and the Pauper"
68 The gambler's wife in "Her Husband Lies"
7 1 Proceed
72 Personal pronoun
73 Bing's love interest in "Waikiki Wedding"
76 In 'Make Way For Tomorrow"
79 Her latest picture is "Wee Willie Winkie"
82 Famous Antarctic explorer
83 In "Vogues of 1938"
84 The doctor in "Quality Street"

27 One of the government projects (abbr.)
29 The honest gambler in "Her Husband Lies"
30 With Dick Powell in "The Singing Marine"
33 The old father in "Make Way For Tomorrow'
34 To fix or fasten, as a ship
35 The sun god
36 Therefore
38 Gave (poet.)
39 A high priest (Bib.)
4 1 Parent
43 Perform
46 With Bob Montgomery in "Night Must Fall"
47 Speech of hesitancy
49 In regard to
51

Behold

52 The mother in "Call It a
54 Southern state (abbr.)
55 Paid publiciry
57 Prohibit
60 Japanese sash

Day"

64 Cruel monster
65 A denial
66 Morning (abbr.)
67 A great theatrical producer
68 Merry

69 Atmosphere
70 Army Officer (abbr.
73
74
75
76
77
78
80
81

Eastern state (abbr.)
Not rapidly (poet.)
Japanese coin
Martha Raye's side partner (initials)
She recently returned to the screen (initials)

Upon
Height (abbr.)
pronoun

Biblical

Answer

to Last Month's

Puzzle

DOWN
1.

Fred MacMurray's wife in "Swing High, Swing

Low
2 Tear
3

Thoroughfare (abbr.)

4 Standards
5

Tom

of

perfection

Brown's Sweetheart

in

"Maytime"

6 Simpleton
7 To be victorious
8 Italian coins
9 In "Wings Over Honolulu"
10 Son of a well-known acting team (initials)
11 To discharge slowly
12 Mrs. Al Jolson
15 The munitions manufacturer
18 Near by

23 Old Larin (abbr.)
25 With Kay Francis in

in

"Another

"Espionage"

Dawn"
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The Happy

Moment
the show
is over

when
^0-

'

BEECH-NUT COM
Most popular gum
in

America

is

Beech-

Nut Peppermint.

SEE THE

Tty our Spearmint,
too, if you enjoy a

BEECH-NUT CIRCUS

distinctive flavor!

Show on

Earth!

A mechanical marvel,

3 rings

Biggest

of performers, clowns, ani-

BEECHIES

Gum

mals, music

candy coaring.
^ doubly delightful that way
Peppermint, Spearmint,
A

I

Little

in a crisp

Now

'n'

rouring

everything!

rhe

Don't miss

Pepsin.

ORALGENE
The new

firmer texture
that aids mouth
health and helps fighr
mouth acidity. '.'Chew

gum

with

a

purpose."

country.
it.

Swimming

the favorite sport

is

of this vivid Park Avenue matron

aboard
YOUNG

Hammond,

Mrs.

sador to Spain,

She was educated
extensively. Mrs.

S.S.

is

Conte

daughter-in-law of the former

an international figure

Rome. Made her debut

in

Hammond

is

in the

in

Ambas-

world of society.

New

York. Traveled

an enthusiastic traveler and swimmer.

As she herself remarked, when photographed
di

Savoia

di

(right) at the

Conte

my favorite liner; I'm enjoying my
smoking my favorite cigarette — a Camel! So

Savoia pool: "I'm on board

favorite sport; I'm

I'm happy.
cially so

Camel's delicate flavor always tastes good, but espe-

after a

swim. Camels give

my

energy a cheering

lift!'

These distinguished

women

also prefer

Camel's mild, delicate

taste:

MISS JOAN BELMONT, New York
MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE,

Philadelphia

MRS. POWELL CABOT,

Boston

THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, JR., New York
MRS. J. GARDNER COOLIDGE 2nd, Boston
MRS. ANTHONY J. DREXEL 3rd, Philadelphia
MRS. CHISWELL DABNEY LANGHORNE, Virginia
MRS.

MRS. JASPER MORGAN, New

York

MRS. NICHOLAS G. PENNIMAN

III,

MRS. JOHN W. ROCKEFELLER,

JR.,

MRS. RUFUS PAINE SPALDING
MRS. LOUIS SWIFT,

III,

Baltimore

New

York

Pasadena

JR., Chicago

Copyright. 1937. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem. N.C.

Good digestion at sea too! Clear-skinned, radiant, Mrs. Ogden Hammond
charm and well-being. "Camels certainly help digestion," she
smoked Camels for six years, and they never get on
my nerves." Throughout the dining rooms of the Conte di Savoia, Camels
are much in evidence. Smoking Camels speeds the natural flow of digestive

is

a vision of

says, adding, "I've

fluids

— alkaline

digestive fluids

— so

indispensable to mealtime comfort!

COSTLIER TOBACCOS — Camels are made
from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS...
Turkish and Domestic

than any other popular brand

A HUSBAND FOR EVERY HOUR!
o
11 11

cree
September

Marlene

Dietrich

OTE FOR YOUR FAVORITE STAR

"Well,

made

she finally

the grade!"
'B.B.B.' finally put
over!"
SODave,
the City Editor mused.
it

"Nice scoop for you, Clara."
" 'B.B.B.'? That's a new one on me,
Dave."

"Bad Breath Bertha.

Society's been

calling her that behind her

since she

know

it

back ever

came out 10 years

ago.

You

as well as I do."

"Better! But they can't say

it

any

more."

"How come?"
"About a year ago I told her what
her trouble was; felt sorry for her . . .
suggested she use Listerine."

"And now she knocks off" the prize
catch of the town; you had nerve,
Clara."

"She thanked me for it. She'd never
have landed him but for that hint."
"Say! There's an idea there for the
Advice to Women column. 'Control
your Breath and you Control your
"
Future.'

"Not

so

dumb, Dave.

many men and women

If you

met

as

do you'd
realize that most of them have halitosis and never realize it."
as

I

"That's the insidious part about

it,

as the ads say."

"Show me a woman who's careless
about her breath and I'll show you a
gal that's already on the shelf."
"Right you are, Clara. My girls
wouldn't think of going to a party
without first using the old Listerine."

"Smart kiddies!"

"By the way,

Clara, how's Listerine

morning after taste and the
old next day breath?"
"My husband says it does the
for that

trick."

"0. K., Clara,

I'll

give you a report

Monday."

DON'T OFFEND OTHERS
There's no doubt of it; Listerine Antiseptic,
with its remarkable deodorant power, is tiie
accepted treatment for halitosis (bad brealli)

whether caused by excessive eating and drinking,
fermenting food particles in the mouth, or decaying teeth. Use night and morning, end between
times before social

and

business engagements.

Lambert Pharmacal Company, St.

^or HALITOSIS

use

Louis,

LISTERINE

Mo.

Pampers her skin with

costly lotions

gums

hut she ignores her tender* ailing

How

often such neglect leads
to real dental tragedies . . give your gums the benefit
of Ipana and Massage.

—and, very

importance of healthy gums to sound

tion of Ipana Tooth Paste

teeth— not until she knows the meaning
of — and does something about — that
warning tinge of "pink" on her tooth
brush!

PAT, go her deft fingers— attending to the important business of
beauty. Creams and lotions to aid her

PAT,

skin— a hundred brush strokes nightly
for her hair— those are details she never
overlooks.

And rightly so! Yet how little

they count,

when

her lips part in a dull

and dingy smile— a
loveliness, destroys

smile that ruins her

her charm.

Yet hers might be a smile, radiant and

Never Ignore "Pink Tooth Brush"
"Pink tooth brush" is only a warning.
But if ever you notice it, see your dentist.
You may not be in for serious trouble.
Probably, he'll
foods are to

tell

you that modern

blame— foods

soft

that deprive

"More work and exercise
der, ailing gums" is the

for those tenlikely verdict

gums

is

designed

keep teeth
bright and sparkling. Massage a little
extra Ipana into your gums every time
to help the

as well as

you brush your teeth. Circulation quickens in the
firmer,

gum

more

tissues— gums become

resistant to trouble.

Don't wait for the warning tinge of
"pink" on your tooth brush. Start today
with Ipana and massage— one sensible

way

to a lovely smile.
•

•

•

LISTEN TO'Town Hall Tonight"-every Wednesday,N.B.C. Red Network,9 P.M., E.D. S.T.

I

is

and massage."

For Ipana, with massage,

your gums of necessary stimulation.

a good tooth paste,
like a

often, "the helpful stimula-

captivating— but not until she learns the

P

A

good dentist,

never

a luxury.
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A LETTER FROM LIZA

DEARTheBOSS:
older

I get, and I must face it,
getting older, the more I believe
that little Diabutusu, my favorite escapisi.
had the right idea. Diabutusu, as you
know, or am I misinformed again, was the

I

ELIOT KEEN
Frank

Lenore Samuels

Carroll

J.

Art Director

Assistant Editor
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STORIES AND ARTICLES
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A

Fantasy Showing

How

Page

Ruth

Matrimony Limits The

Pictures

Varley
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Ed Sullivan

24

E.
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Experience Brings Allure

Leon Surmelian
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Gordon R. Silver
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Elizabeth Wilson
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Howard Barnes

36
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53

STAGE STRUCK!
A Veteran And
MEETS SUCCESS

Charles Winninger,

BEAUTY

Still

Going Strong

Dorothy Lam our' s Career Blossoms

FROM ME-TO YOU
Gifts The Stars Receive From Worshipping
WHEN STARS GET TOGETHER
Parties Bring Out The Talent
HERE ARE THE "DOUBLES"
Every Double Has His

Day

Marlene Dietrich

WHAT MAKES

IT TICK?..'.

A

Famous Newspaper

Critic

A

Short, Short Story

Of The

Hollywood

Visits

HAZING
Initiation

Of Carole Lombard

FOR LAUGHING PURPOSES
Comedians Are Rewarded

—Theirs

Maude Cheatham
Is

Fictionization of

54

Jack Bechdolt

56

"Thin Ice"

5

Tips on Pictures
You're on the Air

6
8

•

Mary Lee

10

Ruth Corbin

12

Mook

14

Charlotte Herbert
Eliot Keen

59
86
86

Still Woman's Crowning Glory
Don't Allow It To Get Dull and Lifeless

Delectable Dishes Made with Pastry
It

Often Provides The Basis For The

ford are not girls to leer at tradition, so
as they used to say in the lush love stories
(I ought to know, I wrote 'em) "in a bower
of flowers champagne flowed." Of course

rather resented, in my simple neurotic
way, the peanut butter sandwiches Mary
served with the champagne, as peanut butter is something I put away in the attic
trunk with my childhood.

Then Madge Evans unearthed a divine
fortune teller and had a party for her.
The mystic lady combined palmistry and
astrology with the most startling results. It
seems that 73 will be Madge's lucky year
and that your favorite
representative (meaning me) has
dots on her mentality. I rather resented
that too, in my simple way.
(she just can't wait)

LTna Merkel

Main Course

Pictures on the Fire
A Survey Of The Studios
Topics for Gossips.
Reviews of Pictures
A Movie Fan's Crossword Puzzle
The Final Fling

S.

R.

19

wondered if the honeymooners were having a good time too.
David Niven and Errol Flynn tossed off
cocktail party before David sailed for
England on his vacation, and that was an
excuse for the nicest people in Hollywood
to put on their nicest summer clothes and
light tan make-up and have fun in a garden. David's anchovies were a bit on the
salty side— but those English always were
a

ones for

ART SECTION
We Point with Pride
Pat O'Brien
How Things Look to

37

the Great Lovers

38-39
40-41

Parachutes
Personality

salt.

was about to remove the
bangs and the cover
from my typewriter, Bing Crosby had to
up and open a new race track at Del Mar
(so, so convenient to Hollywood) and of

Then,

The Romantic Young Men Are Pursued

The

threw a party in the

room of the Hawaiian Paradise,
where we all went delightfully Hawaiian
and stuffed our faces with fried shrimps,
sweet pork, pineapple and cocoanuts, and
Lanai

The Opening Chorus

Is

a pretty coiffure but at least

a

And

MONTHLY FEATURES
Hair

is

western

The Last Laugh

PEAKS OF HAPPINESS

isn't

handy one what with corks popping
here and there. It's sort of a tradition that
brides have to be toasted in champagne
and Jeanette MacDonald and Mary Pickit

I

Fans

PROJECTIONS

There have been so many weddings and
and gala things lately that I simply
go about with champagne swizzlers in my
parties

hair— it

Versatility

MUSIC MADNESS
Sound In

Chinese god of rice who sat for thousands
years perfectly content to do nothing
more strenuous than contemplate his navel.
It's mad gadabout months like this past
one that brings out the Diabutusu in me,
and I hereby give notice that I am entering upon my first thousand years of con(I'm contemplating a neat
templation.
ankle encased in silk just to be different.)
of

Editor

Elizabeth Wilson
Western Editor

am

Of The Star Saves Many

A
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Gay Evenings to Follow Summer's Daze
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42 43
44"45

Inaugurating A Gallery Of Greatness
Launching Some Advance Fall Fashions

46-47

Every Picture Fan Looks To Hollywood For Ideas

The Caravan

48-49

Bringing The Hit Artists Of The Future

Moving Targets.
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Help Award the 1937 Silver Screen Gold Medal
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52
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swizzlers

just as I

from

my

course all the horsey crowd had to turn
out for that. I really think it's time to
begin my contemplations.

Clark Gable wishes to inform all young
are planning to take Carole Lombard driving that they must beware of the
little
woman's sense of direction. Clark
drove Carole down to Long Beach one
evening to see the preview of his last picture and Carole chose the roads. Not only
did they miss half of the preview but, coming back, Carole blithely announced, "Well,
here we are back in Hollvwood," when it
was fifty miles away in another direction.
And when he started to the studio the
next morning there wasn't a drop of gas
in the car.

men who

V G

tising

^^£

^

5

An

dra-

intensely
scene

from

matic

"The

Hoosier
with

Schoolboy,"

Anne

Nagel,

Rooney,
Mickey
Frank Shields and

Edward Pawley.

3 INCHES
10 DAYS

.

.

.

you nothing!

will cost

it

IN

Because

so

many

CALIFORNIAN, THE— Good.

Perfolastic wearers
reduce more than 3 inches
in 10 days we believe

Hood

we are justified in making
the amazing offer above.
Thousands of women
owe their slim, youthful
figures to Perfolastic.
.
the quick, safe way to
reduce. You will not only
be gracefully slender but

3

COUNCIL FOR CRIME— Fair.

.

Richardson. "Lost 60
pounds" says Mrs. Derr.
"Reduced from size 42 to

DANGEROUS HOLIDAY— Fair. A

size 18 and eat everything"
writes Mrs. Faust.

at

who

SMALLER
Once!

is

.

THE—

DEVIL IS DRIVING,
Fine. This may
when well represented,
propaganda, but,
propaganda can be very entertaining. Here we
have the problem of a district attorney forced
to prosecute a wealthy boy whom he once de-

wards. You appear inches
smaller at once. You are

be

so comfortable you can
scarcely realize that every

minute you wear your
Perfolastic garments, the
massage -like action and
gentle pressure are actually
reducing hips, waist, thighs
and diaohragra. .thespots
where fat first accumulates.

fended so well he won his D. A. thru the case.
(Richard Dix, Joan Perry, John Wray).

Marion Davies'
concerns a bee-utiful stenographer who has trouble holding jobs because her
employers all get "that-a-way" about her. So-o,
latest

No

Diets, Drugs,
or Exercises!
853 No strenuous exercises
to wear you out. .. no
dangerous drugs ... no
diet to reduce face and
neck to wrinkled flabbinessIAnd with loss of fat
come increased pep and

Fazenda, Allen Jenkins).

EXCLUSIVE—

Exciting. The newspaper business proves here that it, too, has occasional bouts
with racketeers. Frances Farmer is cast as a
ruthless modern reporter on the staff of an unscrupulous publisher. Her father, Charles Ruggles,
and her sweetheart, Fred MacMurray are in the
newspaper game also, but their ideas differ from

Perfolastic wondercomfortable when

the body.

hers.

FOREVER YOURS— Charming. A

YOU RISK NOTHING
E3 Why nottest Perfolastic
NOW and prove whit
.

it

will

.

mino

.

do for you? You do

The musical
(Joan Gardner).

returns.

OFFER,;!;

Inc.
41 EAST 42nd ST., New York N. Y.
send me FREE BOOKLET in plain

are

enchanting.

your

Name

this

film-fare.

(Mickey Rooney, Edward Pawley,

Anne Nagel).

KING SOLOMON'S MINES— Fine.
exciting

film

GAMBLERS—

LEAGUE OF FRIGHTENED MEN, THE—
Nero Wolfe, the portly detective who solves
cases without moving out of his oldfashioned brownstone residence, has one of the
most intriguing cases of his career in this film.
Splendid cast includes Walter Connolly, Eduardo
Ciannelli, Lionel Stander.
Fine.

intricate

MARRIED BEFORE BREAKFAST—

Fine.
Film farce at its merriest ! Robert Young is grand
as the youth who suddenly gets rich and in an
expansive mood promises to bring true any wish
made by Florence Rice, a girl he has just met.
The fulfillment of Florence's wish provides (he
situations for a delightfully hilarious plot that
will give you many a hearty laugh.

MEET THE MISSUS —Amusing.

Once again
plays one of those mild, sappy
film
one
finds
more
often
in
life than in
husbands
real life. This time his wife, Helen Broderick, is
which
hobby supplies
a pushover for contests,
material for many gags. Ann Shirley and Alan
Victor

Moore

I

COVER THE

Rider

to the farcical plot.

WAR— Amusing. A

fast-

moving adventure yarn in which two intrepid
newsreel camera-men cover the uprising of an
African tribe which
authority. There's a

been resisting British
good deal of the Captain

has

Quirt

type of banter,
course, there's the Colonel's daughter
vide romantic thrills. (John Wayne.)
Flagg- Sergeant

IT

little

to

of

pro-

tale .involving a theatrical

who

takes a flier on the
himself in the role of a magician, and a
(Betty Furness) who is wise to him.

agent (Ralph Bellamy)
stage

and,

FOREVER— So-so. A

LAST

CAN'T

rather improbable

sob-sister

(Raymond Walburn, Bob Armstrong.)

ON AGAIN— OFF AGAIN— Good. Wheeler
and Woolsey off to a good start as partners in a
pill factory, and with the added asset of a fairly
new story to work in with their usual gacs.
There are some nice sets, some snappy dialogue
and several songs that may prove hits. (Marjorie
Lord, Patricia Wilder.)

—

PARADISE
to look at

white

man

ISLE Charming. This South
filmed in Hawaii, is plenty lovely
and the story, that of a ship-wrecked
bound for a port where he was to

tale,

_

have a delicate eye operation to regain his fai'ing
sight, is told in a tender, sympathetic fashion
that is always convincing. Warren Hull and
Movita the native girl of "Mutiny on The
Bounty" head the cast.

——

SWEETHEART OF THE NAVY — Good.
Slightly familiar is the waterfront cafe run by a
lass (Cecilia Parker) who is badly in
need of new capital, which is eventually provided
for her by the loyal gobs who frequent the cafe.
Eric Linden is the gob she falls for, and Bernadine Hayes the rough and ready girl who shares
swell prize fight is staged, and
her problems.
there's some effective songs and dances.

charming

the spectacular novel from which
concerning the search for^ a
legendary diamond mine in unexplored Africa
territory was adapted. The mine is discovered,
only to be destroyed by a volcano. It is an im-

Haggard authored

Young,

Fair. In theme this
KING OF
resembles "Marked Woman" so closely that it's
bound to draw comparisons which will not be in
favor of this as an "also ran." By way of not
following the plot structure too painstakingly,
the gambler here is a slot machine king and the
girl is a night club entertainer. (Akim Tamiroff,
Claire Trevor).

Sea Island

small town in Indiana is the setting for the
simple tale of a father and son who are misunderstood by the community at large until a
new schoolteacher arrives, pieces together the
true situation and proceeds to set everything
straight. If you like sentimental yarns, this is

Dept. 739,
Please
envelope, also sample of perforated material and
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER !
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episodes

HOOSIER SCHOOLBOY, THE— Good. A

PERFOLASTIC,

Address

British

starring the great operatic - star, BeniaGigli. The story is a sympathetic one, concerning a lovely English girl, disappointed in
love, who marries Gigli, a widower with a son,
and remains faithful even though her fickle lover

musical

not risk one penny. If it
does not reduce your waist
and hips 3 inches in 10
days it will cost you nothing! Learn the details of
our 1 0-Day Trial Offer in
the free illustrated booklet!

SEND 'FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL

effort

Marion dons eyeglasses and a frumpy makeup and
b'comes the successful secretary of writer Bob
Montgomery, so-o successful, in fact that she
marries him in the end! (Patsy Kelly, Louise

energy. The many perforations and soft silky lining

worn next to

film

pressive film, superlatively acted. (Roland
Paul Robeson, Anna Lee, John Loder).

Bruce contribute romance

EVER SINCE EVE— Fair.

.

make

young-

capable violinist heads the
The child actor (an English
boy by the strange name of Ra Hould) gets fed
up with his family whom he supports en masse
by his playing, and runs away to enjoy life on
the loose. He gets mixed up with gangsters, but
eventually is discovered safe and sound. (Guinn
Williams, Hedda Hopper).
also a
cast of this picture.
ster

Look in the mirror
before you put on your
Perfolastic Girdle and
and afterBrassiere
. .

fully

Although

Otto Kruger delivers a splendid performance as
the unscrupulous lawyer who defends hardened
criminals, the picture itself does not measure up
to either his or Douglass Montgomery's talents,
the latter being cast as the young legal assistant
who shows up his senior's slick defense work.
(Jacqueline Wells).

will feel more like doing
things. "Reduced my hips
12 inches" writes Miss

Appear

Semi-historical

with the familiar but always romantic Robin
theme. Ricardo Cortez is well cast in the
title role, and is ably supported by Morgan Wallace, Katherine DeMille, Nigel De Brulier. etc.
It is adapted from a story by Harold Bell Wright,
and is packed with action.
film,

A

RUB NO FF

LOUISE HOVICK
Surrounded

and
dumbfounded by

new

Bringing a

I

and

personality

talking, laughing,

to the screen!

Hollywood's
smartest

Tony

his Violin... that

tuneful fiddle

!

girls!

ARTHUR TREACHER

MARTIN

One

Romantic rave of
the airwaves

TIPJAP&TOE

LOUIS PRIMA
AND HIS BAND

Rhythmic as rain
on the roof

The trumpet king
at his hottest

Darryl

F.

Phyllis

Zanuck

in

Directed by

Tyler

BROOKE

Rootin', tootin'

grouping

!

charge of production

Norman Taurog

Associate Producer Laurence

Schwab

TUNES BY

\

MACK GORDON AND HARRY

REVEL

•

TODAY'S

BROOKS

Sweetest of
tomorrow's stars!

l-o-n-g laugh!

HIT

'Afraid To Dream'
'Danger, love At Work'
'The Loveliness Of You'
'Please Pardon Us, We're In Love'
'You Can't Have Everything'

THE

TRADEMARK THAT
OF THE BEST

Silver

IN

IS

YOUR GUARANTEE

ENTERTAINMENT

Screen

!
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Only

ENDURA

HAS BEEN PROVEN
BY MORE THAN

200,000 Women

*

PERMANENT WAVE

YOUR HAIR YOURSELF
AT HOME... A COMPLETE
PERMANENT $1.00
Pleasantly and inexpensively, Endura gives you the
best permanent you have ever had. Endura banishes,
once and for all, the hours of discomfort of oldfashioned methods. Without machines, heat, or electricity, Endura permanent waves your hair at home
while you work or read or even sleep. It's so easy

to use, and so inexpensive.

Many

Readers

Communicate Your

have changed to Endura permanents.
Endura is sold in two sizes; the $1.00 complete
permanent wave and the 25c Endura Ten-Curl.
Endura Ten -Curl gives you 10 winsome curls, permanent waves those straggly end and side curls.
Endura is featured at drug, department and 5 and
10c stores. If your dealer cannot supply you, ask
it

Criticisms

This

And
And

On

The Air Editor."

for
HURRAH
writes Lillian

Warner

Brothers,"
Cuvion of E. 57th St.,
York, N. Y. "Just when I had
that Hollywood had hopelessly

concluded
gone sissy, they come forward with Wayne
Morris in "Kid Galahad." Wotta man! I
hope it heralds the end of the chorus boy
type who has so long dominated the screen.
And where is Henry Wilcoxon, as redblooded, two-fisted a guy as ever gladdened
a gal's heart? His honest scowl is worth
a dozen smirks from the la-de-dah boys.
Flynn is supposed to be a
I know Errol
swashbuckler, but he doesn't look the part
—just wears the costumes."
Of course Errol Flynn, who was toughened in (he South Sea Islands, smiles. It's
all so silly compared with the things that
he has known.

I

reproductions, Dazzling, Brilliant, full of
(worn by Movie Stars). We
Blazing Fire
Kt. Simulated Brazilian
will send a
Diamond, mounted in Solid Gold effect
(looks like $150. Gem)
Ring as illustrated
for this ad and 15c. Address today
CO.— Dept. SU-510
FIELD'S
S. Hill St., Los Angeles, Calif. (2 for 25c)

—
I

"CONGRATULATIONS

—

to Robert TayHale of Sedalia, Mo.
"Not only is he handsome, but he can
really act. The performance he turned in
in 'Magnificent Obsession' was marvelous.
Here's wishing Bob lots of luck from the
bottom of my heart."
That makes it unanimous!
lor,"

DIAMOND

"PERIODIC" PIMPLES?
Cover them with

"periodic" pimples

les, rings under eyes, birth
marks and other disfigur-

ing spots, too. Lasts all day. won't
rub off or streak. Harmless. Water
proof. At drug and dep't stores 50c
or mail coupon with 10c for generous trial size.

M~^C40A~~20"ST-.

"~|

Enclosed find 10c (stamps or coin)
for trial size Miner's Blemi-Stik.

J

Name

I

Address

8

N. Y. C.

Shade

_..

1

THE

went with a
movie house,
and saw a film that, if standing up and
shouting bravo had been customary, I
should have done so." writes Muriel Braunhut of Ocean Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. "I left
that theatre in a frame of mind inexplainfriend

threaten to ruin your good
time, bring Miner's BlemiStik to the rescue. Dab a
little on each ugly blotch
— fluff on powder-add a
touch of rouge. See? That
wretched spot is clear now
— your skin looks perfect.
Will he ever know? Never!
Blemi-Stik conceals freck-

Elinor

writes

"JUST

lemiSUk
When

in a
rests
her next as-

while awaiting
signment at Universal Studio.

sembled." writes Dorothea Hyde of West
139th St., New York. "I have enjoyed those
articles called 'Projections,' by Miss Wilson,
very much, but would it be asking too
much to have a few 'Projections' of the
stars?

"Before

DIAMOND ICc
V

To introduce Hollywood's NEWEST Orizaba Mexican Diamond

Having finished "Love
Bungalow," Nan Grey

men

...

New

IMPORTED
SIMUIATED

On

Address 'You 're

Suggestions.

THE ENDURA CORPORATION,
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA.
to order

The Letters

Sec

Write Your Opinions

Page.

More than 200,000

women

him

Hundreds Of Thousands Of

to

a

other night

I

neighborhood

able even to myself.

I

lived each

moment.

cried with no shame, I laughed with a
teary sort of mirth, I marvelled at the
beauty of the scenes before me. The acting
was flawless, the plot was 'life,' and when
I say that at the conclusion of this grand
and glorious feature men seated about me
sheepishly brought out their handkerchiefs,
I'm not exaggerating. 'A Star Is Born; is
my vote for the picture winner of the
Academy Award of 1937-"
You have voiced the opinion of millions

I

of fans.

"CONGRATULATIONS,
having one of the

finest

Eliot Keen,

writing

Silver Screen

staffs

on
as-

cheers for

I

Ed

close I want to give three
Sullivan's article in the July

issue entitled, 'Footlight Secrets.' It is about
time somebody wrote an article like that.
I
agree with everything Mr. Sullivan says
Luise Rainer should be called
in it.

Why

the most beautiful actress and the most
talented is beyond me. How about Irene
Dunne, Claudette Colbert and a few of cur
other beautiful and talented players? Miss
Rainer 's eye fluttering and babyish face is
too much for me."
Her eyes do not flutter unless the part
calls for it. She's a superb actress, and her

performance

"The Good Earth" can

in

never be forgotten.

"IT
ject

MUST BE

of

wonderful to be the sub-

fan personality story!
generous, kind, loving,

a

The

stars

forgiving,
sweet— nuts! As a matter of fact, they are
nothing of the sort. The personality stories
are dumb, that's the trouble," writes D. H.

are

so

Johnson

of

Matunuck, R.

I.

"Why

don't you have a personality story
that gives the player a few human faults.
Everyone else has a touch or two on the
dark side and, anyway, I hate perfect
people.
"How much better we would like the
girls if they had a spark or two of temper,
and how quickly we would forgive them if
they did explode once in a while. Our
favorites are not prigs and here's hoping
that future personality stories will give the
Devil his due and all the little Devils a

line or two."
Qnly a line divides

the false from

the

true.

"THREE CHEERS
Dana Burnet's

article,

and an orchid for
'Razzing Hollywood

Bunk,' in the July issue of your swell magazine. He sure has the right slant on the
fan-drivel printed in some magazines and
papers," writes Ruth Booth of Chardon,

Ohio.

"Who cares whether Joan Crawford
makes her own bed or that so-and-so and
so-and-so are madly in love with one another, the result of a garden party meeting?"
have referred your question to the
diplomatic corps, it's too much for us.

We

A

Rev elation

in

Entertainment
human,

Set in a big,

heart-story

by the authors of "Boy Meets

MISCHA AUER—
twice as funny as in

Girl" that will give you the greatest thrill in years! Girls
. . .

romance

.

.

.

stars

done

.

.

.

. .

comedy.

.

in

Advanced
so dazz-

ling

it

... all

Godfrey"!

.

TECHNICOLOR

fashions

"My Man

music

takes your breath away!

ALAN MOWBRAY—
what
this

a riot of laughs
guy gives you!

HELEN VINSONalluring, but

oh

!

.

.

.so

aggravating

WARIR BAXTE
JOAN BEIET

OF 193
IN TECHNICOLOR

Jlden VINSON Mitcka AUER
•

ALm MOWBRAY- j&ume COWAN
GATESON Dorothy McNULTY* Alma KRUGER
Polly ROWLES Victor Young and his orchestra
Directed by IRVING CUMMINGS

Marjorie

•

•

Original Screenplay by Samuel
Released thru

and

Bella Spewack

UNITED ARTISTS

with "The Most Photographed Girls in the World

.

those

WALTER WANGER MODELS
WEARING A MILLION DOLLARS WORTH OF ADVANCED FASHIONS

Silver Screen
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Your

Not satisfied with her
nightly one hundred

Entire A.ppear=

ance Wilt

strokes, Jacqueline Wells
gives her coiffure a "once

Suffer

Your Hair

over lightly" just before
going out.

And

Is

If

Dull

Lifeless.

Clothes Last

Longer With
Dress Shields
can ruin your new frock in an
hour without dress shields! Make
a vow, now, never again to wear a

You

—

Hair

Is

Still

Woman's Crowning Glory

dress or blouse without a Kleinert's
* Bra-form.

First of

all,

you'll look better. Bra-

forms are carefully fitted to give
smooth high rounded lines to both
slender and mature figures.

The dress shields are held in exactly the right position and no matter how much you exercise, your
clothes will be safe not only from
under-arm moisture but friction
and harsh under-arm cosmetics, too.
Your favorite Notion Counter will
gladly show you a variety of Braforms, from a dollar up, in all the
popular brassiere materials. Washed
in a

—

moment, always ready without
to wear with any dress.

sewing

—

Also, Kleinert's sew-in Dress Shields

from 25$ a pair up.

£

"•

r::

Ask

for Kleinert's

Launderite
Shields-25t a pair
atNotionCounters.

D RUSH, brush, brush— for beauty! Pretty
D Jacqueline Wells, Hollywood newcomer
appearing in Columbia's "Counsel for
Crime," knows the important part her hair
has to play in a film career. So she's never
too busy to give her luxuriant, light brown
tresses the brushing that keeps them bright

and manageable.
Whatever the

color,

texture

and condi-

tion of your own hair, it's bound to be
better for brushing. It may be any of the

between honey blonde and blue
Nature or by art. It may be dry
(as most heads of hair are at the end of a
Summer of salt sea bathing and bright sun-

shades

black, by

that it looks positively
"greased" a few days after a shampoo. Perhaps it's soft and fine, the type hairdressers
call "baby hair," or coarse and wiry. That
doesn't matter. There isn't a single exception to our first rule for hair beauty— daily
light),

or

so

oily

brushing.
The long pull you get with a good, stiffbristled brush stimulates the roots and
normalizes the flow of natural nourishing
oil, so your hair won't get too much or
too little. It cleanses your scalp and polishes off each hair so it contributes its
bit to the effect of shining beauty.
You don't have to be afraid a brush will
ruin your "set," now that hair styles favor
the soft, natural-looking coiffures. The days
when we touched our waves gingerly with
a comb and wore nets over them at night
are gone forever, we fervently hope. Even
the most fashionable hairdressers are setting hair so it can be brushed, then combed
and patted back into place.
Besides being softer and shinier, waves
curls are actually more lasting when
they're brushed. The polished hairs seem
to hold together better, with a minimum
of stiff, stray ends to mar the effects of

and
*T. M. Reg. U.

485

FIFTH AVENUE,

TORONTO, CANADA
10

S.

Pat. Off.

NEW YORK,
.

.

.

N. Y.

LONDON, ENG.

good grooming.
Brush your hair in every direction, so

Silver

Screen

each single fibre and every inch of scalp
get a good airing. Count your strokes, and
don't compromise on less than a hundred
a day. We like to start our brushing forward, over the head. Brush up and over,
from the nape of your neck and behind
your ears to the tip of the longest hair.
Then brush straight up from the hairline. Use long, strong strokes. The more
"pull" the better. After you've finished the
vigorous brushing for hair health and
beauty, find the part again and start rearranging your coiffure. Brush those curls
and rolls up over your finger to give them

an added smoothness and lustre.
Our second rule for glorious locks is
know your oiun hair. Actually, it's as characteristic as handwriting or fingerprints.
Haven't you read newspaper reports and
mystery stories where a few stray hairs
the
helped
the
police
identify
have
.

criminal?
You can have your hair analyzed. There
are laboratories where you can send a lock
of hair, have it analyzed chemically and
receive sound, practical advice on how to
correct any ailment that interferes with its
health or beauty. One such is the Hair Research Laboratories in New York. Beauty
shops use this service regularly, especially
when they're confronted with a head of
hair that won't take a good permanent
wave or a satisfactory dye. If you're having
trouble with your own hair, it's a wise precaution to have an analysis and individualized advice on its care. The fee is very
small.

Whether you're

straight-haired or curly-

headed is up to you, now that permanent
waves have been perfected to the point of
giving you just as much curl as you want.

And

there's no discomfort in the process
when you have a Zotos machineless per-

manent. Tiny featherweight pads take the
place of overhead wiring, so you can move

around to your heart's content while the
wave's being put into your hair. The Zotos
wave has been found especially effective for
difficult types of hair, such as white, babyfine, dyed or bleached.
News has happened in the field of hair
beauty! The cause of dandruff, that annoying ailment that showers powdery flakes
over one's shoulder, is proven to be a germ
that goes by the name of "Pityrospornm
Ovale." It may sound frightening, but it
can be routed by a good germicide. Your
old friend Listerine, rubbed into your scalp
full -strength once or twice a day, is ana-

I

wouldn't use
THIS GREASY

DEODORANT

IF

DIDN'T HAVE

TO

thema

to this dandruff-producing creature.
best way to apply it is on a pad of
cotton, rubbed thoroughly over the entire
scalp. Massage your scalp vigorously with
your fingertips, using a rotary motion, after
you've applied Listerine.

The

Now

we're going to tell you some tricks
learned for repairing beauty shop
curls or making your own, at home. We discovered a type of curler at the five-and-ten
that's just as comfortable as it is efficient.
we've

name is "Vassar." Made of flexible
rubber, it's ever so easy to use. You can
wear Vassar Wavers all night without losing any of your beauty sleep because you'll
It's

forget you have them on!
An aid to hair beauty with dozens of
uses is the bob pin.
can't for the life
of us understand how we ever got along
without it! If you haven't formed the habit
of keeping a supply of bob pins constantly

We

on hand,

it's probably because you haven't
the De Long brand. They have a
bulldog grip that makes them stay where
you put them, and they won't "spread."
There are two kinds, straight and curved,
which you can get at five-and-ten cent

tried

stores.

Entirely aside from their use in keeping
one's hair-do in place, De Long bob pins
make excellent curlers. Dampen your hair
with a waving lotion or warm water. Where
you want curls, take a strand of hair and

comb

it

out straight.

Then wind

around
with a bob

into a little coil, and secure it
pin. After your hair has dried,

rease

• •
•

it

take out

and comb the hair up over your
forefinger to make curls. You can comb
the pins

several of these little coils together to make
large, soft curls or rolls.
always carry
a few bob pins in our purse to repair curls
that go awry on rainy or hot, humid days.
We've found De Long bob pins invaluable in setting waves, too. Place one at
each edge of the intended wave, then jduII

and Checks

No

Fuss

• • •

Vanishes

Perspiration Insfan

We

the hair forward between them with your
comb. Make the ridges of the wave back
from your forehead by pressing the dampened hair between the middle and forefinger. Then place a few bob pins along
the ridges to keep them in place.
A dandy lotion for giving home-made
coiffures that "professional" look is Dr.
Ellis' new Clear Wave Set. It can be used
on any shade of hair without interfering

with its color. And it simply won't
As a matter of fact, it gives your hair
an added sheen that increases its beauty. A
special advantage of Dr. Ellis Wave Set is
its quick drying. Sounds expensive, doesn't

one

bit

flake.

it?

Well,

it

for

manageable wisps
you're

letting

as the permanent wave
antiquated the old-fashioned
curling iron, so does this miraculous new "vanishing-cream" deodorant put all the greasy old
cream deodorants out of date!

Not only does Odorono

—

trace of stickiness or grease as
easily and pleasantly as vanishing

cream

— but also

it

a

carry

Meantime,

You

odors.

just

.

.

.

Odorono Ice has no strange smell to
turn musty after a while. Just the clean,
fresh odor of alcohol
and that evaporates completely the moment it's on!

actually checks

.

.

It is so simple and pleasant to apply,
and so effective, that 80Tc of the women
who have tried it prefer it to any other
deodorant they have ever used.

perspiration, as well as odor!

No more

stained dresses, no extra

it.

Odorono Ice is only Soi at all ToiletGoods Departments. Don't risk your
dresses and your charm another day
.

.

get a jar

.

NOW

word about those un-

at the

a

nape of your neck,

SEND

you can

10<?

FOR INTRODUCTORY JAR

shingle

"grow^ out."
They should be at least two inches long
before they'll
take a permanent wave.
if

no more embarrassing
smooth this fluffy,
dainty cream in
and forget the
whole problem for as much as three days
cleaner's bills,

.

Ice dis-

appear into your skin without a

Five-and-ten cent stores

isn't.

and most drugstores

And now

JUST

turn

RUTH MILLER,

bandoline, the same thick "goo" girls used
to make spit curls with, when those atrocities were fashionable.
Don't forget that your curls must be
thoroughly dry before you comb them out.
If you have a permanent wave, you can
roll up your hair on curlers while it's dry,
then pat warm water on it. Hair dries
quicker this way.

The Odorono

Co.. Inc.

Dept. 9-S-7*, 191 Hudson St., New York City
(In Canada, address P. O. Box iSiO, Montreal)

them up with
Trade Mark
Reg.
Re<r. U.S.

$

X"

Pat. Off

I enclose 10c (lor: in Canada) to cover cost of
postage and packing for generous introductory jar

of

Odorono

Ice.

Name

0D0-R0-N0
NON-GREASY
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Made With

Delectable Dishes
Pastry

§A

Can

It

For

Be Used

Substantial

Food Purposes
Equally

As Well

A.s For Desserts.

By Ruth Corbin
Jean Parker has
perfectly grand
time mixing her

a

preparatory

pastry

making a couple of fruit pies
for Sunday dinner.
to

See vivacious

"The

inds

KATriERLNE DE M1LLE in

Californian"

— 20th Century-Fox

"X" More

Katherine de Mille
plain white boxes.

tries

Flattering
both powders

in

She likes both, but
original MAVIS, fully
lovely stars choose "Y"

"X"— the

prefers

scented. Other

new MAVIS, mildly scented.
MAVIS flatters your skin like a glamorous

the

—

face powder. Spreads evenly clings for
leaves a bewitching fragrance that
lasts! MAVIS safeguards summer daintiness
and makes clothes slip on much more easily.

hours

—

NEW! MILDLY SCENTED MAVIS
Created for the woman who prefers a subtly
perfumed talcum. 33-hole needle-spray top
showers body with light film of powder more
effectively than old-fashioned powder puffs.
T r Generous size trial package. Ask
for either regular or mildly
FQ
scented MAVIS. Write to Vivaudou, Dept.
92, Long Island City, N.Y. Offer not good
after Sept. 25. Get your FREE MAVIS nowl

UlC

homemaker should know how

EVERY
make

to

a good pastry. It is an important
part of kitchen lore, for it is adaptable
both main dishes and mouth melting

to
desserts. It

is really quite simple once you
get the knack. There are two distinct types
of pastry— the mealy and the flaky. The
difference lies in the manner of manipula-

tion—the ingredients are the same. To
make a mealy or crumbly crust work shortening into flour as finely as possible; for a
flaky crust have shortening in small lumps
through flour. Remember that it is always
better to undermix pastry than to overmix
and no matter what type pastry you are
making use as little water as possible. This
more than any other factor determines the
tenderness of your pastry— the less water
the shorter the crust. Here is a fool proof
recipe

and these measurements

nine inch

are

for

2

crusts.

PASTRY

ner Than Most Face Powders

3 cups
l

sifted

Gold Medal Flour

tsp. salt

34 cups Crisco
i4 cup butter
About half a

cup

o£

ice

the size of a pea. Add only enough ice
water to moisten. Gather dough into two

wrap in wax paper and chill. When
your pastry, filled or plain, first goes into
0
the stove, have oven at about 450 F. to set
0
about
to
heat
reduce
then
375 F.
pastry,
rolls,

cooking.

OYSTER

PIE

PIE

Beat 4 egg whites until almost stiff. Add
vanilla. Beat
14 cup sugar and 1 teaspoon

stands alone. Pour into
baked pie shell. Place in slow oven (300°
until
F.) and bake about 30 minutes or
until

12

mixture

Silver

CHICKEN AND VEGETABLE
Cut

a

serving.

Screen

4

PIE

pound

fowl into pieces for
with 2 quarts of boiling
sliced onion, 3 stalks of

Cover

add 1
chopped celery, 1 teaspoon salt and i/2 teaspoon whole mixed spice. Simmer until
tender, about 3 hours. Remove fowl and
allow broth to cool. Next make a thin
paste of i/i cup flour and a cup of miik.
Add to broth, which has been reduced to
about 1 quart, and cook until it thickens.
Add 1 cup cooked or canned peas, 1 cup
cooked or canned diced carrots or any
other desired vegetables and season to taste.
Arrange chicken in Pyrex dish and cover
water,

with sauce. Roll pastry to 14 inch thickand either spread over entire top of
dish or cut with a doughnut cutter, placing rings on top of chicken. Bake in hot
oven (425 0 F.) tor about 25 minutes.
ness

CANNED FRUIT

PIES

drained,
sugar to taste,
and 3 tablespoons of Minutes Tapioca.
Pour into a 9 inch pie crust, cover with
top crust and bake in hot oven for about
30 minutes. Part brown sugar will lend a
nice flavor.
Another delightful pie is made quickly
by pouring canned apple sauce into a
cooked shell, covering with whipped cream

Combine

with

and

Into 2 cups of white sauce put a little
celery salt, 1 teaspoon onion juice and a
dozen oysters. Season to taste, cover with
a rich pie crust and bake 20 minutes in
0
a hot (450 F.) oven or until crust is done.

ANGEL FOOD

meats.

water

in shortening with two knives or a
pastry blender. (Part butter makes a tenderer crust.) Have it evenly distributed,

Cut

to finish

whites are slightly browned. Remove from
oven and allow to cool. Whip 1 cup of
cream. Add 14 cup sugar and i/2 teaspoon
over cooled pie.
vanilla. Spread evenly
ground nut
generously
with
Sprinkle

1

3

cups canned

cup of

fruit

fruits,

juice,

setting in refrigerator.

CHIFFON

PIE

another quick pie is made by forcing
a quart of straw-berries through a sieve and
adding to this pulp i/2 cup of sugar. Soak
2 teaspoons Knox's Gelatine in cold water
for 5 minutes, dissolve over hot water, add
tablespoon lemon juice and combine with
1
Still

strawberries. Chill.

When

partially set fold

been

beaten egg whites to which have
added 4 tablespoons sugar, 1 at a

time.

Pour into baked pastry

in 2 stiffly

shell,

chill

until

Garnish,

set.

if

desired,

with sweet-

1

ened whipped cream and whole berries.
Peach Chiffon pie may be made by dissolving package of either lemon or pineapple Royal gelatin in a cup of boiling
water and adding 1 cup of peach pulp. 2
beaten, salted egg whites are then added
and the whole beaten until fluffy before
pouring into baked shell.

ENGLISH MEAT

2

cup Kraft's or Borden's

Another thing to remember
trimmings may be used to

grated cheese
cups Swifts Premium Ham
cooked and cut in >/> inch
cubes

turnovers,

Beat eggs lightly and add all other inPour mixture into unbaked pie
shell. Bake in very hot oven (425 0 F.) 20
minutes, or until knife inserted comes out
clean. This is a grand dish served with
grilled tomatoes or a green salad, and is

pounds round or sirloin steak
onions, sliced
H/2 cups boiling water
2

an

entirely

new

2 tbsps. flour
tsp. salt

1

H/2

and pepper

3

lamb kidneys

2i/£

butter

tbsps.
H/2 tbsps.

or

3 sprigs parsley
2 tbsps. Crisco

Crisco

instead of pastrv;

ways

this

is

particularlv

tsps.

pieces,

thin

de-

pies.

cover with
peppercorns,

14 tsp.

and pie shells and patties. They come in
handy for all manner of desserts and other
dishes. Patties are nice filled with creamed
foods, meat or vegetables, and a tart shell
can in an emergency be filled with fresh
or canned fruits, topped with whipped

\/2

cream.

HAM AND EGG

PIE

4 eggs, slightlv beaten
14 tsp. Royal Baking Powder

pepper
cup milk

RKO's

They make ravishing

NEW FACES

PIE

dough, and rolling up like a jelly roll, are
Bake 20 minutes in a hot oven (425 0
F.). Serve with cream or lemon sauce.
nice.

All

of

sorts

huckleberry,
dessert

and

pies (prune, apricot,
are always a welcome
particularly the old favorite,
fruit

etc.)

apple pie. This is easily made with sliced,
tart, cooking apples, sugar, cinnamon or

nutmeg, a
butter.

little

flour

and quite

You can lend newness

a lot of
to this old

stand by occasionally adding a few raisins
or cranberries to apple filling and putting
top pastry on lattice fashion.
For appearance's sake always flute rim of
your pie pastry by placing left index finger
against inside of rim and pinching it on
outside with tips of right thumb and index

desserts.

cLeie

12

room soup, \/2 cup diced celery, 14 cup
green peppers, diced; salt and pepper to
taste. Pour into a shallow baking dish, top
with pastry and bake 25 minutes in a hot
oven (425° F.).
Fruit rolls, made by spreading a cooked,
sweetened fruit pulp over 14 of an inch
pastry sheet made with a soft Bisquick

and parsley and cook until tender.
Saute onions in Crisco until light yellow.
Add flour and stir until smooth. Add stock
gradually and, stirring constantly, cook
until smooth and thickened. Arrange alternate layers of pork and apples in greased
Pyrex dish. Sweet potato crust is made by
sifting together 1 cup of flour, 3 teaspoons
Royal baking powder and H/2 teaspoons
salt. Add 1 cup mashed sweet potatoes and
about 14 cup of milk to make a soft dough.
Kneed lightly, roll to i/2 inch thickness, cut
with biscuit cutter and arrange on pie.
Bake in hot oven (450 0 F.) about 30 min.
Keep on hand a supply of baked tart

rolled

to

TUNA AND MUSHROOM

salt

salt,

chopped

is

Flake a large can of tuna fish and combine with a can of Heinz Cream of Mush-

few peppercorns

2

Cut pork into small
add bayleaf,

chicken pies. Crusts should althicker than for dessert

in

be

chopped onions

water,
celery

escaping steam. This pie may be varied in
a number of ways. It can be transformed
into an American Beefsteak Pie by omitting kidneys and adding 2 tablespoons
chopped parsley and 2 cups raw, diced
potatoes. Veal or lamb may be substituted
for beef with equally tasty results.
A baking powder dough may be used
sirable

2

A

1

Make a tender stew from above ingredients, thickening gravy with flour, cool
and turn into Pyrex dish. Pour half the
gravy over meat and save half to pour over
pie when serving. Cover dish with top
crust of pastry, with small center hole for

stalk celery, cut

3 tbsps. flour
3 apples, sliced

or Spry
cup Stock
Piece of bay leaf

Worchestershire

Pastry

PIE

1

Cheese

small
small

minutes. Canapes can be cut in
shapes, sprinkled before baking
with caraway seeds or curry powder, and
topped, just before serving, with anchovies,
olives, sandwich spreads, devilled ham or
cheese.
10

idea in pies. So, also, is—

pounds pork

pies, etc.

sticks,

various

11/2

SWEET POTATO PORK

cheese

make

into pastry for the sticks. It is then rolled
very thin and cut in narrow strips. Each
strip is twisted like a cork screw and then
baked in a hot oven (425 0 F.) for from

gredients.

PIE

canapes,

lounds for meat

that pastry

is

finger.

tliU

MAKE-UP

I

Blonde or Brunette !

make-up
your
r

is

to

type.

.

.

.

here

is

a new

accent the color attraction of

Note coupon for make-up

test.

HAT A thrill

to see a new, a more beautiful, a more
charming personality reflected in your own mirror. This
what you may confidently expect with your own personal-

ized color

harmony

in this

new make-up

created by

Max

Hollywood's make-up genius.

Factor,

Ro»£f

Beautifies

Naturally

Wip Make-Up Lasts for Hours

Actual lifelike
colors

that is the
secret of Max Factor's
color harmony rouge.

Because it's super-indelible
because it's moisture-proof. Max Factor's Lipstick will keep your lips the
same lovely, alluring color for hours
and hours
one dollar.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Creamy-smooth
ture, it

.

fifty

ace

.

blends

in tex-

easily...

cents.

.

NEW

FOR

Satin-Smooth

E

magic of Max Factor's Make-Up in RKO-Radio 's
1937". .featuring
"
FACES
Patricia Wilder, Thelma Leeds, Harriet Hilliard
.

is

Screen stars know, so you, too,
may be sure Max Factor's Face Powder
will create a satin-smooth make-up that
clings for hours. In color harmony
shades ... one dollar.
_..«•

See the

picture.

Powder

«a iT

for*

POWDER* " R008

.

MAX FAC TOR, Max

*
"

AN*D

UPST

I

ck^^LiQM_^??-^^S^

Make-Up Studio, Hollywood:
Powder and Rouge Sampler in my color harmony shade:

Factor's

ze Box of
also Lipsti
Color Sampler, tour shades. I enclose ten cents tor postage
and handl ng. Also send me my Color Harmony Make-Up Chart and 48-page
illustrated Instruction book,"The New Art of Society Make-Up"
FREE

Send

Pursi

yllax Taclor * 14oilh WOO
Silver

Screen

1?

—

a

Scene from "Danger
Love At Work," with
Edward Everett Horton,

Mary Boland, Bennie
Bartlett and Etienne Girardot. Good title!

Pictures

Made
Scene.

At M-G-M

ON

THE

first

set

I

visit

—

14

Battlegrounds

tistic

Frenzy.

is

Of Ar=

A Survey By

S.

R.

Mook

and a couple of small crystal trees
decorations. The chairs are all white
with cobalt blue upholstering. Through
the doorway can be seen the hall. The
walls are a bilious chartreuse.
Myrna has the phone in her hand when
her butler, an ex -policeman (Sidney Toler),
comes in. She continues speaking into the
phone. "But I must speak to Mrs. Bly.
I'm sure Mrs. Bly would want to be called."
Suddenly she speaks irritably. "I don't care
whether she came in five minutes ago."
Then she gains control of herself again.
"Very well, then, have her call me as soon
as she gets up." She hangs up the phone,
top

for

Loy.

or back-breaking exercises. Just eat sensibly and
take 4 Marmola Prescription Tablets a day until
then stop.
you have lost enough fat
Marmola Prescription Tablets contain the same
element prescribed by most doctors in treating
their fat patients. Millions of people are using
them with success. Don't let others think you
have no spunk and that your will-power is as
flabby as your flesh. Start with Marmola today
and win the slender lovely figure rightfully yours.

By

The Studios

Are

in

"Double Wedding." I'm like Winchell. It
I
were an actor I'd only play opposite
Myrna Loy and Myrna Loy and Myrna

Personal to Fat Girls! — Now you can slim
down your face and figure without strict dieting

Are

Miss

here

Myrna Loy, my favorite actress,
emoting with Willie Powell

It

Scene

seems Myrna runs one of

New

York's

smartest dress shops, backed by Mrs. Bly
(Jessie Ralph). She tries to run her home
as efficiently as her business, which distresses her younger sister (Florence Rice).
Myrna is determined Florence and John
Beal shall marry. They don't like the idea
of being forced into wedded bliss and
Florence, particularly, is afraid marriage
will interfere with her plans for a film
career. John runs into an old classmate
(William Powell) who is a vagabond artist,
living in a trailer. Mr. Powell encourages
Florence in her ambitions and several
nights a week she and John slip away to
meet Powell at a joint run by Spike (Edgar
Kennedy), where Powell coaches her in
dramatic arts. Of course, there is something a little incongruous about John and
Bill having been classmates when Bill is
about fifteen years older. But maybe he
was backward in his studies and, after all,
we shouldn't quibble over a few years

when art is being served. At any
Myrna has just found out about

rate,

these

meetings and she is plenty upset.
She is in a very pale blue crepe dress,
seated at a table in the dining room, eating her breakfast. It's a very gay room—
long white refectory table with a mirror

Silver

Screen

and starts walking away. Toler has
been watching her in amazement.
"Your eggs, Miss Agnew," he begins in
consternation as he sees her start for the
door. As she makes no answer he puts the
rises

eggs on the table and faces her. "Shall I
(Florence Rice) and Mr.
call Miss Irene
Beaver (John Beal)?"

them sleep," Myrna answers
coming back towards the tabic.
"Someone in this house has to sleep." She
turns and paces back toward the door,
then turns and faces Toler. "Keough, how
good a policeman were you?"
on the force," Toler admits
"Best
modestly, and explains, "Crooked politics
got me out." [Continued on page
16]
"No,

shortly,

iet

Silver Screen

15

"Yes,

of

course,"

Myrna

raising

agrees,

her hand in protest as she sees a long story
coming. "Some other time, please. Keough,
a s tuation has arisen. You can help me.
You remember the man with the raccoon
coat (that's schoolboy Powell)?" Toler nods
seriously. "I have every reason to believe
he is a dangerous criminal. His name is
."
Charlie Lodge
;

.

.

"A phoney name
"Probably," Myrna

" Sid begins.
interrupts. "He lives

in an auto-trailer in an empty lot next to
that Spike's place."
"Handy for a quick getaway," Sid interposes.
"I thought of that," Myrna concedes.
"Now, Keough, there are certain reasons
why I want to find out all about this

man."
"I understand,"
ingly.

he reassures her sooth-

"You understand what?" Myrna demands

FOR YOUR HAIR
t

sharply.

"blackmail," Toler elucidates. "You prob-

Colorinse
glory
cally

woman

glorifies

truly

5

crowning

ably wrote some letters."
"I did nothing of the

This natural-color rinse magireveals trie hidden beauty of your hair

-

tier liair.

ejaculates.
clusions."

and gives it sparkling brilliancy. It is neither a
dye nor a bleach -- hut a harmless coloring.
Colorinse does not interfere with your natural curl or permanent wave. 10. different shades;
see the Nestle Color Chart at all counters.

^?JS>
^VjjptTVp

then

hair,

rinse thor-

oughly and rub partly dry with a towel.

35Z
Dissolve the contents of a package of

warm

Colorinse in

water and pour the

your head with

rinse over

a cup.

Myrna remembers me or
and proceed to
if

hair thoroughly, brush

Dry

y0^~*^)

See a

^a

J>C\iV~r
ioc

for

'

r t

package of

rinses at

.

.

Shampoo your

^ at

2.

s

and you

in your
P ai ^ le an(* brilliance
aston s ^ anl* oe ''ght you.

W^

2

'

ioc

rinses, at

drug and dept.

it,

stores;

25c

con-

to

"Don't worry," Toler comforts her, still
thinking he's right about her, "a detective
tell
is like a doctor. He ain't allowed to
what he knows."
"There's nothing to know!" Myrna clips
him off. "He's sure to have a police record.
Find out all you can about him. Shadow
night and
him until further notice
day. I want to know every move he makes."
Well, I'm telling you, this director who
nothing short of a slave-driver, goes
is
from one take into another until I think
(what was that smart
I'm going nuts
crack?) and I can't even wait .to find out

SO SIMPLE TO USE

il%>N

Myrna

sort!"

"Kindly do not jump

.

not.

I

just leave

0th Century-Fox

for 5

stores.

T SEEMS

(with Rochelle Hudson) which
tion,

and "Danger— Love

Ann

at

on

locafeatur-

is

Work"
Mary Boland

Sothern, Jack Haley,
and Everett Horton.

ing

COLORINSE

plot of this picture is just too ututter to attempt to go into. If any

who read this departhope) were old enough to go to
you may remember
then,
the movies
"Three Cornered Moon" and the story of
those merry, mad Rimpelgars in which
Miss Boland also figured. This is the same
sort of picture and I can hardly wait to
see it. Of course, it may fizzle out but I
don't see how it can with such swell actors.
(Mr. Haley, quit walling your eyes
around and take a bow.)
I'll just tell you that Mary Boland, Ann
Sothern, Etienne Girardot, John Carradine
and Benny Bartlett comprise the screwiest
family seen on the screen in years. And la
Horton is Ann's latest fiancee. Jack is trying to get their signatures to a. deed of
sale to a piece of property their grandfather willed them— share and share alike.
It's well-nigh hopeless. Miss B's aplomb is
never shadowed, never ruffled, by any of
the screwy goings-on about her. At the
moment she and Mr. Horton are in the
living room where she is industriously plying her knitting needles.
"You know," Mary vouchsafes confidentially, "the crazy young lawyer who wants
to buy Grandpa's farm? He was just here.
He wanted us to sign something.

of you pipsqueaks

ment

(I

"What was

it?"

Eddie Horton queries

excitedly.

Mary tells him helpfully.
he agrees impatiently.
course,"
"What did it say?"
"I don't know," she admits. "I didn't

"A

paper,"

"Of

my glasses."
"What was his name?" Eddie demands.

have

"Let's see," she ponders, pausing in her
knitting. "The Evans introduced him.
Oh, no, how silly of me! That was the
.

in

QO days

'0 /
.''
.

rescued Togo."
Mr. Girardot dashes madly
across the stage in back of the hapless
pair I've been telling you about, wildly

pursued by Master Bartlett,

"

\i

/

£

at

.

.,/

THE

good example
about to explode."
yells.
Eddie
name,"
fellow's
"This
"What's his name? I'm going to find out
all about him."
setting a very

Howard

is

Home

in the fascinating pro-

College of Swedish Massage

PARTY FACE
too. can afford this magic lotion. It's a
ccw, creamy liquid that takes the place of powder or
powder base. Leaves your skin fascinatingly smooth
—clear as crystal. Closes large over-active pores.

Now, you

Whisks away blemishes. Tightens sagging lines.
Smooths out wrinkles. And it's perfectly grand as

a.

before and after protection for sunburn. Mail the

coupon TODAY for your giant size bottle— there's
more than enough to last over a month. Double

H^MA

1

L

if

you're not satisfied!

COUPON

--------------

3, Station Y, NY. C.
Please send postpaidonegiant-sizebottleParty
.for
brunette)
(blond,
Face for
which I enclose $1.00 payment in full.

Tom Brown

Name

Cried Wolf."

Party Face Co., P. O.

Street

City

&

& No
State
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Box

and Lewis Stone

An

in

"The Man

Who

emotional scene in which the
son

condemned prisoner says goodbye

to

without revealing the secret of

parenthood.

Silver screen

carries a

"Papa," Mary admonishes him severely,
"you're not
for Junior.

1601 Warren Blvd.. Dpt. 682. Chicago
{Successor to National College of Massage)

jgfSL your money returned,

who

lighted candle.

Massage run as high as $4u to
$70 per week but many prefer to open their own offices. Large incomes from Doctors, hospitals, samtariums and private patients como to those who
jj^m^ qualify through our training. Reducing
for specialists.
JH^Hk. alone offers rich rewards
'^^gk Write for Anatomy Charts, sample les\

'

Women

.

this point

Learn Profitable Profession
Salaries of Men and
fession of Swedish

.

man who
At

there are three pictures at work
I out here:
"Thin Ice" (starring Sonja
Henie and Tyrone Power), of which I
have already told you. "Born Reckless"
f

The
terly

his

his

"Hmmm,"

Boland puzzles, "what was
Oh, here's his card. Maybe

name?

his
his

name's on that."
barely

"It's

Horton

possible,"

agrees

CINDERELLA FROCKS inspired by

sarcastically.

Just then a series of bellows split the
followed by a loud crash. Mary gives
a little laugh.
"What's that?" Eddie shrieks, jumping
a couple of feet into the air.
"Why," she explains in a matter of fact
tone, "that's Junior. He's beating Papa—
or Papa's beating him. Let's see. which
was it? Oh, I guess they're beating each
other."
This thing has got me so puzzled I
wonder if the tail is wagging the dog or
the dog is wagging the tail. Before I go
completely nuts, I leave and proceed to
air,

New

Universal

Pictures'

Star

Universal

THERE
"Too

Clever
Story" and "100

The

pictures going here—
Live,"
"That's My
Men and
Girl."

three

are

to

A

named

last

Deanna Durbin

stars

and Adolphe Menjou. The

story concerns

musicians— particularlv
Mischa Auer. Menjou is

a lot of out-of-work

Menjou

and

Deanna's father and they're finding the
going prettv tough. Only this very morning their Iandladv has told them thev
must pay up their back rent— $52.50—01"
vacate. Menjou tries to see Stokowski in
an attempt to get into his orchestra. He
gets thrown out of the hall for his persistency. On the way out he finds a woman's purse stuffed with bills. He goes back
to the box-office to return the purse but
the bozo behind the screen thinks it's a
ruse to get in to see Stokowski so he has
him thrown out again. Menjou goes home,
pavs the rent and tells Deanna he got the
job. But he can't fool her for long. When
she finds out the truth she insists on returning the purse to its owner.
The owner, a flighty society woman
Alice Brady— hi. Alice) offers to sponsor
a

symphony

there

when

orchestra

she

learns

hundreds of musicians out of

are

work.

Deanna goes happily back

to

tell

her

good news. He is in the musicians' club playing poker— for matches.
"Three for me. " Mischa Auer requests.
father the

And

it

is

at

this

Deanna rushes

point

up. "Daddy," she begins excitedly, "I can
start an orchestra!"
"How about vou, Carl?" Menjou asks
Michael Fitzmaurice, and paying no attention to Deanna. He scrapes in the matches
they are using for money and whispers to

[Continued on page 64]

THEY'RE IVORY-WASHABLE
Back to school, looking pretty as a

NEW

TITLES

To Give You
Idea

ture

A Better

gay

amy)

Regards"

as

(Ralph

Frock to be sure colors stay bright

has

Hollywood"

'Good Night Ladies" (Lynne Overman) has been changed to
"Blonde Trouble"
.

Psychologists say:

Who

makes

It

"Teen-age

girls

should

look

creates a sense of well-being

studies easier."

Give your daughter

of these delightful Cinderella Frocks.

.

.

.

lots

Keep them

sparkling with frequent Ivory Flakes tubbings.

.

"Too Clever To Live" (Tom Brown)
has been changed to

"The Man

a whole school year.

Bell-

'Once A Hero" (Richard Dix)
been changed to
in

tagged to every Cinder-

new through

their best.

Happened

Ivory-Flakes

Circulation"

has been changed to
"It Can't Last Forever"

"It

pic-

And

has
ella

in

been

has

trimming

ing instructions

O'Brien)

"Back

Fashions!

tested for washability. Follow the wash-

LATEST PICTURES

'With Kind

Deanna Durbin

they're sensible, too! Every print, every

Of The

'Angle Shooter" (Pat
been changed to

in

Cried Wolf"

Ivory Flakes keep fabrics
colors bright

Silver

.

.

.

new

.

.

.

because they're pure

Screen
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WilWllUE

WlNHE
starring

SHIRLEY TEMPLE
VICTOR McLAGLEN
AUBREY SMITH • JUNE LANG
MICHAEL WHALEN- CESAR ROMERO
C.

DOUGLAS SCOTT

NSTANGE COLLIER

Directed by John Ford
Associate Producer
Ocrryl

F.

Zanuck

in

Gene Markey

Charge of Production

*******

•

w

****
54

AO*

c
Shi..

Hollywood paid $2.20 to see it—
and hailed it as one of the biggest
hits

ever to come from the

20th Century-Fox "Studio of

18

Hits"!

Silver Screen

'""-es

Widc World

School days have come for most
youngsters, but for the movie
the
juveniles all is play at
moment. Jane Withers, Tommy

Silver Screen

Kelly,
Bobby Mauch, Freddie
Bartholomew and Billy Mauch

celebrating the memory of the
invented ice cream.

Topics

AMONG
turned

Hollywood stars who
the
out for the gala opening of
Bing Crosby's Del Mar racetrack (imagine
being able to own a racetrack) were barbara Stanwyck, Bob Taylor, Una Merkel,
Pat O'Brien, John Arledge and slues of
others. Barbara and Bob rather startled
the crowds by appearing in the same hats.

—

[RENE DUNNE

is
certain her baby is
going to grow up to be an actress. When
anyone calls at the house little Missy immediately points out her pictures on the
library mantel-piece to them.

1

—<$>—•

ANN

SOTHERN

claims that the hardthing she was ever told to do in
pictures was to fall downstairs in "a graceful yet decisive manner." And believe us
the girls working in Sam Goldwyn's "Hurrican" are also taking a terrific beating
these days. Dorothy Lamour has to -spend
the best part of every day in the studio
tank which isn't very pleasant particularly
when \ou have a cold, and when Mary
Astor was told to run across the rocks (not
props) in her bare feet she practically tore
them in shreds. Mary now wears padding
on the soles of her feet and scampers about
a bit more comfortably.
est

—

ONE
ments

most embarrassing moRobert Taylor the other
night when he was having a quiet dinner
with Barbara Stanwyck. Suddenly a radio
commentator announced with utter conviction that the Stanwyck-Taylor romance
was as dead as last year's tulips and that
Taylor had been seen all over town with
a \oung society woman with screen ambitions. Being engaged to a' movie star is
no bed of roses.
of

THAT

life's

befell

page boy coiffure has taken Hollywood by storm, with Joan Crawford
and Ida Lupino being the two latest converts. Some say it started when Gertrude

man who
Niesen arrived from New York, and others
say it was Jeanette MacDonald who started
it in "Maytime." Claudette Colbert tried it
one day but went back to her bangs. It's

most becoming to Loretta Young, who has
the page boy figure to go with it.

commenting,
kept
she
before,
"Those poor boys, they have to take their
teeth out every time they want water. I
suppose they must have had all their teeth
knocked out and now have to wear false
guards

sets

.

.

.

tsch, tsch."

„_„<!>„_„

|OAN BENNETT

is

—

<$>

one movie

star

who

doesn't think she knows everything. As
soon as Joan finished her last picture she
left for the East, where she will troupe for
the rest of the summer in rustic barn thesuch out-of-the-way places as
atres
of
'

Woonsocket, Old North Beach and Ogunquit. Joan wants to get the "feel" of auagain,

diences

and

she'll

get

it

at

the

standard wage of $25 per week.

speaking
ANDHollywood

of Joan, quite in the
tradition she and her ex-

husband, Gene Markey, went stepping

to-

THIS
-L

Month's Most Unpopular

Snow

ple's

Set:

scene set in "Heidi." Shirley

latest

starrer,

where

two

The
Tem-

hundred

of mothballs have been ground up
to provide the proper glistening effect for
close-ups of snow.

pounds

'

(^-jUS KAHN and Franz Waxman have
^— completed a song number called,
"Who Wants Love?" which Joan Crawford
will sing in her next picture. "The Bride
Wore Red." It has been five years since
Joan last sang on the screen.

gether one night.

THE

stand-in.

coat

Jean

—

—

A RTHUR TREACHER

and

his

mother,

who must have been

the inspiration
for that delightful song, "Little Old Lady,"
were the guests one night of the Joe E.
Browns, who. after dinner, suggested that
they all go to the fights. Little Mrs.
Treacher had never been to the fights but
she was game. However, she couldn't enjoy

-<

»•

Hollywood's foremost
RAY MILLAND(Franchot
Tone runs him
is

Arthur wears in
* "Easy Living" is not an imitation, girls.
And it's no compromise, either, it's real
sable. It came from Jaeckel's and Paramount brought it out from New York by
air, insured for $20,000. In Hollywood it
was treated with as much deference as Jean
Arthur. More. It had a special studio guard
assigned to it on the set, and there wasn't
any smoking permitted when that coat
was around, either. It even had a standin.
A kolinsky worn by Jean Arthur's
sable

seeing the movie stars act like wild Indians because, never having heard of teeth-

chess player
a close second) and he conducts a longdistance match by mail with a friend in
Vienna, Austria. Snappy little game, chess.
.

— —

|ANE WITHERS

— and

.<§»

finally

owns

a

horse,

she thrilled! Because it's the
famous "Bingo." the black and white buckskin with which Jackie Searl (pardon, he
wants to be known as Jack now that he
has attained the age of fifteen) won over
one hundred ribbons, fourteen cups and
horse
various other prizes at Western
shows. Jack has two thoroughbreds and
wouldn't sell Bingo to anyone but Jane—
because he considers her a good horsewoman, and because he has always had a
warm spot in his heart for her ever since
they made a picture together.
'

is

world's most traveled limousine
THE
accompanies her
Marlene Dietrich's.
is

It

back and forth across the Atlantic.

/\ Fantasy Showing
Limits

The

Piece" at the bridge
club evolved around husbands— surprisingly original, wasn't it? A decision was finally reached that they were
an admirable institution on the whole, but
not quite adaptable enough to what we
females believe are justifiable moods and
fancies. I boldly came out with the bigamous suggestion that it would be heavenly
to have enough husbands to switch them
early and often— pick one out that would
fit
the particular fancy of that moment.
Impractical, of course (and distinctly antisocial),
but oh, what a day-dream for
women! Think of it— if you wanted, with a
desperate want, to eat caviar that second,
and the man of your choice (however nice
in otber ways) couldn't even endure the
thought of caviar without blenching, or
fainting, or something— if such a problem
arose and you had a whole cupboardful of
husbands to chose from, all you'd have to
do would be summon the one who loved
caviar with as passionate and devoted an
attachment as yours. What a convenience it
I

would

be!

Or suppose your whole

heart longed for

the sighing pines in the mountains, and
you were married to a man who wilted
visibly if removed from city streets. If only
women would adopt that idea of minehaving a collection of marital partners—
you'd just have to pick out the one who
looked the best in breeches and an open
shirt, could light a fire with one match in
the pouring rain, had conquered the intricacies of pitching tents, and liked it—
and your mountain problem would be
solved.
Just to prove how marvelously the situation would work out, here's a chart of
what I mean. Take a twelve-hour day for
instance. I wake up fairly normal— the onlycatch is that I'm simply not up to conversation the first hour after arising— so today
my husband from eight to nine A.M. will
be Gary Cooper. My rising grouch would

simply evaporate when I walked to where
that quiet presence waited behind a breakfast table. I swear he could be relied upon
not even to say "Good morning"— just lift
one eyebrow with a little smile to let me
know he was glad I was still living— then
pass me my morning paper (I insist on
one apiece whichever husband I have) and
(oh blissful earlyand 'quietly
morning word!) go on eating his eggs and
bacon, and let me have my orange juice
and coffee in peace. Of course, after the
gently

half-hour,

first

when

it's

time to light

cig-

and have seconds, thirds or fourths
on the coffee, we could chat (a little) and
what woman's good temper wouldn't come

arettes

to

her automatically at the sight of that
lean, clean-featured man across the

nice,

from her.
Wives have duties too, however, and it's
time from nine to ten to perform some of
those duties. Not feeling very purposeful
and hew-to-the-lineish this morning, guess
who the husband is who'll help me?— or at
least be supposed to help. Jack Oakie, of
course! It's time to laugh— and laugh helpand enthusiastically I
lessly, and fondly,
certainly would, from the moment husband
Oakie walked in behind the maid summoned to talk over duties; gently mimicktable

ing her little idiosyncrasies. All during the
lime lists are being made for butcher,
grocer, cleaner, etc., Jack is being invaluable by making irreverent and absurd
suggestions, mussing your hair, and being,
in general, a complete pest. I've thought

20

and can't think of another
but Jack Oakie who'd be more apt to
shove this hour by, and have all the necessary evils accomplished, with lots of laughter, plenty of scuffling and heavenly nonsense.

more

have to hurry— from ten to eleven I'm
going horseback riding with Louis Hayward— guarantee of youth for any woman.
Imagine it! The freshness of a sunlit morn-

thing.)

Versatili ty/

ONVERSATION

"

girls and Clark Gable swimming?
shouldn't be too difficult.) What woman
wouldn't get a proprietary thrill in having
Clark race the length of the pool beside
her, then stretch out in the warm sunwatch his eyes lazily half-close against the
white light, that dimple (wish I owned a
trademark like that) deepening while he
sleepily murmurs unimportant conversation, then rouses in a spurt of energy and
dumps her laughing and shrieking into the
cool water, to paddle up and down, and
feel that life was very, very interesting indeed. (The more I elaborate on this the

How AAatrimony
Or

Somethiing.

for a long time,

I'll

ing, the glint of green leaves, the exhilara-

tion that comes with riding, and a young,
ardent, laughing husband beside you to
lean confidentially over and tell you how
grand you look this bright day. There are,
without any doubt, lots of times when a
husband with plenty of solid reliability is
essential— but to have a husband on tap

that personifies youth at its nicest and best
is,
to my mind, almost as essential. Try
and get hide-bound or stodgy with that
nice boy around
The sun is getting high— my tan
is what might be termed feeble
—and from eleven to 'noon

I'm sun-bathing and swimming with Clark Gable.
Cast your mind back
to "Mutiny on the
Bounty" — remem

ber

the

lovely

Tahitian
(It

I

feel

bigamy

would be

a

grand

Still an hour to luncheon and what! no
mental stimulus' all morning— no food for
the mind, or beauty for the heart to brood
upon. There's only one answer— I'll summon husband Nelson Eddy for an hour of

music. Fresh and relaxed from swimming,
rejoicing in a cool house
a cool drink, it's a

perfect

setting

for divine

>

and

sounds. Besides singing like an angel Nelson Eddy looks a little like one— it's almost
too much to expect from a man. He must
sing all the things I want to hear— "Stille
Nacht," One Alone," "My Jean,"
ist die
"Ich Liebe Dich," "My Old Kentucky
Home." By the end I'd be almost in tears
from the sheer beauty of that wonderful
voice— in fact in the span of one short hour,
I'd probably be practically a convert to
monogamy if it wasn't one o'clock and

By Rutk E- Varley

'

lunch time with— Tyrone Power!
I'm pretending he is rather a new husband—Tyrone—and there must be a veryparticular luncheon that will convince him
of the joys of wifehood. Let me see, warm
day, particular man— we'll have a melon
cocktail— juicy, icy, delicately-colored balls
of watermelon, canteloupe and honey-dew,
with the faintest trace of fresh mint; then
broiled, tender-hearted lamb chops, crusty
brown outside, with bacon curls dry and
crisp. No potatoes, but cool
white celery hearts,

shining-wet
ripe and

green olives, and a big wooden bowl of the

most

delicately tossed, every-leaf-coveredwith-dressing, mixed salad— cold bowl, cold

greens and light-handed mixing; rye bread,
cut thin as thin, and fat, yellow butter
balls, to go with the salad; and then another pretty bowl of the loveliest fruits to
be found— beautiful reds, oranges, yellows
and greens, clean and shiny and cold. Then
—surprise!— hot tea, perfectly made, and
thin crisp little cookies. Will my Tyrone

husband

like that luncheon?

He

certainly

should. Did I say it should be served in
the coolest, most breeze-swept corner, with
such quietness that Mr. Power would face

two o'clock and his temporary banishment
husband, with positive dislike.
That lunch was an inspiration— and I
feel in the mood for talking— talking about
everything and anything— grave or gay, iras

responsible, or confidential.
listening! Let's get hold of

I

even

feel like

husband Fran-

Tone— who else would listen to confidences with such a little twisty smile
of complete understanding?
else would pull that thought
that couldn't be phrased corout of your mind,
made suddenly clear and

chot

Who

Orectly
J*

sparkling?

Who

but Mr.

else

Tone

would make the
most common-

place non-

sense absorbing, fresh and infinitely amusing because of its skilful telling?
else
would talk on a diversity of subjects, be
brilliant and fascinating and still remain
not an intellectual on some rare plane
miles above your own, but a fine-looking,

Who

man who seemed to be enjoying
your mental processes as much as his own.
(That, you must admit, would be a rarity!)
well-bred

From three
Colman and I

to

husband

four,

Ronald

are going auto-riding. Besides the scenery we're going to see, I shall
have my own personal scenery— Mr. Colman himself. What a nice husband to own
(even in a magazine article)— it makes me
feel all comfortable and serene to think of
Mr. Colman's friendly grin, and quiet,
amused voice. One of my pet likes is a
person who knows companionship doesn't
consist of prattling on and on all the time,
and with a partner like this you could talk
idly, or remain silent, in the friendliest of
atmospheres, and just have the breeze
sweep past you, rest your eyes in green
trees, and savour the sun on your upturned
face.
Still
feeling I haven't learned enough
today I have commandeered Edward Robinson for tea from four to five. We're going
to talk art— and don't you think my husband selection has been good? I want to
hear about the surrealist movement— what
Mr. Robinson, who really knows his art,
thinks about it, as I personally feel nothing
but a nightmarish sensation. Then I want
to hear about his own gallery— what his
favorites are, and why— what his plans for
,

growth

are, and what particular gem
searching for at the moment. I also
want to know what a person who likes art,
but knows remarkably little about it,
should do to learn more. In the meantime
I'll
try
to>
regale Mr. Robinson, unobtrusively, with very good tea, and very thin
sandwiches.
its

he's

And now
flown!)

five o'clock
(has this day
want to talk movies— I'm so
nosey about them— and Fredric

and

terrifically

it's

I

is my pick
for the absorbing subHe's had such a diversity of roles
that I can ask to my heart's content. How
the make-up felt in "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde?" If he didn't feel just a little awestruck by Laughton as "Javert" in "Jean
Valjean?" (I was so properly impressed myself); if he didn't enjoy making "Smiling
Through?"—just looking at Norma Shearer
would be enjoyment for most men. I want
to ask him if he didn't love being the fearless and dashing Browning in "Barretts of
Wimpole Street?" (Who wouldn't?— think
of being even the screen image of Brown-

March

ject.

ing—incidentally, doesn't it interest vou
to
think how the real Browning must
have adored Elizabeth Barrett when she
had a mind that could produce the
"Sonnets?"— maybe Mr. March and I will
talk

about them,

too.)

He must

tell

me

the pants (plebcian word) and curl^
if

The screen men

in

are so well known,
their every characteristic so familin
comiar that
parison the average

verse" bored

husband lacks allure. (Reading
clock-wise) Gary
Cooper, Jack Oakie,

when he and Angela
met, loving each
other so dearly, and

Louis Hayward,

many

Nelson Eddy, Tyrone Power, Franchot Tone, Edward
G. Robinson and

William Powell.

"Anthony A d

death, or
story

him to
the

if

intrigued

enough
props.

hi.n
to forget the

And why,

after being separated
years, they just
kissed happily? Did

you ever meet some-

one w ho was the
world-fenced-in to
[Co)it.

on

page
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cameras, pictures are capitalizing on musical genius as they never did before. So,
too, is radio. And radio is fast moving to
Hollywood. As a direct result, the top
to
musicians are flocking permanently

Musi

Southern California.

Of course the Hollywood Bowl is the
chief local gathering place. Set curvingly in
the lap of a beautiful hill, it is filled to
capacity by eight o'clock, on four evenings
a week. You will see all the more intelligent celebrities in the audience there,

Madness
When

Sound

Came

To

Player Studied The Fundamentals

Tone, Until

Now

Music

Of

Reigns

Beautiful

Supreme.

By

HOLLYWOOD

comes of age musically!
screen stars are now worshiping new idols— the truly great artists
and composers of the musical world. Furthermore, the remarkable men and women
who can touch the soul with gorgeous
sound have in turn created a distinct new
clique, a clique that is mad over fine music.
After studio hours, in leisure time, it's the
best sort of music that definitely is reigning supreme. There is no pleasure so stimulating, the stars have finally discovered.
Today, consequently, the trend is toward
the excitement which the so-called highbrows have known about all along.
Whenever there is a concert the reservations of Hollywood's foremost clique beat
the telephone calls from Los Angeles' society. For days before and after a superior

Every

Pictures

The

Ben IWaAAox
Bobby Breen, star of
"Make A Wish," leads
the orchestra.

(Left)

Dr.

Hugo Riesenfeld and
(right)

Composer Oscar
Straus.

musical performance
there is discussion of
the brilliant technique
displayed. Movie peoonly
not
ple respect
rare talent, but the
years of constant study
and sacrifice required to_

perfect
genuine

and maintain
musical

Nor are the

stars

worth.
being

They have
learned the difference between the showy, shoddy
performers and the real
('azzled, either.

thing.

What makes

it

all

The Hollywood Bowl,

so elec-

filled

brim with music lovers
who have come to hear the
marvelous singing from the
magic shell.
to the

trifying is that Hollywood is
an ideal spot to become the
actual center for the leadingmusical artists of this genera-

Grace Moore popgrand opera and
Stowkowski introduced the
Philadelphia Symphony so
u m p h anil y
t r
tion. Since

ularized

i

to the

including Garbo.

Some

select

costing from fifty to
a hundred dollars for the
summer season, while others
prefer to sit high up on the

boxes,

wooden benches and dream
of

reaching

stars.

Down

shell,

where

the

heavenly-

in the lighted
eyes gradually

there is a stirring, and then every
actor is as quiet as his unknown neighbor.
The symphony or the opera or the ballet
or the soloist has shut out workaday
troubles. The heart wants to burst with a
gripping emotional ecstasy that no other
focus,

who
now
makes records to
study. (Left) Gene

Preston
Foster,
has sung in opera,

Raymond composes,
and has actually written a popular song.
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joy can bring.

Joan Crawford and Douglas Fairwere engaged they used to hold
hands high up on the hill. The resounding
trills were the overtone to their romance.
Now it's Ken Howell and a pretty blonde
seemingly apart from everything mundane,

When

banks,

Jr.,

while Joan and Doug, matured and septake boxes so they can be close
enough up to watch the brilliant technique
on the stage itself.
Joan, in particular, has educated herself
in the myriad delights of great music. She
has a standing order with the largest music
shop in the city to have the newest recordings sent to her home. After a careful examination of them, she chooses the ones
she wants to keep. By now her collection
is second only to Grace Moore's. But merely
learning to understand and enjoy better
music, recognizing how much more stirring
it is than mere swing, hasn't satisfied Joan,
arated,

Grace Moore

is a personal
friend of the best of the
visiting musicians and she

puts her

1

o*^ 1 y guest

quarters at their disposal.

ture, incidentally, she
sang a dramatic selection
from "La Tosca" and had
Mary Garden, now a tal-

ent

scout

for

studio,

a

come over on the set to
reassure her. It was Garden's Tosca, you see, that

had enchanted Grace
ago and induced
climb to opera.
But the film was too long
and that whole sequence
landed on the cuttingyears

her

room
Deliberately she acquired
glamour and acting excellence,

and

unostentatiously

she

has

been cultivating her singing voice,
five years she has been going
regularly to Signora Maude Morando
and she practices with a fierce devotion.

A

mezzo-soprano, Joan has developed amazShe essays arias from "Tristan and
Isolde''
because Kristan Flagstad is her
passion. "Die Walkure" is her favorite
ingly.

When "Madame Buttergiven in the Bowl this month Joan
admittedly will be all ears, for she's been
trying its melodies. And she's been told
that Hizi Koyke, the Japanese prima donna
who'll sing it, is the most wonderful ButWagnerian opera.
fly" is

terfly

since Geraldine Farrar.

Franchot Tone has been inspired by
Joan. Since their marriage he has taken up
singing, and from Signor Otto, husband of
Joan's teacher. His basso profundo is coming right along, and Pinza is his model.
The occasional wisecracks about the
Tones' musical aspirations are decidedly
unfair. They don't expect to make the
Metropolitan. But they sincerely revel in
the best music that's been written. Joan,
too.
was a candidate for "The MerryWidow" but couldn't compete with Jean-

MacDonald's experienced singing. Ever
since then Joan has been industriously preparing to be ready when another coveted

ette

role

new

within her grasp. Ironically, in her
picture the first shot shows her sing-

is

ing a torch tune. She had to be a bitter,
unfeeling girl. "I suppose," Joan grins
wryly, "that my critics will shout, 'If that's
how she sings after all that effort she ought
to quit quick!'" But instead of detailing
that she was characterizing, Joan hurries
on to praise Marion Anderson's wonderful
voice. "I went to her concert and I did so
want to meet her. I didn't have the nerve
to go up and introduce myself."
Naturally admiration is but a predecessor to an attempt to become acquainted.
Grace Moore emphatically has the edge on
Hollywood when it comes to entertaining
the cream of the visiting musicians. She
has been a personal friend of nearly all of
them since she joined their ranks. When
they arrive in the city she puts her lovelyguest quarters at their disposal and invariably plans an elegant dinner. She insisted upon Gladys Swarthout staying with
her until Gladys was thoroughly settled.
Grace whirls them around magnificently,
inviting everyone of importance over. But
then, even without her headstart, she'd be
the clique's ace hostess anyway. No one can
give a grander, more cosmopolitan party.
She is the perpetual reminder that you
don't have to be a stick to enrich your life

with music.

Who are your favorite composers is the
most prevalent question at present. Grace
Moore picks Charpentier, Mozart, RimskyKorsakov, and both the Strausses. Her favorite opera is "Manon." In her last pic-

to

floor!

MacDonald's taste is a little
sturdier than Grace's. She is especially partial to Schubert, Grieg, and Hahn. However, she can't forget Verdi and Puccini who
Jeanette

wrote her ideal operas. Jeanette is so glad
to have a chance to do his "Girl of the
Golden West" as her next film.
Maestros have become an integral part
of private lives in Hollywood nowadays.
Wherever Nelson Eddy goes, there trails his
Doctor Lippe. Grace Moore and Mario
Marafioti, her coach for years, had a quarrel and her tones have improved since they

made up. The astonishing child prodigies,
Bobby Breen and Deanna Durbin. aren't
on their laurels. Bobby's
gambled everything she'd saved on
resting

sister

\ enCalifornia to beg Marafioti to lake
her brother as a pupil. Luckily, producer
Sol Lesser heard Bobby render an aiia
from "Rigoletto" at the maestro's and immediately starred him on the screen. But
movies and radio have to wait on his
lessons. Deanna Durbin continues to study
with Andres de Segurola, even though she's
been singing to a Stowkowski symphonic
background. She hopes for the Metropolitan. Meanwhile, Stowkowski, acme of conductors, has elected to remain in Hollywood
as a resident and contributor to pictures.
He declares that they offer the medium he
has been seeking, the one which will enable
him to give the best music to the most
people.

a

title to

[Continued on page 7S]
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Who Cares —The
Cominq — Allure

The Hours

And
Are

Away

Birthdays Arrive/

movies,

Glamour Begins at 30.
Glamour is something a movie

star has,

the exciting something that enchants the
beholder, a heady brew of romance and
June nights, tropic moons and sex appeal,
a
soft lights and sweet music. It's the way
progirl wears her hat, the silken flash of
vocative ankles, the insinuating fragrance
of a rare perfume, a cluster of orchids, the
silken folds of a negiigee-for glamour is
the champagne of the senses. The evidence
of the movies, day in and day out and
wins
reel after reel, is that a girl rarely
glamour until she has passed her thirtieth
birthday. The movies, trailing along with
of
Pitkin, insist too that the great lovers
the glamour girls are not callow youths,
but men who more often than not have
approached or passed their fortieth birthday.

is
a heartening gospel the movies
It
preach, denying that romance is reserved
only for youngsters in their 'teens, insisting
thirthat those of us who have passed the
for
tieth milestone are still in the market

adventure and heart-throbs. The movies
the
are simply holding up a mirror to
twentieth century in this insistence. The
greatest love story of the year featured 43old
year old Duke of Windsor and 41-year
Wallis Warfield, of Baltimore; the greatest
most
lovers of the screen, certainly the

popular, are 45-year old William Powell

and 32-year old Myrna Loy.

When

was a kid,

I

it

was

my

deep-seated

conviction that anyone who was
an old
years old must be automatically
the
codger, so shrivelled by age, that all
left
excitement of his or her life had been
party,
behind. I remember once, at a lawn
thirty

sad 1 felt for a woman my
old,
pointed out to me: "She's 31 years
at this
said my sister. Both of us looked
woman with unconcealed curiosity, wonderwarning crash
in" when there would be a
from
as°her body fell apart. She seemed,
person.
our viewpoint, to be an ancient
substanProbably the kids of today feel
their age. Last
tially as I did when I was
summer, coming back on the
sister

how

Normandie,

I

celebrated

my

birthday by cutting
up touches with Frank Orsatti
in the liner's huge pool. I must
have seemed very athletic because
one of the youngsters who was
swimming with us said admirSullivan, I
ingly: "Gee, Mister
hope that I'm in as good shape
thirty-fifth

you are when I get to be your
For a moment, the remark
stunned me. Then I snarled:
"But I'm only 35." The kid
looked at me and said: "Yeah,
that's what I mean."
So I sat down with the young
whippersnapper on the edge of
the pool and I talked to him.

as

a<*e."

"You go

to the movies, don't you,

Sonny?" I asked. He admitted he
was a movie fan. "You like Joan
Crawford?" I asked. His face
wreathed in smiles: "Yeah, she's
keen-she's a tasty something,"
he said. "Do you know that Joan
Crawford is 31 years old?" I
thundered. He looked at me and
his face dropped. "Go on, she is
not," he stammered. It seemed
inconceivable to him that Joan
Crawford, at 31 could express all
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Good

By

Years-

E,d Sullivan

Developing!

Is

said that Life Begins at 40; the
in support of Pitkin, say that

pxlTRTN
j

Fly

the allure and romance that
he associated with her. He
was 19 years old; he pictured

her as his

Most
of

own

of the

age.

glamour

movies,

the

the

girls

eyefuls

who move you
on the
}e:irs

at

so mightily
screen, are at least 30
old. Glamour Begins

Gladys

30.

Swarthout.

Gaynor and Barbara
Stanwyck are 30; Joan CrawJanet

ford,

Madeleine

Carroll,

Connie Bennett and Mary Astor are
31; Greta Garbo, Myrna Loy, Claudette Colbert, Dolores Del Rio and
Irene Dunne are 32; Kay Francis,
Lily Pons, Jeanette MacDonald and
Ann Harding are 33; Marlene Die-

who oozes glamour, is 34:
Grace Moore is 35; Marion Davies.
Elizabeth Bergner and Norma Shearer
will be 36 on their next birthdays.
The girls of the country should Le
immensely cheered by this, I think.
These movie stars prove that charm
trich,

and

only begin to flower
with maturity. If old wine improves with age, these breath-takers
of the screen suggest that a certain
loveliness

fully

number of years
are required for
woman to
a

achieve
greatest

her

beauty,

Lamour

poise
far as

and dignity. So
know, no writer

1

has driven home
point and I offer

you

girls

this
it

to

who

are apthe thirty

proaching
mark, or who have
passed it and not too happy about it.
Equally so, men can take courage and
'

fresh assurance from the message that the
screen delivers in every reel of celluloid.
One of the most civilized persons on the
screen is Herbert Marshall, who is 47.

Menjou

is

liam Powell
Fredric

Ronald Caiman

47;
is

March

45,

Leslie

is

Wil-

46,

Howard

is

44,

Ricardo Cortez is
37, Nelson Eddy, Clark Gable and Gary
Cooper are 36, Fred Astaire is 37. Small
wonder that in contrast to these, Robert
Taylor and Tyrone Power occasionally appear gawky and awkward, because these
others have the experience of age to give
them poise. Be more lenient with these
youngsters, for their best years lie ahead
of them. It is more amazing that at their
age they have done so well, and learned
so

is

40,

much.

The

astounding

thing, as brought
out by any survey
of the Hollywood
panorama, is that
there are stars who
have clicked before
their thirtieth birthday. These are the
exceptions. The most

astonishing feature
of the late Jean Harlow's career was that,
at 26, she had soared

so

high in the Holh-'*

wood heavens. Loretta

has

Young,
carved

at

24,

out

an

amazing degree

\

of

Ginger Rogers, Merle Oberon, and
Margaret Sullavan, at 25, have scaled
heights which usually are not achieved for
five more years.
Carole Lombard, loan
Bennett and Sylvia Sidney, at 27, are exsuccess.

ceptional. Ruby Keeler, Jean Arthur and
Joan Blondell, at 28, are already nearing
the thirty mark, and so too, is Bette Davis!

who is 29.
The next

time you see a moving picture,

take into consideration the age of the performer. Anita Louise, Olivia De Havilland,
Simone Simon— these freshmen in the College of Celluloid, should not be judged too
severely. They have ten years ahead of
them in which to learn the tricks of their
trade, and if they have not as yet fully

mastered them, you can charge

this

up

to

lack of years- and experience. It was not
accidental that Janet Gaynor gave her
greatest performance as she reached her
thirtieth birthday in "A Star is Born."

The most

fruitful

of a performer's
start

life,

larity;

but

not so

many

it

was

years
ago that the greatest
screen
attraction
was cowboy

William

S.
Hart
and his pinto pony.
Today the emphasis is on acting,
which is a fine art.

So long as a performer has dramatic talent, there
is

no limit on

Adolphe

Menjou,

Herbert Marshall,
Ronald Colman and
William
Powell.
(Below)
Fredric
March. They are
old
enough
to

know.

his

and productive years
in the case of a girl,

when she

is 30; if a man, about
35.
This gives you an entirely different slant
on the moving picture industry, explaining as it does why a performer released
by one company after another suddenly
blossoms overnight into a star. He comes
of age, and age gives him an understanding
of roles and characterizations that he didn't
grasp earlier. Joel McCrea, at 31, is a fine
actor, but he will be infinitely more skilled
as a performer when he is 35, and the same
prophecy can be enlarged to accommodate
32-year old Dick Powell.
Probably the most amazing actor in the
business, judged on this age standard, is
38-year old Charles Laughton. Few per-

formers reach the

full expression of their
talent so early as Laughton. His performances, and his understanding of characters,
is that of a man of
45 or 50 years old. The

English school of acting seems to endow an
with this greater sensitivity. How else
can you explain the "Hamlet" which John
Gielgud created on the Broadway stage
last season, one of the truly inspired performances of the last decade. Gielgud is
only 33 years old. Yet he brought to the
role the artistic sagacity and resourcefulness of a much older instinct and talent.
Any serious thought on the subject convinces you that under the present setup,
with the majority of movie stars in their
36's and 40's, is to be found convincing
proof that the movies have grown out of
the infancy of silent days. Look back down
the trail of years and see for yourself how
the movies have developed. It would be
actor

absurd now, for instance, to believe that a
cowboy hero would outrank every performer on the screen in national popu-

career. The length of a performer's life
before the camera has been extended to an
incredible degree. In the silent days, the
length of a performer's professional life
was in direct proportion to his or her
ability to retain a cute face, a mop of
curls or a youthful figure. The heroines of
the period were 19 years old, or perhaps
they ran as high as 25. Today, Glamour
Begins at 30, and those who are under 30
are the exception to the rule. The movies
are no longer infantile, either in taste or
in the age of their principals.
Only one voice can be raised to denv
the conclusions of this article— that of
Shirley Temple, who is eight years old.
Or perhaps the Dionne Quintuplets, working for Darryl Zanuck, will argue that

Youth must be

served.

Generally speaking however, and ignoring the interruptions of Miss Temple and
the Misses Dionne— Glamour Begins at 30.
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tage Struck!
Charles

Wi nmnqer

Be3an Entertaining 46
Years A.go Arid He's

Going

Still

Strong.

By L_eon Surmelia
in those primitive conditions was
too much for my father. In Ashland I went
to school with the Indians, who taught me
how to make canoes, swim and fish. I started
in the show business at the age of six, as
the bass drummer in our family orchestra.
My father made the trap for my bass drum,
using a 5 cent baseball for the drum beater.
In the summer we toured northern and

Farming

"

the show business
46 years
A FTER
stage struck," Charles
I'm
\ Winninger
we lunched
admitted
in

/

still

as

together the other day. "This

game

is

as

interesting to me as when I first started,
as a tiny bass drummer in our family
orchestra. There is so much talent in
Hollywood you can't sit back and glory
in your past achievements. They aren't
worth a dime out here. I have spent
nearly half a century in the show business, and believe me, you are never too

(Above) Charles,
dressed

as

a

little

old lady, singing
with his brother,

Adolph.

(Right)

The Winninger
band preparing to

march through

Barren, Wisconsin,
old to learn in Hollywood."
to drum up an auThis jovial veteran of the show world
dience for the evehas premature white hair, being only 52.
ning show.
Actually, he looks like a youthful cuss
of 25 or so with merry apple cheeks, an
unspoiled personality, and a dash of the eternal boy in him.
You saw him as the rollicking captain in "Show Boat," the philandering rich daddy in "Three Smart Girls," the rare cut-up in
"Woman Chases Man." Currently he is playing in "You Can't
Have Everything," with Alice Faye and Don Ameche, and is soon
be starred at Universal.
you catch him in a reminiscent mood, as we did the other
of theatrical life you
day, he will spin the most fascinating yarns
i:
have ever heard. His story would read like a circus novel, and a
to

If

saga of America during the past 50 years.
The best we can do

magazine article
give you a few

in a
is

tO'

of the highlights, in
his own words.
"I was born in

a

log cabin, near Ath-

Marathon CounWisconsin," he

ens,
ty,

told

us,

a

distant,

dreamy look in his
blue eyes as he
puffed

"My

at

his

cigar.

parents came

from Austria, and
were musicians. My
father had been conductor of a regimental

band and worked

Wisconsin communities. We
put on a regular variety show in
addition to our concerts. When big
'Coming! The
posters announced,
Winninger Brothers!' people scraped
up their dimes to enjoy the greatest

central

show

of the year.

was a boy soprano, and sang
the famous newsboy song, 'I'm Called
"I

Matt,' dressed to look the
part. And then, dolled up in women's
clothes, I sang the old Harrigan and

Ragged

Hart number with
" 'We're Mister

Ha! Ha!

A

jollier

.

.

my
and

brother Adolf.
Missis

Malone

.

couple you

never

will

find

Than Mister and Missis Malone
Strauss in Vi"
Ho! Ho!'
enna. For a while
he played first violin
of
A treasured photograph
"Adolf wore a top-hat and carried dad's cane. We
with the Milwaukee Symphony Orchesthe family group. Six-year-old
were
so small that the cane ran half way up his sleeve.
tra, but realized there was no opporfloor
Charles is seated on the
moved to Wausau, Wisconsin, when I was 11
"We
tunity for a musician in the Middle
at the left, next to his mother.
years old, and for three years ran a regular variety
West, and on the advice of my mother's
theatre there— the Columbia Music Hall. Here is where
uncle went up to the timber country
we got our real training— two different specialties every week, no
of Wisconsin and staked out a claim. He was a good carpenter,
repeats. My father engaged some noted entertainers from Chicago.
got 40 acres, cleared half of it, and built the log house in which
Houdini was one of them. In fact, it was my father who discovered
I was born. He used to walk 6 miles to play at country dances,
him. There were sword dancers, jugglers, fire-eaters, trapeze perand then walk back with 50 lbs. of flour on his back to feed us
formers—all of whom taught us boys many of their tricks. Harry
kids. There were six of us, five boys and one girl. I was the baby
and Jenny Costello played the Hall,' doing double trapeze, balancof the family.
ing perch, ceiling walking and ground [Please turn to page 75]
"When I was four years old we moved to Ashland, Wisconsin.

with
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THERE'S

absolutely no accounting for Dorothy Lamour.
According to studio executives, who expect and receive
a certain amount of kowtowing from newcomers, she is the
perfect paradox. And, paradoxically enough, she seems to be

The radio and the screen
both demand the fine talents of Dorothy Lamour.

the only one in Hollywood who is entirely unaware of it.
For one thing, she goes about everything in the exact opposite manner to which Hollywood is accustomed
violating
unwritten laws right and left; laws that are reserved for
breaking purposes only by the Gables, the Garbos and the
Crawfords. She can't be bothered with what her sister
actresses wear, what they do, where they are seen, or with
whom they are seen. Yes, especially that last. She lives
in a tiny apartment with her mother and a Scotty
named Peanuts and until recently didn't even own an
automobile. For shame, Dorothy! And as for cinema
success, she will assure you she doesn't care a tinker's
.

.

t$J

® ®

.

Beauty
Meets

swear word.
All of which, as seen from the eyes of several thousand young gals pining for a movie break, makes her
out to be slightly cracked. And that, also, is perfectly
okay with Dorothy.
To begin with she was literally shoved into a picture
career; rushed into it before she knew what was actually
going on, and right at a time when she was in no mood
to be rushed into anything. Where others, not so fortunate, have labored and prayed and pulled strings and
ingratiated themselves for a chance to come under the
notice of the "right people," Miss Lamour was, figuratively
speaking, black-jacked into a Paramount contract. A very sad
of affairs, indeed, when you consider that she actually
didn't want to go into pictures. And thereby hangs a very interesting tale ... an old, old tale, to be sure, but none the less

state

interesting.

Dorothy is in love. And, to make it doubly interesting, she is
in love with her own husband. Quite an original situation when
you consider the transitory marital ventures of so many of her
contemporaries. For Dorothy's wasn't or never has been a
"Hollywood marriage." (Terrifying phrase, that!)
In the first place she and Herbie Kay, popular eastern orchestra
maestro, were married long before either of them had so much

as

and

about

thought

pictures,

the second place they
married for no reason other
than that they found themselves in the novel position
of being honestly, sincerely in
love with each other. Which,
also,
is
one of the many
things that brings a look
of
incredulous
amazement to the publicized
faces of a great many
of her screen brethlove with
ren. In
her husband! What
in

whimsy!

And
state

Success

whole

the

of affairs

came about

in

manner. Along
about four years
ago Dorothy was
this

working
shall

Mar-

in

Field's depart-

ment

By
L
y i^awrence

/

viorgan

store in Chicago
she sold ribhats, blouses, in

where

bons,
fact about everything
the store had to offer, and
finally graduated to the elite, as it were, by becoming a model.
Very simple to understand, too. once you've seen Dorothy's figure.
She had always loved to sing and had a naturally beautiful
voice even though she had never had the advantage of vocal
training. But, as is so often the case, she didn't give the matter
of her voice a second thought. It was just something you're born
with
like curly hair or a snub nose. Nothing at all to become
excited about.
.

.

.

But then one day opportunity came a-pounding
came
in the form of a publicity woman from the Morrison
Hotel who had heard her sing one night at a party and thought
.

.

.

a-pounding
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she was wasting her time modeling clothes for someone else to
wear. After a deal of arguing, pro and con, she prevailed upon
Dorothy to sing at one of the regular "Celebrity Nights" at the
Morrison. Miss Lamour proceeded to do no less than wow the
wowed them,
diners and dancers at that smart Chicago hotel
not only with her voice, but with her striking type of brunette
beauty. And among those whom she wowed was Herbie Kay, the
.

orchestra leader.
To accuse Mr.

Kay

of

motives

ulterior

.

.

when he engaged

as featured vocalist with his band would be rank prevarication. Needless to say, after one year of business association,

Dorothy

they discovered, each in the other, an integral something that
as necessary to their complete happiness as breathing. So,
with no fuss, and with a noticeable lack of fan-fare, they were
for
married
and for
keeps
the first time in

was

.

her

.

.

.

.

.

Dorothy

life

completely,

was

deliriously

For,

happy.

again. And when Herbie said, "No, stay and give it
a fair trial," she moped harder than ever and wished
she were dead. Oh, things were just awful!
But by this time Herbie was getting pretty darned lonesome
himself, so, as he and the orchestra were going out on tour, he
finally capitulated to Dorothy's pleadings and agreed to let her
re-join the band when they reached Denver. Nuts to this separation business! And Dorothy broke all existing records for packing
and was practically beside herself with joy when the blow fell.

band

the
at

least

Ah, the irony of

fate!

A

Paramount scout had inadvertently peeped into a radio
magazine, and there, staring him in the face, was Dorothy Lamour's picture. "Now, there," said the scout to himself, "is something Paramount will undoubtedly thank me for."
When he reached
Dorothy's apartment he discovered
her feverishly
things
throwing
into suit-cases and
showing
unmistakable signs
of going some place
otherwise

truthfully,

could

what
more

ideal?

be
Herb

in a hurry.

and Dorothy, both
young and popular,
working together

suing

they

"Going

which
were both
in

ing?"

fectly

"Long

"Denver? Now,
why would any-

From the popushe gained
while singing with
larity

body want to go
to Denver?"

hubby

Kay's orchestra she was of-

"Because that's
my husband

where

sustaining

is."

program with NBC,
which job she took
in her stride, and
then,

soon

"Well, before you
go dashing off to
Denver would you

after,

like to take a screen

upon the inception
of

the

first

test?"

Shell

their

artists.

yet,

thing was jake, so
to speak. Her fan
mail was mounting
rapidly, she was
still
working with
her husband's orchestra
each evening, she was in
love with her job

vate

slackening up in
her mad bag-packing. "Don't be silly.
I haven't got time."
"Aw, come on,"
begged the scout.

"Just

:

test."

is

either being cagey
with me or else she
is just plain daffy.'

-

to the front

one little
'My gosh,' he

thought, 'the gal

,"

.

,

.

playground

Mamo

Clark, the native Hawaiian
coaching Dorothy Lamour
in the shakes and shivers of the
hula dance for "The Hurricane."
girl,

And then the radio show moved from
Chicago to Hollywood. To Dorothy that
didn't present any particular problem
... in fact, to her mind, there was only one sensible thing to
do. Quit the Shell Hour and remain on in Chicago with her
husband where she belonged. What could be simpler?
But she reckoned without husband Herbie's sound business
sense. Kay knew perfectly well that Dorothy's real opportunity
lay in Hollywood and his astuteness reasoned that once a picture
studio got a glimpse of her face or heard her sing just one song
there would be no stopping her. He was just as positive of her
ultimate success as if her name was already on a contract.
So, in spite of Dorothy's anguished pleading to be allowed to
stay at home, Herb exerted his manly rights as head of the house
and packed her, still wailing, off to Hollywood. As much as he
hated to be parted from her he wasn't going to be the one to
stand in the way of what he knew to be Dorothy's big chance.
Her future meant far more to him than did the thoughts of a
temporary separation.
So Dorothy came to Hollywood with the radio troupe and
moped around and did her work and moped some more and
wished Herbie would let her come back home and sing with
28

minds

"Screen test?"
asked Miss Lamour, not even

and they alone had the key
gate.

right

ever refuses a screen
test. He received a
horrible shock.

every-

and more in love
with Herbie than
the day she married him ... if
such a thing was
possible. The world
was their own pri-

That's where

he thought he had
her. Nobody in

Hour, she was engaged as one of the

As

trip?"

"Denver."

time.

a

the

answered
"Yes,"
Dorothy, still packing furiously.

having a perscrumptious

fered

travel-

asked

scout.

sharing each
new success together and, in gentops,

eral,

en-

went something in
this manner.

in their chosen profession,

The

conversation

Well, he argued and pleaded and
painted alluring pictures of fame and fortune and at last Dorothy agreed to take
because
just one, remember
a test
.

she

.

knew

.

.

she didn't
as the dickens.
if

.

.

and Herbie found

out about it he'd be as mad
So they dashed out to Paramount and Dorothy caused a lot
of consternation in the ranks because she insisted that they hurry
up and get the test over with. She had a train to catch and nothing like a silly old screen test was going to make her miss it.
Cameramen, technicians, executives and other imporImagine!
0
tant people looked at each other and shook their heads sadly
and then decided that maybe, after all, she was only a little
hysterical at her sudden picture prospects. But the only thing
Dorothy was actually hysterical about was the prospects of joining Herbie in Denver!
So they humored her and finished the test and Dorothy flew
out of Paramount studios as if a head-hunter was after her. And
when she arrived in Denver the second blow fell! For there was
to
a telegram from the studio demanding her immediate return
begin work on a picture. And Herbie Kay, the villainous fellow,
insisted that she turn right around and go back to Hollywood.
He was still boss of the family and said, firmly, that he knew
what was best for her. So back she [Continued on page 85]
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Stars

shipping

Brings Gifts

From The
Fans

To

Wor=

Of

All

The World.

7

ordon R.

hund,

Sil ver

cocker spaniel, a Peknamed Josephine, a
hen, a rooster and a dove. Now
she is wondering just what to do
with the two alligators a Florida
fan sent her the other day! Next
thing she'll be getting, Carole laughingly supposes, will be a Jersey cow!
Well, why not, Carole? Didn't Shirley
a

ingese, a cat

Jane Withers with
her little gift puppy.

THERE
something
is

shall

As

an

old

like this:

proverb

To him

Temple once receive a cow from a
group of Oregon fans? And didn't
Robert Montgomery once receive from
a fan a big, live, polo pony? They sure
did! Seems like nothing is too big to be
sent your favorite star! From cows and
ponies to ear-muffs is quite a jump, but
believe it or not, ear-muffs is just what Pat
O'Brien received the other day in his mail.
This pair of ear-muffs was the gift
of a Florida citrus grower fan who
George Murphy,
had heard, he wrote, that California
Paul Kel ly and
was having pretty snappy weather!
Lyle Talbot receive
At that, Pat wasn't any more
many odd donasurprised at his odd gift than Bing
tions. (Below) MaCrosby, who has received two air
rian Marsh and a
mail letters daily for the past two
purring love token.

that runs
that hath

be given.

our stars of Hollywood are concerned, that adage is a particularly true
one. There is no gainsaying the fact that
our lassies and laddies of the silver screen
have— and have a-plenty. In fact, most
everything under the shining sun is theirs
for the asking. They have the golden dollars so necessary to satisfy any little
(or
big)

far as

whim.

Despite this very pleasant state of affairs,
they are given and given right handsomely,
too— by their most ardent fans from
all over everywhere. They are given every
conceivable kind of gift, ranging from the
sweetly sublime to the utterly ridiculous.
In fact, our dear movie celebs find everything from sedate brass candlesticks to live,

—

monkeys coming into Hollywood
them from their fan friends!
Most of them like to receive these gifts
from their near-and-far admirers, make no
mistake about that. Most everything is acceptable, too— except cake, candy, pie and
handmade bombs! The eatables are more
rollicking
to

or less taboo for at least a couple ot
reasons. One being that the majority of
players have to keep thin and pastries and
such are not especially noted for their slenderizing effects!
Then, too, they do not like to take
chances— what with so many "cranks" lurking around and all. After all, who wants
to sit down and j:>artake of a cake which
might, mind you, be loaded to the brim
with rat poison, gun powder, ant paste
and other unhealthy ingredients!
But all other presents are welcome— and
it seems that the odder the gift, the more
royal the welcome.
Eleanor Powell, for instance, was "tickled
to death" when she received not so long ago
one of the rarest things on earth— a llama
rug. It came from a Peruvian admirer who
also sends her cablegrams, addressed to
"Elesweet," which are delivered to her door
every so often, and on her birthday and
holidays, he usually calls her long distance
and chats tor a half-hour! We'd begin to

suspect
a
romance if
didn't live so far away

he

and

but for the fact that
Eleanor's never met him or
even seen his picture. She
laughingly admits that he's
just a very generous and ver)' wealthy fan
admirer.
Fans seem to take great delight in
deluging Carole Lombard with animals.
Why this is she is still trying to figure out!
Anyhow, she now has the following menagerie—all the work of well-meaning fans:
One large dachshund, one small dachs-

a St. Louis fan who signs her
"Katie" and in each envelope encloses three lumps of block sugar! Another
time. Bing received a box of funny-looking
spiders from a fan— though what on earth
[Continued on page 80]

months from

letters
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The

Publicity

Is

AAovie

Stars,

Life's

And

Blood
Parties

Of The
Serve

Their Purpose

hold the big black cigars in their teeth, but they just couldn't
bear to have them burning up. It was a swell, original "shindig"
and on the menu everything turned up from clam chowder to

clam cakes.

Where some people get the idea that Hollywood only has
cocktail parties is a mystery. Parties here come up to the high
degrees of joviality. And the beauty of the whole thing is that
you can pick your choice according to the mood of the moment,

many

on the schedule.
and blue, there is the sedately
social type of gathering, where you hold a plate of fancy crackers
in one hand, a dry martini in the other and balance a dish of
lobster salad on your knee, the while trying to look nonchalant!
On the other hand, if you're feeling sort of young and foolish,
the party that Jack Dunn threw the other evening would certainly
intrigue you. Jack, as you may know, has graduated from being the
former ice-skating partner of Sonja. Henie and is now an actor.
Well, sir, his party was a "beetle and bottle" one, Hollywood's
first by the way. His yard being infested by the little roaming
creatures known as beetles inspired him to issue invitations to
his unique party. As his guests arrived he paired them off, presenting the woman a flashlight and the man a bottle— and told
them to get busy! A grand prize went to the team which caught
the most beetles and a booby prize to the couple at the foot of
the class. Everyone seemed to have a good, hilarious time— exfor there are always

fun every bit as much as the
After all, they're only human.
When there comes the inevitable between-picture break in
employment, what wonder that film players go strenuously for
recreation. And that recreation, in many cases, consists of a good,
stiff round of "partying."
Nearly all the players take advantage of Hollywood's and Palm
Springs' gay party life. They give and take as the mood suits
them. And each has odd whims of his or her own.
Cloria Stuart, for instance, finds pleasurable relaxation in giving very original dinner-dance parties. One of her latest ones was
really a knockout. It started when Gloria and hubby Arthur
Sheekman decided to throw a "clam bake" for Groucho Marx.
To "do things up brown," they also decided to make their guest
of honor feel completely at home by stealing his thunder, so to
speak. Thus, when fun-loving Groucho arrived in all his glory,
everyone, including the ladies, was made up just exactly like
the very bewildered Groucho's well-known screen personalityswallowtail coat, black trousers, "Fuller Brush" mustachios and
everything— that is, almost everything. The girls could manage to

filmtown's citizenry likes
THIS
nation's populace in general.

For instance,

you

if

feel

festival affairs

tired

cluding, of course, the poor, little, misunderstood beetles!
Leaving the ridiculous for the not-quite-so-ridiculous, we come
to the fortune-telling party that Sylvia Sidney gave for some
intimates. Besides having bona fide readers of palms, tea cups
and such, Sylvia herself amazed everyone present by introducing
a fortune-telling system that is really quite as infallible as it is
astonishing. Try it on some of your own pals sometime and

watch the looks of amazement. The unique but simple system
allows you to tell the correct age of your friends, as well as the
amount of small change carried in their pockets or purses! Here's
how Sylvia worked it:
She provided each guest with pencil and paper. Then she told
each to write down a sum equaling double his or her age. To
that sum each added 5. The new sum was multiplied by 50.
From that total was deducted 365. Each guest then counted the
amount of small change he or she had, following instructions to

NOT

exceed 99 cents. Each then added
DID
of his or her change to the last total. Then each, in
turn, told Sylvia the amount of his or her final total. She then
wrote that figure on a piece of paper and quickly added 115 to it.

count change that
this

sum

,«sgfi§illl

(Above) The
Frank
McHugW and
James Cagney
genial

who play
game

a

of "Barn-

stormin

g.''

(Right) Joan
Crawford gives
delightful
ties.

30

par-

The sum was

v&j'A
'

''IlKI

3|g

in

four figures.

The

two figures turned oul to be
the age of the guest (if they didn't
Iiim

make a mistake!) and the last
figures was the correct amount
of his or her small change!
Exceedingly entertaining and wholly different is the gay
party life down at Palm Springs, which is truly the playfib

or

two

ground of America as far as the movie stars are concerned.
Lured by the roll of tom-toms and the war whoops of
250 Indians, Grace Stafford and I (as well as hundreds of

Holl) woodites from all corners) flocked 10 the desert one week-end
for Palm Springs' three-day Indian Fiesta.
While Redskins chanted and swayed to the swish of gourds in
the moonlight Mecca of Fashion, we palefaces made merry powwow to peppery dance music under the swinging lanterns at the
Desert Inn tennis courts.

What with cowboy
and Spanish
Palm Springs

fiestas,

parties, circuses, Indian pow-wows, Mexican
riding, airplane and tennis parties, life at

is anything but dull!
Birthday parties are no novelty, but usually Hollywood's have
cute touches. I particularly liked the little touch that hubby
Harmon O. Nelson gave to wifey Bette Davis' natal day celebration. He hired a boy from a messenger service to call Bette every
half hour and sing "Happy Birthday to You!" When this had
gone on for years and years (or so it seemed to young Mrs.
Nelson), she asked the boy if he wouldn't please stop it all and

give himself up.
"I'd love to, ma'am," he

murmured

sleepily,

"I'm getting a bit

HOW

SytVlA SIDNEY

CAN

CiUESS

YOUR AGE
'HE

tells her guest to write down a sum equalling double
his or her age. To that sum add 5, then multiply by
that total deduct 365. Then count the amount

50 and from

of small change he or she has, following instructions to
count change that DOES NOT exceed 99 cents. Add this
sum of his or her change to the last total. Then the guest
tells Sylvia the amount of his or her final total. She writes
down that figure and quickly adds 115 to it. The sum is
in four figures. The first two figures are the age of the
guest and the last two figures are the correct amount of
his or her small change.

of roses and sweet peas with a huge orchid
in the center, "just like grown-up ladies get
from their sweeties."

There must be something about Joan Crawford's
at

parties that everyone enjoys. Anyhow,
a recent event, at 7.30 the Fred Astaires,

the Gary Coopers, Bob Taylor and Barbara
Stanwyck were among the guests who sat
down at the table. At 12.30 they were still
sitting! Joan and Franchot still had a lengthy
movie to show off and corn to be popped and
served But who cares for time when you're a
movie star on the "loose."
Jack Oakie had a brainstorm and so de-

cided to give a "Come With the Wind" partv.
Accordingly, invitations were dispatched by
Scarlett Varden and Rhett Oakie, which sent
all the Oakie pals scurrying to clothes closets
for old costumes in
keeping with the atmosphere and traditions of
the South. The Oakies'
hospitality \yas extremeSouthern even
to
the mint juleps and the
scotch-and-sodas!
,

—

ly

fed

up on

Like the postmen who
take long walks on their
days off, certain stars
love to play "acting" at
their parties. Only they
don't call it "acting"—
they call it "Barnstorming" and James Cagney,

this myself, but,

you see, I've been paid
handsomely to keep on—

and keep on

must!"
time was had by those fortunate kiddies invited to Shirley Temple's eighth birthday party. The cake was a
masterpiece, having been made of 150 eggs. 75 egg yolks, 10
pounds of sugar and 1 1 pounds of flour. The icing took 75 egg
whites, 12 dozen lemons.. 25 pounds of sugar among other things.
The whole thing was topped with a full miniature orchestra
whose music scripts were illuminated by the light from the eight
little candles.
It
was really something worth seeing— and, of

A

I

nice, pleasant

course, eating!
Incidentally, this birthday proved the happiest of Shirley's life.
Her mother was home from the Santa Monica Hospital to share
it with her, and gave Shirley a beautiful
Swiss doll; "Daddy"
presented her with a six-foot sail boat— large enough for Shirley
to navigate in the swimming pool; Brother Jack, who goes to
Stanford, sent her a lovely vase in the shape of a horse, filled
with forget-me-nots; Brother Sonny gave her a set of Quintuplet
dolls; Darryl Zanuck (her boss) sent her a snow-white portable
typewriter; Bill Robinson sent her a miniature modern mirrored
clock; over 6,000 fans from 30 countries sent her everything from
fishing rods to May baskets; and Shirley's favorite, James Dunn,
who appeared with her in her earliest successes, sent her a box

McHugh

Frank

and

Dick Powell invented it.
In their new game, the
players pick any
old

melodrama and play

it

themselves, one act at
a time, each week-end

each other's homes,
with friends invited to
be their audience. Each
player holds a script in

at

Gloria Stuart gave a party

and

Groucho Marx was

the guest of honor. And
was he surprised! (Above)
The party that Constance
Bennett gave astonished
even the animal crackers.

his

hand

forth
great

his

and

reads

lines

with

Besides
satisfying their hankering

for

gusto.

off-screen,

old-

[Continued on page 68]
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Here are The
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Teicnner

deception on his eager guest. It's impossible to wangle the real stars for the
party, but their doubles and stand-ins are
available. And that's where the flock of
twenty-five famous-face-resemblers come in.
When it came to casting the parts of the
famous ones, Director Harry Lachman
didn't have far to look. Some few of the
doubles assigned to the roles of outstand-

little

WAS

jT

ing stars were

certain

a

and

toil

known

all

over Hollywood

for that very resemblance. Others were personally known to Director Lachman or
actors in the cast as bearing strong resemblance to a certain screen hero or heroine. Others, hearing of the new picture and
opportunities for people who looked
its

Shakespeare
* who
the
first wrote
"double, double,
line,

William

trouble,"

though he wasn't thinking of the motion piche wrote
tures when
"Macbeth." But modern motion picture doubles have found that Shakespeare was right when it comes to the
"toil and trouble" part of being a
double. At that, Shakespeare didn't

somebody else, hastened to present
themselves at the casting office at the right
time. And so 'the casting was done.
One of the most startling resemblances
of the lot is that of James May, a Highland Scotsman, who plays the part of W.
C. Fields, bulbous nose, nonchalant swag-

know

ger,

witches'

the

scene

the half of

like

in

it.

of

cherished

a

screen

hero.

For,

take

producers
welcome them with
and
open arms for their resemblance to some
one who is big news in the movie columns,
they frequently find that this very resemblance is their greatest bar to picture
finding
casting directors

Instead

of

that

the

Doubles are definitely a drug on
the cinematic market, and it has reached
such a pass that some of the doubles are
eager to work for nothing, volunteering
their services to any director who will give
them a chance to prove that they have
something to give in addition to their

success.

resemblance to a

star.

remained for Columbia Pictures to
change all this, and give the doubles—
whole flock of doubles— the chance of their
lives to do their stuff, and be as much like
their famous prototypes as it's possible for
It

them to be. For
wood" tells the

"It Happened in Hollystory of a once-famous

star— played by Richard Dix— who
promises a crippled lad in a hospital (Billy

screen

Burrud) that when he gets well and comes
to Hollywood, he'll be honor guest at one
of the biggest and gayest ranch parties ever
thrown in the screen city, with all the important biggies in attendance. The boy gets
well, and goes to Hollywood, as per invitation, but the screen star, by now on the
decline, finds himself forced to practice a

Carole Dietrich, Arthur McLaglen, Lorraine Bond, Phil

Waldron, Berna Mack, Howard Bruce, Sylvia Lamar,
Richard Dix (himself), Maxine Jerome, Doc Dearborn,
Mary Miner, Margaret Bryson and Eugene de Verdi.
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all.

May went down

to

London

in 1920, he honestly didn't know what the
ship-news boys were talking about when
they gathered around him and chorused,
"You look just like Bill Fields." Once the
importance of the discovery was brought
home to May, however, he entrained for

it

from Hollywood dead ringers, it's more of
a liability than an asset to be a "just-like"
to one of the famous ones.

and

as a youth, and spent forty-three years
there, as a politician and lecturer. W. C.
Fields had never impinged on his consciousness, and when he came to America

seems that being a dead ringer
for Clark Gable or Joan Crawford isn't
the screen asset it seemed back in the old
home-town, when the glamorous girl or
the brawny boy first heard the delightfu
words, "You look just like so-and-so" and
decided to emphasize the resemblance with
a new hair-do, a pair of eyebrows revamped to a new slant or a brace of sideburns freshly cultivated to look like those
It

(Top to bottom) James
May, Zeffie Tillsbury, Margaret Bryson,

Sylvia La-

mar and Howard Bruce.

Hollywood. It wasn't all smooth sailing
after he got there, for, like other doubles,
he found that Hollywood likes one-of-akind when it comes to important players.
He did get a number of comedy roles, how-

OUBLE

Every Star

1936.

He was

Ziegfeld."

to do with Fields,
of 25 pictures in
cast as Fields in "The Gieat

and was the inevitable choice

when it came
Happened in

to casting the part

Hollywood."

He's

for

"It

over

See

—

Lachman

Then

there's the case of Frank E. Farr,
an Albany boy who, in the picture, plays
Eddie Cantor. Farr has been in show business since he was ten years old, and is a
song-and-dance man in his own
gifted
right. He was dropped from the stage production of "Whoopee" however, because he
looked too much like the star, and though
he has had a few picture parts because he
lesembles Cantor, he more frequently has
been rejected because of that very resemblance. He appeared in the Chicago Pageant of Progress Exposition as Cantor's
double, and he and Buddy Doyle doubled
for Cantor in "The Great Ziegfeld."

The cases of Sylvia Lamar, who is Joan
Crawford 'in "It Happened in Hollywood,"
and John Bohn, who portrays John Barrymore, are alike in that they have found
their resemblance such a liability that they
have offered to work for nothing just for
a chance at the films. Sylvia was born and
educated in New York, and worked as a
model before she decided to try Hollywood,
on the strength of that "You look just like
Joan Crawford" phrase which was like
music in her ears. She tried hard, but the
resemblance which she at first flaunted so
proudly was practically thrown in her
teeth as a reproach. This is her second job
in pictures, and she's delighted. Bohn is
also a native New Yorker. He is twenty-one
years younger than Barrymore, but in
spite of that has been a stage and screen
actor for years. He says that the resemblance to Barrymore and his famous profile

has been a definite handicap, and he
fered to do the Barrvmore imitation for
of-

You

Double.

—

tree-gratis-for-not fl-

he were later given a
chance to do another role, on
his own, and not because he
ing

if

looks
less

Barrymore. Needhowever,
he's
the same pay for

like
to

say,

drawing

seventy.

A

Hollywood Has

Them Sometimes In Lon3 Shots Maybe They
Are StancUins But Every Double Has His Day.

S

which had»nothing
and played in a total
ever,

In

extra work as the other
doubles

in

"It

Happened

in

Hollywood."

There are two players in
the picture whose names are
identical with those of the

whom

they're doubit's relationship, but in the other, it's
pure coincidence. Arthur McLaglen is taking the part of
his big brother Victor, because
McLaglens all seem to look
stars

for

ling. In

alike.

acting

one

Arthur
as

case,

is

Vic's

accustomed to
stand-in, and

(Above) Eugene de Verdi
and Virginia
Ren d e
(Left) Betty

he also looks out for the more
famous brother's business and
professional
affairs.
He has
been an actor for seventeen

I

1

.

Dietrich.

(Extreme
left)

Arthur

McLaglen.

I

years.
Dietrich,

Carole
on

other hand,

the
is

no

relation to Marlene of the lyrical
legs and skyrockeye-brows. She was born in' New
York, and has been working for some years

eting
in

"It

Hollywood

as a dress extra. Incidentally,

Happened

romance

in

Hollywood" has brought

to

Carol, as well as an opportunity to play a part. Ben Pollock, an
Arizona youth who recently left the paternal ranch
to
crash
Hollywood, was
chosen to ride a bucking horse, and double
for one of the film cowboy actors in the
picture. Long a Dietrich fan, Pollock didn't
lake long to strike up an acquaintance with

Marlene's double.

Hollywood

at

They were married

in

Saint

Valentine's "Honeythe picture was in
work. Also, incidentally, Carole has a sister
in the same production who is playing the
part of Greta Garbo. Her name is Bettv,

moon Chapel"

while

and she has been doing Garbo impersonations in a traveling stage act with Fanchon
and Marco.
While on the subject of family matters,

Howard

Bruce,

who

plays

Edward Arnold,

and Virginia Randell, who doubles for Mae
West in the picture, are brother and sister.
California-born, they used to bill on the
vaudeville stage as "Howard Bruce & Sister," and Howard, also handicapped by his
resemblance to Arnold, has recently .been
playing minor gangster parts on the screen.
Both Howard and Virginia were among the
"Hollywood doubles" at the San Diego and
Dallas fairs, and Virginia has played Mae

Fanchon ami Marco shows. Mae
one of her personal friends.
They have a real doctor in the cast of
"It Happened in Hollywood." That would
be W. W. Dearborn, familiarly known as
"Doc," who is taking the "photographic
double" role of 'William Powell. He leads
a sort of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde exWest
West

in

is

istence in the film city, the Dr. Jekyll role
being his own career as chiropractic doctor,

and the Mr. Hvde being his Powell
[Continued on page 70]
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Marlene

Dietrich
knows that her acting isn't all it should
be. As an actress she knows that she
can never hope to compete on the
screen with the Helen Hayeses, the
'

Claudette Colberts, the Sylvia Sidneys,
the Barbara Stanwycks, the Bette Davises, and the Miriam Hopkinses. But as a
glamorous personality she stands alone.
N'o one can touch her. She can enter
any night club or theatre in the world
and be the most stared at woman in
the room. Dietrich, Inc., sells Glamour
(preferred and not common)— and Dietrich, Inc., -has never yet failed to pay
juicy dividends.

BEFORE

the

arrival

of

the

beautiful

Marlene Dietrich,

simply dripping with silver fox and blue paradise, on
our mundane shores some seven years ago, glamour in
the American film industry had reached a new and most
depressing low. Even the die-hards among the movie moguls
had been forced to break down and admit that talking pictures were here to stay and God help you and Clara Bow.
With the advent of the talking picture (remember when
there were heated discussions in magazines and columns as
to whether they should be called talking pictures or talkies?
Oh boy, do I date!) the screen went in for much genteel
lifting of teacups and eyebrows in English drawing rooms, in
the Lonsdale manner. And it was all so frightfully la-de-da.
Word got around that the allure girls who had been making an honest living by staring wide-eyed into the camera
simply could not cope with the tea situation ("A Spode's a
Spode, Clara, not a spade"), and, furthermore, could not
begin to master the irritating sibilant and the broad "a."
They were told to scram to the nearest diction teacher while the
producers tore their hair and wildly wired contracts, quite indiscriminately, to the thespians of the New York stage who had
been drinking tea and enunciating for years— too many years. The
most unattractive people suddenly appeared on the screen. Fat
divas from the Metropolitan Opera, scrawny leading ladies from
the "Geeuld," and greasy earnest-workers from the Civic Repertory. The place reeked with talent, but not a whiff of glamour.
The Escapists (and count me in) can't face Life in the home,
much less in the cinema, so they gave up movies and wondered
whether they should try opium or Richard Halliburton.
And then into this dismal morass of too much Reality one day
appeared something too breathlessly beautiful to be of this world,
something startlingly arresting in scarlet and silver, with a shimmering scarf floating in the breeze, tuberoses in her hand, and
aigrettes in her hat. Marlene Dietrich had arrived from German)
to

co-star with

Gary Cooper in "Morocco"

for

Paramount

Pic-

she had the glamour situation well in hand.
it has been a number of years now since Marlene in
high heels (the Hollywood touch) followed Gary Cooper across
the hot sands of the California desert— and
fainted from exhaustion because von Sternberg
(Top) Marlene disfailed to tell her that the scene was over—
cusses her new picMarlene still reigns supreme as the most glamture with Ernest
orous star in Hollywood. But, why be small
Cossart, Herbert
about it, she is without a doubt the most
Marshall, Melvyn
glamorous woman in the world today! And
Douglas and DirecMarlene loves it. A luxurious person, with more
tor Ernst Lubitsch.
than her share of feminine vanity, she adores
Laura
( Above )
being called glamorous and beautiful. It's a
Hope Crews and
lot of fun, and besides-it's very good business.
Marlene in a scene
Nice work if you can get it.

And
Though

tures.

From her friend, discoverer, and director,
Josef von Sternberg, she has learned to look at
herself as cold-bloodedly and professionally as
if she were a share-holder in Dietrich, Inc. She
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from ''Angel.''
(Right)

The

own

ac-

on her
lawn.

tress relaxes

Marlene goes about the business of being glamorous with
charming Old World placidity. Her pictures take forever to
finish, because the photography must be just so. She does not
care how many "takes" she is asked to make von Sternberg

—

made her

often

take as

many

as thirty of very

simple scenes—

and she never storms and rages on a set when provoked by
the harrowing details of making pictures. It takes nothing less
than an earthquake to break up that magnificent poise. But
don't get the idea that Marlene is the answer to every director's prayer, and that the line is forming on the left to direct
her. Heavens, no. Marlene doesn't shriek, or throw hair
brushes, or hurl expletives, but she has her own brand of
temperament, which is far more deadly. Mr. Zukor's Glamour
Girl Number One when crossed simply sits before her mirror
and combs her hair. And there she will calmly sit until the
director, the designer, the author, come around to seeing
things eye to eye with her. She feels that she knows more
about Dietrich, Inc., than they do— and I wouldn't be at all
surprised if she didn't.
Sometimes, however, Marlene will become very feminine and
pretend that she is humoring her tormentors. For instance,
during the production of "Angel," her latest Paramount picture, there was quite an argument over hats. At the beginning
of every picture Marlene has about forty hats sent out from
Lily Dache in New York, and, after posing, and more posing
from every angle, she selects the ones she wants for the picture.
But for a certain scene in "Angel" the director did not like
Marlene's selection. "It's terrible," he shouted. "I won't shoot
the scene with you in that hat." "What, you don't like my
hat?" said Marlene calmly. "Very well. I will try on others
for you." So she had Nellie, her faithful hairdresser and fellow
conspirator of seven years, spread out all the gorgeous little
Lily Daches in her dressing room. "Which one do* you wish?"
she asked the director, being oh so charmingly feminine and
respectful. With great care the director selected one and
handed it to her. It was a hat created in a moment of abandon
to sit on the very tip of woman's crowning glory, but Marlene,
the minx, deliberately pulled it down over her forehead.
"Please," she said, "you cannot like this hat. See, I look horrid
in it. But if you wish I will wear it."
"No, no," snapped the director hastily, wondering how he
could ever have liked anything so impossible, "here, try this
one. It is just what you need for that scene." It was a Lily
Dache that simply cried to be pulled down on the right side,
but sly Marlene casually pulled it down on the left side. "It
is not becoming," she said, "but I will wear it if you wish."
"Good God, no," shouted the director, "you can't wear that'
thing. Have you any suggestions? There must be something
there." "Yes," said Marlene sweetly, "I like this one. See howwell it fits?" I don't have to tell you, dear reader, that Marlene was trying on the very hat she had decided upon in the
first

place.

Unlike all other little movie stars who avoid fittings almost
as scrupulously as they do interviews and gallery sittings,
Marlene simply adores wardrobe fittings. She will stand for
hours without complaining while the studio dressmakers take
in tucks here and put in pleats there, [Continued on page 72J
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The author found Paul Muni absorbed with the Zola character to the exclusion of all else. (Above) Gloria Holden
with the star in a scene from "The Life of Emile Zola."

Howard B arnes
THERE
could go

is

without

no one, I venture to
Hollywood for the

to

preconceived

notions

say,

who

first

time

of

the

movie capitol. I had a lot of them. Not
only had I been reviewing films on two
large New York newspapers for years, but
I had met a number of players, directors,
writers and producers on their visits East
or stopping off on their way to and from
Europe. In the course of time I had absorbed so many impressions, prejudices and
gossip items second-hand that I fancied I
had a pretty good picture of movie-making
and the Hollywood scene.
Recently I had the opportunity to stack
up this mental image I had of the screen's
center with reality. It was definitely illuminating. In the first place I went to Hollywood under the very best auspices as a
"visiting fireman." That is what they call
a critic or chronicler of the films on the
West Coast. The studios put automobiles
and press agents at my disposal. I was
asked to so many parties, large and small,
that I could only accept one invitation
out of ten. Big shots took hours explaining
the intricacies of the business to me. Even
"closed sets" were open to me. (You're
right, I didn't see Garbo).
In any case I saw virtually everything
I wanted to see and got way behind the
front of glamour that inevitably cloaks a
vital art form. If I didn't get a true feeling about the professional and personal
activities of the stars, the work and aspirations of producers, authors, directors and
the unsung technical heroes of the photoplay, while sensing the general ferment of
for their
life that forms a background

—

then it was my fault. Curiously
enough, all that I learned was accompanied by unlearning a great deal of the
"Hollywood bunk" that Dana Burnet deplored in these pages recently. Let me tell
you first what I thought Hollywood would
be like before I arrived there.
Essentially my idea of the place was
that it would resemble a cross between a
boom town in the gold rush days and
Rome in its ultimate decadence. I was
prepared to see stars being eccentric on
every hand, a jumble of imported cars,
activities,

yachts and electric palaces and more or
continual plain and fancy whoopee.
less
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a critic I knew that a staggering number of pictures was turned out each year,
but it was much harder to visualize that
than the over-publicized shindigs of Hollywood's new and shifting aristocracy. As a
matter of fact I was prepared for anything,
so long as it was dorre in true Babylonish

As

style.

What I actually found was the hardest
working community I have ever seen. The
razzle-dazzle was there, a certain amount
of foolish

ostentation

and

foolish

reckless

was almost always on the
fringes and amounted to no more than
you would find any place where a lot of
talented and individualistic people were
concentrated, with enormous wealth at
their disposal. Most people who work hard
claim that they have to play hard. The
funny thing about Hollywood is that the
people who really work, work pretty much
all the time and when they're not working
they just naturally have to rest.
So many commentators on Hollywood
make the mistake of watching film making
for too short periods. It is one thing to
watch workmen on an excavation or building project for a few minutes and then go
away thinking you know how it's done. It
quite another matter to follow them
is
living,

but

it

slogging away at the job for a full day.
I made it my business to follow^ the painstaking efforts of groups of people on different sets for full days on more than one
occasion. I wasn't working, the way they
were, but by nightfall I was dead tired.
have nothing but admiration for the
I
glamour girls and boys on the job.
Take the new Marlene Dietrich picture,
"Angel," which Ernst Lubitsch was directing when I was in Hollywood. When I got
to the set early one morning, the beautiful
Dietrich, Herbert Marshall, Melvyn Douglas and the other players were already acting before the camera. Before they had
started they had spent considerable time
in dressing and making up for their parts.
They were doing a simple but extremely
subtle scene in which Dietrich, married to
Marshall, recognized Douglas as a former
flame but refused to admit that she recognized him. Lubitsch would call for cameras
and sound and the set would take on a
strange hush. Marshall went out of the

room— Dietrich

sat

playing

the

piano-

Douglas leaned over and whispered "Angel"
—she shook her head— a few lines of dialogue and she rose, went to a table and
slowly lighted a cigarette as she turned to
him.
Over and over the scene was shot.
Lunch was hurried through and Lubitsch
took me to the projection room where the
morning "takes" or "dailies" were run off.
I
was terrifically impressed by them— by
the overtones of suggestion that had been
caught by the camera. Finally they were
finished. Lubitsch shrugged his shoulders
resignedly. "It's no goot," he said. "Didn't
you see dot shadow?"
The afternoon was taken shooting the

morning scenes all over again. Without a
grumble the players went through every
nuance of gesture and diction that they
had already delivered for hours. The result
will be a scene that you'll watch for a
minute or so. The point I am making is
that it will be as perfect as Lubitsch, his
technicians, Miss Dietrich, Mr. Marshall

and Mr. Douglas can have made it, after
Herculean labors.
So typical of this was the late Jean Harlow's last day on the "Saratoga" set. She
literally went on working until she couldn't
raise her arms to take off her make-up. I
watched her acting shortly before that
tragic time— gay, enthusiastic, even when
"take" after "take" was necessary on a
scene. Jack Conway, the director, shoots
much longer "takes" than most of his colleagues. He would rehearse them with infinite care. Clark Gable and Miss Harlow
were nearly always letter perfect in their
parts.

A

lesser player usually

made second

and third shots necessary. The stars never
showed annoyance by even the flicker cf
an eyelash. Both of them, genuinely modest

about their own

talents,

merely tried

do their parts better.
Coupled with this enormous capacity to
work, I found an amazing attention to detail. I watched Bette Davis, for example,
in "That Certain Woman," which Edmund
Goulding was directing. It was a straight
melodramatic scene. When it was finished
she came over to chat with me. Out from
behind a back-drop came a four-year-old
[Continued on page 82]
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Films.

in

Pat

O'Brien's

no epics, just picture
picture and in each story Pat
career,

us a better understanding of
shooting, regular fellow. He

a

after
gives

square

usually
cast as just an ordinary man with a job,
but his gift of talent has given the screen
real men who carry responsibilities on
their shoulders and pride
and charity in their great
hearts. The voices of millions are heard in appreciation of this actor's
true characterization
of

an American workingman

— stubborn, honorable
and somehow

gentle.

is

r)
A scene still
"Back in Circulawi t h
Regis

Joan Blondell,
and Eddie Auff.
(Left) The O'Brien home
in
Hollywood. (Below)
The family group. Left
ey,

Pat

to

—

right

Pat's

parents,

(standing)
his
wife's
father, Mrs. Pat, their
daughter, Mavourneen,
and the ever popular
actor.

How Things

Look

To The Great Lovers
The Clever Actresses Are

Anxious To Have Famous
L,overs
site

Play

Them

Oppo-

In Pictures.

you are typed
ONCE
do

as a "Great Lover," there is no escape. The girls want to
their love scenes with famous heart throbbers and demonstrate their own
ability to throw impassioned glances and record burning ardor, by way of
"time kisses." Even- off the screen the boys are trapped, just for the publicity value.
The single men who are successful as screen Romeos take to the woods between
pictures. Everywhere they look there is a girl, and her strongest yearning is for
screen success. She keeps her beautiful eye on the main chance and as far as she

concerned, love is just a word in the script.
"Great Lovers" set forth upon the uncharted sea of Hollywood, but no
matter in which direction they look, danger surrounds them.
And these sharks are man-killers!
is

The

Ronald Colman, Byron
David Niven,
Foulger and C. Aubrey Smith in "The
Prisoner of Zenda."

Gene Raymond and
"The

Life

Harriet Hilliard
of the Party."

in

Jean

Hersholt

and

Shirley

Temple

if

"Heidi."

Beatrice

Basil

and Bruce Cabot
"Love Takes Flight."

Roberts

Rathbone

and

Bobby

A

Wish."

"Make

Breen

in

in

Summers Daze

v

Mary

Carlisle

and Bing Crosby

in

"Double

or Nothing."

Allan

Jones
in

Edward

and Jeanette MacDonald
"The Firefly."

Arnold and Luis
"Easy Living."

Alberni

in

Mischa Auer, Deanna Durbin and Adolphe
Menjou in "100 Men and a Girl."

Anita

Louise

and
"First

Two

bit

Reginald

Marjorie
Lady."

Gateson

in

players with Charles Boyer and

Owen

in

"Marie

Walewslta."

Silver

Scre^

These Ten Players Inaugurate Silver Screen's

A

He

They Have Each Won
And Are The Envy Of TI
That This Gallery (
Rest Of Hollywood.
Greatness Exists Only In The Hearts Of H
Fans Does Not Lessen The Honor.

Of
Of

Fame.

Prominence

Pedest

-[all

Of Fame

F IT were not that the best players invariably come out on
top, we should say that luck determines the size of the
pedestals. After an actor has worked a lifetime on the stage.
In vaudeville and finally on the screen, and it seems that a fair
pleasure of success is all that he will enjoy, sometimes luck takes
as
a hand. A great part comes to him and the world hails him
Fields as Micaivber.
./the genius that he is. For example, W. C.
Suppose "David Copperfield" had never been made? Was that
luck? However, Fields on the radio has proven
his genius— ask Charlie McCarthy.
We have frequently heard movie discussions,
and while everyone enjoys pictures it is true that
only the great bits and great situations are re-

membered. Sharpen your memory and see if you do not find
our favorites are also enshrined
in your own Hall of Fame.

Launching Some A
Every Picture Fan Looks

To Hollywood

For Ideas

(Below) Kelly green jersey is Betty Furness'
choice for a day when the air is slightly
nippy. The blouse has a natural waistline,
girdled with a pigskin belt, and the skirt
tails in graceful folds. This is the type dress
that no well-planned wardrobe should do
without. It answers so many divergent needs.

modes vary according to
mood. (Above-left) Constance

Evening
one's

Bennett assumes a regal air in this
flowing amethyst chiffon dance frock,
with its matching cape strikingly contrasted with ombre chiffon. (Above)
svelte black crepe dinner gown,
with square decolletage and severe
short sleeves, lends Frances Dee an

A

of bored sophistication. Red and
black floral print strikingly accentuates the high waistline and bands the
straight jacket and hem. (Right) Margaret Lindsay looks particularly exciting in a sheer black hostess gown
with full, tightly banded sleeves and
a high neckline relieved by pearls.
An original note is introduced with
the cascade of white poppies hanging
carelessly from the waistline.
air

V

\nce Fall Fashions
ALTHOUGH

some women

Mil! look to Paris for a forecast
the majority of us just go to the movies
when we want to know what is being worn by the "best
people." For the screen fashion designers have to keep several
jumps ahead of the prevailing mode in clothes, inasmuch as
some pictures are filmed months ahead of the time they are
scheduled to be released, in most cases.
Naturally the studio couturiers borrow inspiration from the
famous French designers, but that's all the better for us. Apparently the combination is a very happy one, as you can see for

of

coming

styles,

yourselves.

Louise Hovick (Gypsy Rose
her?) looks most superior in
her smartly rolled brown felt with its pert
nose veil. (Center-right) Black velvet and
grosgrain ribbon, expertly pleated, fashion
this trim little turban which Binnie Barnes
wears perched over her right eye.
(Center-left)

Lee

(Above) Tala

can afford fo welweather when she
dons this two-piece spectator suit of
hunter's green
duvetyn trimmed with
grey caracul. The band, on her matching
felt hat is grey; so are her belt and
accessories.
(Above-right)
Here Tala
wears a three-piece sports suit of soft
navy blue wool. The jacket has a vest

come

the

first

Birell

brisk

effect and is trimmed with steel buttons,
and the top coat is of colorful plaid in
navy, green and salmon. Navy blue accessories are used. (Right) Correct for
town or country is this field brown, soft
suede belted jacket and skirt chosen by
Marsha Hunt. The laced effect at throat
and cuffs, and carried out again in her
matching suede gloves and pouch purse,

For that occakeeps an
in-between dark blue faille with dainty
powder blue crepe accessories handy.
is

distinctly novel.

sional sultry day,

(Left)

Jane

Wyman

— remember

Stanley

Logan, director, and Kay Francis on the sidelines of the
Lady" set. (Upper, left ) Sun-bathing. Lloyd Nolan, Dorothy
Lamour and Buster Crabbe. (Left) John King being made up by
Jack Pierce, expert. (Below) Alan Mowbray and Warner Baxter
are both in "Vogues of 1938."
"First

felt ashamed of
Showing sue my
ring-she sounoeo
so lonely
i

Avoid Offending
fMARY-DO YOU MEAN

V THAT
|

I...? ILL

USE

I

LUX FROM NOW ONI

.

.

Many attractive girls lose out on friendship,
romance, because of one unforgivable fault
perspiration odor in underthings. Play
safe
Lux underthings after each wearing.
Lux removes every trace of perspiration
odor without injurious cake-soap rubbing
or harmful alkali. Protects fabrics
saves
colors. Safe in water, safe in Lux.

—

—

—

j

Removes
odor

. . .

perspiration

Saves colors

r

Bing

Crosby

Jeanette

Luise

MacDonald

Rainer

Gary
Cooper

Shirley

Loretta

Temple

Young

For Any Player You Prefer,
Appears On This Pase
Name
Whether His

You

Or

May Vote

Elisible
Fill

Every Player

Not.

Win

To

On

The Screen

PREVIOUS WINNERS

OF THE
GOLD MEDAL
SCREEN
SILVER

Is

Trophy.

This Beautiful

Out The Coupon With The Name

Of The

Performer

Who

Is

Your

Favorite.

1932
1933
1934

—Joan
—Joan

—

1935

1936

Crawford
Crawford

Clark Gable

— Shirley

— Robert

Temple
Taylor

Janet

Use This Ballot. The Star Receiving The
Most Votes Will Be Awarded The Medal.

Mail

this

ballot before Sept.

13,

Saynor

player is "The Most Popular?" Help to determine which
star shall receive the Silver Screen
Gold Medal for 1937. Fill in the ballot
and mail it to us without delay. By
voting yourself, and securing votes from

1937.
"

SILVER SCREEN

GOLD MEDAL CONTEST,

1937

Robert
I

vote

Taylor,

for

Voter

the
winner
of the

Address

Gold
Medal
last

Send to

year.

State

City

WHICH

your friends, you can in some measure
repay your favorite player for the pleasure you have received from his or her
performances, and you may be very sure
the star who wins will be very proud
to receive this absolutely imof his or her popularity.
Send in your ballots before midnight
September 13, 1937.
In the event of a tie, medals of equal

and happy
partial

value
Silver

Screen Gold Medal Editor, 45
St.,

New

York, N. Y.

W.

proof

will

contestant.

45th

be

awarded

to

each

tying

TLe Girl

WKo L oves

Sne

Practical Jokes.

s

Been Kidded By Experts.

LOMBARD
CAROLE
picture.

her

The following day Carole again
was "framed." While she and Buck

Nor can Hollywood!
For the Lombard that the film colony knows

and Van Dyke— the Van Dyke later
to direct such successes as "Trader
Horn" and "The Thin Man"— sat
chatting, four cowboys roped and

will never forget

first

and thrills to, the
hardened Hollywood
'em love

it,

Lombard

who

shocks

so deliciously and makes
a product of her introduction

is

started to saddle one of the horses.

motion pictures and motion picture people

to

But it required the assistance of
others to saddle this particular animal. He pitched and bucked and
struck at his tormentors until the
scene
resembled a wild melee.
Finally,
however, the boys succeeded in saddling him
and
their quarry stood, kicking and
snorting.
To Carole, the scene represented
a touch of the Old West. She
watched the antics of horse and
men with eager interest. But she

just as surely as she is the fashion designer's delight and the despair of the studio
publicists.
It happened a long time ago— about 1925—
this film in which she made her debut as lead.

.

.

ing lady and which was to have such farreaching consequences. Buck Jones, the western
star, saw her one day as she crossed the Fqx
studio lot with a friend and immediately decided he wanted her for his next leading lady.
At that time she wasn't the same glamorous
creature she is today. Pretty, yes, and unusually attractive. But her hair wasn't the
spun-gold by which her fans know her now,
and she was decidedly roly-poly in appearance. Not too much so, you understand, but
the Carole Lombard of the present is a far
cry from that rosy-cheeked Carol— she since has
added the "e" to her name— who accompanied
Buck and his company to the wilds of Arizona

on

.

was unprepared for what was to
happen.
Immediately the horse was sad-

Buck and Van Dyke led her
over to the broncho. Then, as she
realized what they were about to
do and struggled to free herself,
they seized and tossed her up on
the saddle and tied her flying feet
under the horse's belly. To Carole's
dled,

location.

The moment

the company reached camp
over there in Arizona, Carole became the butt
of every joke ever played upon a greenhorn.
Buck and W. S. Van Dyke, the director, and
all the other members of the troupe— according to the custom in western units with new
leading ladies— went out of their way to "kid"
and plague the bright-eyed Carole.
First, came the "chapping," a pleasant little
institution of the range that consists in placing the subject forcibly over a barrel and then,
with a pair of chaps— the leather trousers cowboys pull on over their pants to protect them
from the elements and cactus and tearing
brush, in the event you don't know— spanking
him repeatedly, to the huge enjoyment of all
the onlookers.

While Buckthe brute— swung

the chaps, the
others of the
company formed
a

circle

around

the pair and
cheered to the
tune

of

Carole's

maddened

cries.

shrieks were added their own
the grinning cowboys' yips

traveler approaching would
have sworn mura

der was being

committed

.

.

.

and

the
possibility
exists
that the shrieks that emanated from the Lombard
might have been responsible
for the strange absence thereafter
of
coyote howls at
night. At any rate, Carole
made herself heard all over
the wild Arizona range, and
the instant she was released
lit into Buck tooth and nai
causing that worthy to turn
tail and hike for the horse
corral. He reached the safety
of the horse remuda only a
fraction of a second ahead of
the infuriated Carole, and
there
remained until his
leading lady's wrath
was
somewhat spent.

and
and

whoops.

With

potential death staring her
the face— her imaginative mind
had been plied with tall tales of
bucking horses and the lives they had cost!—
Carole gripped the reins that had been thrust
into her hands and fearfully waited for the
horse to start his crazy bucking
for him
to rear up, fall over backward and crush her
in

.

body

.

.

an eggshell.
Instead, the beast walked calmly over
like

to a

and started to nibble grass!
Carole could not know that the horse was
trained to buck only when thumbed on the
neck
otherwise, a perfectly gentle animal.
Through such "horrific" incidents and
pranks as these was
Carole introduced to
Left) Buck Jones,
Hollywood and its folk
tuft of green

.

ho

.

.

introduced

initiated into motion
pictures. When she left
.

arole

wood

to

Holly-

.

.

Hollywood, she scarcely
the meaning of a

knew

practical joke
certainly not the hardy ribbing that she encountered
daily while with the company. Upon her return,
she was past mistress in
all forms of the art.
.

Outside the confines of the camp,

.

.

.

.

It
has been said— and
rightly— that Carole Lombard is the most fun-loving person in Hollywood,
that her flair for practical jokes is surpassed by
none. That first picture

hers
responsible.
is
of
Carole's entire later per-

sonalis was developed as
an aftermath of that lotrip
with Buck.
cation
Perhaps, if her first picture hadn't been as Buck
Jones' leading ladv, she
might not be the Caro'.e

Lombard

today,
she is
that latent personality
might never have been

developed.
.

.

.

least

Who
of all

knows
herself.
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The

Players

Skilful

Lives

On

Who

so
that he burst forth in a monologue that struck his listeners
funny that they chorused he should be on the stage. He decided
character,
to take their advice, and at last brought his comedy
now definitely developed, right out into the open to help brighten
then,
the world with laughter. He was in half a dozen stage plays,
merriment,
in 1933, he was drafted into the whirlpool of movie
appearing
being signed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and has been

Give Their

To Comedy Arc Welcomed

Every Screen

And

Their Talented

performances Arc Well Rewarded.
Theirs Is The Last Laugh.

Butterworth's abin pictures ever since. Dignified, unobtrusive,
nitwit; the
surdities are whimsical and unique. He's the quizzical
superb sap who blinks vacuously when trying to catch an idea;
melancholy clown who never quite fits into place.
the

being spotlighted in motion pictures today
comedian
protest against the
as never before. The whole world, in a
specializes
worries of modern life, is seeking entertainment that

THE

is

in laughter.

,

,

j

•

the most elusive phase of the acting art and,
among the screens
bein°- so valuable, there's strong competition
more laughs.
funny men as the demand increases for laughs and
who is "naturally
lust why is a comedian? Is he a person
and does it
funny? Was he born with the gift of merriment
does early
spring forth spontaneously, like his breath? How much
viewpoint?
environment influence the humorous angle in one's
stimulus
best on an easy life, or must it have the

Now" comedy

is

Does it thrive
of hard knocks?

pleasant years before it blossomed into
comic, Erie
the inimitable comedy of today. The dapper English
prompted him
Blore slyly admits it was a ludicrous incident that
Burns' sheer joy in
to make himself over into a comedian. Bob
his native Arkansas hills
living surmounted early hardships in
laughter,
and taught him how fine a line lies between pathos and
"developed a heart-warming humor that is carrying him

humor throughout many

SO',

I'm not a

wouldn't
yes, trying to be funny is very hard work but I
have missed its thrills for anything."
different
Eric Blore became a fun specialist by an entirely
accompanied
route. He's been a screen favorite ever since he
Fred Astaire from London to Hollywood, with the stage

Dh

"The Gay Divorce," to recreate his amusing waiter
other
part in the film version, following this with many

success,

played with charm and high humor.
little boy, reared in a conservative

Eric was a solemn

and intellectual environment-the stage seemed as far
removed from his life as the North pole. His father, an
honor student in classics at Trinity College, Dublin,
and a member of the Board of Education in London,
had fond dreams of his son following in his steps.
theatricals
Instead, Eric became interested in amateur
and completely scandalized his father by accepting a
chance to tour Australia with G. P. Huntley's comto
pany, "The Merry Makers," rather than go
college. After a year of acting there
him but the stage.

was no other

life for

to the top.

„
Butterworth greeted my questions in his typically vague
a com"Becoming
explained,
gravely
then
manner,"
and
desire. Always shy
edian was the fulfilment of a life-long secret
spring
and diffident, I used to yearn to be amusing-you know,
make people laugh. I m
clever remarks and bright quips and so
the amusing charnaturally very observant and I began noting
.

.

,

Mr

baffled

folks, those idiosyncrasies that

my home

acteristics of

on their faces,
and from this wealth
put

above the applause for

and when

this

prince of

I

knew a laugh would have
job. So, deliberately, I set out
thought comto become a comedian. I
edy, I read comedy, I trained myself
every
to see the humorous angle to
comedy:

created

saved

a composite humorous character of my

own. Most of the
things I do are suggested by incidents I
have stored in my
I

to

started my second, determined to sing it with true British courgallery
age, a foghorn voice from the
shouted, 'Get off the stage!'
"Amazing, but in that one illuminating
moment I suddenly realized the power of

walk, the way
they talked, the funny expressions they

memory and

certain

singers,

their

I

make

told me,
"I had developed a voice," Mr. Blore
with his inimitable drollery, "and when I returned I was glad to accept an offer to sing at
one
the Canterbury Music Hall, long known as
This
of the most difficult houses in London.
turned into a calamity for I was piogrammed
follow Harry Lauder. My first song never
rose

people stand out. I
learned to imitate

of material

NBC

roles, all

Three of our popular players, whose background and environfails to
ment are widely different, and whose merriment never
solemn man-aboutclick, answer some of these questions. The
subtle
town Charles Butterworth, painstakingly nurtured his

and

He has a nervous, sensitive temperament and while he moves with
tension. Following
a certain deliberateness, he's always at high
with Fred Astaire, he paced back
his Packard hour over
and forth in his dressing room like a caged lion. "It's hard to
a terrific strain.
let down," he explained, morosely. "Comedy is
spontaneous humorist, I study it all out carefully.

I

my

situation. It was exhilarating. As my
latent humor found release, the world
took on a new aspect. I shall always
be crrateful to that unknown gentle-

mere-

mold and adapt
them for my present

ly

J

need."

Born in South
Bend, Indiana, where
his father was a
prominent physician,
Charlie early decided to become a lawyer, and
entered Notre Dame University,
eventuallv becoming known as one
of its leading non-football graduates. He insists this is a libel and
completely obscures the fact that
he was once injured during an exciting

Army-Notre

Dame game-

the bench!
No sooner had he the right to
practice law than he felt the urge
to become a newspaper reporter
and his first job was writing obituary notices for the South Bend

when he

fell

off

News-Times. Despite

this

mourn-

beginning, Charlie followed the
newspaper course through several
years, finally landing on the New
ful

York Times, where he hobnobbed
with the wittiest men of the press.
He says if he hadn't become a reporter he probably would never
have been an actor, for it was during a show given at the Press Club
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The lanky com
Bob Burns (above
brings to the sere
the kind of come

that

is

now

vogue. He has
trick hat nor iv
ny whiskers. (Lef

Charles Butte

worth;

also,

from "Swi
High, Swing Lov
with Charles Jud

scene

and Jean DUx
and the worri
comedian betwe
them.

man

with the foghorn voice, in the Canterbury
balcony, for he started me on a most happy
career."
I watched Eric make an hilarious
in which, as Leslie Howard's valet,
he was loyally coaching his master in poetic
love-making, and I believe he has found his
best
opportunity in this new Warner

Recently,
scene,

Brothers film,

now making

Love I'm After." He's

"It's

a picture at the

RKO

studio,

"You

playing the harassed manager of a touring orchestra in "Three on a Latchkey,"
which, also, promises excellent scope
^

for his talents.
The art of nonsense
absurdities, whims

humanity

I

and

see,
out

kinda
young with
my bazooka

built on the
and vanities of
is

Blore

to

emphasizes

when

the

goin' was

mighty
tough, and that's

when

I

learned to
o

laugh instead

getting tragic. If yc

laugh hard enou
most troubles

v,

was xi
among the Arka
hill billies and th<
vanish.

pretty

I

philosophic;

matter how hard I if
they always have
swer.

instrument. He
it
a bazooka.

They don't

either, they wait
to

With

a flair for story
telling, a talent for
natural acting, plus

1

were

there
times

Burns.
He has a couple of pieces
of gas pipe to one of
which is attached a small
whiskey funnel and it is
supposed to be a mu|

^

some-

get

where and

these qualities in creating his comic
characters,
adding an engaging
warmth that endears them to his
audiences.
Out of the lush hills of Arkansas
comes a man with a friendly
grin,
an ingratiating drawl,
and a humor that is homely,
richly
human and wholly
original. His name is Bob

sical
calls

I

started

do

anticipate,

and meet problems when they come.

an ability to coax
weird wails from

the bazooka,
Burns has made

floundering all about him. My father hollered at him, 'I told you
to move.' And the man yelled back, 'Well, I'm movin' now,

sensational

ain't I?'

screen success

my 'career'
a guitar while

"Guess

twang
Leslie

Howard's

n.w pictura,

"It's
Love I'm After," t!ie
comedian undertakes
to coach
his
master
in poetic love-making.

(Be-Iow)

learned

I

that, too.

remember once we were warned a flood was comin' and my
father went up and down country telling folks to move out, but
they said they'd get out when the flood came. Well, it came, and
one morning standing on the river bank we saw a fella come
floating by clinging to his house top and with cattle and hogs
"I

Eric Blore.

the mandolin.
Waltz,' all day

began when

I learned to
brother fumbled with,,
play 'Over the Waves
all
night and serenade

my

We'd
and

we knew. Then my uncle, Collis
Needham, taught us to sing 'She Lives on the
Same Street with Me,' and we stood up on the
bandstand in the courthouse yard one Sunday
evening and sang it before fifteen hundred peoeverybody

ple.

I'll

never forget

it.

"My bazooka was an

accident. I once hapof gas pipe and
caught a bass note. That gave me an idea, and
oh well, I just fooled around until I made a
funny contraption that gave a lot of notes. I
was mighty proud of it but even then I didn't
dream that someday General Pershing and the
King of Spain would git blue in the face trying
to blow that same instrument, or that it would
land me in pictures with a fine dressing room
at the Paramount studio, right between Bing

pened

to

blow through a piece

Crosby and Carole Lombard.
"Before the screen invited me to join up
with it, I was in vaudeville 'most all
over the world. I was on the
radio

hither
too.

and

thither,

That happened
alter I had a

chance to
go to NewYork on the
R udy Va e e
1

program,
you've
thing,

you do

However, he traveled a long, hard road before
lament out of him.
When I asked" him why he was a comedian, he grinned
broadly, then drawled, "Life is too durned serious to be taken
seriously. Did you ever think what would happen if nobody
laughed? Shucks, we'd all be in the insane asylum.
"They say it's a whole lot harder to make people laugh
than it is to make 'm cry. I'm not knowing. I never tried to
make anyone cry. As for being funny, well, I don't know how
come except I like people, I've known a good many, and it's
fun to talk about them. Maybe that spells comedy.

Rudy

'II

He

let

gave

me six minutes lor
my act and I talked

in four pictures.

he arrived but

if

any-

got

it.

1

for,

you'll never hear a

thirteen. So they kept
all summer, switch-

me

ing between the Vallea
and Paul Whiteman pro-

grams, trying to talk
out.

Then

I

me

was signed for

Bing

Crosby's radio proout here in Hollywood, and bless you, if they

gram

didn't

[Cont.

on

page
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The Alountainsidc On His
Royal Prince
Winged Skis Came

Down

A

Who Searched For Love — And

The

strategic

L,tli.

ambassadors saw

(Sonja
happiness of Lili
Henie), but Uncle Dornik (Raymond Walburn) hinted that
there had been a lovers' quarrel.
the

For a moment there was no
answer. Herr Krantz had swooned.
Unaware of that, the Foreign
Office secretary went on explaining. An international conference
was planned. The signatories of
three power pact wished to move into St. Christophe.
Naturally, they must have the very best of everything, regardless
of expense.
Herr Krantz revived in time to say he thought the accommodadidn t
tions could be arranged. "Pardon me. What was that? I
?"
hear you
Herr Krantz's face turned livid with despair. "Snow? ... On
snow!" Herr Krantz plunged. He was gambling his shirt,
his
but a desperate hotel manager must be prepared to gamble
shirt or else go into bankruptcy.
"Of course there's snow in St. Christophe," cried Herr Krantz.
.
"The best snow in the Alps. Yes sir, and excellent skiing
:

T WAS

not snowing in

St.

Christophe.

That simple statement sums up

a wealth of Alpine tragedy
that could not be told in volumes. Imagine Hollywood without
the movies, Florida without a grapefruit, New England without
a fried clam! Imagine any catastrophe you like and throw in a
pack of St. Bernards for good measure and still you will have
only the foggiest idea of the pall of gloom which had descended
upon St. Christophe, (Altitude 2100 Meters).
The Grand Hotel Imperial was empty and its vast corridors

and mammoth modernistic lobby echoed only

the despairing
harassed manager, Herr Krantz. The Paris-Constantinople Express had just passed through and not one tourist
footfalls

of

its

Why? No snow!
was snowing at St. Gothard. St. Moritz had six feet. St.
Felipe was snowed in. And St. Christophe stewed under a tropic
sun and faced utter ruin!
No snow, no tourists. No tourists, no business! Eight words

alighted.
It

spelled the doom of St. Christophe.
In the cowshed behind her humble cottage, Lili Heiser milked
a Swiss cow to the tinkling strains of a Swiss music box operated
by her Swiss boy friend Alex. Lili was the skating instructor at
the Grand Hotel Imperial and she had nothing better to do
than Bordenize the cow.
She was lovely as the Edelwiss, this Lili Heiser. Her eyes were
the vivid blue of a mountain lake— merry, shining eyes set in
cheeks that blushed the delicate pink of Alpine sunrise. She was
dimpled and delicately curved like the contours of the snow clad
mountainsides— when there was snow. And the adoring Alex, who
contented the cow with music while she milked, found her heart
as unmeltable as the core of an Alpine glacier. Lili didn't know-

and they

but she was saving her love for a Prince.
At the Grand Hotel Imperial the telephone rang. An official
of the Foreign Office was on the wire, regardless of expense. "I
wish to make reservations. Could you possibly manage to let us
have eighty one rooms and three suites?"
it,
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goodbye!"
There was onlv one thing

Yes

.

.

yes

.

.

.

.

left to do, that was for the village
including everybody from the cradle to

to pray. St. Christophe,
dotage' went down on its knees and prayed for snow.
And that night, while the church bells pealed joyously, while
yodeled, snow
the delirious villagers laughed and danced and
Prince came into Lili
fell upon St. Christophe and when the
skns along.
Heiser '3 heretofore humble life, he came bringing his
Grand Hotel
In the international game that was staged at the
long as
Imperial Prince Rudolph held the balance of power. So
by a Count
he could keep two hereditary enemies, represented
served his
and a Baron, fighting with each other the prince
and
the Count and the Baron got together

If once
ganged up against him, all was lost.
fondness for
Prince Rudolph, who had a sense of humor and a
his native land was
skiing saw that the best way he could serve
at St. Christophe supto keep out of the picture. He arrived
behind closed doors
posedly the victim of a bad cold and retired

country well.

Hotel Imperial. That
in his imperial suite at the Grand
Count and the Baron to plot against each other.
was easily
The second point in Prince Rudolph's program
sneaked away to a
arranged. Disguised by smoked glasses he
as plain Rudolph
lodging, the' Village Inn. There
left

humbler

Miller,

he was

free to

go out and

ski to his heart

s

the

content.

thermos

flask

Rudolph was enjoying a cup of coffee from his
mountainside and
when he first met Lili. She had skied down a
delightful young
was travelling like a comet-a pink, dimpled,

When Lili and the prince
met, it was not the excitement of skiing which
made their pulses race
and set their hearts to
beating furiously.

Fictioni^ation of

'

Thin

Ice/'

a Twentieth Century=Fox Production
Swiss comet— when she shot over the
toj3 of the snowbank.

— the
Adolph—her

Rudolph was just underneath. By
ducking his head and crouching he
just missed the skis that ripped the
calm mountain air as they bore Lili
in a terrific leap. By the time she
returned to apologize Rudolph was

Hendricks

(Left)

diplomat (Melville
Cooper),

yokel sweetheart
(George Givot) and
Behind her lovely
smile the diplomat susLili.

fleeing

rapidly

and

had

left

his

thermos and scarf behind him.
To Lili Heiser, perfectly innocent
of Rudolph's royal secret, the young
man with smoked glasses seemed the
shyest male she had ever encountered. She had to chase him across
a panorama of the Swiss Alps before she caught up and returned
his belongings. But, once captured,

pected there hid the
secrets of an amazing
intrigue.
(Above) The
equerries and Strohn
(Arthur Treacher) at-

tend Prince Rupert
(Tyrone Power).

, ,
„
,,.„
Rudolph
Miller seemed a nice young man!
As for Rudolph himself, the damage was done at first sight.
Rudolph had never seen anything like Lili at court, or anywhere
else. She was cute and she was sweet
and innocent, just the kind
,

best. When he told her he was a newspaper reporter assigned to cover the conference she took his
word for it
without hesitation and confided her life ambition to him.
"I don't want to be a skating teacher all my life,"
she began
shyly. And then, because her ambitions seemed
presumptuous she
grew embarrassed. "Oh, I can't tell you! You'll laugh!"
"I promise not to. Tell me, please!"
"Well, one day when I was a little girl, my mother took me to
see a great ballet. It was so beautiful-they did the
Swan. You
."
see that lake over there

of girl

he liked

.

.

He

followed her pointing finger and nodded.
"Ever since then," she whispered shyly, "I've wanted to do the
same thing on ice!"
As she told him her ambitions, growing in confidence because
this kind stranger did not laugh at her, both of them
shared the
vision: Lili leading the Swan ballet on the smooth ice
of the
mountain lake, the poetry of motion and loveliness that perfect
skating can achieve.
"I'm sure one day your dream will come true," he assured her
when she had told him.
Her smile was wistful, "I wonder!" She started to leave him.

—

"Goodbye

.

.

."

"But

can't I see you again?"
Lili looked at him, thoughtfully.
deeper pink colored
cheeks. Her voice was soft. "I go skiing every morning
began, then, frightened at her boldness, dashed away.

A

.

her
she

Emboldened by Rudolph's encouragement, Lili mentioned her
ambition to skate the Swan ballet to Herr Krantz when she

reached
the
hotel.
Herr Krantz
snorted. He let Lili understand that
she was hired as a skating instructor,

nothing more. Herr Krantz had no

use for amateurs.
But Fate had marked Lili
as one to be smiled upon and humble Alex,
the Swiss boy friend
was the unconscious instrument of Fate.
Alex discovered his own cousin Herman had a job
as Prince
Rudolph's chauffeur. After they had had a few beers
together
Cousin Herman agreed to let Alex take his sweetheart
ridiV in
the prince's car. But of course they must go
late at night when
Herman would not be found out.
In the small hours of the morning a worthy village
matron
heard a motor car and peeped from her window. It
was the
prince's car with a royal crest big as a cabbage
emblazoned on
its doors. And it stopped in front of Lili
Heiser 's humble cottage'
The prince's chauffeur got down. He held the door and handed
out a lady
"Why, it's Lili Heiser!" cried the woman.
"And look," said her husband, "She's talking to someone

inside!"

"The

of course." The good woman looked shocked
have thought-" she began in the virtuous and
pleasantly scandalized state good women experience
when thev

Prince,

"Who would

scent intrigue.

was undoubtedly

Lili who turned to say goodnight and blow
passenger inside the Prince's car. The gossips didn't
know she was blowing kisses to Alex. They would have missed
a lot of excitement if they had.
Inside of fifteen minutes the whole village was sure that Lili
had been out with the Prince until all hours. Before morning
everybody in the Grand Hotel Imperial knew it, including the
Count and the Baron and the horde of newspaper men° who
attended the conference.
Prince Rudolph was carrying on an affair with Lili Heiser, the
little skating teacher!
Before the sun again kissed the snow clad splendor of St.
Christophe the news echoed around the world. And those two
wiley old diplomats, the Count and the Baron, began to scheme
how to turn this state of affairs to some use.
The Count saw at once that the thing to do was to <*et on the
0
good side of Prince Rudolph's new lady. At precisely the same
moment the bright idea occured to his rival, the Baron. And not
more than sixty seconds later— for a hotel manager is almost, if
not quite as smart as a diplomat— Herr Krantz discovered that
Lili Heiser was a girl to be cultivated. St. Christophe had suddenly become the scene of a royal romance that was worth a
fortune to the Hotel Grand Imperial.
Up to this point in his career, Lili's Uncle Dornik had baiely
picked up a living selling picture postcards on the station platform, and brushing off the dusty clothes of newly alighted
tourists. But Lili's Uncle Dornik was almost as smart as Herr
Krantz. He, too, discovered in record time that pretty little Lili,
who didn't even know what it was all about, was a gold mine if
properly managed. Uncle Dornik undertook to be her manager.
It

kisses to the
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The

Lili

to

woman

he

Uncle

came

who

press,

the

her skating

gives

dance and the diplomats see in her a

the
Imperial.

close

at the Hotel Grand
established his startled niece.
Dornik received the gentlemen

There
of

Lili,

for

suite

suite

royal

demand

thing he did was to

first

elaborate

an

of mystery.

and

flocking,

spun out a fine yarn about the romance
between Lili and the Prince. When the
Count and the Baron called, bringing impressive gifts, Uncle Dornik received the
the two eager diplomats
gifts and kept
competing with each other for the favor
of Lili's confidence. For, through Lili, both
the Count and the Baron hoped to influence His Royal Highness.
The next night all St. Christophe flocked
to the Hotel Grand Imperial to see
skate. Herr Krantz was delighted to

Lili

have

her give exhibitions. He had forgotten all
that he said about not being bothered by
amateurs. He begged her to skate!
And Lili, still innocent of the cause of
her
all, thought that it was because of
it
talents that' the world had turned upside

down.
It was the charming stranger, Rudolph
Miller, who opened Lili's eyes to the truth.
Lili still went out for her early morning
run on skis and Rudolph met her on the
mountainside.
that you and
good
very
say
friends," Rudolph explained.
"Why that's ridiculous," Lili cried, still
failing to grasp the full significance of it.
"I don't even know what he looks like."

thinks

"Everybody

"So
with
little

by

- shall

are

Prince

I

-

we

He smiled
he agreed with her. For a
Rudolph had been tortured

gather," said Rudolph.
as

relief

while

the

the

that

suspicion

little

Lili

wasn't

innocent as she looked; that, perhaps,
she had been trying to cash in on her

find

She was a peasant
girl— and she hadn't guessed
he was a prince! So long
as she thought him plain
Rudolph Miller, a newslifetime!

Convinced

knew that he was His
Royal Highness, Prince Rudolph what would she do!
stormed into the
Lili
Hotel Grand Imperial and
told the gentlemen of the
press and everybody who

informed Rudolph's
prime minister that he
must sign the three
power treaty according
to the
tated.

listen that the story

about herself and the
prince was a lie. And all

acquaintance with royalty.
But by now Lili was in a royal rage that
outdid any rage Rudolph had ever indulged in.
'Til put an end to this right now," she
vowed and started off for St. Christophe in

tut!"
around
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nfHE movie critic of the N. Y.
Jl
Herald Tribune finds a great
deal to like in Hollywood as well
as other things which are not so
pleasing. Read Howard Barnes'
article and enjoy an intelligent
7nan's estimate of Hollywood. No

bouquets—just a good job

fiossie

of reporting.
*

*

*

The "Projection"

story

in

the

October Silver Screen reveals the
interesting

life

of Jeanette Mac-

Donald.
*

Janet Graves, you will remember that she wrote "What! No
excited
More Clinches,"
over the way the women do not
get equal opportunities. In "It's
A Man's World" she vigorously
demands a new deal for the gals
of the cinema.
*

The
out

#

*

certainly
side lines

stars

into

all

do branch
you never

zuoidd imagine! It's all explained
in the next issue by Gordon R.
Silver.

***

The October Silver Screen
be on the newsstands Sept. 14.

will
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me marry

was more sought after than
Crafty old Uncle Dornik
and Herr Krantz, just to
make doubly sure, dressed
Uncle Dornik as the Prince and arranged
that all the hotel gossips should see him
leaving Lili's apartment swathed in a bathrobe late at night. After that there were
just two people in the world who knew
there was no truth in the story and those
two were the ones most concerned.

knew

now

that

was

it

man

And Rudolph knew

that

the girl."

The Prime

ever.

Rudolph

that she loved.
the woman he

was not the intriguing Lili Heiser
that the world was talking about, but a
darling, innocent peasant girl who had no
idea that he was a prince.
Far up on the mountainside, isolated in
a cold, frozen fairvland of their own. the
two sweethearts clung to each other while
Rudolph whispered, "Lili, let's get mar-

rose

more
royal

and

Minister

bowed

with
for

respect
brains than

real

he

"Your Highness," he
quavered, "you have saved your country!"
So the justly famed church bells of St.
Christophe rang again, not this time in

had

felt

for

celebration

years.

of

the

first

snowfall.'

The

Al-

pine peaks echoed their happy clangor
while the happy peasantry, led by Herr
Krantz and Uncle Dornik yodeled the most
cheerful tune ever written for lovers like
Lili and the Prince— the wedding march.

loved

ried."

"Oh -Rudy,

"Why
"I'm

#

gets

the world echoed
their views and Lili Heiser

Lili

dic-

prove that the story is
true," he smiled. "I'm
afraid you'll have to let

The newspapers

Miller the newspaper

they

terms

There was only one
way out of the dilemma Rudolph pointed it
out to the Prime Minwe have to
ister. "All
do to settle them is

the gentlemen of the press
and the diplomats smiled
and said, "Ah ... the soul
of discretion! Or a lovers'
Tut,
quarrel, no doubt!

whirl of sparkling snow dust.
Rudolph smiled after her flying figure
and then he sighed. He had met her at
love for a
last, the one woman he would

at last that

the romance of prince
and peasant girl was a
hoax, the Count and
the Baron had joined
forces. Together they

as

a

interna-

diplomats like
the Count and the
Baron can be of help.

paper man, he might win
her love. But when she

would

way,

a

tional

I

want

to,

but

how

mixed up

in

this

terrible

mess

at the hotel."

Rudy firmly, "is exactlv the
why we're going to get married at
once. Come on!"
And so they would have been married
"That," said

reason

and lived happily ever after, but lor the
Prime Minister. A Prime Minister is a
prince's boss and Rudolph's prime minister
had risen from a sick bed after he read the
reports from St. Christophe. He
latest
caught Rudy just in time to lock him up
in the royal suite at the Hotel Grand Imwaited in vain for

the

while
bridegroom.
It looked as if romance had gone out
like a light, with Prince Rudolph raging
behind locked doors and poor Lili searching in vain for Rudolph Miller, the newspaper man. But when even love fails to

perial

Lili

by

can I?"

can't you?"
all

"Thin Ice." Produced
Twentieth Century-Fox and Directed by Sidney Lanfield. Screen Play
by Boris Ingster and Milton Sperling.
From the story by Attila Orbok.

Fictionization of
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Sig
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Hendricks
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THE

LIFE OF
EMILE ZOLA

An

Jim Brady."
Opening

Film— WB

NEVER

since

have been
have I

I

Wall

such respect and admiration shown an actor by
an audience as was shown to
Paul Muni after the preview
seen

"The Life
As Muni left
of

audience

the

two

lines

As Emile Zola, the archshams and hypocrisies,

foe of

Muni surpasses even his notable Louis Pasteur, for which
he recently received an Academy Award. Yes, it's that

of

pults

him

ready

to

and Cary Grant plays
Fisk's friend and
partner who tries to warn
Nick Boyd,

him

on

his

laurels.

Sondergaard

He

Then

is

in

picture

is

a rare treat for those

who

dote

on that colorful period in American history when poor boys became millionaires
and shot the works. It doesn't happen now,
not even in Hollywood. Popular Mr. Arnold plays Jim Fisk, the peddler who became a Wall Street magnate, and gives one
of his finest performances, though it is
more than faintly reminiscent of "Diamond

THEY WON'T FORGET
Circumstantial Evidence Again Creates a
Tragic Situation— TLB
THIS picture is remarkable for its vigor

The theme is so provocagives one a new realization of
the power of the screen, a power that must
be preserved and used to better the conditions under which we
live. It is a call to all
citizens to feel the mortification
of
dishonor
and

tive

Dreyfus,
Plolden as

Erin

Moore

as

Anatole France. Every
adult should see it.

vance
loses

the

politician

man's
his

to ad-

life

own game, he

our sympathy.

The

picture
is
an
arraignment of corrupt

THE TOAST OF
NEW YORK

officials

many

A

Fascinating True
Story of a Financial

and

it

may

start

move-

reform

a

ment.

Mervyn LeRov

WlZARD_i?A.'0

rected

ambi-

tiously produced,
Arnold's new

corrupt

uses a

as

Edward

in

However, you will follow the action with your
whole attention. When
the

i—f

from the

Greene.

Cezanne,

AVISHLY and

is

"Death

Deep South," by Ward

Donald Crisp as Labori
and Morris Carnovsky

T

story

book,

O'Brien
as

wake up and

to

The

as

Nana, Vladi-

mir Sokoloff

it

help the cause of justice.

Madame

Zola,

intensity.

that

and

Gloria

Lucie

much

narilv interesting picture for
adults.

1805 comes the scandalous railroading of
Alfred Dreyfus to Devil's Island to save the
honor of the French general staff— and
Zola once more takes up his pen for truth
and justice and becomes the center of the
activity in the famous Dreyfus case.
The picture is brilliant and impressively
directed and produced,
and the highest praise
should be given every
member of the truly
perfect cast. Especially
Schildkraut
to Joseph
as the ill-fated Dreyfus,

Gale

of the folly of too

p o w e r and wealth. Jack
Oakie is another partner,
and Jack of course provides
the laughs. It's an extraordi-

In "They Won't Forget," Claude Rains plays
with dramatic fire the villainous part of the
unscrupulous district attorney.

quickly catainto fame and fortune.

rest

Street.

sell?),

sensational

a

Wall

Frances Farmer plays Josie
Mansfield,
an actress befriended by Fisk (playboys
always went for actresses in
those days, remember Diamond Jim and Lilian Rus-

good, and if you are an adult
and can appreciate acting,
you shouldn't miss it.
The story opens in the
winter of 1862 with Zola, a
struggling young writer, living in poverty in a Paris
garret with Paul Cezanne,
the French painter, and then
proceeds to tell of Zola's
meeting with Nana, woman
of the streets, whose life he
into

lines

the Erie Railroad.

tated one of Wall Street's
worst panics.
Naturally some license has
been taken with the characters of Jim Fisk, Daniel
Drew and Cornelius Vanderbilt, but for the most part
the facts in the case are
true. Donald
Meek is excellent as Daniel Drew and
so is Clarence Kolb as Cornelius Vanderbilt, the lord

performance.

which

a

he acquired
of Daniel

endeavored to corner the
gold market, which precipi-

the lobby, and as he
passed through they shouted
"bravo" and broke into enthusiastic applause. This has
never been done before, and
it just gives you an idea of
the magnificence of the Muni

writes

to

after

Then, drunk with power, he

across

novel

barge

Drew and

the theatre the

formed

where,

Street

bit of fenagling,

Emile Zola."

of

how he moved on

then

Hollywood

in

War

Civil

in

the story tells how
crafty
Fisk
got
his
start
profiteering in cotton, and

times

Impressive Biographical

the

Dickson

Hugh Herbert and Alan Mowbray

are discussing one of
the fine points in "Marry the Girl."

Norris

diGloria

film.

and Edward

are

good,

Claude Rains

is
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but

the

dominating

force

gives

that

the

It

is

a social

law

bring

to

document
to

a .frontier army post.
The child quickly
makes a pal of the
gruff sergeant (Victor
McLaglen) and proceeds to win the heart

that should help
of corrupt

jungle

the

politics.

TOPPER

man at the
She performs a
kindness to a native

of

Hilarious Ghost Story— Roach-MGM
IF YOU are acquainted with the late
I Thorne Smith's novel by the same name
you will know just what to expect in
••Topper"— but if you don't know it you
are in for a great surprise. Imagine Connie
Bennett and Cary Grant playing a couple
of madcap ghosts and having the time of

An

It

seems

as a starter

friendship of the English and the natives.
There are many impressive military manoeuvres, and all in all
the most superb
it is

production that Shirhas been given.

ley

The

consume just as much champagne.
However, they decide that their only
chance of salvation is to perform a good
deed, and they choose Topper for their
good deed.
Topper is a little henpecked husband
who can't even call his mind his own, and
as played by Roland Young he is simplysuperb. The ghosts adopt him and teach
him how to laugh and sing and get the
most out of life, and Topper goes on quite
a bender before the merry ghosts return
him to his shrew of a wife.
Naturally, with a couple of ghosts in a
picture anything can happen, and there
of crazy situations that will
have you in stitches. Billie Burke plays the
wife, Eugene Pallette a disgruntled house
detective, Arthur Lake a fresh elevator
boy. and Alan Mowbray is simply priceless

number

as a butler.

WEE WILLIE WINKIE
RUD.YARD

original

Army

story

of

"Wee Willie Winkie" has now been
given a re-write by Hollywood and steps
forth as the latest starring vehicle of Miss
Favorite
Public
Temple, still
Shirley

Number

1.

Shirley

plays

a

little

American

girl,

(June Lang), jour
neys into the heart of India to join the
Aubrey
(C.
child's English grandfather

who, with her mother

with this
eventually

brings about the

and

KIPLING'S

and

mero)

that they were one of those
rich Park Avenue couples who

Shirley Temple Joins the English
in India— 20th Century-Fox

(Caesar Ro-

chieftain

did nothing but drink and laugh and go
(rom one party to another. They were
killed in an automobile accident, but it
didn't seem to upset them at all for as
ghosts thev could be even gayer than ever

are a

every

post.

their lives!
frightfully

who commands

Smith)

picture

power.

film is in sepia
print, with blue shades
for night scenes, and
this

adds

much beauty

effectiveness to the
settings. Shirley, who
is getting to be a big

and

now, parts with a
her cute baby
mannerisms and gives
a straight perform-

girl

lot

of

ance. Temple fans will
be crazier about her
than ever.

BETWEEN TWO

WOMEN

Behind the Scenes in
a Doctor's Life—

M-G-M
T/.HIS belongs in the
* current
cycle of

June

Lang

and

Michael

Shirley Temple's picture
Kipling's immortal story,

doctor films, though
thanks to the excellent
acting and noteworthy
devotion it is far better than most of them.
Everything happens in a "general hospital"
and of course the old "Grand Hotel" treatment is used once more to splendid advantage.
Attention centers on the case of Doctor
Franchot Tone who is really in love with
Nurse Maureen O'Sullivan, but she has a
husband, so he finally marries a rich patient, the beautiful and glamorous Virginia
Bruce. With her society friends and selfish
demands she practically ruins his career,

Whalen

in

taken from

"Wee

Willie

Winkie."
but there's a train wreck just in time, and
a very

happy ending.

You won't be bored, and you won't be
exalted. The "new face" in this picture is
Leonard Penn, who plays the handsome young heavy and in real life is the
husband of Miss Gladys George.
that of

EASY LIVING
Miss It— Par.
wants a madcap comedy this

A Grand Comedy-Don't

EVERY

star

year, and the screwier they come the
better they like them. And so now huskyvoiced
Jean Arthur, dignified Edward
Arnold, and suave Ray Milland have their
merry fling in one that stacks up favorably

"My Man Godfrey" and "Theodora
Goes Wild."
The fun starts when millionaire banker
Mr. Arnold tosses his wife's $58,000 sable

with

'

coat out of the window in a fit of anger.
lands on Jean Arthur, poor working
girl, riding atop a Fifth Avenue bus. Jean
thinks the coat is imitation skunk or something and when he insists that she keep it,
she does. Then the gossip starts.
The next thing Jean knows she is installed in the imperial suite of the Hotel
Louis, all because Louis Alberni the owner,
believes that the banker is "that way"
about Jean and that she will bring prestige

It

bankrupt hostelry.
She brings plenty of prestige, and also
Ray Milland. the banker's son, whom she
met in a brawl in the automat. She and
Ray fall in love, of course, but gossip perin connecting her name with Mr.
sists
Arnold's and one hysterical scene follows
another, climaxing in a stock market crash
which Jean innocently causes. There's an
automat scene in this one that's tops in
screwball comedy. That alone is worth the
[Continued on page 63]

to his

"Topper," a comedy that has a brilliant cast. Cary
Grant, Constance Bennett and Roland Young take a
fling at
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the ridiculous.

TENNIS— Mrs. Warburton
plays a man's

game

of tennis

—hard-driving, strategic.
Her appearance draws a gallery,

whether she

is

playing

Palm Beach or in Southampton. As for smoking,
at

"All

I

want

to

smoke," says

Mrs. Warburton, "is Camels.

Camels are so mild, they
never get on

my

nerves!"

WHAT TO WEAR — Mrs. Warburton {foreground above) looks
charmingly cool in white shark-

hard game of tennis.

skin, after a

The pleated
length

— the

shorts, knee-top

new longer

are preferred by this
stylist. "It's like a

costlier

smoke

things.

woman

type

to enjoy

So, naturally,

tobaccos,"

costlier

—

unerring

I

says

Mrs. Warburton. "Smoking Camels perks up my energy
gives
.

me

.

.

the grandest lift!"

TEA— Mrs. Barclay Warburton,

Jr.

entertains fre-

quently at "Sandblown,"her Southampton place,
and at "Saracen Farm," the family estate near Phila-

"An

delphia.

flavor

fuller

appetizing dish," she remarks, "has a

when

There's no denying

of digestive fluids

TOBACCOS

New

the flow

much

to

mealtime enjoyment!
in society

who

also

.
.

MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE, Philadelphia
MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, JR..

MRS. J. GARDNER COOLIDGE 2nd, Boston . MRS.
DREXEL 3rd. Philadelphia . MRS. OGDEN HAMMOND, JR..
New York . MRS. JASPER MORGAN, New York . MRS. NICHOLAS G.
PENNIMAN III, Baltimore . MRS. JOHN W. ROCKEFELLER, JR..
New York . MRS. RUFUS PAINE SPALDING III, Pasadena

MORE EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS .Turkish

York

ANTHONY

.

...

so

mealtime

increased. Alkaline digestive

MISS JOAN BELMONT, New York
MRS. POWELL CABOT, Boston

finer,

.

company.

at

prefer Camel's mild, delicate flavor

Camels are made from

and Domestic

is

women prominent

Other

COSTLIER

mean

it

As you smoke Camels,

helps digestion!"

fluids that

Camel keeps

a

— smoking Camels

than

any other popular brand.

.

J.

MRS. LOUIS SWIFT,
pyiiffht, 1937. K. J.

FOR DIGESTIONS SAKE

JR., Chicago

Reynolds Tobacco Company. Winston-Salem. N. C.
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Reviews Of

Pictures

[Continued from page 60]
price of admission. For bigger and better
laughs try this.

THE ROAD BACK
A

Sequel to "All Quiet on the Western

Front"— U
"THIS might have been the most imporpicture of the year but it didn't
Chiefly because someone at the
studio suddenly became frightened at the
word "art" and shot into this exquisite and
highly dramatic story of youth in post-war
Germany some of the silliest slap-stick
comedy you ever saw. Comedians Slim
tant

come

who

return to their homes after the signing of the peace treaty. They have changed,
and their friends and sweethearts have
changed, but most of all, Germany has
changed, and the picture, like the book,
treats of their efforts to adjust themselves

new conditions.
There are many excellent dramatic episodes, and too much praise cannot be given
to the grim photography, and to the emotional acting of Richard Cromwell, John
King and Maurice Murphy, the three disto

illusioned boys who return home from the
trenches. But "The Road Back" is too full
of comedy detours.

MARRY THE GIRL
You're Taking Life
Is

THIS

Too

Seriously This

Your Antidote— TLB

a straight farce, pure and simple,
a heck of a lot of fun. Mary Boland
is

and
and Hugh Herbert are a brother and
who run a newspaper syndicate and

sister

their

to keep the crew of nuts, who supplv
their features, on the payroll. Half of the
picture takes place in an insane asylum and
the other half in a newspaper office and it
is difficult to tell where one stops and the
other begins, so you sort of get the idea.
Frank McHugh plays the manager of the
svndicate and is secretly in love with Carol
Hughes, the only straight role in the pic-

job

is

the general hilarity.

off.

Summerville and Louise Fazenda do all
their low comedy tricks, with the exception
of throwing pies, and deprived of pies they
throw sausages.
The picture is taken from Erich Remarque's book of the same title and tells
the story of a group of soldiers in Germany

If

Mischa Auer plays a crazy Russian
who is out to marry Carol for her
bankroll, but when Carol and Frank finally
get together Mischa decides in favor of
Miss Boland, and what fun that is. Hugh
O'Connell, as a plastered cartoonist, and
Alan Mowbray, as a mind specialist, add to
ture.

artist

KNIGHT WITHOUT ARMOR
Romance

in Russia During the
Revolution— UA

T'HIS is
* made

the picture that Marlene Dietrich

Chrysanthemum!

Don't be a

London. The story is set in
Russia during the time that the Empire
was overthrown and the aristocrats and the
mob were at each other's throats, with the
in

revolutionists always winning.
Dietrich is a countess and Robert Donat
an Englishman who is suspected of plotting against the Czar. He is sent to Siberia
where he remains until the revolution
breaks out. He is given a position with
the Reds, although his sympathies, carefully disguised, are for the cultured as
against the beasts in command of the Reds.

Marlene's life as Countess Alexandra is
trampled upon by the gross leaders of the
Bolsheviks. Her character is never brought
very close to the audience, but stays with
the plot and your anger rises at the
thought of her helplessness. One fine bit
of direction is the scene where the countess
wakes and finds her palace empty— no servants—the fragile grandeur of her bubble

SAYS

No

girl can look truly
super-smooth and glamourous with brows running rampant or a fringe of short hairs
sprouting from her hair line. Tweezette is
the little beauty implement for removing

is

brilliantly

played

by

John

painlessly,

and

a cap covers the pluckers so you can carry
it in your purse wherever you go! $1.

enough just
to de-fringe yourself
It isn't

existence vanished.

Robert Donat as a Red is ordered to
take her away, and at last we have the real
photoplay. Donat and Dietrich try to
escape by train, but there are no trains.
The Reds search the forest for the couple
and after the pursuit has died down the
fugitives find solace in one another's arms.
The White Army temporarily offers a
haven, but the Reds overcome them and
again the lovers are in flight. A young officer falls in love with Marlene and his
performance involves us in the most emotional moments of the picture. The part

and

face hairs automatically

.

the glamour girls
have that wellSleek, shining brows
.

.

all

groomed look tool
like

wings

LENE

.

.

.

long, silky lashes.

.

.

.

Kur-

a scientific formula for grooming
so always stroke your brows and lashes
with it before retiring. Use Kurlene for
is

—

daytime, too, and notice the lovely rainbow lights a touch of it puts in /^j^^
your lashes! 50c and $1.

Clements.

Dietrich and Donat, at last, are borne away
on a hospital train, leaving turbulent Russia behind. An almost great picture.

Spell eye beauty,
"K-U-R-L-A-S-H," for

Jj)

only a frame of curling
out the greatest charm of

lashes can
your eyes.

So slip your lashes into Kurlash
every day. In only 30 seconds they'll be
perfectly and naturally curled without heat,
cosmetics or practice. $1.

OTHER KURLASH PRODUCTS ARE:
TWISSORS

—
—

the tweezers with scissor-handles.

SHADETTE
and

eye shadow, in twelve subtle shades and gold

silver for evening.

LASHTINT MASCARA
waterproof form; and

LASHPAC

—

a

—

purse-size

a built-in brush for

in

either

compact

or

liquid-

mascara in lipstick case with
instant use.

MAIL THIS TODAY
To: Jane

Heath, Dept. B-9

The Kurlash Co., Kochester, N. T.
The Kurlash Co. of Canada, at Toronto.

3

Please send me. free, your booklet on eye beauty,
a personal eye-beauty plan. Here is my coloring:

and

Eyes-

Ray Milland and Jean Arthur,

in "Easy Living,"
are taken by surprise. Flowers and lavish gifts
arrive and they are not even married.

Silver

Screen

-Hair.

-Comple-rion

_

Copyright 1937 The Kurlash Company. Inc.
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and dragging Claudia Morgan by
one hand while she pushes William Lundigan ahead of her with the other. "Come
on," she snaps, hurry up." They rush down
the steps to a car and Bernadine pushes
Claudia into the back seat and Bill into
the front one and then climbs in beside
him. "Get going!" she orders, giving him
a poke in the ribs with the gun.
Bill was a radio announcer in some upstate New York town— Ithaca, I believewhen a talent scout heard him announcing,
liked -his voice and went around to have a
look-see. When he found Bill to be a personable young gent, he signed him up.
And here he is.

revolver

PICTURES
ON THE

FIRE
[Continued from page

17]

"Did you lake back that— that
thing?" (meaning the purse).
" Deanna begins. Since there
"Listenis
no other chair available she shares
Mischa's chair and almost pushes him off.
"Dadd\," she rushes on. speaking to Men-

Deanna:

—

Warner

Bros.

FOUR

pictures shooting here but one of
them. "The First Lady," I've already told
you about. The others are "It's Love I'm
After" starring Bette Davis and Leslie
Howard. "Inside Story" featuring June

jou. "will you and Michael get a hundred
"
musicians— the best ones you know and
Menjou informs the other
bet,"
"I
players calmly, thinking Deanna has gone

Travis and Ronald Reagan

and "The
Flynn and

her nut.
Before you get your hopes up too high
and think this simple story has no comoff

(a

newcomer)

Perfect Specimen" starring Errol
Joan Blondell, with Hugh Her-

plications, I'd better tell you that Flighty
Alice completely forgets her generous offer

traipses off to Europe.
"Boy. ho\vdv." I say to Mischa when the
scene is finished, "and also congratula-

and

tions."

"Sssh,"

says

"and

Mischa,

cross

your

fingers."

used to know Mischa years ago when
I
we'd meet at Neil Hamilton's house and
things were pretty tough. He hasn't forgotten.

Who Cried Wolf" features
Brown, Barbara Read and Lewis Stone.
Lewis Stone is an actor out to kill Jamison
"The Man

Tom

Thomas who

stole

wife years before.

his

annoys police with confessions of
murders he didn't commit. In reality, he's
Stone

trying to convince

when he commits

them he's a nut so that
his murder they won't

the ingenue in his
juvenile gets scared
realistic acting and quits, she
Brown, the ward of Thomas,

believe him. Barbara

is

company and when the
of

Stone's

brings in Tom
to take his place. Tom and his guardian
have a violent quarrel one night and as
luck would have it that's the very night
Stone kills Thomas. Of course, Tom is
charged with the murder because there
were witnesses to his quarrel with his
guardian. In the meantime, Stone has discovered Tom is his own son. Stone's alibi
is air-tight and he's horrified at the miscarriage of his plans. As Tom is on his
way to the death chair. Stone succeeds in
convincing the police that he (Stone) really
did kill Thomas.
Tom and Barbara are visiting Stone in
the death house, or rather, in the warden's
office

where

he's

been brought

to see

them.

number of things,
youngsters," Stone remarks. "Some of them
so strange it's better not to know too much
"The world

is

full of a

about them."
"But the way you told Nan (Barbara)
you were my father— and then denied it at
the trial—"

Tom

begins.

suppose the wish was father to the
thought," Stone shrugs, and smiles a little.
"When I heard it I was a little startled,"
Tom begins and then goes on with real
feeling, "honestly. I wish it were true."
"I— wish it were true, too, Tommy,"
Stone whispers, and turns to Barbara.
"Take good care of him, Nan."
She smiles a little and nods. "Trust me
—this time."
"Goodbye." says Tom. holding out his
hand, "and if there's anything you want
"I

-

When the scene is over Tom comes up.
dragging Barbara (whom I'd never met)
with him. "Say," he begins when the introductions are over, "the last time I saw
you was that night at that joint when I
got into a fight.

words.

64

nod.

"What

blood-thirsty
are," Barbara smiles and
very hurt.

little

Tom

man you
looks very,

"Now, honey," he begins and then
time for me to leave and hit the next

set.

don't know what "That's My Story" is
about. All I know is the door to the
court-house or jail opens and Bernadine
Hayes comes rushing out. flourishing a
all

right

—Marjorie

Haden,

Rambeau,

ley

bert,

Marie

and Grant Mitchell.

Edward

Roberts

Everett

Horton,

Beverly

and Dick Foran, Jessie Ralph.
Wilson and Warren Hymer fea-

tured. Some cast.
Errol is the perfect specimen
grandmother, Jessie Ralph, has
in everything under the sun.

whom

his

perfected

Joan's brother and he works on
He tells Joan about the
perfect specimen and piques her inteiest.
One morning she sees Errol walking inside
the grounds and crashes her car through
the fence so she can meet him— which is
rather carrying things to extremes, if \ou
ask me. Mr. Flynn's interest is piqued in

Foran

it's

to

Marjorie
Louise Fazenda, Anita
Louise, Victor Jory, Henry O'Neil,
Kay, Preston Foster, Walter Connolly, Verree Teasdale, Eric Stan-

Sarah

Gateson,

I

a

Left

actresses.

Remember?"

only happened to be his second.
"I can't understand it," Tom goes on regretfully. "I didn't want to fight but the
guy kept making remarks I couldn't overlook. I kept hitting him and hitting him
but he wouldn't go down. Usually I only
get a chance to land one blow then I'm
flat on the floor looking up at whoever
I'm fighting with. 'One Punch Brown'—
that's me. And for once I get a guy I can
handle and then can't knock him out."
I

I

"I have everything I want— now." Stone
replies, with a hidden meaning to his

(Above, left) Ronald Reagan with
June Travis in a tender moment
from "Inside Story." (Above) The
Kay Francis picture, "First Lady,"
has a cast of famous actors and

la

is

Ralph's estate.

turn so next morning he sneaks through
the hole in the fence that Joan left, rents
Foran's car for $25 and sets out. He sees
Joan working in the garden of her home
so he, not to be outdone, crashes his car
through her fence. And thus romance
starts.

at a truck drivers' picnic,

on the way home' and finally pick
up Killigrew Shawe (Hugh Herbert) who

get lost

hiking along the road.
"Blessings on you, Samaritans

two!

I

would ask a hoist of you,'' Hugh
chirps and adds, "My corns hurt."
"Certainly," Errol agrees, "if you don't
rnind sitting in the rumble seat."
"A lift I shall not scorn, be it ever so
fain

humble.

"A

Mr. Shawe?"
"We're

of my
home but I'm not quite sure of the direction. I'm not very practical, you know, but
I think a couple of right turns would find

Ah, there it is!" He points to a crazily
built
house— all ells and angles, with
steeply tilted roof and many cock-eyed
it.

They end up

is

inquires, changing the subject.
"Of course," Hugh pipes up.
somewhere in the neighborhood

front

seat,

a

back seat— or even

a

dormers.
"Is that your home?" Joan asks incredulously, and then adds politely, "Why,
how nice."

like it," Hugh responds heart"Designed it myself. It's a bit cracked
in spots but it does reflect my personality.
Perhaps you two will accept my hospitality

"Glad you

ily.

over night?
—For darkness hath fallen,

rumble."

Hugh

as he scrambles in with
"Ah, yes, I'm a poet. Perhaps
you've heard of me— Killigrew Shawe? I was
afraid not," he continues as they shake
their heads. "Few people have."
"Can you tell us where we are?" Errol

chants

to

My

it's

too late

roam—
shack

is

no castle— but

still

it's,

my

home."

alacrity.

He

them anxiously, and then,
think, considering my corns."
"It's lovely," Joan returns warmly, "and
looks

"Not bad,

at
I

we'd be glad to

accejjt.

Are you married,

"Yes,
wife's a

woman

Hugh assures her. "My
woman
marvelous
sends me five h undred a

indeed,"

wonderful
.

.

month."

.

.

.

.

?" Joan begins.
"Sends
"Alimony," says Hugh briefly. 'I'm sorry
she's not here to welcome jou hut she's
left me."
"Oh, I'm so sorry," Joan tries to console
him.
"Oh, she'll come back," Hugh tells her
cheerily. "She always does. Now if you 11
'

,

come

in

."

This scene, too, is taken over and over
and over so there's no chance to chat with
anyone.
I proceed to "It's "Love I'm After,"
formerly called "Gentleman After Midnight."
The story opens in a Los Angeles theatre
where Leslie Howard and Bette Davis are
doing the death scene from "Romeo and

Juliet." To the audience, and particularly
to Olivia de Havilland, (an extremely emotional Pasadena heiress) the performance

most affecting, but in the close-ups the
two stars are actually having a near battle
right on the stage as they attempt to steal
scenes from each other.
Bette is lying on the bier in the vault.
Howard is kneeling beside her but looking
at Olivia as he speaks— "and lips, O you,
is

the doors of death, seal with a righteous
bargain to engrossing death!"
"Your Juliet's here, my pet," Bette whispers angrily. "Not up in that box."
"Give the girl a break," Leslie mutters.
"Darling, you're such a lovely, wellkiss a dateless

cooked ham," Bette retorts in a whisper,
"you should be served for Christmas dinner
with cloves in your ribs and cranberries in
your eye sockets."
"Oh, true apothecary," Howard carries
on his scene, "thy drugs are quick. Thus
with a kiss, I die." He drinks from the

"I

wish there was cyanide in

it,"

Bette

murmurs.

Myrna Loy and
ney Toler

Sid-

"Double
Wedding." (Left)
"Dead End," which
in

made

a hit on

Broad-

way,
with

is

being

filmed

Joel

McCrea and

Sylvia Sidney.

Director Archie Mayo isn't satisfied with
the scene. And he wants the lighting
changed. While they're re-focusing the
lights, Bette walks along the ledge of the

boxes to where her mother

some

friends.

is sitting with
a piece of canvas
stage to the first row

There

is

stretched from the
of seats, to hide the orchestra

pit.
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New York where the fashionable apartments of the fifties meet the tenements of
the waterfront, are a group of slum hoodlums who pass their time in gambling and
petty thievery. The leader (Billy Halop)
has been raised by his sister (Sylvia Sidney). She is a sensitive girl, whose efforts to
save herself and her brother from their
degrading surroundings are a constant and
hopeless "struggle. She is in love with Joel

of

careful. Bene, please," Archie asks
"This picture is jinxed and I don't
want any more trouble.
"I'm all right," Bette retorts airily.
A few minutes later the lights are fixed

"Be

her.

and they

her. Just

call

as she reaches the

the canvas, she
balance and clown she plunges
through it, about eight feet to the floor.
catches in

stage her heel

her

loses

Everyone
a

there in stunned silence for
then there is the reassuring

sits

McCrea-an

moment and

pretty heavy."
As one of the props pulls her up there
applause from
is a 'spontaneous burst of
the extras.
As soon as Bette is on the stage again,
she turns to Mayo. "I'm sorry to hold you
up, Archie, but I think I've spoiled my

him. "I'm here."
'Oh. hello, Drina," he says carelessly.
"You're home early." Without interest,
"Any news?"
"Uh-huh," she smiles. "Maybe good
Today
news. I'm afraid to talk about it.
come
the boss said our committee could
and mayin and talk things over with him
be-but just maybe-" She leans back again.
"Oh that raise would mean a lot-" pointswimming
ing towards the river and the
here.
kids. "I could get him away from
"Far enough away?" Joel asks.
looting up
"I don't know," she admits,
"I can only try.
at him and then smiling.
imme"You'll be all right," he states,
'\oull
sorry for what he has said,

make-up," she says calmly, "and

know

I

my

I've torn
That girl

Juliet cap."
is a real trouper.

other picI don't know the plot of the
ture—"Inside Story"-because they haven't
finished writing it yet. It's the interior of
a radio office. Ronald Reagan is talking
meant it.
I
"Listen,
into the phone:
There'll be no soft-pedaling— and no 'editorial selection.' A half million radio audience wants it and they're going to get

it— undiluted."
June Travis has come in just as he finphone
ishes speaking. As he hangs up the
she adopts a nasty-nice tone: "The inde-

pendent Mr. McCaine!"
"Dear Aunt Beth," Reagan ribs her back.
She runs a children's program.
"Miss Hopkins to you!" she flares. "What
did you say to J. D. yesterday about my
program?"
"That I wanted you to continue with
" Ronnie replies calmly. "That, while
ii
thought if you would
it was pretty bad, I
into
listen to me it could be worked up
something the kids would go for."
For a second lime is speechless with
think
rage, then she sputters, "If you don't
have
I'm doing a good job, why don't you

SMARTNESS
l/d SAVE HALF!
have
you know that you can
DID
newest
vour choice of the

me

Avenue
fashions of Paris and Fifth
usual cost ?
custom-cut, at half
Fashion for
Id our Magazine of
cream of
the
find
will
you
Fall
a far greater
and
styles,
new
the
shop.
selection than in any one

a
C

"You have a good job and you
salary," Reagan continues

good

Then

.

get

a

.

get it for me?" she sneers.
"
"Isn't there more to your speech,

June/"
Grinde interrupts again.
"No, says June blandly. "We cut the rest
out-it was such terrible dialogue."
"Well, all right," says Nick doubtfully.
You can see from the way this has been

CHOICE WARDROBE ACCESSORIES!
of
offer you, too,

.

"And I suppose you're going to tell me
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We
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fired?"

"Oh, sit down," Reagan says, giving her
push that sends her sprawling into a

"Hey," Director Nick Grinde interrupts.
"That was good— that push and that sort
'take' it. Go
of fall. Keep that in when we
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producer, Mr. Samuel
Goldwyn, is bringing "Dead End" to
is another
the screen. I don't believe there
producer in the business who transfers
as faithplays from the stage to the screen

FAVORITE

and as successfully as Mr. Goldwyn.
he
they're successful in the one medium
to let well enough alone and
is satisfied
improve
doesn't spoil them by trying to
fully

If

upon them.
Swarming near the slimy
backwash
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who

architect

hates the neighborhood and is desperately
trying to escape from it.
At the moment Sylvia is striking for
higher wages in the factory where she
works. She is sitting under a sandhopper
on the end of a pier, knitting. Joel is
standing nearby but he hasn't seen her.
"Don't talk out loud," Sylvia cautions

me

FIFTH AVENUE

out-of-work

of Bette's voice, although we can't
see her. "I'm all right," she calls.
Then Mrs. Davis gives an involuntary
scream. "Stop that yelling," Bette shouts
angrily. "I tell you I'm all right. Can one
a hand and pull me
of you boys give
up out of here? Or maybe you'd better
get a chair and let me climb out. I'm

sound

.

piers of the
of the East River, in that section

Silver Screen

'

diately

always be all right."
then,
She looks up at him again and
111
bitterly:
after a moment, she chants

all right. Dnna
all right. Drina will be
good to
was <*ood to her mother. Drina's
hard. Drina
her brother. Drina works
goes to
works and cooks and cleans and
the next
bed to have enough sleep to work
heard that
day." Suddenly violent, "I've
tired of
since I was ten years old. I'm
hearing it. Don't say it again!"
"You want something for yourself now,"

be

Joel nods in understanding.
"That's right," she agrees sharply, turnforced, ining away. After a second, in a
1 11 go
timate tone, she continues. "Maybe
Far away. You see," noting his sur-

away.

man and
prised, anxious look, "I know a
I met him
he's very rich and he likes me.
good looking.
in the subway. He's very
hot in the tram
It was so crowded and
when

that

got out

I

I

was

dizzy.

Then he

apologized, of course,
like that. And he got
for
me a glass of water and we started talking
like
and he looked so clean. You know,
right but
they always do. Well, it wasn't
dinner.
didn't care, so he took me to
I

my arms and
speaking to me

took

anything
of dinner you can have
got a
you like. He's very, very rich. He's
house
house in New York and a wonderful

The kind

best because it
in the country. I like that
chickens
looks like a Christmas .card with

He

likes me."
him?" Joel asks slowly.
turning from
"I don't know." listlessly,
Years
him "I made it all up. Not now.
at once her
a°o. When I was a kid." All
in the couneyes fill. "I know that house

and snow

"Do you

try

.

like

so well

I

could almost build

it.

And
"

kind
he would be very young and very
things,"
"I wish I could buy you those
even wish
Joel tells her softly. "I
find him for you."
"Do you?" she whispers dully.

I

could

such a swell scene that even seeing
with all the lights, the camera, the props
and grips and electricians lurking in the
background, it still "gets" me. And I don t
want to spoil it by gabbing.
And suddenly I realize that I'm all
through and there's nothing to stop me
from having a lot of fun-until this time
It's

it

next month.

Does More Than
CI ean Your Skin —

£

If

Invigorates the Skin!

Mrs. A. J. Drexel, III
At parties and dinners ... in her
simplest play clothes ... or out for
a brisk walk with her Sealyham
"Daffy".
Mrs. Drexel always
.

.

presents the same sparkling loveliness! Mrs. Drexel is an enthusiastic
user of Pond's Cold Cream. "A
Pond's freshening up leaves your
skin more than clean," she says.
"It's brighter
. invigorated."
.

T^RESHENING UP

.

more than

is

getting your skin clean. That's
girls who have found
way of freshening up say.
thev make a single appear-

what beautiful
the Pond's

Before

ance, they give their skin the brisk

up

toning

as well as cleansing that

sends them forth with such fresh and
vital-looking

young

faces.

Rousing Treatments Fight Off
Skin Faults
For

this

Pond's

way

oil

.

.

of skin care, they

find, invigorates their skin.

faulty

.

It tones

up

glands, chief cause of black-

heads and blemishes

.

.

.

livens the cir-

Tones the tissues, so lines will
soon be smoothing out, your skin be

Every night, smooth on Pond's Cold
Cream. As it softens and releases dirt,
make-up and skin secretions wipe off.
Now pat in more Pond's Cold Cream

—

the circulation stirs. Your skin
feels invigorated. It is softer
smoother!

briskly,

till

—

culation.

clear, fine textured, flawless

Here
It's

a

method they follow.
method whose fame has spread
is

Every morning (and before make-up) repeat. Your skin is smooth for powder
fresh, vital looking!

the simple

around the world!

Begin yourself to use Pond's. See your
grow clearer, brighter, smoother
admired for its youth and freshness.

skin, too,

—
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Send for SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
Pond's, Dept. 7SS-CJ, Clinton, Conn. Rush special tube
of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for 9 treatments, with
generous samples of 2 other Pond's Creams and 5 different shades of Pond's Face Powder. I enclose lo£ to
cover postage and packing.

Name
Streets

City

Stare_
Copyright, 1937, Pond's Extract

Company
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MEN IGNORED HER
SHE WAS SO SKINNY!
— then she gamed
11 POUNDS QUICK
and stew
popularity (

When

Stars

in the odd get-together with grim affability
that was a challenge to the twinkle in

Get

Connie's eye.

[Continued from page 31]
fashioned acting, these stars make a social
event of the whole thing and plan to give
these kind of parties indefinitely by putting on such pieces as "Ten Nights In A

Bar-room," "The Drunkard," "Way Down
East," "Streets of New York" and the like.
Hollywood, of course, has her riding
parties. Johnny Mack Brown gave one and
most of the guests were served luncheon
on horseback. Then a polo match was
started and Johnny participated. After the

<jgj

game, all the stars dismounted and made
merry on the "green," all, that is, except
Johnny. He stuck to his horse and rode
•round and 'round all that Sunday afternoon. Each time he was called to join
some group he would say he'd dismount
a little later. This kept up until all the
ladies had left and only one masculine
player remained. Johnny rode up to him,
gave a long sigh and slid to the ground.
"Goshamighty!" he drawled, "it's the longever had! Right in the
est afternoon I
middle of the polo game, some nitwit
sliced me with a broken mallet and—" he
smiled wanly, "it tore the whole seat right
out of my nice new pants!"
Tea parties are common enough, goodness knows, but not when a gal like Constance Bennett throws one. And this one
was anything but ordinary. With Gary
Grant and Our Gang kiddies as guests of
honor, Connie gave the party for some
friends the other afternoon. The**oom was
filled with kid-sized chairs and other furniture, including a low table set w ith hot
chocolate, animal crackers, cake and ice

c

;

cream!

Can didn't bat an eye but wiggled down
into one of the tiny chairs and took part

Posed by
professional
models

New ER0N1ZED YEAST

is

Cary

trying to think

is

after

She "gives" and she "goes"—but when
"goes," ah, there hangs a tale! You
see, Joan is a bit near-sighted; besides she
never jots down or remembers an address.

self.

she

she sets forth to a party she knows
general way where the place is.
So, she drives into that neighborhood and
picks a house with plenty of cars before
Usually this idea worked
it and goes in!
swell but this once it didn't and it wasn't
poor Joan discovered
'til hours later that
she was at the wrong party!
Equally funny was the mix-up of Cesar
Romero, who now believes that that old
gag about never seeing your host or hostess
at a Hollywood party might be founded
on fact. He was asked to George Murphy's
home for the week-end. The first day he
looked every place but couldn't spot the
Murphy s. The next day Cesar spent in

When

just in a

bed, resting up. When he awoke at 6 that
night not a soul was in the house. So he
packed his p. j's and toothbrush and went

home. Monday morn he called- George and
thanked him for the week-end. "But, my
dear Cesar," cried George, "you didn't
show up! You couldn't have. We only invited three people so we surely wouldn't
have missed you, one of our best friends!"
Somewhat in a daze, Cesar checked up
and found out he had been at a party in
the house next door to the Murphys"! And
he didn't know the people who lived there

even the slightest

And

so,

humorous

it

little bit!

goes on and on, the gay, the

life

of

Filmdom.

But, you can just bet your last Chesterthat when funnier, more original
field
ideas are thought up, Hollywood Will be
on the thinking end!

could

lbs.
people
before

have recently gained 10 to 25 pounds of
naturally attractive flesh, glorious
in just a few weeks!

solid,

new pep

and popularity

They've taken this new. scientific formula, Ironized
Yeast, which although developed and perfected at the
cost of many thousands of dollars, comes to you in pleasant tablets which cost you only a few cents a dayl

Why

they build up so quick

Scientists have discovered that

many

are thin

and run-

get enough yeast vitain their daily food. One of

down simply because they do not
mins (Vitamin B)

and iron

the richest sources of marvelous health-building Vitamin
B is the special yeast used in making English ale. worldrenowned for its medicinal properties.
Now by a new and costly process, perfected after
long research, the vitamins from this imported English
ale yeast are concentrated to 1 times their strength in
This 7 -power vitamin concentrate Is
ordinary yeast
then combined with three kinds of strength-building
(organic, inorganic and hemoglobin iron). Pasiron
teurized English ale yeast and other valuable tonic ingredients are then added. Finally, for your protection and
benefit, every batch of Ironized Yeast is tested and retested biologically, to insure its full vitamin strength.
The result is these new easy-to-take but marvelously
effective little Ironized Yeast tablets which have helped
thousands of the skinniest, scrawniest people quickly to
gain just the normally attractive curves, natural development and peppy health they longed for.
I

Make

this

money-back

test

vith the very first package of Ironized Yeast, you
don't begin to eat better and get more enjoyment and
benefit from your food
if you don't feel
better, with
more strength, pep and energy if you are not convinced
that Ironized Yeast will give you the pounds of norIf.

—

—

—

attractive flesh you need your
refunded. So get Ironized Yeast today.

mally

Special

FREE

money promptly

offer!

To start thousands building up their health right away,
we make this absolutely FREE offer. Purchase a package
of Ironized Yeast tablets at once, cut out the seal on the
box and mail it to us with a clipping of this paragraph.
will send you a fascinating new book on health, " New
Facts About Your Body." Remember, results with the very
first package
or money refunded. At all druggists. Ironized Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 269. Atlanta, Ga.

We

—

WARNING: Beware

of the

many cheap subBe sure

stitutes for this successful formula.

you get the genuine Ironized Yeast.
6 8

Warner Baxter and Loretta Young in "Wife,
Doctor and Nurse," a drama of the complications which
surround Warner Baxter, a doctor, whose nurse, Virginia
Bruce, is beautiful. The doctor's wife, Loretta Young, sees the
doom of their marriage and do they all get a temperature!
Sidney Blackmer,

—
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revenge

up a party

tablets

give thousands 10 id 25
rundown
THOUSANDS of skinny,
put on an ounce
who never

Now

of equal
originality to which he can have the lovely
Miss Bennett for his guest of honor!
Speaking of C. Bennett, reminds me that
sister Joan is quite a "partying" girl her-

and

Together

he went away, we both promised
WHEN
But you know how
are

letters

• By

far the greater

number

of snapshots are

made on Kodak Verichrome Film because
people have found that "it gets the picture"
clear, true, lifelike. Any camera is
a better camera, loaded with Verichrome.
Don't take chances
. use
it always
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.

—

.

.

Accept nothing but the film in the
familiar yellow box Kodak Film—
which only Eastman makes.

—

.

.

what you intend
"Before

to,

we knew

or the other person misinterprets.
it,

our

all

the time.

One day

were mostly spats,
were getting farther

letters

We

explanations, and apologies.
apart

—

to write.

you don't say

I

was awfully blue, and on

.

impulse sent
f

We

this old snapshot.

didn't quarrel then, did

I

wrote on the back,

we?'

"I wish you could read the letter I got back. It was the
old Pete again, not trying to write, just telling me how
much he cared. He said he'd always write with this
snapshot in front of him
he could talk to the girl in it

—

so she'd never misunderstand."

The snapshots you'll want Tomorrow
—you must take Today
Silver Screen
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Here Are the "Doubles"
[Continued from page 33]
incarnation. He has a suite of offices on
Sunset Boulevard where he vibrates the
vertebrae of the ailing, and when he isn't
adjusting the spinal columns of his paas Powell's stand-in, doubthe player for long shots, and, in
character makeup, plays minor roles. This
has been going on for the past seven years,

he serves

tients,
les

for

and Dearborn likes his double life.
Earl Haddon, who, for the nonce, is
Columbia's Bing Crosby, croons like Bing,
as well as' resembling him, but he says he
constantly being criticised as an imiis
embittered him, because he simply can't help the resemblance.
He insists that he has never capitalized the
resemblance, and that his baritone croon
is his natural form of self-expression and
not a deliberate attempt to duplicate the
star's Bing-singing. He's a Hollywood nightclub singer and dancer.
Phillip Waldron, born in New York,
went to Hollywood because
originally
friends told him he was a "second Gable."
He was put under contract to a major
tator; this has slightly

Don t

Let This Tragedy

Happen To You
Starved for life-giving moisture, a
flower withers and dies... and your own
skin, deprived of

its

natural moisture,

becomes parched and brittle. It begins
to have a faded look, spelling the
end of beauty, glamour and romance.

As early as 16 your
Sun and wind steal

skin starts to dry!
the natural oils so

your beauty. Guard against
ruinous "Skin -Thirst" with Outdoor
blended with rich
Girl Face Powder
essential to

—

Olive Oil to counteract skin dryness.

studio, but it was' in spite of this "double"
look, not because of it. He served for two
years as property man on the same lot with
Gable, before he discovered that producers
want no minor players in their casts who
might be mistaken for the he-man heart-

When he learned this, Waldron
he went to another studio and was
immediately given a contract as a stock
player. He is, however, invariably made up
in such a way as to destroy the Gable appearance of which he was once so proud.
The long arm of coincidence got a good
when Margaret Bryson and
stretching
Loretta Young were born, for Miss Bryson,
breaker.

says

Like Rain To

A Drooping

Flower ...

Is

Olive Oil To Your Skin

'

who

Outdoor Girl brings

to

you

favored beauty treatment.

this centuries-

By

a special pa-

powder carof Olive Oil to keep it

tented process each fine flake of
ries a tiny particle

from "sponging-up*' the natural
skin.

These

oils

oils are essential to

beauty fresh and radiant

of your

keep your

—protected against

Hollywood," and her famous
screen prototype were born on the same
street

in

of

the

same town— Salt Lake

but

when

she heard that a Loretta

Six luscious shades of clinging loveliness

approved by beauty experts: Boulevard
(naturelle); Palm Beach (rachelle); Lido
Miami (summer tan)
(warm brunette)
Everglades (ochre); and Flesh. Ef\ —
At drug and department stores +J\J%~
;

color

For

perfect

use

Outdoor

Girl

Generous purse

harmony of make-up,
Rouge and Lipstick.

sizes

at

all

10c

stores.

OUTDQO
^C/te jjcuce powdtfi

IdeMded

ivitJi

OLIVE OIL

John

Silver Screen

and Ann
upon the
"She's No Lady."

Trent

Dvorak
brink in
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City,

a month of each other and
played together when they were children.
Since going to Hollywood, Miss Bryson has
frequently been asked for autographs from
fans who insist she must be Miss Young.
She has never been on a picture set before,

Utah—within

the ravages of relentless time and weather.

;

Hap-

plays the part of Loretta in "It

pened

stand

Young

double was wanted, she decided to capone time, upon the likeness.
Claudette Colbert's double in the picture, Berna Mack, was also born in Salt
Lake City. She was educated in a Pasadena
convent school, attended a school for radio
and dramatic training in Hollywood, and
does dialect movie bits. She has never
doubled before, but her resemblance to
Colbert was known to Richard Dix, and
duly reported to Director Lachman.
Inevitably, there would be a Charlie
Chaplin in any roster of Hollywood's film
famous, and so there's one in "It Happened in Hollywood." He is Eugene Verdi,
born in Italy, and a descendant of the
great composer Giuseppe Verdi. He has
played Chaplin on the stage, and has done
italize, for just

dialect
also a

comedy

roles in the films. There's
in the picture. She is

May Robson

Zeffie Tilbury, once a name to
conjure with on the stage, and at one time
leading lady for Beerbohm Tree in London.
The Columbia George Raft is Al Constance, who comes from Brooklyn, of all
things, and has known Raft for fifteen
years. He once worked in Texas Guinan's
club. So did Raft. Frank Robinson Brown,
born in Wales, is the Harold Lloyd picked
by Director Lachman. He has been in show
business for eighteen years, and has been
doing vaudeville and radio imitations of
the owlishly bespectacled one for the past
four. Charles F. Clark, born in Vinita,
Oklahoma, is doing his first motion picture
job in this one, with his impersonation of
Joe E. Brown. He first imitated Brown at
Tulsa in 1930, and has been doing it on
and off—mostly off— ever since. The picture's Jimmy Cagney is Robert O'Keefe,
born in Macon, Ga., and brought to Santa
Monica as a child. He worked as Cagney's
stand-in during the making of Warner

doubled by

There is always a certain charm about enthusiastic men.
Barbara Pepper succumbs to Preston Foster's glowing description of his new yacht, the Zoa III. She is at work on
"Music for Madame," but Preston is between pictures and
all set

for a cruise. His latest

"Midsummer Night's Dream."
others playing double roles are
Jerome, Bette Davis; Mary Miner,

Brothers'

Irene

Dunne;

Lorraine

Bond,

—just

another word about doubles:
pinto cow pony never before
and broken only to the saddle,
lifted his heels in proud protest when he
was hitched to a wagon in the action of

yes

Among
Maxine

was "You Can't Beat Love."

"Dice," a
harnessed,

Merle

Oberon;

Bee Coleman, Ginger Rogers;
Betty Rogers, Marion Davies; Mildred Gay,
Sonja Henie; Dave Harper, Melvyn Douglas;
Lucille
House,
Myrna Loy; Bill
Meader, Fredric March.
Fay Wray plays herself, in the leading
feminine role, opposite Richard Dix. Oh

the

picture,

and smashed the wagon

to

He

simply couldn't be made to see
things as the script writer and director saw
them. So, eventually, he too, had to have
a double. That makes it a pretty nearly
bits.

perfect score.

YES I'M STILL SINGLE
TO TELL YOU THE TRUTH, JUDY
DON'T! I'D LOVE TO HAVE A
I

LITTLE

GIRL LIKE YOU I:

—

THEN WHY DON T YOU
DO WHAT MAMA
SAID? SHE SAID YOU
WOULDN'T STILL BE
SINGLE IF YOU ASKED
THE DENTIST ABOUT
YOUR BREATH r

I

I

MY

BREATH!!

I WHY, JUDY!
IS

THAT...

RECENT TESTS PROVE THAT 76% OF
ALL PEOPLE OVER THE AGE OF 17
HAVE BAD BREATH. AND TESTS

BECAUSE...

~1:
f

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
COMBATS BAD BREATH

—

^

"Colgate's

special

penetrating foam
gets into every tiny
hidden crevice be-

tween your teeth
emulsifies and
.
washes away the decaying food deposits that cause most
.

.

bad breath, dull,
teeth, and much tooth deAt the same time, Colgate's
safe polishing agent cleans

dingy
cay.
soft,

—

and brightenstheenamel makes
your teeth sparkle gives new
brilliance to your smile!"

—

ijM

i

Silver

Screen

I
I

ALSO PROVE THAT MOST BAD
|
BREATH COMES FROM IMPROPERLY!
CLEANED TEETH. ADVISE
COLGATE DENTAL CRE AM
f
I

:

I
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Projections

Marlene Dietrich
[Continued from page 35]

and even

after a hard day on the set she
think nothing of standing up half the
night while a skirt is reaching perfection.
They will tell you in the wardrobe departwill

ment

that Marlene likes fittings so well
that she even fits dresses that have been
discarded from the picture. That deep
Parma violet velvet dress, with shirring
down the front to give that soft draped
line along the body, cannot possibly be
used in the picture, and Dietrich knows
it.
but she will stand before the long
mirror in her dressing room until each
little shir is in place. Thanks to Marlene 's
passionate love for clothes and fittings
Gail Patrick and other Paramount .featured
players, whose dress budgets for their pictures slightly resemble a cafeteria check,
often fall heir to these expensive models
and are seen whirling around in "B" pictures in "A" clothes. It's an ill wind
Marlene loves layers and layers of floating chiffon and shimmering scarfs. She
adores mad and extravagant hats of glycerined ostrich feathers mounted on tulle, or
a riot of aigrettes, or a lovely sweeping
paradise that fairly shrieks of Russia before the Revolution. Off the screen she
prefers clinging white gowns because they
make her feel very pure, very long, and
.

.

.

whom

she
slim. Like Jean Harlow,
greatly admired, Marlene likes white, in
clothes, in flowers, and in furnishings.
There is always a lull in Hollywood
when the glamorous Marlene takes her
annual trip to Europe, either to make a

very

picture
in

take

her husband
Hollywood and
our town have nothing to

London, or

in

We who

Paris.

pride in

show the

tourist.

visit

live in

"That,"

we

say pointing-

out a $5,000 a week star stuffing her face
with liver and onions at the Brown Derby,

—
—

®A

few simple touches of Maybelline and presto!
unattractive lashes are instantly transthe very
formed into long, dark, luxuriant fringe
essence of romantic charm.
Your eyes are your most important beauty feature.
No longer need you deny them the beauty advantages of mascara. Maybelline ends that bold, artificial, "made-up" look, which gummy, lumpy, masor
caras cause. Try the thrilling new Cream-form
the popular Solid-form. Both are harmless, tear-proof,
non-smarting. Reasonably priced at your favorite
cosmetic counter.
Have you often wished the color of your eyes were
deeper, brighter? Accent their color and sparkle
shading your lids with a subtly blended tint of the
exquisite, creamy Maybelline Eye Shadow.

—straggly,

Maybelline's worldfamous, economical
Solid-form Mascara, in
beautiful metal vanity.
Black, Brown or Blue.
75c. Refills 35c.

—

—

Are your eyebrows pale, uninteresting? Form them
into graceful curves of loveliness, expressive of
use the smoothevery romantic whim and wish

—

marking Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil.
Generous introductory sizes of all the Maybelline
harmonized Eye Beauty Aids are obtainable at 10c
stores. Be beauty-wise when choosing your all
important eye make-up insist on Maybelline.

MaybellineCream Mas-

—

Black, Brown or
Blue, in dainty zipper

cara

bag. Easily applied
without water. 75c.

Maybelline smoothmarking Eyebrow PenBlack, Brown, Blue.

cil.

Maybelline creamy Eye
Shadow. Blue, BlueGray, Brown, Green or
Violet.

Ian

THE WORLD'S LARGEST SELLING EYE BEAUTY AIDS
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Hunter plays many

leads, and in "Confession"
you will see him again.

"that

is

Miss

Cutie

Pie."

Cousin

Mm-

Lulu's

"That girl with the dyed hair,"
she gasps loud enough for Miss Cutie Pie
to hear, "why she has bad skin, and more
ruffles under her eyes than I have on my
face

falls.

dress.

And

look

how

stringy her hair

is,

and you would think, wouldn't you, that
she'd know enough to wear a skirt when
she lunches in a public restaurant instead
those old slacks. I am disappointed."
Marlene never lets us down. Other screen
personalities may shrink to pygmy reality
when seen in the flesh, but not la Dietrich.
She appears at every opening night, at
every preview, at parties and at restaurants, even on shopping sprees, looking as
if she had just stepped off the screen with
all her glamour intact. When someone told
her once that she was just asking for
trouble by going to premieres and wading
through thousands of fans she said, "When
I was a little girl I used to love seeing
the film stars arrive at the theatre. I would
stand for hours watching for them. Why
shouldn't the public have fun. And besides, I don't mind large crowds."
Marlene is five feet six inches and weighs
one hundred and twenty-two pounds. She
diets moderately and exercises moderately
and has the most marvelous stamina of any
of

in pictures. She usually rents a
house in Beverly Hills while making a
picture— this last year she had the Adrienne Ames house—and she revels in luxury.
She never goes in for elaborate entertainactress

Her home and her dressing room are
crammed with white flowers, especially tuberoses, and she once told an intering.

always

viewer, "I could die smelling tuberoses."
She loathes giving interviews, and never
does except under pressure from the studio,
because she claims she is always misquoted.
She was horrified when she read in a New
York newspaper that she had said, "Who
is
Mae West?" Miss West never forgave
her. She adores jewelry, is always being
pursued by jewelry salesmen, and insists
upon wearing her own jewelry on the
screen. She has all the superstitions of the
theatre, will scream if you put your hat
on the bed, and has the deplorable habit
of jotting down telephone numbers on

her white wall near the phone.
She, who was destined to become the
most glamorous woman in the world was
born on December 27, 1904, under the
sign of Capricorn. Frau Von Losch was
living in Berlin at the time and Marlene
was her second daughter. The child was
christened Mary Magdalene, which in time
she shortened to Marlene. Dietrich she
adopted for stage purposes. Marlene was
nine when war was declared and her
father, Captain Von Losch of the 92nd
Infantry Regiment, was sent straight to the
fiont. He
was killed and buried near
Kovno. One day when she was in her
teens, she read a poem called "Death and
the Fool," by the German poet, Hofmannstahl, and the words sounded so lovely and
sad that she began reading them aloud.
It
was that day that she decided it
would be a fine thing to become an actress
and recite lovely, sad lines in public. She
persauded her mother to let her go to the
Max Reinhardt school, ^hich was connected with his theatre, and while enrolled
there she wrote two movie scenarios which
were promptly rejected by all the movie
companies in Berlin. She decided to devote
her time entirely to acting in the future.
The first part she was given on the stage
was that of the widow in "The Taming
of the Shrew," and that first night behind
footlights was the most exciting in her
life. Elisabeth Bergner was the star and
Marlene at once became a worshipful admirer of hers. When she was eighteen
years old she met Rudolf Sieber, a dialogue
writer, at one of the studios, and a romance followed. They were married in
1923 and two years later little Maria was

A LOVELY DENVER BRIDE WRITES
a pity that every

girl

— "What

doesn't bathe with

SO BEFORE YOU
this

GO STEPPING

OUT, take

wise precaution! Bathe with Cashmere

—

Cashmere Bouquet! For this deep-cleansing
perfumed soap removes body odor so completely
keeps you so sweet and clean.
And then Cashmere Bouquet leaves its

Bouquet the perfumed soap that keeps
you fragrantly dainty! Long after your
bath, Cashmere Bouquet's lingering perfume still surrounds you. But remember

flower-like perfume clinging to your skin.

that only a perfume as rare as

No

Bouquet's has

.

.

.

wonder Cashmere Bouquet

the lovelier

way

is

called

to avoid offending!"

won't find

it

in

this

Cashmere

lingering quality.

You

ordinary scented soaps.

MARVELOUS FOR
YOUR COMPLEXION, TOO!
This pure,

creamy-white soap has

such gentle, caressing lather. Yet

removes every bit of dirt and
keeps your skin alluringly smooth, radiantly clear!
it

cosmetics

—

t^\(f

NOW ONLY \\J Y

department
and ten-cent stores

at drug,

TO KEEP FRAGRANTLY DAINTY — BATHE WITH PERFUMED

CASHMERE BOUQUET SOAP
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.

nearby table and such a nostalgia
America came over her that Marlene
promised to catch the next boat. Maria is

born. Marlene believes that her mother is
responsible for the famous poise she has
today. "I was having a dancing lesson,"
she said, "when I was told by the teacher
to dance with a certain boy I did not like.

made

I

slapped

face.

My mother
right on my

must not show your
is bad manners,' she

YOU'RE RIGHT!

CORNS

a

me hard

DO COME BACK

a

lasting

impression

—and

BIGGER-^*?////? THAN EVER
removed Root 'cm d all

Max
night

The
I

it

—

the great love of Marlene's life she is
the only one who can make Marlene forget her glamour. She may be a movie
queen to the world, but to Maria she is
only a fond mother who likes to fuss over

and

Marlene,

it

slap made
very rarely

her.

a small part in a

celebrated director, Josef

von Sternberg, sat in the audience. The
next day she received a message from UFA

• Paring at home makes corns come back
uglier

Studios telling her to report there to discuss a part in "The Blue Angel," which
von Sternberg was to direct, with Emil
Jannings as the star. She told von Sternberg at the interview, "I'm terribly sorry.
But I am not good in films. I look horrid.
I couldn't possibly play an important part

bigger,

— more painful — than ever.

Play safe! Use the new Blue-Jay method. First
the pain stops instantly, by removing the pressure,
then the entire corn lifts out Root and All.

in your picture."
"Learn a vulgar song for your test tomorrow," said von Sternberg who pretended not to hear a word she had said.
Marlene sang "You're the Cream in My
Coffee" for her test, and nobody liked her

Blue- Jay is a tiny, medicated plaster. Held in
place by Wet-Pruf adhesive. Get Blue-Jay today.
2 5 i for a package of 6.
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or it— except Josef von Sternberg who informed Eric Pommer, the producer, that
if Dietrich did not get the role he would
go back to America at once. Marlene made
the picture for $5,000. Today she gets
$200,000 a picture. In 1930 she signed a
contract with Paramount with a proviso
that if she did not like Hollvwood she
could return to Germany. But she liked
Hollywood in time. In fact she likes it so

much now

citizen

out citizenship papers.
Of course Maria might have had something to do with this. Little blonde Maria,
who one day may be a carbon copy of her
famous mother, has gone American in a
big way. She loves football and baseball
and all American sports, she loves ice
cream cones, and amusement parks and
movies (her favorite screen hero at the
present moment is Ray Milland). She is
proud of being an American. Marlene
likes to tell of the day in Paris on their
last trip over when she and Maria and
a friend were having tea at the Cafe de la
Paix. Suddenly

ORIGINAL

become
and has already taken

that she has decided to

an American

or not Marlene has a sense of
often been discussed in Hollywood. There are those who will tell you
that Marlene is a vain conceited woman
who really believes in her glamour. And
then there are those who tell you that she
laughs at herself when no one is looking.
A star not long ago told me that Marlene
arrived at dinner one night with a whole
batch of her newest photographs and
calmly passed them around the dinner
table asking everyone if they did not think
them lovely. And there was the reporter
who told me that he was asked to wait
in Miss Dietrich's dressing room one day
when she had promised him an interview.
A sudden gust of wind blew the door of
the adjoining room open and there was
Marlene seated at her dressing table and
staring at herself in the mirror. It was
quite some time before she remembered
the reporter. But I happened to be on the
set one day when Marlene was doing a
terrific love scene with one of her screen
lovers. "You love the woman," shouted the

Whether
humor has

Reinhardt production on the historic

when the

a

for

cheek. 'You

feelings,
said.

show my feelings."
Marlene was playing

unless

saw

at

director,

"you are

mad

about her. Give

answer it. "No," said Marlene carefully
reading it through.
"But aren't you mad?" asked the girl in
amazement, having expected to see Dietrich
hit the ceiling. "No," said Marlene, "the
first

line

says"

that

I

am

Maria saw several Marines
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it

everything you've got, be very passionate,
but be sure and keep the shadow off Miss
Dietrich's nose." If there was anyone who
laughed longer and louder than I did—
it was Marlene. I say the girl's got humor.
But why should she be a campus cut-up
when she can be the most glamorous
woman in the world?
My favorite story on Marlene is the
time that a very critical editorial on her
appeared in one of the magazines. What
the editor didn't call Marlene wasn't really
worth calling. A studio employee showed
to her and asked her if she wished to
it

De

Mille picture.

beautiful

and

Stage Struck!
[Continued from page 26]

Dad

tumbling.

arranged

with

Harry

Costello to teach us a double trapeze act.
got it up in two weeks, and did the
act without any net about 50 feet above
the orchestra pit. Adolf and I were so
small that stock tights didn't fit us. So

We

mother bought some underwear, dved them
pink, and we had our first pair of tights.
Mother also made the shoes and trunks.

"Our next adventure was touring
sticks in a private railroad coach.

the

This was

a real railroad show, and the old show car
was our home. Mother did the cooking,
and dad was the boss. Twelve o'clock, midnight, was the dead line— if you weren't in,
you were out, that's all. As a side line we
sold 'Dr. Richter's German Physic and
Blood Purifier.' The idea was to get 'em
into the tent, and then clean up during
the half hour intermission, when we sold

the medicine.
"In 1902 we started a repertory company,
which gave me my first experience in stock.
I was the leading man, Adolf the heavy
man, John the character man, Frank the
comedian, Joe the manager, and dad led
the orchestra, to which all five of us also
belonged. To draw the crowds our band
marched through the town shortly before
noon. Some of these marches took us on
long walks— 5 or 6 miles— but it got us the
business, and it was great exercise.
played such old favorites as 'Sherlock
Holmes,' "The Avenging Angel,'
'The
Squaw Man.' Our repertory company produced more than 250 plays in the 12 years
it traveled.
were one big happy family,
and we boys were full of fun and mischief.
One night, I remember, we played 'Work
and Wages,' a blood-and-thunder melodrama with a social theme. Dad, because
of his heavy German accent, had only a
small part in a mob scene. I was the hero.
We boys fixed it with the other members
of the mob not to open their mouths when
they came out on the stage to demand the
villain from the Capitalist. But, when the
cue was given for the mob to go into action, it was only my father who shouted,
'Ve vant the trahmp!' Realizing we had
played a joke on him, he gave us a baleful
look and walked off the stage, while the
crowd rolled in the aisles. Dad never
learned English, while we boys forgot the
little German we knew as kids. Eventually,

We

We

he retired from our company and became
custodian of props.
I left my brothers and started
York. It was Broadway or nothing
with me. Frank, my eldest brother, said to
me when I said good-bye, 'Charlie, you'll
be back.' Thev all were skeptical. But I
never went back. After starving a few
months in New York, I landed a job as
comedian with a stock company two thousand miles from Broadway, in San Antonio,
Texas.
"I'll never forget my first straight role.
We were playing 'Carmen' in Seattle,
Washington. Our leading man walked out

"At

for

23,

New

and I had to replace him as
the romantic Don Jose. They gave me a
beautiful uniform, built me up to look
taller, and I was sure I'd wow the audience
as a lover. As I strode out at the head of
my brigade and saluted, the audience recognized me as the comedian, and started
laughing. To make matters worse, my saber
got between my legs and I fell to the floor.
The house roared. I had rehearsed my
lines very carefully, but no matter what I
said and how I said it, they yelled and
laughed their heads off. The leading lady
could have murdered me. Anyhow, I played
Don Jose for a whole week, but without
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trust

me

with

by 'fellow troopers. Their marriage lasted
until

1928,

when

they separated.

He man-

aged and directed for her "The Wall Street
Girl," in which Will Rogers had his first
stage role, playing himself as cowboy. "Will
had never studied any lines before, and I
had to coach him. But on our opening
night in New York the Titanic was sunk.
We were in the middle of the second act
when a fellow came in with a paper and
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was playing in vaudeville at
in Los Angeles,
when several studios gave me screen tests,
and I signed up with Elko, a subsidiary
startof Universal. The movies were just
ing in Hollywood. But they threw so many
custard pies and Roman candles at me
that I quit and ran back to New York."
The following year our fugitive from
Hollywood scored a big hit in George M.
Cohan's Revue with an impersonation of
Leo Ditrichstein as The Great Lover, and
was definitely on his way to Broadway
fame. He was playing at the Winter
Garden when a telegram informed him of
on
his father's serious illness. He hopped
1915,

Wausau, but the old man died
before Charlie got there. Today, only his
sister and two of his brothers are alive.
a train for

it

to New York, Charlie was
given some minor roles in Broadway shows,
and during the summer months played in
the band of the "Cotton Blossom,'' queen
of show boats. He led the band as baton
spinner, resplendent in a cocked Napoleonic hat, gold braids and brass buttons.
When the "Cotton Blossom" docked at a
new town, the band paraded through the
11:30 march, exactly
streets, the famous
as you saw it in "Show Boat." Years later,
Charlie took time off from the show business and became conductor of the Fortress
Monroe Military Band. He can play practically every instrument you care to name.
"Then I went on the road with my own
shows. Once I was broke in New Orleans,
I
at another time in Dubuque, Iowa, but
alwavs managed to ship my troupe back to
New' York." In 1912, he fell in love with
Blanche Ring, a well-known musical comedy star and the toast of Broadway, and
thev were married amidst much rejoicing

In
the

RELIEF
cut

They wouldn't

announced the great disaster, in which
more than a thousand lives were lost.
Needless to say, our show was sunk, too.

WW

Dr.

the saber.

any more."
Returning

I

Orpheum Theatre

The

sister lives in

Charlie has to his credit a long succession
of memorable Broadway shows— Ziegfeld's
"Follies," "No, No, Nanette," "The Music

Master," "Smiling Thru," "Revenge with
Music," and, of course, "Show Boat." The
metropolitan crowds vastly enjoyed his individual brand of humor, and in all of
these productions he walked off with the
comedv honors. In 1930 he made a second

Hollywood, and appeared in a series
for Fox— "Night Nurse," "Flying High," "The Sin of Madelon Claudet."
But Fox went bankrupt, and Charlie returned to New York, to be starred on the
radio as Captain Henry in the Show Boat
program. Every Thursday night you heard
him greeting you with his irrepressible
good humor, "Howdy, howdy, howdy
folks, howdy! This is Cap'n Henry pilotin'
the good ole Maxwell House Show Boat
down Ole Man River to Belle Shasta.
Strike 'er up, Don! Let's have some music!
trip to

of pictures

'

only the beginnin', folks, only the beWho can ever forget Charles
Winninger as a show boat cap'n? On the
stage, the radio, the screen. He made him-

It's

ginnin'l"

self an American institution, poignant with
memories of the colorful river towns. By
the time you read this, he will be back on
the air as the original show boat cap'n.
The sadness of comedians is proverbial,
but Charlie is an exception to that rule.
He sings and whistles in his dressing-room.
His yen for sports, camping and fishing has
much to do with his habitual good spirits.
He is a crack shot, and no dub at golf. In
New York he used to play with Sarazen
and Walter Hagen. Out here, you can see
him on Sundays golfing with Adolph
Zukor. Jesse Lasky, Wesley Ruggles, Gregory LaCava and other devotees of movieland's links. He lives at the swank Town
House, and drives a long, lean, powerful
car. He intends to buy a ranch and settle
down near Hollywood after a life-time of

theatrical vagabondage. He likes to plant
things, smell the good growing grass. It's
the influence of his log-cabin childhood in

the Wisconsin woods.

don't boast

mething about pool
think you know
JF YOUyou've
played with Don Ameche and W.
so

FOOT
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Milwaukee, mother and

grandmother of a large brood.

until

Those two play the game

Silver

Screen

like

a

couple of

city

C. Fields,
slickers.

A

Husband

for

Every

Hour!
[Continued from page

21]

you, after a long separation? I did once—
the memory still shakes me— our kisses were
wet with each other's tears. I want to talk

some myself,

of course. Particularly

March

I

want

he isn't awfully
sick and tired of ponderous costume pictures and wouldn't relish to the nth degree
being modern, smart, young and even flippant again in "drawing room" pictures,
and if his new "A Star Is Born" was interto

ask Fredric

esting to

if

make?

Good

heavens! the day's schedule is going
all to pieces— instead of an hour with Mr.
March, it lengthened to two. It's seven
o'clock, and close to the zero hour of my
too-short day.
Time for dinner— and for the nicest time
of the whole day there could be only one
choice.
is

at

When

her very

at all for
herself to

a lady,

if

loveliest;

she's at all lovely,

when,

if

she cares

what she puts on, she grooms
the

height

of

her possibilities

and dons her most gorgeous outfit; when,
even though she leans towards sports and
likes the outdoors, she becomes ultra-feminine, and as engaging as possible— for dinner she must have Bill Powell. I'm completely sold on the idea that with one look
Mr. Powell could convey the information
that he knew to a nicety how much care,
thought and attention had gone into your
grooming, and how much more than even
your mirror has told you, the results justify
the effort. Who else but Mr. Powell could
put you on your mettle, by his own suavity,
to be poised and serene— and who, if the
party was dying an untimely death, could
redeem it by sheer force of personality.
(I'll
bet some of you smart people are
thinking I like William Powell! I'll concede this much— dinner could last a long,
long time before I'd be weary.)

Have

talked this slightly cock-eyed idea
yet? Even if you are
positively "sot" with conviction, on the advisability of being, and staying, married to
one man, you must admit, as a day-dream,
it was alluring. The only difficulty was that
even in writing about it, it ended too soon
and my mind is skipping ahead to other
days, other situations, and the perfect man
for the moment. (No— you must think up
the first day for yourself— I did— swell fun!)
of

"A

mine back East wrote me
whose engagement
been tragically broken, was

took her to dinner. She was a pretty
but her self-confidence had been
shattered by her bitter experience. 1
encouraged her to tell her troubles...

relative of

"I

that his daughter,

had

just

Would

visiting the coast.

I

girl,

help her/...

I

mine over to you

"Her

had cooled

fiance's love

"'Remember',

until, in

despair, she finally sent back his ring.
It

occurred to

me

that

her appear-

ance could be improved and
couldn't

resist just

one

bit of advice

said, 'a girl's

most

al-

No man
lips. To

keep always lovely, there's a special
lipstick with a Beauty-cream base.'"...

I

.

I

luring feature is her mouth.
is attracted by dry, cracked

.
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Music Madness

MEN LOVE

[Continued from page

TKe inoffensive Close-up

TOO FAT for years

23]

Playrooms aren't in vogue since the muclique has taken over. Instead music
rooms are in style. Nelson Eddy has a
complicated recording outfit in his where
up on your voice
he'll obligingly check
with the same exactness he uses when concerned about his own. He is immensely
serious in these moments, for he himself
learned to sing well in the beginning bycopying the great via their records. Anita
Louise's beautiful white music corner is
dominated by her golden harp. She has
appeared publicly as soloist with the Los
Angeles Women's Symphony and she's been
invited to play with the Ford Symphony

sical

over the radio! Elissa Landi, a pianist of
extraordinary merit, has the colony's finest
electrical organ and she plays it with absolute comprehension. Among the souvenirs
origin Grace Moore's music room is the
inal manuscript of the Opera "Louise,"
presented and autographed to her by the
composer, Charpentier. Yet I really believe the Gene Raymonds have the most
picturesque of all the music rooms. It's a
whole cottage in a dell behind their house
proper. Gene not only built a home secretly
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this
It's

hideaway
a

for

honeymoon

cream
epic that'll last into stern reality, all
colored inside, with two grand pianos facfireing one another on each side of the
frames
place. The splash comes from the
on Jeanette's autographed photos of famous
musicians. He had them reframed in MacDonald plaid which he had imported from
Scotland. Now she's collecting miniature
orchestras for the mantel.
The more you study music, vows Gene,
the more you're tempted to try writing
some yourself. He's had dance songs published, but nothing less than a symphony
will suit him. Ann Sothern, his frequent
film partner, has beaten him to this goal.
She's finished "Cinema Soul," a modern
symphony that captures the very tempo of
the

studio

life.

But then Ann won

'Then Reduced

55

...

10 Years Younger

I

"HOW CAN WEAR STYLISH CLOTHES"
I

Don't put up with ugly fat. so often due to causes whichcan be controlled. Try this modem way to reduce without
This method supplies
starvation diets or strenuous exercise.
reduca needed substance often lacking for the control of
ible fat Why not do as thousands of other now slender,
happy women have done? Read what Mrs. L. B. Schulze.
"After being overweight for
of Jackson, Mich., writes:
I
look
years I tried BE-DUCE-OIDS and lost 55 lbs.!
From Crandon, Wise., Mrs. Porter
ten years younger!"
Tvler writes- "I reduced 67 lbs., and felt better right from
Now it
the start, felt fine when taking RE-DTJCE-OIDS.
B.
Mrs.
is a pleasure to wear all the new fashions!"
Smith, of Lyons Station, Pa., writes: "I lost 34 lbs 5 lbs.
Nurse of
the first week." Mrs. Gladysse Kyer, Registered
Dayton writes of losing 47 lbs. with very satisfactory rereducsults. Miss Elnora Hayden of Merlon, Pa., reports
Miss Loretta Lee of the Southside Chamber
ing 30 lbs.
write of their
of Commerce, Los Angeles, and many others
remarkable success with RE-DUCE-OIDS, the easy way.
to
IMPORTANT! Positively NO Dinitrophenol. Pleasant
leading
take. Genuine RE-DUCE-OIDS have been sold by

W

,

stores for 22 years.

agog because Andre Kostelanetz

is

has played a piece of hers on a national

hook-up.
Jane Withers no

sooner composed the
"Music Box Swing"-which is hardly classical but at least proves that Jane is on
her way— than Shirley Temple was switched
from Tin Pan Alley ballads to a program
of more worthwhile songs!
Many stars who had given up their practicing have resumed anew. Paul Muni was
slated to be a violinist. When he balked,

—

how others
FREE WEIGHT CONTROL CHART, tells your
proper
lost controllable fat. pound after pound. Shows
weight, and gives full instructions for keeping your own
weight control record at home. You need this valuable and
Sent FREE and postpaid, no
helpful Chart to reduce.
charge or obligation. Write today to Dept. S 3i9, AmerSan
ican Medicinal Products, Inc., 746 Sansome St..
Francisco, Calif. Sent in plain envelope, no embarrassment.

You Can Regain Perfect Sp eech,

him.

He

yo u

Send today for Beautifully illustrated book entitled
"DON'T STAMMEK," which describes the Bogue
Unit Method for the scientific correction of stammering and stuttering. Method successfully used at
Bogue Institute for 36 years— since 1901. Endorsed
by physicians. Full information concerning correction of

stammering sent

free.

No

obligation.

Benjamin

N. Bogue, Dept. 570, Circle Tower, Indianapolis, Ind.
Wanted At Once!

SONG POEMS

Mother, Home,

Love, Patriotic,
or any subject. Don't delaytoday for our offer.

Sacred, Comic
send best poem

RICHARD BROS..

28

Woods

Bldg., Chicago,

III.

HAIR ROOT

KILL THE

the hair permanently, safely, privately at home, following simple directions.
The Mahler Method positively prevents the
hair from Slowing again. The delightful remind
lief will bring- happiness, freedom of
by 35 years of
and Ei-eater success. Backed world.
Send 6c
successful use all over the

Remove

in

stamps

TODAY

for

illustrated

Booklet,

to Remove Superfluous Hair Forever.
MahlerCo., Oept.30-K, Providence, R. I.

"How
D. J.

HaveTheAppearanceUf

theatre, his father broke
Paul's violin in a mighty rage. At long last
Paul is studying the violin again, with his
wife to accompany him at the piano.
Michael Whalen had almost the same thing
to

if

STAMMER

demanding the

happen

FULL—

if results
or MONEY BACK IN
tor
do not please you. The generous supply package sells
department store.
$2, 3 packages for $5 at your drug or
quickly
RE-DUCE-OIDS
get
can
he
out
dealer
is
your
If
-^-ask him to phone his wholesaler today.

SATISFACTION

award

Lupino

Look

I

first

for the best original piano composiCention for three successive years at the
and was
tral High School in Minneapolis
trained to be a concert pianist. She came
West to look at the sights and was sidetracked into becoming one herself. Ida

lbs.

FLAWLESS SKIN
This Summer !

studied the piano for

years, against his father's wishes. It
just the reverse angle with Mike. His
family wanted him to go into business. So
he did, made money, and spent it to become an actor. And here in Hollywood, at

eight

was

on his own, he's once more
found that the piano can mean unadulter-

last successful

ated

pleasure.

He knows

the

three

great

by heart— Bach, Beethoven and Brahms.
John Beal had to stop his piano study

B's

when

his eyes

lege.

He made

started to fail him in colprogress as an actor, but

now he's not only playing a piano as he
used to but he's invented a color scale
whereby novices can learn to play easily.
Preston Foster made a debut in opera be-

Silver Screen

EASY to make v
blemishes vanish from sight Simply do this: 1. Apply new, amazing "HID^ IT." 2. Let dry. 3. Add
powder and usual make-up. Gives skm clear-looking
beauty in seconds! Conceals pimples, freckles, birthmarks, scars, discoloration?. Go swimming or sunning,

SO

!

-

g,

m "HIDE-IT"won'tstreakoreasilv rub off. $1 at Dept. and Drug
Stores, 10c size at Ten Ct Stores.

. *T
rf
H_2llf/C***
rf>

1

.

hides skin Flemishes

J

TDiAf "ctark-M illner Co..
Check Shade:

Name
Address

6GG

St. Clair, Dept. 19-J,

Chicago

D Light DMedium DBrumtte Obunjim
Tow"
~;

«

^

te

he ever tackled acting at all. Now he's
taking singing lessons twice a week, care-

fore

watching his improvement on his own
music room device. He wishes to sing in
pictures. Last week he sang over the radio
fully

for the first time, and w as scared almost
into doing a Jack Haley.
Barbara Stanwyck had to sing a song rer

centh and she asked Robert Taylor to
play the cello in the recording orchestra.
A sentimental request. And more. Bob was
so clever with a cello when he was in
school. Barbara agrees with his mother that
he ought to take it up where he left off.
After all, even Sonja Henie is almost as
proficient on a keyboard as she is on
skates.

"When the world is confusing, when you
don't know what you want, I turn to my
music," says Ramon Novarrq. This last
year while he was inactive he was trying
to straighten out his life. And during the
solving of the problem whether or not to
come back to the screen he took up piano
in earnest once more. He came to Hollywood from Mexico to be—or so his family
thought— a piano teacher. He had his eyes
on the movies and remained to conquer
them. He can't go on practicing the piano
six hours a day, as he's been doing this
past year, now that he's acting again. But
instead of relaxing at the Trocadero he
makes an appointment with Olga" Steeb,
noted pianist, for another lesson.
If you
are blessed with a faculty for
playing or singing by ear, perhaps you
won't bother to study. Alice Faye has
learned the scores of three operas and can
go sailing through them without a lull.
She can't read a note of music, though.
Now there are phonographs trumpeting
the finest of symphonies on the movie sets,
with special attendants to keep the stars' pet
recordings going between scenes. Dick Powell
is spurred on by Richard Crooks' remark-

I

OH, JANE,
CAN'T GO. MY

Peter Lorre, Dolores Del Rio and George Sanders
in a "take" for "Lancer Spy," which is being
produced
at
2 0th
the
Century-Fox
Studio.

able voice. (You can hear him on the radio.)
And the leaders of the clique are becoming so civic minded. Lily Pons, who turned
down $20,000 for a single radio broadcast
when she wasn't in the mood to carol, sang
free at a rally for the local symphony orchestra.

Basil

to find a
as ardently as he there'd

The Hollywood Bowl

Rathbone and Max Rhein-

hart are planning on a tremendous Hollywood Art Center, where music, acting,
painting, and dancing will be a magnet
for the world's best artists. If Basil hadn't

SPECIAL

even being im-

from

its

why

the

magic shell. Then you'll know
music clique is taking in new

members every

day!

THAT WAS A SWELL
STEER ABOUT POND'S
VANISHING CREAM.

CREAM

THAT MELTS
SKIN

is

mortalized. The climax of Nino Martini's
new picture is laid in this renowned amphitheatre. So you can see it as it really is
while you exult in his marvelous singing

KNOW A

SO ROUGH
FROM RIDING IN
THE RUMBLE SEAT
THAT I'M A SIGHT

liked music

never have been

a Mrs. Rathbone.

DON'T BE silly!

SKIN'S

woman who

been able

NOW MY SKIN'S SMOOTH

SMOOTH

POWDER STAYS ON

NN'S made
smooth and

a hit!
soft, if

Any

girl does if her skin
her make-up looks flawless

is

stays looking that way.

Popular girls use Pond's Vanishing Cream. As a
famous dermatologist says, "A keratolytic cream (Vanishing Cream) has the ability to melt away harsh,
dried-out surface cells when it touches the skin. Instantly the skin becomes fresh and smooth."

Just one application of Pond's Vanishing

Cream

and dry, flaky bits melt away. An instant
later, powder goes on smooth as silk. You'll
be delighted with the

way

it clings!

Miss

—

For powder base
Pond's Vanishing Creammakes
a perfect powder base because it smooths your

Make-up goes on with an even finish
overnight
Apply after cleansing. Not

skin.

For
It

.

. .

—

won't smear. Lovely skin by morning!

Copyright. 1937, Pond's Extract

Company

8-PSECE

stays.

greasy.

Nancy

Whitney
"Pond's Vanishing

Cream

smooths
little

off

rough-

nesses right

away. Make-up
looks better."

Silver Screen

PACKAGE

Pond's, Dept. 7SS-VJ, Clinton, Conn. Rush 8piece package containing special tube of Pond's
Vanishing Cream, generous samples of 2 other
Pond's Creams and 5 different shades of Pond's
Face Powder. I enclose lOf for postage and
packing.

NameStreet.

City
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'Try

SITROUX TISSUES,

Me—To

From

girls!

You

[Continued from page 29]

They're soft as down,
but stronger"

more than he could ever

they were for was
figure out!

Gloria Swanson's casual radio remark
about her charm bracelet made of unusual
coat buttons, started a

flood of contribu-

A New

York messenger boy, hearing
the star say she admired a button on the
coat of a New York First Avenue traffic
policeman, promptly went to the officer and
tions.

got

Gloria

the

button from his

souvenir. He enclosed a
own messenger's uniform

air mail package.
fan in Ohio Jane Withers received the darling little puppy you see
photographed with her on page 29.
A North Carolina fan recently sent her
two peacocks and a Montana farmer
shipped her a baby goat!
When Jeanette MacDonald decided to
marry Gene Raymond she started something-started a regular avalanche of gifts
from her fans. Not a mail went by without
dozens of odd and useful presents coming
with it. These presents come from every
country in the world with the exception of
Iceland and Persia! And they include
everything from bits of sheer lingerie to
len°thy subscriptions to magazines and
newspapers. Among other things are a
dozen sets of dishes, ten sets of fragile
kimonos, afghans,
glassware, hand-made

same

in the

From

a

'

. . .

says lovely

GLENDA FARRELL
Warner Bros.

Star

beautiful women everywhere prefer Sitroux Tissues! So delicately soft,
their touch is like a caress— yet so much stronger,
they hold together; won't "come apart" in the hand!
That's why they're so ideal for
IN THE BLUEnot care
cleansing the skin.

Stars of stage and screen

. .

.

Why

YOUR

for

AND-GOLD BOX

complexion the way

Glenda Farrell does— with

SITROUX tissues. Get a
try

10^ AND 20^

box and

SIZES

them today!

AT YOUR FAVORITE

5

and

10?!

STORE

ASTHMATIC
SUFFERERS

Powder.
Send for Free Package of Cigarettes and
Get quick, soothing relief from asthmatic
vapor
smoke
pleasant
the
paroxysms with
I

f

•
•
_
•
•

Dr Guild'sGreen Mountain Asthmatic
Compound. A time-tested standard remof

_

edy at druggists. Cigarettes 50< for 24.
Powder 25t and $1. The J. H. Guild Co.,
Dept. S.C. 2, Rupert, Vermont.

I

GREEN MOUNTAIN

So

•
^
•
#
•
e
•

K
six

of

Epsom

nth

BEAUTIFUL AUTOGRAPHED
PHOTOGRAPHS
19 for S2.00
29 for 3.00
50 for 5.00
latest Stars and Poses. Send
lor your favorites.

2 for S .25
.50
a for
9 for l.OO

watches
Alice Faye has received so many
from fans that she now has a different one
color, they
for every day in the month! In
range from red to baby blue, and are in
all shapes and sizes!
box
John Boles recently received a huge
became
of sea shells from a fan which he
Cantor
very enthusiastic about. Poor Eddie
they
oot a box of swell-looking cigars, only
your
were trick ones and exploded in
mouth before you could take half a dozen
luckier— he
puffs!
Jack Oakie was a bit
belt.
gold-and-silver-studded
a
received
it to hang myself
"It's so pretty I may keep
with some day!" he snickered.

Hollywood Screen Exchange
Drawer

1150.

HOLLYWOOD,

Jean Harlo

Dept. B,
U. S.

CALIF.,

A.

Greater opportunities now in advertising. Learn easily and quickly in spars
time. Practical work. No text books.
Old established school. Low tuitionEasy terms. Send for free booklet and
requirements.
Page-Davis School of Advertising
Lept. 4*36, 3601 IWich. Ave., Cm.

Sht

5 to 10 T>CUfS.

FRECKLES

V

to

NADINOLA,

(Buddy)

Charles

Rogers and Betty
Grable in "This
Please."
Way,

The carrousel is
photogra-

the

Ukemeujicf

"Buck"

•

Dept.

Benny),

Jack

pher's idea, but
if
as
looks
it

/

.

Sparks, Mary
Livingstone (Mrs.

Ned

DISAPPEAR
Here's a wonderful new
formula cream that removes
P*C*"~y
> freckles quickly but gently while
*
vnu sleep. Simply apply Nadinola
X.
Freckle Cream over face and arms at
clearer,
night. Day by day skin becomes fresher,
facial blemsofter. Soon freckles, along with other
Nadinola
ishes, disappear— usually in 5 to 10 days.
with
Freckle Cream is guaranteed by a laboratory
treatover 37 years experience in this type of skm
size
ment. Only 60c at drug and toilet counters; 10c
trial package
at Ten Cent Stores.* Or send a dime for

v

167, Paris,

Sparks

rides again.

Mary

will
Livingstone
be welcomed by
all,

in

first

this,

her

picture.

Tenn.

NADINOLA
80

spent his first afternoon off in the seclusion
of his dressing room chronicling the events
in his life during the past few months.
Now he has his own unique system of
keeping this elaborate diary.
How can he remember all the things
that happened to him every day for more
than a few weeks? He doesn't attempt it.
His secretary, Mrs. Ruth Keast, keeps
Johnny's diary notes from day to day and,
at the end of various periods, he takes
them and enters them in his book. This
fan couldn't have sent him a more appreciated present, he says.
Why do so many fans like to send their
favorites live animals? Marian Marsh would
like to know. In fact, in a desperate appeal
her fan followers, the lovely little
to
Marian wails: "Please say it with flowers
or something hereafter!"

You

see,

while appearing in

"The Great

a mere three weeks, the
youthful star received one small but superinquisitive kangaroo from Australia, one
chipmunk from Maine and one belligerent
young lizard from Alabama which had progressed quite well with its teething. Dam-

Gambini"

for

age to the Marsh household to date cannot
be expressed in polite writing, not even by
the genteel Marian!
Oliver Hardy received a Bible from a
woman fan who probably thought a little
Bible-reading would do Oliver good! And
Slim Summerville got a gorgeous set of
kid's building blocks! "But I'm happy to
say I'm not in my second childhood yet!"

he grins in recalling the gift.
Sonja Henie, whose pretty smile is as
captivating as her gyrating feet, is deluged
with gifts from her fans and many of these
fans aren't so unknown themselves. For instance, one of her prized possessions is a
huge autographed picture that Mussolini

And she is equally proud
photograph of Adolf Hitler which DeiFuehrer signed to her personally. Another
rare gift was from ex-Crown Prince Wilhelm of Germany— he sent her (his favorite

himself sent her!
of a

fan.

FREE PHOTOGRAPH
All trie

set

scenes at

Preparing newspaper clippings for publishersSimple, fascinating, profitable. Stamp brings
details. Div. 90, National Press, Hohm Blclg.,
6th and Western, Los Angeles, Calif.
your favorite MOVIE STAR
every order of $1.00.

a

liked particularly well
original prints of racing
Downs, sent by a London

Gene

°A°gift that

was

"like to Write? Earn Extra Money.

of

lampshades and
silverware,
bedspreads,
even a huge rolling-pin from an Irish fan,
with this penciled on it: "So if Gene tries
staving out late o' nights!"
One gift that specially pleased her was
just two
a honeymoon tea set-a teapot and
cups-from a small Chinese girl of Hong

Johnny Downs received the most beaudiary you ever saw, and promptly

tiful

Silver Screen

and actress) his own diamond stickP ln!
Even kings send little Sonja presents!
The very day when she was about to make
her debut in the most elaborate and important skating scenes on the big ice rink
specially built on the set of "One In A
Million," she was handed a big long cardboard box. She opened it and, imagine
her surprise and pleasure, it was filled with
beautiful red carnations, plus a card of good
wishes, cabled all the way from her native
skater

.

.

land

by

none

other

than

King of

the

Norway!

The world's most unique shirt stud, once
the property of Beau Nash, came to Paul
Kelly. It is a tiny roulette wheel, of 22carat gold. Although entirely practical, the
wheel carries no numbers or segments. Instead, its pin-point ball drops into a red
or black depression. Thus play is limited
to "rouge et noir." Kelly
was mighty
pleased over it and now always carries it

Reno

Short-cut to

with him.

Norma Shearer has received (among
other things) a pine-wood desk
Ginger
Rogers, a pair of roller skates; Roland
v oung, a bunch of mounted butterflies;
Fred Astaire. a book on "How To Dance"
(of all things!) Simone Simon received a
dozen bottles of rare perfumes; Tom Keene
got a beautiful saddle for his horse, and
Alary Brian got a couple of racing turtles
with numbers painted on their backs!
A fan of Shirley Temple's sent her a
couple of miniature fishing poles and everything to go with them. Incidentally, every
present sent Shirley by her fans is promptly
placed into her little chubby hands. Only
one thing is barred— unless the family is
personally acquainted with the givers, all
eatables are thrown away. This is, of
to guard against any possible attempt by a crank to injure the tiny star.
One of her most treasured gifts is a rare
book from Georgia's poet-laureate, Harry
Stillwell Edwards, who was born on Shir-

course,

natal day, April 23. Shirley likes the
"Eneas Africanus" and also the little
poem written on the fly-leaf for her. And

ley's

title,

she was pleased to hear from Mr. Edwards
that they share the birthdate of several
famous people— the poet Lamb, President
Buchanan, Thomas Nelson Page and William Shakespeare.
A coat made entirely from polished
melon seeds was received by Merna Ken

nedy from little Norma Byron who lives
in Honolulu.
But for a really unique gift, how about
a swan? Lyle Talbot actually received one,
plus a note from the sender, saying he had
stolen the swan from Kensington Gardens
as a coronation souvenir for his favorite
actor! Lyle hurriedly shipped the travel
groggy swan back to its original home in

London.
George Murphy got a nice new shinygarbage can from someone who styled herself "a sincere fan of yours!" "I was glad
to get it, though," grinned George, "because my old one w7 as sort of wearing out!"
Fred MacMurray was sent a very handsome stove as a gift. Somehow the news

leaked out and immediately "mooching"
letters requesting him to send the writer
his old stove started to come in. But the
topper of them all was a frank letter asking Fred for the new stove, also the suggestion that the old stove was probably
good enough for him! Fred nearly
still
"keeled over" when he read the nervy

A

short, but frequent, story . .
"Lysol" disinfectant made the
.

ending happy.

THE

JUDY

grew up together
.
were childhood sweethearts. Everybody said, "They'll be happy".
and

Thus, you can see for yourself, our movie
players receive practically everything
the fans— from "soup" to "nuts!"

from

AAETRO'S

make-up expert, Jack
Dawn, has turned out a batch
of new nail enamels with which he
plans to revise feminine hand love* V.l

From now on

Bill

.

But ... in less than
Judy said Bill was

life,

.

.

.

a year of married
cruel, indifferent.

"We

them

both into the world, discovered the

helped

The

And "Lysol"

make

disinfectant
the ending happy.

tragic thing about

it is,

a

summer Monsieur Dawn

recom-

mends bronze, metallic nail
With a plain black frock he

polish.
prefers

having the nails enameled a
gold

to

match

1.

SPECIAL FEATURES OF "LYSOL"

6

Non-caustic

dilution,

harmful

is

.

.

.

"Lysol"

proper

in the

gentle and efficient. It contains no

free caustic alkali.

Effectiveness
germicide, active under
2.

.

.

.

"Lysol" is a true
practical conditions

... in the presence of organic matter (such as

mucus, serum, etc.).
Penetration... "Lysol" solutions spread
because of low surface tension, and thus vir-

dirt,
3.

tually search out germs.
4.

Economy. .."Lysol", because

it is

concen-

trated, costs less than one cent an application
in the

proper solution tor feminine hygiene.

5.

Odor

6.

Stability

The cleanly odor of "Lysol"
.
disappears after use.
.

.

.

.

.

strength no matter
matter how often it

"Lysol" keeps its full
how long it is kept, no
is

uncorked.

girls

FACTS

WOMEN SHOULD KNOW

Products Corp., Dept. 9-S S.
Bloomfield, N. J., U.S.A.
Please send me the book called "LYSOL
vs. GERMS", with facts about feminine
hygiene and other uses ot "Lysol .

Name
Street

bril-

buckles

ALL

Lehn & Fink

that final note of smartness to any
ensemble. For the bronze tones of

liant

woman

seldom knows she's guilty of neglecting
herself. Fortunately, any woman can
(and millions of women do) know how not
to offend. They know that "Lysol" disinfectant provides a wholesome cleans-

will be
able to match-exactly the colors of
their dresses or accessories, giving
liness.

.

both made a mistake".
But old Doc Davis, who'd brought

Bill said,

real story.

letter.

method of feminine hygiene. They
know these six qualities of "Lysol" which
make it so valuable:

ing

or

City

jewelry.

Silver

Screen

^State_
Copyright 1937 by Lehn & KinK l'roducts Corp.
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What Makes

It

Tick?

[Continued from page 36]
car. She went over and played
with him for a few minutes.
"He's not in these scenes, is he?" I asked.
'"Oh, no. But he'll be in some in about
a week. We want him to feel perfectly at
home on the set and with us, so he plays
around."
With a musical show this painstaking
care is intensified to the last degree. The
mere breaking of a glass following a toast
in the costume film that Robert Z. Leonard
was shooting with Jeanette MacDonald required just the correct gesture before the
scene was done. In shows having elaborate
chorus numbers, you can get positively
dizzy watching the various experts who
must see that each aspect of the sequence

on a kiddie

is

HOLLYWOOD
^CURLERS

right.

^Whatever you do in the long, shining clays
of summer . . . keep your hair always neat

Occasionally you will find an actor who
is so much an actor that this concentration
on hard work and detail leads to a strange
loss

Al*0

^

ES "I
HOT wxr

ft/(B

of

self.

When

I

ran into Paul

Muni

valiant fight to vindicate
succeeded. William Dieterle,
the director, was almost as absorbed as the
star, but not too absorbed to notice that
Zola's friend, coming in out of a London
fog with the good news, was far too dry
and seeing to it that he was properly wet
down by a stage hand with a watering

that

wMjm9 1

IJLfl

'•!:'''-'

f

*'X9

%&.

i':^
.

A'

of my
certain

preconceptions that I was
would stand up was that
Hollywood was the spot where people
talked shop endlessly. I was right on the
face of it. Scarcely a moment in the weeks
I spent in the film capitol was dedicated to
anything except the business of turning out

One

Hit

films or talk
of relaxation,

about

it.

Even

in

course, in my capacity as a critic, I
asked for nothing better than talking shop,
but I saw enough to realize that it goes

Of

on continually anyway. What surprised me
was that it was talking shop at its verybest. I had thought that people confined

Gives

[COMFORT]
Daily

their discussions to their own careers, their
their ins and outs with various
studios and sheer gossip. On the whole I
was wrong. Usually when they talk about
films, they do so generically, objectively,
prompted by the desire to know their

salaries,

WHYLINES&PIMPLES?
Do you know there
a new French
is
treatment which
beautifies

women

from 16 to 60 and
that crepey neck, wrinkles, puffiness, black-

heads can now easily
be taken care of? It is
called Calmas French
Beauty Film but many
users refer to it as
perfect way to a
fect skin" or "a
lifting without
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"the
perface

surIt is harmless
and easy to use at home.
Write to Calmas ProdL'ery."

ucts, Dept. 19-D, 6770
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif., and

you

will

get

ABSO-

LUTELY FREE

a

booklet which explains this new way
to beauty
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and youth.

Then

"the Curlers used by the

Stars" are so popular, not only in Holly-

wood, where they are made, but throughout
America and 52 foreign countries.
Insist

10c— AT

3 FOR

on Hollywood Curlers!

5c AND 10c

STORES— NOTION COUNTERS

PHOTOS ENLARGED
Size 8x10 or smaller

if

desired

Clear enlargements, bust, full length
or groups, pets, etc. Made from your
own negative or snap shot at low
price of 45c each or 3 for SI. 00 safe
return of original photos. Just send
45c coin or pay postman plus postage.

MOORE'S PHOTO SERVICE
P. 0.

Box 8031

Ardmore, Pa.

in

interest.

MENTHOLATUM

know why

you'll

loveliness.

moments

the Trocadero with its
magnificent outlook, in the Clover Club,
with its games of chance, the Brown Derby,
Dave Chasen's, Lemaize's or the homes of
the stars, movies were a constant topic of

;

. .

his

pot.

stars...use

and frame your face in new

has

Dreyfus

pretty

flattering.

wood's smartest

on "The Life of Zola" set he came over
and shook hands with me but I knew that
I just didn't exist at that moment. He was
Emile Zola for the time that the scene
was being taken— the scene in which the
great French writer, exiled in London,
hears

How? Take

a tip from HollyHollywood Rapid
Dry Curlers. Keep an emergency supply.
Roll your hair for a little while on them

and

Get your trial astrology reading. Be ana-/
lyzed by NORVELL, famous astrologer,
to the movie stars.The science of astrology is being logically applied to many
of today's baffling problems with great
success. It has helped thousands to find
themselves. Give it a chance to help you,

NORVELL has read

the famous movie

of Hollywood.. .through the medastrology he has helped them
solve their problems. Send at once...
6tars

ium of

your trial astrology reading.
10c with your birth date and
a self-addressed, stamped envelope to
today.- -for

Send only

Box 989>*i4l^Dt. N
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

NORVELL

P. 0.

Skin Beauty
A

new

skin

over-night.

improve it.
It is this tremendous interest of everyone in sundry aspects of film producing
that is one of the most important keys to
Hollywood and the whole field of motion

Guaranteed, The Greatest
aid in Face rejuvenation.

pictures, I believe. It is a rapt concentration that might prove boring to someone
not particularly interested in films. The
men who built the cathedrals at the end

6411 Hollywood Boulevard

of the middle ages must have talked shop
in much the same way and must have
proved equally boring to one who didn't
care about cathedrals. It is because every-

would prove stimulating to a football fan.
On one occasion the talk was all of "A
Star Is Born," which had just been pre-

medium

better

and

to

one cares so desperately about movies in
Hollywood, it seems to me, that the mehas taken the gigantic strides it has
nicolodeon days that it has been
able to forge ahead simultaneously in the
technical and artistic exploration of something new under the sun.
The evenings I spent with groups of
stars, directors, writers, producers or technicians were stimulating to me the way a
session with a crowd of football coaches

dium
since

—

Silver Screen

Famous Hollywood Stars
complexion secret revealed. Write Today, for True
Story and FREE sample.

LADY PAUL
HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.

with the customary fanfare that
the studio publicity departments arrange.
Every aspect of the picture was reviewed,
carefully, critically— particularly that poignant scene in which Janet Gaynor goes up
to the microphone and says simply, "This

viewed

Mrs. Norman Maine."
At this particular gathering there wasn't
one person present who had been connected with "A Star Is Born." The same
is

enthusiastic analysis of a pre-view occurred

with

"Make Way

For

Tomorrow,"

for

IVow

tlicres

ci

g i rl who

KNOWS HER WAY
AROUND"
Margaret Hamilton and Fredric
March in the United Artists'
production, "Nothing Sacred,"
in which Carole Lombard and

March are

starred. It is a story
of life in the newspaper world.

which Leo McCarey, the
vast

credit.

A

was given
praised his

director,

director

rival

straightforward camera work, with two
figures nearly always framed by the screen.
A writer complimented the scenarists. The
actors present couldn't say enough about
Victor Moore's handling of a straight role.
From the foregoing you may have
gathered that the Hollywood scene is
positively frantic. When the pressure of
a production is on, it is. Once shooting
has started on a film you have about as
much chance of spending any carefree time
with director or stars as of interrupting a
big board of directors meeting. In between
productions it is different. While they are
still
mainly concerned with films, the
movie-makers can relax, even when they're
talking about them. They devote themselves to the great American institution of
sports from practically every angle, they go
to the desert or the mountains, they drink
a bit, gamble a bit and generally engage
in the pursuits of leisure that intrigue
most people in most places.
Spend an afternoon lounging around a
swimming pool with Leslie Howard, as I
did, and you can scarcely believe he is the
same person you watched some time earlier
in the throes of enacting "Gentleman After
Midnight" under Archie L. Mayo's direction. Catch Stuart Erwin with his lovelywife between productions, in as real a

home

as

you

will find

anywhere, and

it

is

to recall that a week before you
were watching him work out the intricacies
of timing a comedy scene with the same
fervor that a mathematician might employ

THAT girl has something."
"And

plenty of

tier girls

it.

I've seen pret-

and known smarter ones,

but Janet will manage nicely with
what she has."

difficult

in solving a formula. It is only that the
shadow of the motion pictures falls heavily
across the Hollywood scene, leaving no one

who has the slightest connection with
the complex industry and art.
The nearest thing I saw to a group of
Hollywood notables forgetting the films for
a fleeting interval was at Jimmy Cagney's
home. It was a Sunday evening. Joan Blondell and Dick Powell were there, Frank
McHugh, Chester Morris, the writing team
of Albert Hackett and Frances Goodrich,
the Cagneys of course and a few others.
After dinner Cagney asked me if I minded
being an audience of one. I don't cjuite

out

know what could have been done about
if

I

had minded, but

I

didn't

and

sat

The

men

girl

•

•

who knows her way around

—what

her secret?
It's the happy art of pleasing, of taking care always to consider masculine
is

and dislikes.
She knows that one of the things
men admire most in a girl is a fresh,

likes

sweet daintiness of person. And that
they dislike nothing more than the odor
of underarm perspiration on her clothing and person.
And so she takes no chances. For she
with Mum!
knows it is easy to avoid

—

—

to clothing.

Soothing to skin. It's soothing to the
so soothing you can use it
skin, too
right after shaving your underarms.
Doesn't prevent natural perspiration.
Mum, you know, doesn't prevent natural
perspiration. But it does prevent every
trace of perspiration odor. And how important that is! Remember— nothing so
quickly kills a man's interest in a girl as
disagreeable perspiration odor. Don't
regularly, every day.
risk it
use
Bristol-Myers Co., 630 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

—

—

it
>,

back

in a comfortable chair to watch.
McHugh produced a sheaf of parts such

used in plays, furniture was shoved
around to make scenery, impromptu costumes were created and in a few minutes
I was watching the revival of an old blood
and thunder melodrama.
McHugh staged it superbly. Cagney
was the hero (framed of course), Powell

as are

•

Takes only half a minute. Just half a
minute is all you need to use this dainty
deodorant cream. Then you're safe for
the whole day!
Harmless to clothing. Another thing
use Mum any time, even
you'll like
after you're dressed. For it's harmless

MUM

U*^
-^r^
jj^

j;

Mum

ANOTHER WAY MUM HELPS
on sanitary napkins.
Use it for this and you'll
never have to worry
about this cause of unis

pleasantness.

takes the odor out of perspiration
Silver

Screen
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PUFF

FOR you

Jane Bryan has done such excel-

ON
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JOAN BENNETT
Walter Wanger—
United Artists Star

in

"Marked Woman,"

Galahad"

and

"Confes-

Warner Brothers
that
awarded her with a new contract. Because she is only nineteen years old, a legal guardian
had to be appointed and the
contract approved by the Superior Court.

tables
you'll find
est beauty aids are chosen
thsse dainty Screen Star Powder Puffs.
They're soft as down, with extra-long silken
velour fibres to hold your powder where it
on top. That's why make-up
belongs
goes on so easily, and so evenly. Look
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work

"Kid

dressing
where only the fin-

sion"
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autograph of your favorite star fr
on the ribbon. At leading chain stores
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A

girl

favorite screen actor or actress

wrong,

inches— will be

jimmy

—size 8 by

10

sent you absolutely free, for five wrappers from
Screen Stars Powder Puffs.Don't wait act now!

little

—

RKO Star

the villain, Joan Blondell was a
constantly torn between right and

played

beautiful photograph of your

Mrs.

Cagney, who danced with
impersonated a noble

in vaudeville,

newsboy, Gimpy, and also doubled

a convict.

The

others

had what

are

as

known

as bits.

They may have been doing

SCREEN STAR

EARN up to 52252 in a Week
Take orders for this

(

tJ

big value! 50 Christ-

mas Cards with sender's name, sell for only
$1. Your friends and others will buy on sight
JuiJ; show free samples. You make big profit.

Extra

Money

for Spare

Time

Our complete line offers you largest earnings. Sell ChristReligious Cards, Gift Wrappings
mas Card Assortments

—

Big profit to you on every sale.
start earning at
Men and women
once. Write for FREE Selling Outfit.
General Card Co., 400 S. Peoria St., Dept. P-177, Chicago, 111,

and others, 50c and

$1.00.

BDCC
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ITCH
•

STOPPED IN

A HURRY BY O D D."

Are you tormented with the itching tortures of eczema,
rashes, athlete's foot, eruptions, or other externally
caused skin afflictions? For quick and happy relief,
use cooling, antiseptic, liquid D-D.D. PRESCRIPTION. Greaseless and stainless. Soothes the irrita35c
tion and swiftly stops the most intense itching.
trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it— or money back.

A

it

merely for

fun, but they did a grand job of rerurrection, treating the antique play with just
the proper shade of over-emphasis and
contriving more than one scene of lowdown pathos. It was one of the most unusual theatrical performances I ever witnessed. I hope I was a good audience.
There are wild parties in Hollywood as
there are in practically every metropolitan
center. There are also affairs like the one
cited above. I saw more of the latter than
the former.
As for the physical background of Hollyliving, it is probably much what you
imagine it to be. A large part of life is
spent on wheels, due to the fact that the
nine major studios are sprawled all over
the suburbs of Los Angeles from Culver
City to Burbank and people dwell over a
correspondingly wide area, from the secluded canyons of Beverly Hills to the
beach homes. The climate, as I experienced
it, was so nearly perfect that it grew definitely monotonous. It has the advantage
that one can swim, play tennis or boat almost any time that work will permit. The
people one rubs elbows with are easy to
look at and the tempo of living, although
it is throbbing, is far less staccato than it

wood

in

New

As

I

York.
look back on my trip, perhaps the
impression I brought
strongest general
away was that of having witnessed an
is

Tender, chafed, hot and perspiring feet are quickly relieved by
Dr. Sertoli's Foot Powder. This
soothing, antiseptic powder
eases tight shoes, dispels foot
odors. Keeping the feet dry
^
helps to guard against infection from "Athlete's Foot."

Make

a daily habit of
sprinkling DR. SCHOLL'S

FOOT POWDER on
feet,

,

FOOT
POWDER
84

LIVER BILE

.

.

Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just decays
Gas bloats up your stomach. You get
constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and
you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
mere bowel
Laxatives are only makeshifts.
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up". Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little
Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything
in the bowels.

between the
toes and in your shoes. Don't accept a substitute. Cost but a trifle. Sold everywhere.
FREE BOOKLET on Foot Care mailed on request.
Dr. Scholl's, Inc. 203 A W. Schiller Street/Chicago, 111.
your

WAKE UP YOUR

A

else. 25c.

Silver Screen

enormous

collaboration.

One man

can't

movie, the way he can create a
poem, statue or piece of music— even a
small group can't turn the trick, the way
it can behind footlights. It takes cooperation of the most exacting kind to turn out
the least pretentious picture you may see.
The talent of the world has been drawn
to one spot on the Pacific Coast and an intricate technique has been evolved to give
embodiment to creative ideas. It may have

make

a

been the assistant cameraman or an electrician or the script girl who thought up
the business that intrigued you in the film
It was a small army that
made it possible for you to see it. It is that

you saw yesterday.

which makes Hollywood so tremendously
vital and exciting when you go there and
the occasional florid gestures or
fabricated glamor that enshrouds it.

not

the

For Laughing Purposes
[Continued from page 55]

me play in Bing's picture, 'Rhythm on
the Range.' I had a part in 'The Big
Broadcast,' and next came Bing's 'Waikiki

let

and

Wedding,'

and

Music,'

mv own

just

I

say,

made 'Mountain

that story

is

laid right in

Arkansas Ozark mountains and

hope that pleases the home

All

folks.

I

this

answers the question as to how I happen
to be in this purty dressing room between
Bing Crosby and Carole Lombard. Being
a comedian is sure luxurious!"
An actor's mood is etched upon the
screen largely by what he brings with him
in the way of background, experience and
viewpoint. Watching these three fun exponents who possess the magic gift of lifting everyday humdrum existence into a
realm of joy and laughter, one may reconstruct their past and read their individual
experiences. There's Middle West Charli?
Butterworth, lawyer-journalist, with his

New York
reflecting

and
London

polish
his

suavity;
culture,

Eric Blore,

and happy

Bob Burns, who soared above
and

tains

hardships

to

moun-

his

world

fame

by

laughing!

Beauty Meets Success
[Continued from page 28]
came, and

to

make matters

worse, had to
'

sign a nice long-term contract with Paramount. Life just wasn't worth living the
way things seemed to be going. It wasn't
lair at all!

But all that is water under the bridge
now. At this writing Herbie is with her in
Hollywood helping her to furnish a house,
and once again Dorothy is quite sure that
the word "happiness" was thought up especially for her
and Herbie. "Jungle
.

.

.

Princess" catapulted her to the top of the
heap and she is now finishing the companion to it, "Her Jungle Lover." Then
came a part in "Swing High, Swing Low."
Currently she is appearing in "Last Train
From Madrid," and soon she will appear
in that great saga of the south seas, "The
.

Hurricane."
Radio, though, still proves to be a rather
flossy source of income for Dorothy. When
Chase and Sanborn originated their new
Sunday program out here in Hollywood a
few weeks ago they chose Dorothy Lamour
out of a whole township of beautiful voices
to be their featured vocalist. And now each
Sunday, along with such luminaries as
Don Ameche, Edgar Bergen, W. C. Fields
and that chip off the old block, Charlie

McCarthy,

whom

Fields still stoutly maintains is "full of termites," comes the double
lovely voice of Dorothy Lamour. And by
the way, if you haven't heard this program you're missing the best bet of the
airways; between the Lamour voice and
the Fields-McCarthy feud you can't go
wrong. Rehearsals on this show are an
especial riot because that's when Dorothy
practices ventriloquism with Charlie McCarthy,

Gracious,

talented,

There are moments in every private life
which deserve to be glorified. Maybe
you're planning to be in amateur theatricals or in a fashion show or would like to
snatch the glamour of Hollywood for very
special parties! Do it with Screen and

young Miss Farmer

has been proclaimed thefinestnewstar

Throughout the new Paramount production of "Ebbtide" in Technicolor, she reaches new dramatic heights

of the season.

in the ability she displays and in that
glamour which every star must possess!

both

Stage Make-Up!

But they made another discovery in Hollywood this season! The most distinguished
feminine stars of the screen,

A

who use Screen

and Stage Make-Up by Elizabeth Arden
before the cameras, have discovered that
its glamorous quality can glorify their private

balmy as it sounds, is the
young girl who almost had to
be bludgeoned into a picture career. And,
All

this,

,

.

.

.

handle a wife.

M

5533 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood,

lives.

Calif.

PRICE LIST

as

she was born in New Orleans
twenty-two year<T~ago and has the distinction of being one of the very few beauty contest winners to make the grade in pictures. She won
the title of Miss New
Orleans in 1931 but in spite of that apparent handicap is having no trouble at all
in holding her own among the great and
near great of Celluloid City. Good thing,
though, that Herbie Kay knew how to
oh, yes

—

Information" S-2 may be obtained by writing Screen and Stage
ake-Up Laboratories:

nee Edgar Bergen.

rtory of the

complete group of theatrical prepar-

ations designed by Elizabeth Arden
sold
by exclusive Elizabeth Arden retail distributors everywhere. The booklet "Professional

Foundations.
.Nos. 1 to 10 (Screen);
lx to 20x (Stage)
Lipsticks.
.convenient swivel top
Liners
lx to 15x (Screen and Stage)
.

.

.

.

Powder.

.

.

.

$1.00
$1.00

.

$1.00

.

.Nos. 1 to 10 (Screen);
lx to 16x (Stage)
.

Remover ....
Student's
.

.

.

$1.00

(Screen and Stage)

Make-Up Box

... A professional

$1.00

kit for

amateurs

contains an adequate assortment of five make-up founda-

and brown make-up
make-up remover

tions, four liners, rouge, black

der and generous bottle of

pencils,

pow£2.50

)
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Movie

Fan's

Crossword Puzzle

COMETHING

developed
unexpected
saw Martha Raye doing a personal appearance. She is right at home
behind the footlights and with professional
ease she took the audience and changed
into a whooping, yelling, laughingit
crowd. She has a real gift for comedy and
uses a dual personality method. There she
was singing and then in an instant dropped
into her own clowning personality. She
helped a man down front to find a seat,
she bumped her nose on the mike, but the
manner in which she did these things was
pure comedy. She is a genius. Her large
mouth has no more to do with her success
than W. C. Fields' nose has to do with his.
It was a joy to watch her and her perfect
control of the audience, and that was in

3 when we

of the biggest

one

theatres

in

New York

City.

*

THE
I

*

*

unexpected incident was this— to our
we found that the screen has

surprise,
not given us

Martha Raye as she really is.
The photographer or director has made
Martha seem to be a much larger woman
than she is, and also a different type. The
sound engineers did not capture her singing individuality. She has great possibilities
their
if they will stop changing her to suit
unimaginative minds. She is the first person since Marie Dressier who can bring
is close to tears. This writer,
years ago, wrote of the greatness of Dressier before anyone recognized her. She was
given a chance and from that moment she
was a ruling screen figure. She came to the
office years later to tell her gratitude. Perhaps this word or two will help Martha

laughter that

We

Raye.

hope

so.

*

*

*

comedy
way by the
listening audience. So the comedian who
crashes through your guard can reach the
inner you— the emotional you. Martha
Raye is individual. There is no one like
her and one day she will amuse you and

THE

player with

the talent for

met more than

is

half

won't be long
that day arrives, don't for-

touch your heart as well.

now— and when
get

we

told you

It

what would happen.

EDITOR.
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ACROSS
Owner of the sanitarium in "A Day at rhe Races"
The act of putting a play upon the stage

I

7

Excelling all others
Recently married to Jeanette

13
14
16
18
19
21

MacDonald

Frigid

A mode

of transportation (abbr.)
Prepare for publication
He portrayed a gunman in "They

Gave Him a

Gun"
23 Two-toed sloth
24 A salutation
26 All correct (abbr.)
27 War aviator
,
29 Sun god
.
30 The thirty-second President of the United States
(init.)

Stringed instrument
33 In "Fifty Roads to Town"
36 "Oh boy" is her favorite expression
37 Western state (abbr.)
38 Unit
39 The reporter in "Tomorrow's Headlines
40 Type measures
42 Colonel Wister in "Another Dawn"
45 Masculine first name
48 Bars that rest on supports
50 Author of "The Prince and the Pauper"
52 Excellent as the old mother in "Make

Way

for

Tomorrow"

DOWN
2
3

An

Indian

Courageous"

to
tribe

Partake of food

6 James Cagney's birthplace (abbr.)
7 Therefore
powerful explosive (abbr.)
8

A

9
10

Ornamented

II
12

Negative

13

The
The

rich

15

A

To

frost

nurse in

great

"They Gave Him

Famous Nevada City
The daughter of a well-known
Venomous snakes
In "The Prisoner of Zenda"

theatrical producer

Encourage
Ascends
Trouble

64
65
66
67
68

Hono-

Apprehension of danger
Immerse in water
Degrade
Nothing but

Direction (abbr.)
71 Supposing that
72 Necessity

.

_

>t

73 Her latest picture is "Confession'
75 Fabulous bird of grear strength
76 With Basil Rathbone in "Love from a Stranger
78 Greek lerter
81 Jumbled type
82 That is (abbr.)

Answer

to Last

Month's

Puzzle

aBHQ CIHH dhhuj a
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"Waikiki Wedding"

4 In
5

father in "Captains'

Comparable

36
41

43
44
46
47
49
50
51

54 Paid publicity
55 Edible seed
56 The first woman
57 Exists
58 Terry in "Turn Off the Moon"
^
60 Japanese business man in "Think Fast, Mr. Moto
63 Commerce
65 Soon to be seen in "Stella Dallas"
67 A very charming Metro star
69 A body of water partly enclosed by land
70 Barbara Stanwyck's brother in "This Is My Affair
73 Press agent in "When Love Is Young"
74 Transpose (abbr.)
76 Associate of Arts (abbr.)
77 At liberty
79 Part of verb "to be"
80 Young architect in "Woman Chases Man"
83 Encountered
84 Pronoun (Bib.
85 Exactness
86 Deposit account (abbr.)

The wealthy

32 Morally bad
34 Upon
35 Regarding

In "As Good As Married"
Not at any time (cont.)
53 Caused to bring abour
59 Two-fisted bell hop in "Kid Galahad"
61 Eye
62 Handsome naval officer in "Wings Over
lulu"

31

1

17 Dreadful
20 Perform
22 National Army (abbr.)
2 5 Before
27 Had dined
28 Elongated fish
30 An enthusiast

A Gun"

youth in "Border Cafe"
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CALOX TOOTH POWDER
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.

.

show tyu

the

way

to a "starry smile".

.

.

sparkling teeth

old'

CAIOX-Jin ieeti -Oaf

WHY HOLLYWOOD SAYS "0. K." TO CALOX
GIVES "HIGH-LUSTER" POLISH. Calox contains five
proved cleansing and polishing ingredients.
1.

DOUBLE SAFE BECAUSE IT'S... DOUBLE-SIFTED. It cannot contain grit.
RELEASES OXYGEN. Oxygen is Nature's own purifying agent.
4. MADE WITH PRESCRIPTION CARE by McKesson & Robbins, who have
supplied fine drugs to physicians and hospitals since 1833.
2.

sAifte li&e "t/te

state/

scientifically ap-

3.

Copyright 1937, Liggett

& Myers Tobacco

Co.

2
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THE HATEFUL PART

OF HOLLYWO •1

AROUND THE WORLD
IT WINDS ITS WAY
|

LUXURY FACE POWDER,
itftce^s^aii^Eigh! alluring
.

on the moonlit waters of the dusky Grand Canal. Dance

Drift

the blue-bathed beauty of a Mediterranean

and youth and laughter anywhere
and

fresh

and charming

For fragrance

around.

In

.

Gemey

is

to intimate

in

And

far places.

fragrance

tones

Gemey.

$1

in

there. ..gay

PERFUME PREFERRED

it's

around

world

Gemey.

romantic world

this

Nassau or Nice,

in

Seek romance

fragrance Gemey.

known, adored,

Paris or Peiping,

woman's prelude

in

..you'll find

night.

. .

cons

.

.

.

In

.

.

.

$2.50,

$4.50,

the lovely

evenings-for-two or the season's

most formal moments.

Around

the world

it

winds your way.

Now

in

America

at

your

own perfume counter, see the glamour ensemble. ..everything you
need

for perfect

grooming, from face lotion to

that single thread of fragrance

Gemey.

RICHARD HUDNUT

lipstick ... all in

yj/cM/l/aik

'Paid

.Bucharest...Vi'
London. ..Toronto. ..Buenos Aires. ..Mexico City...Berl in. ..Budapest... Capetown ...Sydney. ..Shanghai ... Rio de Janeiro... Havana..

Ihe

fragrance

crystal-clear fla-

$15.

She evades close-ups. ..Dingy teeth and tender gums destroy her
charm ... She ignored the warning of "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
SURELY," you
at

this

say, "surely the world's

girl's

feet!"

Blessed

with

beauty and dowered with grace— life seems
to

have given her

But there

is

a thief that robs her love-

liness, that steals

thief

is

its best.

her dull,

away her charm. That
dingy and unattractive'

Tragic? Yes, but that's the price she
pays for neglect— a penalty she could have
smile.

avoided.

NEVER NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
Play safe— don't risk an attractive smile—
don't pay the penalties of tender gums

and dull and dingy teeth! When you see
warning tinge of "pink" on

that telltale

your tooth brush— see your dentist immediately—Vex.

While there may be nothing seriously
wrong, don't take chances— let your dentist
decide. Often, however, he will explain
your condition as a "simple case of sensi-

gums—gums that are the victims of
our modern menus— gums robbed of work
by today's soft and creamy foods." And his
advice will probably be "more work and
tive

resistance for lazy

gums" and,

teeth clean

and sparkling. Massage a

extra Ipana into your

him advise you.

often, "the

helpful stimulation of Ipana Tooth Paste

gums

brush your teeth. Circulation quickens in
Gums become firmer— your

the gums.

teeth brighter,

more

lustrous.

Millions of people already have adopted
the Ipana Tooth Paste and massage dental
health routine.

It's

one simple, easy way of

helping to prevent dental disorders— and

with your gums more vigorous and
and bright—
you never need be ashamed of your smile!
healthy, your teeth sparkling
•

.

•

•

and massage."

LISTEN TO "Town

For Ipana, with massage, is especially
designed to help the gums as well as keep

Wednesday night over N.
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little

every time you

Hall Tonight"- every
B. C.

Red Network,

9 o'clock, E.D.S.T.

3

!
,

SAe was a cabaret singer... Luck
brought her a chance to go to a

mountain resort
^

for a

as a society belle.
in love with her

!

month, posing

Two

Wait

this exciting story

youths
till

fell

you see

on the screen

.

.

with Joan looking like a million
dollars in the kind of glamorous

production that only M-G-M makes

BRIDE
with

BILLIE

BURKE

REGINALD OWEN
A Me tro Goldwyn Mayer
-

-

WORE RED

Dorothy
A

r z

n e

r

Produced by

Picture

JOSEPH

Screen Play by Tess Slesinger and Bradbury Foote

4

Directed by

Silver Screen

L.

MANKIEWICZ
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A LETTER FROM LIZA
BOSS:
DEAR
You'd never
is

(early

guess whal Hollywood
these late summer nights
nights to you) to entertain it-

doing
fall

Watching 'em make pictures. There
now, I knew I could surprise you. A postman's holiday no less. But it's always cool
after dark on the back lots, and the lights
are awfully pretty, and there's kind of a
about the whole thing.
spirit
carnival
Hollywood stars have suddenly become
bored with night clubs and bars and gosself!
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were Miriam Hopkins whose romance with
Anatole Litvak, the director, still goes on
despite rumors to the contrary, and Pat
Rathbones, Sophie
Basil
Freddie Bartholomew, who,
ever since his superb performance in "Captains Courageous," has become my favorite
movie star, but don't tell Mr. Gable. Always the fickle one, that's me.
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the
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Silver Screen Hall of Fame
More Screen Immortals

The Old

ing a motorcycle, Irene

or who are slow about such things, didn't
get their wedding presents ordered in time
to arrive before the divorce plans. Sonja
Henie, who had been away on location at
the time of the nuptials, was in a swanky
Wilshire Boulevard shop discussing monograms for some silver she had bought June
when someone came in the shop with the
newspaper announcing that June and Vic
had separated. Sonja took one last sad look
at the silver and said to the clerk, "Skeep

31

McCrea

Harvest Time at the Studios
It's

drove out to the Valley to see the always
calm and poised Irene astride a motorcycle.
Well, anyway, it was almost Irene's
friends'
finish, for while her movie star
guzzled hot dogs and coco cola and gaped
like tourists the motorbike snorted and
cavorted and succeeded in throwing Irene,
high heels, fringe and little bows, all of
three times. Yes, when it comes to master-

on the wedding 'that a lot of the
Hollywood stars who were busy working,

Point with Pride
Joel

ride a motorcycle in

closely

ART SECTION
We

Dunne would

an evening gown at Columbia's ranch, half
a dozen stars choked down their souffles,
wrapped their silver fox about them, and

tion of Bastile Day. The set is so authentic
that Claudette and Charles Boyer, both
Parisian born, could hardly resist sitting
down in one of the little sidewalk cafes

6

.'

For Eyes That Glow!

it.

was bruited about that

5

MONTHLY FEATURES
Pictures on the Fire

it

51

Do You Blame Them?

The Opening Chorus.

Irene

as

drew a social gathering
the other evening was the Paris set of
"Tovarich," which covers several acres of
Warners' back lot. Claudette Colbert and
Charles Boyer were dancing in the streets,
along with hundreds of extras, in celebra-

Specimen"

CASHING IN ON THEIR FAME

Emulate The Stars Both

we'll start dressing for

and Don Ameche

Bill Fields

HURDLES TO

FIVE

Page

Howard Barnes

Tough

Is

(nobody ever does anything now
worth gossiping about) and have decided
that the most fun can be had by dashing
out to the nearest night location and
watching other stars make pictures. Really,
it has become the smart thing to do. Soon
siping

Players

When They Are "Out_Of

Character"

and Cues
Demands Of The

50
Screen

COVER PORTRAIT OF JF.ANETTE MACDONALD BY MARL AND STONE

There are those who believe Marlene
it,
and there are those who don't.
Anyway, they are telling it around Hollywood that before Marlene left for Europe
the studio publicity department asked her
to give an interview to a verv important
writer who was vacationing here. "I'll give
the interview on one condition." said Marlene. "Please warn him how beautiful I am
said

so
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he won't keep staring at me."
a:ood as mine.

A Veil,

°;uess is as

MEMBER AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS

5

your

The Studios Are Always du%^ing With Rumors Concerning
Pictures In

Looks
another
COMES
on the merry

Work.

On And

month and
go round.

S.

we go
The first

stop is—

Columbia

THERE

are three big pictures shooting
here this month but I enter the

Fanmag

But when

I reach
the publicity offices my spirits rise. In her
stead is a beautiful blonde whom I used

Fanya won't be

to

know

at

there.

Paramount. Her name

Marge

is

Decker. "Hello, beautiful," she greets me.
in vague alarm if Marge is
talking to herself or if she's getting funny
a
with me. But, anyhow, she gives

wonder

I

me

resounding kiss
bother much.

"Come

"We

of

welcome

so

along," she says and out
well face 'The
as

we

go.

Awful

might

Truth.'

she's

going

me— "for my own good," of course,
turns out "The Awful Truth" is the
name of a picture they're making that stars
Irene Dunne and Cary Grant. Then I remember Ina Claire starred in this years
ago on the stage.
When we arrive on the stage the set is
a courtroom. The pair have just been
granted a divorce by the judge.
"There is still a matter unsettled, your
honor," the lawyer interposes before the
judge dismisses the case. "It's a matter of
Mr. Smith."
"Mr. Smith?" the judge queries in a
puzzled voice.
"Yes, your honor. Their dog."
"Mr. Smith is my dog," Cary puts in
indignantly.
"Silence!"
the judge
(Paul
Stanton)
rasps. "The property settlement has alarranged
ready been
to the
satisfaction of the court."
"But Mr. Smith belongs to
me and— she's got him," Cary
protests, pointing to Irene.
"I told you to keep quiet,"
to

tell

but

along with." Cary gives
her a savage scowl and
she calls the judge's attention to it. "See what I
mean?" she says.
"Well," the judge sighs,
speaking to the lawyer,
with
the
along
"get
matter."

"The animal

it

is

at pres-

ent in Mrs. Warriner's
possession," the lawyer ex-

was he whom
you ordered from the
courtroom at the beginning of the trial. Mr.
Warriner wishes to have
him because—"
"Because he's mine!"
Cary interrupts.
plains. "It

"He

"

wonder uncomfortably what

I

don't

I

Mook

Listens In.

off

over
studio with a feeling of dejection.

R.

is

not!"

Irene

flares.

"He is so!" Cary argues
hotly.
"Silence! Silence!" the
judge

madly

thunders,
for

rapping

order. "Mrs.
you step up

Warriner,
here and tell me why you
insist upon regarding this
dog as your personal
property so the court may
determine whether or not
it should remain in your

In "Park Avenue Dame," Richard
Arlen, Raymond Walburn, Scott
Colton (sitting) and Gene Morgan.
The plot thickens! (Top) Charles
Boyer and Claudette Colbert in

"Tonight's Our Night."

Stanton roars.
"Oh, just ignore him, your
honor," Irene beams. "I told
you he was impossible to get

turned back, there was a man holding Mr. Smith in his arms. I said,
'Pardon me. but I'm buying that
puppy.' Then he smiled at me— the man,
you understand, not Mr. Smith." The judge
nods. "Then, somehow," she continues, "all
three of us were having lunch, together—
the man and Mr. Smith and I. After that
things went along rather swiftly and one
day I said— 'I think we had better get
possession.'
Irene steps up and
takes the witness chair.
Then she turns to the
judge as though they
were having a confidential chat over a
"You see,"
tea-table.

she

explains,

Mr. Smith
in

Evelyn

Daw

thing to

6

from "SomeSing About."

in a scene

pet

It

saw
was

riner, in these custody cases we frequently
permit the final decision to rest with—"

"That's right," Cary approves. "Let Mr.
whom he wants to live with."
"Silence!" the judge roars. He turns to

Smith decide

shop on

nods.

and speaks. The policeman
The custody of the dog will depend
upon his own desires," the judge continues.
The policeman returns with Mr. Smith on

to

a leash.

Madison Ave. You

a

m list know the one I
mean." The judge

exits. "

I

Harry LeRoy, James Cagney and

that

"I

first.

married'— and so we did." The judge's hair
fair stands on end at this candid announcement, so Irene hurriedly explains some
more. "You see, it gave Mr. Smith a real
home."
"I see," the judge nods. "Well, Mrs. War-

"I had decided
buy Mr. Smith, but

away— for just
moment, mind you—

turned

a
to admire a
and,
kitten

Persian

when

I

policeman

"Unfasten him," the judge orders.
Cary and Irene are each sitting about
equal distance from the dog. They look
longingly toward him but Irene, without
[Continued o?i page 56]

From an amazing sea story long buried
the

Philadelphia

adventure as "The
this

all

through another of

Lives of

murder

in

pictorial

a Bengal Lancer" and "The

Gary Cooper strides
he-man roles as a seawho becomes the leading

sea romances.
his

glorious

of the Fabulous Forties

figure

the files of

Hathaway,

Lonesome Pine," has produced and directed

grandest of

man

in

Henry

Paramount masterpieces of

director of such

Trail of the

Ledger,

Public

the cause ce/ebre of the time: the

trial

which followed the destruction by

famous
fire

on

the high seas of the Liverpool-Philadelphia packet, the

William Brown.
his

companion

among

George
in

Raft

in

a picaresque role as

arms gains even

greater

stature

male luminaries of Hollywood. Frances Dee
and Henry Wilcoxon head an all-star supporting cast.
the

Silver Screen
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For Eyes

hat Glow!
Emulate The

Stars

And

Literally

Both

Figura=

lively.

By

Mary L ee
Madge Evans

Hollywood

applies her

mascara very carefully.
She realizes that any

Insists

smudge may defrom her lovely

careless

tract

on Kleinert's

instead

eyes,

ing

to

of

their

addluster.

Dress Shields
In Hollywood studios, Kleinert's Dress
Shields are "required equipment" for

they can't afford to risk spoil-

dresses

ing costly clothes

when

it's

—can you? Especially

so easy to protect them!

A

TOUCH

of mascara on upturned
lashes helps turn a pair of eyes into
twin pools of loveliness, as Madge
Evans very well knows. She applies her
make-up so it intensifies the color and adds
to the depth of ber blue eyes while it harmonizes naturally with her light brown hair.
Whenever you call art to the aid of eye

beauty,

combine dress

Kleinert's Bra-forms

final

hard.

shields with dainty uplift bras cleverly

concocted to give both slender and mature figures that

Made

line.

—can be
—always ready for
with any dress — and guarded
in a variety of fabrics

washed
wear

new high rounded

in a

minute

to

protect

from moisture,

and

friction,

under-arm cosmetics.

Your
showing

Notion

favorite

Bra-forms

from a dollar up
trated above,

is

of fine batiste, $1.25.

U. S.

FIFTH AVENUE,

TORONTO, CANADA
8

is

styles

the Bra-form, illus-

T M REG

485

Counter

many

in

PAT.

OFF

NEW YORK,
.

.

.

N. Y.

LONDON, ENG.

remember

this

important

rule:

the

must be soft and dewy, never
Make-up touches that give eyes a

effect

be avoided) are
mascara on lower
lashes or artifically "beaded" on the tipper
ones, eyebrows plucked to a thin line or
colored too dark to blend with your hair,
and too much eyeshadow in the day-time.
So put these errors on your list of beauty

hard

look

(and

powder on the

should

eyelids,

"don'ts."
Your eyes themselves should sparkle like
stars when you're excited and softly glow
when you're happy. Their beauty and expressiveness can be increased by the way
you make up the area surrounding them.
First, we're going to tell you how to
beautify your eyelashes so they'll be a flattering frame to your eyes. If you're not
blessed with naturally long, curling lashes,
you can do a lot to make them so. There
are lubricants which promote the growth.
One of the most effective we've found is
Kurlene. It is a compound of rich oils
which should be rubbed well into the
lashes and lids each night. It makes an
excellent dressing to use in the day-time,
too, because it leaves eyelashes soft and
silky. Brushing your eyelashes after you've
applied a lubricant gives them an attractive sheen.
You can curl your lashes up in a "jiffy"
with a gadget called Kurlash, or you can
train them gradually into an upward sweep
by brushing them up every time you apply
mascara or a lubricating cream.
Always brush your eyelashes after you've
darkened them with mascara to soften them
and separate the hairs so they won't have
an artificial "Beaded" look. A convenient
little device to use instead of a brush is
the Winx eyelash comb and mascara applicator. It's a fine-tooth comb, curved to the
shape of your eyelid and set on a con-

veniently wielded handle.

You spread the

Silver Screen

mascara across the comb and apply it to
the lashes. The one simple motion distributes the mascara evenly over each lash,
separates the lashes, curls them up and removes the excess darkening. The final
effect is supremely natural.
We're enthusiastic about Winx mascara
which may be had in cake, cream or liquid
form. The makers tell us that the creamy
type, which is the new est, is growing very
rapidly in popularity. As for mascara colors, black is the most popular, then brown.
Blue is holding its own, but not much
green is being sold.
Whatever your coloring, you can wear
black mascara, smoothly applied, without
looking artificial. The purpose of blue is to
bring out the blue tones in one's eyes. Eyelashes don't need to match eyebrows, but
eyebrows must be in harmony with the color of your hair. Some of the most attractive
eye make-ups we've seen combine black
lashes with brown brows.
Your eyebrows should look as if they
belong to your face, and nobody else's.
:

character when they are neat,
and gracefully curved. Pluck
them, by all means, if they're too heavy for
beauty or if they are straggly, but don't

They show

well-defined

wear them

in a thin, straight line.
best rule for thinning out eyebrows
is to pluck the excess hairs from the lower
edge, as the ideal brows are high. Always
pull the hairs out in the same direction as
they grow, so they'll lie flat when they
grow back in. Tweeze any stray hairs that
grow across the bridge of your nose.
If you
use eyeshadow to heighten the
color and accentuate the size of your eyes,
apply it sparingly. Obvious eyeshadow is
(brownish
not smart. Blue and mauve
gray) are the shades most generally used
now that the vogue for multi-colored

The

shadows has passed its peak. Eyeshadow,
unless it is very creamy in consistency,
should be applied after your eyelids have
been moistened with cream. Start it from
the lower edge of the lid and middle of
the eyeball and blend it all the way up to
your eyebrow and out toward the temple.
If you don't use eyeshadow, a little cream
on your eyelids will give them a moist,

dewy

look.

l
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THE LIFE OF

He

picked a jaded rose from the

M.orris Carnovsky •Directed

Paris and made her the immortal

Gale S ondergaard

with a cast of thousands including:

Gl oria Holden • Donald Crisp

streets oj

*

Erin

O Bnen-jMLoore

*

.

.

.

NANA!

Josepli Scliildkraut

Henry

O Neill

*

Louis Calhern

tyWill lam Dieterle ScreenplaybyNormanReUlyRaine.HainesHaroldamlGezfiHerczeg

TWO PERFORMANCES DAILY:

Matinees 2:40

•

Evenings 8:40

AIR-CONDITIONED

THEATRE
HOLLYWOOD
NEW
BROADWAY
at

5 1st

YORK CITY

STREET,

Seats Selling Eight Weeks In Advance
.Cvenings an

Matinees ~ Monday
6

P.M.

"All Seats Reserved

ay matinees: 2.00, 1.50, 1.00. .77 plus tax

to Friday: 1.00, .77 plus tax

•

Matinees — Saturday and Sunday and

Performance Sunday: 1.50, LOO, .77 plus

Coming,

tax.

•

Mail

orders accepted.

in early jail, to leading theatres throughout the world.
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Tempt Your Appetite
These

Recipes

Offer

Of

PI

Variation

>y

Rutii

m

Corkn

Ann Sothern
serves one hot
dish at luncheon

WITH

the

arrival

thoughts turn

to

of

October

more

BREAD SAUCE

our

substantial

meals, and these recipes have been
especially selected with this idea in mind.

FRENCH FRIED ONION RINGS
Cut onions in 14 inch slices, separate
into rings, dip into milk, then dredge with
flour. Place in frying basket and lower into
a flat-bottomed sauce pan 2 3 full of melted
Crisco (375 0 F.). Fry until a light brown,
about 3 minutes. Drain on absorbent paper
and salt before serving. If you prefer, you
can make a batter coating by beating 1 egg
yolk and then adding i/2 cup of milk. Stir
in 1/2 cup flour, i/2 teaspoon salt and 1 tea-

/

spoon melted Crisco. Mix until smooth and
then dip in onion rings and fry.

1

1

SLICES

smoked boneless butt or shoulder

and pepper
crusts, crumble bread into hot
milk. Heat until thickened, stirring constantly. Season to taste with salt, pepper
and butter.
A happy edition to the fall meals is hot
Salt

bread. Instead of the old style biscuits or

two recipes for a change and
watch your family shout with glee and call
for more.
rolls try these

DROP BISCUITS
, 2

1

cup crushed pineapple
poached in lemon

4 pear halves,

ginger syrup

cup pear syrup
Cut inch thick slices from butt, allowing
one per person. Add pineapple, pear halves0
and syrup and bake in slow oven (300
F.) 40 minutes, or until tender. Del Monte
pineapple and pears are excellent.
i/

2

CHEESE PUDDING
i/2

2
1/2

1

pound yellow cheese
cups bread crumbs
teaspoon soda
Butter size of an egg
pint milk

Cayenne
and pepper
Mix milk and soda. Grate or cut cheese
very fine and put into milk and soda and
2

eggs

Salt

cook until it is like cream, stirring all the
time. Beat eggs and stir into this mixture,
then mix in butter, pepper and salt and,
last, the bread crumbs. Bake in moderate
oven (375F) 15 or 20 minutes.

BAKED EGG AND ASPARAGUS WITH
BREAD SAUCE
Line shallow buttered Pyrex dishes (individual) with canned Del Monte Asparagus tips. Add bread, drop an egg into the
center of each and season slightly. Add
grated cheese if desired. Bake in a moderate oven (350 F) 20 minutes or until egg
is

2
1

i/

2

2

ham

of desired consistency.

Silver Screen

Butter
cup hot milk

Remove

1

BAKED WITH PINEAPPLE AND GINGERED PEARS

HAM

bread

3 slices of

cups flour
teaspoon salt
teaspoons Royal Baking Powder
cup buttermilk
teaspoon soda
tablespoons butter (melted)

Put soda, salt and baking powder into
flour and sift into mixing bowl. Mix in
butter, add milk and stir into a soft dough.
Put into hot muffin tins and bake 10 to 12
minutes in a hot oven (400 F). Tlfis recipe

makes

12

biscuits.

BUTTER CAKES
cups flour
4 teaspoons Royal Baking Powder
2 eggs
1 cup milk
salt
1 teaspoon
Crisco
3 tablespoons

21/2

flour,

Sift

gether.

Rub

salt

and baking powder

shortening in with finger

Beat egg yolks and add milk.
dough. Fold in stiffly beaten
out on floured board. Roll
and cut with biscuit cutter.

Mix

totips.

to a soft

Turn

whites.
34 inch

thick

Bake on well

greased griddle over a very slow fire. After
cakes have risen and browned on one side
turn over and brown on the other.

BRAISED LIVER
Cut

1

pound

squares, salt
Crisco.

and

of

calf's

liver

roll in flour

in

2

inch

and brown

Put in a Pyrex dish. Brown

in
in the

same Crisco 2 medium sized onions, chopcup celery, cut fine; 2 cups diced
ped;
carrots. Put these in Pyrex dish also and
pour over all 1 No. 2 can of tomatoes, adding a little more salt and pepper. Bake in
moderate oven (350 F) about an hour and
1

a half.

THEY CALLED HER "HORSE-TOOTH ' HELEN UNTIL-

THE LOVELY MODELS iw)
our new york studios i
-

can not take chances wlth\
the looks op their teeth for'
the camera, doesnt lie. it
shows them just as the y
are. by eyperience
models have pound that
LISTERINE TOOTH PASTF
GIVES EXCEPTIONAL
WHITENESS AND MARVELOUS
LUSTRE, YET NEVER
DAMAGES DELICATE
E N A ME L. THEY C AL L IT
THE BEAUTY BATH
TOR

TEETH.

as
You

will

LISTERINE

itself

be delighted with the after-effect of Listerine

Tooth Paste. The gums and the entire mouth feel
wonderfully refreshed and invigorated the sensation
you associate with Listerine itself. Do not overlook
the economy of Listerine Tooth Paste. Remember,
more than a quarter of
a pound of it in the

—

big
for

More than

double size tube
Regular size

40*!.

tube,

«/4

25»!.

Lambert Pharmacal Co.
St. Louis, Mo.

POUND

of tooth paste in the

double size tube
Regular site tube

-

40?
25-

IISTERIIVE I 1H
TOOTH PASTE
Silver Screen

—

ACTION FOR SLANDER
in

are in the cast of this comedy
with music, the film leaves something to be desired. However, it
has plenty of incidental bits that
make it worthy of an hour or so

in

of your play-time.

Interesting. This gives you a fine
portrait of English army life with
its

Filmed

code of ethics.

strict

England, it has Clive Brook
the role of the officer accused
of cheating at cards, who brings
a court action to clear his name.

BIG SHOT,

An

English film depicting another
melodramatic episode concerning
famous romantic amateur
the

(Guy

veterinarian

Kibbee) is left a fortune by a
gangster relative, and the gangster's pals, in order to get their
hands on this money, bring the
naive Kibbee to the big city with
his wife and then proceed to trim
him in what they term "legitimate" fashion. (Cora Witherspoon, Dorothy Moore.)

sleuth.
John Lodge plays the
once done here by
Ronald Colman so successfully,
Dorothy
and Claude Allister,
Mackaill and Victor Jory do as

character

well as they can with dully written roles.

GOLD RACKET— Fair.

BLONDE TROUBLE— Fair. A

concerns

remake of Ring Lardner's satire,
"June Moon." Johnny Downs is
likeable as the hick who comes
to Broadway to write song lyrics
and absolutely "panics" the boys
of Tin Pan Alley, and Eleanore
Whitney is nicely cast as the
city girl who steers him through

couple

The

HIDEAWAY— So-so.

CASE OF THE STUTTERING BISHOP, THE
—
Fine. Another Perry Mason detective-lawyer
yarn, with Donald
playing
Woods
Ann Dvorak is

the Mason role
well cast as Delia, his
plot
The
concerns the impersonation of
a girl posing as the daughter of a wealthy woman
in order to obtain her fortune. The ruse is unmasked by Mason in a clever courtroom scene.

Rosemary Lane, Ted Healy and Dick Powell
scene from "Varsity Show."

in a

dual

CHARLIE CHAN ON BROADWAY— Entertaining. All devotees of the quaintly

charming and

uncannily shrewd Chinese detective from Honolulu
will feel that they have^ been treated to another
satisfactory mystery thriller when they see this
new yarn featuring Charlie's adventures on the Gay
White Way. (Warner Oland-Keye Luke- Joan

Marsh.)

DOUBLE OR NOTHING—Fair.

Even though

such high-powered entertainers as Bing Crosby,
Martha Kaye, Andy Devine and William Frawley

It's

bill.

HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME— Entertaining. When the circus gets

stranded in rural Pennsylvania during .the middle
19th century it gives lovely Irene Dunne a chance

meet Randolph Scott, an oil pioneer, and rorears its exciting but uncertain head. Oldfashioned movie fare with a flare and a wallop 1

to

mance

HOT WATER — Amusing.

Another installment

(full length) in the Jones family series which has
caught on in most neighborhood theatres. Jed
Proutyjs cast as the candidate for mayor who gets
into trouble when opposing certain racketeering

3,000,000

PEOPLE SA Y"YOU MUST SEE
THIS AMAZING
PICTURE!"

at

Popular Prices

Here

it

is

at last!

The

world-acclaimed Columbia picture that 3,000,000
people paid as

much

as $5.00

a seat to "preview" in famous

stage-show theatres.

Now

comes

at regu-

lar

to

your theatre

And you have the assurance of
same millions

goers that this of
is

of movie-

all pictures

one you must not miss!

A COLUMBIA PICTURE
12

International Best-Seller by James Hilton, Screened by the

Man Who Made

"Mr. Deeds"—

it

motion picture prices.

those

The

FRANK CAPRA'S

RONALD COLMAN

LOST HORIZON
With Edw. Everett Horton-H. B. Warner-Jane Wyatt-Margo- John HowardIsabel Jewell -Sam Jaffe -Thomas Mitchell. Screen play by Robert Riskin.

Silver Screen

too

bad that Fred Stone and Emma
Dunn, two veterans of the legitimate stage, should be cast in a
film so poorly conceived you may
be tempted to laugh at the wrong
places. The story has hayseed in
its makeup. Skip it, unless on a

If

terest.

Now

plot

Federal

of

(Conrad

—

you're in a lenient mood and like
an out and out blood and thunder
meller, you'll be able to accept
this without quibbling. Plot concerns a big town taxi racket,
with Brian Donlevy a racing
driver
who joins forces with
Robert Kent to oust the big-time racketeer, Barton
MacLane. Rochelle Hudson provides the love in-

this trip.
assistant.

a

Nagel
and
Eleanor Hunt) who run into
romance when they are working
on the same assignment that of
rounding up smugglers shipping
gold from Mexico into the U.S.A.
Agents

the hoops.

BORN RECKLESS— Fair.

Carlisle,

DRUMMOND AT BAY— So-so.

THE— Amusing., A

town

small

(Mary

Samuel Hinds.)

elements !n the city. (Spring Byington,
Gleason, Shirley Deane, etc.)

LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA,

Russell

THE— Splendid. A

thought-provoking drama that gives one courage
to think that some day the screen will be one of
the greatest mediums in modern life toward presenting the ideas of great minds. This film tells
simply and dramatically how Zola, the great
French novelist, cleared the name of Dreyfus, once
wrongfully branded as his country's most ignoble

LOVELY FASHION

traitor.

LONDON BY NIGHT— Good. A
and

intelligently

well

knit

produced murder mystery with

a cast that is outstanding even though the names
haven't marquee strength. As the title implies, the
action takes place in London and Scotland Yard
has a good chance to put its "two cents" in.
(George Murphy, Rita Johnson, Virginia Field,
Eddie Quillan.

REVEALS FIGURE

LOVE TAKES FLIGHT— Fine. A

nicely told
yarn about a conceited aviator (Bruce Cabot)
divides his interest between his love of flying
and his love for the pretty hostess on his plane
_

little

who

(Beatrice

Roberts).

directorial effort,
for himself.
first

Conrad Nagel, in
chalks up plenty

this, his
of credits

DODD TAKES THE AIR—

MR.
Fine. A
frothy and amusing comedy with sprightly music
and dialogue. The plot concerns a small-town youth
who

suddenly "discovered" because of his exand is placed on a coast to
A splendid cast is headed by
Kenny Baker, who is a screen "find," Alice Brady.
Gertrude Michael, Frank McHugh and Jane
is

cellent baritone voice,

It ^swozaaXs

coast radio program.

Wyman.

MEET THE BOY FRIEND— So-so. A

musi-

run true to the accepted form
won't make you laugh. It has names that conjure up laughs in your mind just to hear them
such as Pert Kelton and Warren Hymer still
the film suffers from screen malnutrition. (Carol
Hughes, David Carlyle, Gwili Andre.)
cal farce that doesn't

—

*

it

—

—

MIDNIGHT MADONNA— Good. A

human

interest story, bordering a bit on the sentimental
side, however, and concerning the legal court battle
for possession of little Kitty Clancy, an adorable
newcomer who may some day be a candidate for
Shirley Temple's shoes. Fine cast includes Edward Ellis, Warren William and Mady Correll.

ONE MILE FROM HEAVEN— Good. A
story that is different and which, because of its
theme, handled very delicately. It concerns an
octoroon who loves and claims a white child for
her own. The mystery of the child's parentage is
unearthed by the press but the so-called "scoop"
is nobly killed by a sob-sister. (Claire Trevor-Bill
Robinson- Fredi Washington.)

SHEIK STEPS OUT, THE— Fair. Ramon

118

Divinely slim yet divineit all! Like
all smart models, this girl finds that clothes
simply will not fit unless she wears a girlbs. of allure

ly rounded.

dle.

!

Nature didn't do

"My girdles fit perfectly for months!"

says Alicia Quigley, famous model, "because I restore the shape by washing my
girdle often with

pure Ivory Flakes."

No-

varro comes back in a pleasant little comedy about
a powerful desert sheik who acts as the guide of
a spoiled American heiress (Lola Lane) when she
wants to see the desert. For the romantic-minded.

SING,

COWBOY, SING— Good.

Ritter western, with music, that has

edy

touches

make

Another Tex
enough com-

—

enjoyable fare unless
stories of the wild and woolly ranges bore you.
Louise Stanley, a very charming newcomer, provides the romantic allure.
_

to

VARSITY
Powell film

it

SHOW— Excellent.

is

a very

The

classy affair

latest

Dick

indeed,

with

Dick being called back by his alma mater to
produce their annual musical show. He runs
amuck with the conservative faculty and returns
to Broadway
a flop. But the students learn of
this and allow him to put their show on Broadway
with them in the cast. This is tops in musicals
(Rosemary Lane, Ted Healy, Walter Catlett.)

—

This "sloppy

girdle"

with

unsightly bulges is the result
of too few washings.

The same

girdle ... its shape
restored overnight when
washed with Ivory Flakes.

WAR LORD —

Good. Adapted from that fine
old reliable "The Bad Man," in which Holbrook
Blinn starred on the stage and Walter Huston in
the movies, this version has the principal protagonist an Oriental instead of a Mexican. Perhaps the
Mexicans objected. (Boris Karloff, Beverly Roberts, Ricardo Cortez, etc.)

WHITE BONDAGE— Fair. A

story

of

the

sharecroppers in the South who suffer from the
short-weighting and other enslaving tactics of their
planter-bosses. However, this doesn't get particularly sociological. It might have been a stronger
film if it had. Cast includes Jean Muir, Gordon
Oliver and Howard Phillips.

WILD AND WOOLLY—

A

Fine.
swell western starring Jane Withers and featuring a frecklefaced urchin named Carl Switzer who all but steals
the show. Jane does some excellent singing and
dancing, and what with a frontier-town celebration,
a sensational bank robbery, and the inclusion of
Walter Brennan inthe cast, you can't go wrong
on this one. It will amuse the whole family.

WILD MONEY—

Good. A lively little comedy
with sparkling dialogue that should furnish excellent fare on a dual bill. Ed. Everett Horton,
plays a bookkeeper working on a newspaper, who,
while on vacation,- runs across a- swell news story
.-and clinches it for his sheet by highly melodramatic
methods. (Louise Campbell, Lynne Overman,
Lucien Littlefield.)

"Use flakes
stores
"When

of pure
tell

soap"

me

ask salesgirls in fine stores what they
soap, they always say 'Ivory
Flakes'," explains Miss Quigley. "They say Ivory
Flakes are the only soap flakes made of pure
Ivory Soap that's safe even for a baby's skin.
Ivory revives elastic and other fine materials."
I

mean by pure

Alicia gives you washing hints:

"Wash

girdle in

lukewarm Ivory Flakes suds, using soft brush.
After rinsing, roll in towel to remove water.
Shake and hang up at once! Girdle will be dry by
morning— as snug-fitting as if new!"

IVORY FLAKES
Silver Screen

,our
will

eyes

open wide with wonder!

The picture you dreamed some day
you'd see

.

.

.

lovely to look

at,

lovelier

A musical romance
still as you listen!
gay and magnificent, skimming in shimmering delight along the silvery Alpine
slopes! Spectacle so splendid, beauty
so breath-taking that it's all you've ever
longed for in entertainment ... as your
"One In A Million" girl finds the boy
in a million!

# TYRONE

lOWER
ARTHUR TREACHER
RAYMOND WALBURN
JOAN DAVIS
RUMANN

SIG

ALAN HALE

•

LEAH RAY • MELVILLE COOPER
MAURICE CASS • GEORGE GIVOT
Directed by Sidney Lanfield
who gave you "Sing, Baby, Sing",
"One In A Million", " Wake Up And Live"
Associate Producer Raymond Griffith

.

.

.

Screen Play by Boris Ingster and Milton Sperling
From the play "Der Komet" by Attila Orbok

DARRYL

F.

ZANUCK

&f&

7-

Silver Screen

in

y

Charge

of Production

guarantee of the best
.in entertainment!

oyxz

look as if those divorce rumors
anent Luise Rainer and hubby Clifford Odets had much foundation. For
the very minute that Luise finished "Big
City" she took a plane for New York to
visit her husband who is working thereshe didn't even wait for the preview of her
picture! And when a star shows more interest in her husband than in her newest
picture that, dear public, is love.

DOESN'T

"—»#"—"

C^LOSE

friends of Mrs. Bello, Jean Har-

mother, are extremely worried
her health. The poor distraught
mother has wasted away until she is almo'st
a skeleton, and has had three bad heart
attacks. Her jchief consolation seems to be
William Powell, who keeps her little home
(she has moved from the large house in
Beverly Hills) supplied with fresh gardenias
every day, gardenias were Jean's favorite
flower. Bill sees her as often as his picture
work will allow and every Sunday they
lunch together and talk about Jean.
low's

about

WHEN

Leslie Howard kissed Joan Blonthe other day for a scene in
"Stand-In," and then completely forgot
his lines in his confusion, the entire company broke into a laugh. Of course everyone threatened to phone Dick Powell at
once.
dell

„_„<$>„_,

MARLENE

DIETRICH

says that the
old bromide about washing your hair
too often will ruin it is just a lot of hooey.
She has been washing her hair every day
since she started in pictures, and there can
be no denying that la Dietrich has a
supply
of
beautiful

woman's crowning
_"..,>.

glory.
;

„_„<$,„_.

GARY COOPER

|F
1

,

m

ever drops

for a
visit, and you want to
make him happy, just

in

feet
if

,

eil)

stars

when
come

tum bling down
,

snowflakes

;ke

.

one

himself

and

surprised

owe

the

supply him with two
chairs. He loves to put
his

-

T
Bewitching Nan
G y on Hal _

°

chair
the other. And don't be
he goes to sleep.
in

MISCHA AUER

says he has

been in

so

pictures in the last six months
stand-in is nearing a nervous

many
that his
collapse.

the

specializes

makeup.

fact

in

«—»#—«

ROBERT TAYLOR,

always on the look-

for new gadgets, has acquired a
pair of cuff links with tiny watches in the
center.

out

beginning to supplant the portable dressing rooms that
the stars use on movie sets. The latest to
get a house trailer is Eddie Cantor. The
trailers are easier to move from one sound
stage to another than the old style dressingrooms.
trailers

are

„_„3>

TF JOAN
1 Glamour

CRAWFORD

is

your

ideal

Girl and you want to do as
Joan does, then dash right out and get
yourself an angora sweater. For Joan is
now going in for angora sweaters off the
set and on. Her sweaters are extremely soft
and fuzzy, with a billowy nap nearly an
inch long.

WHEN
went on

hot

such

tamales

as

Lupe

—

that evening.
"<i>°—

and Joe Mankieproducer, thought they
were awfully smart when they slipped out
Metro

wicz,

of the side door of the Alexander Theatre
in Glendale the other evening and eluded
the hundreds of fans milling around the
entrance. But Mankiewicz, in his haste to
keep up with the slim Loretta, did a nose
dive over a cable and Loretta laughed so
long and hard that all the fans located

them.

—<•#—"

the waiters at the

Brown Derby

strike recently Lu-pe Velez,
who was waiting to have dinner served her,
simply rolled up her sleeves and pitched
right in. They say the Brown Derby has

the contrary. His friends will tell you that
he has kept a diary since entering pictures
and has jotted down the name of every
girl he has had a date with. The diary
covers 214 days and during that time
Wayne has recorded 138 dates! Ever since
his astonishing success in "Kid Galahad"
he has wanted to be seen with "names."
Alice Faye is the most recent "name" 011
his list, and he did escort her to the preview of her picture "You Can't Have Everything," but those who know Alice say that
she still cares for Tony Martin and that
there is decidedly no lull in her life,

— —

leaving for her holiday in Honolulu, little Miss Shirley Temple made
only one request of her studio; could she
McCarthy?
Charlie
with
lunch
have
Charlie, as you know, is Edgar Bergen's
famous dummy who has become quite the
most sought after young man in town.
Charlie was so pleased when Public Favorite Number 1 asked to lunch with him that
he has been insufferable ever since.

BEFORE

„_„<!>„

HOUSE

had

ORETTA YOUNG

T
J— »

that Mary Boland
the portrayals of dumb,
fluttery matrons she is one of Hollywood's
most brilliant conversationalists out of

DESPITE

never

whipped up

/"^ARY

GRANT

and Phyllis Brooks are
now Hollywood's most constant two-

some.
de

HAVILLAND

is

a

slipper

slipper-offer of the worst type. Whenever she sits down at a table unconsciously
her slippers come right off.

„_„<^_„

WAYNE
as

MORRIS,' who made such

a

the shy young boxer in "Kid
Galahad," isn't shy at all it seems— quite
hit

Travis Banton, Paramount's fashion designer, printed materials will continue in high fashion favor
through fall as well as whiter. For the
personal wardrobe of Carole Lombard Banto

*

ton

is

using printed crepes. These frocks,

he points out, will be especially smart when
worn under fur coats.

"— »#»

|ANE WITHERS

—

—

decided to have a party

for her neighborhood friends recently,
which turned out to be rather an unusual
one. First of all, Jane, who had been given
'

a miniature fingerprinting set by a fan proceeded to fingerprint all the youthful

«—

OLIVIA

A CCORDING

guests.

They

took

it

all right,

but when she

started fingerprinting all her pets, the cats
and dogs and goats and chickens, there was
such a squawking and yowling that the
Senior Withers rushed out of the house to
see what all the commotion was about.
Jane's fingerprinting set is now in the
incinerator.
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Tne Competition

WouU-Be

perate

By

Is

fine place

a

but there are a

lot of

who

those of us

for

And

S creen Stars

H owar

Illustrated

HOLLYWOOD'S

TougK

Tne Des=

Are

Tougher.

arnes

by James Trembatn

to visit,

compensations
don't

live

or

work there. There is a martial epigram
which speaks of "a crowd dangerous to
peace and hostile to restful quiet." It
might have been written about the denizens of the film capitol. Behind the glitter
and vitality of Hollywood, behind the
luxury of a great deal of existence and
the stimulating satisfaction of contributing to a great art form, there are some
ugly aspects. On a recent stay in the
center of motion picture making, I found
a great deal to admire and like. I also
found certain things that I disliked profoundly.
Most of these are caused by the very
make-up of the films. Young, lusty and
powerful, the medium invites an arrogance on the part of many of its practitioners which isn't any pleasanter because
you understand what causes it. There is
a casual disregard of human aspirations,
feelings and even life itself that makes
for what must be one of the crudest community attitudes you could find in the
world today. It's no fun to be a comparative failure anywhere, but it's really tragic
in Hollywood. You would find it hard to
believe what being a failure is, too. I was
asking an affluent scenarist about a writer
York, who went to the West Coast to do

"How's he doing?"
"That fellow? Oh,
It might not be

I said.
he's a flop. He's only
so bad to be a

"failure" at $350 a week, but it's the
attitude behind the remark that is important. Hollywood has little patience

with

the

contempt

also-rans— it
for those that

downright
drop out. The

has

An
second evening I was there, I went to the Brown Derby with a
noted director and a star. In a corner, sitting by himself, was a
man I had interviewed when I first started reviewing movies a
dozen years ago. He was a great man then. Now he had a shabbiness of manner as well as clothes and furtive eyes. I discovered
that he hadn't done anything in films for several years.
"He gets occasional help from old friends," one of my companions said. "I don't see why he keeps hanging around."
Why shouldn't he hang around! His career had started almost
with the beginning of pictures. He had devoted the best years of

them. What else did he have to do now. I must confess,
though, that I studiously avoided meeting his eye, in case he
might possibly have remembered me. I had gone Hollywood in
his life to

a hurry.

Then there's the case of a middle-aged character actor whom
had known in the theater. He was just a notch above a "bit"
player; he worked fairly steadily and made a fairly good income.
I

But he knew that the people with whom he had worked on the
stage on an equal footing, considered him a failure in films. It did
16

established Hol-

a strange thing to him. I drove along the
l yw0 od custom, the
Pacific past Malibu Beach and up into
double-cross,
0i d
I
and
night
him
one
with
the foothills
talking.
the
did
word.
He
never said a
For several hours he let flow an epic mixture of invective and
profanity about the whole business of the films, until he exhausted

himself with impotent rage.
In almost any other place, a person who was down on his luck
for one reason or another could withdraw into himself— become
more or less anonymous— while trying to get a fresh start. There
premium on success, so
is no escape in Hollywood. So great is the
short are people's memories of colleagues and even friends that
worker to resign himit becomes virtually impossible for a screen
exhilaration that you
self gracefully to mediocrity or failure. The
screen
get in being with people who are doing great things on the
nearness, on all sides, of
is more than matched by the depressing
minor and major personal tragedy.
As a matter of fact, the brooding preoccupation of Hollywood
reverse
with fame and fortune, and its hostile indifference to the

side of the medal, draw most of the social demarcations in the
film capitol. When I went to a star's home, 1 was pretty certain
in advance as to whom I would meet there— other stars, first-line
directors, successful supervising producers and top-notch writers.
It was a definite relief to visit such real homes as the Jimmy
Cagneys or the Stuart Erwins, where one might meet extras,
assistant directors, cameramen or just plain people who happened
to be friends of these delightful couples.
You might suspect that a waning star, director or writer could
drop down a few notches in the social scheme of things and find
new and vital acquaintances among the lesser artisans— the extras
or the office boys. It just doesn't work. The people at the bottom

a plot of

ground was consid-

ered dairy; For that matter,
most people live in hotels or
apartments, now."

Behind
tors,

this are several lacchiefly the amazingly

short careers of most screen
notables. I must have asked
scores of veteran players and
directors to give me a rough
estimate of the average length
of a star's career. The an-

0
0

Hollywood ladder don't
become even vaguely
identified with anyone coming
down. They are all intent on
hoisting themselves up a rung
and they have no time for those
who can't give them a helping
of the

want

to

.

hand.
place, but as I
It's a cruel
said before, this cruelty is understandable. Hollywood's a community of short-term commitments. You can plan a normal
life there, but it's hard to live
one. It isn't generally realized
handsome
that
this
era
of

homes,

ornamental swimming
and beach houses

pools, ranches

Dodging a hard luck

A man on the
down grade has no

story.

friends.

(Right)

The morning mail
brings the death
warrant the op-

—

swer

was

always the
or six years,
taken up.
It
seems
incredible
that the big players,
whose names are in
bright
lights
in
thousands of
theaters
throughout the country today, will be in
eclipse six years from now, but try naming
over a few of the really important people
who were starred six years ago and see if
they are still on top of the heap. There are
exceptions, of course, but screen work is at
best a precarious calling.
Living in Hollywood is very much a matter
of shifting sands. There is a feverish lack of
stability that I for one would have a hard
time adjusting myself to. While I was there
I
was offered a veritable palace for' an

tion

Whispers, hints, ru-

mors often become
deadly. The ancient
custom of the snickersnee

is

of

slander.

comparatively new. Archie

L. Mayo, the distinguished
director, set me right on this
one night when we drove in
from Beverly Hills to Los Angeles to see the old Spanish quarteras old as the pyramids in relation to Hollywood's brief span of
being.
On the way he pointed out a number of run-down hotels and
apartment buildings in that curious no-man's land between the
studios and the city of Los Angeles itself.
"That's where I lived once," he would say, or "that's where

Francis X.

Bushman had an apartment.
of owning a home when

"Nobody thought

I

first

went into the

movies after the war," he continued. "Everyone lived in hotelsready to move at a day's notice. And we all thought the notice
was coming at any moment. Anyone who started settling down on

has

not

been

same— five

absurdly low rent. The owner, a writer,
hadn't had his contract taken up. He was
then residing in a boarding house. The business of moving around gets to be a habit.
The worst aspect of Hollywood, the thing I disliked most
intensely, is something that exists in any business anywhere, but
reaches an apotheosis in the film center— politics. To stand in
right with the right people is almost a creed for a large part of
screen workers. It takes its expression in fawning, fighting bv failmeans and foul and, more terrible still, in a pervasive atmosphere
of fear. There are some few notables who are so important that
they scarcely have to worry about it, but most of Hollywood is
inevitably caught up in it.
On more than one occasion, I witnessed what this preoccupation
with wire-pulling and toadying could do in terms of loss of
dignity. Persons will stand for insults and calumny that would
enrage you as an innocent by-stander, if they think it is to their
professional advantage. They will double-cross their friends in a
moment to curry favor with the powers-that-be. The few gallant
ones that are not afraid to speak their minds and are content to

be judged on their output of talent are splendid. They are

in

a distinct minority.

A

star, who shall be nameless, told me of a party she had
recently attended at the home of one of the biggest producers on
the West Coast. Actors, directors and writers were there. Someone
suggested playing a parlor game called "truth," in which each
person in the gathering actually told his mind about various
matters and various personalities. A few incautious souls entered
into the spirit of the thing and [Continued on page 72]
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Don

f\mec\\e Referees

A

Famous Radio Wrangle.

By Annatelle

Gillespie =Haye

THY
«W
A/Y

don't you get married and raise a basket
clothespins?" rasps the grandiloquent comedian,
W. C. Fields, with mighty aplomb.

Speaking

to

whom?

"Why, the saucy little, though very clever young fellow,
Charlie McCarthy, of course. Yet that tiny heckler is rarely
perturbed for he positively is never short on a come-back.
In fact, he rather seems to get the best of Fields by simply
turning a quizzical and startled, monocled eye upon Eddie
Bergen, his own creator, and by answering with perfect
assurance in a mocking voice, "Tssh, tssh."
impish Charlie ever squelched? Never. No matter
Is
what sarcastic epithets Fields may hurl at him Charlie
retaliates by actually leering at Bill, and soon has that great
one mumbling to himself. Then it is: that the little rascal
hurries to the attack with such slashing remarks as,
"If they'd made your face of wood, they'd have
had to use redwood for the nose," or "He's
filled with spirits."
Fields' bulbous nose, his propensity
for liquors, and his boastful pretentions seem to be the focal points of
the mighty little atom's animus.
The way Charlie keeps ribbing
Fields on those points causes
the famous trouper to singe
the impertinent, little brat
with the constant rejoinder
"He's nothing more
that,
sawdust."
coagulated
than

This

is

particularly

gall-

ing to McCarthy, who seeks
such thrusts by
offset
to

shaking
his

his

head and letting
away into a

one

voice drop

Don Ameche.
Don is always near the microphone
and, much too often, he tells me, he is
forced to interpose in order to slow down the
tempo of the feud. As you already know, Don

has

visibly
fright,

pity,
of
tone
"What a beak! What a beak!"
When it appears that Fields
is about to use his ever-present
cane for some purpose other
than a walking stick the doubleedged attack is then quickly
ended, temporarily at least, by the
intervention of that perfect referee

sympathetic

ever

been

or

late,

with

afflicted

become

or

mike

jittery,

or

otherwise acted irregularly."
in radio, there are no
and no cutting rooms the
performance must
first and only
be letter-perfect else every shoddy
Since,

retakes

line, either as to inflection or

timing,

be exposed to countless listeners
throughout the country. But by means
will

persistent rehearsals

is

on that very popular radio program featuring the above
named combatants. Laughingly and engagingly, he also steps in
when Charlie spouts at Eddie Bergen, his sometime master, with
such retorts as, "If I could only do my own talking."

The personable Ameche has been refereeing the verbal harangue between Charlie and Fields since last May. "It is quite
likely," he savs, "that Charlie may not only outwit Fields in the
end, 'but that" he may even get beyond all of us. Honestly, Eddie
Bergen is so clever with the little devil that everyone around
the studio has come to think of Charlie as an honest-to-goodness
personality. He is so dexterous and so original during rehearsals
that he keeps most of us in an hilarious uproar. Sometimes I
wonder just what might happen to Bill and Charlie if no one

and

excellent self-

has been able to overcome
„..y voice difficulties that he may ever have had,
and to consistently throw himself into the spirit of
his roles better than any other dramatic male star of the
ether waves, in recent years. At least this would seem true, in
mounted
so far as he has just received a beautiful silver plaque,
like an easel in hardened wood, for having polled more votes than
any male star during the last four consecutive years in the Radio
Guide's Star of Stars contest. In addition he has also acquired
the coveted leading role of "In Old Chicago" after only seventeen
months of %vork before the cameras.
Ameche's dramatic career began with an accident on Thankstrol,

Ameche

a very well-balanced and level-headed person and
acts as referee-de-luxe we need have no qualms
regarding the final outcome of the McCarthy-Fields hostilities.
Whatever Don does we know will not be far amiss. Seeing him at
the actual broadcast, seated in front of the microphone, and on
one side of a long table with the guest star between him and
Charlie (who invariably reposes on Bergen's knee) we realize why
the great, mountebank, alias W. C. Fields, Is allowed the entire
opposite side of the table. It's certainly a good thing that Don's
primed at every moment to catch that cane!
Asked about his other experiences as referee on the air, Don

giving Day, 1928. At that time he dreamed little of kleig lights
and thespian greatness, for he was much too busy with his study
of law at the University of Wisconsin, though he did take time
out on occasion for a fling at campus dramatics.
Stock
It happened on that particular day that the Jackson
Company of Madison, Wisconsin, had scheduled the production,
"Excess Baggage," at one of the local theatres. Early in the morning, however, the leading man of the company walked in front
of an automobile, and when the doctors finished with him at the
emergency ward of a hospital his usefulness as a trouping adonis
was over for some time to come.
Frantically the company's impressario began looking for a substitute. By eleven o'clock Don had been recommended by the
university because of his work in "Liliom," "Cradle Song" and
other campus productions. He of course was summoned at once.
Applying the habits of study acquired over ponderous tomes of

says:

Blackstone,

interfered."

Yet

Don

so long as

is

he

am

prepared at all times to ad lib and to take care
of any emergency, I have so far been extremely fortunate in not
having had to do so. We have had only first-rate personalities for
our guest stars, and no one has ever yet failed to show up, no

"Although

18

I

et al.,

Ameche

learned twenty "sides" by curtain time,
to the campus with a

and when the show was over went back

twenty weeks' contract in his pocket.
Thus inaugurating a dramatic career, he left college and later
went to New York at the request of Fiske O'Hara to play the

juvenile lead in
"Jerry

Short."

for

From Broadway he
went back

to stock

and vaudeville and
the insistence of

at

college chum,
Bernardine Flynn,
a

tried radio.

Needless

say,

to

was
umphant. Next
his success

"Amos

'n'

tri-

to

Andy"

he has been on the
air longer in one
series than a r y

star. He has
had the leading

other

role in

"The

Little

Theatre Off Times

Square," he has
played

in

"Betty

and Bob," in "Rin
Tin Tin," "The
Foreign Legion,"

"Grand Hotel,"
and recently signed
off
First

from "The
Nighter" after

five years.

Tall, dark, and
handsome, with a
cheerful disposi-

He's quite impulsive, and he admits it. "Too much so for
my
says, ff it should occur to him while silting with
friends in the Trocadero, for instance, that it is a fine
night to
fly to San Francisco, or to motor up to Lake
Arrowhead, or to
Palm Springs, he loses little time in getting out into the night,
and making a happy landing somewhere. Always, Honore is in
the party.
Don isn't strong on telling jokes, but he certainly loves to play
them on his friends and co-workers. He has no real hobbies but
has a tremendous interest in everything. "I can see romance
and
glamor in most anything," he says. "1 can understand why an
architect must have an impelling urge to build, why
a doctor
will travel for hours to mend a broken body, why a lawyer
will
laboriously seek to rigl.t a wrong, or why any worker may completely lose himself in his work while pursuing some specific
end.
There's hidden glamor and beauty in practically everything, but
it's too bad that so few people will take the pains
to find them."
"The trouble with most of us is that we waste too much time,"
he went on to say. "We could learn-oh, so much, during the
hours we wacte. If only we could utilize our time to better advantage, it's barely possible that we might all be able to do something really worth while. At least we could better prepare
ourselves to meet our obligations."
Though Don is keenly aware of his great responsibilities, he
does not seem to realize that he is actually making entertainment
history both on the screen and along the air lines. He is an actor
primarily because acting is the one profession that satisfies his
aesthetic sense and not because he is urged by some motivating
force with a utilitarian object. "I hope that I shall be able to
act always," he says.
Don tells me that neither the fine roles which have been his lot
nor the honors that have been heaped upon him have ever
afforded him keener delight, or more hilarious moments than he
now receives by reason of his current
role as referee-de-luxe for that torrid
and bombastic feud between the inimitable duo— Fields vs. McCarthy.

own good," he

Oh What

A
The

broadcast

artists

Du/viMy!

are

Dorothy
Lamour, Charlie McCarthy,
Edgar Bergen, Don Ameche,
W. C. Fields and Ann Har-

THE TORMENT OF

ding. In circle, Don Ameche
in his screen make-up.

BILL FIELDS

(left

to

right)

DON AMECHE

native flair for the
drama, and capacity for hard
work, he has become known
from coast to coast as the first
matinee idol of the air. For
six years audiences thrilled, palpitated and rhapsodized to
a

tion,

AND

his

Then Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

took a test of him in
New York, though nothing happened. But chance sent him to
Twentieth Century-Fox, and thus came his almost meteoric rise
to film prominence. So successful was his first cinema adventure
in "Sins of Man" that he was given the leading role in the allcolor production, "Ramona." Other pictures followed quickly,
among them "Ladies in Love," "One in a Million," and the current production "In Old Chicago."
Born in Kenosha, Wisconsin, on May 31, 1908, he graduated
from the public schools there. After that he attended both St.
Berchman's seminary at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and Columbia College at Dubuque, Iowa, before enrolling at the University of
Wisconsin. At Columbia College he learned football under Elmer
Layden, famous fullback of Notre Dame's Four Horsemen and
now head coach and athletic director at Notre Dame.
Ameche is six feet tall, and weighs 170 pounds. He has almost
black hair, large, expressive, dark-brown eyes and a friendly smile.
He is one of the most popular of all actors at both the Twentieth
Century-Fox and NBC studios. No doubt the reason is because of
his genial disposition and genuine friendliness. People around
the studios tell me that if Don makes a promise, come what may,

mellow

voice.

Don will keep it.
He is married to Honore

Prendergast, sweetheart of his college

They have two children, Donnie, three and one-half, and
Ronnie, one and one-half years of age, respectively. Don's no sensation when it comes to looks or actions but he's a good alldays.

around

sort of fellow— the kind anyone would like to have for a
and the type of person that will always meet you on the
There's one thing sure and this is that he isn't afraid to

friend,
level.
call a

spade a spade.

Mr. and Mrs. Don Ameche on the grounds
of their Hollywood home. (Above) The
little rascal introduced by Edgar Bergen.

THEYRE
The Hollywood
oil!

steeplechase of 1937
the first hurdle?
Whose mount has already begun to falter?
on the
is that nosing into first place
open stretch? What is the time by the
stop watches now? Ooooops! Watch that

make

Who'll

on.

is

Who

water jump.

.

.

.

Holhwood, becommore

race conevery year, is
the scene of a more
exciting race over a

ing

J,

scious

f|

more heartbreaking

j

was ever

than

course

of at Aintree.
prizes are bigger,

heard

The

the hurdles are highthe pace is faster
and the cost of
defeat is greater. These
Hollywood jockeys risk
not merely life and

er,
.

.

.

limb, but talent,
health, youth and
race

glittering
fame
film

the

for

the

in

strength

prizes of
and fortune.

And

al-

backthe
ground, are the real
gamblers, the quietfaced producers, the

ways,

in

The Player

Tests

.

.

Gets "In The

Money/

the men
who stand on the sidelines, holding the stop
racers

Who

Can Meet The

agents, the people
who put up the prize
money and who bet
their own sizeable
bank rolls on these

7

.

watches, wondering
whether their proteges
have what it takes to

.

takes

It

a

It

and
takes stamina
and persiscourage

mount and

his

.

lost

and

blinded for a

a

stirrup

mud from the heels of the
which have passed him. Hundreds
and a mere handful finish.

time by the
horses
start

Zowie!
boy! But

one

.

It's

and

.

Watch out
the

is

a long,

rough

gullies.

track,

with steep hills
major
five

There are

number of tricky, minor
ones. (1) He must have that quality of
personality which makes the screen fairly
crackle when he appears upon it. (2) This
is a 1937 innovation ... he must be able
to project that same personality over the
radio where his face doesn't show at all!
(3) The time is practically upon him when
he may be called upon at any moment to
give an adequate account of himself upon
the legitimate stage. This particular hurdle
is causing a lot of headaches among the old
guard just now. (4) He must be able to
hold his own with his admirers in formal
hurdles and any

or casual personal appearances. He must
not disappoint them. (5) He must learn to
order his private life so that it will not
interfere with any of these things ... so
that it will reflect credit upon him ... so
that he may have a balanced, rounded
career.

Take out your

field

glasses

and peer

at

Hollywood's 1937 steeplechase. A surprising variety of ages and experience! But you never

some

of

the

neck-and-neckers

know. Sometimes
blood which tells
is

to be young
and sometimes it

seems

it
.

in

.

.

the track-wise, seasoned rider who canthe head of the procession,
in at

ters

20

.

.

.

ger blithely took over for him,
with only a meager rehearsal,
and proved that she had what
it took for that one. She lo-oved
it
and so did the public.

.

deep

.

.

.

hedge, my
a tougher

that

for

hurdle

next

.

.

though

even

he has
is

Martha
But wait
there
was gaining
was still another hurdle which
Ginger had still to try. Radio.
Martha had taken that one with
Came the day
colors.
flying
when Fred Astaire was scheduled for his first appearance on
the Packard Hour program
and he couldn't get there. Gin-

to his

course,

the Range." Ginwas 'way out front.

ger

It

grim
makes

how

thm on

takes that
which
quality
a rider stick to

tence.

.

.

breathless wait to find out
the public would like her
in Bing Crosby's "Rhy-

win.
lot.

That gave Ginger Rogers and
Martha two hurdles each when
Martha entered the race. Ginger,
too, had had stage experience,
knew the feel of an audience.
But Ginger had proved herself
upon the screen and Martha
still had that frightening screen
and then the
test to make

.

—

At top is Martha Raye coming
strong. (Above) Bing Crosby, the
lad who has four hurdles behind
him. (Bottom) The master of them
all, Lionel Barrymore.

surprising

everybody,

Maybe you thought
was an inexperienced, a

Martha had taken

including

himself.

Martha Raye
"green" filly. But

that

half her hurdles before

you noticed that she was in the race at
all! She had trained from the time she was
three ... in vaudeville, in night clubs. She
knew that she could hold an ordinaryaudience if she could see it. She didn't
know that she could hold a Hollywood
audience, and it was one of her stiffest
she accepted that engagethe Trocadero, where Hollywood
"discovered" her. But Martha knew the
grim, rough-and-tumble competition, the
kick-'em-in-the-face tactics of the entertainment world. And she knew she was good.

hurdles

ment

at

when

.

.

Lionel Barry more!
They all trained long and arduously and
Look some of their hardest hurdles when
you and I, perhaps, weren't looking.
Fred conquered the legitimate stage and
all personal appearance hurdles long before
Hollywood ever saw him. Although he was
a man with an important theatrical reputation, his screen hurdle wasn't so easy.
After months of waiting and fretting, after
more irritating delays than he likes to think
about now, his first picture appearance (in

"Dancing Lady" with Joan Crawford)
proved merely what everyone already
knew
that he could dance like a very
.

.

.

demon.
Even

after that it was slow going" on a
heavy track for Fred until "Gay Divorce"
proved that he could put over a song as
well as the next one and that he could
act with more finesse than a lot of people
who were drawing large salaries for acting
and who couldn't sing or dance a single -tap.
First thing we knew, Bing Crosby was
sort
of
looking over his
shoulder and listening to
the pounding hooves just
Glen Morris taking a
behind him, wondering who
hurdle. He is the
was threatening his position
Decathlon champion of

the last Olympics, and

he
all

hoping to do it
over again for the

is

screen.

Even

a girl in

the hurdle can't stop
Glen. (Below) Ginger
Rogers has made some
of
her
jumps with

to

a

dancer?

totter

of

and woe—and

ecstasy

it

darling,

pet,

its

prize

its

had become

a bit breathless.

more,

Bing was

married,

settled, content
with his pretty wife and his
three husky boys. He had
the edge on Fred there, you
might have thought.
But— buckity-buckity, hard

on

came Astaire.
and dancing
partner, Adele, married Lord
Henry Cavendish and retired from
the stage, the
heels

his

When

wise

his sister

about

boys

had predicted

the

that

track

the

dis-

would never
dance with anyone else. But
he did, of course. What was
consolate Fred

more,

he

married

about

four years ago. So seriously
did he take this somewhat

belated

domesticity

that

hasn't

been much different since they separated
"forever." The "forever" didn't seem to
mean much and the teeter tooter has gone

on and on.
But Ginger has learned to make everyone
with whom she has to work like her a lot.

The

fans love her, too. If she so much as
tip of her pert nose at a premiere
or a night spot, police reserves must be
called
at
once to prevent her being

mobbed.
Martha hasn't quite mastered the

What was

hurdle

Ayres turned out. to be a sort of teeter

encountered as yet.
conquered radio
before he ever attempted
the screen. He was radio's
hadn't

Bing had

Fred Astaire, a
former with a

What

The three live quietly and blissfully in
Beverly Hills and Fred even finds time to
compose successful popular songs in bis
odd moments. Not content with thus gaining on Crosby in this dose race, Fred up
and hopped the radio hurdle without ever
straining a ligament or creaking a saddle
girth. He proved to everyone that he could
make that gay personality and those
nimble, tap-tapping feet as important and
as irresistable to radio audiences as they
were on the screen.
Goodness! Just as I was about to train
the glasses on that steady horseman, Lionel
Bariymore, here came the girls again at a
stiff gallop. Ginger has rather fumbled her
private life hurdle. Her marriage to Lew

shows the

hurdle-jumper. That hurdle
had boosted the odds on
Bing until even the quiet
men with the stop watches

sonality.

his child was born, a vear or so ago,
he rented a room at the hospital so that
he might be near his family!

in the musical picture field.
But then, Bing had taken
a major hurdle which Fred

grace and charm, but
her success depends
particularly on that
fifth hurdle. (Bottom)
perperis
a

when

art of

personal contact. This picture success has been pretty abrupt and Martha is
very young. She hasn't shown the tact and
good nature which she must acquire sooner
or later. She married "Buddy" Westmore
so very recently that she hasn't had a
chance to prove, as yet, whether she can
handle her own strenuous career and still
make a success of marriage with a business
man who has a flourishing and well
casual

rounded career

The

girls

are

of his
still

own.
neck and neck— and

traveling faster and faster .
But, still far out in front is that quiet
figure, cantering easily, secure in his leadership, Lionel Barrymore. Lionel proved himself upon the legitimate stage before some
of these young contenders were born. He
jogged along in silent pictures at an even
pace— even did some directing, just for fun,
to show that there were other hurdles he
could take if he put his mind to. it. He
took an enormous and spectacular spurt
when talking pictures burst upon us.
As for radio, Christmas wouldn't be
.

.

without Lionel growling and
grrr-umphing as "Scrooge" in "The Christmas Carol " But don't think that there
haven't been some difficult hurdles for
Christmas

somewhere in those
where the spectators do
not have a good view. He certainly had one of the happiest

Lionel

.

.

.

glades

domestic

lives

pictures.

But

of
less

any man in
than a year

ago he lost his wife and since
then he has had loneliness and
sorrow to combat. He has had
physical suffering, too,
only a few people have
about.

He
things,

The

Were neck and neck again.
Martha seems to be one up, for the time
being, on the personal appearances she has
been making in New York. New York has
greeted her -with huzzahs, and the whole
nation has heard about it.
But, dear me! There are some others in
this 1937 race. There is Fred Astaire, out
in front, to be sure, looking pretty sure of
himself but showings a bit of weariness
from the grueling pace. And who are those
two, riding so easily in their saddles, seemgirls

ing to
surely

make no
.

.

.

effort at all?

and,

as

I

live

Bing Crosby,
and breathe,

which

known

conqueied these
put his life together,

has

found solace and a wellrounded career in his work
and in his hobbies— his etchfishing, his walks in
the hills, his real interest in
simple, quiet people. Barrvmore, despite his handicaps, is
far out
front in the 1937
steeplechase, and it is a greater

ings, his

triumph for him than it might
be for some riders who have
found the hurdles lower.

But the prizes . . . how longwill they glitter, after they are

-

Jeanette.

Macdonald
NO MOVIE

struck fan ever looked forward to

Hollywood with more eager enthusiasm than
Jeanette MacDonald. Having always lived in
crowded cities in the East, with the eternal screeching of subwavs and thundering of elevateds, where
humanity in the raw isn't a very pleasant sight,
Jeanette, red-headed and imaginative, dreamed of
Hollywood as the Promised Land.
Ever since she was a child she had read fan maga'

zines avidly, lingering longingly over pictures of
Pickfair, Norma Shearer's swimming pool, and celebrities reeking with chinchilla and diamond bracein the forecourt of Mr. Grauman's Chinese
lets
Theatre. The magazines and the movie columns said
that Hollywood was the most glamorous and carefree place in the world, simply crammed with de-

mad, merry, big-hearted movie stars, and
our Jeanette was not one to doubt the printed word

lightfully

— then.
Director Ernst Lubitsch saw her screen
York, signed her on a contract and
warned her that she must put on more weight before she started working at the Paramount Studio
in Hollywood, with Maurice Chevalier in "The Love
Parade,' Jeanette was so overcome by the thrillingexcitement of it all that she had to be placed in
ice-packs for observation! But the doctors decided
the
that it wasn't an appendix after all, just excitement, and on
designated day, it was in 1928, Jeanette, on a malted milk diet,
caught the Twentieth Century bound for Hollywood.
She arrived expecting glamour and adventure. But, instead, she
found Hollywood very sober and serious— the microphone had

when

So,

test

New

in

recently

what

to

out to

made its appearance and no one seemed to know exactly
do about it-and instead of the land of promise it turned
be the land of frayed nerves. (And still is, if you really

want to know.)
Those "delightfully mad, merry, big-hearted movie stars" she
had read about, who were supposed to lend her a helping hand,
seemed to have developed nerves too, and were so busy cutting
each other's throat or knifing each other in the back that they
had no time for a newcomer.
As a matter of fact, a newcomer from the Broadway stage in
those days had the social position of a first class scab, and as
such was to be snubbed, thoroughly and effectively. (Jeanette herself describes Hollywood at that time as "a hospital where all
the patients expected to die at any moment.") The stars she had
worshipped from afar, and had been so anxious to meet, were
either abrupt or rude or preoccupied, and not a one of them
bothered to live up to her "big-hearted" publicity, with the single
exception of Clara Bow.
Clara, the reigning queen of Paramount, and so quickly to be
dethroned, invited the "new girl" to lunch right away, tipped
her off to the Utile conceits of Hollywood, and wished her great
success in her new career. '-Glamour," said Jeanette eating a
lonely dinner every night and going to bed at nine because there
wasn't anything else to do, "Glamour? Phooey."
Well, if you want to draw parallels, and I don't know why not,
my first meeting with Jeanette MacDonald somewhat resembled
meeting with Hollywood. Jeanette expected
first
Jeanette's
glamour and found nerves. I expected glamour and found folksy
ness. I don't know which of us was the most surprised. To me,
and to Hollywood in general, Miss MacDonald had been a prima
donna ever since the first high note she reached for Mr. Lubitsch.
As a prima donna she simply radiated glamour. She was beautiful
and cold and detached (the detachment it seems was Hollywood's
fault, not hers, but how were we to know that), there was quite
a bit of mystery about her, she had a French maid to whom she
spoke French, and she had a way of entering a room or set and
at once." (How were we to
gardenias and tuberoses, give
good old-fashioned hay fever, runny nose and

demanding, "Remove those flowers

know
Miss

that

flowers,

MacDonald

everything.)
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particularly

But,

of

best

all,

it

rumored, she had
temperasuperb
the
ment of an artiste. Shecould fly off the handle
at a moment's notice,
and there was much
about
gossip
afloat
knock-down drag - out
fights with Herr Lubitsch, Maurice Chevalier,
was

-

Parsons,
Louella
Louis B. Mayer.

and

The
gorgeous MacDonald

didn't have red hair for

nothing.
I wouldn't give yesterday's newspaper for an
temwithout
actress

perament — you've just
got to have a good explosion occasionally or
how can you have any

emotion! Of
temperamental

course,

actresses
aren't the easiest in the world to interview, it's sort of like sitting
on a keg of dynamite with pencil poised, but temperament is
glamour to me, it's like the thrill that comes with the overture
right before the curtain rises, and after a session of ingenues who

and everybody, I welcomed Jeanette MacDonald as something authentic at last in the line of glamour. If
Hollywood let her down, she in turn certainly let me down.
"just love" everything

Jeanette, I learned, neither smokes nor drinks because it isn't
for her, and she takes a nap every day because it is good
for her. Between pictures she doesn't wear any make-up, prefers
to go about in slacks looking as un-movie star-ish as possible, and
very often spends an entire day shopping- right in the midst of
her public which never recognizes her.
There is no shilly shallying when she shops, she knows definitely
what she likes and no persuasive, persevering salesgirl can make
her change her mind. Her great weakness is scarfs, she probably
has a hundred of them. Although very feminine in most respects,
she is not particularly clothes-conscious, and has the unhappy
faculty of buying a hat and a bag, which she sees in a window, to
go with a dress which she never gets around to buying, so she

good

has about the best rais-matched collection of assessories in
Hollywood.
She is very neat and meticulous, labels her dresser drawers, arid
every night writes a few letters so she won't get behind in her
correspondence.. She keeps a date book, and schedules each day,
such as an hour for her French lesson, for her tennis lesson (she
lousy

plays

tennis),

for

her singing lesson, for an
interview, etc., and she
keeps every appointment
to the dot. She is the fairhaired child of the pub,

department at the
Metro studio because if
licity

she says she will give an
interview on Wednesday
at four, two< weeks, hence,
by golly, she gives that
interview on Wednesday
at four,

She

two weeks hence.
1

uses

a

scentless

powder and cannot bear
perfume. Perfume, like
very fragrant flowers,
gives her hay fever. When
she was in Honolulu recently

on her honeymoon

her friends wondered
what she would do about
situation— after all
couldn't insult the
Hawaiian tradition by refusing leis. "Never let it
be said that I am not a
good trouper," Jeanette
the
she

lei

wrote back on a card, "I
have been wrapped up in
leis ever since
of the boat
nearly sneezed

I

got off

and

have

my head

off."

Oft the screen, she adis a very folksy
person. She prefers it that
never
way.
She
talks
about herself but simply
adores to plan careers
for her friends, or for
Hollywood players who
are not running in luck.
"If I were So-and-So," she
will say, "I would break
my contract if it took
every cent I had. I would
go back to the New York
mits, she

stage

her

and—"
favorite

It's

one of

games,

this

planning successful careers for unfortunate people. She would
have made, a darned good agent. She is a most appreciative audience for an old joke, for the chances are ten to one that she has
not heard it before, and she gives a big hearty laugh which makes

you feel pretty clever as a raconteur.
Unlike other Hollywood stars she never uses extravagant or
affectionate terms. She doesn't go about calling everybody in
sight "darling" or "honey" or "sweetheart." You have to know her
a long time and be very friendly with her before she will even
break down and call you by your first name— and don't ever
expect to be kissed! (Which is all right with me.) She calls husband Gene Raymond "Dear" or simply "Gene." They were engaged quite some time before she called him "Dear" in public.
She doesn't use swear words and she is a bit on the precise side,
one of her favorite expressions being, "I recall quite distinctly."
She blushes painfully, all over her throat and ears.
"The plot of the picture?" she said to me the day I met her,
"very well. My brother is about to be hanged, but he escapes
from prison and for weeks there has been no news of him. Xo
noose is good noose."
"B-b-b-beg pardon?" I said, positive that my own ears had
deceived me. The great prima donna punning. It couldn't be.
"I'm sorry," I stuttered. "I wrote down 'no noose is good noose'
in my notes, you didn't say that did you?"
"Oh, notes to you," said Miss MacDonald, gaily returning to
•

,

the camera.
It seems that Jeanette is never so happy as when pulling off a
pun. Even her best friends can't stop her. She adores puns. To
think that I should live to meet a punning prima donna.
"Prima donna" and "temperamental" are two things that
Jeanette does not like to be called. Both will throw her into
instant fury. That day of our first meeting she happened to read
in a newspaper column that she was considered the most temperamental prima donna in Hollywood. "How dare they," she
shrieked and for fully fifteen minutes proceeded to pile condemnation on the heads of little people who dared to call her a prima
donna, ending with an outburst of "Marie, my hose." Something
was definitely wrong with that set-up, and I could hardly keep
from laughing. Here was a French maid on her knees putting on
Madame 's sheer silk hose and Madame in a fine hysterical frenzy
because she had been called a prima donna. Folksy—yes— but temperamental too, thank heaven.
Mr. Louis B. Mayer's most famous singing star learned at an
early age that people would make a fuss over her if she shrieked
loud enough. She was four years old at the time and lived with
her mother and father and two older sisters, Blossom and Elsie,
in a brownstone front at 5123 Arch Street, Philadelphia. She fell
fiat on her face down the brownstone steps on to the side walk,
and as it was the first fall she had taken in life she felt that it
was terribly important. But no one in that neighborhood, albeit
in all the world, seemed the least bit concerned that little Jeanette
MacDonald was flat on her face. No one hurried to rescue her.
But Jeanette, even at the age of four, had the situation well in
hand— she simply took a deep breath, opened her mouth wide,
and let out the loudest scream that her little lungs could muster.
Immediately her family and all the neighbors, frightened stiff,
swooped down upon her, offering her candy and lemonade and
begging her to live. Little Miss MacDonald found the results quite
satisfactory and made a mental note that in the future when she
wanted attention she could always get it with a good lusty scream.
It wouldn't be exaggerating too much to say that it was on this
day that Jeanette made her debut as an actress with a decided

dash of temperament.
Not until she met Diiector Woody Van Dyke, who has directed
her in many of her best successes, including "Naughty Marietta,"
"Rose Marie" and "San Francisco," did Jeanette come in contact
with someone utterly unimpressed by her screaming act. There
was the day on the set that Jeanette, in a flare-up because a recording she had made didn't sound right, furiously kicked a
studio chair right across the sound stage. "Boy," shouted Van to
one of the property men, "bring hammer and nails." He proceeded to nail clown all the chairs and everything movable on the
set. And what did Miss MacDonald do? She simply died laughing.
Call her bluff and you'll break her up every time.
The MacDonalds were neither poor nor rich and the MacDonald kids were sent to Philadelphia public schools and made
to take music and dancing lessons in the afternoon. For the most
part Jeanette was a tractable, sweet child and
a very good little girl both in school and at
home, but she did have one very deplorable
In "The Firefly,"
habit— when people displeased her she would
her new picture,
"get even" with them by sticking out her
Jeanette (upper
tongue at them behind their backs.
left) dances again.
She took part in all the charity and
She was dancing on
amateur theatricals sponsored bv her school,
the stage before it
and it was quite evident that the MacDonalds,
was agreed that she
who had never had an actress in the family
had a voice. (Left)
before, were just about to have one. One eveMr. and Mrs. Gene
ning, when she was ten, Al White, a singingRaymond, or will
teacher, called on Mr. MacDonald and nearly
they be called Mr.
bowled over the entire family by offering his
and Mrs. Jeanette
youngest the prima [Continued on page 69]
MacDonald ?
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worry. Dick, on the other hand,
extracted every nuance from
every minute he was on the
course. He tried valiantly to be
calm, but he couldn't help run-

Cham=

Its
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Sport.

being an
This, un-

tee off in the semi-finals

the private-life theme
song that's being whistled by the best people to know in Hollywood today. "Or at
amends Carole Lombard with a
least,"
weather eye on the town's tennis crown,
"there's something about trying to be a
champion that makes you feel like you're
pretty good after all!" She's right, too, in
her explanation of the present terrific
scramble for the number one spots in the

ferent they actually are
temperament. Bing
in
has the ideal golfing
disposition; I never saw
him ruffled once. He
drove long shots with
an easy accuracy that

sports that have been the supreme vogue
these past three warm months. Even if you
can't win the grand first place you get a
wallop out of participating in the 'race.
Conversely, it's all too real a fact that if
you aren't engaging in some competitive
game you may be a star bright to all the
distant fans and fannies, but just a sad

stroll

THERE
athlete

something

is

that

mistakably,

is

about

fine, fine, fine!

is

to the local gang!

pill

The

athletic clique,

you

see,

is

the

crowd

it

was obvious how

maddening.

was

dif-

He'd

mumble "Come on"
his

caddy and
as

off

to

they'd

though merely

ambling through

Eric Rhodes ranks third
in

swimming, but

splashing

(Below,

a nonchawas all the
more amazing because
of Dick's tenseness, Bing
accepted a mid-iron or
a mashie and scooped
his ball onto the greens

Tone at badminton.
lef t
( Below,

With

without

a

racetrack

his

and

his

Joan

Crawford and Franchot

that

salary,

he's

along.

right
right)

a

park.
lance

ning an emotional gamut as he
endeavored to keep up with
cool-as-a-cucumber Bing. And
Crosby, by the way, is the first
man ever to cop the movie
club's ace honors twice— when
he finished with Arlen he took
on all the non-actor members
and repeated his last year's
complete triumph. It all goes
to demonstrate, no doubt, that
truly he's a mighty man— what
movie and radio
with
his

)

Marian Marsh,

slickest

tennis
player.

second's

in the screen
colony now. As
s u
met ends
there is a climaxing surge of
excitement. The

m

final ratings are

being doled
forth. Who're
the tops? That's
the vital ques

To answer

tion.

contests are

it

being

staged

every week - end
at stellar

and

homes,

at the

swank

private

No one
clubs.
talks about anything
his

else

unequaled father-

but

\'

immediate

/

\

opponent's
technique.

Cer-

no

one

tainly

wants to get oft
form at this
time by night
clubbing; that
is,

only the golf-

ers are enjoying

the swing music
at the Hawaiian

Glenda Farrell,who
plays croquet, goes
on record: "I'll be
darned if I'll swallow the Pacific behind a speed boat
to prove I'm. a

(Below,

been

and Richard Arlen
battling for the

given

for

right) Bing Crosby

golf crown.

wood's big ten-

tournament is to be played
nis
within a few days and the rivalry in
badminton, aquaplaning, swimming,
handball, bowling, riding, and ping-

pong reaches fever pitch.
Tire golf champs are Bing Crosby
and Katharine Hepburn, and what
They've
however, for
attitude was

a battle royal they've had!

no sudden gray
on the links

hairs,

their

they scorned nervousness.
The male runners-up, incidentally,
were Richard Arlen, Randolph Scott,
and Johnny Weissmuller. The feminine also-rans were Ruby Keeler,
Irene Dunne, and Bette Davis.
Hollywood's men golfers chose the
Lakeside Country Club, that informal rendezvous scalloping Toluca
similar;

Lake, for their play-off. Crosby and
Arlen are particular pals, even buying homes in the same neighborhood. But when they stepped up to
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by his explicit
remains an old-

fashioned wife, a veritable
widow who never attempts to beat the pants off her
husbana at his pet game. Whereas Mrs. Arlen is as enthusiastic as
Dick, and when he's out with the
boys she's out with the girls.
Jimmy Stewart and Robert Young are
fairway friends, determined, it seems, to
show up Humphrey Bogart even though

W

sport."

golf. Meanwhile, Holly-

Bing,
wishes,

The
awards have
Paradise.

hood record! Mrs.

'
'

golf

consistently in the
player, picking up all the bets he can. He employs
psychology, also; if his opponent has nibs
on the birdies Humphrey will ask casually,
"Aren't you playing a little over your
head?" The result is that the opponent becomes rattled in an agony to excel. Guy
Kibbee is, I believe, the greatest inspiration
to aspiring amateurs. Because of his short
arms he doesn't hit long balls, but he
doesn't have to for he's learned to drive
straight as a die and inevitably he's good
around the greens. He didn't take up golf
until he was middle-aged.
It's astonishing to me how polite Katharine Hepburn is when she's on the BelAir course. Perhaps the elegant atmosphere
suppresses her; it's the most exclusive section of the city. Kate's such a lady when
she's attending to her favorite sport. She's
an efficient lady, though. When she was in
high school she was runner-up for the
women's championship of Connecticut and
she has the memory in her heart still. I
never realized what wiry muscles she has
until I saw her in action; she has the
strength and the snap of a man. She
that

70's.

astute fellow

Humphrey

never

flutters;

is

is

a

money

when she

looks

at

her

ball it's with an assurance that it's going to
go exactly where she wills. Ruby Keeler,
averaging in the high 8o's compared to
Kate's low 8o's, has the most beautiful
st\ le oL all the Hollywood women. Ruby's
rhythmic swing is a delight to watch: you
want to reach for a chair and hum appreciatively, "Who could ask for anything
more?" Irene Dunne, who can legally boast

of scoring a hole-in-one twice,

a far

is

more

down on

his smashing forehand drive so
that the ball skims to the end line likeone might authoritatively say— a bat from
the bad place. Shortly he's leaping up to
volley a high one ten feet off the ground.
He's devoted much effort to developing a
mean backhand. "I like," he maintains, "to
surprise 'em by placing a slasher with reverse English on it!"
Gilbert Roland is most apt to be next
high man. He practices oftenest on Connie
Bennett's expensive court. Ralph Bellamy,

Montgomery, and Fredric March
follow in order; each has his own private
Robert

Fay Wray, usually the
winner at table tennis.
(Below, right) Ray Milland on his steeplechaser.
(Left) Allan Jones, aqua-

planer. Not
champion

—

excitable player; when she slices she's plain
furious at herself. Hepburn claims a holein-one, but she was playing alone and
everyone kids her and vows it was lucky
she was. Anyway, Kate seldom hooks into
the bunkers!
Right now it's the forthcoming decisive
tennis tournaments at the "West Side Tennis Club that has the racket nuts on their
ear with anticipation. Like Lakeside, this
rendezvous in the Cheviot Hills is informal, and that's why the stars prefer it.

court
where

assiduously
las

Montgomery has

strip-tease

shirt.

find

At seven

there

were

challenge

matches.

be construed as
overshadowing the serious art of
aceing your net opponent to a fare-yewell, for it doesn't. There are to be mixed
doubles in the approaching finals which
only full-fledged movie stars can enter.
This

social side isn't to

totallv

The

trophy, a large, resplendent Sheffield
dominates the lobby. It will, of
course, be captured by a man, for no actress is yet a Helen Wills. Errol Flynn

bowl,

likely will cart it off because he's by far
the finest tennis player among the leading
actors. Of course, he had a head start, for

once he put on an exhibition during the
Wimbledon matches. He may be a rover,
but he's very self-possessed when he walks
out to spring a service resembling the cannonball serve of Bill Tilden. Errol bears

which

Then his pants— and the girls
out not what brand of under-

athletic

a.m.

a
inad-

vertently panics the women.
He begins a game elaborately
garbed and as he warms up
removes his sweater. Soon it's his

wear

six

%

steaming up. Doug-

they'll

Michael Bartlett sang splendidly the other
night, and even Frank Ross (Jean Arthur's
husband) gave out with a song; Cesar
Romero and Mrs. Ernest Truex danced an
exhibition Rhumba. The supper dance
lasted all night— who says Hollywood's so
dead?—and breakfast was gayly served at

-

he's

They know

it'll be intimate and jolly and
meet one .another there. There's a
supper dance regularly, with the members
voluntarily standing up and entertaining.

the
yet.

he

selects

shorts,

but

that

thoughtfully

he's

in

donned!

Among the actresses Marian Marsh
has superseded Greta Garbo as Hollywood's slickest tennis player. Within the
past few months Marian has been at the
West Side in all her spare moments. Her
pet theory, she reveals, is that you must
never default on
your second serve;
she always gets her
serve
in
on the
second chance, for
then at least she
has an opportunity
to play the point.

(Above) When Errol
Flynn plays tennis he
wins
anybody, anywhere, anytime (and
that takes in a good
deal of territory).

She looks like

(Right)

Ruby

Keeler's

Dresden china, but
swing is a thing of
she has a remarkineffable beauty.
able stamina as I
fear Ginger Rogers
and Jeanette MacDonald will discover to
their regret. Virginia Bruce and Betty Furness can't keep up with her— Marian's two
brothers have unquestionably encouraged
her to be athletic. Garbo would enjoy
competing this year; she'll only play with
others on Dolores Del Rio's court
though. Most frequently her opponent
cutter from Metro, and she
is
a
has this [Continued on page 67]
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Stars

Know

Suppose Their Luck Should Change?

roamed that bit of earth known
various superstitions have been
handed down to us. For instance, Friday the 13th is generally
supposed to be a most unlucky day; walking under a ladder, too,
bring dire results. On the other hand, there are
'tis said, will
those who cherish a rabbit's foot, a horseshoe, a piece of jewelery
or a certain coin to bring them good luck.
Sailors, stage actors and film folk have always been the greatest
believers in omens and a recent look around Hollywood has convinced me that our screen players are getting "worser and worser"

since Adam and Eve
EVER
as their Garden of Eden,

first

in this respect.

To
thinks

That They /\re Very

begin with, Jeanette MacDonald, who is very superstitious,
it is bad luck to turn back once she has started anywhere.

She refuses to exercise woman's time-honored privilege of changing
her mind! And she has a good luck horseshoe made for her by
John Sexton, 73-year-old blacksmith, who has made his oldfashioned calling pay in the movies. Sexton was hired to shoe

you'd think that Maureen O'Sullivan Would have
now wouldn't you? Surprisingly, she
has very few. One is seeing her pictures looking down at her
from billboards and such— she thinks seeing them is a sign of
good luck. The only other things that bring her real good luck,
she says, are four-leaf clovers, and she always tries to have one
or more on hand.
Mary Astor believes that cameos bring her the best of luck
and so she most always wears one or carries one in her purse.
"Besides that," laughs Mary, "I think it is good luck to work in
a scene— yes, even a powerful love scene— with an actor to whom
one has not been introduced! Furthermore, I feel that it is an
omen of bad fortune if the very first scene taken on a new picture
is good!" This superstition is probably based on that old saying
that "a good beginning means a bad ending."
Marlene Dietrich thinks it is unlucky to drop a fork at the
table. And here, all the time, we had been thinking it was only

Being

all

Irish,

manner

of superstitions,

a horse for a scene in "Firefly." He made
and presented the charm to Jeanette on
the set. It is no bigger than a half
dollar, but she wouldn't part with it,
shu. says, for dollars and dollars!
won't
positively
O'Brien
George
change his make-up box, for fear it will
change his luck with it! He still uses
the old cigar-box that he started out
with, and all the powers-that-be can't
get him to put it aside for another of
modern design.
Sonja Henie is a great believer in

providence, and ultimate destiny—

fate,

say nothing of astrology. She has a
horror of dropping and breaking a
mirror, particularly if it's her own. And
she always wears a tiny rabbit's foot
to

The Hobgoblins

Get

whenever- she skates.
good luck token during an exhibition in London but quickly
picked it off the
without the
ice
her

over

Once she

heart

lost this

crowd knowing
had

what

hap-

pened.

Garbo,

Greta

Them

Whenever

you enter the
Skating Contests
be sure you carry a rabbit's foot. Sonja Henie does.
Olympic

Hollywood's

favorof mysalso pictery,
is
tured as a person
ruled by superstiite

Too!

woman

tions.

workers

Publicity
Metro-

By Orace Simpson

at

Gold wyn

-

Mayer

studio reveal that
the
dynamic star
recently
stars
of

played a sort ot
hide-and-seek game

on

the

to

avoid

lot,

just

seeing

Charles Boyer, who
played opposite her
in "Conquest." It
is
one of Garbo's
deep-rooted superthey say,
not to see or talk
to her leading man

stitions,

until the
shooting.

first

day's

Another pet idea is that she must wear a belt in at least one
costume during a film. Studio designers are always prepared for
this

whim.

Also, Greta is said to believe that the "B" in her last name is
very lucky, but she fights the appearance of the letter in the title
of any of her pictures! Furthermore, she is superstitious about
stray black cats, about signing autograph books and killing
spiders! And she will never answer the telephone until she has
first counted to ten!
Arthur Veary Treacher confesses he is the most superstitious
man he's ever heard of. If he hits a wall with one elbow, he
always hits the other for fear he'll be faced with a disappointment! Then, too, he refuses to stroll under ladders; doesn't like
to look at new money except at new moon time; positively won't
look at the moon through a window, but thinks it extremely
lucky to see a black cat!
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Crawford expects a baby's shoe to
keep bad luck away.
Joan

superstitious to the extent of
herself in her home; Frances
Farmer, just for luck, whistles before each scene of every picture
she's in; and Edward Arnold never is without a little gold-

bad manners! Erin O'Brien-Moore
not hanging a single picture of

is

mounted rabbit's foot which he had made for good luck.
Mary Livingstone is superstitious- about removing her wedding
ring and, so far, she's only done it once in her life.
Recently before the cameras for her first day's work in a motion
picture, Mary found herself torn between sentiment and dulyall over the little wedding band.
"You cannot," said Robert Florey, director of Para-

mount's "This Way, Please," in which the noted
radio star makes her screen debut, "wear a wedding
ring while playing the role of a picture theatre
usherette who is unmarried."
"O I hate to take it off. I never have, and I won't,
either, without first talking to Jack (Jack Benny, her
husband)," she said.
"Oh, go ahead, Mary," he grinned. "I'll tell everybody we're married!"

Black cats mean a
(Right)

Mary
off

lot to

Arthur Treacher.

Livingstone,

who won't take

her wedding ring.

make up

unless that tiny patent
leather shoe is on her dressing
table where she can plainly see
it all the time.

Carole Lombard, Simone SiMiriam Hopkins, Ro-

mon,

Hudson, Mae West and
June Lang are all very superchelle

stitious—even to the extent of
consulting fortune tellers before
starting on new pictures! Pola
Negri and Clara Bow even used

show a certain noted seer of
Hollywood their new picture
scripts and would wait patiently
until he read them through,
anxious for his comments. If his
opinion happened to be unfavorable, then they would try to
to

Can you imagine

a star like Victor McLaglen (he's one of the outsizes) getting jittery over birds?

On

the

other

hand,

Maureen

O'Sullivan, from the land
the shamrock,
of
puts her trust in
four-leaf clovers.

this superstition about re-

moving
rings

wedding

is

casually

dismissed

by

Franchot
Tone.
His marriage to

Joan

Crawford

was a double ring
ceremonv and,
until recently, the

gold
band
never
been

had

off
his finger. But, for a certain picture in which he was supposed
to be a bachelor, the director suggested that if he were superstitious about taking off his ring, it might be covered with ad-

hesive

and make-up.

"Don't bother." said Tone. "I have no superstition of that sort
and will remove the ring for the scenes. If I were superstitious,
however, I would believe that love could triumph over bad
omens and that removing a ring could not in any way affect a
really happv marriage!"
Friend wifev. though, otherwise known as Joan Crawford, is
quite superstitious and carries a small black babv slipper with
her always and insists it is her one good luck piece. She will never

get out of playing the part!
Victor McLaglen is superstitious about having live birds in
the house, also about raising umbrellas indoors. And he once
told me no one could persuade him to enter a dressing room
where a camel-back trunk is placed. "And I always prefer to use
a second-hand trunk or grip rather than a brand new one." he
told me. "Having a new one, or buying one, seems to bring me
bad luck," he added.
Madge Evans believes that all the little china elephants she has
around her house are bound to bring her good luck as well as

keep the bad luck away!
Claudette Colbert is superstitious about planning a vacation
trip— for fear it won't come off. "It's pitiful how many times in
the past I've been all packed and ready to go somewhere and
then have something pop up to keep me at home!" she sighs.
Ronald Colman is superstitious about speaking the first lines
of a new picture. He simply will not do it. that's all. He insists
on other players of the cast speaking their s first. After one line
has bee"n spoken— by some other actor or actress— then Ronald
feels much happier!
Ginger Rogers believes it is bad luck to lay hats or umbrellas
or suit-cases on beds and also to whistle in your dressing room.
Outside of that, she's not so superstitious!
But. possibly the oddest superstition of all is that held by
Helen Vinson (Mrs. Fred Perrv). She believes it lucky to break
a mirror, and does break one every birthday! She did it first some
years ago when a kid. and the birthday brought a happv surprise
she never expected— a live pony!
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'HEN

a trio of widely-separated little boy babies first
blinked unseeing eyes at a strange world some forty-odd
years ago, their adoring parents had no inkling that years
later the world would come to hate— on the screen, of course—

No

But

their respective offspring.

"Aha," beamed Signor Ciannelli, in Naples, Italy, as he gazed
enraptured upon young Eduardo, "the bambino shall become a
great surgeon."
"A famous statesman, surely, Claude will grow to be," murmured Mrs. Rains, in a London slum, cradling her new-born
babe in delicate young arms.
"Yes," responded mining engineer Mr. .Rathbone to his wife's
question, down there in Johannesburg, South Africa, "f hope
Basil will take after me; or, better still, be a captain of industry."
Of course, as each of the trio— Eduardo Ciannelli, Claude Rains
and Basil Rathbone— lay in his crib, he hadn't very much to say
but at the time it sounded pretty swell.
upon the subject
Why not, they probablythat
asked themselves
is, if they had been old
.

.

.

—

Tremendous force characterized each of this trio as they embarked upon their chosen profession. For Ciannelli, he had to vie
with the greatest voices in Italy: Rathbone was obliged to contend
with many young actors possessed of far more experience than
he in the interpretation of Shakespeare; and Rains was handicapped by an impediment in his speech in the pursuit of his
goal. That all, through sheer determination and hard work,
succeeded in their individual aims is proof of their terrific driving
power, a quality which even today is one of their greatest traits.
Stubbornly ambitious, all were fighters of extraordinary fibre.
The World War retarded their respective careers. Although of
artistic temperament, each joined the colors at the very outset of
and emerged with honors and distinction. Shortly
the conflict
thereafter, Ciannelli came to America, Rains and Rathbone following later.
"I had been in most parts of the world, but never the United
.

think— such
would be topwe shall see

enough

to

a future

hole

.

.

.

what we shall see.
But all that was some
forty-odd years ago.
Their

through

means

at

tion

in

devious
the same sta-

life

.

.

.

came over

I

would make my home here.
"But, first of all, I had to learn the language. I knew Italian,
but, despite my
naturally, and French and some Russian
mother's nationality, I had never learned

I

each

.

achieved the position of
top-ranking actor, spec-

English. So, for weeks, months, I studied,
until I could properly express myself.
And the longer I remained in this
country the better I liked it. It was so

villainous
ializing
in
roles that caused him
to be hissed and hated
his
roguery.
No
for
more adept or rascally
"heavies" exist on the
r

today

screen
trio

whose

than
lives

merits.

"My

wanted
father
me to be a doctor,"
states Ciannelli, whom

'

you'll

recall

for

his

:

Eduardo

Ciannelli

as he is in real life
and (left) as a sly,

black-hearted menace.

The

semi-circle

shows Claude Rains

Trock in "Winterset"
and his Johnny Van-

in a part in

ning in "Marked Woman," with Bette Davis.

he created a personality

Of medium height and

ferent

which

entirely

dif-

from other

roles that he has
rather stocky build, with
played.
intense hazel eyes and
dark hair through which
his strong slender fingers
often ran in restless fashion, he spoke in a voice
that was soft, his lined mobile face expressing as
much as his words. "My father studied medicine
himself and believed that a great future lay

ahead for me in this field.
"But it was no use. I studied for several years,
in Italy, but the urge to sing surged within me
too strongly to be ignored, so I turned to opera
singing. I sang in every capital in Europe."

Deep in his heart, the Italian-only half Italian, by the way,
for his mother was English— had known since boyhood that eventually he would be a singer. All his time and energy as a lad had
been expended toward this end, albeit unconsciously. As he grew
older he came to realize this, and finally made the decision that
was to mould his life.
Educated both in South Africa and England, Basil Rathbone entered business at the behest of his father, but, like the
younger Ciannelli, he found his tastes ran elsewhere. Commerce
held absolutely no allure for him, but the stage became an allabsorbing interest. So, to the stage he directed his attention, with
the result that he made his dramatic debut in Shakespeare.
Both Ciannelli and Rathbone were born of prosperous parents.
On the other hand, Claude Rains' early life was one of privation

and hardship.
At ten, to provide for his mother, he became a call boy in
London theatre. Less than a pound a week the job paid, but

it

made up my mind

the very first day I was in the theatre
be a great actor," Rains says, "and that beacon never
left me all the years I was fighting for recognition. Carpenter,
property man, prompter, stage manager ... I was all of them,
and each taught me something new, something valuable about
acting. I was a skilled performer when finally I got my chance
to appear before the public years later."
"I
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to

so

informal
people
.

the

.

.

so

It was
had aldreamed

friendly.

what
ways

I

of finding."

CianWhile
embarked
for America on
his own, so to
Rains
speak,
nelli

and Rathbone
were

a

stirred the desire to act.

someday

beautiful,

democratic, so

sponsored

York stage producers. Rains
appeared in "The Constant
Nymph," and Gilbert Miller brought Rathbone to
this

country

to

make

his

Broadway

debut opposite Doris Keane in "The
Czarina." Both players had acted in
America before the War— Rains on
Broadway, Rathbone with a touringShakespearean company— but their re-

.

y

this

careers

.

^gf

and

we're about to
delve into, for the sake
paralleling their
of

for a

sing, possibly

to

have been here ever since.
"America amazed, thrilled me. It was so vast. In Europe, one
can go from one country to another within a few hours. Here, in
America, the journey across the continent required days. I decided
few months.

thereafter, but each ar-

rived

.

the Italian relates. "I

States,"

varied

fortunes

.

d

Wicked

Three Unscrupulous Villains,

Upon

By Wkitney Williams

speed ve

opera over here," is the way he explains the step. "When
New York, I had hoped I would find many companies.
the Metropolitan.
Instead, I found only one
"I sang here and there, but in America my heart wasn't in
grand opera. I looked about me, and finally Henry Savage, the
producer, asked me if I would like to take a part in a musical
comedy. I assured him I would, and he cast me in 'Lady Billy,'
with Mitzi. I liked it so well that I decided I would remain in
this newer and more sprightly medium. After 'Lady Billy,' I sang
"
one of the principal roles in 'Rose Marie.'

little
I

arrived in

.

.

.

Is it difficult to associate this man whom you know as a mastermenace with musical comedy? Consider, then, his impersonation
of Telegin in "Uncle Vanya," some years later, a part filled with
sympathy and appeal. And the deeply emotional Dr. Agramonte

in "Yellow Jack."
Strange as it may seem, each of the three actors under our
microscope first won fame for his straight interpretations. Rathbone for years was known as a romantic idol, Rains one of the

Theatre Guild's leading stars and Ciannelli an actor who could wring the
hearts of any audience with his dramatic intensity.
"Until 'Winterset,
closes,

sidered

"

I

Ciannelli

Out To

Gentlemen Of Culture.

Be

efforts after the War provided the necessary impetus to
establish each as a highly capable actor.
You're wondering how Ciannelli became an actor, why he
abandoned opera singing for the stage? The circumstances are
typical of the man and show clearly his mettle.
"I hadn't been in America long before I realized there was

Analysis/ Turn

want

do it
the character was so revolting, so against all
and human nature, that I was fearful of its reaction
with the public. But the part was so gripping that I felt I
to

.

.

.

principles

couldn't refuse."
It was his splendid work in this play that led directly to his
being called to the screen. Burgess Meredith, the star, and Margo
had been signed to enact their roles in the film version of
"Winterset," and it was only just and fitting that Ciannelli should
appear, too. With his enactment of Trock the screen saw one of
its most sinister characterizations, and movie fans the country over
realized that here was one of the most macabre figures they had
ever viewed in a picture.
Claude Rains, too, made his screen debut in a "heavy" role,
although not until the last scene did audiences see his face. He
portrayed the title role in "The Invisible Man," and the part
truly carried out the theme of the title. While not at first linked
with villainous parts, Basil Rathbone, shortly after entering films,
became identified with this form of acting.
So our trio now is in Hollywood— after years of distinguished
service on the Broadway stage— where they are acknowledged
leaders in the field of screen villainy. For his acting in "Winterset"
jaga

and

man"

"Marked

would
monster

as a

dis-

Wo-

alone,
Ciannelli
be hailed anywhere
.

.

.

cinemat-

was never con-

ically speaking, of course.

had

Rains would be hissed in
any language for his evil

heavy.

a

I

a few menacing
characters, notably Diamond Louie in 'The
Front Page,' but principally my work had been

played

strictly

"Anthony Ad"Crime Without
Passion"
and
"They
Won't Forget." And Rathbone's infamy in such
pictures as "David Cop
perfield," "Tale of Two
Cities,"
"Love from a
Stranger" and "Confes-

slyness
verse,"

dramatic.

"Guthrie McClintic,
the
playwright -producer, called

me

sion" places him in
same category.

one day and
asked if I would
do Trock in his
production of
'Winterset.'
At
in

first,

I

in

the

Deep-dyed heavies, all
of them, they are, at the
same time, velvet-handed
villains!

didn't

Many

a mark of similiknits
these three
actors together, as they
pause in their persecuand
tions of the hero
heroine in whatever films

tude

they may appear. Each is
intensely serious, studious,
retiring.

"I

have no

time

nor inclination

for

the

social life of the colony," Ciannelli expresses
himself, and in this statement is reflected the
attitude of Rains, too. Like Rathbone, they are

both married, but Rathbone entertains occasionally upon a rather grand scale. However,
these affairs which he and his wife tender
their friends are few and far between. Generally, he prefers the quietude of his home,
with his wife (Ouida Bergere, the scenarist)
and his son, of a former marriage, who has
recently come over from England to live with
his father for a while. It is rumored that he
may follow in Rathbone's footsteps and carve
out a career for himself on the screen. Ciannelli has two sons, one of whom is very fond
of drawing, but they are both too young to
come to any definite conclusions about so fatfuture professions are concerned.
in type and appearance, one characteristic is common to all three
actors. This is ... a powerful and vibrant
voice which can, on occasion, be as soft as a
as

In

While widely divergent

"Make

a
Basil

Wish,"
Rathbone and Donald Meek.

(Above)

of Rathbone, the man
whose villainous roles make any picture
intense and dramatic. (Right, above)
Claude Rains, once a poor unknown boy
in London, and now the sun never sets
on his pictures.

A

"close-up"

mother's caress.
Look back upon either "Winterset" or "Marked

Woman," and
you may recall that much of the menace in Ciannelli's presence
was occasioned by the inflections of his voice. This is true, too,
with all Rains' interpretations, and [Continued on page 67]
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Do You
Pictures

Think The Girts

Have As Uood

assigned

In

A

character

gible
play.

Chance As The Mclen?

a vehicle for

a

the actress to

for

He

seems to be chiefly absorbed in concocting scenes that
give the star a chance to gallop
through a variety of spectacular
emotions. This is known as gamutrunning. It's a type of acrobatics,
a little less honest than the voca-

REMEMBER

the unfortunate
movie heroines of a few years
ago who used to go around
lamenting that ours is a man's
world? The poor downtrodden Hollywood actresses might well say the
same of filmland— it is a man's world.
Did someone ask, "What about
Garbo and Dietrich, Shearer and
Colbert?" It's true, the realm of mo-

the

tion of
-trapeze.

man on

the

flying

Garbo astonishes her

fans by her
laugh as well as register
woe. Sidney weeps one moment,
and smiles through her tears the
big
nextStanwyck
does
her
Hepburn
denunciation specialty.
sweeps from stormy defiance to
tender, dewy-eyed naivete. Luise
Rainer overwhelms gullible critics
by giving a performance in "The
Great Ziegfeld" consisting entirely

ability to

picture acting is apparently
tion
ruled by the glamour queen, lavishly
gowned, lovingly photographed, invariably surrounded by several of
those adoring stooges, her leading

of

impending or actual hysterics.
were battered with ballyhoo

We

men.
But

about Elisabeth Bergner, the great

the glorified queen of the
movies, like most crowned monarchs
today, is shackled by foolish customs
and tabus that keep her from being
anything but a pretty figurehead,
doomed to- be merely decorative,
while unglorified mugs like Tracy
and Cooper and Bogart keep the real
supremacy over the ranks of screen

foreign

actress.

And

when

we

look at the lady, what
see? Just a good old-fash-

finally got a

did we
ioned gamut-runner.

All
the "Madame X" stories
of self-sacrificing mother love are

players.

When we

write

to

feminine star, it seldom seems to
occur to him to create an intelli-

When

Bette Davis goes into
it
gives
character she
everything, and breaks the
studio rules. She is an artist.
(At right) The beautiful
Miriam Hopkins. Glamour
means nothing to her.

consider actual achieve-

a

ments

in the expression of character
upon the screen, we find film actresses, for all their grace and seductive qualities, lagging far behind the

heroes and villains and sturdy character-men. Why? Why has Hollywood recently produced no all feminine films to compare with "Beau Geste," 'Lost Patrol," "Lives
of a Bengal Lancer," or "Captains Courageous"?
Hollywood is rich in actresses who are ready to stand proudly
beside their masculine colleagues— as soon as more scenario-writers
begin to regard women as people. The roles given to most feminine stars are cut out on a standard pattern, though styles may
change from year to year.
Way back in the silents, actresses were either sweet like Mary
Pickford or wicked like Theda Bara. With the early
talkies came the gallant lady— Joan Crawford
or Norma Shearer, wearing her hair over
one eye and loudly demanding to live
'

>

1

'V,

n

lii.

Foi

the

lasl

few

yeai

s

the whimsical heroine has been
.;. ;h b
\miIi
us.
Inu hethei
lovable and regular
type,
i

like

ette

V

Myrna Loy and ClaudColbert, or the

spoiled,
ling, like

capricious

Ginger Rogers

Carole Lombard.
When a scenarist is

and

*

darJgj'

golden opportunities for gamutrunning, swinging the star from
ecstasy

to

youth

misery,

from

beruffled

bedraggled old age.
In the iiiid-i <>i ;ill (In- emotional
to

fireworks, true character is ignored.
never forget that we are watching a famous star show off her skill.
never get inside the character, to
find out why this woman feels and
acts as she does.
Bui ii imi
entirely the scenario-writer's
_.JF
fault that film actresses are laggard. They
are often held back by their absorbing concern with their own looks. A convincing
characterization is impossible while the actress
is devoting so much effort to being beautiful.
This is why the screen has so few good comediennes.
In "Love on the Run" there was a scene where the two
stars were supposed to do a comic minuet. Great Lover Gable
clowned it solemnly, with clumsy dips and bows. But Joan Crawford clung self-consciously to her dignity. She insisted on being
very graceful; her only contributions to the humor of the film

We

We

i

After time out, Frances Dee has resumed
her screen work.
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were occasional cute expressions.

On

the [Continued on page 65]

players who are blessed with
great talent and who will sorely one
day be given a part to play that
will win for them screen immortality.
(Left to right) Simone Simon, Ann
Margaret Lindsey, Anita
Sothern,

The

Louise,

Evans,

Marshall,
Merkel, Warner

Herbert

Una

Madge
Baxter,

Binnie Barnes, Frank McHugh, Chester Morris, Francis Lederer and Jean
Parker.

Screen

Silver

Hall
the
DOWN
never-to-be-forgotten

corridors of your memories there are enshrined many
players of the screen. They have, through
their gifts and talents, created moving, living, breathing characters that are remembered just as real people who weave themselves
into the fabric of your own experience.
The players in Hollywood go to the movies. In fact, they have
projection machines in their homes, and they almost reverence the
great performances that stand out from the plays of the past. The
actors and actresses of the studios are impatiently waiting the day
when they will get the opportunity to portray a character that will
gain for them a niche in the Gallery of Honored Screen Artists.
Since "Anna Christie" and "Queen Christina," Greta Garbo has

OF

Fame
Ten Actors

Have Won

And

Actresses

Who

A Place In Our Hearts

And Honored Standing
Among

The

Screen

Immortals.

held a place in our affections and in our respect. Gary Cooper belongs
among the screen geniuses. Bette Davis, Spencer Tracy, Sylvia Sidney,
Edw. G. Robinson, Carole Lombard, Victor McLaglen, Myrna Loy and
Claude Rains are in your very special treasured memories and ours
as well.
Silver Screen's Hall of Fame may not be made of marble and bronze,
but it testifies to our sincere desire to give honor to these players who
have given great art to the screen and so much pleasure to all of us.

f From
Ella

to right, tr

left

Logan, Jessie

Ruby
ney,

Keeler,

1

Elear

Buddy Ebsen.

The

W

Barbaric

Gyr.

Savases

Stir 1

Good

Danci

Expression

Rhythm

Of

j\n<

Music,

;

Dancing Ha;
Its

Peak In

The Old Reliables
Even Though Some Of These Players Are Young And
Beautiful They Have All Been On The Screen For More
Than Eight Years. What Could Be More Appropri=
ate Than To have The Granite Mountainsides Of The
Sierras Carved Into Likenesses Of The Motion Piciure
Stars Who Have Served Us So Nobly And Well?

ON THE

Black Hills of South Dakota, sculptors
are cutting huge portraits in stone to endure
for all time. Near the foothills of the mountains, in Hollywood, there are men and women who
have given their lives to the making of pictures. As
the day draws to a close the last lingering shafts of
sunlight catch the snowy peaks of the mountains.

The day

is done.
In hundreds of theatres throughout the country
the evening show begins and there, standing out
from the over-publicized beauties, are the old reliables of the movie shows, men and women whom

we have

seen on the screen for years playing parts

brilliantly and honestly.
The film story draws

to its dose, and the
audiences pour out into the streets and go happily to their homes with a feeling of happiness
deep in their hearts because once more they
have seen their old friends— Lionel Barrymore,
Richard Dix, Harry Carey, Wallace Beery, Jean
Hersholt, Paul Lukas and all the others. We know
that they are well and we are glad to have our
lives brightened again by these gentle well-loved
players of the world of make-believe.

Pictures

Mischa Auer and Madeleine Carroll
"It's All

Yours."

in

For

Jack Haley and Ann Sothern
^-Love at Work."

in

"Danger

Autumn

Douglass Montgomery and Jean Parker
in

"Life

Screens

Young and Virginia Bruce
"Wife, Doctor and Nurse."

Loretta

Begins With Love."

in

X

Grant Mitchell, Alan Hale, Nino Martini
and Joan Fontaine in
"Music for

John Howard, Reginald Denny and John
Barrymore in "Bulldog Drummond Comes

Madame."

Back."

Ginger Rogers and Katharine Hepburn
in "Stage Door."

Tullio

Carminati and Griielda Hervey
"Look Out For Love."

in

To Be

Truly Success=

Any Of

The
Fascinating Careers

ful

In

For

V/omen, One Of

The rrime Requisites
Learn To Dress
Is

—

Cleverly

As

A

striking

grey

flat

two piece dress of
surfaced wool with

bell
length
three-quarter
sleeves and a swallow-tail
tunic, is worn by Ann Sheridan.
A luxurious Mink scarf en-

As

Well

Charmingly.

(Below) For mild autumn days, Maurine
O'Sullivan is really the last word in this
smartly quilted black satin box jacket worn
over a severely simple black wool dress.
Her matching black satin toque features
long tassels and a touch of Krimmer fur.
(Right) Anna Lee, the English star, looking extremely chic in a brick-red and beige
wool two-piece suit in diamond paned design, which can be worn under a fur sports
coat when the weather demands.

ensemble,
street
this
which is worn with brown
suede hat and accessories.
Ball
Lucille
(Above, right)

riches

wearing

green

angora

like

cypress
a
sweater, made
tailored blouse.

a

(Right, above) Fur coats are not 01
tremendously comfortable on cold bl
tery days
but they are practical as w
because they can be revamped ev«
year until they wear out. Besides whii
they are generally more than flatterir
,

—

and right, Irene Hervey fav<
swagger models, of muskrat a
Hudson Seal, with the trim new John
Marsha Hunt in a
collars. Center
cious cocoa ermine that can go places
the evening also, and Virginia Bruce
a very elegant Mink cape worn over
draped black crepe frock. This can
double duty, too.

At

(Left) A charming black crepe frock is
sponsored by Ann Sheridan, and relies
for distinction upon the unique fashion
in
which it is shirred at waist and shoulder-line.
(Above) Harriet Billiard wearing a cinnamon flannel
sports dress pin-striped in white which depends upon
its interesting "line" arrangement for effect, as well
as its huge white pique collar and cuffs.

left

tailored

—

I

p REPARE For
NOBODY
one's best

realizes as

much

at all times.

A

S /MART

w

INTER.'I

as the screen players the necessity of looking
are too intelligent to be caught wearing

They

"any old thing in their wardrobe." In
jnbecoming or out-of-date clothes

fact,

they never allow

ill-fitting,

o accumulate in their wardrobes,
should any clever
neither
Koman who wishes to put her best
"oot forward always, whether she
wishes to make an impression or

»nd

-IOI-

(

Ann

Sheri-

pebble

weave
formal

Below)

dan's

black

satin
so exquisitely
draped that it must
make her the cynosure
of all eyes. Two jeweled clips accent the
low bodice, and the
graceful back straps

gown

are

is

drawn through a
and then

ring of satin

crossed.

The extremely charming
Annabella, whom we grew
to love in "Wings Of The
Morning," has Just the right air of nonchalance in this casual platinum flat caracul model worn over a black velveteen
skirt and Wallis blue wool crepe jacket.

Mary

Living-

stone and Jack
Benny, the radio
masters who are
now screen stars.

Why,

how

do

you do! (Right)
Lynne Carver at
the piano to enliven a location
troupe including

Robert Young,
Reginald Owen
Franchot Tone,
while making
"The Bride Wore
Red."

Basil

Bobby
rector

Rathbone
Breen
Kurt

with

and
di-

Newmann

and Gertrude Berg, the
author of their picture,
"Make A Wish."

Del Rio, Sig Rumann and
Peter Lorre listen to the
and
dialogue director
what they are thinking!
It's the "Life of a Lancer

—

Spy" company.

Flash!
Alomcnts Of The Players When
They Are Out Of Character"
And Back In Their Own Lives.
'

Andy Devine and Bing Crosby discu
the advisability of tearing down th
studio and building another racj
track.

Kay Francis and Verree Teasdale between
scenes of "First Lady." (Above) Jerome
Cowan watches his thumb anxiously as
Mary Astor takes a bite of his apple.

(Above) Ginger Rogers

is trail

ing on ice cream cones. (Left) Edd
Cantor gallantly leads June Lang an
Louise Hovick back to work on

"M

Baba Goes To Town."

Wayne

Morris,
Pal
O'Brien
and Director
Lloyd
Bacon refueling

"Submarine D-l."
Oscar Homolka
noted
European
actor, Frances Farmer
and Ray Milland, who
are working in "Ebb
for

(Right)
,

"Tide."

Between

(Left)

chess
Burke creates a screen character.
(Right)
Irving
Berlin

moves,

and

Billie

daughter callTemple
Director
Allan
Dwan.

his

ing upon Shirley

and

HELEN:

anotherRUN

The
is

time to stop them

before they

start.

PEG:
I hate riddles!

HELEN:

Simple

my

fact,

dear

change to LUX for
stockings then you'll

save the elasticity so

threads can stretch with-

out breaking into runs
all

the time

.

.

.

Very, very beautiful Madeleine Carroll doing a scene -from "It's All Yours." Director
Elliott Nugent wears black glasses because
Madeleine is so pretty.

Minding
Fs
The

and

Player

Their

Cues

Must BE The

And For3et Equip=
Crew And Lunch Time.

Character
ment.

Conductor Stokowski and Ad
Menjou making a sequence
"100

Men And A

>l

f

Girl."

are loved by actresses, yet a good close >
t
requires more skill than a long shot. The eyes
not look at the lens nor the lights, or, on the screen, je
player will appear cross-eyed. The nearer the camera is 1
slower she must move so as to match the tempo of e
previous scene. All she has to do is to time it to suit e
director; speak the dialogue to suit the dialogue direct ;
keep the eyes level with the lens and never look at it to si

CLOSE-UPS

The lovers (Warren
William and Jeanette
MacDonald)
hold
a
tryst
in
front of the camera

"The
Robert Z.

for

is

m

the cameraman, and in the trere ;e
G f her lips and the lilt of her v< I
carry on the emotion of the play. 0
wonder they do it over and over. Til
lake" must be perfect,
'

Firefly."

Leonard

directing.
i

A Short,

"Sock!

Short Interview

Mervyn

With

LeRoy

By

/\\ex Evelove

THAT'S THE SECRET OF
and brought out. But there's no use trying
for something that isn't there. And novel!)
aids glamour. By that I mean something

GOOD ENTERTAINMENT

new."

"JET'S

get

this

straight,"

said

LeRoy, "the one thing

LeRoy believes implicitly in the importance of newness— in story, personality
and treatment.
"Gloria and Lana," he continued, "are
new, not only to the screen, but in type.
That's why they have a great future. That's
why their glamour appeal hits you between
the eyes the second you see them for the

Mervyn

am

concerned with, to the exclusion of
everything else, is entertainment. I want
a story that will entertain, that will have
'sock' and impact and humanity. I don't
look for messages. I am looking only for
stories and players to entertain the people
J

I

f

first time. You know there's heart and personality there.
"I learned that all through the picture.

who

are good enough to spend their entertainment allowance on movies."
He reminisced about "I ittle Caesar,"
"Five Star Final," "I Am A Fugitive from
a Chain Gang," all LeRoy successes of the
past. He remembered how people had read
social implications into each of them: exposure of gangster conditions, exposure of
journalism conditions, exposure of penal
conditions— and all with sweeping social
significances, according to many critics.
"In each case," LeRoy said, "I fell for
those stories hook, line and sinker because
I thought they were really tremendous en-

tertainment.

I

wasn't

looking

for

While we were making

social

put on

project

successfully.

themselves

There are two

to

scenes

film.

"Its a case where the sparkle of personality becomes fire. You can't stop people
like that from being successes."

LeRoy's desk buzzer buzzed and the

phone

The

producer-director cited the comedies
he has done, especially his last two— "Three
Men on a Horse" and "The King and the

bell jangled.

"Business

A

secretary

tele-

popped

in.

looking up," the producer
said, "I have to go back to work. But just
remember this, I have no messages, except
entertainment, and I am firmly convinced
that stories and people need heart besides

ferent

is

beauty."

COUPLET CONTEST WINNERS
(Top) Mervyn LeRoy, Director
and Producer, studying a picture
script.
(Above) Gloria Dickson
played
an important part in
"They Won't Forget." (Below)

—

Lana Turner

a

new

discovery.

FIRST PRIZE—$10.00
Lauretta Chapman,

621

S.

Hope

St.,

Los

Angeles,

Calif.

SECOND PRIZE—$5.00
P.

B. Canter,

41S Bell

St.,

THIRD PRIZES

Statesville,

N.

C.

(35)— $1.00 each

Mary Adams, 6047 Marion Rd.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

William R. Batty, 74 Mill St., Middletown, Conn.
W. L. Carle, 2634 Kendall Ave.. Madison. Wise.
Lee Disnhart cClo N
Pennsylvania Indianapolis
Ind.

Mrs. Annie C. Doyle, 168 Essex St., Holyoke. Mass.
Mrs. P. Dupignae, 388 Main St., Ridgelield Park,
N. J.
Ida Forrey, .OaBelle, Pla.
M. Franks, 210 S. 45th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Mary Hamilton, 26 Grand St., Haverhill. Mass.
Dorothy Hill. 618 W. Marion St.. Lancaster, Pa.
Gertrude Hubbard, 1365 E. 13th St.. Brooklyn. N. Y.
K. L. Hoiloway, 201 Prince St., Bordentown. N. J.
William J. ICelker, 656 W. 5th St., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Ruby Rae Kennedy, 2017 Eastlake Ave., Seattle,

Wash.
Helen F. Merrill, 50 Church St., Goffstown, N. H.
Nidge Miles, Box 227, Priest River, Idaho.
Annett More, Rt. #1, Box 117A, Los Gatos, Calif.
Mrs. Leon Noakes, Wilson, Kan.
Erna Marie Popper, 7530 Essex Ave.. Chicago. 111.
C. Radel, 2414 S. Franklin St., Philadelphia. Pa.
Virginia Rich. 2001 Maple Ave., Altoona. Pa.
Anne Robinson, 2531 Brookfield Ave., Baltimore. Md.
Patricia Sloan, 643S N. Damen Ave., Chicago, 111.
Naomi Storm, 444 N. Norton Ave.. Hollywood. Calif.
Nathan Tamm, 1413 Carr Ave.. Memphis. Term.
Gladys Teauseau, 1606 Milwaukee Ave.. Mendo'.a. 111.
Georgina Valentine, 309 Hague St., Rochester, N. Y.
Florence Gayle Waddick, 2420 Polk St.. Minneapolis.

'heart.'

"Let's take 'They Won't Forget' as an
example," he continued. "There are half

.dozen brand new personalities in it.
Gloria Dickson and Lana Turner are two
of them. They had never been inside a
studio before they started work in 'They
Won't Forget.' Yet each of those two kids
came through with a beautiful job of acting and evidence of plenty of glamour.
"That's because they had the heart to
be real people instead of puppets walking
through a story. They got in there and
forgot themselves. They were sincerely the

to

and

that
illustrate that. Remember the one at the
end of the first reel where Lana stands at
her desk in the school room and hears a
noise? Well, just recall her eyes, which are
the mirrors of the soul, and recall how she
was able to show half a dozen emotions
just in her eyes.
"Gloria's crying scene in the courtroom
was another swell example of talent. When
she collapsed after her outburst, she did
one of the best pieces of acting that's been

tertain."

have

the story.

fit

and I still am not. When
I
made 'They Won't Forget,' about which
the criticis and fans have been so kind, I
did it because I saw in it a new story, a
completely different story that would en-

ing that Shakespeare agrees with me that
'The Play Is the Thing.' Story, story, story.
That's it. Stories that are entertainment
and let the social messages fall where they
.may."
LeRoy's purpose in the twenty years he
has been in Hollywood— ever since his first
job there when he was a wardrobe folder
in the old Lasky studio— has been simply to
satisfy the public. Personalities, too, must
satisfy the public, just the same as stories.
Personalities, according to him, must have
"heart."
"The reason I sometimes want to do a
certain story," he says, "is because it has
'heart.' It must not be phony in any way.
Realism is necessary in the story and to
get it on the screen you need people who

able

they responded

it

intelligently

They were

significances then

Chorus Girl' —both of which were so diffrom "Five Star Final" and the other
dramas he has directed and produced.
"Nobody," LeRoy said, "looks for social
messages in comedy and that's my point.
When a thing is just a comedy, as you
might say, there's nothing sociological
about it. Why then, in making entertainment, and that's our business, should a
drama be sociological?
"I always come back to my favorite say-

direction

to

a

Minn.

they were playing, and to be
is the test of talent. There are
lots of beauties, but not many actresses.
"You've got glamour or you haven't,"
LeRoy says. "You can't buy it. The only
thing you can do is to have it recognized
characters

convincing

Reda Wagenhofer, 373 Fulton St., St. Paul, Minn.
Susanne Weber. 14-10th St.. West New York, N. J.
Laura Weiss, 515 Scott St.. Wheaton. 111.
Georgia Wisehemann, 414 Fifth Ave., N.W., Puyallup,
Wash.
Nancy Wright. 407 Taylor St., Clarksville. Tex.
Marian Young, 425 Adams St., S.E., Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Patsy Anne Young. 115 Glenn Rd.. Ardmore. Pa.
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Fictionization

By Jack BecKdoLt

The

Inc.

found

HUMAN
thing

perfection

...

in

a

is

a

cast

at

end

and
of

be

credits mill
story.

this

,<g|

lovely

museum. No

doubt about it, the Venus of
and the Adonis is the
is an eye-ful of feminine pulchritude
word in what every girl expects of a boy friend. They are

Milo
last

perfection.

But endow the Venus with a brain and disposition as lovely as
have this
fit out Adonis similarly and arrange to
story? You
girl meet this boy: Would you have a good love
would not! And why? No obstacles there. No clash of characters
No surprising discoveries about each other. Nothing but perfecher form and

about
tion Why, the neighbors wouldn't even bother to gossip
them. In this world where the prettiest girl has freckles on her
nose or a little mole on her shoulder and the sleekest male conceals a disposition to grouch before he has had his morning
feet.
coffee, we demand idols with clay feet— or at least muddy
We couldn't stand living in a museum.
Anyway, that was how Mona Carter felt about it when she
first heard of Gerald Beresford Wicks.
In the first place she didn't believe that any man could have
live. And
all the perfections attributed to Gerald Wicks and yet
in the second place, if what she heard was true, she felt somebody
ought to do something about it.
So Mona drove her roadster headlong through the strong, high
fence that completely surrounded Wickstead, Gerald's estate, and
landed almost in Gerald's lap at the cost of a couple of crumpled
fenders to the car and a smut on her nose.
Perfection was not Gerald's fault. His Grandma had wished it
onto him.
Grandma always had ruled Gerald's affairs and she was training him to the responsibility of administering all the Wicks millions and managing the ten thousand employees of the Wicks
Utilities. His Grandma had Gerald so well tutored in all knowledge and attainment that even his cousin, Alicia Brackett, who
was scheduled to marry him, began to doubt if she could bear it.
Gerald was gravely skinning the cat from the limb of a tree
on the Wicks estate when it happened. His schedule called for
study of a chapter on "Effect of Gravity Upon Animate Objects,"
alternated with gentle physical exercise. He was hung upside
down, his feet through his arms, like one of his simian ancestors
when the high fence that insured his privacy parted with a crash
and the roadster leaped in, introducing him to a breathless and
very pretty blonde who was Mona.
Naturally Gerald thought she was a reporter. Or a news photog-

Mona (Joan

Blondell) and
Gerald (Errol Flynn) find
romance is no laughing

matter.

I'm conceited. I'm quite certain of that."
"Tell me something," Mona demanded. "Have you ever been
tight?"

"Of course not!"
"Ever seen a burlesque show?"
"Certainly not!"

"Ever kissed a
Gerald leaped

"Now

listen,

girl?"

back

gracefully,

terror

don't you start anything!

I

dawning in his
can't afford to be

eyes.

com-

promised."

rapher.

and you
Mona's fury left her sputtering. "You can't afford
think you're not conceited! Listen, why don't you get out in the
world? Mix with the common herd! Are you really so fragile you
have to stay cooped up here? Do you ever think of running

Reporters and photographers were always popping up at him
out of bushes and from behind trees. When she denied that she
was either, he began to fear the worst— she was a designing
woman! Grandma had told him all about designing women.
Mona was furious. "I am not, you idiot! I wouldn't marry you
if
if . . ." Words failed her. "Well, I've seen you. I'm on my
way."
"You don't think much of me?" Gerald asked, a little wistfully.
"No! You're stiff. You're dull. And worst of all you're con-

away?"
"What's there so terribly interesting and exciting outside?"
Gerald inquired pathetically. "Nothing happens here or anywhere
else that isn't dull and boring." He looked at her sharply and
being a perfectly fair minded and truthful man he added, "That
almost nothing." For after all, there was Mona!
is
At that point Mona discovered something about Gerald that
kept her from leaving at once. He did lack something, with all
his millions and all his schooled perfection. He never had any

ceited."

fun!

—

He

considered the
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last

and shook

his head.

"No— I

don't think

.

.

.

.

.

.

Mona, who had gone through

life

having

lots of

fun began to

The Runaway Gets Cat^ht
By The Arms Of

A Girl

membered

the girl with the smut on her nose who talked ol windThat night he lay awake thinking of her. Early next
morning he quit a pillow which that fickle jade Sleep had not
shared with him and gravely started out into the world via the
hole in the fence that Mona's roadster had made. He was on his
way to look up a few windmills.
While Grandma indulged in fits and sent for the state police
and the G-Mcn; while the radios of the land interrupted all
scheduled programs to broadcast descriptions of the missing heir;
while the news-hungry public clamored for details and cranks
wrote letters, and life for everybody at Wickstead, excepting
Grandma, was just plain hell, the fortunes of Gerald Beresford
Wicks took a turn for the better.
Young Don Quixote started his journey in a car borrowed
from a young fellow who was driving a tractor on the estate.
(The young fellow was really Mona Carter's brother, who had
fallen in love with Gerald's cousin Alicia, but nobody except
Mona knew it.) Gerald's first move was to look up Mona in the
Pennsylvania village where she lived.
When he crashed his car through the fence that surrounded
her house, Mona was delighted. She agreed to let him accompany
her on an errand to the station to get some bulbs for her father.
mills.

She did not object very much when Gerald proposed they take
the afternoon to do the errand.
They were rolling sedately down the highway in the battered
car when they encountered their first windmill in the person of
Pinky, a truck driver who was accompanied in his duties by his
girl

friend, Clarabelle.

Pinky wanted to pass and Gerald, absorbed in his talk with
Mona and thinking more highly of her every minute, didn't hear
Pinky's horn. When Pinky did manage to squeeze past he was so mad
that he stopped his truck just ahead

and leaped down

who

to beat

up the man

delayed him.

Gerald— for

Mona was watching—

twice landed Pinky in a sitting posture
in the dust and hung such a shiner on
his eve that Pinky practically had no
further use for it.
After that it was all jake between

and Mona and Pinky and
and Gerald felt that he was
beginning to have a really good time.
Pinky and Clarabelle were lovers in
distress. They wanted to get married,
but they needed S150. Pinky had
meant to earn the smackers by defeatGerald

Clarabelle,

ing a fighter known as Canvas-Back
Malone, but now, with this shiner
Gerald had given him. he couldn't
do it. The fight was scheduled as the
main attraction of the Truck Drivers
Gala Outing and Chowder Partv being
held that very day. To oblige his

newly made friend and forward the
cause of young love, Gerald undertook
to fight in Pinky's place. So they all
went to the Truckdrivers' Picnic.

When
in

Gerald was swathed modestly

Pinky's

threadbare

worn trunks and Pinky's
bathrobe,

Pinky

learned

Grandma Wicks (May Robson) runs the family. Below
(Beverly Roberts)
Alicia

and Jink (Dick Foran). Their
hearts go against the rules.

feel sorry for the

young man.

need, my friend? You need to tilt a
windmill or two."
"Windmills?" said Gerald vaguelv.
"Didn't you ever read Don Quixote?"
"I've read everything that's improving to the mind— but— windmills
Oh yes! Don Quixote, who fought the windmills!''
"You're marvelous! If Grandma ever releases you on parole—"
"She won't," he groaned.
"Or if you ever decide to hop over the walls," she added with
a look that taunted him. "Remember, you've got a friend on

"Do you know what you

.

.

.

the outside."
The discovery of Mona's presence on the estate at that moment
brought Grandma and Grattan, her secretary, and a flock of
underlings to the rescue of the Perfect Specimen. Mona had to
go away. But the words she had spoken to Gerald Beresford
Wicks did not vanish with her. All through his neatlv ordered
day of study and exercise and well balanced routine Gerald re-
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It worked, just as Mona said it would
until Gerald signed the register. He wrote,

news. Canvas Back Malone, a
noted push-over in sporting circles, was
unable to fight. In his place the management provided Chloroform Conley, who
was still paying damages to the widow_ of
with.
the last fighter he had been matched
Only Gerald was unperturbed by the news.
Gerald went into the ring against Chloroform and the first couple of rounds confootwork
sisted of some of the most agile
bore
the crowd had ever seen, for Gerald
he
no orudge against Chloroform. In fact
decent
thought Chloroform was quite a
chap and he didn't want to hurt him.
The crowd grew restless. The truck
balldrivers had come to see slugging, not

startling

room dancing.
"Kin

saracastic falsetto.
"Kiss 'im fer me,

when

ye

cover on

November

the

sum
'•

\

a

s« in

it

n

por-

Elizabeth Wilson
be a clever
piece about Miss
will delight her old
will

that

Carroll
friends

and win her many new
*

ones.

*

#

Jerome Zerbe is a man
on Park Avenue

known

"Step on that pants rabbit!"
"T'row a net over dat butterfly!"
This and similar advice was offered in
was
quantity, but the baffled Chloroform
for
wasting his punches on empty air,
Gerald was never long in the place he was
dazed eyes.
last reported by Chloroform's
could just lay one on him oncet

*

In this

Howard

I

of Silver Screen,
comes right out

light of genius. It gives the deserving
ones the credit long their due.

ringside

changed with her. He got a big idea.
The next round, while Gerald skated
Sonja
over the canvas with the grace of
after
Henie, and Chloroform lumbered
s
him, the second came up behind Mona
shoulder
chair, slipped an arm over her
and remarked, "Yer boy friend's sure

*

*

#

put you
Thanksgivnewsstands Oc-

The November issue
in the right mood for
ing dinner.
tober i}th.

On

all

will

a

scairt o'

dropped him like a poled ox. The referee
began to count.
On the count of nine, Gerald struggled
have it
up, weaving. Chloroform let him
began
a^ain. He went down. The referee
Gerald.
lo count and only the bell saved
Gerald was beginning to dislike Chloroform Conley.
The sheriff of the county was refereemg
called
the fight. Between rounds he was
away by the general alarm for the missing
terrified
heir to the Wicks millions. Gerald,
taken back to
lest he be recognized and
Grandma was all for leaving the fight.
he
Pinky's pleas kept him in the ring and
was mad enough to connect a right with
Chloroform's jaw and leave him permaover
nently seated on the canvas, counting
of
the stars and twittering like a flock
canaries.

Mona

long

stayed only
the hundred and fifty
smackers and present them to Pinky and
Clarabelle. Then they fled.
That night they shared the hospitality
and
of a poet who mistook them for man
wife. The poet was temporarily without a
cook. Gerald got breakfast. Like everything
else the future manager of Wicks Utilities

and

Gerald

enough

to

collect

had learned, he could cook to perfection.
Mona was beginning to get worried.
Gerald was the cause. Mona didn't mind
a certain amount of perfection in anyyoung man. but when a man met every
with the flawless perfection of
Gerald Beresford Wicks, she realized that a
girl simply could not endure him for life.
And she really began to wish she could endure Gerald for life. He was causing her
a lot of deep thinking about matrimony.
It is difficult, even for a girl very badly
in love, to think consistently about matri-

situation

5

0

the rain is dripping down her
discovered that next day, as
she and Gerald journeyed on, seeking more
windmills to tilt.
Two hotels faced each other across the
main street of a little Pennsylvania town.
"Go across the street to the Waldorf,"
she said kindly, but firmly. "Go to the
clerk behind the desk. He ll have his hair
slicked down and a rhinestone horseshoe
in his tie—"

mony when
neck. Mona

you know him?"
"Of course not! He's a species. Tell him

"Oh

.

.

.

you're a traveling salesmen for frying pans,
and I'm
anything
underwear, brushes
your demonstrator. When he knows you're
a salesman the place is yours." Mona
paused to add impressively, "And don't

—

—

name." It was so difficult
keep Gerald from falling into the hands
of the police who were seeking the missing
Wicks heir!
give your right
to

Fictionization

of

"The Perfect

Speci-

men." Produced by Warner Brothers
and Directed by Michael
Pictures
Curtiz. Screen Play by Lawrence Riley
and Norman Reilly Raine. From the
Samuel Hopkins
story by
original
Adams.

THE CAST
Gerald Wicks
Mona Carter
Jink Carter

Dick Foran
Beverly Roberts
Edward Everett Horton
Grattan
Hugh Herbert
Killigrew Shatu
May Robson
Mrs. Leona Wicks
Pinky
Carl Carter

Hooker
Snodgrass
Briggs
Hotel Clerk

Marie Wilson

Warren Hymer
Donald Meek

it

.

Mona insisted upon maintaining this
refusal because of Alicia. When she learned
that Alicia was going to marry her brother,
Jink, she refused Gerald because of Grandma. Then she refused Gerald on his own
this time Grandma was so
not having her own way, that
she flourished the damning evidence and
proved they were legally married whether
they liked it or not.
Then Gerald convinced Mona that she
did like it.
And Mona admitted, at last,* "I was so

account.

Errol Flynn
Joan Blondell

Alicia

Clarabelle

was no

use resisting his kisses and she decided she
didn't want to, anyway. But in the midst
of their kissing the hotel radio spoke.
The Bureau of Investigation of the Department of Justice was asking the cooperation of all good citizens in finding
Gerald Beresford Wicks whose fiancee,
Alicia Brackett, was left distracted by his
disappearance.
Reminded suddenly that Gerald was engaged to another girl, Mona fled the hotel.
She had no way of knowing that Alicia
Brackett was not in love with Gerald or
he with her, or that Alicia was in love
with Mona's own brother, Jink, who had
gotten himself a job on the Wicks estate
just to be near Alicia.
For Gerald, Mona's swift retreat was the
end of his new found happiness. Distracted
he searched for her for days. When he
found she had not returned to her village
home he got a job in the local garage and
settled down there to wait for her. And
there, through a little detective work on
Mona's brother's part, Grandma and the
state police and the G-Men finally found
the missing heir.
The G-Men also had located the poet
who had given hospitality to the adventurers. When Mona read in the papers that
their late host was in danger of going to
jail as a kidnaper, she too came out of
hiding and arrived at Wickstead to clear
the poet of blame.
Another person had arrived at Wickstead,
uninvited. He was the hotel clerk who
brought along a page from his register
containing the signature of Mr. and Mrs.
G. B. Berry of Scranton. He reminded
Grandma that the state law of Pennsylvania says: "If any man or woman do
jointly
and before competent witnesses
acknowledge themselves to be man and
wife and, in addition, if one or both do.
by written record, under whatever name,
attest this status, this shall and does con."
stitute a legal article of wedlock
.
Grandma bought the evidence at a
pretty price and held it for future use.
It proved to be very useful, for Mona declared with spirit that she would not
marry Gerald.

re-

Holly-

Barnes
about Hollywood most entertainingly
—and he's so darned authentic. In
the November number he will write
about pictures and tell you the bit
or sequence in some recent films
which glows with the pure white

panted
I'd blast his ears off," Chloroform
to his second between rounds.
The second, an alert observer, had not
a
missed the presence of Mona Carter in
exseat, nor the glances Gerald

Mona found

words with, action.

and
in

#

*

number

"G.B. Berry and Companion."
"Holy smoke, this is a respectable house.
You haven't been on the road very long,
"
have you? Sign it 'Mr. and Mrs.'
"But the young lady isn't my wife!"
Gerald protested.
"Well, that is news! Just sign it Mr.
and Mrs. Berry, from Scranton." Gerald
scratched out the "companion" part and
added the "Mr. and Mrs."
It was while they were at the hotel, drying out and sharing sandwiches, that Gerald discovered suddenly and beyond a
doubt that he loved Mona. He told her
so in unmistakable words and backed

of parts,

spected by editors. He
wood taking his kind of photographs
that
for Silver Screen. A feature
will probably be in the November
issue. Exclusive— or else!
is

1m,

getting his pan mussed, am t he,
sweetheart?"
ob"Well, you certainly are not," Mona
served and slapped his face.
Gerald, from the ring, saw the struggle
Gerald foras the second meant he should.
second
got Chloroform and started after the
that
and Chloroform landed a pile driver

\

Made-

trait of

piped a
catch

!

beautiful

leine Carroll. So
the Projection by

Chloroform!"

"If
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have de next waltz?'

I

COMING

enraged

By

at

frightened!"

"Of what— Grandma?"
"No.

Granville Bates

would

Andrew Tombes
Tim Henning
Hugh O'Connell

law!"

I was frightened— that you— never
find out about that old Pennsylvania

So the
short

Mona

affair

turned out just sufficiently
to make Gerald and

perfection
very happy.

of

where Eddie

Which
Star

Makes

Perfume

?

gets all his radio and
screen jokes!" Be that as it may, Eddie
DOES do a flourishing business there.
"I was stung by the antique bug-

when

just a

mere

lad," grinned

Star

light." It is
an illusive fragrance evolved

The

In

Is

Eddie

the other day. "Possibly I didn't have
much sense in those days, but I did
have a few dollars! Anyhow, while

Les Del ices
D'Irene, meaning "Irene's Deof

Which

by the star her-

Fish Business?

and developed by a naself

roaming through New Hampshire one
day, I met a charming old couple who

known

tionally

in a gorgeous home of the Early
Colonial Revolutionary period. To make a
long story short, before I had left them I
had parted with several months' salary for
an antique secretary-desk, a
table and a silver serving tray.
Sad to say, I've never been
able to break the habit, and
my collection has grown so
that I simply had to open this
k

lived

perfume house.

When

Irene isn't working at the studios
or fooling around in her perfume laboratory, she and friend husband, Dr. Francis
Griffin, are most likely engaged in looking
after their controlling interest in the Well
Point Manufacturing Company, which produces extremely sensitive instruments for
locating artesian water. It brings them in a
very neat little income.

Francis Lederer,

who

drinks
or no wine
all
himself,

little

Cashing

Wine?

Sells

On
KEEPING
front in

up

at

puts

In

huge

a

amount

of

vin-

wine on the
market and is
tage

continually rais-

Their

ing imported

grapes from

France and

gaudy
Hollywood has
a

Fame

gone out of style.
Nowadays, the vogue is to
keep up a well-paying busi-

some sort!
Once famous for

Portugal on his

ranch in the

ness of

its
extravagance, the film colony has quite forgotten its former improvidence. Reckless
living and careless expenditure, once applauded by the movie folk, are now con-

demned as utter madness.
The Hollywood stars refuse

Do y'ou

to

spend

shop of mine to dispose of some
of

tuna you
been canned

that

had

last

week might have
by none
other than your favorite crooner, Bing
Crosby!
That delicious tea you drank>
might have been grown by Richard Dix!

That

lovely

perfume you

sniffed

at

but

quite afford to purchase might
have been conceived by Irene Dunne! The
wine that topped off your dinner might
have been put on the market by Francis
Lederer!
There are those in Hollywood as well
couldn't

as in Stockholm,

to

Greta

Garbo

Sweden,
as

who

politely refer
"landlady!" And at

some future day, when Mae West has left
the screen and you drop in to have a diamond ring or a star sapphire pendant
appraised, perhaps it will
be none other than the

gorgeous

Mae

herself,

who

you that famous
Westian look through the
will give

jewelers' eye-glass and
drawl, "You've been had,
big boy, you've been had!
It's

just paste!"

Gloria Stuart,
Randolph Scott,

i

edly amaze you.
instance,

top to bottom
Irene Dunne,
Francis Lederer,

—

Th cm 9

their large salaries on fifty-room mansions
and large staffs of servants. Rolls-Royces
are no longer as common as flivvers.
The newer generation of film celebrities
consists almost solely of sensible, well-bred
folk who find no reason for throwing away
money that might just as well be put into
some paying business. The fact is— nine out
of ten film players of today either own
or are partners in going businesses that
bring them in neat sums regularly— quite
apart from their work on the screen. What
some of these businesses are will undoubt-

For

Reading from

Blame

By

Sells

Oordon

Incidentally, that sign has created a lot of

fun in Hollywood, starting when some wit
made the chance remark, "Probably that's

players bethat their
popularity will
last forever, so

R. Silver

why
the

not make
most of it.

it!

"Seriously though, there's nothing I love better than antiques—
not even greenbacks or yellowbacks—and boy, is that saying something!"
Besides his big tuna cannery at Long
Beach, Bing Crosby owns a music publishing company, has a part interest in an
international phonograph recording concern, owns a number of good oil wells, a
real estate business, a stable of costly race
horses, and is half owner of the newlyorganized race track at Del Mar. That old
saying— "a fool and his money are soon
parted"— can never be applied to Bing!
Richard Dix was among the first stars to
see the tremendous possibilities of using
his international popularity as a basis for
business. The discovery of
fragrant desert tea, on land

/\nd

Horses?

If you drive out Sunset
Boulevard towards Beverly Hills, you can't help but seeing a
rather glorified sign on a certain shop, announcing: "EDDIE CANTOR. Antiques."

Few

lieve

Which Actor
Raises

Louise Fazenda
and John Boles.

which he owns near

everywhere.
recently

him with

Palm

Springs, gave impetus to his
idea of founding a business
and using his screen fame to
build it up. This tea now
is being marketed under the
Dix trademark and sold

Dairy

products

were the next step— and just
some business men approached

the idea of putting out a new
brand of spring water.
A perfume which suggests the chiseled
beauty and refinement of Irene Dunne is
marketed by her under the trademark

San Fer-

nando

val-

ley,
a
few
miles from Hollywood.
A business a little
different
but
along
similar
lines— in
other

words,

The Angostura

Bit-

Company, has been in
the Morgan family for many
years and is now solely owned by
ters

Frank

arid

Ralph.

retire

from

they'd

still

this
minute,
be having enough revenue

pouring in

If

they should

pictures

to

satisfy

every

want

—

little

or big!

Ann

Dvorak's big greenhouse in the heart
San Fernando valley is a real goldmine to her. There, she produces half the
orchids in town for the florists (and vou
know how orchids sell in Hollywood, with
the movie stars all [Continued on page 63]
of the
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VOGUES OF
Lovely to Look

1938

At— UA

spectacular musical fashion
in technicolor that will
dazzle you by its utter gorgeousness. It's
something new on the screen and Producer

HERE'S

a

show done

Walter Wanger hopes you like it. Girls
go pleasantly mad over the fashion and
fur and jewelry displays which simply
will

shriek of chic and smartness.
The plot is rather thin (but what can
you expect in a spectacle?) and deals with
the proprietor of the House of Curson,
supposedly New York's reigning house of
fashion. He is married to a cold, selfish
woman who believes herself a sparkling

CONFESSION

dancing thing and persuades her husband
to back her in a show.
Joan Bennett, really an eyeful in technicolor,

plays

a

society

girl,

of

entertainers

to This Hilarious Musical-

man, and

Farce—20th Century-Fox

bored
famous
trumpet, Rubinoff and his violin, and Tip,
Tap and Toe, the most remarkable colored
tap dancers your old eyes have ever seen.
won't

ing

as the

menacing

Joan Bennett and Warner Baxter
(Below)
in "Vogues of 193 8."
Bette Davis, Leslie Howard and
Olivia de Havilland not at all
depressed by the smart satire,
"It's Love I'm After."

barristers.

be

How

the Lesser Half Lives— UA
POWERFUL and honest adaptation

of Sidney Kingsley's thought-provokplay, produced by Samuel Goldwyn

Wyler. Mr.
directed
by William
Kingsley's "grim slice of life," his "hell
on earth" comes to the screen as, a drama
of gripping power, with which few compromise:, have been made in its transition.
"Dead End,' in case you have never
been to New York, gets its name from
those narrow, dirty, crowded little streets
on the East Side which terminate on the
river front. The luxurious and ostentatious
apartment houses of the rich, built on the
river's edge, here meet the slums. And on
these "dead end" streets are born and
raised the gangsters of tomorrow, a rough

and

Rathbone

his

DEAD END

A

Basil

musician exceeds even his previous excellent performances. He and Jane walk
away with the acting honors.
Other excellent portrayals are by Dorothy Peterson, whom Jane believes to be
her real mother, Ian Hunter as Miss
Francis' war-time husband, Laura Hope
Crews as a member of the opera company,
and Donald Crisp and Robert Barrat as

AFTER

assuring you that "you can't
have everything," good old Twentieth
Century-Fox practically throws everything
right into your lap— including Gypsy Rose
Lee When Mr. Zanuck turns his zanies
loose there is just no stopping the fun, and
this -merry, mad musical outburst is even
better than those that have gone before,
which you recall were not to be sneezed at.
Cute and beautiful Alice Faye fancies
herself a young author of serious "drahmah" (being a granddaughter of Edgar
Allen Poe, how could she miss?) and it
falls to the lot of Don Ameche, a professional playwright, to try to dissuade her.
He exploits her talents as a song plugger,
makes a musical satire out of one of her
most serious dramas, and proceeds to fall
in love with her much to the annoyance
of one Louise Lovick, who considers him
her own personal property. Miss Hovick,
as you know, arrived in Hollywood as
Gypsy Rose Lee, the most famous strip
teaser of all times, but if you expect Miss
Hovick to treat you to any of her "act"
you will be sadly disappointed— she doesn't
even drop an eyelash! But as the menace
she is superb. She plays her part with poise
and a sense of humor, and naturally, quite
naturally, she has a pleasing figure.
Aiding Don Ameche in his conquest ol
Alice are the Ritz Brothers, whc
fair
will have you rolling in the aisles in com-

and

cheap

Just how he dragged her down from
being one of Europe's famous prima donnas
to the dismal wreck that she is now is told
in flashback. And, of course, her one idea is
to keep her daughter from ever guessing
her identity.
Jane Bryan gives a sincere performance
of the young girl infatuated with the older

EVERYTHING

plete hysteria. And you
either by Louis Prima

cabaret

a

life.

and

YOU CAN'T HAVE
An Orchid

FRANCIS plays
KAY
singer (and she sings

restaurant. At the trial it is revealed that
the young girl is the singer's own daughter,
and that the pianist once ruined her own

Baxter gives a grand performance as New
York's leading couturier. And so does
Helen Vinson as the wife. Alan Mowbray
and Mischa Auer look after the comedy.

There are all kinds
comedy diversions.

Strings

too) who murders
a famous pianist when she sees him making
love to a young girl in a nook of her

Warner

and

Mother Love Tears Your Heart
Once Again— WB

gang of hoodlums who respect no laws,
whose heroes are Public Enemies, and who
invariably end up in the reform school.

The central characters in "Dead End"
are several youngsters and it is with a day
in their lives that the picture is concerned.
Sylvia Sidney plays the sweat shop girl
who tries so hard to keep her younger
brother out of trouble, Joel McCrea plays
a

poor and

idealistic

young

architect

in

love with Wendy Barrie, a "kept woman"
from the swanky apartment house, Humphry Bogart plays Baby Face Martin, a
killer, who in a soft moment has come
back to his boyhood neighborhood to see
his mother and his sweetheart. Marjorie
Main, as the mother, is superb in a dramatic scene where she slaps her killer son.
Claire Trevor does an excellent bit as a
woman of the streets, and so does Allen
Jenkins as Baby Face's bodyguard. A piclure that's totally different.

IT'S

LOVE

I'M

AFTER

Howard-Bette Davis Film
Is an Event— IFjB
of the smartest and gayest of the
satirical comedies ever to come out of
Hollywood, and you're a dope if you miss

A New

Leslie

ONE

it for there hasn't been so much fun
in years. Leslie Howard plays a thoroughly
self-satisfied Shakespearean stage star whet

seeing

for

years

has

been

pursued

by

adoring

quite susceptible
to their adoration. He is in love with his
leading woman, Bette Davis, who is also
deeply in love with him, but because of
clashing temperaments they cannot be together two minutes without starting a
violent quarrel— usually over women.
The picture gets off to a riotous start,
with Leslie and Bette quite seriously doing
the death scene from "Romeo and Juliet,"
while women weep, when suddenly the two

women, and who,

alas,

is

!

stars begin hurling insults at each other
sotto voce while they play the scene to its
dramatic end. The story then moves to the
country home of Olivia de Havilland,
Pasadena socialite who is madly infatuated
with Leslie.
Olivia's fiance feels that he can end the
girl's infatuation if Leslie will come to her
home and act as a boor, which he does,
and more mad fun ensues. Brilliantly directed by Archie Mayo, this picture will be
the promised land to those who love smart
satire.

STELLA DALLAS
Sentimental Drama at Its Best— UA
HpHANKS to the remarkable production,
* and the direction
(King Victor) of the
picture, and particularly thanks to Barbara Stanwyck's great performance, the 1937
version of "Stella Dallas" is one of the
grandest pictures you may ever hope to see.
Barbara's portrayal of the vulgar, pushing,
petulant mill-town Stella, who marries into
a good family but cannot adjust herself to
her husband's manner of living, puts her
right at the top of those eligible for the
Academy Award next year. It is without a
doubt her screen masterpiece.
Second to Barbara in acting honors is

Anne

Shirley,

who

plays

hearttelling you those
Stella's

touching daughter. I'm
mother and daughter scenes, as played by
Barbara and Anne, will have all the
women gulping, and the men won't be too
bright-eyed either. John Boles is good as
the husband, and so is Alan Hale as the
racing tout. There are also striking performances by Barbara O'Neil, Marjorie
Main, and George Walcott.

LOVE UNDER FIRE
A

Blend of Love, Revolution and the
Stolen Jewels— 20th Centiay-Fox

TORETTA YOUNG
*—f

teamed

in this

and Don Ameche ai e
number, which has to do

with love and jewel thieves in Spain. Don
plays a young Scotland Yard cop who goes
to Spain on his vacation because he has
heard that it is the land of romance, and

Francis Lederer and Madeleine Carroll in a
scene from "It's All Yours." They are clever
players in a delightful play.
sure enough hardly is he across the border
before he meets a beautiful girl, except
that she's an English girl, not a senorita.
But his courtship of the fair Loretta
hasn't gone very far before he receives a

phone

man— her man

being none other than

talking Pat O'Brien, the editor of the
tabloid she works for. However, it is all attended to in the final fade-out when Joan

frames

him with one

of

his

own

tricks.

from Headquarters

to arrest her
for stealing the Peralta pearls. And then
the Spanish Revolution breaks out, and it
seems the revolutionists also want the
Peralta pearls, and it all gets pretty badly
involved, and terribly confusing.
nice bit is done by E. E. Clive as the
call

her
fast

A

of an English tramp steamer.
Drake, Harold Huber and John
Carradine help with the confusion. And
Borrah Minnevitch is in it if you like him.

captain
Frances

BACK IN CIRCULATION
A Swell Newspaper Yarn— WB
TO AN BLONDELL

and Pat O'Brien are
happily teamed in this comedy from the
agile pen of Adela Rogers St. John. Joan,
given a wide scope of action, practically
walks away with the picture, and is particularly grand in her screaming scene, a
definite high spot of the picture.
She plays a newspaper reporter who
knows all the tricks of the trade, and can
always get her story, but can never get

IT'S

ALL YOURS

See This— Just eor the Fun of It— Col.

LOVELY

Madeleine Carroll comes across
with one of the most delightful light
comedy performances of the year in this
brisk little yarn about a millionaire who
-f

leaves his earnest young secretary his fortune in order to teach his playboy nephew,
Francis Lederer, a lesson.
Madeleine plays the earnest young secretary hopelessly in love with the devil-maycare Francis, who considers himself in love
with Grace Bradley, a nitwit actress. And

Madeleine's deliberate and complete metamorphosis when she comes into the money,

and the reckless and extravagant manner
in which she proceeds to spend it, provide
many hilarious moments in a film that is
gayly told, and expertly acted.
Madeleine turns over the fortune to
Francis in the end, but not until she gets
him to mend his ways and, in addition, to
fall desperately in love with her— and not
before she carries on one of the funniest
flirtations of the year with Mischa Auer, a
penniless foreign nobleman.

SOULS AT SEA
Thrilling Entertainment—Par.
DASED on an authentic story out of shipping history of a century ago, the picture opens with the trial where Gary
Cooper is accused of having wilfully murdered a number of people during a ship
disaster at sea. Just as the jury announces
its verdict of guilty an Englishman appears
in court to tell the dramatic and true story
which saves Gary from hanging.
Gary is at his best as the young merchant marine officer, who loves poetry— and

^

Frances Dee.
Co-starring with
him. and giving a
grand performance, is George Raft who plays
a crude ex-slave trader
who has become Gary's

Scene
from
"Love Under
Fire," with Noel

Madison
Loretta

and

Young.

Don Ameche
in the cast.

is

henchman,

and

who

completely melts under the charms of ittie Olympe Bradna, a
maid on her
lady's
1

way

new

to

America and

life.

>3

a

.

LABORATORY TESTS

on rats were
conducted for over three years
. .

fed rats a diet completely
lacking in "skin-vitamin." Their
skin grew harsh, dry, scaly old
looking. Under the microscope, the
oil glands were dried up. the tissues
of the skin were shrunken.

IWe

—

2 Then we applied Pond's new "skinvitamin" Creams daily for three
weeks. The rats were still on a diet
completely lacking in "skin-vitamin"
yet, with just this application of the
cream their skin improved. It became
smooth again, clear, healthy.

—

^sOW—this new Cream
Tings

fomen the active

am in
Copyright,

Silver Screen

1937,

Pond's Extract Company

FINALLY we gave Pond's new "skinvitamin" Creams to women to try. For
four weeks they used the new creams
faithfully — women who had been using
other creams before. Three out of every
four of them asked for more. And these
are the things they said: "My skin is so
much smoother." "My pores are finer!"
"My skin has a livelier look now."

3 Under

the microscope, the oil
glands were seen to be healthy

again.

The

dried-up, flattened skin

were rounded out. The shrunken tissues were normal again!

cells

TOUR YEARS AGO, scientists
learned that a certain known
vitamin heals wounds, burns, infirst

fections

— quicker and better.

They found that certain harsh,
dry conditions of the skin are due
to insufficient supply of this vitamin in diet. This was not the "sunshine vitamin." Not the orangejuice vitamin.

Not

"irradiated."

But the "skin -vitamin."
This vitamin helps your body
to rebuild skin tissue. Aids in
keeping skin beautiful.

Ofgreat importance to ivomen

"Lines are disappearing".
Exposure is constantly drying the
necessary "skin-vitamin" out of the
skin. Now, Pond's new "skin-vitamin"
Cream helps to bring it back! If your
skin shows signs of deficiency in "skinvitamin," try Pond's new "skin-vita.

.

min" Cream — today.

Pond's "skin-vitamin" Creams!

In the same Pond's Creams
The new Pond's "skin-vitamin"
Creams are the same creams you have

—

always known with the active "skinvitamin" added. They are in the same
at the
jars, with the same labels

—

You

them the same
way you did the old. Now this new
same

price.

use

ingredient gives added value to the
millions of jars of Pond's Creams used
by women every year.

Try Pond's new "skin-vitamin"

Cream

for yourself

— today.

On

sale

everywhere.

f

-f

f

POND'S COLD CREAM — Cleanses,
smooths for powder. Pat
in briskly to invigorate the skin; fight

clears, softens,
it

blackheads, blemishes: smooth out
make pores less noticeable. A'oio
contains the active "skin-vitamin."
off

Pond's requested biologists of high
standing to study what would he the
effects of this "skin-vitamin" when
put in Pond's Creams.

lines;

For over three years they worked.
Their story is told you above. Also
the story of the women who used the
new Pond's "skin-vitamin" Creams!

cleansing.

Today — we

offer

you the new

POND'S VANISHING CREAM — Removes
smooths skin instantly;
powder base. Also use overnight after

roughnesses;

Vow'
"skin-vitamin."

contains

the

active

POND'S LIQUEFYING CREAM —
Quicker melting. LTse for same purposes
as Pond's Cold Cream. I\oic contains
the active "skin-vitamin."

Silver Screen

NOW

IN POND'S

CREAMS

the acf/Ve"Sfcm~Y/fam/n''
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Making

"Stage

Door."

Ginger

Rogers,

Ann

Miller and Adolphe Menjou. Katharine Hepburn
is the big name of the cast, or is it Ginger?

Pictures

On The

[Continued from page

this

Fire

I—FERE, "Jimmie

ever taking her eyes from him, brings one
of those cat-head balls from the pocket
of her coat and hides it behind her purse

"You may each

see

it.

the dog," the judge

call

announces.

"Come
"Come

on, old fellow," Cary coaxes.
on, Mr. Smith," Irene cajoles.
Mr. Smith doesn't budge. So Irene
squeaks the ball. It is a very tiny squeak

but loud enough for Mr. Smith, who is
familiar with the sound, to hear. He tears
toward Irene. She looks at the judge as

though to say, "You see?"
"Custody of the dog is awarded to Mrs.
Warriner," Mr. Solomon Stanton decrees
and, before Cary or his lawyer has
chance to object, he adds, "Silence!"

This

Yes, he likes bright lips... they look expres-

and responsive.
But how his admiration chills, if lips are
dry and rough. Parched lips are old lips
Remember, then, your lipstick has two
duties. It must bestow thrilling color. It must
protect you from Lipstick Parching.
Coty's new lipstick, the "Sub-Deb," does
just that. Because of a new softening ingredient, "Theobroma," it keeps your lips
smooth and soft, dewy as a fresh petal. Coty
"Sub-Deb" comes in 5 ardent and indelible
sive

shades, 50$.

"Air

Spun" Rouge

is

another thrilling Coty

make-up discovery! Cyclones blend colors
to new, life-like subtlety and smoothness. In
shades that match "Sub-Deb" Lipstick, 50$.

seen in

<

ft

:

l?m\KW

Precious protection!... Coty melts eight drops

of "Theobroma" into every "Sub-Deb" Lipstick. This guards against lipstick parching.

one

many

of the
a day.

a

scenes I've
forgot to in-

swellest

And

I

form you that Mr. Smith is none other
than Asta of "Thin Man" fame.

"Come on," says Marge the moment the
scene is finished and before I even have
time to say "hello" to Cary, "I can't have
you upsetting the players with your gibberish." I bet that Fanya put a bug in her
ear before she left.

the next set I meet our old
Dick Arlen, who is making his first
picture on his new Columbia contract. It
is called "Park Avenue Dame" and co-stars
him and Fay Wray. Raymond Walburn
and Gene Morgan (than whom you couldn't find two finer comics) are also in the
cast, as is Wyn Cahoon (than whom you

making

the

Gent"

Cagney

is

second picture for this outfit. It's called "Something to Sing About",
and the title sounds alarmingly like one
*

his

Bobbie Breen's efforts. However, on
reading the synopsis I am re-assured.
I wouldn't miss this picture for all the
rice in China. Not only has it James Cagney, and there are few actors on the screen
today as versatile and convincing as he is,
but it also has a gent whom I consider the
greatest dancer in the country. His name is
Harlan Dixon. He and his partner were
the first of the "class" dancers (well, not
the first because they came after the Vernon Castles, but they were the first of their
kind). After they split up, Harlan went it
alone and let me tell you when he was
in his prime he made Fred Astaire look
like a cake of soap after a hard week's
washing. I don't know how he is now because I haven't seen him in years but I'll
of

bet

still give Mr. A a run
DON'T MISS THIS ONE.

he'll

money.

for

his

never saw such a month. As I look
the list of productions I have to see
today my heart stands still. I only wish
that some of you from Out Yonder, who
pine and sigh for a glimpse of the studios
and the stars at work, could cover some
of these sets for me. However, there's no
use moping. We'll just have to get going
and we might as well beat it to—
I

down

But on

Warner

friend,

more pulchritudinous
a
find
couldn't
blonde) and Scott Col ton (a newcomer
from the New York stage— and quite a dish
for

1

is

Accordingly, I betake

least.

at

Grand National
6]

1

where no one can

month

myself to-

you

girls,

too).

Last on this lot

is

la

Moore— Grade,

the

Grand.
She's making an opus called "I'll Take
Romance." This scene I watch is in an
opera house. Of course, the audience is all

evening regalia because in pictures
to the opera or even to
a first class night club in anything else but.
And that about winds me up, not only
with Miss Moore but with Columbia— for
in

full

THERE

Eros.

no rest for the weary
We have "Tovarich" starring
here.
Claudette Colbert and Charles Boyer. At
the moment the title has been changed to
"Tonight Is Ours" but regardless of that
it still has Claudette and M. Boyer.
is

certainly

It seems strange to see Clandette laughing and joking on this picture which is
being directed, as I have already told you,
by Anatole Litvak who is the fiancee (so
they say) of Miriam Hopkins, who is
Claudette's arch enemy. That is no slam
against Claudette because Miss Hopkins is
the arch enemy of practically everybody
she has ever worked with and I can understand it. Miss Hopkins socially is ne plus
ultra but on the set she is a perfect ter-

magent. Now!

no one ever goes

Silver Screen

"Submarine D-i" which has Tat O'Brien,
Georee Brent and Wayne Morris in the

is shooting on the lot so I go there.
But the whole thing is too complicated to
describe. It seems the Warners Frere (as
George Jean Nathan would say) found it
easier to bring the ocean to the submarine
on their own lot than it was to take the
submarine to the ocean. Frank McHugh
(who is also in this epic) explains, "It
would be much harder to submerge the
submarine than it is to bring the water

leads

up over

especially

it,

when

already at the studio.

It

have a tank

>ve
is

HIU MAN

very clear

all

Frank but it is all very Greek to me
and this is one thing the Greeks didn't
have a word for.
"Hey, you," the assistant director yells
me, "get back there— up on that
at
Whatta you wanna do— get
platform.
drownded?"
So I get back up on the platform where
to

I

can't see^anything or hear anything but

where I'm safe. As Frank and I stand chatting, Mr. Wayne Morris who lays abed
nights wondering where his next date is
coming from (because in 214 days he's had
138 dates and, after
inexhaustible) comes

Do you

"Hey!

all,

the supply

says to Frank,
fishing?" And Frank

like

mumbles something and Wayne

says,

could have the studio rent a boat to

some

pictures of
a few shots

make

not

is

up and

us

"we
make

They could

fishing.

and then we'd have the

the day to ourselves to fish in."
"Well, I must say," I say to myself,
sure doesn't take them long to learn
the angles."

I

remember when

I

"it
all

of

set

lis

if

saw Wayne

"King of Hockey" and
thought he was a comer but, ye gods!
never dreamed he'd come so fast.

on the

a shame she doesn't know
Sovelier way to avoid offending?

Isn't

rest of

I
I

Lloyd Bacon, the director, keeps yelling
every take that the timing is too
fast and they must take it slower but as I
can't see or hear I can't tell you what he's
arguing about. You'll just have to see the
after

picture.

"The Great Garrick" is next. This is a
Mervyn LeRoy production. Mr. LeRoy has
taken it upon himself to put Brian Aherne

YOU

when
MORE GLAMOROUS

FEEL

love-

daintiness this
you guard your
both
Long after your
ie r way.

I have never been
fortunate enough (?) to see Mr. Aherne on
the stage. Those who have say he's superb.
But I've seen him in pictures and a ramrod is as putty compared to Mr. Aherne.
Anyhow, here is this story of the Great
David Garrick— an actor of the 1800's and
something. There's no synopsis so I can't
tell you what it's all about.

under personal contract.
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which

the Octopus" featuring
Herbert and Allen Jenkins.

"Sh-h-h,

Hugh

is

a

dumb

all

and

Hugh

and Allen

detective

at

is

10s

drug, department,
ten-cent stores

is

dumber assistant. Hugh has discovered
a corpse up on a sort of balcony. He throws
it down and then slides down a rope after
it. Only a double slides down in his stead.
The double has his hands all taped up so
the rope won't burn them. They pour
something on his hands to make them
smoke but they smoke too much and there
his

is

a

great

palaver on the set about just

how much they should smoke. The makeup man puts make-up all over the tape
so it won't show and when you see the
smoke

you'll

think

it's

actually the man's

palms that are smoking.
As soon as the double lights on the

Hugh

steps in

Maybe
it

is

all I

and

sound

say.

We

much but
And that is

like

really hilariously funny.
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Karris, to say nothing o£ Josephine Hutchinson, hut the set is closed. "Sophie Lang

Goes West," with Gertrude Michael and
-Lee Bowman, is supposed to be on Stage
13 but it isn't and no one knows where
they're working. The "Bulldog Drummond"
picture with John Barrymore and Reginald
Denny is on location. So that only leaves
"Ebb Tide" with Mr. Homolka, Ray Milland, Lloyd Nolan and Frances Farmer.
When the "Ebb Tide" scene is finished
Ray says, "Come on with me and see the
rushes of the shots we made over at Catalina Isthmus. You'll see some of the hammiest acting you've ever seen."

"Meaning you?" I query.
"Meaning me," he agrees.
But it isn't as hammy as Ray

fears and
so delighted I don't agree with him
that he asks -me to lunch. But allee samee,
good old Paramount pays for the chow.
So now, having got the wrinkles out of

he

is

my middle and

there being nothing more

here, we'll proceed

to see

to—

R-K-O

"Annapolis salute"

with Harry
/ * Carey, James Ellison, Marsha Hunt,
Arthur Lake and Ann Hovey is on location. But "Stage Door" is here and as that
certain person whom I don't like on this
lot is not working today I get on the set.
There are Ginger Rogers and Adolphe
Menjou in all their glory.
dressing room backstage, and
It's
a
they're

preparing to make a close-up of

Menjou. So he sits there while they focus
the lights on him. I don't know where his

He

keeps up a constant flow
of wise-cracks, telling the electricians to
hurry up because the material in his suit
is apt
to fade. Finally they get the lights
Ginger takes her place out of
set and
camera range to feed him his lines.
If Menjou could dance like Ginger he
wouldn't need lines. I'm of a mind to
point all this out to him but my guide
hurries me away to the next set, which is—
stand-in

"Music
tini's

is.

for

is Nino MarJoan Fontaine

Madame." This

starring picture with

in the lead, opposite him. This, too, has a
novel plot or, at least, the plot has novel
twists to it, which is almost as good. But
it is too long and complicated to go into.

scene I see has no dialogue. Nino and
Joan are working as extras on a set and
they're all listening to a playback the tenor
has made of a number. He isn't singing it
very well and Nino keeps picturing himself in the part.

The

M-G-M
'THERE'S
much,

plenty doing out here, too— too

in fact.

"Black Lightning" with Bruce Cabot

directors that they don't work oftener.
But to get back to our mutton, Spence
and Luise have just been married. No,
that's wrong. They were already married
but as they are coming out of a church
(now don't start asking me why they were
coming out of a church because I don't
know) a couple of dicks step up and start
to lead her away.
"You're Anna Benton?" one of them
asks. She nods. "You'll have to come with
me," he informs her.
"What for?" Spence asks, stalling for
time. "What's she done?"
"We wouldn't know about that, Buddy,"
one of the dicks says. "We were just told
to pick her up."
"But what do they want her for?" Spence
persists, really bewildered now.
"I think they're sending her out of the
country," the cop answers.
Rainer's eyes widen with fear at this and
there is a buzz of resentment from the

around her. "Joe!" she wails to
Spence, but he can't answer her. He is
struggling with the frustration he feels.
"They want to send me away, Joe," she
moans, her voice rising.
"They're not sending you any place,
honey," he answers quickly, putting his
group

arm around her.
"Look here, Mac,"

the detective says to
Spence, "we've only got a job to do like
anybody else. We've got to take her."
"I won't go! I won't go!" Rainer screams.
One of the detectives puts his hand on
her arm trying to calm her. "No use making it tougher than you have to, sister," he
tells

her.

"Joe, don't let them," Luise screams hys-

won't go! No! No!"
But the detectives drag her down the

terically. "I

steps towards a car. Just as they reach the
car she breaks free and dashes back up the
steps into the church through the path the
crowd quickly opens for her. As soon as

she

is

through the crowd packs-solid again
can't get through. No one

and the cops
resists

them— they
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Scene from "Music for Madame." Nino
Martini, the star, Joan Fontaine and
Lee Patrick. Nice title.

Silver Screen

is

on location.
"The Big City" starring Spencer Tracy
and Luise Rainer is on the back lot. When
I get out there I find a whole crowd of
extras working and in addition there are
a couple of old friends who have been seen
all too seldom on the screen lately
They
are Regis
Toomey and John Arledge
(Crockett's Own). Both of them are fine
actors and it is a reflection on casting

just

refuse

to

give

ground. And the police are baffled.
"Boy. can't that girl run?" John mur-

murs as we watch her, and I mean to
say she can. She scoots up those steps like
a scared rabbit before a pack of hounds.
When the scene is finished Spence and I
have a long talk about "Captains Courageous." I've seen every film Spence has made
and it's one of two times I haven't liked
him. I thought the film had moments of
great beauty but I 'didn't like it as a whole

AVE MAN got a break

indignant— not on his own
account but because he thinks Victor Flem-

and Spence
ing

is

is

the greatest director in the business

his work should be
taken lightly. So I tell him I'll take Mr.
Fleming's work profoundly, but even after
seeing the film a second time I wasn't

and he doesn't think

crazy about

We

it.

nowhere

get

arguing,

so

I

leave

Spence and proceed to the set of "The
Bride Wore Red" starring Joan Crawford
and with Franchot Tone and Robert
Young in the supporting leads.
I get in on almost the last scene of the
picture. Joan is an entertainer in a cheap
cafe. A wealthy nobleman gives her a lot
of money, sends her to a fashionable mountain resort and tells her to be a lady for
a month. He paves the way for her by
wiring his friends there. One of them falls
madly in love with her and just as she is
about to get him to marry her, a telegram
comes revealing her true identity.
It is a beautiful set, with the front of
the hotel and the balcony overlooking the
gardens and drives. As I stand there Joan
comes out of the hotel wearing a dark
cape. She marches down the steps and
down one of the drives, her form growingsmaller and smaller in the distance. The
deception is over. She can be herself again.
When the scene is finished, Dorothy
Arzner who is directing the picture and
whom I have never seen smile, says to
Joan, "You look like Napoleon coming out
of that door and marching down the steps
in that cape."
So, for a joke, Joan does the scene again,
pauses dramatically at the head of the
steps and flings an edge of the cape over
her shoulder in the manner of Napoleon.

"My Dear Miss Aldrich" starring Edna
May Oliver is next. Maureen O'Sullivan is
on the set when I arrive and she
begins kidding me about this column.
"I can tell you what you'll write about
this picture," she informs me.
sitting

"What?"
"You'll

demand.

I

much doing on the
didn't waste much time
on the next stage where the

say,

Aldrich set so
there.

Went

'Not
I

glamorous Myrna Loy was holding forth,
etc., etc' Why don't you marry the girl?"
she finishes.

"Maureen, you hurt

me when you

talk

like that," I tell her.
"Isn't it true?" she insists.
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it up personally instead of letting the publicity department do it for her.
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"You just make trouble
Edna May snaps. "Shall

for everybody."

answer

I

'phone?" she asks suddenly as

it

the
keeps ring-

ing.

"You might
"That's

just as well," Maureen says.
they're ringing. When they
you to answer that's when they

why

don't want

DENTYNE
DELICIOUS
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don't ring."

WOWVS MOST POPULAR LAXATIVE

EM

"And that's another thing,"
snaps
sharply, en route to the phone. "That sarcastic sarcasm of yours." She picks up the

SCIENT/F/CMLV

phone. "Hello— Yes— Miss Martha Aldrich?
minute, please—" she turns

—What?— One

Maureen. "It's New York calling."
York?" Maureen repeats in visible

to

"New

agitation.

"Yes," says

Edna May and

mouthpiece again, "Pardon

New York?— Thank you."
Maureen again, "It's New York, New York."

IMPROVED/
IX-LAX

MOW

BETTER

THAN

turns to the
York,
She turns to

me— New

Miss Oliver seems to be having troubles
with her lines as well as her niece (Maureen) so

EVER!

I

wave goodbye

to

Maureen and

proceed to the "Double Wedding" set, just
as she predicted. But the glamorous Myrna
Loy isn't working today and neither is the
suave William Powell, nor the juvenile
John Beal nor the beauteous Florence Rice.
In fact, nobody is working but about three
hundred extras and I don't think even the
director could tell you what they're supposed to be doing so I don't waste much
time there. I move over to the next stage.
"Love, Live and Learn" is in work here.
This stars Robert Montgomery and Rosalind Russell and has the snappiest dialogue
of the month. The stars have just been
married and Bob brings Rosie up about
five flights of stairs to his room. As they
reach the top of the stairway Rosalind,
somewhat out of breath, says, "I can't see
why people waste money climbing in
Switzerland when you can get the same
thing here— and so much better."
"Would you mind carrying me over the
threshold?"

Bob

asks plaintively.

woman's world," she sighs.
never seen any 'Women-At-Work'

a

"It's

"I've
signs on the roads," he protests, picking her
up and carrying her into the studio which

lighted only by the moonlight. Once inhe kisses her. Then he puts her down,
switch
and speaks
the light
goes
to
is

side,

it is. You asked for it."
snaps the switch on, revealing what is

severely: "Well, here

He

dump.

really a

Rosalind looks
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"And you

all

around before speak-

me

it wasn't nice!" she
expostulates, which just goes to show you
that LOVE is REALLY blind. "You tried
to sneak out of marrying ,me by lying,"
she goes on accusingly.
"For a girl like you it's squalor," Bob
laments.
"It's
nothing of the sort," she retorts
indignantly.
"Won't you walk into my squalor said
the spider to the fly," Bob paraphrases.
"Face the facts, Julie." He goes to a corner
of the room and draws aside a curtain revealing a two-burner gas ring and a
rickety icebox. "Your kitchen," he ex-

ing.

OVER

told

plains.
it's compact," she concedes. "At
won't have to wear myself out
trudging from the stove to the icebox."
He goes to another corner of the room
and opens a door revealing a small tub
encased in a wooden frame with a water
heater on the shelf above it. "Your bathroom. Part of it's just off the hall."

"Well,

least,

"It's

I

what

I'd

call

'The

Bathroom

Friendly,' " she enthuses.

Just then the door opens and Robert
Benchley lurches in. He motions Bob back
with a scornful gesture and walks with
to Miss Russell. Having
reached her, he takes her hand, bends down

supreme dignity
to kiss

it

and

falls flat

on

his face.

"Oscar," Bob commands, "get up."
think he's playing," Rosie
don't
"I
opines. "Who is he?"
"Well, he sort of lives here," Bob explains.

"Shall I get some water to throw on'
him?" she offers.
"Wouldn't do any good unless we decide

to drown him," Bob tells her, knowing Bob
—or Oscar, I mean— of old.
"Once more," the director calls, "and,
Rosie, this time try to get a little more

surprise into your face

when Mr. Benchley

enters."

When

the scene

finished

is

"What

say hello to Rosalind.

on

when Miss Loy

this set

demands

is

I go over to
are you doing
working?" she

word

to

in simulated surprise.

"She isn't working," I answer pettishly
and move on to the next set, there seeming
to be no limit to the "next sets" today.
This next one

is

a re-make of that old

"Madame X" which catapaulted
Ruth Chatterton and Raymond Hackett to
tear-jerker

playing the Madam
from a rendezvous
with a
hoping her husband isn't
home yet. But he is. And what's more, he's
waiting for her in her very own room when
she snaps on the light. Her doom is in his
eyes— she sees it there! (the script says).
"Come downstairs," he orders. "I want
to talk to you."
"No, Bernard," she says quietly— desperately, "I can't—not tonight."
fame. Gladys George

and she has

just
friend,

is

come

in

"Tonight— now," he insists harshly.
"tn the morning— when I'm able to," she
pleads desperately.

"Who

is this man, Jacqueline?" he asks,
tone deadly— even.
"Bernard— help me— please help me," she
whispers.
"Help you!" he echoes quietly. "It's all
I can do— not to kill you."
Her reaction to this surprises him. He
doesn't know she has just seen a murder.
"Who is he?" he insists.
"If it would make it any easier for you,
I'd tell you," she whispers, "but it wouldn't!
Only hurt you more— and I've hurt you
enough." He nods grimly and she continues: "I'm hurt, too. Horribly! But that
doesn't matter. It's you. If I made full confession—could you forgive me? It would
help you, too. Could you— a little bit?"
She is very eager and concentrated about
this. He looks at her a second. In his mind
is only the picture of her unfaithfulnesssome other man's arms about her. "Not the
slightest," he finally admits.
"Then I can't tell you," she says, utterly
crushed. "I can't tell you anything, if
there's no pity, Bernard. I need help."
"It's too late to ask for that," he mutters
with a gesture of disgust.
"Cut!" orders the director.
It seems strange one minute to see Miss
George pleading for her life almost and
the next minute, when the camera has
stopped turning, to see her saunter over
to a mirror, adjust her gown and give a pat
or two to her hair. But, for a woman, I
always say, while there's life there's make-

his

up and where

there's

make-up

GAY.
wish

I

could say "See

You Next Month"

but there's still-

Twentieth Century-Fox
There's more doing here than I like, too.
The most important, of course, is "In Old
Chicago." "You never come on the set of
a picture where I'm working, ivhen I'm
working," Andy Devine yaps as I make my
entrance. "I'm not in any more scenes today and you'll miss me again."
"All

right,"

I

agree,

"that's

break I've had today but as long

CREAM BASE

EVERY GBRL SHOULD REMEMBER

there's al-

ways hope.
Yeah, theres even another "Next Set."
This one is called "This Is My Wife" and
it features George Murphy and Josephine
Hutchinson. But I'm not going to tell you
about it because I see almost the end of
the picture and by the time you read this
you'll probably have seen it yourself. But
the scene I watch is really gay, Maizie,

I
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have to really watch you, I'll tell you what
I'll
do. You pick out a good scene from
youi script and I'll pretend I watched you

make

it."

a cad," Andy announces and
then adds hastily, "but I'll do it— for your
"You're

public's sake."
"Your public's sake

is what you really
mean, isn't it?" I counter.
"Shut up," says Andy, and turns to
Tyrone Power. "That's what comes of get-

ting intimate with writers."
So here is the scene I'm supposed to have
seen.
Clarence Wilson (a shyster Lawyer) and

Tyrone are walking down the

street

to-

courthouse. "The District Attorney said if you're worried, he'll lend us
some of his own witnesses to prove Mitch
hasn't been in Chicago in two years,"
Wilson laughs.
"That's the kind of prosecutor I like,"

wards

the

Tyrone agrees.
They turn into the courthouse yard and
Andy runs (that lummox running!) down
the steps to meet them. "It ain't fair," he
voice breaking in all directions.
"What's the matter?" Tyrone asks.

yells, his

"The

District Attorney,"

Andy

sore as hell, "And after we had
fixed, too!"
"What are you talking about?"

WAY
TO DESCRIBE

Andy

A GIRL

continues.
that

"What's
know.
"It

GIRL might just as well wear a tag when

just

means

it

ain't

can't expect people,

men

The smart modern

girl

knows

may be

that her

My

if you're still with me, you're
cover the other two sets on this
lot faster than three sets were ever covered.

going

in other ways.

she knows the quick easy

way

to give this care.
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to

there's "Look Out, Mr. Moto" and
blood begins to boil. The scene isn't
important but what makes me mad is this:

underarms need special

First

my

daily care. Soap and water alone are not enough.

And

triumphantly
out for me in

"Mr. Devine, it's super-colossal," I agree.
"Aw, gwan," says Andy, "you wouldn't
even know good acting if you saw Booth
and Mansfield rolled into one.

—

especially, to tolerate this in a

attractive she

Mum!

when

you're

after dressing,

harmless to clothing.

soothing to the skin, too.

You

can use

it

right after shaving the underarms.
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Andy

me

Tyrone's dressing room: "Ain't that a cute

For she is marked as a person unpleasant to be with
a
person to be avoided because she carries the ugly odor of underarm perspiration on her person and clothing.

no matter how

fixed,"

to

scene?"

people refer to her as "Oh, that girl!"

You

all

Tyrone

mean?" Tyrone wants

finishes sadly and turns to
as they finish acting it

girl,

him

demands, grabbing him roughly by the
arm.
"He went and fell down and broke his
ankle and he ain't here!" Andy squeals, his
voice rising to the upper regions.
"The fool!" Tyrone squawks. "Don't he
even know how to walk straight!"
"And the judge has appointed somebody
else to take his place— I don't know whom,"

A DEVASTATING

A

sputters,

Silver Screen

Irene Dunne and Cary Grant
are co-starring in "The Awful
in
Truth."
This
scene
is
the court room, but Cary
really needs a balcony here.

Norman Foster is directing it and he's done
a pretty good job of directing his first two
pictures. I've never yet seen an actor who
didn't want to be a director and when one
finally makes the grade you'd think the
others would pitch in and help him and
root for him. But, no! Peter Lone is all
right but the others, headed by Robert
Kent, are, in a nice, quiet little way of

their own making it just about as tough
for Norman as they can. When he calls for
a
rehearsal
they continue chatting as

though they hadn't heard him. When he
for a take one drifts off to fix his
make-up. When that one's make-up is fixed
another one goes. They don't all go at
once. Anything to throw him behind schedule. If they were stars it would be different
but there's no one in the cast of any imcalls

portance except in his own eyes.
The last picture on the lot, for which
God Save the King, is Eddie Cantor in "Ali

Baba Goes To Town." And this, too, for
which more thanks, is a silent shot. It is
the outside of the sultan's palace and Eddie
is sitting on some cushions with chains on
his hands and feet, which is what )ou
might call "The Jailers Friendly" when
they give you cushions to sit on. It's just
a close-up of Eddie and no dialogue. Louise
Hovick, nee Gypsy Rose Lee is on the set
but she isn't in the shot and there's no
indication she's going to do her specialty
so I leave with even more thanks.
Another month like this and I'll be in
a straitjacket. And no cracks.

Cashing In
Their

On

WHY

Fame

AREN'T BABIES

[Continued from page 51]

a-buying— just

like hot-cakes!),
and her
is a black orchid, which is actually
dark, greyish black in color and verytawny, and came clear from the uplands of
the headwaters of the Orinoco River in

latest

a

South America.
Greta Garbo's sideline is that of being
"landlady"— imagine paying your rent to
the great one! Anyhow, she owns several
model apartment houses in an industrial
section of Stockholm, Sweden, which are
principally rented to factory hands and
other working people at very low rentals.

Her part

in this rather surprising financial

came to light many weeks ago
the company, under the name of the

venture

when

Consumers'

Co-Operative Society, applied
for permission to issue stock.
Garbo, too, owns Hollywood property,

own home.

Neil Hamilton
to the fair Greta. Recently returning from a two-year stay in
England, Neil reported Garbo to be the
ideal tenant. He said that she iot only has
her rent check in the mail always well in
advance of the payment date, but she has
planted many lovely trees and flowers and
shrubs on the grounds, and built a high
and decorative wall about the estate. Of
course, her presence in the neighborhood
has not weakened the value of the neighborhood any!
John Boles' commercial tie-up is most
unusual. He operates a big chicken ranch
in his spare time and you can sometimes
see him making a personal delivery of eggs
at the market at La Cienega and Beverly
boulevards! Into each carton goes a little
printed slip carrying Boles' picture and the
name of the next film in which he will
appear! Cute, eh?
Investing most of her huge earnings
wisely in Government bonds, Mae West
also has bought a vast hoard of diamonds,
believing them to be a good investment.
But in doing so she has virtually become
a diamond expert, and has often been told

but

owns

not
it

her

and rents

it

BORN WITH BLACKHEADS

?

7 out of 10 women blame their skin for blockheads,
when they should blame their cleansing method

Everywhere

I

go

hear

I

women

say "Oh! well,

do about it,
kind of skin."

there's nothing I can

I

guess

I

was born with this
They're referring, of course, to hateful,
mocking, stubborn blackheads. But stop a
minute and ,think Did you ever see a baby
with blackheads? Of course not. Then where
do those blackheads come from?
These blemishes are tiny specks of dirt
which become wedged in your pores.
!

How do
It's

smooth on enough to cover your face and
neck. At the very first touch your skin will
perk up. Why? Because my cream is a cooling, soothing, refreshing cleanser.

When you
to see

sign this

down

you may be shocked
But it's a
penetrating cream goes after deep-

dirt that

turn mail

sad but true, blackheads take root because

your cleansing methods fail. You know you
can't wash blackheads away. And they only
laugh at your surface cleanser. The longer
these blackheads stay in your skin, the blacker

and more noticeable they grow.

it off,

the cloth looks.

causes those blackheads.

Write now for your free supply
Just send

they start?

wipe

how grimy

I

me

the coupon today, and by re-

will

send you my generous

of Lady Esther Face Cream.

tube

gift

you
Face Powder free, so y ou
can see which is your most flattering color —
see how Lady Esther Face Cream and Face

all

ten shades of

I'll

also send

my

r

Powder work together to give you perfect skin
smoothness. Mail me the coupon today.

Switch to a Penetrating Cream

See with your own eyes, the amazing improvement in your skin when a cream really penetrates the dirt in your pores.
Let me send you, free and postpaid, a generous tube of Lady Esther Four Purpose Face
Cream, so that you can prove every statement
I make. It is an active cream. It's penetrating,
because

it

the results.

penetrates pore-dirt.

You can

You can

(
I

.

I

Please send

me

a free supply of

111.

Lady Esther Four

Purpose Face Cream; also all ten shades of your
Face Powder, free and postpaid.
„

„

........

„

City

feel the difference.
I

Silver Screen

on a penny postcard)

Name

see

your free supply of cream arrives,

this

Address

|

When

You can paste

Lady Esther, 2062 Ridge Ave., Evanston,

State

„
(If vent live in

Canada,

irritr

„

Lady Esther.

Toronto. Ontario}

LIT
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by professional gem appraisers that they
would engage her in that capacity any

Mae

time.

gems and

loves all

is

RELIEVES
TEETHING PAINS

seriously

thinking of opening a smart jewelry store
when she eventually retires from the screen.

Deanna Durbin and Jane Withers both
draw nice royalty checks from lines of
dresses named after them. Shirley Temple's
income from the dolls, dresses, books, hats,
gloves, socks, undies and hair ribbons bearing her name amounts to something like
$5,000 a week, which is really something
if you ask us!
Johnny Weissmuller and Lupe Velez own
and operate the surf board concession at
the Catalina Isthmus, and have two Hono-

Mtr> * *

-i

lulu beach boys to teach the art of keeping
an upright position while riding the waves.

Edmund Lowe

raises grapes

on

his

HEN your baby suffers from teething pains, just rub a few drops of Dr.
Hani's Teething Lotion on the sore,
tender, little gums and the pain will
be relieved in one minute.
Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is the
prescription of a famous baby specialist, contains no narcotics and has
been used by mothers for over fifty

big

ranch and sells them by the ton; Lewis
Stone and Paul Muni both own citrus
orchards at Encino, Muni owning also a
bumper crop of walnuts; Spencer Travey's
avocadoes bring him in a good sum, and
Louise Fazenda yearly markets a tremendous crop of oranges and lemons.
Randolph Scott owns and operates by
remote control large orchard and cotton

RUBY KEELER,

popular dancing screen star

Names "Y" Her

Favorite

Ruby

interests in the South, and has a part ownership in one of Virginia's most profitable

years. One bottle is usually enough for
one baby for the entire teething period.

horse-breeding establishments.
Gloria Stuart, long loving the field of
newspaper work, has been quietly buying

JUST RUB IT ON THE GUMS

a Northern California newspaper to which
she will someday retire in the role of publisher when she feels her film work is

DR.HAND'S

ended. Meanwhile, her brother operates the
paper and reports to her regularly.
Ralph Bellamy and Charles Farrell
joined hands and started, as a sideline, The
Racquet' and Tennis Club at Palm Springs.
It was more of a gag than anything else.

Buy Dr. Hand'sfrom your druggist today

Keeler tries both powders in plain
white boxes. She likes both, but prefers
"Y" the new MAVIS, mildly scented.
Other lovely stars choose "X " the original
MAVIS, fully scented.

But that was

MAVIS

the discovery that she was
a cosmetician of expert rating— and so she
opened a smart cosmetic shop to put her
champagne cold creams on the market.
With her business ability, she'll probably

—

—

your skin like a glamorous
clings for
face powder. Spreads evenly
hours leaves a bewitching fragrance that
flatters

—

lasts/

MAVIS

safeguards

—

summer

daintiness

and makes clothes slip on much more
NEW! MILDLY SCENTED MAVIS

easily.

Created for the woman who prefers a subtly
perfumed talcum. 33-hole needle-spray top
showers body with light film of powder more
effectively than old-fashioned powder puffs.

PURITY TESTs In a test with ten well known
face powders, MAVIS talcum was found to
be finer in texture and smoother on the skin,
than seven out of ten face powders. Get your
MAVIS today at your favorite store.

Profits

years back. Today,
to find themselves
in possession of a $100,000 business.
In experimenting to find an ideal cold
several

imagine their surprise

cream

own

for her

use,

Constance Bennett

made

suddenly

up a million!
Conrad Nagel owns a food market and
once in a while, for a lark, he personally
waits on his customers! Bebe Daniels owns
a beauty parlor and an exclusive dress shop.
clear

And

Charles Bickford

still

retains

an

cash with

his

specializes

in

from

this,

store on
toy model

he has

Hollywood which
airplanes. Apart

another sideline

that's

to us recently that he is
working upon a radio-controlled flying
bomb which can be hurled against any
target within a radius of 50 miles, thus
making America invulnerable. Incidentally,'
he has been playing with the idea for several years and a goodly slice of the profit

revealed

he gets out of his latest film, "The Great
Gambini," will go into future experimentation which he believes will later bring

him

in great revenue.

No

matter

Hollywood

how young

star, it

special sideline.

ginia

Management

BECOME AN EXPERT
IN ACCOUNTING
demand for skilled bookkeepers and accountants
— The
men and women who really know their business — unrecording
is

ceasing. Business is in constant need of expert
and interpretation of matters relating^to Auditing, Cost

Accounting, Business Law, Organization, Management,
Finance. Men and women who prove their qualifications
are rapidly promoted to responsible positions earn real
salaries. The range is from §2,000 to §10,000 a year—even
to higher income-figures.

—

known.

He

Plans for

-!

in-

terest in his "ladies lingerie" business.
Reginald Denny makes a lot of spare

little

Weidler

Even
is

or

seems they

how
all

old your
have their

small, 8-year-old Vira business woman

also

with a sideline. For example:
"Buy a chance for a dime?" she recently
asked director Frank Lloyd on a set at

Paramount.
"A chance for what?" Lloyd wanted to
know.
This stumped Virginia, but not for long.
"Oh, for a lot of money," she vouchsafed.

"How much money?" insisted Lloyd.
"Depends on how much I collect today,"
Virginia replied with withering scorn.
Virginia won. Lloyd paid. But the payoff is not yet!
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Teething Lotion
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Send for Free Book

—

9

"Accountancy^ the Profession that Pays*
Why let others walk away with the better jobs when

in your home and in spare time you can equip yourself
for a splendid future in this profitable profession?
Preliminary knowledge of bookkeeping is unnecessary.
Our free book fully explains how we train you from the
ground up, according to your individual needs. Low cost;
easy terms.
,
,
Accountancy and
The facts about LaSalle training
the opportunities in this highly profitable field are clearly
outlined in a 64-page book which LaSalle will send you
will
to increase your
free. If you have the urge and the

m

income, clip and mail the coupon

NOW.

LaSalle Extension
Dept. 10419-HR

BusiJ^Traimng
Chicago

I would welcome details of your salary
increasing plan, together with copy of
Accountancy, the Profession that
Pays," all without obligation.

*'

Higher Accountancy
Other LaSalle Opportunities:
If

more interested in one of the
below, check and mail now.
Business Management
Business Correspondence
Modern Salesmanship n L aw— Degree of LL. B.
Expert Bookkeeping.
p Business English
Effective Speaking
C. P. A. Coaching

fields

Name
Present Position.

Address

AND READY TO GO
SURE YOU'RE WEARING

D UP
BE

GLAZ O'S .yf/lis^'?/^
tllll.

When

Rubinoff played his violin
Can't Have Everything," the audience was glad

"You

in

to see the celebrated radio

mu-

The screen welcomes any
artist who can do his stuff, and
even forgives a ibit of mugging.
sician.

It's

A

Man's World

[Continued from, page 30]
other hand, the patrician Mr. Tone sailed
into his stooge role with complete abandon,
making a royal idiot of himself and consequently stealing the picture (not that it

was worth

stealing).

You can't play comedy if you're afraid
of making yourself look ridiculous. Remember Carole Lombard galumphing across
the screen, dripping wet, screeching "Godfrey loves me!" Her new picture, "Nothing
Sacred," gives full play to Carole's peculiar
flair for making fun of her more stately
sisters, their soulful expressions and dramatic poses.
Patsy Kelly, queen of low comediennes,

has

a dancer's expressive body. There is
in her belligerent stance.
Miriam Hopkins, most expert at light
comedy, has never bungled a comic situation by worrying about her glamour, since
her first success as the prim princess of
"Smiling Lieutenant," maidenly but very

humor simply

eager.

Jean Harlow had all the instincts of the
comedienne. Her best characteriza-

Natural.

true

"Redheaded Woman," "Red
Dust," and "China Seas," were vigorous
and straightforward sketches of a very real
tions,

in

andfon^-wcafr/iy "ty/sizo

type, with delightful touches of satire.
It is not only comic portrayals that are

Hollywood actress's desire to be glamorous on all occasions. Any violent emotion is bound to
muss up your face. Most pretty young stars
express terror with wide, rounded eyes or
cry with drooping mouth and a few crystal

hindered

by

the

drops sparkling

ydoe^nt^de of f/t/c/u/if

average

down

their unruffled faces.
of film
actresses, is not beautiful when her features
are distorted by terror or crumpled with
tears. And the reality of her emotion goes
right to our hearts.
the lucky wretches— are free to
flaunt the individuality of their plain,

But Sylvia Sidney, most beautiful

Men—

handsome or ugly mugs before the
But women, as usual, are sternly

lens.

regi-

mented.
This preoccupation with conventional
beauty is partly responsible for the incessant begging for sympathy that weakens
feminine characterization. No actress, from

Among them

bound

there are

to be the perfect colors for you ... to
ter

your

own

your chosen

fabrics.

Watch your hands bloom
exciting beauty! Discover

Memorable Moment
that
FOR
Occasion demanding your most glamthat

.

.

.

orous gown, your carefulest grooming,
let

one of Glazo's "Misty"

nail polish

colors climax your charm.

how

flat-

skin-tone, to blend with

sure of yourself

you

into new,

how
feel

poised,
.

.

you are looking your
liest. Wearing Glazo's misty, smoky
scious that

con-

.

lovetints,

you're Right to your Fingertips!

Smooth

as a debutante's chat-

Choose one of these debonair
new shades .. .Thistle, Old Rose,
Russet and Suntan, Rust, Dahlia,

that thrifty 2 5 -cent bottle goes

Imperial Red, or Shell, Flame,

as easily, as perfectly, as the

GLAZO
Silver Screen

ter is Glazo. Its satin lustre does

not fade or peel; the

last

drop in

on

first.

ntcu&e
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THIS

the great star to the little ingenue, would
hesitate to play a lady of easy morals or a
heartless coquette— provided the woman's
character never shows in her face.

NEWS-WAY

•

TREATMENT HAS PUT
ON SOLID POUNDS

SKINNY
PEOPLE
Rich red Wood, necessary
to properly nourish and
build up every part of the
is

especially

pro-

moted by this new discovery where iron is needed.
A healthy digestion which

gets ALL the good out of
your food requires an adequate supply of Vitamin
B This new discovery

supplies this element.

Normal, regular elimination to remove poisons
and thereby promote
health and growth calls
for adequate Vitamin B.
This is the third purpose.

QUICK GAINS of 10 to 25 lbs.

REPORTED WITH NEW
IRONIZED YEAST
thousands of
NOW
skinny, rundown men

and women can say goodbye to bony angles and
unsightly hollows that
rob them of natural attractiveness. For with
this new easy 3-way

Scientists

Human

"Of

Bondage" were marked in
Both actresses can

be thoroughly charming; but they did not
mar these two great performances by insistence on looking beautiful and lovable.
Among the smaller parts, the tendency
to slight feminine characterization is even

more

noticeable.

Aline

McMahon

From

all her screen roles,
has had just one truly
worthy of her rare ability Lily in "Ah,
Wilderness," a subtle and gracious portrait,
concentrating into brief footage a delicate
blend of humor and compassion.
One group of film players is dominated
by women— the younger set of juveniles.
Hollywood has no quintet of young actors
to match Frances Dee, Maureen O'Sullivan,
Claire Trevor, Frances Farmer and Ida
The pretty he-ingenues, and
Lupino.
square-jawed nonentities so often teamed
with these girls, are put to shame by the
easy performances and characterful as well
as lovely faces of their feminine partners.
Of course, we must remember that the

whom She Likes!"
— said Thackeray. This great
author knew the power of women — better than most women
do. Men are helpless in the hands
of women who really know how
to handle them. You have such

actresses

were

—

FR
with new

good

Just to get acquainted
customers, le will beautifully enlarge one snapshot negative
(film) to 8x10 inches FREE if you
enclose this ad with 10c for return
mailing. Information on hand tinting
in natural colors sent immediately.
Your negative will be returned with
your free enlargement. Send it today.

—

GEPPERT STUDIOS
You Can Regain

idea

But the

discovered

what

goes

on in

brilliant actresses of

a

TOO FAT for years
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STYLISH CLOTHES"

the start, felt fine when taking RE-DUCE-OIDS. Now it
is a pleasure to wear all the new fashions!" Mrs. W. B.
Smith of Lyons Station. Pa., writes: "I lost 34 lbs., 5 lbs.
the first week." Mrs. Gladysse Ryer, Registered Nurse of
Dayton writes of losing 47 lbs. with very satisfactory results. Miss Elnora Harden of Merion, Pa., reports reducing 30 lbs. Miss Loretta Lee of the Southside Chamber
of Commerce, Los Angeles, and many others write of their
remarkable success with RE-DUCE-OIDS, the easy way.

easy->

IMPORTANT!

test

stores
for 3

—

USE COUPON.

FREE offer!

of Ironized Yeast tablets at mice, cut out the seal on the
box and mail it to us with a clipping of this paragraph.
will send you a fascinating new book on health. "New
Facts About Your Body." Remember, results with the very
first package
or money refunded. At all druggists. Ironized Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 2610, Atlanta, Ga.

We

Beware of cheap substitutes.
Be sure you get the genuine Ironized YeasU

—

if results
or MONEY BACK IN FULL
do not please you. Sold at leading drug and department
If your dealer is out send $2 for 1 package or $5
packages direct to us. Currency, Money Order.
Stamps ... or we will ship C.O.D. and your postman
will collect on delivery. Plain wrapper, no embarrassment.

SATISFACTION

—

To start thousands building up their health right away,
we make this absolutely FREE offer. Purchase a package

Positively NO Dinitrophenol. Pleasant to
RE-DUCE-OIDS have been sold by leading

take. Genuine
stores for 22 years.

with the very first package of Ironized Yeast, you
don't begin to eat better and get more enjoyment and
better, with
benefit from your food
if you don't feel
more strength, pep and energy if you are not convinced
that Ironized Yeast will give you the pounds of normally
attractive flesh you need your money will be promptly
refunded. So get Ironized Yeast tablets today.

If,
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Don't put up with ugly fat, so often due to causes which
can be controlled. Try this modern way to reduce without
starvation diets or strenuous exercise. This method supplies
a needed substance often lacking for the control of reducible fat. Why not do as thousands of other now slender,
happy women have done? Read what Mrs. L. R. Scliulze.
of Jackson, Mich., writes: "After being overweight for
years I tried RE-DUCE-OIDS and lost 55 lbs.! I look
ten years younger!" From Crandon, Wise., Mrs. Porter
Tyler writes: "I reduced 67 lbs., and felt better right from

of the skinniest, scrawniest people quickly to gain normally attractive curves, natural development and peppy health.

—
WARNING:

lbs.

"NOW CAN m&R

little Ironized Yeast tabwhich have helped thousands

Special

^

*Then Reduced

•

to-take

—

you

EASY
WAY!

tested and retested biologically,
to insure full vitamin strength.

money-back

if

Hollywood

trated to 7 times their strength
in ordinary yeast! This 7-power
vitamin concentrate is then combined with 3 kinds of strengthbuilding iron (organic, inorganic
arid hemoglobin iron). Pasteurized English ale yeast and other
tonic ingredients are then added.
Finally,
for
your protection,
every batch of Ironized. Yeast is

this

Speech,

—

feminine

medicinal properties.
Now by a new process, the
this
vitamins from
imported
English ale yeast are concen-

Make

Perfect

by physicians. Full information concerning correction of stammering: ~ent free. No obligation. Benjamin
N. Bogue, Dept. 571, Circle Tower, Indianapolis, Ind.

daily food. One of the richest
sources of Vitamin B is the special yeast used in making English ale. world- renowned for its

new

Dept. 447,

Des Moines, Iowa

Send today for beautifully illustrated book entitled
"DON'T STAMMER," which describes the Bogue
Unit Method for the scientific correction of stammering and stuttering. Method successfully used at
Bogue Institute for 36 years since 1901. Endorsed

not get enough yeast vitamin
(Vitamin B) and iron in their

result is these

—

'STAMMER

won't get a real chance to catch up with
the actors until we haul down all the unfoolish old conventions that block
fair,
the women's way.

many are thin and rundown simply because they do

The

ENLARGEMENT

founded on

heart.

tliat

lets

'

powers. You can develop and use them to win a
husband, a home and happiness. Read the secrets
of "Fascinating Womanhood" a daring book which
shows how women attract men by using the simple
laws, of man's psychology.
Don't let romance and love pass you by. Send us
only 10c and we will send you the booklet entitled
"Secrets of Fascinating Womanhood"
an interesting synopsis of the revelations in "Fascinating
Womanhood.™ Sent in plain wrapper.
Psychology Press, Dept 86-K, St. Louis, Mo.

ranks of the all important people behind
the stars are also dominated by men. Hollywood has women directors and many
women scenario writers, but our sex is definitely in the minority in this field. Looking back at such a film as "The Black
Legion," and comparing the magnificent
depth of realism in the speech and actions
of its masculine characters with the slightly
stilted scenes given to its women, we might
conclude that men just don't understand
how women think and feel.
Yet a majority of the screen's finest per-

by

.

Hayes' Leora Arroiusmith. I hate to admit
have a pretty
it, but some men do seem to

builds

have

in

characters created by men. Look at Katharine Hepburn's Alice Adams and Helen

—

it

and

formances

treatment, hosts of people who never could gain
an ounce before have put
on pounds of solid, normally good-looking flesh
in just a few weeks!

Why

an exception, the shallowChatterton's Fran Dodsworth
the flabby soul of Bette Davis' Mildred
as

Ruth

every line of their faces

THOUSANDS

body,

However,
ness of

"A Woman may Marry

Alice Faye dressed in the fashion of 1870 for a scene in "In
Old Chicago," which has Ty-

rone
in

Power and Don Ameche
The story concast.

the

that
affair
love
the
cerns
started the great Chicago fire!

Silver

Screen

Dept. S3710
American Medicinal Products Inc.
746 Sansome Street, San Francisco. Calif.
Please send me. ..... .packages of RE-DUCE-OIDS
Will pay postman
Payment enclosed

Name

•

Address
City

State

Wicked

But Not So

[Continued from page 29]

Rathbone

2|£

noted for his suave tones.

is

YOUR THROtf*

As gentle and as courtly oft the screen as
they are deadly on, each is endowed with
a love for nature that is surpassed by no
other quality. Ciannelli spends all his time
between pictures in the open, either at
the beach or tramping through the hills,
and Rains and Rathbone both are confirmed hikers.
Characterized, too, by dark and piercing
eyes, and faces revealing dynamic personalities, whenever either of these three flash
on the screen he completely commands the
attention of the audience. There is something about them that instantly causes
spectators to view them in another light
than that focused upon the other players,
and in this individuality lies one of the
secrets of their respective success.
Ask Ciannelli whether he prefers the
stage or the screen, villainy or comedy, and
he replies, blandly
"I like work." By
that, he means the role's the thing. He
wants to act, and he doesn't care in which
.

medium

may

it

only

stipulation

be.
.

.

.

.

He
.

insists

the

role

upon one
must be

meaty. In this respect, he is borne out
by Rains and Rathbone.
To converse with these men, the interviewer finds Rains both reticent and explosive, and inclined to be shy. He talks
with bombastic candor, as a rule; again,
almost in monosyllables. Rathbone is the
very reverse ... he speaks in polished tones
and words flow from his mouth with amazing rapidity. For his part, Ciannelli still
retains his Italian accent, but his words
are deeply convincing. Comparisons again
each possesses the knack of compelling
the listener to hang onto his words,
whether he will or not.
The future looms lustrously for this trio
of players. Each a consummate actor, they
already are firmly entrenched in the minds
of motion picture audiences as villains par
excellence
and whenever they appear
on the screen their presence is greeted with
a feeling akin to horror. And that, my
friends, is the highest tribute that may be
paid to an actor's ability!
.

.

GET HOLD
OF KGDLS
Smoke 'em pack after pack
.
menthol
adds a grand, refreshing
the
or as a change-off brand
flavor, yet it's so mild it never spoils the full-bodied tobacco
goodness of this fine Turkish-Domestic blend. Get hold of KGDLS
and save those coupons
good in the United States for
They're soothing to your throat.
.

.

.

To

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

handsome premiums. Yes, cartons carry
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., Box 599,

useful,

extra coupons.
Louisville,

Ky.

TUNE IN Tommy Dorsev's Orch. & Morton Bowe.
NBC Blue Network, Fridays 10 P. M., E. S. T.
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Play

Is

The Thing

[Continued from page

25]

to her secluded home in
to play there. Carole Lombard's

unknown come
Brentwood

cannily made chums of professional whiz
Alice Marble and Alice's coach Eleanor
Tennant; that shows Carole's plenty smart!
Occasionally she sweeps over to Claudette
Colbert's fancy court for a glamour-girl gettogether. But Claudette's helpless before
those fast ones of the Lombard.
Badminton, tennis with a feather for
your ball, is rapidly gaining new recruits.
The Tones are Hollywood's most promisingexponents. Joan has only to glance at an
airy shuttlecock and her sporting blood's
aflame. She's going to get that feather over
or else. She and Franchot practice diligently on week nights so that over the
week-end they can run their guests ragged.
One Sunday the terrible Tone, bounding
like a Tartar from the Steppes, let Madge
Evans beat him. But Madge discovered
afterwards that he was just being gallant.
When he trounced Robert Taylor, probably
Hollywood's second-best badminton player,
Madge's face began to go into a violent

SAVE COUPONS

.

Lamp, 20" high. White porcelain base,
parchment shade.
400 coupons

linen

.

.

.

.

MANY HANDSOME NEW PREMIUMS

FREE. Write for illustrated 28-page
B & W premium booklet, No. 14

Zippo

lighter: wind-guard. Satin chro-

mium. Plain or 3

initials

RALEIGH CIGARETTES. ..NOW AT POPULAR PRICES... ALSO CARRY B &
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She Owes Her

GUARD AGAINST

Popularity to
LOVELY BLONDE HAIR
Here's a new way to INSTANTLY gain for
yourself beautiful, radiant blonde hair
soft, lustrous hair that will win the admiration of your friends. Now, (easily
safely) in 5 to 15 minutes
at home
you can lighten your hair to any flattering
shade of blondeness you desire. Simply use
HAIR
the
Method. Brightens your hair immediately.

—
—
—

—

LINES

LIGHTENER —

LECHLER'S INSTANTANEOUS
New Cinema Cream

AROUND YOUR EYES

LECHLER'S, an

antiseptic white cream, lightens hair only
where applied. Not a liquid bleach Does not run to hair ends and
so cannot .streak! And LECHLER'S permits you to have a per!

manent wave always!

FREE

ALTERNATE OFFER

See for yourself how

Send

your

LECHLER LABORATORIES

Tflcu/fiMtiie,

Jpetial

EYE CREAM

I

560 Broadway, Dept. SU-2, New York,

N. Y.

DIAMOND

IMPORTED
SIMULATED

Vcc
I T|
IV

To introduce Hollywood's NEWEST Or izaba Mexican Diamond

reproductions. Dazzling, Brilliant, full of
Blazing Eire
(worn by Movie Stars). We
will send a
Kt. Simulated Brazilian
Diamond, mounted in Solid Gold effect
Ring as illustrated
(looks like $150. Gem)
for this ad and 15c. Address today'
FIELD'S
CO.— Dept. SU-510
S. Hill St., Los Angeles, Calif. (2 for 25c)

Aids in counteracting dry condition of skin
around the eyes which causes wrinkles,
crows-feet, etc. Smooths, softens and refines texture of skin.

The

—
1

—

A rich cream contain-

ing the precious vitamin

show

our

—

—

DIAMOND

"D".

and worst signs of age or fatigue
more definitely and quickly in the

first

their traces

Work

tender area around the eyes.

Eye wrinkles, lined eyecrows-feet, puffiness and circles are apt to make
their appearance early in this region. These tender and
sensitive skin tissues lose their natural oils much more
quickly than any other facial area.

Start $1260 to $2100 a Year

MEN—WOMEN.
sufficient.

Common

Rochester, N. Y.

LEG SORES?
WHYsufferpainandmiseryot Varicose Ulcers,
Varicose Veins, Open Leg Sores, Milk or Fever Leg? Send
away at once for FREE Booklet— "THE LI EPE
OF
TREATMENT. "Tellsall about this 40-year-old
method, praised and endorsed by thousands. Lie pe Methods,
Dept. K- 14, 3284 N. Green Bay Ave., Milwaukee, Wisconsin

^UNDEVELOPED?
15 LBS.l

DEVELOP

METHOD

WOMEN WANTED

3 IN.!

Wonderful new method really reaches basic

—

starting development. Vitalizing,
concentrated food powder completes results.
5 * Amazing results Beautiful flesh, complete develop5 £ merit. Guaranteed. Testimonials arriving every
on day. You need be undeveloped no longer. Write:
trouble,

$8 to $12 weekly Address and
Mail free .samples for national
Advertiser. Free details.

!

The Star Developing System,

for free

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. G264.

HOME

GAIN

education

Write immediately

32-page book, with list of positions
and full particulars telling how to
get them.

Maybelline Eye Cream, unlike ordinary facial creams
is especially designed for the care and preservation of
the youthful appearance of the skin around the eyes.
The fine, rich, blended oils contained in this cream are
highly beneficial to this area, and there is the added
benefit of "sunshine" element in wonderful vitamin
"D". Start giving your eyes this youthifying treatment today with Maybelline Eye Cream!
Introductory sizes obtainable at 10c stores.

for

"Uncle Sam"

lids,

HARBOR MERCHANDISE

Iron Mountain, Mich.

CO.,

100-P Park, Hartford, Conn.

SONG POEMS WANTED
Free

chas. McNeil
Ness

—

— —

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
4153-V South Van

fun to write short stories, articles, novels, plays, etc.
profitable, too, as witness the accomplishments of
our students. If you have the urge to write and want to
start
you will be interested in our book CAREERS IN
WRITING absolutely FREE. CAREERS IN WRITING
deals exhaustively with every phase of the writing field,
and indicates the money-making opportunities in each.
Send a post-card today, requesting your free copy. Write
promptly!

— and

Examination. Send Your Poems To

j.

FIR TO WRITE!

IT'S
It's

TO BE SET TO MUSIC
Los Angeles, Calif.

U. S.
20 West 60th St.

SCHOOL OF WRITING
Dept. 23

New York

one

in hers. Miss Stanwyck is Miss
ford's rival for this particular crown.

City

Needlessly, Try This

KILLED PERMANENTLY

Treatment FREE
No matter what your age or occupa-

From face or body without harm
^to skin, by following easy directions. Our electrolysis device is

used by physicians and is guaranteed to hill hair forever or money
refunded. Your electric current
not used. Only $1.95 complete.
Prepaid or C.O.D. plus postage.
Electrolysis Co., 10-M, 2675 Broadway,

C .infield

you have piles in any form
FREE sample of Page's
and you will bless the day you
read this. Write today. E. R. Page Co.,
520-C3, Page Bldg., Marshall, Mich.
tion,

if

write for a

k

Pile Tablets

New

York City

won't attempt this game at
a natural at

A great deal of swimming has naturally
been going on in the select star pools. At
the Tones none of the company has ever
demonstrated the grace and deftness of
Joan herself. She swims ten lengths daily,
employing the most perfect overhand I've
seen; except when you beg her to show olf
she invariably wants to show how she can
float!
But with Johnny Weissmuller in
Hollywood there isn't any choice as to
who's tops* in swimming. Buster Crabbe's
obviously the runner-up. Eric Rhodes is
third. Strangely, Eric read of Weissmuller 's
ability and swore to transform himself from
a weak, puny fellow into a well-built swimmer. Eric, in his campaign, now has swum
ten miles steadily in the Pacific; he's been
tackling the Salton Sea's fifteen miles. The
chemicals in the water of this inland sea,
plus its extremely low altitude and savage
currents, have stumped him so far. But

watch out, Weissmuller! Norma Shearer is
Joan Crawford's one peer among our lady
swimmers. Norma's spent the summer at
Lake Arrowhead among the pines, and
with no studio to distract her she's pushed
up her speed in the Australian crawl until
now she shoots through the water. She
might train with Bette Davis, who was
once a lifeguard and who went to the
beach for the summer and wound up with
sunstroke just like a novice!
Bowling, for example, is swell for waistslimming. Virginia Field has the edge on
the actresses, for she's been dropping in at
the Beverly-Wilshire Alley more often than
Patricia Ellis, Ginger Rogers, and Alice
Faye. When these girls vie I'm putting my
cash on Virginia to win, place and show—
with the tape measure as well as with the
score. She's carefully acquired a flair for
knocking over the pins that even worries
Tyrone Power. He says that it'll be a
dismal day when a woman bowls better
than a man. He bowls there on Wilshire
Boulevard two evenings each week; but
James Dunn is still the niftiest and Allan
Lane outshines Tyrone so far. Freddie
March and John Howard have yielded to
him, however. "When you can give that
certain

68

M-G-M,

to

wrist,"

you

Jaynes,
is

sighs

Tyrone,

feel!"

youthful

singing

star

at

one of the champion bowlers of

is

Tom Mix in kid's clothing—
Jane Withers giving the glamour

jump and

gallop.

On

an aquaplane it's Weissmuller, with
Allan Jones runner-up. It's twenty miles
between Hollywood and Catalina Island,
but that's nothing to them. At croquet, in
you're

not

quite

so

energetic,

it's

Glenda Farrell for the ermine. She pulled
that old one about fun being fun, but a

SUPPORTS
for

the

the film colony.
Jackie Searle is trying to argue George
O'Brien into putting on a riding meet.
While Victor McLaglen, and George, and
Ray Milland and Joel McCrea are all exceptional horsemen, riding at the Riviera
Club out towards the sea, little Jackie has
taken more ribbons than any of his elders.

case

Remedy

of

satisfaction

the grin! Jackie's her knight and
wears her colors and with true feminine
guile she's requested that he teach her how

ARCH

a Dr. Scholl Foot Comfort Appliance or

flick

"what a

girls

—

is

all because he
and he hates being

beat.

and

Arthritic or rheumatic-like pain in the feet or legs; tired, aching feet,
fatigue, sore heels and callouses
all are symptoms of weak arches
Dr. Scholl's Arch Supports relieve pain caused by strain of
the muscles and ligaments by giving a firm uplift. They are
molded to your feet and soon restore the arches to normal.
Expertly fitted and adjusted at Shoe and Dept. Stores everywhere. For FREE booklet,writeDr.Scholl's,Dept. l6,Chicago.

DrScholls

it

He's another

ARTHRITIS? WEAK ARCHES!

There

With

acting temporarily in London, what
about inviting the Dick Powells over, Joan?
There's such a twosomeness about badminton. Gale Sondergard has special bleachers
built around her court and Dick Aden

Betty

DON'T SUFFER

HAIR KILLED FOREVER

Craw-

Bob

isn't

INSTANTANEOUS

•Special Application Brush" PLUS this
sensational gill
FREE! A
beautiful mirror case containing '"SilverCray Cinema Eye Shadow" (value SI)
Hollywood b newest eye ma be- tin (or blondes.
MaiUd poilpaid in plain sfsW urrappn.

hair.

with

for

HAIR LIGHTENER and receive
ABSOLUTELY

looking blonde
SEND NO MONEY! Write
today for 36-page booklet, "The
New Art of Lightening Hair"
no obligation.
lovely natural

v

no*
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blush. She's still inclined to swallow hard
every time she remembers how she defeated Franchot.
As might be expected, since Bob has a
net in his backyard Barbara Stanwyck has

Every

Common

Foot Trouble

Silver Screen

girl can't

laugh

all

the time.

Projections

Jeanette

MacDonald

[Continued from page

23]

role in a child act he was forming.
(At the time "child acts" were the thing.)
Mr. MacDonald "was rather secretly proud
of his talented little daughter so he gave
his consent for Jeanette, accompanied by
her mother, to go on tour with the "act"

donna

which was composed

of

two

girls

and four

boys.

The tour was a big success but came fall
and Jeanette had to go back to school
again, where she became captain of the
girls' baseball team and spent her afternoons batting out home runs and perfecting

her

school.

soft

But of

shoe technique at dancing
all her lessons she preferred

her singing lessons.
In the summer of her fourteenth year
her father took her to New York to visit
Blossom, who was already a professional
dancer, and while there Blossom arranged
for her little sister to "try-out" before the
great Ned Wayburn. "What can you do?"
Wayburn asked the little girl all done up
in her sister's sealskin coat. "I can sing,"
said Jeanette and proceeded to do so. But
she had barely completed the first verse of
a popular song when Wayburn interrupted
with, "Better go into your dance, child.
You aren't going to go far as a singer."
That was the most depressing thing that
had ever been said to Jeanette, and then
and there she swore that Mr. Wayburn
would some day have to eat those words,
and that she would become a singer if it
was the last thing she ever did.

.

,

.

.

Brian Aherne and Olivia de Havilland with Director

James Whale (center) and Andy Kelly, a scribe,
off-stage during the making of "The Great Garrick." The costume cycle is still very popular.
an umbrella if there was a cloud in the
and was never more than a few feet
away from her mother, she was called
"Elsie Dinsmore of the Night Boat," a
name that stuck with her for quite a long
time. Finally, fired by a fresh assistant
stage manager who told her to "go back
to your church socials, you'll never make

But for the nonce she became a dancer,
a comedienne dancer, in one of Mr. Wayburn's shows, and finally landed in the
chorus, second row, of her first musical

sky,

comedy "Night Boat," which had

a long
Rochester. She hopefully understudied the prima donna and everybody
in the show, but the entire cast was disgustingly healthy and Jeanette never had
a chance to rush in at the last moment and
save the show.
Because she wore cotton stockings, carried

run

in

(seems as if Jeanette made a
out of a number of people) Jeanette
next got herself a minor part in the famous
"Irene musical play, and continued there

an actress"
lie

'

...
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—
throughout its Chicago run.
At eighteen she was a sensation as a
dancer in "The Magic Ring" on Broadway.
In "Tip Toes" she got .$350 weekly for her

No more cotton stockings and blue
and dowdy umbrellas for Jeanette!
She blossomed out like the glamorous actress that she was, and was rapidly becoming the toast of Broadway, when her determination to become a singer got the best
of her and she announced quite emphatically to the New York producers that she
would sing, or nothing. It was nothing. "I
want to sing," Jeanette told them, "I want
dancing.

serge

to sing until my heart breaks, or until
stops breaking."

it

After months and months of her own
personally conducted sit-down strike Jeanette discovered one dreary morning that
she was flat broke. "I won't dance," said
Jeanette, and it later became a song. She

would

sing, but nobody would listen. So
middle of the hottest summer New
York ever remembers Jeanette got a job
modeling fur coats for out-of-town buyers
in New York's famous wholesale district.
That was zero hour for Mr. Mayer's future
gold mine. Then came a prima donna role
in the Chicago production of "Yes, Yes,
Yvette"' and, on Christmas day of that
year, a Christmas present from the manager

OR SPARKLING HENNA

in the

You,

too,

brilliancy to

can

add that

your

hair

.

successful

seasons

as

Christmas

or back-breaking exercises. Just eat sensibly and
take 4 Marmola Prescription Tablets a day until
you have lost enough fat
then stop.
Marmola Prescription Tablets contain the same
element prescribed by most doctors in treating
their fat patients. Millions of people are using
them with success. Don't let others think you
have no spunk and that your will-power is as
flabby as your flesh. Start with, Marmola today
and win the slender lovely figure rightfully yours.

—
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For those whose
darker, there

is

hair

Nestle

Shamboo, made
Egy btian Henna.

le nna

I

is

with bure
It

away that drab,

takes

listless

look from your hair

and gives

it

a vibrant, allur-

ing sbarkle without chang-

1'

Qr forapackage
containing a

shampoos,

at all

10

cent stores.

ing

its

natural c olor.

For assured safety,
ways sbecify Nestle.

al-

GOLDEN SHAMPOO

HENNA SHAMPOO

that
at

but

Personal to Fat Girls! — Now you can slim
down your face and figure without strict dieting

youthful
easily.

delightful golden sheen.

the

year at Antibes and
the same hotel Norma
Shearer and Irving Thalberg, and it was
during the holidays that Mr. Thalberg received word from Hollywood that the public once more was clamoring for musicals.
So he promptly signed Jeanette on a Metro
contract, where she has been ever since. It
was "Naughty Marietta," where-in she costarred with Nelson Eddy, that sent her
stock soaring. Today she is Hollywood's
number one songbird.
Her love life she started at the tender
age of nine when she fell in love with the
little boy who sat across from her and who
had hair as red as her own. Finding him
interested she proceeded to write love notes
to him, which would have been all right,
of

found staying

and

It thoroughly cleanses
both your scalb and your hair — and imbarts a

she will never forget. Her name in
it. Jeanette MacDonald on the
marquee of the theatre! Jeanette got in a
taxi and drove around the theatre for hours
just looking at her name in lights. And as
she drove she remembered Arnold Daly's
advice to her, "Shorten your name, Jeanette, it will never fit in lights."
(This is
getting to be a running gag.)

came

enviable,
safely

centuating the highlights.

that

Then

.

Nestle Golden Shamboo makes your hair
look years younger and more alluring by ac-

lights! All of

prima donna of "Sunny Days" and "Angela" on Broadway, and "Boom-Boom" in
Chicago, and of course all of this led up to
a screen test and Mr. Lubitsch dangling a
nice fat Paramount contract. But Paramount and Jeanette came to the parting of
the ways in 1932 because Paramount decided that singing pictures were no> longer
good box-office and that Jeanette in the
future would be cast for straight roles. "I
want to .sing," said Jeanette and left for a
concert
tour
through Holland, Spain,
Switzerland, Belgium and France. She spent

.

it just so happened that she was copying her love letters from a famous breach
of promise suit that was being aired in the
Philadelphia newspapers at that time. One
day the teacher intercepted one of these
letters, and little Jeanette was sent home
to talk over things with her mother.
With a career on her hands Jeanette had
little time for boy friends, though there
were a couple of college boys. Bob Ritchie,
handsome New Yorker, with whom her
name was connected romantically for
many years, became her agent when she
started in pictures. But her first real romance it seems was Gene Raymond, whom
she met nearly two years ago in the forecourt of the Chinese Theatre. Their engagement of a year finally culminated in
Hollywood's most spectacular wedding last

Silver Screen
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Wanted At Once!
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offer.
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WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE...
Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just decays
in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach. You get
constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and
you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
1

A

Laxatives are only makeshifts.
mere bowel
doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up". Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little
Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything

movement

else. 25c.

June. Jeanette was determined to have a
church wedding with all the trimmings
and, by golly, she had it. She set the date
far ahead and with the usual MacDonald
determination and her knack for scheduling her life she kept the date— even though
she had to go back for "re-takes" on "The

HOLLYWOOD

SITROUX TISSUES,

LIKE

'I

CURLERS

because they're softer
and more absorbent"

Firefly."

Because of her quick, staccato-like mind
is called "Mrs. Wanger" by her
close friends. It seems that one night she
went with them to a preview ot "The Trail
of the Lonesome Pine." Before the name
of the producer could be flashed on the
screen Jeanette impatiently announced, "I
thought it was a Wanger production." Even
pictures, it seems, are not reeled off fast
enough to keep up with her quick thinking
mind. Although she doesn't mind nicknames for herself, she would never call any
one else by a nickname. Inasmuch as she
does not swear she has a most peculiar
vocabulary when she becomes angry. A
mixture of "flibberty gibbets" and "holy
mackerels" and a jargon all her own— but
those who have seen and heard the Mac-

Jeanette

a tip from the romantic stars of cinema
town... look your loveliest and best with a

thinking mind, which is always
ahead, often gets her in trouble,
as witness an incident that happened last
year at the Santa Anita race-track. Jeanette
invariably gets an idea that her horse is
not going to win and proceeds to tear up
her ticket several seconds before the race
over. "Don't do that," Gene told her
is
several times, "miracles can happen in the
last second of a race." So, one day, Jeanette
as usual decided that her poor nag didn't
have a chance so she tore up the ticket.
The "miracle" happened that Gene had
been telling her about and her horse won.
Jeanette. blushing from ear to ear. admitted that she had torn up the ticket and
it
was in shreds all over the floor. But
again she proved herself master of the
situation, of any situation; she got down
on her knees salvaged all the bits, called
for a waiter to bring her some flour and
water and pasted the ticket together. When
dry she proudly presented it to the cashier.
It might be interesting to note that it was
a two dollar ticket and that she only won
a few pennies. The Scotch in her no doubt.

Her
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jump

they hold together; won't "come apart" in the hand!
That's why they're so ideal for
10^ AND 20^
cleansing the skin. Why not care
for
complexion the way
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Joyce Compton does
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says lovely

.

beautiful women everywhere prefer Sitroux Tissues! So delicately soft,
their touch is like a caress yet so much stronger,
Stars of stage

most becomingly .. .you
can have them quickly, easily
...right at home... with the
"Curlers used by the Stars."

just

.

Grand National

or just a few will frame your

"damns."
a

.

JOYCE COMPTON

made with Hollywood
Curlers! Whether many curls

flattering hairdress

flare-ups assure me that the effects
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When you star in your own romances, take

5
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STORES— NOTION COUNTERS

Get youT trial astrology reading. Be analyzed by NORVELL, famous astrologer
to the movie stars. The science of astrology is being logically applied to many
of today's baffling problems with great
success. It has helped thousands to find
themselves. Give it a chance to help yon.
NORVELL has read the famous movie
stars of Hollywood. ..through the medium of astrology he has helped them
solve their problems. Send at once...
today.. .for your trial astrology reading.
Send only 10c with your birth date and
a self-addressed, stamped envelope to

NORVELL
By

P. 0.

Box

989^*1*^

Dt.

A
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cost!

Lose many pounds safely, without drugs, harmful diets or
tiring

exercises!

Take

off

extra

superficial

fat

at

only those places

where you want to reduce. Hundreds of women in the last 25 years
have kept slim, youthful-appearing figures this easy, inexpensive harmless way.
now available to you.
Originally prescribed by a doctor for his wife
.

.

.

PROFIT BY THESE AMAZING EXPERIENCES!

47 pounds and think your cream wonderful." L. P., No. Carolina.
results . .
lost 30 pounds." Mrs. O. K. S., Penna.
"Searched for years for some safe, quick means of reduction. Have lost 26 pounds
and feel and look like a new person." S. C. F.. New "iork.

"I have

lost

"Have had wonderful

.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! ACT TODAY!

If you do not lose at least 12 pounds with the first jar of Cream, following directions, your money will be refunded at once! Write today for full half-pound jar of
SI. 00
Dr. Hatch's Formula Massage Cream

Send Cash,

or

Money Order

or sent

C.O.D., plus postage.
INC., Dept.

YOUTHFUL FACE AND FIGURE

SU-II

853 Seventh Avenue, New York City

4k*rF00T RELIEF!
or Tight Shoes From Pinching, Pressing, Rubbing
KUROTEX, new velvety-soft, soothing, cushioning foot plaster on Corns, Callouses, Bunions,
Sore Toes or Tender Spots on the feet or toes, and you will
have instant, safe, sure relief. Dr. Scholl's KUROTEX
makes new or tight shoes easy on the feet; prevents blisters
and sore spots. Flesh color. Can be cut to any size or shape
J kF./?<

Prevents
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Apply Dr. Scholl's

'

When

New
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York City, the
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reviewers

played in
important
all

compli-

mented Anne Shirley for her

bril-

performance. Two years ago
Will Rogers said she was as fine
an actress as he had ever worked

desired.

Goes further

—

is

more economical.

Dr.SchoIl's KUROTEX is excellent for preventing blisters on the hands, fingers and any part of the feet.
Sold at Drug, Shoe, Dept. and 10*f Stores. For FREE sample
and booklet on Foot Care write Dr. Scholl' s Dept. 2 2 Chicago.
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REDUCE

BY SAFE, QUICK, EASY
Slim met Method!
If you do not reduce at least 10 pounds in
4 weeks by this Doctor's safe and sane
method, it will cost you nothing! Mr. H. S.
lost 41 pounds Mrs. S. B. reduced 37 pounds.
No tiring exercises or harmful diets. Prescription contains no dinitrophenol, thyroid
or other dangerous drug. Watch your allure
£^
and glamor increase as fat disappears! Money
back guarantee! Send order today.
I
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Bottle Slimmets
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SECRET OF IVLNBL EYES
NEWTHOUSANDS!

Will he see red veins.... or
bright whites? Thousands use EYE-Gi-INfc.
overinto clear eyes in seconds after late hours,
dulgence. Eyes look larger, more lustrous. New scienback if it fails.
tific formula; stainless, too; money
all

Greater opportunities now in advertising. Learn easily and quickly in spare
time. Practical work. No text booka.
Old established school. Low tuitionEasy terms. Send for free booklet and
requirements.
Page-Davis School of Advertising
Dept. 4437, 3b0i Mien. Ave., Chi.

drug and department stores.

EYE -GENE

Shirley Temple, on a vacation in Honolulu, drove
through lanes of cheering

AD€CCD!
My dynamic key to personal

thousands of Hawaiian fans.

feel you have a valuable invention? A
novel invention may produce something salable
getting
if patented. Are you groping in the dark
nowhere? Learn how other men with inventions
attained success. Write for our FREE Book,
"Patent Guide for the Inventor" which tells you
of fields where inventions bring profits if they
are good patented ones.

Do you
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magnetism

The Hateful Part
Hollywood

will

make you the popular, triumphant woman of
poise, charm and glamour you are meant to bel
Write to me for a free Personality Analysis,Please
I
learn the secret of Power over
enclose 6 cents in stamps to cover mailing costs.

Men

ANNE CANCKCFT
Personality Consultant

Troy, N. V.

Rice Bldg.

$1.00

SLIMMETS CO., Dept. SU-5
853 Seventh Ave., New York City
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clear,

At

(90 Tablets)

3.00
4 Bottles
Order C.O.D., plus postage, or send
cash or money order, we pay postage.
No Canadian Orders
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For Immediate Consideration .... Send Poems to
COLUMBIAN MUSIC PUBLISHERS LTD.. Dept 13, Toronto, Can.
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Studios
unburthemselves.
dened themselves of them within a very

unburdened
short

time.
The ironic thing about "playing politics"
on the West Coast is the fact that you
would have to be a seer to do it successfully all the time. It is all very well for a
player or writer to establish himself with
the right people in a certain company, but
the right people themselves are likely to
be on the skids when he wakes up some
bright morning. As a matter of fact I
don't believe anyone ever achieved a measure of lasting fame or fortune by playing
politics without having the talent to make
good 011 his or her own account. The
trouble is that it is apt to put a false interpretation on even casual encounters and
innocent gestures. It breeds suspicion and
distrust in a group of people that should
have all its energies free for making pic-

CLARENCE
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ADAMS BLDG.

681-A

flKfene
™

Una

WASHINGTON,

of^the

(44th Yr.) Stage. Talkie. Radio.

Astaire,

HYMAN BERMAN

Attorneys

Mr-rkeL. Zita Joliann. etc.

the most amazing tales I have
ever heard was told to me by a top-flight

One

of

whom I must keep anonymous. He
was given the job of staging the first picture in which a newcomer to the screen
was to appear. She was more of a personality than an actress and not without fame
outside Hollywood. The first morning on
the set he spent in getting acquainted with
her and putting her at her ease. At lunch
time, her business manager accompanied
him to the commissary and slipped him an
envelope. Before he went back to the set,
he idly opened it and nearly jumped out

TKeatre

GRADUATES:

Lee Tracy. Fred

Directing Personal Develonm-n', Stock Theatre Training
(Appearances). For Catalog, write Sec'y LAND, 66 W. 85 St., N. Y.
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KILL THE

HAIR ROOT

Remove

the hair permanently, safely, privately at home, following simple directions.
The Mahler Method positively prevents' the
hair from growing again. The delightful relief will bring happiness, freedom of mind
and greater success. Backed by 35 years of
successful use all over the world. Send 6c
in stamps TODAY for illustrated Booklet,
"How to Remove Superfluous Hair Forever."
D. J. MahlerCo., Dept. 30-M, Providence, R. I.

CHRISTMAS CARD BARGAIN
Earn up to $22.50 in a Week!
Take orders from friends and others
for amazing new Christmas Card
valuesi Made-to-order with sender's
name. You sell 50 folders for only §1.

FREE Samples.

m
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s.
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With

Sender's

n
V Name
$|00
|

Liberal earnings,
Many men and women earn up to $2 in hour.
No experience needed. Also sell $1 AssortFOR
ments of 25 Christmas Cards; others 60c. ONLY
Make big money every week now to Christmas, full or spare time. Send today for Free Selling Outfit.
Genera! Card Co., 400 S. Peoria St., Dept. P-178, Chicago. LP.
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TRY

BATHASWEET
free
GlVE

your body skin the benefit of
enjoy
bathing in water soft as rain
.

.

.

the luxury of a bath fragrant as a flower
garden or a pine forest.
Greater cleanliness is one step toward loveliness
and Bathasweet gives water greater
cleansing powers. Proof of this is found in the
absence of a "ring" around the tub when
.

.

.

Bathasweet is used. Moreover, the water is
softened
gone are the drying effects that hard
water may have on your skin! No wonder thousands of fastidious women insist on the benefits
of Bathasweet. 50(f and $1 sizes at drug and
10^' sizes ac
10 cent' stores.
department stores
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package of the two Bathasweet
Pine,
fragrances, Garden Bouquet and Forest
sent free anywhere in the V. S. A. Mail this
coupon with name and address to Bathasweet
Corp., Dept. S-J, 1911 Park Avenue, \ew York.
gift

of

his

new

chair.

It

contained $2,500 in crisp

bills.

He didn't go back to the set, but went
instead to his office and called his producer, telling him of the incident. That
obliging fellow told him to handle the
situation himself. He summoned the business manager who had handed him the
envelope.
"Just what is this all about?" he asked.
"Just a little pay-off to see that everything goes all right with the picture," was
the answer.

"Oh, I see," said the director.
He went back to the set. When he was
alone with the aspirant for stardom for a
moment, he handed her the envelope as
unobtrusively as possible, with the firm
statement that there had been a mistake.
Needless to say, she was surprised. There is
a nice ending to the story. She is now one

Sensational
SEND COUPON
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^Scratching
EVE ITCHING SKIN Qukkiy
Even the most stubborn itching of eczema, blotches,
pimples, athlete's foot, rashes and other externally
caused skin eruptions, quickly yields to cooling, antiseptic, liquid D.D.D. PRESCRIPTION. Dr. Dennis*
original formula. Greaseless and stainless. Soothes the
irritation and quickly stops the most intense itching.
A 35c trial bottle, at all drug stores, proves it or
your money back. Ask for D.D.D. PRESCRIPTION.
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Now You Can Have A New
Skin in 3 Days' Time!

up bribing people and she and the director
are the best of friends.
So far this catalogue of dislikes has been
in very general terms. It is not a pleasant
atmosphere that is bred by an overwhelming emphasis on success, by instability of
existence, by fear or fanning for favors, but
it is less the result of actual viciousness on
the part of screen people than it is the
manifestation of a frantic professional and
personal existence. It is my firm conviction
that Hollywood will become an increasingly
pleasant and friendly place as the public
increasingly accepts the screen as the most

TAKE NO CHANCES
with Va WayTooth

Pastes

and vital medium of our time
and its practitioners as skilled artisans of
a complex art form.
I can still name some distinctly personal
dislikes that I carried away with me from
my visit to the West Coast. There is, for
significant

example, the show-off. It
evitable that a dramatic

is

probably

in-

medium should

spawn these

GET THIS FREE

— and
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learn that what was considered impossible before
blackheads, freckles, tan, oily
of pimples,
skin, large pores, wrinkles and other defects in the outer
skin can now be done harmlessly and economically at
home in three days* time, as stated by legions of men and

removal

the

—

women, young and

old.

It is all explained in a

**BEAUTIFUL

new

treatise called

NEW SKIN

IN 3

DAYS"

which is being mailed absolutely free to readers of this
magazine. So worry no more over your humiliating skin
and complexion or signs of aging if your outer skin looks
soiled and worn. Simply send your name and address and
name the skin blemishes which trouble you most to
MARVO BEAUTY LABORATORIES. Dept. X-63. No.
1700 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and you will receive
this new treatise by return mail in plain wrapper, postpaid
and absolutely free. If pleased, tell your friends about it.

PERSONAL

Will the young lady who is unhappy, discouraged
and self-conscious because of complexion blemishes, stop worrying and write AT ONCE for
details of our new, remarkably effective method
of home treatment and FREE TRIAL OFFER?
Write Dept. M, Skin Culture Institute, Inc.,
7 West 44th St., New York City.
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exhibitionists, but they are
particularly offensive in Hollywood. They
can spoil a party faster than celluloid will
burn and they can make life generally
hideous with little or no encouragement.
Few of the really distinguished people in
films are among their number, but there is
scarcely any place you can go that you
won't run into them.
Then there is the arrant parasite, 'who
fastens like a leech to an important personage. He gives absolutely nothing for value
received and survives solely through the
kindness and mistaken charity of his victims. You can detect him usually by the
way in which he bandies about the names
of the great, with whom he is always on
the most intimate terms. His ilk varies
from straight dead-beats to blackmailers.

The gossip is another Hollywood type
that gave me the creeps. He or she, as the
case may be, is always ready to relay juicy
items of scandal about anyone and everyone. Most of the stories are founded on
such evidence as a couple of stars having
lunch together or "I have a cousin who
knows someone who was actually there and
saw it with his own eyes." The professional
gossips— the paragraphers frequently use
these lurid tidbits without making any
effort to check on their authenticity and,
in many instances, they do irreparable
harm. It is a case of envy and malice gone
hog wild in a community that must of
necessity court publicity.
There are others on my list— the up-stage
notables, the practical joker who doesn't
know when to stop, the coy ingenue who
really believes that sex appeal is a substitute for artistry and the leading man who
thinks he is irresistible to all women. None
of these offensive people are peculiar to
Hollywood, of course, but in the close-knit
society that exists there, they are almost
impossible to avoid.
The rest of my dislikes are milder and
are the sort that would be shared by most
Easterners. For geographical as well as
other reasons, such as the enormous concentration on one medium, there is a remoteness about the film capitol that makes
one often stop and wonder what's going on
in the rest of the world. There's a lack of
variety to the physical scene and to the
climate that bothered me at times. And
the sheer business of getting from Culver
City to Burbank or from studios to homes
meant too much time in an automobile
for my pleasure.
If this series of impressions gives you the
idea that I don't like Hollywood, I have
failed to explain myself clearly. On the
whole, it is a vastly stimulating, hospitable
and interesting community. Most of its
unpleasant features, for that matter, are
being eradicated as the business of making
films becomes more mature. In the meantime I am perfectly content not to live
there and yet I can think of no place I
would rather visit.

—
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FOR OULLTEtTH
TONIGHT
To make teeth

brilliant,

your smile truly attractive, gums too
must be cared for. You cannot trust to
half-way measures. Begin the two-way
care dentists advise, tonight.
1. Clean teeth by brushing all surfaces with Forhan's in the usual
2.

manner.
Massage gums briskly with

Ms

inch

of Forhan's on brush or finger.
Results are amazing! Gums are stimulated, soon teeth gleam.

Forhan's Toothpaste was developed by
Dr. R. J. Forhan, eminent dental surgeon, to do both vital jobs clean teeth
and safeguard gums. It contains a special ingredient found in no other toothpaste. End half-way care. Get a tube of
Forhan's today! Also sold in Canada.
FORMULA OF R. J. FORHAN, D. D. S.
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periodic pimples
threaten your good time,
dab Miner's Blemi-Stik on
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.

looks perfect. Blemiskin
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disfiguring spots, too. Lasts all day.
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Crossword Puzzle

By Cnarlotte Herbert

THE THEATRES

showing pictures are
terminals.
We went into one recently on Broadway, and such is the perfection o£ our
picture-viewing technique that we were
the lift of a sailing vessel
carried away
out at sea, and the endless wastes of water
reaching to the horizon seemed convinc"Souls at Sea," of course.
ingly real . .
And we visited the Himalayan frontier
troops, a little later, by seeing "Wee Willie
I like airline

.

.

.

.

Winkie."

DOyouYOU

lose yourself in a picture? If
do, and can let yourself go until
the scenes seem to be part of you, that
proves you are blessed with imagination
and may have the talents of an actor, artist,

writer or musician.

WE

HAVE been in theatres when an
overwrought member of the audience
The

degree of unselfconenabled that person to
be thus emotionally moved is a very valuable quality. Writers having this temperahas cried
sciousness

out.

which

ment give us stories of great reality. Inventors who are able to shut the world
outside of their dreaming are the ones who'
solve their own problems.
Do you hate to be spoken to while the
picture is showing? So do we.
_

1-8
15

THE OTHER

evening

we went

to

a

double-bill theatre and, for a change,
saw one film from first to last and enjoyed
tremendously. The two feature plan
it
gives the audience at least one picture in
correct sequence. The entire evening gave
us more pleasure than a one picture bill
could have supplied. Of course, it was the
last picture shown that we saw completely,
and, when we returned to the street, the
characters of the story were still moving
before our mind's eye.
Do you prefer single or double bills?
Two pictures or one?

—
|N KENNY

Baker's picture, Alice Brady
plays a temperamental diva with such
gusto and spirit that her scenes awaken
Kenny himthe whole picture. Even
self catches the gay mood of make-believe
and is much better in his scenes with
Alice Brady. She is one of America's
few great actresses and on the screen she
has no equal. Alice Brady is a great artist
because she plays a scene. She can be surrounded by "atmosphere" and a cast of
real players, but when the character that
she represents is in the clutch of emotion,
Alice Brady is like one possessed.
Never miss a chance to see her.
<S>

YY/lTH THIS
vv

issue Silver

its

seventh

complimentary newspaper comment.
The staff thanks you. That makes the
next one a Thanksgiving issue.

Editor.
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16 Past
18 In "It's Love I'm After"

A blood vessel
20 Remarkable
23 To judge
24 Beverage
26 Concise
27 Personal pronoun
28 Speech of hesitancy
19

30 Fat
31 Large bodies of water
32 Measure of weight (abbr.)
33 To scatter
35 Precious stones
38 Woman's patriotic organization (abbr.)'
39 Map
42 A single unit
43 The phony prince in "Cafe Metropole"
45 Famous Chinese detective
46 Masculine first name (abbr.)
47 Performs
48 Select body
49 Turn around rapidly
50 Permit
51 Southern state (abbr.)
54 General encampment (abbr.)
55 In "Tomorrow's Headlines"
56 Bone of the forearm
57 Including all
58 Places
60 Point of compass
61 No longer an amateur (slang)
62 Aged
64 Symbol for titanium
65 Mrs. Joel McCrea
66 More learned
68 Nellie in "The Good Old Soak"
70 Definite article
72 Constellation
74 The librarian in "Navy Blues"
76 Japanese statesman
78 Period of time
79 To lay again
80 She's married to Werner Janssen
81 Human being

Screen com-

year and we are
very happy to say that recently this magazine has received approving letters and
pletes

ACROSS

Leading players in "Angel"
in "Border Cafe"

Dancer

DOWN
1

2
3

The

secretary in

"Ever since Eve"

Anger

To send forth
4 Prongs
Thoroughfare (abbr.)
6 In "Confession"
5

7 Dislike intensely
8 Crowds
9 Female of the deer
10 South latitude (abbr.)
11 Skins
12 Affirm

13 Untruth

"High, Wide and Hand14 Lovely newcomer in
some'
17 She sings in "Broadway Melody of 1938"
21 In "They Won't Forget"
22 Smaller quantity
25 A most entertaining film comedian
27 Circle around the sun
29 In "Born Reckless"
32 Paralysis victim in "Let Them Live"
34 With Gloria Stuart in "Escape from Love"
36 Bard
37 Dissolute
38 A formal order
40 The captain's charming daughter in "The GoGetter"
41 In "Time Out for Romance"
43 Co-starred again with Myrna Loy in "Double
'

Wedding"
44 Laments
52 Open declaration
53 King of Crooners
54 Delightful heroine in "Escape from Love'

56 Combine
59 Diane in "Seventh Heaven"
61 Juicy, eatable fruit
Have Our
63 In
65 Lair
67 Suffix

"We

Moments"

69 Endeavor
71 Interjection

73 Regarding
75 Indefinite article
77 Symbol for tantalum
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Month's

Puzzle
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COSMETICS
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Hollywood's

A

Star

of the

SELZNICK-

INTERNATIONAL
PRODUCTION

"A

Star

is

Born"

Beauty
Secret
too*

I

FOUND

OUT LOW6

AGO MEN

LIKE
OIRLS WITH
SOFT, SMOOTH

SKIN

happy
MANYlovely
a

girl is

follow-

ing
Janet Gaynor's
advice! "I use cosmetics," she

you. "But I remove them
thoroughly with Lux Toilet
Soap. I never take chances with
Cosmetic Skin!"
Foolish to risk this danger
tells

REMEMBER, 9 OUT OF

10

tiny blemishes, enlarged pores. Lux Toilet Soap's
dullness,

ACTIVE latherremovesthedust,
cosmetics that might
otherwise remain to choke the
pores. Before you renew makeup, ALWAYS before you go to
bed use this gentle care.
dirt, stale
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SCREEN STARS USE THIS SOAP

CYCLING

is

Wendy Morgan

a favorite sport of Miss

(left,

above) debutante daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Fellowes

Morgan,

Following her bow to society

Jr.

at the

Hotel Pierre,

Miss Morgan cycle-toured in Ireland and the Tyrol. After a
spin,

Miss Morgan admits that "cycling does take

...but Camels give

my

energy a cheering

IN

THE STATES, Miss Morgan enjoys sports,

For one thing,

bit!

meals.

lift!"

TYPICAL OF THE YOUNGER SET

CO

out of you

it

IN

mural painting, and an interesting social life.
"You'd think," she once remarked, "that such
a busy life would tell on my digestion. Not a
I

And Camels

smoke Camels with my

help digestion!"
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FOR VIGOROUS OUTDOOR SPORTS

WENDY MORGAN

SS

CANADA
ing"

to

Wendy Morgan means "good

trout fish-

— at Murray Bay or the Morgan island in the St. Law-

rence. Expert in casting, she says: "I don't want to do

anything that would be hard on the nerves.

Reynolds Tobacco Co.
opyright. 1937. R. J.

Other

BADMINTON, riding,
sailing — Miss Morgan enjoys

them

all!

And whatever

the sport, Camels keep her

EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS

company.

and Domestic

"I'd

she says, "if

I

feel

lost,"

didn't have

Camels along. Their delicate
flavor never tires

my taste."
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